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Methodist Keview.

JULY, 18 9

Akt. l— the doctrine of sanctieication
PSYCHOLOGICALLY DEVELOPED.

Holiness is tlie demand of the hour. Never was Christian-

ity called upon to prove its claims by its fruits as it is to-day.

In this era of realism men ask after results. Applied Chris-

tianity is the only Christianity in whose behalf the preacher can

gain the attention of a busy age. The preponderant ethical

element in a well-rounded doctrine of sanctification ought

therefore to make it an attractive theme. With the religion of

historical Christianity much fault may l)e found. But few

have the hardihood to criticise the religion of Christ
;
and the

gracious processes of sanctification all tend to produce in their

subjects a moral and religious likeness to Jesus.

Why, then, has sanctification become a word of offense to the

present 'generation ? It will not suffice to answer that the nat-

ural heart is averse to it, for if one does not call it by name

he may preach all he will about the subject, and no one's preju-

dices will be aroused. Nor is the explanation to be found in

the failure of its professors to meet the expectations of their

observers and critics ; for most people believe in religion not-

withstanding the imperfections of Christians. Observation

shows that the source of opposition is either ignorance or mis-

apprehension. When the doctrine is clearly set forth as taught

in the Scriptures, criticism is disarmed, not so njuch by the au-

thority of God's word as by the reasonableness of the doctrine

itself. The peculiarly practical nature of the doctrine iuiposes

upon all ministers of the Gospel the duty of clearly compre-

34—FIFTH SKRIES, VOL. VIII.
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bending it. Yet in what practical domain of Christian doc-

trine does so much confusion of thought reign as here? Con-

eecration, sanctification, holiness, perfect love, Christian perfec-

tion, the second blessing, the higher life, the mind that was in

Christ, the image of Christ in the soul, and a Yariety of other

terms, scriptural and unscriptural, each having in reality a def-

inite meaning, and giving expression to some particular phase

of the whole work, are used in the most indiscriminate nmnner,

and, with the exception of the first, are generally allowed to be

identical in significance. Under such instructions professions

are likely to be equally indiscriminate. Listeners feel, rather

than perceive, the incongruity. They do not charge hypocrisy,

but error, and mentally resolve not to be gnilty of a similar

mistake. They may be wrong, but if we can prevent such con-

sequences by greater precision in the statement of the doctrine

and experience we are bound by the most solemn obligations

to do it.*

The subject is much larger than any treatment of it ever

given to the world, although it has been the theme of many
excellent treatises, the reading of which can but fan the devo-

tional feelings into flame. But all these works are practical

rather than critical, and do not propose to do more than to set

forth clearly the teachings of Wesley concerning the doctrine.

Without exception, too, they give to one single phase and

juncture in the process of sanctification so much prominence

as to withdraw attention from the wider and all-inclusive work.

Probably no one would be more surprised than Wesley liimself

that his followers have been content with the study he made of

the doctrine in the course of his busy life. As a matter of fact

lie wrote very little upon this subject as compared with the

practical importance it holds in his system. Even liis " Plain

Account" was not written to make the doctrine plain, but to

make plain that his teaching concerning Christian perfection

liad been self-consistent from the bcginning.f In other words,

it is a history of his connection with the doctrine among the

Methodists. This accounts for the repetitive character of the

On the profession of the bleseing Wesley has given most sensible advice.

Worlis, vol. vi, p. 524.

f See full title of the work and first paragraph, as well as throughout. Works,

vol. vi, p. 483, /.
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document. But it also accounts for tlie fact that although it

occupies forty-nine pages of his published works the doctrine

itself is little developed therein. Wesley's mind was intuitional

rather than reflective, and practical rather than philosophical.

He reached the truth, but he reached it in bulk rather than in

detail. His doctrinal teachings will, we predict, undergo but

little modification in the course of the ages. But they are

capable of immense elaboration and development. What he

stated in general needs to be analyzed, that the contents and

implications of his opinions may be made clear. On tlie sub-

ject of sanctification he was especially prolific of undefined

suggestion, both as to method and fact. His constant lim-

itation of the terms of Scripture by tlie facts of psychology

was a logical consequence of the emphasis he gave to man's

part in salvation ; but he never developed the method, nor has

any writer acted upon the hint.* The nature and powers of

the soul, man, in his environment, the subject of sanctifying

grace, must be taken into consideration, and not the will and

power of God alone. Divine grace is a power at work upon

human character and life. Its reactions upon the human soul,

and their modifications by the other forces at work in him and

upon him, need c^areful study. This is, in part, the psycholog-

ical side of the theme.

Then, too, the scriptural teachings concerning holiness need

to be more exhaustively studied. It docs not sufiice to exam-

ine the meaning of a few such words as "holy," "holiness,"

etc.f Holiness is, indeed, the central doctrine of the Bible

;

but a center implies a circumference. To exhibit the center

alone is inadequate. AYe want all those Scriptures which lie

about the center and shade up into it and illustrate it. Yet

how inadequately the subject has been studied from the script-

* Dr. Daniel Steele, in his delightful and helpful book, Love Enthroned, has

ehown some appreciation of the value of psychology to a study of Christian

experience. See Chapter XIII, § 2. Bishops Foster and Merrill employ the psy-

chological method incidentally, especially the former in his Philosophy of Chris-

tian Experience, Lectures Til, Till. But no one has undertaken to employ it

Bystcmatically, so far as we know.

f This is the chief defect in Beet's excellent work, Holiness as Understood hy

the ]Vri{ers of the Bihle. The work of Dr. A. Lowrey, I'ossihilitles of Grace, is

the most complete in this respect, as in many others, with which we have met.

"VVe have wislied, however, for a moro thorough discussion of the passages

adduced.
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nral staud-point is seen in the fact that when Issel, in 1S85, pro-

posed to write his prize essay on "The Idea of Holiness in the

New Testament " he could not find a single monograph on

the subject. Such an investigation would uncover the wealth

of information on this profoundly practical theme which is

contained in the parables, the precepts, the biographies, and

the history of God's word, and, if critical and unbiased, would

correct many false imterpretations which have been imposed

upon Scripture rather than found in it.

, There is in Christian theology a strongly pessimistic element.

The dark fact of sin has cast a gloomy shadow over the human

heart. Among the first Christians there was no expectation of the

conversion of the world prior to the second coming of Christ.

Ilere and there an inspired soul, like Paul, rose to the true ethical

conception of Christianity as taught by Christ ; but the popular

view was that the Holy Spirit wrought in the hearts of believers

to produce ecstatic conditions rather than ethical results," and

that when Christ should come he would thus claim his own ; but

the thought was centered upon the relation to Christ, not upon

a moral condition. The character of Christianity as at first pop-

ularly conceived was a one-sided, absolute, and abstract super-

naturalism.f The Christian was in the world, but he was not

of the world. He was to prej^are himself for the early com-

ing of Christ. His relations were chiefly with heaven, not with

earth. The ethical was relegated to a subordinate position

in the life of the Chi-istian. The apostles seized upon this

expectation of the second advent of Christ as a motive to holi-

ness. But popularly, salvation meant adoption into the family

of God on account of his grace, and consequent entrance into

heaven, not freedom from the indwelling and dominion of sin.

But while the early Christians, secure of their place in the

family of God and looking for the immediate coming of Christ,

failed to emphasize the ethical factors of Christianity, yet from

the beginning the conflict between the flesh and the Spirit

had been perceived. In one form or another we find it in

every book of the Xew Testament, and in the writings of Paul

it is very prominent. As the decades multiplied, therefore, the

* Gunkel, Die WirJcungen des heiligtii GeCstes, p. G, and throughout Compare

also 1 Cor. xii, 31, aud contcxc.

j-Rothe, Yi^rksungen uber Kirchenjt-sduchk, vol. i, pp. 99-101.
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etbica] requirements of the Gospel became more clear to Chris-

tian thought. Lines were drawn
;
parties were formed. The

more rigorous would make the Chm-ch the communion of the

lioly ; the laxer party were content to see in the Church the

medium of salvation to its adherents. But the former sen-

timent found its expression on the one side in asceticism, in

which the consciousness of sin was so tremendous that its ex-

tirpation was believed to demaud little less than self-aimihila-

tion, and on the other side in the Augustinian doctrine of sin,

which made it so essential an element in the human soul that

the mass of the Ckristian Church has ever since despaired of

its eradication in this life. Eoman Catholics do not expect the

purification of the soul by the power even of divine grace, but

only by purgatorial fires. Calvinists generally den}" the possi-

bility of the purifiexition of the heart prior to death ; while the

Methodist bodies, in which alone an optimistic spirit prevails

concerning tlie treatment of sin, think it possible that man may
become entirely holy in this life. But even "Wesley was so

profoundly impressed with the havoc which sin has wrought in

the soul that he did not believe in man's complete recovery

from it while we were in the body. The freedom from sin of

which he speaks is not that of Adam before the fall, nor is

it freedom from mistakes which look like sins,* but which he

affirms are not sins in the true sense of the word.-f Indeed, the

deviations from perfect rectitude are so defined as to admit of

very great imperfections in the wholly sanctified, provided that

they arise from ignorance, infirmity, and defective judgment,

and not from a lacking spirit of love to God and man. The
only perfection of which Wesley knew any thing was a perfec-

tion of love—the loving God with all the heart, soul, mind,

and strength, and our neighbor as ourselves. And even this

perfection is to Wesley and his followers rather a blessed possi-

bility than a frequent realization.
:{:

The same pessimistic gloom is apparent in the so-called

"New Theology," and has found its most popular expression in

recent utterances by Professor Brigg5.§ The peculiarity of his

* Works, vol. vi, pp. 512, 513. . f Hid., pp. 500, 501.

t/M(i;, vol. vi, p. 497. "We grant . . . that many of those who have died in

the faith, jea, the greater part of those v,'c have knowo, wero not perfected in

lovo till a little before their death." See also p. 532.

§ Briggs, TFAitter ? pp. 14G-H8.
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teaching is not in any supposed progressiveness of sanctifica-

tion, for both the idea and the term were employed long before

he wrote on the subject, but it is in making sanctification pro-

gressive after death. jNor would this have produced any oppo-

sition had he meant by that sanctification the progress of the

soul in positive graces. But the sanctification to which he re-

fers is purification from sin, which he asserts is never complete

prior to death. Hence he is obliged to find an intermediate

state, not specially for the soul in waiting for the resurrection

of the body and the approach of the final judgment, but for

further and complete purification. lie affirms that the teach-

ing of the Westminster Confession is simply of a gradual sanc-

tification, and that the idea of sudden freedom from sin in the

liour of death is contrary to Scripture and to the Confession of

Faith of his Church. That it is unscriptural was pointed out

long ago by Wesley, Fletcher, and "Watson, and has been insisted

upon by all Methodist writers ever since. But, on the other

hand, Briggs is not so hopeless as his Calvinistic brethren, since

he asserts that the time may come when even in this life

Christians will be made perfectly free from sin. On this point,

then, the only difference between Briggs and Methodist authors

is that the latter believe that time to have already come.* His

utterances are so brief as to be exceedingly unsatisfactory, and

it is diflicult to conjecture just what he would say on points

left untouched were he to write more at length. But it ap-

pears clear that he regards sanctification as the result of gracious

influences, for the full efi'ects of which time is necessary. In

this insistence upon the time element in complete sanctification

Briggs is not alone. We have seen that Professor Beet coin-

cides with his view, in this respect, only that he is more ex-

treme. Bishop Merrill asserts with great emphasis that Chris-

* The only exception \ve have met is Joseph Agar Beet, who, in his Holiness as

Undtrdood by the Writers of the Bible, pp. GO, 70, says he finds nowhere in the

Bible " reason to believe that they (the forces of evil) may now by our faith

or at any future time in our lives be entirely annihilated. ... In these senses,

then. Christian purity admits of infinite growth. For I can find nohmit in the

Bible of a degree of spiritual life in which increasing licht will not reveal in us

elements of evil unseen before, and I cannot conceive of such. Consequently

Christian purity admits of no finality." That such utterances have passed unchal-

lenged is a proof of the freedom of thought allowed in Methodism, and an ilhis-

tration of the fact that the spirit rather than the doctrine in Professor Briggs is

oQensive.
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tian perfection requires not merely time, but "persistent

struggles with self and the world." * And there is probably no

thoughtful writer who would not hold to tlie necessity of the

lapse"^ of time for purification from sin and the development of

the positive graces of the Spirit.f Much depends upon the

definition of sin ; but the combined results of a comprehensive

Etudy of God's word, and observation of the operations of grace

in the soul, nmst make us cautious in asserting tliat we can be

made entirely free from sin in this life.

The difiiculty which thinkers experience in reconciling their

ideas of lieaven with the facts of daily observation and the

teachings of the creeds is the source of "Sill the confusion on this

portion of the subject. Heaven is represented in the Bible as a

place of absolute freedom from sin. ISTothing can enter that

lioly place which loveth or maketh a lie. There is there no

sickness, sorrow, pain, or death. Not only the sin but the evils

of this world are excluded from that blessed abode. But many

of these evils arise directly from the very mistakes and imper-

fections which are allowed to be perfectly consistent with entire

sanctification. The portrait we are accustomed to paint in im-

agination when we think of Adam and Eve prior to their fall

represents to our minds exactly the type of human being fitted

for the heaven described in the Bible. Yet we are taught, and

experience leads us to believe, that such a state of perfection as

that of our first parents unfallen can never be attained in this

life, whether as to quality or degree. We must believe with

Wesley that Adam " was created free from any defect either in

his understanding or his affections." % He was therefore free

from the mistakes of judgment and other imperfections which

are supposed to bo consistent with perfect love. After the fall,

and as a result of the same, Adam, or at least Adam's posterity,

was deprived of those perfect powers. Is sin, then, narrower

than the effects of the fall, or are sin and those defects com-

mensurate ? If one makes himself responsible for his sinful

propensities by using them for his own gratification after reach-

* Aspects of Christian Fj:2:ierience, p. 244. It should be observed, however,

that Bishop Merrill liolds sanctificatiou in the sense of purificiition to bo iasuui-

taneously possible. P. 245.

t Wesley holds sanctification to be both gradual arid inslantaneous, not gradual

or instantaneous. Works, vol. vi, pp. 5 IS, 532.

X Works, vol. vi, p. 612.
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ing tlie age of voluntary choice, does lie not in so fur sanction

Adam's transgression by the same act, and make liimself re-

sponsible for all the effects of the fall, so far as tliey exist iu

him ? Is it not a mistake to speak of perfection as limited to

the intention or will, the only place where love in action can

make itself felt? Are not the entire effects of the fall the

works of the devil, which Christ came to destroy ? Is it not true

that when we tliink of one as meet for the inheritance of the

saints in light we think of one thus completely restored ? Can

one be said to have " put on the new man, which after God is

created in righteousness and true holiness," ^ until he is thus

restored ? Is not the image of Christ to which we are to be

conformed something more than the conformation of our voli-

tional intent to his ? Are we recovered from the effects of the

fall until we are so thoroughly instructed in the divine will

that our judgment as to that will is no longer errant ? These

are troublesome questions, but it is time they were answered.

If we could believe in a heaven in whicli unrighteousness can

dwell they could all be set aside. But our doctrine of heaven

is one of the determining factors in the definition of sin and

holiness. The breadth of the effects of tlie fall is another. If

sin is to be limited, with Wesley, to conscious violation of a per-

fect law,t or, which is essentially the same, located exclusively

in the will, as is so commonly done,+ then it is not commensu-

rate with the moral effects' of the fall.

So much, then, from the stand-point of theology and the Bible.

What now does psychology teach us with regard to sin ? When

a Boul sins voluntarily what faculties are called into exercise—

the will and the affections only, or the intelligence also ? When

it is said that all sin has its seat in the will, it must be meant

that this will is intelligent. That we sometimes put forth vo-

lition without consciousness no one will dispute. But such a

volition would not, according to the current teaching, entail

guilt. But suppose the volition to be conscious while the mind

is uninstructed as to the relation of the act or purpose to a per-

fect moral law, or the will of God, the person willing would

be as excusable as though his act were done unconsciously. In

*Eph. iv, 24. f F<^^^. vol vi, p. 501.

X Luthardt, Saving Truths of Christianity, p. 55 ; Foster, Christian Purity,

p. 77 ; Philosophy of Christian Experiaice, p. 59.
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neither case would there be any intentional or known violation

of the perfect law. It would seem, then, that it is intelligence

rather than volition which is essential to an act of sin in the

current view. Certain it is that there is no sense of guilt

except where the significance of the act is known. But is it

therefore not sin because it was the result of a mistaken moral

judgment ? Is there no sin except where there is a conscious-

ness of sin ? The significance of such a proposition forbids its

acceptance. "What is it that enters into such an erroneous

moral judgment? Is it a mere weighing of facts? A true

psychology must negative this question. The weight of a

moral fact to any individual is determined by the delicacy of

]iis conscience. The judgment is colored by the character.

The intellect cannot act independently of the affections. The
bias of the soul affects every moral opinion. And that bias may
be inherited and inborn, or it may be the result of incidents in

our life experience. But, however it originates, it is a factor in

the determination of our judgments. This subtle influence lies

60 deep that it is seldom discovered by the individual. It pro-

duces the secret faults of which the psalmist speaks,* although

they are patent to the eyes of all else. Since the bias of no two

souls is exactly alike the totality of the moral judgments of no

two reflecting persons is alike. And it often occurs that what

one sincerely condemns another approves. Both may be actu-

ated by a loving intention toward God and toward mati. But

while the act of A. appears sin to B., to himself it appears highly

meritorious, or at least innocent. Both cannot be right. But
if sin is located in the will, then each individually becomes a

law unto himself. And the current teaching has led to just

this result. Men plead their sincerity in extenuation for their

wrong deeds, and are perfectly honest. The defect has been

in laying the whole stress upon the intention. Christians talk

about loving God with all their heart, soul, mind, and strength.

But how few love him with all their mind—that is, apply tlieir

minds to the ascertainment of his will in all the relations of life !

If God could deal with man as he can with inanimate and

unintelhgent creatures he would doubtless make short work of

these imperfections. But since his plan of salvation includes

man's co-operation, his way is hedged about until man finds out

* Psalm xix, 12.
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and becomes what he should be. Is it not high time to empha-

size the fact that intelligence is concerned in Cliristian conduct ?

Surely we are responsible for the application of our powers of

reflection to our deportment. The constant comparison of our

judgments with the word of God is a duty. I have no right to

content myself with saying that I am actuated by a spirit of love.

Love is indeed the fulfilling of the law : but it is not a blind

love. It is an intelligent, studious consideration of the law with

a view to fulfilling it. It is mockery to speak of love as the ful-

filling of the law when it does not even impel us to the examina-

tion of that law, and of our conduct to see how it fails to come

up to its requirements. And if this is true of conduct it is true

also of the soul, which lies back of conduct, and from which

conduct springs. Christian conduct ought to be the expression

of the principles and impulses of the heart under the presidency

of the intelligence. The intelligence looks on the one side toward

the standard set up in the Bible, and especially as revealed in

Jesus Christ, and on the other toward the principles and im-

pulses within. According as the Mtter lead to the realization

of the former it may approve. But thus it appears that the

intelligence sits in judgment upon these principles and im-

pulses to discover their nature and tendency, and the causes

which made them and keep them as they are. Introspection is

indeed a difficult exercise. Few are capable of employing it

with perfect skill. And it is not liere intimated that the re-

sults would in all cases be perfect. But it is affirmed that this

is a much-neglected function of the mind, leading to number-

less avoidable errors and occasions for reproach against the

good name of those who profess to be made perfect in love.

And it is also insisted that the function of truth in sanctifica-

tion as it appears in psychology is taught in Scripture in those

passages where Christ speaks of our sanctification and purifi-

cation through the truth.* In a very injportant sense we can

only be pure to the extent of our ideals of purity. Think of a

man giving every evidence of being wholly sanctified except

that he is not dead to avarice—a sin to which almost all its vic-

tims remain forever blind. Think of wholly sanctified people

being so uncharitable in their utterances as to show that their

zeal has turned them, unconsciously to themselves, into bigots.

* Sec John xv, 3 ; xvii, 17.
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Of their sincerity none who know them can doubt. Yet what

hope is there of their being purified from these sins until they

are brouglit to see that they are sins, and not virtues? So far

as their consciences are concerned they arc indeed pure, and

the destruction within them of those things which appeared

einful is so conscious an experience that they can sincerely make

profession of entire heart purity; but their consciousness

should not be the measure of purity even for themselves.

Rather, as Wesley advises, should we profess to feel—that is, to

be conscious of—no remaining sin. A profound truth under-

lies the exclamation of the psalmist when he says, " Who

can understand his errors
! " If these things were understood

and taught harsh judgments of professors of this grace would

cease with all sincere people.

The same line of argument holds good when we turn to

that other great factor of holiness, namely, consecration. So

far as the intention is concerned sincere consecration is always

entire, but s(3 far as reality is concerned it is only entire wdien

the full compass of that act is comprehended by the mind.

The penitent sinner makes an entire consecration so far as he

knows. Did he wittingly reserve one item he could never re-

ceive the blessing of God in regeneration. But his idea of

consecration, as his idea of the significance of the Christian

life, may be and generally is very imperfect. In proportion,

however, to the estimate which he sets upon the grace received

in conversion is he likely for the time to be blinded to the im-

perfection of his consecration. But in the battle of life he

tries his new-found strength and measures his religious princi-

ples with the temptations which beset him. It is in the daily

application of his Christianity that he discovers the imperfec-

tions clinging to him. The doctrine that sin remains in believ-

ers is supported by the necessary processes of mental action.

It is psychologically impossible that it should be otherwise,

although it is extremely unlikely that it is God's choice that

it should be so. But those wdio argue from the holy character

of God that he would not do an imperfect M'ork of cleansing

have simply overlooked God's method with souls. Better, as

man is constituted, is an imperfect work of grace with our con-

currence than a perfect one without it. Until any state of

grace is comprehended by the intelligence and becomes the
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glad choice of the affections it forms no part of the character.

It is a thing extraneous to us. But these facts point inevita-

bly to the conclusion that sooner or later a second blessing will

become a necessity to the earnest soul. Prior to conversion

there has generally been but little study of the word of God
with reference either to our own moral condition or the possi-

bilities of grace. It is a fact, too, tliat the mind's education in

spiritual things is gradual. It opens to the truth by a series

of steps whose order cannot be altered.

It is a law of the mind that the Bible must be accepted by
the intellect as authority in religion and morals before it can

produce any effects. It is equally an invariable law of mental

action that the soul can have no desire for salvation without a

sense of sin. And it is also a fact inherent partly in the nature

of conscience, partly in the influence of the Spirit upon the soul,

that the sinner's mind can at first see nothing in the Bible but

its threatenings. In psychology, as well as in tlie religious dis-

pensations, law comes before gospel. This perfect adaptation

of the Bible to the spiritual nature of man in its various stages

is an overlooked argument in iiivor of a supernaturally wise

authorship of the book as a whole. When the law has fullilled

its end the sinner can feel the force of the promises, and not

till then. After alternating for a time between hope and fear

he accepts the promises, and feels that he is no longer an alien,

but a child. "What has, psychologically considered, taken

place? He fears to sin lest he come again into condemnation.

He chooses righteousness because thus he has peace with him-

self and God. lie gratefully loves God for granting him par-

don. His will is changed from his purpose to please himself

to that of pleasing God. In this iiigh and important sense he •

has a new heart. His affections are, at least in part, renewed.

His will has been won. All else is but a question of time. It

will be seen that in the attempt to trace the psychological ele-

ments in conversion a prominent place is given to penitence

and repentance. They are not regeneration. Yet the exclu-

sively doctrinal method of treating regeneration separates them

too widely from it. In insisting too strongly on a literalization

of the figure of the new birth their significance to the result is

lost from sight. Logically they are distinct from regeneration.

But are they not a part of the process? All admit that they
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are necessary to it. Eut are they not included in it ? It would

seem that according to the laws of the mind there can be no

other way of bringing about the results of regeneration than by

them. Hence in proportion to their strength and intelligence

are the joy and permanence of the result. But if these condi-

tion the result as to its quality and degree we can see that the

principal elements of regeneration are those described above.

The regenerate soul now starts out on his heavenward way.

The Bible becomes his standard of life. What it forbids he

avoids; what it commands he does. At least such is his

intention. But as he studies the book he finds the standard

higher than he had anticipated. Gradually he discovers that

he is not measuring up to his own rising standard. His light is

increasing. His purpose to perform all the law of God never

falters. But his will and his performances do not coincide.

He finds himself weak in execution. As the will to do a given

amount of work is sometimes not supported by the mental or

bodily powers and thus the purpose fails, so the will to be all

the Lord's is not supported by the other powers of the soul.

In most cases opposition is found in some of the affections.

Gradually he discovers that there are powers of the soul which

are untouched, or at least uncontrolled, by the Spirit of God.

It is a state of things of which he had no conception prior to

conversion. Hence he did not really consecrate these powers

to God. Now that he finds unconsecrated abilities within him-

self he determines to make a new and entire consecration. In

his spiritual education he has come to a crisis. It is as real and

sharp as that which preceded conversion. But it pertains now

to his inner nature ; formerly to his outer life. The straggle

now is to subdue the principles within him which war against

the purpose of his will and hinder its execution. Consecration

means far more now than it did at first. Then he could exe-

cute his will. Kow he may will to consecrate ;
but this time

something more than his will is involved. Hence there occurs

in him a state of mind very similar to that described in the

seventh chapter of Eomans. That famous passage may not—

indeed we are certain that it does not—describe the converted

6tate. Yet equally certain is it that it comes, if at all, subse-

quent to, and not prior to, conversion. Psychologically such

an experience is impossible to any penitent unless he be a peni-
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tent backslider. But it is an experience M-liicli more or less

completely corresponds to that through 'U'liich every one passes

prior to receiving the so-called second blessing.

When now God's grace resolves this discord in the soul and

sets it in harmony with itself what is it that takes place? The
question is not as to the method of God's influence upon the

lieart. Let us adhere to the less attractive side of the theme,

and try to ascertain in what condition his work leaves the soul.

The question is twofold ; it is one both of nature and degree.

First, then, as to the nature of the result accomplished. If we
were to answer in the usual way we should employ certain

passages of Scripture which to our mind have a definite mean-

ing, but which might not convey the same or any meaning to

the reader. We prefer, therefore, to define in terms of psy-

chology. What was this state of the soul from wliich the

believer has been delivered? The Scriptures employ various

figures of speech to describe it, as corruption, roots of bitterness,

etc. Taking these figures literally, some have thought that the

soul is essentially corrupt, or have thought of it as a plot of

ground in which the springing weeds kill out the good seed.

The former is so frequently employed in Scripture with its

correlative figure of wasKing, cleansing, and the like, that one

hesitates even to intimate that the reality does not correspond

wholly to what is implied. Tet we are inclined to think that

Bishop Foster is right in asserting that the essence of the soul

is not, and cannot be, corrupt."^ The other figure mentioned

is also frequently employed. The results of such a state are

called fruit ; and those of the opposite state are called fruit of

the Spirit. Hence the idea of eradication, and the disputes as

to the possibility of the same. That these various scriptural

figures are well adapted to represent certain features of the sin-

ful nature in man will not be questioned. But that they repre-

sent mere phases of sin will be plain as soon as we undertake to

reconcile them with one another. The nature of sin cannot be

at once corruption, a root, an old man of sin, etc. There must

be something lying back of all these manifestations. But what
is that something ? Difficult indeed is it to answer. But the

suggestion so ably stated by Bishop Foster,t that it is discord,

disharmony of the powers, seems to be the most rational expla-

* Christian Purity, p. 340. \ Ibid., p. 12-i.
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nation. AVlien we think of perfect beings we must think of

them as being in harmony witli God, their suiToundings, and

themselves. When the harmony between God and our first

parents was broken it disordered the perfect human nature.

Those affections wliich look Godward were tlirown into an ab-

normal relation. The self-centering affections acquired an un-

due preponderance. Man's relations both to God and to the

world must henceforth be different. Our first parents had

cursed the world by their fall. A perfect world could not be

maintained if tenanted by an imperfect man. Thus man's dis-

ordered state led to disorder in the world in which we live, and

hence " the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain to-

gether until now." But man's sin was not originally one of

volition. Eather was it one of unbelief. The verity of God's

word was doubted. So that in the very first instance sin had

to do with the intelligence. Instead of trusting, our first par-

ents distrusted, God. Eesides, they preferred their own opin-

ion to that of God. Self-confidence was thus developed as

against confidence in God. "Without any thought of corruption,

therefore, the nature of the fall can be explained. The aft'ec-

tions, the powers of the soul, were disarranged. Their perfect

harmon}' was destroyed. Instead of perfect balance, some began

to preponderate. According to the laws of heredity this dis-

order was sure to be propagated, Adam's descendants were far

more likely than he had been to commit voluntary sin, since

their nature was imperfect. Thus the disorder would grow and

spread from generation to generation. But the nature of sin

remains the same. It is a disorder in the powers of the soul.

All the phenomena of sin can be better explained in this way
than in any other. The restoration, therefore, corresponding

to the nature of the fall, consists in bringing back these powers

to perfect harmony with each other. And Fletcher's defini-

tion* of Christian perfection as "a spiritual constellation"

made up of a number of perfect graces acting in perfect har-

mony is psychologically, as well as doctrinally, correct. We
have not here space to show how the direct agency of the Spirit

tends to produce this very harmony.

The next question is as to the degree in which this is accom-

plished in the " second blessing." But if it be true that our

* Chrtslian Perfcciion^ pp. 9, 10.
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salvation from sin progresses with the growtli of our ideals,*

then it follows that there is no fixed and definite standard, no

one line wliich all must cross alike in order to the experience

of perfect love. Since perfect love is consistent with many

mistakes and imperfections, and since these are not identical in

any two individuals, there is no absolute standard. The ideal

of one may bo far liigher than that of another. The '• second

blessing " will lift him far higher morally and spiritually than

it will the other. And this is exactly what we observe in fact.

So far as it appears to the consciousness of both, however, they

have passed through almost identical experiences. A religious

" experience " is revealed only in consciousness. Both are con-

scious of liating sin and loving righteousness. Both are con-

scious of having entirely consecrated themselves to God. Both

are conscious of having been set free from the bondage of sin.

Both are conscious of a blessedness and purity never before ex-

perienced. Both will have perfect confidence toward God as

long as they remain in this state. But as soon as the nature of

the remaining imperfection is revealed to the mind of one thus

saved there is room for a new consecration and a still higher

salvation. It is entirely possible that a third crisis might come,

and a third blessing of a nature similar to the second be re-

ceived.' But it is more likely that the state of enlightenment in

a person who hns reached this stage of experience will lead to

a gradual discovery of the defects, and separation from them,

without a repetition of the sharp and painful struggle which

preceded the blessing of perfect love. But for growth in grace

subsequent to this experience the recognition of its limitation

is a necessity. One who feels that the work is all accomplished

can make no progress. And he who progresses will do so by

making the Scripture, not his present attainment, nor the sin-

cerity of his intentions, his standard. At first he will, perhaps,

fail to discover how he differs from the scriptural measure. But

gradually his eyes will be opened, and a step forward and up-

ward will be possible. A defect painful to others long before

it appeared as such to himself will be removed. He is going

on to perfection.

This emphasis upon the function of the intelligence in man's

* Fleicher, Christian Perftdion, p. 27, saya: "God does not usually remove tho

plague of indwelling sin till it lias been discovered and lamented."
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salvation from sin differs somewhat from tlie philosophy of
those who attribute the correction of the life to effects of love,
or to the operation of the Spirit in the heart. That love to
God does tend to the subjugation of the power of sin no one
can for a moment question. Xor can it be doubted that when
the love of God is shed abroad in the heart we see divine things
as we never saw them before. Love is light as well as power.
But love is not intended to take the place of the intelligence in
man. It does not work mechanically upon the souf, but in
conjunction with the intellect. In so far as love is an impulse
to do right it is effective. But it still remains a question what
is right. And this is a question which love is not competent to
answer. The same holds true with reference to the work of
the Spirit in the sonl. Tlie Spirit differs from love in that he
is not only a power but is intelligent. Yet the intelligent
Spirit docs not supplant the intelligence in man. We may well
believe that he suggests duty to the mind and reveals defects to
our consciousness. But even in this i-espect his appeal is to the
intelligence. For so far as desire and purpose are concerned the
wholly consecrated Christian needs no appeal. His intention is

fixed to be holy and to avoid all sin. His only need is light on
the pathway and strength to carry out his purposes. Did the
Spirit give only power there would be no progress. But he gives
light also, thus laymg man's intelligence under tribute to the
supreme good of Christian perfection. To fail of a lively sense
of our need of more light is to exliibit a state of contentment
with ourselves indicative not of spiritual life but of death.
Many points in the subject must be left untouched. But if

the slightest clew has been given to the solution of this vexed
question,^ whether in theory or in practice, the object of the
M-riter will have been gained. In practice certainly we must
take refuge in "Him who is able to do exceeding abundantly
above all that we ask or think," whose judgments are unsearch-
able, and his ways " past finding out."

'

* Works, vol. vi, pp. 512, 513.

35 FIFTH SElilES, VOL. Till.
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Art. II.—THEOSOPHY.

An apology is, perhaps, dne to the reader for introducing any

notice of the imposture known as Theosophy into this Beview;

but daring a recent visit to America I was surprised to iiud liow

few, comparatively, had any correct knowledge of either the

rise or sudden downfall of theosophy in India; and the efiront-

ery witli which its jugglery is still paraded before the public

makes it evident that a^brief sketch of the rise and collapse of

the imposture will not be wholly out of place. Theosophy may

claim India as the land of its birth, although it is by no means

an Indian product. It was developed in India by strangers, and

at present preserves its feeble vitality much more successfully in

England and America than among the people who are supposed

to have kept it liiddcn in their own country for long ages past.

The rise, and for a brief period the extraordinary success, of the

movement will also serve to illustrate the singular credulity of

a certain class of professed unbelievers, as well as their disre-

gard for those principles of sacred truth which are supposed to

form the foundation of all true religion as well as philosophy.

In the year ISTS two strangers, a lady and gentleman, landed

at Bombay and made themselves known, chiefly in native circles,

as strangers who had come to India to study more carefully the

ancient %'stcms of religion which had been cherished by ^the

forefathers of the present generation. Such a professed object

as this could not fail to be popular with the natives of India.

Without exception they are proud of the character and achieve-

ments of their most remote ancestors, understanding, as they

do, that the golden age of India is its most ancient age. Eu-

ropeans who profess to make a specialty of studying Indian

philosophy or the ancient religions of India never fail to flat-

ter and please the mass of the people. These two strangers

were Colonel Olcott, who had commanded a regiment of volun-

teers in the American civil war, and more recently had served

on the editorial staff of the Xew York Tribune, and ATadame

Blavatsky, a native of Russia, but naturalized in America, who,

after visidng many countries, according to her own accounts,

had spent some time in New York, where she achieved distinc-

tion in spiritist circles and won the confidence of Colonel Olcott,
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who, from the first, seems to have been a singularly credulous

man. The two strangers in due time began to attract attention

from the English officials, as they might naturally liave expected

in view of their singular appearance and professed errand in com-

ing to India. At that time there was no little excitement in

Indian circles about a possible war with Russia, and the Russian

name and avowed Russian nationality of Madame Blavatsky at

once attracted attention, and for some time the couple were

actually subjected to police espionage wherever they went, until

at length they succeeded in satisfying the public that they were

in India without any political motive. In due time the strange

couple began to move about over the country, giving lectures,

interviewing influential natives, avowing an active sympathy
with them as a subject people, and professing the most ardent

admiration for their ancient faith. From time to time evidences

of hostility to Christianity, and especially to Christian mission-

aries, would be noticed, though these attracted little attention.

Slowly but steadily, however, a change passed over the two
strangers, who became less and less students and more and more
apostles to the people. They affiliated with spiritists, and with

all that class of people in India who were known to take

an interest in what has since been called " Occult Science."

Madame Blavatsky, who from the first was the leader in all

public movements, in duo time began to develop unusual poM*-

ers, not only as a medium but in some respects in ways which
differed from the ordinary manipulations of conventional me-
diums.

Two years were thus passed, and the Indian public had become
familiar with the names of the two visitors, but as yet they had
eecured no footing whatever in European society. Madame
Blavatsky, however, was equal to the emergency, and at once

resolved by a bold stroke to gain both the public eye and the

public ear. She secured an acquaintance with a few leading

men, including Mr. A. P. Sinnett, editor of the/* /<?;2<'<,'7', a daily

paper published at Allahabad, and then as now the leading

English newspaper of India. This gentleman was well known,
wherever known at all, as an outspoken disbeliever in Chris-

tianity, and a persistent if not bitter critic of missionaries and
their work. lie had spent some time on the coast ot China in

editorial work, and Iiad there imbibed not only his hostility
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toward missionaries, but a marked dislike for Americans and all

that concerned tliem. His feelings found ample expression in

the columns of his paper. Another prominent gentleman whoso

friendship was secured was Mr. A. O. Hume, " son of the late

Joseph Hnme, M. P.," as Mr. Sinnett carefully styles him in

his Occult World. Mr. Hume was at that time one of the sec-

retaries to the government of India, and possessed a wide influ-

ence both in English and native society. A half dozen others,

all like these gentlemen, however, known as persons of skeptical

views if not avowed disbelievers in Christianity, were quickly

drawn together and their confidence secured by the crafty, but

exceedingly able, Russian lady. Step by step she rose in their

confidence, using the most consummate skill in her advances,

until at length they one and all learned to believe in all her

pretensions without a shadow of hesitation. The first proofs

which she gave of supernatural power were simple enough, and

differed in no wise from such tricks as popular jugglers can

exhibit anywhere in the world at the present day. Mr. Sinnett

was first of all overwhelmed with admiration and astonishment

because a few roses were dropped, as it seemed to him, from

the air in the midst of a little circle in which he was convers-

ing, Madame Blavatsky being one of the company. Other lit-

tle tricks of the same kind were played, until on one eventful

day at Simla, the summer capital of India, a small party com-

posed of converts and believers in the madame's supernatural

powers were out for a picnic. There were six persons in the

party. F>j what seemed to them a mere chance a seventh pcr-

Bon joined them as they were about starting, and when they

reached the place where they were to have their breakfast it

was remarked that they had only six cups for tlieir coffee and

the seventh person must go without. Thereupon, after a little

parleying, Madame Blavatsky told them that if they would dig

in a certain place which she marked out they would find some-

thing. Two gentlemen eagerly obeyed her directions, and after

digging through the roots of trees and weeds they came upon

a cup and saucer of the same pattern as the other six. It is

needless to say that all present were overwhelmed with aston-

ishment, and the only one among them in whose mind any

doubt lingered at once resolved to become a member of the

Theosophical Society. He wisiied to have the ceremony per-
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formed on tlie spot, but a diploma was necessary, wliereupon

tlie madauie told tlieni where tliey would find one, and this also

was supposed to have come to the spot miraculously. Mr. Sin-

nett without hesitation proceeded to spread the whole story out

in the columns of his newspaper, and it is needless to say that

all India was at once filled Math controversy about the alleged

miracle.

Meanwhile other wonders followed. At an evening dinner

party Madame Blavatsky asked the hostess if there was any

lost article in the world which she specially wished, and after a

few questions and answers the hostess stated that there was a

family brooch which had been lost some little time before, of

great value to her and of no great value to others, and which

she dearly prized. The madame assured her, after a little time,

that it would be found, and leading the party into the garden

told them to search in a certain flower-bed, where they would

find it among the flowers. Sure enough, the brooch was

found, attached to a small piece of folded Tliibetan paper. This

great wonder was also published in the columns of the Pioneer.

And now the wonders followed one another in rapid succession.

Of course, the unbelieving public refused to accept the state-

ments made by the credulous few, but it seemed amply sufficient

to Mr. Sinnett and his friends to point out that no one could

explain how these things could transpire, unless they were done

in the very way which the madame affirmed. It may easily be

imagined that the object which the very clever old lady had in

view from the first was soon attained. She became, in some

respects, the most famous woman in India. Europeans and

natives were alike talking about her and her wonderful gifts,

and it was no longer a question as to whether she would get a

hearing in any city or town to which she might wish to go.

Meanwhile it became necessary to have something more than

mere miracles, or wonders, or juggler's tricks to show, and so the

time soon came for imparting the priceless knowledge of which

the colonel and madame had assured the public tlicy were pos-

sessed. They did not themselves profess to be inspired, but

began to speak in vague language about a brotherhood of ancient

saints which existed among the snows of Thibet. The madame
taught that men and women, by a course of rigid asceticism, and

by the use of occult methods known only to the initiated, could
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attain to a semi-spiritual state in which, like the apostle Paul,

they might at times be in the body and at times out of it. They

could also attain to such a state that they would not die, and

hence they assured their very credulous disciples that they were

in constant communication with those mysterious brothers called

Mahatmas, who had lived visibly in the world liundreds of years

before. Mr. Sinnett, probably encouraged by hints from Mad-

ame Blavatsky, began to be extremely anxious to be put in com-

munication with some of these ancient saints, and after a time

he was assured that he would receive a communication from one

of them. Sure enough, he found a letter lying upon his writ-

ino--desk one day, and opening it found it had been written by

a Mahatma who signed himself Koot Iloomi Lai Singh, and

the credulous recipient at once accepted it as genuine. Every

word of it had doubtless been written by Madame Blavatsky.

Letter followed letter, some of the epistles being made to drop

from ceilings or apparently out of the still air, but most of them

were simply laid upon his desk. Beyond a doubt in this way

the germ of what Mr. Sinnett subsequently called "Esoteric

Buddhism " was imparted to him, and, no matter what he may

affirm to the contrary, the real author of his somewhat famous

doctrines and theories was the redoubtable Madame Blavatsky.

It is no longer a secret that she was so regarded by some of the

prominent members of the society in India at the time the book

was issued.

Some of these strange epistles were published in the columns

of Mr. Sinnett's paper, and soon began to attract careful scru-

tiny. In one of them it was noticed that the orthography was

according to the standard of ]S"oah Webster; and hence it was

quickly suggested that the writer was either an American or one

who had become familiar with English writing according^to the

American standard. This, however, did not shake the confidence

of Mr. Sinnett. Other epistles were published in a periodical

established by Madame Blavatsky in Bombay, and some of these

were ao-ain copied into American periodicals. In due course

of time an indignant letter was received from an American

spiritist pointing out that one of tliese professed epistles from

the Thibetan ghost, or spirit, or saint, or whatever lie claimed to

be, had been plagiarized word for Avord, having been delivered

by the American writer at a certain time and place which he
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specified, and published several years before it appeared in India.

Even this, however, did not sliake the confidence of the mtel-

licrent dupes, who had now staked every thing upon tlieir con-

fidence in Madame Clavatsky. Mr. Hume, it is true, withdrew

from the society wliich had been founded by the two strangers,

but still professed a kind of half-hearted confidence in many of

Madame Blavatsky's performances.

It will now be asked what kind of persons these two were

found to be, after ample opportunity had been afforded for

intellio-cnt persons in India to form an acquaintance with

them.° Madame Blavatsky quickly became well known as a

person who had no regard whatever for truth. If an adept

in what she called '^ Occult Science," she was certainly still

more of an adept in speaking falsehoods. In fact, she was

notorious not only for her many misstatements m private con-

versation, but for her reckless disregard of truth in published

communications to newspapers and other periodicals. She was

a woman of violent temper, as some of her own disciples not

only well knew but confessed. She was an adept at cards,

and an inveterate smoker of cigarettes, a fact which never

seemed to strike her credulous disciples, although she taught

them that the art in which she had made so much progress

could only be mastered by rigid asceticism, a course of life utter-

ly inconsistent with cigarette-smoking. Her past life was, and

till her death continued to be, clouded with uncertainty. She

affirmed constantly that she had spent seven years among the

snows of Thibet studving the principles of what she called tlie-

osopliy; but parties who knew somewhat of her past career

were uncharitable enough to believe that those seven years had

been spent in E-vpt in a very different capacity, indeed, from

that of a student of theosophy. She was, in short, the last per-

son in this world whom a sincere lover of truth would accept

as a guide in religion, philosophy, or in any thing else. 1 am

not making these statements on the authority of her enemies

alone One of her most distinguished disciples, in a letter writ-

ten about the time of the final collapse of her scheme, said of

her: " Cross her, and but for the restraints which knowledge,

not conscience or remorse, places upon her, she would poison

you " The same writer, with a confusion of moral percei)-

tion which seems incredible, added after a few more sen-
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tences :
" She lias lied and deceived, but slie lias done so

unsclfishlj!"
.

As for Colonel Olcott, there has been a charitable willingness

on the part of the public to excuse him, on the ground of his

extraordinary credulity and simplicity of character; but this is

admitting more than the broadest and deepest charity can pos-

sibly call for. He is by no means a fool. He is a ready writer,

an intelligent man, has read and studied much, and unless he

is an idiot is perfectly well aware that the system which he up-

holds has been founded in fraud and deception, and that it is

substantially a gigantic lie as it is presented to the public at the

present day. It is impossible to acquit hiin of willful duplicity

on the ground that he is devoid of intelligence, or that he has

no power to discriminate between truth and falsehood.

But I am anticipating. For some time after Madame Bla-

vatsky and Colonel Olcott achieved fame at Simla, they rode

upon the high places of the earth in India. "\Yherever they

went they were received with the most marked distinction. Yast

processions of enthusiastic natives turned out to greet them, and

whether among the Hindus of India or the Buddhists of Ceylon

they were equally welcome and equally popular. "Wonders con-

tinued to increase. One of the madame's most favorite tricks

was to engage in conversation at a dinner party or some other

public place about some subject on which special information

was wanted, and while the company were talking on the subject,

or soon after, a message would be brought from the telegraph

office, having just been received from a place perhaps a thou-

sand miles distant and giving the very information needed. Of
course, all present would be astonished. How could a stranger

a thousand miles away know that they would be convers-

ing on this particular subject at this particular time? At
last the Thibetan brothers began to put in an appearance in

person. One and another affirmed that he had seen them, always,

however, either on a moonlight night or in a dimly lighted

room, with the usual safe-guards which are invariably provided

at spiritist exhibitions. Last of all it was determined to build

a shrine, and give to theosophy a local habitation and a name.
A place called Adyar, in the suburbs of Madras, was chosen for

this purpose, and a shrine was built, constructed in such a way
as to make it evident almost to a child that it was intended to
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deceive. A stranger going to the slirine and wisliing a com-

munication from some unseen place was told to write out what

lie wished to say in a letter and lay it upon a little shelf. Imme-

diately behind this there was a sliding panel which could be

removed, and always, after a short delay, the person who had

placed the letter was told to go and look, and in place of his

own letter he would find a reply. It seems incredible that this

clumsy device should impose upon any one, and yet for some

time it was carried on successfully.

The reader will ask what the ultimate object of the parties

could have been. Men and women work for different objects,

and it is not probable that they are actuated by any one single

motive. They probably were as fond of fame and power as

other people. They also, like other people, had to provide for

their personal wants. They founded a society called the The-

osophical Society on the basis of the imposture described above,

and freely admitted to it all who could be induced to join, but

required a payment of ten rupees on the part of every new-

member. This fee, according to the constitution of the society,

was to be given to the " President-Founder," who was Colonel

Olcott, and between him and Madame Blavatsky a perfect un-

derstanding existed. Colonel Olcott was not called upon to

render any account of the fees thus received, and had the peo-

ple" of India joined by thousands and tens of thousands, as was

no doubt anticipated, the two adventurers would have become

surpassingly rich. Unfortunately for them, however, tlie peo-

ple of India were more profuse in their offerings of praise and

adulation than of silver coin. Comparatively few of them

joined the society, and financially the whole adventure proved

a failure.

This movement, which may be said to have begun in ISSO,

went forward with unabated momentum for nearly four years,

but it was impossible that an imposture so bare-faced and shal-

low could much longer escape public detection and exposure.

Soon after Madame Blavatsky arrived in India she sent to Egypt,

where she had formerly resided for some time, for a French-

man named Coulomb and his wife to come and join her. This

worthy pair remained with her as faithful confederates till 1S84.

They wore on the most intimate terms with her, and wore affec-

tionately known both in correspondence and conversation by the
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titles of Marquis aud Marquise. In ISSi it was determined to

visit England and try tlie effect of introducing the movement
into London society. Accordingly, the colonel and Madame
Blavatsky, accompanied by a Bengali young man named Mo-
Lini Lai Cliatterjee, visited London and attracted no little atten-

tion. Mr. Sinnett, who had been obliged to give up his position

as editor in India on account of the singular aberrations into

which theosophy had led him, was in Loudon at the time, and
although no professed miracles and but few wonders of any kind

were exhibited by the madame herself, yet enough idle or curi-

ous persons could be found to keep the party constantly engaged.

Mr. Chatterjee attracted only less attention than Madame Bla-

vatsky herself. lie assumed the air of a very sacred person.

He was not to be touched by the profane. "When introduced

to strangers he held liis hands behind him and refrained from
contaminating them by grasping the hand of a stranger. In

London first, and subsequently in Boston, he made a great im-

pression upon a certain class of rather weak people by' the

manner in which he bore himself, by his long black locks and
lustrous dark eyes, and the mysterious air which he assumed
when spoken to on religious subjects. In Boston his popularity

amounted in some circles almost to a craze. He parted his

hair in the middle, and his sliining locks fell down on either

shoulder ; and when ho seated himself in a drawing room, and
talked platitudes to the idle people, who with eyes and mouth
agape listened to his sayings, he was regarded as something
more than an ordinary man. Some poor weak creatures even
went so far as to say that he reminded them so strikingly of the

most familiar picture of our Saviour that they could not but

think he bore in some degree the same kind of a character

;

and yet as a matter of fact his talks were of the most shallow

and worthless character. Leading men, such as Bishop Phillips

Brooks, Dr. Townsend, and others, were induced to go and
hear him, and came away simply disgusted that intelligent

people in a city like Boston could be imposed upon by such a

charlatan.

In the meantime disaster was impending over the fated cause

in India. In the absence of Madame Blavatsky some of the

leading thcosophists at Adyar deposed Monsieur and ^ladame
Coulomb from the place of authority which they held, aud when
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an appeal to Madame Blavatsky failed to bring tlicin justice

Atadanie Coulomb waited upon the Rev. George Patterson,

"VYesleyan missionary in Madras, and voluntarily made over to

In'm a large collection of Madame Blavatsky's private letters.

Madame Coulomb stated that she felt it her duty to do so ; but

whatever other motive may have impelled her to take this step

Mr. Patterson felt that it was due to the public to accept the

evidence tlnis voluntarily placed in his hands, and expose an

imposture which was doing an immense amount of mischief in

India, and which promised to do still more in years to come.

After a careful inspection of the letters, most of which were

written in French, and after subjecting them to an examination

by the best experts to be found in Madras, the letters were

translated and published, and in a single day the much-vaunted

theosophy founded by Madame Blavatsky and Colonel Olcott

collapsed. Not only .did the letters expose the parties, but

iMonsieur Coulomb came forward in person and explained how

lie had assisted by skillfully preparing little trap-doors, movable

panels and screens, and even by arraying himself in robes of

gauze in the early twilight hours and personating Koot Hoomi

Lai Singh. The excitement in India was very great for a day

or two, and some of the theosophist leaders came forward at onco

in the newspapers with bold threats of legal procedure, but these

ended in nothing. Every possible step was taken to goad them

into such a course, but in vain. Madame Blavatsky made haste

to return to India, and for a time it was hoped that something

might occur by which she could be placed in the witness-box

and subjected to a cross examination, but this hope was not to

be realized. After a short stay, when at last a suit was instituted

which might possibly have opened the way for such an exami-

nation, she suddenly procured a medical certificate and left

India to return no more.

This is in brief the story of the much-vaunted theosophy

which many intelligent Americans still are weak enough to be-

lieve in. The lectures of Mrs. Besant, the latest and perhaps

most distinguished convert which theosophy has had, have

helped to revive some little interest in the subject. It need

hardly be said that this lady was an avowed atheist before meet-

ing JMadame Blavatsky, aiid her extraordinary conversion to

such a system of fraud as theosophy only affords one more illus-
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tratioD of the extreme credulity of many avowed disbelievers
in Christianity. It caimot be said that all disbelievers are cred-
ulous, but it must be admitted that many of them are peculiarly
60. Nearly every one of the leading theosophists of India was
known as more or less a disbeliever in Christianity, and yet they
all proved themselves ready to accept statements and doctrines
which were as absurd as any that could have been promulgated.
The trouble with such people is that they have no real regard
for truth in the proper sense of the word. They do not distin-

guish between ordinary facts and religious truth. They do not
conceive of truth as a something which must be not only ac-

cepted by men but obeyed ; and they are as ready to take a per-
son who is notorious for disregard of truth as their guide as one
who is absolutely pure and sinless in life and doctrine. Theos-
ophy still lingers in India, but in a moribund 6tat6. When poor
Madame Blavatsky's death was announced a few months ago
a leading Bengali paper published in Calcutta draped its pages
in moui-ning, and in many parts of the country persons can
be found who still affect to believe in her sincerity and in the
truth of her doctrines. The heart, however, of the movement
is gone. Colonel Olcott, after spending some time in Japan,
pandering to the prejudices of the Buddhists of that country,
and trying as far as possible to repeat his Indian success, has
recently, after a brief stay in India and a visit to England, re-

signed his position as president of the society. Mr. Sinnett
still affirms his belief in all that he has published, although no
one who lias any knowledge of his intelligence and keen powei-
of criticism can be persuaded that he is any longer sincere in
his professed adhesion to the imposture.

It only remains to say to those inquirers in America who
from time to time express desires to know more about Indian
theosophy that it is the most extraordinary imposture of the
present century, but that its exposure has been complete and
final, and that, so far as India at least is concerned, it has and
can have no future.
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Art. III.—WENDELL PHILLIPS.

Never in tlie history of the race have events been more

crowded, imposing, and influential than within the compass of

the past half-centnry. Moral forces liave changed the face of

civilization. Individuals have figured as the exponents of such

forces. The twain are identified in popular estimation. TTen-

dcll Phillips and the "irrepressible conflict" are inseparable.

He was one of its most distinguished captains, the " Admirable

Crichton" of social progress, the unique creator of public sen-

timent. As such he was in closest touch witli clergymen, edi-

tors, teachers, and statesmen—" a leader of the leaders."

Wliat Wendell Phillips was and said and did is vividly set

forth by the Kev. Dr. Carlos Martyn, with pen dipped in his

own heart. The biography is worthy of the subject. ' In out-

ward form of classic mold the great agitator had the propor-

tions of the Greek Apollo. Suppleness and grace in every

motion, ruddiness of complexion, sanguino-nervous tempera-

ment, and radiancy of aspect commanded attention. Broad-

shouldered, deep-chested, with finely poised head, wide and

liigh brow, masterful chin, resolute lips, aquiline nose, piercing

blue eyes, and hair of

The golden treasure nature shov\-ers down

On those foredoomed to wear Fame's golden crown,

"no nobler physique," it is said, "ever confronted an audi-

ence." His patrician air was at once natural and conciliatory.

His eloquence w'as equal to his personal appearance.

To the growth of this bright consummate flower many ele-

ments contributed. The Puritan blood was one. This organ-

ized and transmitted the mental and moral aptitudes of cultured

ancestors, beginning with the Eev. George Phillips, one of the

immortal exiles for conscience' sake from England in the year

1G30, and one of the earliest advocates in America of the Con-

gregational order and discipline. Home training was another.

In Beacon street, Boston, he first saw the light on November

29, 1811. Eighth in a family of nine children, his domestic

environment was that of lofty thought and holy living. "Men
are what their mothers make them," is an apothegm of the Sage

of Concord. Mrs. John Phillips, his mother, was profoundly
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religions, solicitous for liis moral and bodily welfare, and gifted

with the power of compressing ethics within narrowest availa-

ble limits. " "Wendell," she w^ould saj, " be good and do good

;

this is my whole desire for you. Add other things if you may
—these are central."

Schooling of the youth by localitj'', tradition, and public

seminary was forceful and scientific. Motley, Appleton, and

Suumer were his companions. lie loved gymnastics, and ex-

celled as boxer, nuirksmau, fencer, oarsman, and equestrian. At
Harvard College he stood near the head of his class. While

there, after listening to a sermon from Dr. Lyman Beecher, he

devoted himself to God. In the solitude of his room he prayed :

O God, I belong to tliee, take what is thine own. I ask this,

that whenever a thing be wrong it may have no poM'crof tenipta-

tion over me: whenever a thing be right, it may take no courage

to do it.

Thus tlie most powerful of all forces, re-enforcing all benefi-

cent influences, added to kindly generous manner and biilliancy

of intellect the purity and the sense of obligation to keep him-

Belf good and upright for which he was ever remarkable. His

Bible was always open on the center-table. Its contents—read,

marked, learned, and inwardly digested—prepared its handsome,

aristocratic, and idolized student for the Harvard Law School,

in which he diligently profited by the instructions of the peer-

less Judge Story. Coke's affirmance, that " reason is the life of

the law ; nay, the common law itself is nothing else but reason,"

deeply impressed him. Blackstone became his familiar. Ad-

mission to the bar was prophetic of fame, distinction, o2"»ulence,

and power. Large and increasing practice justified prediction
;

but stirring events, undreamed of by the rising lawyer, imparted

new direction to his energies and led to issues of which he had

not the least forecast.

The radically antagonistic elements of slavery and freedom

in actual collision stimulated his development. The zealots

—

" gentlemen of property and standing," his associates of Bea-

con Hill—who, on the 21st of October, 1835, mobbed the anti-

slavery ofiice in "Washington Street, Boston, grossly insulted

the noble women therein assem])led, and outraged tlie person

of "William Lloyd Garrison for exercising the dearest right of

liberty—free speech—convinced him that an unpopular minor-
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ity had no right wliicli the State would respect, and that law

was not worth the parchment on which it was written when

opposed to popular prejudice. Slavery was held to be a com-

prehensive necessitj^, except by the few who were exposed to

the violence of lawless passion. These held it to be wrong

ver 86^ always, every-where, and under all circumstances. And

they were right. The clergy for the most part held it to be

wrong in the abstract, but refused to condemn it in the con-

crete. The minor portion twaddled about Abraham, Moses,

and Onesimus in its defense, and ignored the golden rule and

the law of love.

Among the lady abolitionists affronted by the Beacon Street

mob was'' Miss Ann Terry Greene, a lady of singular beauty,

accomplishments, and heroism, the romantic Jeanne d'Arc to

whose call for aid Phillips, like another chivalric Dunois, gal-

lantly responded. Acquaintance ripened into love, and love was

consummated in matrimony. " My wife," he remarked, " made

an ont-and-out abolitionist of me, and she always preceded me

in the adoption of the various causes I have advocated."

"Marriage makes or mars the man." It made Wendell Phillips

one of the nineteenth century colossi. In the spirit of Moses

lie cast in his lot with the enslaved. Plue-blooded aristoei-acy

declared it to be " suicide—political, professional, and social

suicide." Events proved the wisdom of his choice.

Foreign travel—an education in itself—yielded ripest fniits

of culture to Wendell and Ann Phillips. Their observation was

keen, study exhaustive, experience beneficent. To Euro}.>e he

went as representative of tlie New England Antislavery Soci-

ety, on June 6, 1839, in the spirit of that enthusiasm which

the Germans call '' ScKwarmereir as if its origin were amid a

Bwarni or assembly of people. " Let us," said he, " rather keep

to the old Greek definition—z-A^ God xoithin -t/5—and go hcTice to

work as earnestly as we \\-xyQ felt in this crowded convention."

Domesticity was one conspicuous quality of Wendell PhiUips.

No. 2G Essex Street, a tiny brick house of the English base-

ment pattern, was the haven in which love, peace, cheeriness,

and laughter always greeted and enveloped the doughty

champion of human rights. There he indulged his taste for

practical mechanics, consulted his chronically ailing Egeria,

conversed habitually in the language of Molicre, commended
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Cobbett, the English economist, for insisting tliat " the seat of

civilization is the stomach," and improved on his aphorism by
adding thereto, "an easy conscience, and a pillow steeped in

poppy juice." Of children, v^hom they passionately loved, the

devoted couple had none of their own, but supplied the lack

with those of their friends. Each was to the other in lieu of

offspring. Mesmerism was prescribed for the invalid wife,

whose pathetically humorous, " So the poor devoted Wendell is

caught one hour of his busy day, and seated down to hold my
thumbs. 1 grow sicker every year, Wendell lovelier ; I more
desponding, he always cheery," reveals his conjugal love and
deep respect for womanhood. She was a fitful sleeper, and
often roused him a dozen times in the night, and this for more
than forty-six years without evoking from him one murmur.

Wendell Phillips clearly saw the distinction between real and
nominal Christianity. To him the first was Christianity, the

second Churchimiity. Colleagues, failing to perceive the dif-

ference, fell into religious errors. lie clung to the old faith.

Leaving the communion of his own Church because of its com-
plicity with slave-holders, he did not abandon communion with

Christ and the faithful. He felt the need of oneness with the

divine Liberatoi;, and on Sundays mot with men and women
like-minded in private houses to partake, after apostolic exam-
ple, of the Lord's Supper. The supply of the Spirit of Christ

Jesus gave strength for service and for sacrifice. This was the

permanent element of his greatness. Faith in Christ M'as abso-

lute. When dying of angina pectoris he quoted the words of

Hnpfeld, the eminent Semitic scholar and critic :

I find the wliole history of humajiity before Him [Christ] and
after Hnu points to Him, and finds in Ilim its center and its solu-
tion. His whole conduct, His deeds, His words have a supernatu-
ral character, being altogetlier inexplicable from human relations
and human means. I feel that here there is something more
than man.

Of a future life he said, " I am as sure of it as I am tliat there

will be a to-morrow." Christ to him was the infallible Teacher
and the all-sufiicient Saviour.

Heart and soul, energy and resource, were unsparingly de-

voted to the destruction of intrenched iniquity and the deliv-

erance of the oppressed. His creed was, that *' God gives
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manliood but one clew to success—equal and exact justice ; thai

he guarantees shall be always expediency. Deviate one hair-

breadth—plant only the tiniest seed of concession—you know
not how ' many and tall branches of mischief shall grow there-

from.' " Creed was embodied in deed. The true Church, he

taught, is always and every-where composed of those who are

likest and nearest to Christ, In his own heart he set up
God's altar and there worshiped. Ideals and methods were

derived from Jesus of Nazareth, "in whom lives the moral

earnestness of the world." " The men who have learned of

him most closely—Paul, Luther, Wesley—have marked their

own age and molded for good all after-time."

Such men are unavoidably militant. Where moral suasion

fails to induce relinquishment of wrong they logically and

rightfully support appeal to physical force. He defended the

"war "for the preservation of the Union because it involved the

annihilation of slaveiy, which to him was abhorrent as piracy

and murder. On December 3, 1860, he confronted the fierce

sulphureous mob of Boston with imperial courage. His ar-

raignment of their spirit and conduct was terrible, his anathe-

mas blistering and appalling. On February 17, 18G2, his

persuasive eloquence transformed the rioters into applauding

sympathizers. His friends were loyal, his house an arsenal.

Had the rioters broken into the latter he quietly declared that

he would have shot them, "just as I would shoot a mad dog or

a wild bull." Yet there was nothing of the bull-dog in liis de-

meanor. Careless and buoyant, for three months he ran un-

hurt a gauntlet of infuriated mobs. Puritan of the Puritans,

with clean-cut deep convictions, and intense longing that others

should einbrace his opinions, he was a born fighter, joyous in

tlie stress of conflict, bent on victory, and that not for the sake

of victory, but for the glory of the great Captain under whose

banner he fought.

To say that Wendell Phillips fought fairly is to affirm wliat

might be expected from Saxon ancestry and New England cult-

ure. He was a minute, thorough, and exhaustive student of

history; subjected its day-dreams and loose conjectures, as well

as its authentic facts, to patient, critical examination. He was
no Carlyle—" a bundle of sour prejudices." History, in his in-

tellectual crucible, passed through the fiercest fires of criticism,
36—FIFTU SERIES, VOL. VIII.
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and yielded its residunm of golden truth with slight and una-

voidable admixture of error. Tliese residua were skillfully and
truthfully employed in all his public addresses.

Law to him was a science, and " the source and seat of hu-

man justice." "With Fronde he agreed that " our human laws

are, or should be, but the copies of the eternal laws, so far as

we can read them." " The strongest proof of human depravity

is the Constitution of the United States," is the alleged dictum
of one of its supreme court judges. A larger, if not stronger,

proof is found in the five to ten thousand volumes of American
law literature. But Phillips believed, nevertheless, in the per-

fectibility of the race. The radical vice of political economy
and kindred sciences is their postulate of human goodness.

The evils of society, according to them, are cine to bad laws and
vicious institutions. The fact is that they spring out of the

corruption of human nature, and can only be removed and re-

placed by blessings as that nature is renewed by the concurrent
operation of divine grace and free-will. Taught by Henry Gary,

the patriarch of political economy, he espoused protectionist

theories. His reasons therefor are instructive

:

Natural lines, artificial linos, trip up fine theories sadly. If
all the world were under one laM', and every man raised to the
level of the Sermon on the Mount, free trade would be so easy
and so charming! But while nations study only how to cripple
their enemies—that is, their neighbors—and while each trader
strives to cheat his customer and strangle the firm on the other
side of the street we must not expect the millennium.

His difBculty was that of every reformer, namely, how to

adjust his theories and plans to all the conditions of the case.

That Mr. Phillips succeeded in achieving what he did was due
mainly to his excellent character. In this lay the secret of his

oratorical efficiency. Emerson truthfully said, "There is no
eloquence without a man behind it." Strong in every element
of power—emotional, imaginative, a?sthetic, philosophical, log-

ical, critical, ethical—all were co-ordinated in balanced equal-

ity. Will was indomitable, conscience disciplined, the eternal
" ought " supreme.

Like Saul, head and shoulders above his brethren, he was
uniquely fitted for the leadership of the abolition movement.
Unlike the Hebrew monarch, he measured up to the demands
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of the occasion, and was equal to liis every opportunity. Fan-

enil Hall was crowded on December S, 1837. The old " Cra-

dle of Liberty " was to rock once more, and its infant Hercules

was the genius of nniversal emancipation. The murder of tlie

antislavery hero, Eev. Elijah P. Lovejoy, at Alton, 111., had

called the assembly together. Dr. Channing made a brief but

impressive address in the introduction of condemnatory reso-

lutions. James Tricothic Austin, the demagogic attorney-

general of Massachusetts, and a parishioner of Dr. Channing^

defended the murderers, and asserted that a clergyman " min-

gling iu the debates of a popular assembly was marvelously out

of place." His myrmidons burned to precipitate a riot ; but

the riot never broke out. Under the shadow of impending

catastrophe Wendell Phillips, "himself an embodied Yesu-

vius," leaped unbidden upon the lectern and faced the raging

multitude. It was the opportunity of a life-time, and was

grasped with consummate grace and tact. The cause of free

speech, for whicli Lovejoy died, lie insisted, was far higher than

that of resistance to taxation without representation, which

eventuated in the Eevolution. Freedom of the lips is more
precious than immunity of the pocket. As for the clergy,

freedom to preach preceded freedom to print. The Mayhews
and Coopers of 1776 " remembered they were citizens before

they were clergymen." Amid a whirlwind of applause Chan-

ning's resolutions were carried. They were the first public

whisperings of that mighty voice which from the lips of Abra-

ham Lincoln proclaimed " liberty throughout the land to all

the inhabitants thereof " in the year of grace 1803.

Phillips's sentiments were antipodal to those of the regnant

slave-holders. He believed in the Declaration of Independence.

Governor McDuffie, of South Carolina, pointed to slavery as

"the corner-stone of the republican edifice ;
" to the laboring

classes, "bleached or unbleached," as ''a dangerous element in

the body politic;" predicted the reduction of Northern white

laborers to virtual slavery within twenty-five years ; and clam-

ored for such alteration of law as would punish interference

with or discussion of Southern institutions " with death with-

out benciit of clergy." Governors TT. L. Marcy, of Xew York,

and Edward Everett, of Massachusetts, servilely recommended
their legislatures to make it a penal offense to speak or print
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against slavery. Tlie Xew York Annual Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Cliurch disciplined some of its ablest and
godliest members for daring to attend an abolitionist conven-
tion. Vulgar villainy denied the humanity of the :N'egro.

Slavery blasphemously desecrated the living temples of the
Holy Ghost by degrading them into chattels—chattels that
might be insulted, outraged, profaned, killed with impunity.
Colorphobia was epidemic. Freedom in black was malodor-
ous in coaches, railroad cars, steamers, and restaurants. Chiv-
alry and doughfacism held tlieir noses in disgust and cried out
for its expulsion. Slavery in black had an exotic fragrance.
Its perfume in kitchen, dining-room, parlor, bondoir, was sim-
ply exquisite. Legal status made all the difference. Emancipa-
tion, enfranchisement, partly nullified by prejudice, caste spirit,

and violence, have not wholly destroyed the distinction.

Abolitionism is now identical with moral heroism. It wears
the^ crown of success, and fashion bows the knee in worship.
"Kothing succeeds like success." John AYesley in 1729 is

"methodist" with a little m; in 1S93 Pmitlfex Maximus,
with capitals, of the most prosperous and aggressive denomi-
nation in the Church of Christ. Abolitionists were "friends ,

of the niggers'^ in 1837; "saviours of the race" in 1S63
;

" reconstrnctors of American nationality" in 1S65, and may be
calendared saints in 2000 ! The " scum and oflscouring of the
earth" in Pauline times are the saints and heroes of Cniristen-
dom to-day ! Dull, stupid humanity ! One generation kills

the propliets and anotlier garnishes their sepulchers

!

With fall understanding of the situation and of all that it

implied, Wendell Phillips accepted position with Garrison as
one of the leaders of the " forlorn hope." Slavery, behind its

legal and pecuniary intrenchments, squealed with rage and
foamed with maledictions. jS^othing daunted, Samuel J. May,
Whittier, Burleigh, Jackson, Chapmaix, Loring, Sewall, Child,
Pollen, Quincy, and many others—besides hosts of Methodist
and other ministers—ranged themselves under the abolitionist
standard. Xoble women not a few hastened to follow tlieir ex-
ample. Their weapons were "Hot carnal," but spiritual, and
"mighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds."
They were distinctively Christian. Moral suasion was The prin-
cipal one. The assailants believed in ideas, reason, conscience,
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but not in bullets and bayonets. Garrison was a non-resistant.

Phillips was not. Both proved tlie practicability of their plans

by the system of the great Master. He pleaded immediate re-

pentance ; tliey immediate emancipation. He postulated the

sinner's ability to let go of his sins ; they the slave-holders

ability to free his slaves.

Appointed general agent of the Massachusetts Antislavery

Society in 1830, Wendell Phillips began a course of popular in-

struction on his chosen theme that converted the commonwealth

to his opinion. Enthusiastic and calculating, he seemed to be

ubiquitous. Within the decade 1829-1839 nearly two thou-

sand antislavery societies had sprung into existence, fourteen

antislavery periodicals had been established, multitudes of news-

papers were induced to advocate immediate emancipation or

to permit its discussion in their columns, and in one day John
Quincy Adams had presented one hundred and seventy-six

petitions to Congress praying for the abolishment of slavery

in the District of Columbia. Slave-holding ministers and mem-
bers of the Churcli waned in acceptability at the Korth. Many
refused to hear the first or to fraternize with the second.

To add to the annoyances of the slave-holders their chattels

in ebony began to take to their lieels and run away. The
north star guided them to some station on the underground

railroad, whose conductors granted them free passage to Can-

ada. Faneuil Hall was one of the chief restaurants on the

route. " Box " Brown, so called because he had traveled in a

box, as became Soutliern merchandise, paused there for air and

refreshment. So did octoroon Ellen Craft, with William, her

husband of darker hue, and hundreds more. Charles Sumner
thought that " as inany as six tliousand Christian men and

vvomen, meritorious persons," fled from cherished homes to

Queen Victoria's dominions within a few months after the pas-

sage of the Fugitive Slave Law.

Henry Ward Beecher united himself with the fearless agita-

tor in 1850. This was a brave deed. Captain Isaiah liynders

mobbed Phillips out of Xew York ; Beecher welcomed liim to

the Plymouth Church in Brooklyn. President Millard Fill-

more signed the Fugitive Slave Act, converted the free States

into slave-hunting grounds, and many submitted to and apol-

ogized for the atrocity. Phillips and Beecher branded it as
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repugnant to the moral sense and to the law of God. Slave-

lioldei*s seized Shadrach, a coffee-house waiter in Boston, as an

escaped slave on February 15, 1851. Notwithstanding this he
escaped again amid a tumultuous crowd of his own color. South-

erners resolved to take one fugitive out of Boston to show that

it could be done. Thomas Sims, a colored refugee, was arrest-

ed, escorted by police and militia to a ship, and sent back to

Savannah. In 1S63 he made his escape to the American lines,

and General Gi-ant furnished him transportation to the North.

Faneuil Hall M-as crowded with foes to liear Phillips upon the

surrender of Sims. They hissed and hooted. But he " mobbed
the mob." "Wit, satire, and repartee cowed them into quietness.

The struggle against slavery seemed to be hopeless. Ai the

presidential election in November, 1852, only 156,000 votes

were polled for freedom against 290,000 in 1848. Yet there

were about 3,000,000 voters. Phillips %vas invincible. His
blows were telling. Mrs. 11. B. Stowe came to his assistance

with U7icle Tam^s Cabin, and Charles Sumner was his splendid

and potent ally. In 1851: Congress passed the Nebraska Bill

It conferred upon squatters the right to decide whether slavery

should defile the vast tei-ritory hitherto consecrated to freedom.
It committed a stupendous blunder in that it provoked the in-

evitable collision between two diametrically opposed systems of

society, and transformed the lovely prairies of Kansas into

blood-soaked battle-fields. It sounded the tocsin of civil war.

Passion was further inflamed by the arrest in May, 1854, of

Anthony Burns at Boston. The triumphant South was not

satisfied with one manacled witness to its supremacy. Boston
took fire. The hapless fugitive was flung into the hold of a

vessel bound for Yirginia. " There's no hope. We shall have
Cuba in a year or two, Mexico in five. . . . The future seems
to nnfold a vast slave empire united with Brazil, and darkening
the whole West," wrote Phillips. He added, " I hope I may
be a false prophet, but the sky was never so dark." It was to

grow still darker before the tempest of blood and fire burst
upon the agitated nation—the tempest that was to shatter the

accursed institution, and to precede the bright shining of the
sun npon a free, purified, and reunited people.

The first gleam of light pierced the gloom when Edward G.
Loring, who as United States Commissioner had remanded
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Anthony Burns to captivity, was removed from the probate

judgeship. Kufus Choate characterized Phillips's impeachment

of the obnoxious official as " outrageously magnificent." His

argument in favor of the Personal Liberty Act, adopted with

enthusiasm by the legislature, was equally remarkable for its

impassioned love of freedom, profound knowledge of law, skill-

ful marshaling of autliori ties, and conclusive logic.

Portentous events thickened. On February 2, 1856, the

House of Eepresentatives elected the Hon. Is. P. Banks to the

speaker's chair—" The first gun at Lexington of the new revo-

lution !" exclaimed^Mr. Garrison. This was followed on the

22d of May by the dastardly and murderous attack of Preston

S. Brooks, of South Carolina, upon Charles Sumner for liis

speech in the United States Senate upon "The Crime Against

Kansas." The essential barbarism of slavery expressed itself in

this brutal aggression. Jefferson Davis, and men like-minded,

applauded the deed. ISTorthern indignation was deep and hot.

Beacon Street, with two exceptions, exhibited indifference and

contempt. Phillips would have severed all connection with

the slave States, and re-organized the free "under fundamental

and statutory laws exempt from the guilt of complicity with the

foulest crime under heaven. But the lovers of nationality and

liberty chose rather to organize as the Republican party.

This was effected at Philadelphia on the 17th of June, and to

it fell the glory of emancipation, reconstruction, and constitu-

tional amendment that lifted black and white to the same plane

of equality before the law.

To what extent, if any, Phillips was implicated in the schemes

of old " Ossawatomie " does not appear in the pages of his

biography. He carried papers from i^Torth Elba to Governor

John A. Andrew—who afterward forwarded them to the re-

spective writers—that if lodged in the hands of tlie pro-slavery

government might have occasioned more hangings than that of

John Brown.

South Carolina seceded. The Gulf States followed. Tlie

border States hesitated. The free States knelt in agony of sup-

plication to all to return and remain in the Union on their own

terms. Liberty bills were repealed. The Washington Peace

Congress was abjectly petitionary. Congress passed, by the

requisite two-thirds majority, an amendment to the Constitution
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forbidding the abolition of slavery and any interference witli
the return to bondage of " persons lield to labor." Persons
held as property were really meant, and therein lay the national
crime against humanity, and the national rebellion against
Almighty God. Phillips was righteously angry. To him this
servility was most shameful. Disunion was vastly preferable to
union on such disgraceful terms ; and so be said in words that
rasped like files and pierced like needles. Comparatively few
of the twenty millions in the free States agreed with him.
Opinions were chaotic, and polity that of the helmsman found-
ering in a storm. The South was a nnit. The Xortli also
became a nnit. The first shot at the Stars and Stripes on
Fort Sumter, S. C, April 12, 1S61, was intended to '-'fire the
Southern heart." It did more. It fired the free heart of
the republic. Its boom was the knell of slavery. Opinions
clarified, crystallized. The chatter of compromise ceased ; the
national exchequer was replenished, a navy extemporized, ord-
nance stores collected. Yolunteers poured out from countless
homes. ^Yashiugton became a military camp, and attempted
suppression of armed rebellion began. Phillips now changed
his methods, not his principles. Intuitively he saw that the
pathway to his end was through war for the preservation of the
Union. Therefore he advocated liberation of the blacks as a
war measure, and then enfranchisement of the emancipates as an
act of national justice and self-defense. Like General Grant
moving on Eichmond, he was bent on fighting out the battle on
that line if it took all time to do it, and like him he changed
movement from front to flank as emergency required.

Phillips paved the road to consnnmiation of hope by his
marvelous lecture on Toussaint L' Ouverture, the Xegro crea-
tor of the Haytian republic. :N'ational advance thereto was slow
and halting. Lincoln proposed to save tlie Union without refer-
ence to slavery. Ilis proposal of compensated emancipation to
the boi'dcr States was promptly rejected. Seward, to the eye of
Phillips, figured as a hopeless obstructive. The latter moved
Congress and president to forge and hurl the thundei-bolt of
emancipation. - Proclamation of Avarning was issued in Sep-
tember, 1S02

; and on the 1st of January, 1863, the pen of
Abraham Lincoln struck o2 all* shackles within the revolted
States. Omnipotence clothed the Union war-power with effect-
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ire force. Thenceforward victory followed victory. Grant at

Yicksbui-g, Meade at Gettysbui-g, Banks at Port Hudson struck

staggering blows at tlie Confederacy. Colored men were per-

mitted to fight for their own freedom. The 54:th Massachusetts

proved that they were worthy of it. So did their brethi-en on
other fields. Phillips pleaded for the boon of ecinal rights.

He was always ahead of the times. Lincoln, not less patriotic,

but more prudent, refused to impose this concession upon con-

quered States as a condition precedent to reliabilitation
; where-

upon Phillips vigorously opposed his renomination. God liad

better ways than either imagined for bringing to pass what was
60 dear to both. "Lincoln was slow," wrote Phillij)s, " but he
got there. Let us thank God for him." The thirteenth, four-

teenth, and fifteenth amendments to the Constitution of the

United States crowned their work.

While the renown of the great agitator is forever most inti-

mately associated with the extinction of cliattel slavery, and the

establishment of liberty under just and equal laws upon Amer-
ican soil, his fame as an advocate of free institutions for other
lands is imperishable. Gahleo was one of his heroes. John
Quincy Adams was anotlier, and Daniel O'Connell a third.

The methods of the latter were similar to his own. "With
Ireland he was in warmest sympathy. "Ireland to-day leads

the van in the struggle for right, justice, and freedom."
Crete—Mediterranean isle of Minos, replete with classic

memories, treasury whence ancient Egyptians and Phenicians
conveyed the riches of civilization into Europe—in licr re-

peated bursts of insurrection against the despotism of the
" unspeakable Turk " conmianded his heartfelt eloquence in

appeals for aid in the unequal conflict.

Nor was Italy less honored. His cosmopolitan soul rejoiced

when lier dream of centuries was realized and Kome became
the head of the resurgent body politic. " Congratulations to

Garibaldi and Mazzini," he wrote to the Italians in New York
on October 27, ISTO. " They behold the morning. What will

the noon be ? Nothing less than Europe a brotherhood of re-

publics!"

Under no limitations save those necessary to humanity, Avith

no political platform to guard or churchly creed to defend, his

discussion of all questions and issues was of the freest, broad-
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est, and most critical. His function is essential to and shonlj

be permanent in the life of the 'American people. Ilis

philosophy, according to his able, appreciative biographer,

embraced five cardinal principles :

1. He believed absolutely in the supreme power of ideas—in the
slow growth of jniblic opinion.

2. He believed in tlie people— in the average common sense
and capacity of tlie millions—in government of, for, and by the
people. The people, he maintained, always mean right, and in

the end they will do right. Divine possibilities are potential in

the masses.

3. He knew the moral timidity of men under free institutions
—the tendency to make the individual subside into the mass and
lose identity in the general whole. " Compared with other na-
tions we are a mass of cowards. More than all other people we
are afraid of each other." " As the average clergyman is an aver-
age man he Avill be bound by average conditions!"

4. " Republics exist only on the tenure of being constantly
agitated." Ai^itation is essential to right public opinion, which
should be omnipotent and resolute.

6. " The truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
should be told at all times. Concealment, denial, compromise are
immoralities." With O'Connell he held that " nothing is polit-

ically right which is morally wrong."

At sixty years of age Wendell Phillips was in the prime of

life. Physical and mental powers were in full vigor. Facul-

ties were ripened and mellowed, but not impaired, by advancing

age. Inaction or repose was neither sought nor permitted.

The hydra of slavery dead and buried, he employed the addi-

tional time at command by inaugurating vast and extending

agitation of the labor cpiestion. '• Christianity is a battle, not a

dream," he said. The value of the labor movement is that it is

*' the movement of humanity to protect itself—the insurance of

peace—a guarantee against the destruction of capital." He
supported the candidacy of General B. F. Butler as its expo-

nent for the gubernatorial chair of Massachusetts.

The temperance reform enlisted all his powers. He believed,

with the Westminster Bevieio, that intemperance is a " curse

that far eclipses every calamity under which we suffer," and
with Gladstone, that " greater calamities arc inflicted on man-
kind by intemperance than by the three great historical scourges

—war, pestilence, and famine." He was a total abstainer, urged
others to adopt the same practice, '•' the basis of self-control,''
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and unweariedly pleaded for prohibition as the only competent

preventive of drunkenness in the streets.

To prevent the enormous inequalities of wealth and poverty,

which are the opprobrium of modern civilization, he proposed

a plan of graded taxation that would leave to none more than

twenty thousand dollars a year on which to live. To prevent

financial panics he proposed to clothe the government with ex-

clusive power to supply a national currency ample enough to

meet all business demands, and secured by the wealth of the

country. Tariff, Indian policy, public education, treatment of

the insane, civil service reform, nihilism in Russia, and all other

questions ' pertaining to country and humanity received his

patient and statesmanly attention.

With his views of statesmanship as the construction of the so-

cial system on Christian principles, and of politics as the national

application of Christian ethics, the course of Wendell Phillips

was wholly and splendidly consistent. Consistent when the

mulatto Latimer was denied a trial by jury at Boston in lSi2,

and he exclaimed, "If I must choose between the Union and

liberty, then I choose liberty first, union afterward ;" consistent

when he personally seceded from the Union, refused professional

practice under its laws, and declined to deposit his vote in the

ballot-box. Like his Puritan ancestors under the despotism of

Charles I. and Archbishop Laud, he was a "come-outer" and a

dissolutionist, and as such he remained until the constitution

was likely to be purified and perfected through the throes of

civil war. He was conscientious—an extremist. But " an act

of conscience is always a grand act. Whether right or wrong
it represents the best self of our nature.''

He fought against the annexation of Texas in 1SI5 because

that State was alliicted by the black corroding cancer of slavery;

urged revolutionary action upon Massachusetts in IS-IG, when
Mr. Hoar was insulted in and expelled from South Carolina,

whither he had been sent " to test in the federal courts in that

State the constitutionality of an act under which colored seamen

of Massachusetts had been flung into jail for presuming to land

at Charleston."

Wendell Phillips always held womanhood in the highest

esteem and reverence. With such a mother, such a wife, and
such feminine friends this was natural. Woman is now, and ever
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has been, the " power behind the throne :

" a power character-

ized by finesse and the absence of that sobriety and foresiglit

which iniiere in the consciousness of responsibility. She sliould

be 011 the tin-one, not beliind it. That lier rule would be hu-

mane, moral, benignant, is attested by her efficiency in aboli-

tionist and in all moral and religious reforms. IS'ot without

much ado has her right to sit and vote in conventions and to

speak in public—other than as actress or singer—been con-

ceded. Senile conservatism fifty years ago pronounced it "un-

womanly" and "unsexing" so to do. The world does 7nove.

God's handmaidens now prophesy. John Wesley recognized

their right, and thereby imparted additional imj^etus to the

world's movement in the right direction.

Phillips went further than the " right of prophesying." lie

demonstrated for women the right to vote—a right now enjoyed

in municipal affairs in several Anglo-Saxon countries. "This,"

said he, "is the greatest question of tlie ages. It covers tlie

whole surface of American society. It touches religion, purity,

political economy, wages, the safety of cities, the growth of

ideas, the very success of our experiment. If the experiment

of self-government is to succeed it is to succeed by some saving

element introduced into the politics of the present day." That

"saving element" he believed to be woman suffrage conferred

by State action.

Wendell Phillips believed that the Gospel is a guide to live

by. Its contents and principles are intecided for application to

all the daily affair^ of individual and communal life. The pul-

pit is a failure if it does not awake and instruct the moral nature.

" Christianity he regarded as the spirit of heaven at work on

earth—as a divine influence embodied in human life and set to

right wrongs and save the lost. Christ ho regarded as the author

and finisher of redemption, his career as the model of every

worthy and noble life."

The Radical Club in Boston often invited the presence of

Mr. Phillips. Emerson, Longfellow, Frothingham, Weiss, Ilig-

ginson, Julia Ward Ilowe, and other celebrities were members
—radicals all, and he a radical of the radicals. But when
religion was under fire his position was one of " exemplary con-

servatism " befitting the " champion of orthodoxy." In oppo-

sition to Emerson he claimed that " there was somethincr cssen-
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tially different in [Cliristianity] from the religious ex])erience

of other races" than the Hebrew—that it is divine; in criticism

of W. H. Channing, that it is " tlic determining force of our

present civilization," " Jesus is the divine type who has given

his peculiar form to tlio modern world." lie is not effeminate,

as John.Weiss charged. Those nearest to him are the most mas-

culine, the most war-like—" as Paul and Luther and "Wesley."

"Sentiment is the toughest thing in the world—nothing else is

iron." Of " free religion" and " liberal Christianity" he had not

an exalted estimate. He deliberately " believed in the orthodox

creed in the orthodox sense." As a practical philanthropist he

was compassionate, judicious, and libeial. All classes of sinners

and sufferers—gutter-snipes, paupers, tramps, lost women, crim-

inals—evoked his love. Jesus of Nazareth re-aj^peared in him.

His gifts were large. "Written records show an aggregate of

over $65,000 between 1845 and 1ST5. Yet this was but a

fraction of what he bestowed at home and abroad. Liberality

was bounded only by resource.

Any review of the life and character of Wendell Phillips,

the foremost of the world's orators, \vould be inexcusably

defective if it did not consider the oratory itself. " He had

all the qualities of a great orator," said the Boston Herald—
"command of himself, warm sympathy, responsive intellect,

splendid repartee, the power to flash, the power to hit close,

the language of the people, a wonderful magnetism, and an

earnestness that made him the unconscious hero of the

cause he pleaded." His lecture on " The Lost Arts " netted

him $150,000. His repertory was encyclopedic. His mag-

netic manner and witchery of style were such that he could

"talk entertainingly about a broom-handle." He never spoke

merely to amuse, but in Lord Bacon's phrase, " for the glory

of God and the relief of man's estate." As a speaker, H. AV.

Beecher said, " He had the dignity of Pitt, the vigor of Fox,

the wit of Sheridan, the satire of Junius, and a grace and

music all his own." " The graceful dignity of position, the

finished elocution, the silvery music of the voice, the sparing

yet significant gesture, the keen eye, the noble ex])res5ion of

countenance," Dr. Martyn tells us, distinguished his last appear-

ance in public as they had the thousands of its predecessoi-s.

Connoisseurs testified that no other speaker, here or in Europe,
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" put sncli intense feeling into so small a compass of voice,

scaling the heights and sounding the depths of oratory in a col-

loquial tone." The epithets he coined "clung and stung."

Thus Ilufus Choate \vas a " political mountebank ; " Daniel

Webster Avas " Sir Pertinax l\IcSycophant, the mob-mayor of

Boston," " a lackey in the mayor's chair ;" and to tlie " cuckoo

lips of Edward Everett" he referred with biting disdain. Mat-

ter of 6])eech he was always preparing. Speaking of this he

said :
" The chief thing I aim at is to master my subject, then

I earnestly try to get the audience to think as I do." On every

subject he thought his way through and out. " Writing " he

stigmatized as " a mild form of slavery—a man chained to an ink-

pot." Comparison of him as an orator with others is superflu-

ous. He was sui generis. None by study of him can equal

him. George "W^'illiam Curtis is right in the statement, " The

secret of the rose's sweetness, of the sunset's glory—that is

the secret of genius and eloquence." An independent in-

come added to his power as a public speaker. The poor clergy-

man who borrowed five dollars q:\q.vy Saturday and returned

them on Monday assigned as a reason for the practice that he

could hold forth so much more effectively with that amount of

money in his pocket. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips possessed a joint

fortune of about $100,000, and his income from lectures ranged

from $10,000 to $15,000 a year. Thus the great agitator was

able, to quote his own words, to " stand outside of organizations,

with no bread to earn, no candidate to elect, no party to save,

no object but truth, to tear a question open and riddle it with

light." Grandly and faithfully did he discharge the functions

of his allotted and chosen office.

" Wendell Phillips is dead I " was a sentence first spoken

on February 2, 1SS4—a sentence cauglit up and transmitted

from lip to lip throughout civilization. Funereal honors were

commensurate with his fame. They were of fleeting duration,

but the honors due to his godliness, philanthropy, patriotism,

and service to mankind will outlast all time. Through their

permanent efliects " he being dead yet speaketh,"
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Art. IY.—the TRUE IDEA OF CREATION.

Ceeatiox means that wliicli was caused to exist, and necessa-

rily implies dependence npon the will and power of a supreme

Creator. It is self-evident that no finite being can be self-

caused. Whatever is self-existent is eternal ; and whatever had

a beginning was created, or caused to exist. The continuance

in being, also, of any created thing, is but the continuance of

the same creative power and will by which it began to be.

The Bible ascribes all finite existence to the power and will of

a personal self-existent Being ; but certain systems of philosophy

ascribe existence to a law of development, or an evolution from

the preceding conditions of the universe itself. In one form or

another tliese later philosophies maintain the self-existence or

eternity of the universe. Either a personal or impersonal cause

of existence must be recognized, for no other is conceivable.

The law of parsimony in logic, which forbids the multiplying

of principles or things when the phenomena can be ex])lained

by one, favors the thought of a personal Creator. Every other

idea of the cause of existence requires too much. Every theory

which ignores God acknowledges the eternal self-existence of

matter ; the eternal self-existence of the principle, or law, of

development; and the eternal self-existence o% the force or

power by which the principle, or law, acts upon matter : a

triple series of eternal existences which still leaves the variations

and changes in nature unexplained. The idea of a personal

Creator renders all these speculations unnecessary and explains

every thing.

Sir Isaac iSTewton, the prince of natural philosophers, says

that "blind metaphysical necessity, which is certainly the same

always and every-where, could produce no variety of things.

All that diversity of natural things which we find suited to

different times and places could arise from nothing but the ideas

and will of a Being necessarily existing." * This argument of

Newton's has never been answered.

The idea of creation is the center around which skeptical

philosophy and theology have waged their fiercest war
;
yet the

contest has often been a mere war of words, each attributing to

* Newtoa'a Principia, book iii, p. 506.
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the other a meaning ^Tl^icll, if defined at the outset, -would be

promptly denied. Ilerbcrt Spencer, in his First Principles,

refers to the Christian doctrine as "the carpenter theory of

creation,-' which is a complete misnomer \vlien applied to crea-

tion out of nothing. Even Dr. "W. B. Carpejiter, -who so bravely

]-esisted the atheistic tendencies of many of his contemporaries,

was so fettered by the predestinarianism of liis early creed, and

by liis opinion that the universe is the corporeity of the Dcitj',*

as to characterize the idea of special creations as " the anthro-

pomorphic figment conceived in the lowest stage of religious

developm.ent of an artificer beginning the work of creation

(according to Archbishop Usher's chronology) on the 23d of

October, 4001 B. C, proceeding with its successive stages for

six days, and then, fatigued with hishibors, talking a sabbath day's

rest, during which the newly created world had to go on as best

it could." f Such a caricature of belief could only have been

designed to promote prejudice, miless we charitably suppose

Dr. Carpenter to have been ignorant of the current views of

religious people respecting creation.

A definition is generally a stepping-stone to truth, and if the

words "creation" and "created" were restricted to their true

Bense, namely, that of causing or being caused to exist, such

travesties of opinion would be avoided, and the descriptions

given in the books of Genesis and Job, and in other parts of the

Bible, of the gradual arrangement of the universe would be

acknowledged to be the same in essential principles with the

deductions of true science. Creation is not an emanation nor

a development. It is the act of a free supreme intelligence.

Creative power is the power by which any finite thing exists

and is what it is.

The terms " architect," " artificer," and "' maker," when used

in reference to men, imply the formation of things out of ma-

terials already existing, as a house is built of wood or stone, or

a machine of iron and brass. But wliCn used in reference to the

works of the Creator tliey always include, in the mind of a be-

liever in the Bible, the idea of causing or producing the mate-

rials themselves, as well as the forms under which they appear.

]N"o one imagines that God works as an artificer if he believes

in the divine onmipresence.

* Nature and Man, p. 53. ( Ihid., p. 402.
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The psalmist* snras up the teaching of revelation respecting

the presence of God in the words, " Whither shall I go from thy

Spirit? or whither shall I flee from thy presence? If I ascend

up into heaven, thou art there : if I make my bed in hell, behold,

thou art there. If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell

in the uttermost parts of the sea; even there shall thy hand lead

mo, and thy right hand shall hold me." Such views of God's

omnipresence preclude altogether the thought of an artificer of

creation after the pattern of a human or finite workman.

"When an atom starts into being, a new star shines in^tlie

heavens, or a living cell divides into two or more, the invisible

power beneath the phenomena, and manifested by them, and so

essential that without that power they could not be, is the voIuut

tary act of the infinite Creator, wlio is so near to every part of

the universe that it cannot exist nor act without him, and yet so

transcendent as to be infinitely differentiated from it, and to

need no part of the universe to add to his perfection. If we

would seek the Creator aright our tliought must pass through

and beyond all created forms and phenomena. The universe is

his work, and exhibits liis power and wisdom and love, but it is

not lie. The Bible declares him to be " the high and lofty One

who inhabiteth eternity," yet exhibits him to us as manifesting

himself in time. His eternal power and Godhead can only be

shown to finite beings under the limitations of time and space

;

hence every part of creation is a finite embodiment of eternal

power—an expression of the thought and will of infinite being.

In accordance with these sentiments Origen says :

A Christian, even of the common people, is assured that every

place forms part of the universe, and tliat the whole universe is

God's temple. In whatever part of the world he is he prays, but
he rises above the universe, "shutting tlie eyes of sense and rais-

ing upward the eyes of the soul." And he stops not at the vault

of heaven, but passes in thought beyond the heavens, under the

guidance of the Spirit of God; and" having thus as it were gone
beyond the visible universe, he offers prayers to God.f

The ideas which men entertain respecting creation depend

upon their views concerning the nature of the divine Being, or

of the cause of things. The lowest and most crude conception

is that of pantheistic, or monistic, philosophy. According to

* Tsa. cxxxix, 7-10. \ Origen Against Cehms, chap. iliv.

37 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. VIII.
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this view all existing things are but evolutions, emanations, or

modifications of a self-existent impersonal essence. This was

tlie basis of many ancient pagan religions, and lias recently

been promulgated by writers who claim to be the exponents of

modern science. Some of these are materialistic, holding that

the properties of matter are sufEcient to acconnt for all things,

while otliers are idealistic, and teach that atoms of matter are but

centers of force. In these theories evolution by development,

sometimes called "the law of continuity," and," transmutation

of apecies," is substituted for creation, since monism admits

no existence save the universe ; and without a personal God,

who is independent of the universe, an}^ creative or miraculous

change of nature's laws is impossible and absurd. Evolutional

pantheism teaches, according to Tyndall, that all the forms and

mechanism of beings, both living and non-living, as well as all

intellectual processes—all our philosophy, science, religion, and

art—" were once latent in a fiery cloud," and that in elemental

matter is " the promise and potency of all terrestrial life."

Up to the present time this theory is destitute of the slight-

est proof. It is not merely a gratuitous hypothesis, it is un-

scientific. 1^0 spontaneous generation of the living from the

non-living, which- ought to be witnessed continually if the

theory be true, has yet been shown. Yirchow says, "Whoever
supposes it has occurred is contradicted by the naturalist, and

not merely by the theologian ;" and even Huxley declares that

" the chasm between the living and the not-living the present

state of knowledge cannot bridge."

Instead of the homogeneousness of all being tending by

evolution to heterogeneous development, as taught by modern

pantheism, the Bible teaches that the universe is originally

heterogeneous; that spirit is distinct from matter; that "in

the beginning" was God, and that he " created the heavens

and the earth."

Another theory, opposed to all investigation respecting

divine things, is that of agnosticism, which teaches that all

existence beyond sensuous phenomena is unknown and un-

knowable. This view was promoted by the metaphysical writ-

ings of SirW. Ilamilton and Dean Mansel concerning the "un-

conditioned," "the absolute," or "the unknowable." Some
writers of this school, like Herbert Spencer, admit the
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*' presence of an infinite and eternal energy," but object to the

divine personality as miknowable or inscrutable. They do not

mean to affirm, as all believers in the Bible do, that our best

knowledge of God is imperfect ; but in the face of the plainest

facts assert that the idea of a personal and infinite God is

imthinkable. The agnostic puts a meaning to words which

difl'ers from the meaning of the theologian, and then triumph-

antly claims a logical conclusion. He insists that personality

implies limitation, while the power which to him is synonymous
with God is infinite. To the theist personality does not mean
limitation, either in space or time, but is equivalent to conscious

intelligent being, which must be infinite in the Creator, otherwise

he is subject to a being or existence more powerful than himself,

since it is infinite. God is not unthinkable, for both the theist

and agnostic think of him ; the latter even professes to tell us

what he is not ; so that of all illogical theories that of agnosticism

is most inconsistent and irrational.

Another theory, prevalent from the early history of pagan-

ism, and tiugeing the thoughts of many in the i^resent day,

admits the existence of God as the first cause, but claims

also the self-development of matter. This view is practically

lield by those who teach a modified form of evolution, or the

transmutation of specific forms by inherent tendency or force

of environment. Although no evidence of transmutation

exists, either in science or history, the pressure of skepticism

in church circles has led to the encouragement of this theory

by some Christian ministers and writers. Tleduced to its

essential principles this view is merely the child's conception of

God as a great man, and the terms "architect," "carpenter

theory," and "anthropomorphism," properly apply to it, and
not to the biblical idea. It exhibits the universe as a great

machine, whose multiplied changes result. from the power sup-

plied at the beginning by the contriver and arcliitect, and
practically annuls divine sovereignty in providence. It accepts

evolution as the antithesis of involution—that is, so much power
comes out of matter as God put in the original elements.

The most artistic form of this theory may be seen in Michael
Angelo's painting representing the creation of Adam—the divine

Being, in the form of an elderly man, reposing on a cloud and
animating the body of Adam by a spark from his finger.
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The atheistic doctrine of evohition is the antipodes of the

idea of creation, since it teaches the development of all things

by inherent force in the universe itself, which is assumed to be

eternal. The attempt to mediate between this view and the

biblical idea of creation by the theory of self-transformation of

created things is a failure, and would be useless if successful.

The transfer of the word evolation does not annihilate the

atheistic doctrine to which the term originally belonged.

The transmutation of species by evolution, so industriously

taught by the popular appeals of skeptical philosophy, is fos-

tered by romantic and baseless fictions of atheism in the form

of axioms, such as the continuity of all nature, which seems to

liave a special charm for some minds, although science and

experience alike affirm the truth of variation rather than unity

in the cosmos. The only real unity among existences is their

common origin in creative power and wisdom. Resemblance

in material or growth cannot destroy individual identity.

The transmutation of species would not establish evolution if

it were true, since it may be regarded as the regular order and

work of creative intelligence, and not merely the result of in-

herent force or environment ; but no real proof of it has been

adduced. JSTo transformist can show any species gradually los-

ing its own distinctive character so as to change itself into an

entirely different form.

Among the most plausible arguments for transmutation is

the artificial arrangement of certain fossil bones. First we are

shown the leg-bones of the Eohippns, a small animal about the

size of a fox, whose remains are found in- eocene strata, and

whose fore-leg shows four toes. Then, in succession, we are

referred to the fossil leg-bones of the mesohippus, protohippus,

pliohippus, etc., whose toes lessen in number till we arrive at

the one-toed horse, but in every case the descent is assumed,

not proved. The juxtaposition of slightly varying structures

does not prove descent, more than a comparison of the modern

horse, ass, zebra, and quagga would prove them derived from

each other.

The unscientific use of the imagination by teachers of popu-

lar science finds a curious illustration in a paper on the ''Evolu-

tion of the Pearly Nautilus," by S. K. Pattison, F.G.S., pub-

lished in the transactions of the Victoria Institute, London,
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April, 1SS4. Professor Huxlej had anuonnced the view that

the pearly nautilus was produced from the sti-aii,dit or un-

curved orthoceratitc. which first became the slightly curved

cyrtoceras, and by the more complete curving of successive

generations resulted in the beautiful nautilus pompilius of the

present seas. " This v.-as his case for evolution," says Mr. Pat-

tison, " which he rested wholly upon arguments of the kind he

adduced. Will it surprise you to be told, after this, that not only

is the argument hypothetical, but the facts are hypothetical

too ? I^or in the British rocks, and presumably elsewhere, the

ortlioceras never turned into a cyrtoceras, for the simple and

Bufficient reason tliat the latter actually preceded the former."

The greater part of the paper referred to is devoted to the

proof of this statement, in which the writer is fortihed by the

researches of Dr. Blake, Dr. Bigsby, Professors Hall, Barranda,

aud other specialists in this department of natural history.

Principal J. AV. Dawson, of Montreal, says

:

I have always refused to recognize tlie dreams of materialistic

evolution as of any scientific significance, or, indeed, as belonging
to science at all. They bear no closer relation to science than
fogs do to sunliglit.

Vircliow, tlie greatest German biologist, in a speech in Edin-

burgh in 1SS4, referring to Darwinism, and esjiecially to the

descent of man from some other vertebrate animal, said, '' Tn

my judgment no skull hitherto discovered can be regarded as

that of a predecessor of man." Pespecting his celebrated

speech against evolution he said

:

The day before I gave the address in Munich, Haeckel had gone
60 far as to propose to introduce into our schools a new system of
religious instruction, based upon the doctrine of the " descent of

man," and I still think it necessary to guard against the danger
of constructing s^'stems of doctrines out of possibilities, and
making tliese the basis of general education.

It would be well if some of the lesser lights in science imitated

the example of the great teacher.

The fact that in the whalebone whales, before the develop-

ment of baleen, minute teeth are found in the dental groove,

which afterward are absorbed, has been urged in favor of trans-

mutation. It is assumed that such teeth, being useless to the

'^'hale, must have survived from the whale's ancestry. But a
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mere tyro in biology knows tliat tlie connective tissues, such as

fibrous tissue, cartilage, bone, etc., under special conditions of

growth may be substituted for each other, and that teeth and

liorn arc but dermal additions capable of replacing each other.

Thus the cpitlielial lining of tlie mouth becomes thickened and

liard in persons who have lost their teeth, and in the cow and

the sheep the front part of the upper jaw, which is devoid of

teeth, has a horny epithelial pad instead. Horny substitutes

for teeth are also to bo met with in the dugong, tlie duck-billed

platypus, and the lamprey. In the whalebone whales tliis kind

of substitution attains its maximum. The excessive growth of

fibrous horny plates, or baleen, in the mouth, serving as a

strainer to retain the minute mollusks on which the whale

feeds, interrupts the development of teeth, which are but tem-

porary appendages. There is no more reason to imagine a

predecessor of the whale with teeth and without baleen than

to suppose that a dermoid cystic tumor in man, containing hair,

bone, and teeth, represents a preanthropoid condition.

The industry and acumen of Darwin have greatly multiplied

instances of race variation by adaptation to environment, as well

as numerous metamorphoses of individuals of the same species;

yet many considerations show that such instances do not and

cannot disprove specific and original differences among living

things. Such differences preclude the possibility of gradual

development from one another.

The existence of structures totally distinct from all others

makes against evolution. Among such structures are the

arrangement of the leaf of Yenus, or fly-trap, and other insec-

tivorous plants ; the feathery disks on the shoulders of the male

dy tiscus beetle ; the lasso-cells of jelly-fish, etc. ; structures

•which stand alone, liaving nothing resembling them from which

they could have been evolved, and evolving nothing.

The very different biological elements often occurring among

animals which are closely related to each other by external

forms and habits show an inherent and essential difference be-

tween them. Thus the blood of the guinea-pig crystallizes in

tetrahcdra, that of the squirrel in six-sided plates, and that of

the rat in octohedra. The biological differences among animals

and vegetables are very numerous, and many of them can have

no relation to any theory of natural selection whatever.
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Some of the most perfect and complicate structures known

occur in primitive forms of life, as the peculiar teeth of the sea-

urchin, more complicate than any other masticatory apparatus

known; or the system of water vessels and retractile feet in

the same organism. Such facts are crucial against evolution.

Sometimes different structures serve similar ends. Thus

the teeth in moUusks are long internal ribbons set with spines

and claws ; in infusoria they are like an anvil and hammers

;

in Crustacea and insects, grinding mills in the stomach ;
and in

hio-her animals organs of prehension as well as comminution.

Such complete distinction of structure and function have no

possible connection. They were never evolved from each other.

They were created and purposely adapted to their ends. They

are monumental illustrations of a creative intelligence which

has wisely though variously connected means to ends.

If the theory of natural selection really showed the divine

method of creation it would be plainly indicated by the plants

growing upon a mountain side. Such a place is the most ap-

propriate in the world for testing this theory, because of the

gradual change of climate and environment. If any transi-

tional forms ever existed among species we may reasonably

expect to find them here. But the alpine species make their

appearance and those of the plains disappear suddenly at par-

ticular elevations, and wo find no transitional varieties.

The methods of divine creation may be greatly varied, and

Bucli variations will more clearly indicate the presence of intelli-

gent will than any uniform method, or continuity of material,

can do. Principal Dawson says

:

It is curious that the Bible suggests three methods in which

new organisms may be, and according to it have been, introduced

by the Creator. I'he lirst is that of immediate and direct crea-

tion, as when God created tlic great tannbdm (whales). The
second is that of mediate creation, through the materials previ-

ously existing, as when ho said. Let the land bring fortli plants,

or, Let the waters bring forth animals. The third is, tliat of pro-

duction from a previous organism by power other than that of

ordinary reproduction, as in the origination of Eve from Adam,
and the miraculous conception of Jesus.

In every instance, however, and in every method possible,

each individual or thing brought into being is brought and

continues in being by the constant presence of creative power.
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The corporeity of God lias been held by pagans as -well as by
childish or thoughtless theists, and it is taught by the Mormons
as an article of faith ; but the Bible teaches that God is a Spirit,

and must be woi'shiped in spirit and in truth. It declares that

lie is independent of the universe, both of matter and mind.

He can exist without the universe, for he existed before it. lie

is necessary to its existence, lie brought it into being. It is

the result of his sovereign -will. To God belongcth power—all

power in heaven and earth, spiritual and material. Modern
astronomy shows us. stars whose light has traveled millions of

years to reach our earth ; and if tliey were millions of times

more distant that would not militate against the scriptural view

of creation. They began, sometime, to be, and whatever b^'gins

is not self-existent but created.

The true idea of creation implies the presence of God's power
aud will—which is the same thing as God himself—not only in

bringing into being the forms and elementary essences of things

and endowing them with certain qualities, but in continuing

them in being and activity. "In him all things consist."

As all things exist by his will he is transcendently above all

things, and by no means to be confounded with his work. We
attribute personality to him, not in the sense of limitation, since

we regard him as infinite, but as a living, conscious, intelligent,

voluntary Being, the only self-existent and eternal Being, and
the fountain and sustainer of all existence and life.

Since the divine Being is essential to all being the idea of

creation applies to the flower made yesterday as well as to the

stars of myriads of ages ago. The union of oxygen and hydro-

gen gases in a chemist's laboratory produces water, but that

particular water was not in existence before. It was then pro-

duced. The cause of its being was not in itself, for it had no
previous being. As to the causative power of the elementary
gases, they can have none of themselves, since they too were
created. The term "second causes" is a misnomer, if it

means that they arc originally eifective in themselves. "\Yc

may regard them as conditions, or modes, of action
; conduits or

channels of power or force
; but the power itself belongs to God.

It is creative power. It is an unproved conceit of some phys-

icists, based upon atheistic philosophy, that the quantity of

matter in the universe can neither bo enlarged nor diminished.
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but only transformed. For anglit we know God is continually

creating both elements and forms. A few years ago a new star

appeared in the nebula of Andromeda, and gradually faded

away. Ko astronomical data can prove that it Avas not a tempo-

rary addition to the universe ; and the same is true of many
Bimilar phenomena. It will be a blessed era for humanity when

the pursuit of truth shall be no longer hindered by theories

substituted for facts in so-called scientific text-books.

Trinitarian believers in the Bible hold that it teaches an es-

sential plurality in the divine nature, and ascribes creation alike

to the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. In the divine

humanity of Jesus God was exhibited to our race in a most

striking manner. He is also exhibited to intelligence in the

works of creation. " The heavens declare the glory of God, and

the firmament showeth his handiwork." But Christ is " the

brightness of his [Father's] glory, and the express image of his

person." Kot without meaning did the angels sing " Glory to

God in the highest " when Jesus was born, for in him dwelt

" the fullness of the Godhead bodily." As the pre-existent Son

of God he was the revealer of the divine will—the eternal

Word—and as the "Word made flesh he manifests God to man
in the highest degree of which our nature is capable.

The triune loving nature of God is a sufficient reply to those

who regard the eternity before " the beginning " as a period of

awful silence and inactivity wholly inconceivable. The di-

vine nature is never inactive nor unconscious. In the plurality

of persons we see both the subject and the object of eternal

thought and eternal love. Eternally active, self-existing, and

self-sufficing, the external creation was not necessary to God

;

but in the fullness of infinite love, which must ever be irradiant

and outflowing to all possibilities of being, the eternal potential-

ity of creation became a reality. Wisely, therefore, does the

Bible begin by asserting what no science can contradict and

what all nature testifies to, that **' in the beginning God created

the heaven and the earth."

f/^^^^Cz:::-
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Aet. v.-abandoned archives of KHU-EN-ATEN.

Amenophis I v., of the eighteenth Egyptian dynasty, %vas the

son of Amenophis III. by a princess Teie, wlio is thought to

have been an Asiatic, perhaps of Semitic race. He married

Tadukhepa, the daughter of Duisratta or Dusratta, the king of

Mitanui or Xahrina, the Aram-Xaharami of Judges iii, 8, a dis-

trict of Mesopotamia opposite tlie old Hittite capital and com-

mercial metropolis Carchemish, of which Chushan-risliathaim

was king. After his accession to the throne, Amenophis lY.

invited to his court men of influence and ability both of Mitan-

nian and Canaanitish extraction, and made them his chief officers

and advisers. He also professed himself a convert to the relig-

ious faith of his wife and mother, and endeavored to force this

upon his unwilling subjects. This religion was a kind of mono-

theism, the adoration of Aten, the solar disk. His name con-

taining, as its first element, the name of the god Anion, he as-

sumed the new name Khu-en-aten, and this would ever forcibly

proclaim the radical change in his religious views and practices.

But this wcll-mea]it effort at religious reformation was met with

powerful opposition, and resulted in an irremediable rupture

with the ancient and influential priesthood of Thebes. Khu-en-

aten being compelled to abandon his old capital, formed a new
one, and located his new city on the eastern bank of the Nile,

about midway between Minieh and Siout, where are now to

be found the extensive ruins of Tel el-Amarna. The new city

had but a brief existence. On the death of Khu-en-aten tlie

smoldering fires of rebellion burst forth, his dynasty came to

an end, the kingdom was united under an acknowledged leader,

the old religion was restored, tlie strangers were dismissed from
the court, and the new capital was abandoned and deserted.

But upon the return of the government to Thebes a portion

of the I'oyal archives were left behind, and in the winter of

1887-88 several hundred clay tablets were brought to light.

The inscriptions are in the cuneiform characters and the Baby-
lonian language. They consist of dispatches from the governors

of provinces and dependencies in Syria and other countries of

western Asia.

These tablets are being studied by specialists, and, though wo
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caimot for some years estimate tlieir whole bearing witli refer-

ence to biblical liistorj and criticism, there are several points

already elucidated which are too important to be neglected while
we are awaiting final results.

The Condition of Canaan.

Among the correspondents of the Egyptian kings were Assur-
ynballidh, king of Assyria and Biirna-buryas, king of Baby-
lonia, and by these names we are able to fix the date of the tab-

lets at about B. C. 1430. This preceded the Israelitish conquest,

for we find that Phenicia and Palestine were garrisoned by
Egyptian troops. In some cities Egyptian governors of high
rank were stationed

; in others, native chiefs exercised authority,

but in the name of the Egyptian king. In some ca^es there were
also Egyptian governors appointed to some cities which were
ruled by native chiefs, to watch over their movements, dictate

their actions, and insure their loyalty. Generally the presence
of an Egyptian garrison and the occasional visits of a royal com-
missioner M-ere relied upon to secure the same end. The
Canaanites were already threatened by the Hittites of the

north, and the religious troubles to M-hich we have referred

had so weakened the home government that Egypt was almost
powerless to render adequate protection. The warlike Hittites

were able to complete the conquest of the south, but M-ere suc-

cessfully checked by the great liameses IL, of the nineteenth
dynasty. But his gigantic wars against the Amorites and Hit-
tites and other natives of Asia, and especially his siege of the

celebrated stronghold at Kadesh on the Orontes, both weak-
ened his own military resources and desolated and exhausted
Canaan. The way was thus prepared for the Israelitish inva-

sion and conquest. These facts confirm the opinion reached
from other evidence, that Mineptah, the son and successor of

Bameses IL, is the Pharaoh of the exodus, and fix the date at

about B. C. 1320.

The Condition of Egypt.

AVe have seen that Ivhu-en-atcn was probably partly Semitic
in blood and certainly wholly Semitic in religious faith, and was
surrounded with Semitic and other Asiatic oflicers and courtiers.

He has been called "• the heretic kino-. " His chief minister was
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Diidu, tlie Dodo and David uf the Bible, and was addressed as

"lord." The sons of Dudu were Azini or Aziri, the Ezer of

the Old Testament, and Kheir, with which we may compare Hiel

in 1 Kings xvi, 3-i. The rise of the nineteenth dynasty under

Kameses I. was the reaction against foreign influence. The new
dynasty " knew not Joseph." It is interesting to note on one

of the tablets of Khu-en-aten a reference in wliicli the name of

Lis prime minister appears—" Diidu and the king, my lord, and

the nobles," whicli shows that lie filled the same office as did

Joseph, to whom Pharaoli said, " Only in the throne will I be

greater than thou " (Gen. xli, 40). Other instances are re-

corded on the monuments in which foreigners held high posi-

tions at the Egyptian and other courts.

Providence so prepared Egypt and some of the surrounding

nations for furthering his divine purposes that they unwit-

tingly became allies to Moses in his leadership and to Joshua in

his wars, and helped to the permanent settlement of the Israel-

ites in the Land of Promise.

Literary Activitt.

We have elsewhere, and more* than once, called attention to

the early use of letters among the nations of the East. Kecent

discoveries in Bible lands are adding to this fact accumulating

emphasis. The Tel el-Amarna tablets show literary activity

throughout western Asia more than a hundred years previous

to the exodus of Moses. The Babylonian was one of the lit-

erary languages of the time, and it was also, with great proba-

bility, the language of commerce and diplomacy. There were

certainly public libraries, especially such as were necessary for

the safe-keeping of the governmental archives ; and schools or

other facilities for learning the Babylonian language, with its

difficult syllabication, must have existed. The literary charac-

ter of the surroundings of Moses would especially qualify the

great leader for writing, under the peculiar direction of Jehovah,

the early books of the Bible. Thus one after the other of the

proofs that hold up the bizarre scaffolding of skepticism is

being removed from its place by the well-directed blows of

modern archa3ological research. It is somewhat strange that

higher criticism seldom takes these discoveries into serious

consideration.
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Melchizedek.

Paul correctly translated the name " king of righteousness."

Sadyk, " the righteous one," was an old god wliose seven or

eight sons figure largely in Semitic mythology in Palestine.

Seven of the sons form the Kabiri, who discovered the secret of

working metals, invented ships, and were recognized as the lords

of sailors. j\[elchizedek was " without father, witliout mother,

without descent, having neither beginning of days nor end of

life, but made like unto the Son of God." The Christ is a

"priest forever after the order of Melchizedek (Psa. ex, 4;

Ileb. V, 6 ; vii, 3).

The Tel el-Amarna tablets do not speak of Amorites in the

southern part of Palestine, and yet Ezekiel makes Jerusalem

part Amorite and part Ilittite. The most reasonable explana-

tion is that at some time between the date of the tablets and the

Israelitish invasion the South had been conquered by a com-

bination of Ilittite and Amorite forces and Jerusalem had been

taken. The lociil tribe left to hold the city was called Jebusite.

A commissioner from time to time visited the city and re-

ported the condition of political affairs to his Egyptian master.

Several of the dispatclies of the tablets were sent by Ebed-tob,

who was at the 'time of which we are speaking priest-king in

Jerusalem. From this royal pontiff we learn the meaning of

the word. The first element is nothing but iiru, which means

" city," as has been long known, and Ebed-tob says that Salim

is the name of a local deity worshiped on "the mountain of

Jerusalem." Hence Jerusalem is " the city of Salim," the god

of peace, and Alelchizedek was "king of Salim " and priest of

the god Salim, who is identified with " the most high God."

Solomon is connected with the same word. Ebed-tob M-as the

spiritual successor of Melchizedek, and his name is analogous

iu its formation. He was not appointed to the office by the

Egyptian king ; he did not succeed to the office by virtue of be-

longing to a priestly family; he was not elected by the people

or by the nobles or by any college of priests ; he was desig-

nated as the royal pontiff by the oracle of the god Salim, whom
he served, and whose temple stood on Mount Moriah. We see

tlie peculiar appropriateness of the language of Paul in He-

brews when, speaking of Melchizedek, his spiritual predecessor.
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Whence did Paul derive that knowledge which enabled him to

speak so accurately—a knowledge to which the world lias but

yesterday attained ?

With the last element in liis name we may compare Tab-

Rinimon in 1 Kings xv, IS, and Tab-eal in Isa. vii, 6 ; the first

element, meaning " servant," is familiar.

Biblical Proper ]S"ames.

Dudu. This, as we have remarked above, is the Dodo or Dod
of the Holy Scriptures (Judg. x, 1 ; 2 Sam. xxiii, 9, 21

;

1 Chron. xi, 12, 2G), and has hitherto been found only in the

Bible and on the Moabite Stone. There was a Carthaginian

goddess Dido. According to the Assyrian lists, Dadu was the

name given to Hadad or Rimmon in Palestine and Phenicia.

Bedad is Ben-Dad, the son of Dad (Gen. xxxvi, 35). Dudu is

the more ancient form of our familiar David. The name is con-

founded witli Yaveh in Dodavah and Dodai in 2 Chron. xx, 37,

and 1 Chron. xxvii, 4. In Isa. y, 1, the Lord is called D6d-i,
" my beloved." Tlie Phenician goddess Dido, " the beloved

cue," was the counterpart of Dodo and the consort of Tammuz,
the sun-god, "the beloved son." Professor Sayce, whose notes

we follow, thinks that the original name of David was Elhanan,
and points to a possible interpretation of 2 Sam. xxiii, 21, and
remarks the appropriateness of transferring the name from the

deity to the king of whom it is said, "all Israel and Judah
loved" him (1 Sam. xviii, 16).

Marratim. With this word we may compare Merathaim in

Jer. 1, 21. It means " salt-marslics," and is especially applied

to the marsh lands bordering on the Persian Gulf in southern
Babylonia.

Khabiri. The word means "confederates," and they were
said to have bordered upon Kabbah and Keilali. Light is here
thrown upon the origin of the name Hebron. The termina-
tion on distinguishes territorial names. Hebron may have been
a confederacy of tribes, so many as were accustomed to meet
at the ancient sanctuary Ivirjath-Arba.

Ehed-Asirta, or Ehed-Asrati, " servant of Ashera." Asrati

in one of the tablets at Berlin is preceded by the determinative
which marks it as a divine name. Ashera, mistranslated grove
in the Old Testament, vv'as tlie goddess of fertility, and was
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symbolized by a cone or bnincliless trunk of a tree. She is to

be compared but not confounded with Ashtoi'cth or Astarte.

3Ielech-Aril, Moloch is Ar'il. On the Moabite Stone, Mesha,

king of ^[oab, is represented as carrying away the arels of

Doda and Yahveh. The word may be best translated "horns,"

and this, it seems to us, is the meaning of ajxl or Ariel in

2 Sam. xxiii, 20. In the latter passage, the Authorized Ycr.

sion, " lie slew two lion-like men of Moab," while the Eevised

Version translates, " he slew the tw'o so7is of Ariel of Moab."

A son of Gad bore the name Areli (Gen. xlvi, 16 ; ]N"ura.

xxvi, lY). Isaiah in xxxiii, 7, has " their valiant ones " or " val-

iant ones"— the Hebrew is erelam or ereVrm. Ariel in Isa.

xxix, 1, 2, is the name of the stronghold of Zion, and at a

later period Ezekiel applies the name to a part of the temple

(Ezek. xliii, 15, 16).

This list of ^vords might be extended, but enough has been

done to show the importance of the "find." We have at hand

in these tablets most material aid to assist in mapping out, for

geographical and ethnological purposes, Palestine and adjacent

countries at the time of the conquest. Obscure chapters in

history receive a welcome light, and Semitic philology a con-

siderable addition to the tools with which it labors.

But a portion of the tablets have as yet been published and

made accessible to the scholar. The most important of the

published tablets have been translated by Professor Sayce, and

his translations appear in the second and third volumes of the

new series of Records of the Past, and the later Proceedings

of the Society of Biblical Archceology. In the latter publica-

tion E. A. AYallis Budge has given a catalogue of the eighty-

one tablets of the British Museum and a glimpse of their

contents. The tablets at Berlin and Cairo are in course of pub-

lication under the editorship of Y^inckler and Abel.

We await with high expectations the results of further

6tudies.
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Art. YI.—the RELIGION OF ATIIEXS,

The primal, ever-central cult of the Queen of the /Egean

was the fairest which the heathen world has ever known.

There was in it nothing cruel, vulgar, or unclean, l^o human
sacrifice stained its altar or tainted its air. Its ritual, radiant

with poetic beauty, fostered art, not in forms uncouth and

monstrous, but of grace and dignity such as modern and even

Christian art may copy or imitate but cannot excel. Heathen

indeed it was, but men do not gather grapes of thorns ; and the

germ of a system out of which came such splendors of art,

poetry, and philosophy as challenge the rivalry of the later ages

must contain special elements of beauty, purity, and energy.

Modem research has unfolded so much the close-Avrapped mys-

tery of the past that inquiry after first things has become a

pleasing recreation. At the dawn of history nations are already

counting as divine some natural object or some aspect or phe-

nomenon, and approaching it in worship. The Greek tribes in

this matter differed among themselves ; the Dorians, best repre-

sented by the Spartans, having Apollq, the sun, for their divin-

ity—that is, chief and dominant among many, for

The lively Grecian, in a land of hills,

Pavers, and sounding groves, could find

Fit resting-place for every god.

The lonians, whose metropolis was Athens, took as patron and

supreme object of worship Athene. To her it was given to

rule from the xVcropolis ; liere were its chief temple, its grand-

est statues, its fullest, noblest ritual. AVho is this Athene ?

Before the Sanskrit was made known in Europe (not a cent-

ury and a half ago) the name had always been a mystery. To
the scandal of etymology it had been derived from the Egyp-
tian iS^eit, who appears on the tomb of Hameses I. as " Universal

Mother," or Nout, ' Goddess of the Sky." Such derivation,

resting on a single letter, "n," might justify Yoltaire's sarcasm,

that etymology is a science of words, in which " consonants

count for little and vowels for nothing at all." The Sanskrit

sheds its light on very many of even our English household

words, and still more copiously on our Greek. It gives us

ahan^ " day," from which comes an adjective of which the
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feminine form is ahand, ''early, matinal." Several roots pass

from Sanskrit into Greek with a change of h into "0," as hu
becomes " 0v-w " and guh becomes " kevO-ojJ' The A of classical

Sanskrit mav become dk in the Yedic, as within the Greek
itself " eipx " becomes " £A0." " AO/jvt] " was in Doric Adrji'd, and

this was famihar even at Athens. " Athene " is thus identified

as the Dawn, and with this her legendary deeds and attributes

easily agree. To-day the Dawn is " Ad/jv?] Boudcm," for at its

first streaking the peasant yokes his oxen for the field; it is

"AOrjvTj tpyaV?/," for all labor stirs with the early light ; "yAaif,"

the little brown owl, flies forth in the dimness to meet "A0//v7/

yXavicCJmg.^^ Athene springs from the brow of Zeus ; her long

robe is saffron or golden ; she is virgin ever fair; she is in all

poetry and mythology harmonious with the personification of

the dawn.

Dawn upon the Acropolis !
" It is always morning some-

where in the world,'' and the dayspring wears its charms from
laud to land, a tireless traveler, a welcome, joyous visitant. But
here on tliis marble height, as on a chosen dwelling-place, it

lavishes its wealth of splendors as if it would say, "This siiall

be m}' rest forever ; here will I dwell, for I have desired it."

Where on all this goodly earth does morning brighten over

another region like this—over such a disposal of field and
grove, of hill and plain, of island and sparkling water ? For
the worship of this goddess, sprung in perfectness from the

brow of Di/aifs, the Parthenon—" House of the Virgin "—was
built. The venerable wreck of to-day, the work of Pericles,

stands on the foundation of an older one that went down in the

Persian wars. That had been built by Pisistratus, and there

is reason to think that even it had a rude predecessor. The
front is eastward, and in its eastern end were the great altar

and the great statue of the goddess. Its axis ]'»oints to a defile

in Mount Ilymettus, four miles eastward, and precisely in this

defile rises the sun at the summer solstice. Here of old, as if

to welcome his earliest beam, was a small temple of Apollo

liunigos, " the sun," and here to-day is a chapel and monastery

of St. John Kunigos, as forerunner of the Messiah, the Light

of the world.

For Athene's v\'orship was reared this Parthenon, the most

perfect building ever consecrated to the service of religion.
38 FIFTH SEllIES, VOL. VIII.
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Within it lier statues of ivory and gold showed the purity and

tlie glow of the dawn, and west of it rose, with spear and helmet

as guardian of her city, her brazen image cast from weapons
gathered at JSIarathon.

Around Athene, as daughter of Zeus (Dyaus)^ the broad and

mighty Day, and springing in bright armor from liis brow,

gathers many a woven myth and legend. As from the brow of

Zeus she personifies liis wisdom ; and the brown owl, y^-av^,

comrade of the dawn, on her helmet and even on her head,

^ykavicCJmg, or by her side, became the symbol of wisdom.

Athens, by wars, alliances, and trade, came to have relations

with many lands, and by policy, by hospitality, or by sincere

approval it adopted gods many and various, presiding over the

manifold luiman concerns and the changeful phenomena of

nature. Even the sum total of these did uot fill the void ever

opening in the human heart, which none but the Eternal per-

fectly occupies ; and so, when Paul walked from Pirceus to

Athens, he saw on his right at Munychia, "as he passed by and

beheld their devotions, an altar with this inscription, ' To the

Unknown God.' " This vague supplement to a list of at least

three hundred and fifty deities, stood as a confession which
Athenian pride would in this way only make, that the Athenian

heart felt still a lack of the divine. The apostle came to Athens
when her glory of freedom and of material dominion had long

since departed, but lier glory of art and philosophy remained.

She was the school of mankind, and could loftily say, "My
mind to me a kingdom is ;

" and pride of culture is quite as hos-

tile to self-renouncing Christian faith as is sensuality or avarice.

Before him, on Mars Hill, are Epicureans, counting pleasure the

object and prudence the guide of life, and death the end of all.

There, too, are Stoics, believing in duty, in loyalty to providence,

in constancy, fortitude, and benevolence, and final absorption

into the world-soul with loss of individual being. The preach-

er's simple facts would have swept the iVcropolis of its wealth

of altars, and liavc parted the fair city from the charm of its

previous years. The sermon caused (as the Gospel always

causes) the thoughts of many hearts to be revealed, and threw

light on the peculiar heathen fascinations of the place.

For the lieathcnism of Athens was embalmed in art and

poetry, in philosophy and eloquence. Every charm of tlie
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to^7n was fran.ed in a heathen settincr, and its very heathenism
dominated the taste and learning of the world. To-daj its only
objects of interest arc survivals of these pa-an splendors, ^l
where on earth M^a-s ever so high non-Christian glory achieved
as here; and Satan, as tempter of Christ, might proudly tell its
excellence: .

Ou the ^gean shore a city stands,
Built nobly, pure of air and light of soil;

Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of arts
And eloquence, native to famous wits.
Or hospit;ible, in her svreet recess.

City or suburban, studious walks or shades.

The Gospel's scantiness of success at Athens was partly due
to some peculiarities of the Greek race which were intensiiiedm the Athenian character. The wide, the vague, the emotional,
the feeling of the tender and tlie profound were not in all their
thoughts. In their religions exercises was no soul-pain, no
pleading, no tears; and not. even at their funerals was grief to
be seen-only calmness and almost cheerfulness. They were
true children of the morning: as a race they were never more
than twenty years old, and they lived in the blooming youth of
tlie world, fashioned between young Achilles and youno- Alex-
ander. The world to come threw for them neither Ih^ht nor
shade upon this present, and the joy of living amply repaid for
them life s pain and labor. This M^as partly from temperament
and partly, it may be, from having a home in a sunny land in
pure air, by bright M^aters, and beneath sapphire skies. The
Greek, though given to sacred demonstrations—to sono-g and
rituals and processions—was of all men the least religious'' The
Ojoth, the German, even the Eoman and the Celt, fierce and
gloomy, were far more religious than our lively Greek, who
lull of motion, wit, and curiosity, was never spiritual, sad, fore'
bodmg.

All this crowds one's thought as on Mars Hill he recalls the
apostle and his sermon. The place is now utterly bare and
rude, relying for its fame on history alone. Some Barnumi/in-
divme got here a stone for his Tai^ernacle, as if, forsooth the
stone could carry inspiration! Uere the surroundings 2.r^
every thing, and they are not portable. Could Mr. Tahna-e
iiave taken the Acropolis as it looked down upon the prcach.^r
this sky, this air, all this enchanting environment! As thoso
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Athenians listened so have tlie men of our day listened on that

game hill to a missionary, and with no frivolity or ridicule.

Perhaps no hearer was as fair of mind as Dionysias the Areop-

ao-ite; there was among his hearers no woman named Damaris,

but none thought " Jesus " and " Anastasis " strange gods. N'ote

the woman named Damaris ! Though Athene was a goddess

her worshipers had no appreciation of women, nothing of the

romantic, nothing of the cliivalrous toward her. When in

Athenian history was an heroic exploit performed for a wom-

an's sake or by a woman's inspiring ? Pericles declared that of

women she is best of whom least can be said, and Plato, in his

iine theory, found for her no "sphere" but the care of the

house and the perpetuation of the species, even when Helen,

Andromache, and Antigone were above the horizon in beauty,

dignity, and devotion.

This repression of the most susceptible half of the human

race, not from barbarism but from conviction, philosophic and

inveterate, re-enforced by four centuries of Turkish control, is

still felt in the land, and its influence is only now dissolving.

Only within a few years have girls come freely to the public

schools or have ladies promenaded freely on the avenues of

Athens. How different from this was the feeling of those

rude Germans who, as Tacitus says, looking upon women with

awe, reckoned their advice oracular ! That this low estimate of

woman hindered Christianity at Athens is clearly proven by

what is plain before one's eyes to-day.

One may, then, believe that this levity of temper, this fes-

thetic type of idolatry, and this abnegation of women made the

entrance of Christianity at Athens peculiarly difficult. It also

gave Christianity, after entrance, a peculiar type. The heathen

mold shaped Christian usages to a shape still traceable. The

temples were given over to the service of the new faith, but

this service was kept closely akin to that for which they had been

erected. Thus the little Kwi-^dq in the cleft of the horizon east

of the Acropolis, through which the summer da^vn first whit-

ened, became a chapel of the Baptist, the comer foreshowing

the ]Messiah. "When a rain is at hand the highest point on the

island of ^Egina wraps itself in portending clouds, and here was

of old a temple of Poseidon, giver of rain, as god of all water.

This temple on the peak is to tliis day the Church of that
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St. Elias, that Elijah, at whose word rain came or failed in

Israel.

The Parthenon, built for the goddess of wisdom, became tlie

Church of St. Sophia—Holy AVisdom—and, but for lack of sac-

rifices, the old pagans might still have worshiped there. It

later became a Turkish mosque, and was in good repair until,

two hundred years ago, a A^enetian bomb touched powder stored
therein and wrought its present ruin. The shrines which made
Paul think the citj wholly given to idolatry are there—six
hundred now—set for Christian devotions. This transfer of
temples had this result, that paganism lingered in their air,

and at these shrines converts and heathen could, with whatever
differences of inward temper, bow with small visible distinc-

tion. The whole human race might worship there.

Athens, at Paul's coming, and long after, was the center of
energy for heathen philosophy and literature. Here scliools

flourished and systems were formulated, and the thinkers of
Athens were leaders in man's intellectual domain. Here onlv
the Koman, when master of the world, knelt in reverence.
Adrian and the Antouines flattered Athenian teachers by adopt-
ing their ideas, and owning them as masters in the realm of
mind. This homage fostered a pride of intellect that led tliese

men to reject, without examination, a gospel that does not ap-
peal to fine taste or crave philosophic approval and patronage,
but which addresses the heart's hunger and demands humility.
Pride of culture and attainment is incompatible with Chris-
tianity, and here the Athenians stumbled.

When, in the fourth century, Constantino by edict made of
our Christian faith the religion of the w^orld, the Greek mind
attacked with vigor this new material. It gathered the sacred
books into our present canon. It formulated the creeds. It

defined the doctrines of the Trinity, and Basil's, 380 A. D.,
was the first recorded baptism into the name of the Three Holy
Persons. But this very activity, easily becoming morbid, gave
the truth some hinderance. Subtlety in dialectics had here al-

ways been cherished; it had given lively pleasure, and, indeed,
delicate discernment of nice distinctions in thought had marked
all Greek literatui-e. Even in art this quality appears, giving
fine tracery of often the highest beauty, making the Parthenon,
while severely Dorian as a mass, exquisite in refinement of
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detail. In Christianity tliis gave, as to Chrysostom, a special

eloquence ; but its evil was seen in a tendency to delicate hair-

splitting eontrovei-sy. Words and names, running into puns and
quibbles, were unduly regarded, and from this came consequences

sometimes serious. Thus the procession of the Holy Ghost
" from the Father and the Son," or " from the Father Irj the

Son," divides to this day the Eastern and the "Western Churches,

and b\ioiovaiov and dfioovoiov separated with an iota Arians and
Athanasians.

" The Orthodox Church of Greece" Iras a geographical range

from Mt. Sinai to Archangel and Chicago. On Greek soil it

had long been under the control of the patriarch of Constanti-

nople. Gregory, patriarch in 1821, being suspected of favor-

ing Greek freedom, was one Sabbath morning hung by the

Turks at his churcli door in all his priestly robes. His succes-

sor, they took care, had to be cautious, and counsel against the

war. In 1S34 the king of Greece was by the constitution

made the head of the Church, and with the Holy Synod of

three archbisliops and three bishops (or laymen) forms the

governing body. George I., reared a Lutheran in his native

Denmai-k, remains a Lutheran, attendant on his own solitary

services, but his son and all thereafter must be in the Orthodox
Church. The State Church of Greece can give a very plausible

reason for its own existence. During the four hard Turkish
centuries this Chnrch was the only Greek organism. It alone

preserved the Greek nationality, and was a center for rally and
appeal. Wlien the struggle for independence began, Gerinanios,

the venerable bishop of Patras, waved with his own hand its

first banner, while Gregory, as we said, was its first illustrious

sufferer. The Churcli is thus interwoven M-ith the dearest

memories of the State, and Gregoiy and Geimanios, with Boz-
zaris and Ypsilanti, are in that near constellation of patriots

far behind which shine Miltiades and Leonidas.

The Church of to-day is of simple frame. Its archbishops and
bishops are paid by the State ; its priests live by the contribu-

tions of their parishes. These being often small and poor, the
priest must by some private industry re-enforce his income. He
may even keep the village saloon (not our Amei-ican scourge !),

and on a Sunday or holiday may don his black robe and con-
duct service with no loss of reverence froui his people. In
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their eyes the service in juid of itself lias fullness of merit if its

administrator be but duly ordained. They hold that baptism
removes original sin, and the Lord's Supper removes all guilt of
behavior. Their ritual, Hke the Romish, proceeds with cruci-

fixes (the cross alone) with lighted tapers and the smoke of
swinging censers. Indeed, they do not count a public utterance
to be a prayer unless it be attended with the visible symbol of
the cross. The true merit, one thinks, of all prayer is thus
hinted. The priest chants prayers and collects in Platonic
Greek, " which is undcrstanded of the people,'' and the clerks

respond in horrid elocution. As the people retire they lay on
the plates their offering and touch themselves, as on entrance,
with holy water. The ritual seems the same on Sunday and
on the many holy days which seem to outnumber and obscure
it. There is no sermon, yet when a priest feels the gift and
impulse of religious discourse he has no lack of hearers.

Amid this smoking of incense, this flaring of tapers, this dron-
ing and screaming of chant and response, one has a painful
sense of excess of ritual—of mere mechanism. But at this very
time at Athens, amid the ruins of heathenism and torpor of
Christian faith, new life is rising. A tender plant is in sight, a
plant of foreign budding, yet in the divine order so early set

and acclimated in Grecian soil as to be now at home there,

putting forth leaves and shoots and young fmit with tiie enei-gv

of au indigenous rooting.

It is now some thirty years since a young woman trained in

that Mount Ilolyokc school whose motto is Non minutrari
sed ministrare sailed from Boston to be missionary at Athens.
Obstructions enough were in her way—a strange tongue, a
strange people, the Periclean jealousy of foreigners, the Peri-
clean repression of women. Proud of his language and his

national pedigree, believing with his Church and resting in its

sufhciency, it seemed to the Greek impertinent that one should
come from far away to persuade him and his to Christianity.

l^he young missionary's faith was sorely tried. About this time
a young Spartan of ancient and honorable family decided to
take a liberal education and follow the medical proicssion. He
came to America and graduated at Harvard. Becoming relig-

ious he studied at Andover, and returning home as a clergy-
man he became the youn.g missionary's husband. They estiib-
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lislied themselves in Athens for the M'ork of a life-time. They
slowly gathered about them a few who from gracious conviction
sought and found newness of spiritual life.

Religious freedom in Greece is secured by law, yet to get in-
corporation so as to hold real estate, to sue and be sued, and the
like, was not so easy. The little society was offered full recoj;-
nition of its rights under the title of " Foreign Protestants " but
this they indignantly refused. Foreign they were not, and
Spartan temper could ill brook the appearance of alienation
from the land of Leonidas

; nor would it be wise to wear a name
that to the proud and patriotic Greek would suggest the idea of
foreign charity or foreign intermeddling. At length they gained
legal standing as "The Evangelical Church of Greece-" the
State Church being " The Orthodox Church of Greece." These
are with tlje Evangelicals the days of small things, thouc^h of
growing things. Their little church and parsonage are in the
best of Athens

;
a membership has come to them, drawn bv a

gracious hunger of soul, aud finds ^vitli them a comfortable Ve-
hgious experience. Some of their people have by this course
incurred social danger, financial harm, and even a taste of per-
secution. But they have found life in tiie living Saviour Their
Sunday-school, their prayer-meeting, their preaching services,
were spiritual and refreshing. They sing the gospel hymns in
their .tuneful Greek, so near to Homer's a stranger from over-
sea could join Avith all his voice.

The missionaries have been happy in their own household."A daugliter, gaining at Paris the highest honors in medical studv
and having a brilliantly successful practice, has opened an office
111 Athens, and this must tell favorably upon the position of
women m the city and indirectly upon the welfare of her father's
Uiurch. A son, graduating at Harvard and studying reputablv
at ijerlm will possibly become professor in the Univcrsitv o*f
Athens, for the Ortliodox, even though averse to evangelism^ are
zea ous for education, and proud when their countrymen brin.^
back from other lands some garlands of achievement. I^ss than
a hundred such believers, however spiritual, are very few amonc.
more than two millions of the Orthodox

; but through them the
Head of the Church can renew life even under the ribs of death.
Revival must come (in Periclean phrase) through " freemen.
Greeks, Athenians."
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On a Bweet summer evening one sat with tins missionary
fiiinilj on the flat roof of tlieir parsonage. The round moon
filled with light the blue skj, and shed a wide soft radiance
upon the city and plain and sea and the faint liorizon, and all

was toned with beauty. Behind us westward rose the Acrop-
olis, its marbles glistering in the moonbeams, and weaving with
its heavy shades all the witchery of contrast. Across the street
before us stood the broken arch of Adrian, that fierce opposer
of Christianity, that generous patron of Athens and her gods.
Not far beyond rose sad and lonely those seven massive columns,
grim survivors of the great temple seven hundred years in
building to Olympian Zeus. Yet farther to the left, over the
palace and its gardens, on the top of Lycabettus, shone dimly
the lamp from the shrine of St. George, that church hero whose
fantastic career might win him a place among the demigods of
mythology. Here amid such surroundings, where relics so il-

lumined told of vanished splendors of the older gods, whose
mighty and magnificent sanctuaries were so sunken into chasms
of ruin, and amid the formal, spiritless, half superstitions of these
latter days which the faint flicker from St. George's Chapel so
aptly symbolized—here in this dreariness, was a plant that our
heavenly Fatiier had planted, not to be rooted up. Under its

green and fragrant foliage weary souls were finding rest. As
one mused of it he forgot the melancholy grandeurs of the past
and the barren dullness of the present. Before him rose a vision
of better days. Out from the Evangelical Church is to go life
for the venerable Orthodox. The set time for the divine favor
comes, and fair Athens, with this dear and goodly land of Greece,
-will brighten in a glow that Athene from the golden East never
flushed upon the eyes that for her coming watched at the morn-
Jug front of the Parthenon.
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Art. VII.—is RATIONALISM RATIONAL?

YcLGAR rationalism seeks the overthrow of truth, as Absa-
lom undertook to dethrone his a.2:ed sire. The picture of the

auburn-liaired prince standing at the city gate courting tlie

favor of the populace, stirring up sedition, and stealing the

hearts of the Jewish yeomanry by kisses and show of sym-
pathy and false promises, is found again in the attempt of ra-

tionalism to lead astray the rising generation by holding np an
illusory future, and by offering honors and a liberty out of its

power to bestow. TThat of the clnims of this pretender to the

throne? lie may be related to the monarch, but ho may have
no right to the scepter.

The terms used in the question are of two kinds. A specific

and formal meaning belongs to the first. The second is used

in its ordinary sense. Etymologically they are nearly related.

Tet, as a result of an abuse of reason, they may be made to

appear to differ by a whole diameter of thought.

There is unexpected harmony among both friends and foes

as to the ideas involved in the word rationalism. It is not a

recent term eitl}er in theological or philosophical speech. It

was applied to the Socinians as early as 15S8, and even before

the middle of tlie century it was used to designate a sect in

England given over to skepticism.

To all parties having this name, reason is the only rule of
truth, its measure and pattern ; and for the extremist it is the

only source of truth. As a system—if such a babel of thought
can be said to have the unity that dignifies a system—rational-

ism is of quite modern origin. The middle of the last century

beheld it gaining definite shape, and the first decade of this

century witnessed its culmination. It is not, however, in spirit

by any means extinct, but flourishes in minds of oblique tend-

ency under the slightest favoring conditions.

Bacon was right M-hen he pointed out as a source of error
exaggerated and almost idolatrous respect for Immaii intellect;
a respect Avhicli turns men away from the contem])lation of nature
and experience, and makes them revolve, as it were, in the circle
of their own meditations and reflections.*

* Pressense'a Jesu-s Christ, p. 2.
'
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In order that -we mav conduct the subject to a right conclu-

Eion let ns view the common ground upon which the rational-

ist and the supernaturahst stand, and from that make our start.

That common ground is that truth is a unit. All systematic

philosophies are simply illustrations of the bent of the human

mind to present in one the many diversities of the universe.

The statement that truth is one cannot be objected to by the

rationalist, for his duty is, as he conceives it, to judge the

contents of truth, of which human reason is the source and

measure. The supernaturalist must hold it, since he is wont

to trace all lines of development in nature and thought,

church and state, material forms and spiritual powers, up to

the one God.

The question at issue is, What are the contents of this vast

body of truth ? As we seek an answer we reach another posi-

tion accepted by both parties, which may be stated as follows

:

Truth is never self-contradictory, but is supremely self-consist-

ent. Leaving out of sight for the moment all matters of fact

over which the tides of speculation have ebbed and flowed with

ceaseless movement, this abstract proposition has little less

force than an axiom. However small or large the whole body

may be it must be coherent, and be marked in all its parts by

congruity.

Therefore all parties to the controversy face the question

from the same level. But beyond this their ways part. The

supernaturalist claims as a part of the contents of truth a sys-

tem of revelation, and accepts it though declaring that not all

of its details are equally clear under reason's analysis, even the

most enlightened possible. Such an admission is made by a

living theologian of repute. He says of a certain doctrine,

" This has for me no solution in rational thought." ^ So also

wrote the illustrious Blaise Pascal. " If we submit every thing

to reason our religion will have nothing in it mysterious or

supernatural ; " and he stands on firmest rock when he says in

a sentence further, " If we violate the principles of reason our

religion will be absurd and ridiculous." f

Pascal's second statement stands in fraternal accord with the

first, on the ground that it is a rational inference from the claim

of the necessity of a revelation to accept certain things in it

*'iA:\\efs Atonement in Christ. f Pascal's TliaugUs, p. 2T8.
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which reason may not fathom. Opposed to tlicse is the devo-

tee of reason wlien he declares he will accept nothing on,

above, or under the earth too M'ide, too high, or too deep to be

measured by the processes of syllogistic thought. And forth-

with reason stalks out, to change the figure, '' breathing threat-

enings and slaughter" against the fundamental articles of the

faith of Christendom. The venerable servitors of tlie kingdom
—the inspired M'ord, propliecy, miracles, the Deity and resur-

rection of Jesus Christ—like so many disturbers of peace, are

haled, cast into prison, tried, and condemned.

In charging rationalism with unreason I venture to sustain

the charge upon the basis of an admission of rationalism

—

thence to go forward to a fair and unsiiaken conclusion. The
rationalists, with wliom our argument is, are in the main
theists. Ours is the wooden-horse argument, by use of which

the Greeks won Troy. The horse was owned by the Greeks

;

yet Troy fell not till the Trojans claimed possession of it and

dragged it within the famous walls.'^

Dogmatism that lights without the walls oft loses as many
lives as it takes. I know not how to prove the inspiration of

the Bible to an entire disbeliever in inspiration. Christian

apologetics is more and more striving after a common ground

of belief, TJiis we have in the case at hand. These disbe-

lievei-s in the miraculous, these deniers even of the veracious

historical characters of Christianity, believe in God. They are

not atheists. And if many lean to agnosticism it is in the line

of inability to prove^ rather than in the purpose to d>.s2>rovt\

the existence of Deity.

Let us not now stop to array tlie facts over which Christian

apologetics presides, but examine from an abstract basis tlie

utter irrationality of that system of human research which pro-

fesses to be theistic and yet dares to set aside certain features

which rational theism holds as essential to a belief in a per-

sonal God.

The following five positions will ilhistrate the argument:

1. In the first place what is, upon a theistic basis, a great

a jpriori possibility, and still furtlier, probability, is the miracu-

lous. This rationalism sets aside. Kow for us to admit, as we

* Quos neque Tydides, nee Larissa&iis Achilles,

Non anni domuere decern, non mille carina;.

—

^Eadd. book ii, 197, 198.
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must, that Tniracles liare less apologetic value than in other

days, is not to lose our grip on the main question. AVlij

must the miraculous be made a synonym for the incredible ?

There can be no fair appeal from the following words of Dr.

Prcssense

:

Christianity is bound up with the faith of the supernatural,

and with it must either conquer or fall. To attempt to maintain
it, while robbing it of this, its truly characteristic feature, is to

introduce intolerable anarchy into the world of thought.*
.

I may not pause to emphasize a point so patent to the eye of

logical thought. The truest tliinking of to-day can simply

echo the true voice of yesterday. John Stuart Mill, the drift

of whose mind seemed in his last days to be toward Christian-

ity as the supreme revelation of the divine mind, is speaking

of the force and grip of Hume's argument against the credi-

bility of miracles, and says:

All, therefore, whicli Hume has made out—and this he must be
considered to have made out—is that no evidence can be suffi-

cient to prove a miracle to any one who did not previously' be-

lieve the existence of a being or beings with supernatural power,
or who believed himself to have f;ill proof that the character of

the Being whom he recognizes is inconsistent with his having
seen fit to interfere on the occasion in question.

f

The meaning of this is clear. The miraculous is not logic-

ally incredible to a man who believes in the existence of a God
who has made the univei-se, and peopled our world with moral

intelligences, and ordained laws for their rule. To a man who
does not believe in such a Deity you waste breath in trying to

prove a miracle. That is all there is in Hume's celebrated ar-

gument. It is put in another shape in Fenelon's Telemaque.

The student recalls the effort of Ulysses to convince one of his

men who had been changed to a hog by Circe that it was shame-

ful in him to remain a hog, but without success. So it is

ever. But what shall we say of those who refuse to be or-

phaned of faith in God, and yet who bar the doors of their

proud logical abode against nearest kin? That man who adds

to his claim of belief in an almighty and all-wise Creator the

claim of logical thought is under bonds of reason to accept the

miraculous whenever veracious human testimony declares tint

* Presscnsc's Life, of Christ, p. 27. f Mill's Logic, p. 376.
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a great on-moving coherent system of divine truth has here
and there flowered out in fragrance unmistakably divine, and
bonie fruit undeniably salutary to man.
The conception of the worth of liuman testimony opens tlie

way for another charge of unreasonableness against rationalism.
2. It may be framed as follows : In refusing to credit testi-

mony when its burden is the inexplicable, rationalism not only
surrenders the past, but subjects the witness of the present
day, on all points not immediately open for reason's criticism,
to the unjust inipeachment of coming generations. If ancestral
records are under the ban of my unbelief I liave little right to
expect posterity to credit the things I tell which neither of us can
explain. This folly runs to gross extremes. Professor Baden
Powell, in E.,.says and Bcviews, says, '"'Testimony can avail
nothing against reason ; " and declares that the question would
be unchanged if we ourselves were tiie witnesses of an alleged
miracle. In short, wc are not to believe our own eyes. Then
we should be better off if we went further to do as the philoso-
pher mentioned by Montaigne, who put out his eyes to free
his mind.

What becomes of human history and the trnc witness of true
men to the miraculous ? Instead of tliese exhibitions for spir-
itual ends of divine might which seem temporarily to set aside
the ordained courses of natural law being contrary to the anal-
ogy of God's dealings with his material world, in which he
shows his power and skill, is it not in finest keeping with his
nature thus to proffer to man visible marks of his presence and
purpose in things touching the soul's welfare? Upon what
else than human testimony are we to depend ? The absurd out-
come of the denial of the value of testimony when it has to do
with the mixed clear and dark is seen in the merciless criti-
cism of Strauss, in which he claims that Christianity needs no
historical basis :

The supernatural birth of Christ, his miracles, liig resurrectionand ascension, remain e^^r^.a^ruths, whatever doubts may be caston their reality as historical facts.

Credulity may often play the fool, but verily incredulity
here loses its chance of being crowned with a fool's cap only
because its proportions arc too colossal for the materials which
human sarcasm has in hand to match it with. Before his death
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Strauss receded from this logically untenable position, going

over to the side of religious know-notliingisin. Yet enough of

eheep-heads have jumped the wall after their leader to justify

this chase.

There may be some candid enough to say, '' I will accept a

miracle authenticated by competent witnesses, but none other."

The moral court in the soul is forgotten by vulgar skepticism.

God has not been on the hunt for chemists and professors of

physics to attest his wonders. Yet Renan says :

Miracles are not performed in the ])laces where they ought to

be. One single miracle performed iu Paris before competent

judges would"forever settle so many doubts.

Dr. Christlieb suggests the French Academy as a competent

judge. Its record has been made :

We would remind those who feel inclined to submit to its de-

cision as infallible tliat this body in former times rejected 1) the

use of quinine, 2) vaccination, 3)'lightning conductors, 4) the ex-

istence of raeteorolites, 5) the steam-engine.*

Experience is double-handed, and takes hold of two realms :

A miracle is an interference with the law of uniformity. . . .

That law is simply the result of an arrangement of causes which

may be changed. '.It is not guaranteed by any intuitive or neces-

sary conviction. It is simply the result of experience, and the

experience which has established the natural may also establish

the supernatural.

f

3. Another rare bit of inconsistent logic is found in the way

in which rationalism discusses the much-lauded doctrine of in-

dividual and race development. The torch of reason has been

thrust f\ir out into the darkness of this problem. Rationalism

is not Godless—so it affirms. Yet the evolution of better from

good, and of best from better, is accomplished independently

of help from without. Let us think a moment. Tiiis theory,

to be accepted, must be thorough-going enough to put all men

in the past belov/ some men of these later times. This law

might allow the centuries their exceptions, but not the millen-

niums. How is it? Ask the thousand years. There have

been men in the j>ast without their like in our day. This the

Christian declares, and lo ! the Rationalist is in his company,

* Modern DouU and Christian Bdie/, p. 324, note.

j WcCosh : Te.^ts of Truth, p. 122.
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}-et confuting the premises of Lis Bjllogism by a most fatal

admission, Theodore Parker said ;

We see in Jesus a man living man-like, highly gifted, and liv-

ing -with blameless and beautiful fidelity to God, stepping tliou-

Bands of years before the race of man; the profoundest religious

genius God has raised up.

And yet he concludes elsewhere that the race owes nothing

to any supernatural past! AVhy then, we ask, lias not the race

o.itgrown this great past, if no development of supernatural

law foreshadowed it and brought it to the highest level in hu-

man history ? And if there was no interposition of the divine

in by-gone days is it not possible, nay, probable, that some one

should be born of woman to surpass the Xazarene carpenter's

Son ? Why this ceaseless admiration if he were onlj^ human,

and if the law of race growth be continuously true and on-

ward moving ? Other things equal, this law of evolution

should provide for unvarying progress in all departments of

human nature. Tlie plan of skepticism, which is first the de-

struction of a so-called mythical past and a superstitious faith,

and then the erection of a new system that it is pleased to call

a "religion of reason"—this plan, to be entirely rational, should

clear the rubbish of the supernatural not merely from the path

of the uneducated and untliinking millions, but, above all, from

its own way, and this it fails to do.

4. Another effort of rationalism calls for our attention.

Under the guise of a philosophy to which other days looked,

and to which the opening of our century gave something like

systematic shape, man as a spiritual fact is excluded from all

scientific discussion. It is not in the present purpose to show

the unreason in such ostracism except upon the ground taken

by this philosophy, to exclude things immaterial from examina-

tion. The essential feature of this, the positive philosophy of

Comte, is a most striking illustration of an illogical method, for

a rigid adherence to these same peculiar dogmas of research

demands that the field of inquiry be enlarged so tliat mental

as well as material phenomena be included. The direct effect

of this school has been great: its indirect has not been trilling.

I do not say that Comte was a theist. But large numbers who
have walked by the aid of his sign-boards have declined to

throw theism over the fence. There is over all his smaller
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signs this—the necessity of recognizing tlie soiiFs dependence
;

which led Comte to substitute humanity as a deity ; which led

liim, possessed of one of the most unimaginative, unsentimental

minds that ever roTcled in the cold abstractions of logic, to

worship the memory of Madame Clotilde do Yaux ; to set apart

his AVednesday afternoons for pilgrimages to her tomb, and to

invohe her memory in passionate words three times each day.

Surely the famous sentence of Yoltaire's, lately cut into the

face of his monument, '' If there were no God it would be nec-

essary to invent one," illustrates the pitiful outcome of this

boastful system.

This philosophy is best known by its doctrine of the " three

Etages," as they are called. There are in each man, and have

been in the race as a whole, three stages of development : lirst,

the theological ; second, the metaphysical; third, the positive.

In the first, men saw in nature forces over which they had

no control, and they deified them. Gods were in every thing.

Man rose above this by searching for the power or cause back

of these multitudinous exhibitioTis of force, thus arriving at

the metaphysical stage. He became impressed by the thought

of the unity of intelligence and of will in a diversity of mani-

festations. Eack of all these ofttimes capricious movements of

second causes there was one Great Cause. Here the mind
rested for a while. But the search for the First Cause proved

60 hopeless that the mind moved on to its last stage. In this,

the positive, there is nothing left for man but to observe and

compare material facts and appearances as in themselves com-

plete. We see things, effects, as they are ; beyond this we can-

not go. The enumeration of the myriad phenomena in their

daily flux must take the place of search for efficient causes. Not
ours to ask whence ? but tchat ?

According to Professor Bowen, all that is peculiar to Comte
in the three stages is the doctrine that they "are necessa-

rily successive developments of thought and science, and thus

constitute a real progress from error to truth. But this asser-

tion is not true, is not even plausible, and its falsity is now
almost universally admitted. These three modes of looking

at the phenomena of nature are not successive stages in the

history of thought." *

* Modern Philosophy, p. 265.

39 FIFTH SEEIES, VOL. VIII.
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Tlie " three stages " arc introduced licrc simply to put us face

to face with the practical bearings of the Coniteaii philosophy

in its solution of phenomenon upon a purely fractional basis.

The point of criticism is this : The crowning mistake of this

view of mental growth lies in its refusal to abide by its own

methods. It is not in thorough-going harmony with its own

rules. It swerves from the right line of a full investigation of

phenomena the moment it touches the immaterial in man.

For positivism professes to deal only with observed material

facts and their sequences. It calls them full and complete

in their physical character. I^ow, the true conception of the

world of matter cannot leave out of sight the world of mind.

Kg fact is wholly material. Mind exists in closest bonds

with the facts of physical science, of historical science. To

profess to deal with any so-called fact as a complete tiling in

itself is to play a hap-hazard game, and then to dignify it with

the name of scientific research. That study of any deed in

history, of any thing in the changes of geologic formations, in

the revolutions of suns, in the shifting of the sand-grains under

the dominion of the tides, which does not consider the fact in

the various relations that make it what it is, and therefore give

it a peculiar place as a peculiar fact—that study does not deserve

the name of scientific investigation.

The geometrical properties of a simple curved line are as

clearly phenomenal, strictly speaking, as the graphite which

draws the black line on the white paper. So if this philos-

ophy were entirely self-consistent it would find God in nature.

It would find the soul in man. Each of tliese '' finds " is, in its

last analysis, inscrutable and past understanding, but as a fact

undeniable.

No such elimination of man can be made by positivism.

Body cannot be put under the microscope and soul dismissed.

The Jiemisphere is not to revolve before our eye for the rounded

globe. Man is a strange compound. His right arm hews

down the primeval forest. His imagination sets forth in or-

derly array the verse that sings the search of an Evangeline

for a Gabriel. Man has his ambition, and he molds it into a

pyramid. He has his love, first for a woman, then for a land,

and writes a divine comedy. He dreams of conquest, and the

prophet of the horseman's vision becomes the mailed warrior
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on the field of Hastings, and Crom^vell at Dunbar, and TTel-

lington at Waterloo.

Man lias wrought more changes on the earth's surface in

the few thousand j-ears of his history than what are called nat-

ural forces did in as many millions. "We cannot discuss this

planet to thoroughness and leave out man.

In the narrow sense positivism—and here alone is it worth

our attention—teaches, " We have no knowledge of any thing

but phenomena, and our knowledge of phenomena is relative,

not absolute."*

If positivism (in this, empiricism) means that physical science

has nothing to do with any thing not addressed to the senses,

all right, well and good, but positivism implies more than this.

The assumption is that the "science" is such in the widest use

of the term, and so human knowledge at large is compelled to

stultify itself. The moral and metaphysical sciences cannot be

ruled out. The positivist denial of first principles is suicidal.

All erapirical or positive science must rest upon a metaphysical
basis—that is, upon the assumption of first principles not evident

to seuse, aud yet more unquestionable than any sensible fact.f

We roach here a denial of Comte's statement that we can

know nothing of causation.:}: The bond, the nexus between

cause and effect, we may not know. But it is safe to affirm that

the mind knows causes as well as effects.

Cause, in its psychological form, is icill ; cause, in its scien-

tific form, 15 force. AYe can know the external world ; we can

know men ; we can know God. This short cut we have taken

will make very credible to us the statement of one of Amer-
ica's foremost scholars

:

I speak with strictest scientific precision when I say that I know
far more of the nature of God than I do of the nature of a sand-
grain.§

nationalism is never more irrational than when, in its search

for architectural splendors, it passes by the cathedral of the soul,

a fact of infinite worth, holding within its buttressed walls and
lofty arches a worshipful host of the holiest experiences known

* J. S. Mill. f Bowpn, M'-'dern Phihxophy, p. 272.

X See Chrvitianitij and Greek Philosophy, Cocker, p. 204.

§ Dr. W. F. "Warren, first Baccalaureate, Boston University.
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to man, and contents itself with abiding in huts that were

never built for kings, never honored by their presence, never

wortliy of their notice.

5. Finally, upon a theistic basis faith in a supernatural that

is not always intelligible to human reason is eminently rational.

Rationalism sometimes divorces faith from reason, and then

gives it a dishonorable burial. Faith is either supreme or it is

entirely superseded ; and it will not do for reason to offer, with

show of magnanimity, a subordinate office to faith. It ought

not to require very protracted inquiry to discover the relation

faith sustains to the other faculties of the mind. Faith bottoms

all human thought, if that be faith that accepts as veracious

certain things as beyond proof. For instance, to what supreme

conrt can we appeal with the question of consciousness of be-

ing ? One is forever at a loss to prove it. I must liave implicit

trust in the primary operations of my faculties ; if I cannot

have it, that which is called a process of thought is made an

utter impossibility. Faith stands by the hid premises of every

syllogism, and it mounts to the highest reaches of the revealed

will of God. This holds fast in the devotions of the saint, and

Dot less so in the researches of the scientist. Coleridge is at

one with the trend of our thought wlicn he says, in Aids to

Rejlection

:

There are, indeed, mysteries in evidence of which no reasons

can be brought. But it has been my endeavor to sliow that the

Bolution of the problem is, tliat these mysteries are reason, reason

in its highest form of self-affirmation.

Allow an immortal picture to tahe the place of any further

argument. Dante, who was at once theologian, poet, meta-

physician, satirist, and patriot, shows in that mediaeval miracle

of song. The Divine Comedy, the limits beyond which reason

may not venture. The poet starts forth in his search through

regions in, under, and above earth. He needs a guide. He
finds him in Yirgil. By him led he moves through the " In-

ferno "—and partly through " Purgatorio." But Yirgil cannot

scale the liigher mysteries that envelop the summits of the

mountain of Purgatorio, nor on into the threefold divisions of

Paradise. He is transferred to Beatrice, his love upon earth,

now a glorified associate of saints and angels. The deep signif-

icance of this typical picture of progress will be caught when
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we remember that in the popular thought of tlie Middle Ages
Yirgil was held in rare veneration as a mighty magician, as

the impersonation of human reason. In keeping with this

idea Dante lays claim to his leadership till he is left near the

top of the mountain, dazed and trembling before the splendor

which ushers in another guide, even his own Beatrice. In his

fright the poet looks about him, and cries as if in pain :

But us Yirgilius, of himself deprived,

Had loft, sweetest of all fathers,

Yirgilius, to whom I for safety gave me.

His patron was gone, but in the light of the eyes of Beatrice

Dante fomid lifting power, and rose aloft to levels untrod by
the failing feet of Mantua's bard, lie rose, hardly knowing
how, just as the waters of earth rise paying tribute to the sun
that transfers the yielding drops from the river bed to the

bosom of the clouds. You hear Yirgil's voice as they ascend

the mount

:

"What reason seeth here,

Myself can tell thee ; beyond that, await

For Beatrice, since 'tis a work of faith.

So ever—Yirgil for the plainer way, Beatrice for the beatific

vision. LuxMundi shall say our closing words :
" "We are not

in reality dreaming of limiting reason by any limitations except

those it makes for itself. We are not violently attempting to

make reason stop short at any point where it could go on. ^Ye
are only asking, Is there a point at which it stops of itself, and
cannot go further ? YTe propose to use reason right out, to

press it to its utmost limit, to spur it to put forth all its

powers ; and we assert that, in so doing, reason will, at last, re-

veal its inability to get right to the end, to carry clear home."

c:e^l
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Aet. VIII.—MOSES AS A POLITICAL ECONOMIST.

This ought not to be considered a peculiar subject. To one

who has given it a fair degree of attention it becomes a matter

of surprise that bo little has been ^vritten about it. Let us

admit that the most important element in the Mosaic code is

the religious ; we must at least claim the second place for the

economic element, which is withal scarcely less unique than

the religious.

Social and economic questions are, to-day, so clamorous for

attention that historians realize that they have missed one vital

point in the history of any nation if they do not know some-

thing of its economic life. The economy of a nation furnishes

a key to its history. Men must get for themselves food, cloth-

ing, and shelter before they can have art, literature, or philoso-

phy—before they cun form states and establish dynasties. The

character of these products of civilization—of the civilization

itself—is determined largely by the kinds of food, clothing, and

shelter the people are able to get, and the manner of getting

them. The economics of the chosen people must, therefore,

claim the attention of any one who would properly understand

their historical development. The daily effort of each indi-

vidual must be principally concerned in providing for the

necessities of himself and of those dependent on liim. The

character of one's occupation may largely affect his whole

nature.

Certain features of the Mosaic economy have already received

Bome attention, though little has been said concerning the sys-

tem as a whole. Unfortunately, most of those who have given

attention to the subject have lacked a proper understanding of

the true principles of political economy, and, naturally euougli,

have developed some grotesque opinions. A common error,

even among distingnislied economists of the old school, has

been to suppose that the same economic laws are good for all

times and places. One great economist (Mr. J. B. Say) went so

far as to say that the history of political economy is simply a

record of false and exploded theories. Out of this common
error two M-idely variant opinions concerning the economics

of Moses have been developed, and it would be hard to decide
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which is the less rational. Bj an examination of present con-

ditions some have found that the laws of Moses would not suit

our times : therefore they conclude that they were always bad.

"We have heard some smart talk about the mistakes of Moses.

Others reason that the laws of Moses are from God, and must be

good ; therefore all existing laws which do not correspond with

them are bad. "With a zeal not according to knowledge, such

persons sometimes denounce the taking of interest.

By a more enlightened view of political economy it is re-

vealed that one set of economic laws may be very good under

one set of circumstances, but very bad under another. "We

must understand the conditions they were designed to fit be-

fore we can condemn any group of laws. "When we are thus

prepared to consider the laws of Moses the question of interest

will give no trouble.

In a simple agricultural community, where every man is

settled " under his own vine and fig-tree ;
" where each house-

hold produces all that is necessary for itself, and where trade is

only rudimentary; where expensive machinery is unknown;
where division of labor has made no progress and the entrejpre-

neur has not put in an appearance ; finally, where capital^ in

its modern sense, is not thought of, there could be no need of

interest. Borrowing could not be made profitable. The only

man who would have occasion to borrow would be the one who
had been unfortunate—whose crop had failed and left him des-

titute, whose ox had died and left him without a team to culti-

vate his ground. The man with money would receive no profit

by withholding it; he could not use it, it would be only stored

up. Under such circumstances there could be no occasion for

demanding interest ; to do so would be to take advantage of

anotiiei-'s necessities. The principle of the law of Moses is to

prevent just that thing, and upright men regard this principle

as binding to-day.

But it needs not to be said that an entirely different set of

circumstances is met with in modern times. Capital has be-

come a productive factor, and is capable of yielding a profit to

the one who uses it. To follow out the spirit of the Mosaic law

it is only necessary to prevent the lender from taking advan-

tage of the borrower's position by extorting a burdensome rate

of interest. "Whatever we may hope for in the millennium, it
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is certain that if interest were not allowed to-day money would

not be loaned ; only those who own it could engage in business,

and the poor would renuiin poor forever.

The simplicity of Hebrew commerce at the time the law was

given is shown by the extreme simplicity of their laws of trade.

They consist only in a prohibition of hard bargaining and a

demand for just weights and measures.

Hebrew taxation consisted of 1) a poll-tax of half a shekel

;

2) tithes of the increase of property ; 3) firstlings, or their ran-

Boms; 4) a share of the spoils of war. The total of the burden

was rather large, but by far the greater part of it was for sac-

rificial purposes ; a comparatively small portion went to the

support of the Levites, wlio, as priests, received no share in

the land except homes in certain cities. The defense of sacri-

fices must be left to the theologian. If he decides that they

were for tlie benefit of the people the economist must accept,

for " the starting-point, as well as the object-point, of our sci-

ence is man." *

We are at once impressed by the fact that the distribution of

this tax was more nearly in accordance with modern methods

than were those practiced by any other ancient people, Athens

supplied her public treasury by 1) a capitation tax on alien

residents for tlic privilege of living within her sacred walls

;

2) the products of mines; 3) fines, licenses, and donations.

The Eoman republic was supported by the spoils of war and

the tribute which conquered nations were bound to pay. The
emperors found many ways of supplying the treasury, of which
tax-farming was probably the most common. But nowhere do

we find a tax distributed among all the people according to

their ability, except among the Hebrews. They thus antici-

pated in practice what Adam Smitli afterward taught in theory.

In a primitive state of society, such as existed among the

early Hebrews, the phenomenon of tax-shifting would be im-

possible. Each household lives in a state of economic isolation,

being almost self-sufficient ; consequently, the burden of a tax

would be borne by the ones upon whom it was primarily placed.

A. could not shift his tax upon B., nor B. upon C, etc. But with

the progress of society has grown up an almost infinite inter-

dependence of man upon man. The words, " None of us liveth

* Reseller.
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to liimself," are now true to a greater e:s:tent than in the days

^vhen tliey were uttered. Division of lahor has become the order

of the day. Ko man produces all that he needs; lie must depend

upon his fellows for the things that he does not produce. The

extent to which exchange takes place is bewildering. Let any

one undertake to trace to their original sources the few articles

upon his breakfast-table, taking account of eveiy person who
has had any thing to do with their production and preparation,

and he will understand eomething of the extent to which ex-

change takes place.

Now, all these intricate currents of exchange are made to

can*y with them the burdens of every tax, and they often de-

posit them far from the point at which they received them.

Attention needs only to be called to this, since nothing in our

economic life is more apparent than the ease with which a tax

is shifted. Tax the producer, and he will make the consumer

pay a part of it. Tax the consumer, and he must cut down his

expenses by purchasing less of the producer ; this decrease in the

demand will bring down prices, so that the producer really

bears a share of the tax. A tax on money that is loaned is

shifted upon the borrower in the form of higher interest. He
again shifts it upon some one else, and so the process goes -on,

ad infinitum.

From this it begins to appear that our modern systems of

taxation are not so well suited to the conditions for which they

are designed as was that of Moses. It seems that our methods

of distributing taxes have not kept pace with progress in other

things. This is directly in line with a brilliant thought ex-

pressed by a living American economist, to the effect that the

great and perplexing social and economic problems of our day

originate in the fact that the science of administration has not

kept pace with the world's progress in other things. The
question, how to remedy the faults of present systems of tax

administration, will require a separate treatise.

The most unique, as well as the most important, part of the

Mosaic economy is the system of land tenure. The land laws

of Moses may be briefly described as follows. The people were
all required to co-operate in the conquest of the land. Thus
a detachment of the children of Keuben and of Gad, whose

portion lay on the east of the Jordan, left their flocks and their
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little ones in their land, and went armed at the head of the

people in the conquest of the country west of Jordan (Num.

xxxii). A fair division of land was made, so that there was no

landed aristocracy. Eleven tribes were given the country,

while the Levites were given homes in cities, and for their sup-

port, wliile performing tJie functions of priests, they received

a share of the fruit of the land, and a prescribed portion of

the sacrifices.

The land being equitably divided in the first place, it was

made impossible for powerful families to go on accumulating

from generation to generation until there should be developed a

class of landed proprietors on the one hand, and on the other

a proletariat class, or a class of clients and serfs, such as were

developed in other ancient societies. This was prevented by

that remarkable institution known as the year of jubilee, when

all landed property returned to the heirs of the original

possessors. Land could not be permanently sold ; after every

forty-ninth year, no matter what disposition had been made

of it, no matter how many transactions like that between Jacob

and Esau had taken place, land went back to its original own-

ers or their legal representatives. The financial effects of tlie

father's misfortune or lack of foresight was not entailed for-

ever upon the children. The land was not only equitably dis-

tributed at first, but remained so.

It will be borne in mind that the Israelites had just emerged

from the pastoral stage of their economic development. They

had learned agriculture from the Egyptians. Such eminent

men as Sir Ilenry Maine and Professor Laveleye have shown

us that at tliat transition stage a community of property has

existed among all races ; that the village community was a

universal phenomenon ; that the golden age of the Greeks

and the Eomans was something more than a dream; that per-

manent private ])roperty in land purchased is a later develop-

ment. The transition from a pastoral to an agricultural state

of society, though by no means sudden, is really a critical pe-

riod in the development of any people. How gradual soever

it may be, it amounts to nothing less than an overturning of

social institutions.

Though it would be hard to decide just where the agricult-

ural stage begins, it is at least possible to mark a general period
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in whicli agriculture couies to tlie front as the chief factor in

national economy. Eurlj in the stage it becomes necessary for

each liousehold to occupy a definite piece of ground, for a defi-

nite period, if only for one season. Gradually the pei-iod is

lengthened until the household, by virtue of long use, comes to

regard the land as its own, at which time private property in

land becomes an established institution.

Laws which are simply crystallized customs are necessarily be-

hind the times during such a period. The new social arrange-

ment gives rise to new exigencies not anticipated by ancient

customs and usages, so that grave abuses spring up which the

laws cannot prevent. " The mills of \inaic\ grind slowly, yet

they grind exceeding {coarse?^''

The -weaker members of the social body, being at other disad-

vantages besides occupying the poorer portions of the land, are

thrown, more or less, upon the mercy of their more powerful

neighboi'S. Some, unable to provide for themselves, give up

their land and place themselves under subjection to a lord for

the sake of sustenance. Others, for the sake of defense, place

their land in the hands of a lord and receive the use of it as a

fief. Others take similar steps for the sake of the ease and

lack of responsibility which it brings.

In a rude, half-civilized nation, subject to the vicissitudes of

frequent war and famine, it would often be advantageous for a

household to secure protection and sustenance in this way.

This Moses did not seek to prevent ; indeed, from his peculiar

laws of servitude he seems to have anticipated it. But mark
the extreme simplicity and yet thorough effectiveness of the

law by which he prevented this custom from developing into

feudalism, with its several orders, or into such kindred institu-

tions as clientage and serfdom. It simply provides that the

social position instituted by such a contract should not be

entailed upon future generations. The jubilee harrow, every

fiftieth year, leveled off all inequalities.

The laws of servitude properly belong with the land laws,

for slavery, as an institution, at least so far as their own people

were concerned, was prevented by the same laws which pre-

vented feudalism. Servitude, it would seem, was to a certain

extent voluntary. The slave was to be freed at the Sabljatical

year unless he choose to remain in bondage, in which case he
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conld be held until the next jubilee, when he was to be freed *
and reinstated in liis share of the family estate.

Beneficent and far-reaching in its effects as was this system
of land tenure, it is glarin-ly apparent that it was not intended
for all times and places. Its whole vnrtue depends upon tlie
circumstances that made it possible for every household to own
a share of the land. It must be considered in connection with
the fact of the exodus. The Israehtes were not only trans-
planted as a nation to a new countiy, but they were designed
to lead a peculiar, isolated life, permitting no foreigners, With
their heathen gods, to come among them.
But the mission of Israel is acc^'omplished, and the develop-

ment of the idea of universal brotherhood forbids national ex-
clusiveness. Far from being the same in principle, a system of
entailment, especially if coupled with primogeniture, producesm modem times, when pojuilations are shifting, precisely the
thing which the land laws of Moses were established to pre-
vent. Suppose a colony to settle in a new country and to take
to Itself the land, providing that it should never be alienated
but should descend to their heirs forever. It is evident that if
others should come to that place and settle, there would always
be a landed aristocracy on the one hand and a landless class on
the other.

The difficulty of adjusting this system of land tenure to the
conditions of commercial and industrial life seems to have been
anticipated, for it was provided that property within M-alled
cities should not go out on the jubilee year.

Since legislation is not an end in itself, we are led to ask.
What was the purpose of the economic laws of xMoses ? Mani-
festly to prevent great extremes of povertv and wealth. Ex-
treme wealth is always accompanied by extreme poverty; Moses
provided against both by providing against the former.
A number of other laws need only to be mentioned to show

their bearing upon the same object. The first-born inherited a
double portion, but the rest of the familv property was divided
equally among the children. The land was allowed to lie fal-
low every seventh year, thereby conserving its fertility, looking
to the interest of the future. Such fruits as the land brouc^hl
forth of Itself during the Sabbatical year were to be free to\all

* McClintock and Strong.
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l!ie people who chose to gather. The poor were also allowed ou

other years the privilege of gleaning in the corners of the fields,

nnd of eating their fill of the standing grain. Wages were to

he paid promptly at the close of each day's work.

How thoroughly all these plans were carried out we liave no

means of knowing, but it seems likely that the frequent falling

away of the Israelites to follow after heathen gods must have

very seriously affected tlieir economic life. It is unfortunate

that we liave not more direct evidence as to the actual work-

ings of these laws, for of all Utopian ideals, of which every liter-

ature has a share, with all their elaborate schemes for political

and social regeneration, there is none that goes so directly to

the very root of the question with so little that is complex and

impracticable. This leads us to repeat that the Bible is the

greatest of all books even from an economic stand-point.

Unquestionably the greatest social problem of our times is

the one presented by the phenomenon known as the congestion

of wealth. Moses solved it for the Israelites ; or, better still,

his laws, if carried out, would have prevented the rise of such a

problem. Men have a sort of instinct that the ancient prece-

dents, customs, and usages by which we are governed are not

suited to some of the problems of the present industrial age.

It is this feeling that makes a demand for the mass of social-

istic -literature with which the land is flooded. All sorts

of plans are proposed ; but no Moses has arisen to give us a

simple, direct, and practicable solution of the problems which

vex us.

It is the thought of the nineteenth century that mere accident

of lirth does not rightfully entitle one man to political superi-

ority over another. Is it possible that the twentieth century

will question the right of one man, by mere accident ofhirthy

to economic superiority over another ?

U^^chmM 0^^&^ C^k^'^'i^^
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EDITORIAL :N"0TES A^D DISCUSSIO^^S.

OPINION.

It is often avekked that tite legislation of the General Conference is

crude, hasty, and ill-advised, owing to the fact that sometimes a majority,

fearing that deliberation will defeat a pending measure, secures by parlia-

mentary tactics, and sooner than justice to all the parties would warrant, a

final and impeachable decision. It is also as often charged that the legisla-

tion of the last week of the General Conference is, on the part of the whole
body, the result of a purpose not to tolerate full, impartial, and illuminat-

ing discussion, but to press on with its work as rapidly as possible in order
to adjourn on a given day. In some respects these general impressions
may be correct, particular instances of imperfect, hurtful, and contradictory
legislation being cited in proof thereof; and it is also true that so large a

legislative body will have among its members a class of men who prefer

precipitate to deliberate action, and who, incapable of close analytical judg-
ment of a proposition, may advocate its passage without any knowledge of

its consequences or its relation to the economy of ilcthodism. To the
truth of the statement as a whole, however, we must demur, holding that

in its general legislation, whether deliberate or a^jparently precipitate—
whether adopted early or late in its sessions—the General Conference rarely

commits a serious mistake or such a blunder as to require repeal by the next
General Conference. It is remarkable that the official journals of General
Conferences do not abound in repeals or essential modifications of laws or

rules and regulations of one body by another. Reactions in sentiment do
not often occur, and predicted evils as the result of particular enactments
prove to be imaginary. A repeal sometimes occurs, not because the
original act was pernicious, but to prepare the way for more progressive
measures; but this is rare. It should be remembered that seldom is the

subject of legislation before the General Conference unfamiliar to its

members or new in its general features. Earely is a proposition submit-
ted to the body that has not been freely discussed in the church press

months in advance, so that at least the majority arc prepared to act intel-

ligently and wisely whenever it is presented, whether suddenly and with-
out debate, in the closing hours of a final session, or when leisure for

consideration is possible. The omission or shortening of discussion is not
a symptom of haste, but in most cases a proof of preparation for action. On
questions absolutely new, as the report of the Commission on the Constitu-
tion, it is probable that the General Conference will do little more than
indefinitely postpone them. In its action on that report the body gave
proof that when it is unprepared to act it refuses to act; but on questions,
however large, with which its members are supposed to have some acquaint-
ance, it may act promptly, decisively, but neither unwisely nor injuriously.
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Sometimes a brief discussion of a familiar subject will develop a single

arf^ument whicb, in the minds of those who have already comprehensively

studied it in advance, will be sufHcient to induce immediate and complete

action without any resultant injuries to ^Methodism. We therefore hold

that the last General Conference is not chargeable with crude, hasty, and

injurious legislation.

TiiE opixiox HAS HAD Fr.EQUENT EXPRESSION that thc General Confer-

ence, as constituted according to the present ratio of representation, is too

large for the safe transaction of its business; but a little reflection will

convince the thoughtful that the difficulty may be solved by a change in

the methods of business. It is not a question of numbers, but a simple

question of method. This point was well illustrated in the late General

Conference by changing the method of elections from a long, tedious

process to a shorter one that gave universal satisfaction. It now occurs

to us to suggest that while the twelve standing committees of the body

cannot be reduced in number, inasmuch as they traverse the most impor-

tant subjects of legislation, one third of them may be endowed with the

prerogative of final action, to be reported to the body without amendment

or debate. Such authority is given to thc Committee on Boundaries, and

the time of the Conference is saved thereby. Until contrary reasons of

commanding force shall be presented we shall hold tliat the Committees

on Education, Church Extension, and Sunday-schools and Tracts should

possess the same authority for complete action, and report the results

to the General Conference without amendment or discussion. Of course,

when the election of church officers is involved the subject should go to

the general body. A possible exception to such authority might be justi-

fied in case the committee was nearly evenly divided, making minority

and majority reports necessary; but if a committee should adopt a meas-

ure by a two-thirds vote it should stand as final. The advantage of this

suggestion is not only the saving of time and the expediting of business,

but the elevation of the committee to a position of dignity and power,

resulting in a larger attendance of its members at its meetings and a more

careful consideration of the subjects whose final issues are in its own
hands. If a subject has been exhaustively discussed by a committee

which by an overwhelming majority concurs in a report respecting it, why
should the time of the Conference be consumed witli another discussion

which probably will result in affirming the conclusions of the committee ?

The three committees named for exclusive authority, though as important

as any, but for reasons we cannot mention here, may render as satisfactory

service and reach even wiser conclusions than if their matured delibera-

tions were open to the amendments of the General Conference. If tliis

suggestion should bo hereafter adopted thc General Conference need not

be in session more than three weeks, removing the olijection of many lay-

men to accepting membership in the body on the ground of the length of

time it exacts from them. It would also materially reduce the expenses of

the General Conference, which is always an item of terror. 'With this
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change it is immaterial wlicther the ratio of representation remain as it is,

though it furnishes an argument rather for a larger than a smaller Gen-

eral Conference.

The GENER.AJi Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Chct.ch,

though, exercising the functions of a legislative body, has not been gov-

erned by any instrument of a constitutional force and character, nor re-

strained in its power to enact laws, except by the six Restrictive Rules

which have been in operation from the first delegated General Conference

until the present time. It is remarkable that the legislative instinct of

the Church has not long since demanded an organic constitution with pre-

rogatives and prohibitions ; but it is equally remarkable that no appre-

ciable harm has resulted from the omission. However, in recent years its

absence has been seriously felt, and the demand that the Church should

rest upon legal foundations led the General Conference of 1SS8 to appoint

a Commission with authority to prepare such an instrument and report to

the General Conference of 1803. The fate of the report was sealed so

soon as the General Conference began to inspect it. The work of the

Commission had been carefully done, and in api)earance it was all tliat

might be expected; but under discussion its weaknesses were so manifest

that the General Conference adopted for a constitution those portious of

the Discipline included from % 55 to 1 G4, excepting the item relating to

the manner of calling an extra session of the General Conference and that

portion relating to the plan of lay delegation; and then indefinitely post-

poned the consideration of the whole report. "While the report of the

Commission failed of adoption, the General Conference did not fail to pro-

vide a constitution, which, though insufficient in itself, satisfies the pres-

ent demand and renders the work of the Commission nugatory and void.

Of the objections presented to the report of the Commission perhaps the

strongest arose against the distinction of the Commission between a con-

stitution of the General Conference and a constitution of the i\Icthodist

Episcopal Church, and its insistence that such constitutions should be dis-

tinct and recognizable in the Discipline. This was a fatal mistake, and

jeopardized the whole report. Whatever the explanation of the actii-n of

the General Conference, the fruit of the agitation is a constitution which

should in various ways and by various additions be enlarged and j-ter-

fected. In its present form it seems too much like a constitution of the

General Conference; but as the legislative body is the creature of the

Churcli the constitution should be broader and include more of the

rights and prerogatives of the Church. Tiie extent of this enlargement,

or what particulars it should embrace, we cannot in this brief space dis-

cuss; but, having made a beginning, the constitution by orderly processes

should grow into the similitude of a comjDrehensive organic structure. .

The doctrine of Kenosis, as prostituted to a defense of the

theory of Christ's ignorance, is at a disadvantage in being partly true

and partly false. It is true, in that some things he did not come to re-
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veal; it is false, in that it is applied to things that the race knows. The-

ology has hitherto, without hesitancy, attributed omniscience to our Lord,

and employed it as an irrefutable proof of his divinity. Nor has there

been any essential change in the general conception, though the attempt

to modify it in the interest of rationalistic theories has led to a closer

scrutiny of its import, and a more definito investigation of Christ's

alleged claim to universal knowledge. The word "omniscience" is not

in the Scriptures, but it is always assumed as a possession of the Son
of God, and proof-texts in abundance, whether applicable or not, are

cited in support of it. John says that Christ knew what was in man,
and the Samaritan woman declared that he told her all whatever she did

—human testimony, perhaps of a hj-perbolical character, but indicative

of a tendency to omniscience. It is not, however, the proof of the

theological attribute that concerns us, but tlie half-and-half doctrine of

lenosis with its implications and inferences. Jesus himself apparently

drew boundary lines around his knowledge (Mark xiii, 32), but not war-

ranting the inference of other boundaries, neither drawn nor specified.

Knowing himself, he did aflirm a limitation, but as to what subjects? Not
as to man, not as to literature, science, history; not as to the Old Testa-

ment or its writers, nor as to the Judaic economy; not as to the future

life or the facts of heaven and hell; not as to tlie value of religion or the

immortality of the soul; not as to any thing that man ought to know.
It is not enough to say that as he did not teach concerning many things

he must have been ignorant of them, for he came only as a revealer of

spiritual truths; and ignored other things, not from ignorance, but be-

cause they did not belong to Iiis mission. His silence on science is no
more a proof of his limitation than his silence on the stables of Solomon
is a proof that he did not know of their existence. The argument
a silentio lias been worked until it has resulted in a reaction that is favor-

able to the doctrine it would destroy. Jesus did not affirm ignorance, but
rather refused to disclose the secret purpose of the Father which in no
wise concerned the race; but in no instance did he withhold knowledge
with reference to events, men, causes, effects, that have passed away or

ceased to operate. The self-emptying process to which Christ subjected

himself in assuming the form of man signified an abnegation, not of

knowledge, which in itself is unthinkable, but of the right of dominion
in the eternal world, of personal glory and honor, and of apparent inef-

fable and unbroken fellowship with the Father and the angels. He came
among men, exchanging liches for poverty, bereaved of the luster of pre-

cxisteut greatness, despoiled of power, without a pillow for his head or a

crown for his brow. lie was humiliated in the sight of the world, be-

came the subject of an unfathomable grief, trod the wine-press alone, and
died as a malefactor under the malediction of the race he would save.

Studied in the light of these limitations, all of which were possiltle and
are accepted as historic facts, the career of Christ has a human aspect

that is startling and natural. To insist, on the other hand, that ho emp-
tied himself of knowledge to any degree on any subject is to insist on

40 riPTH SERIES, VOL. viir.
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an utter intellectual impossibility; while to hold that he was ignorant

without emptying himself is to hold to his absolute ignorance, \vhich

makes faith in him as a diviue teacher im])ossible. Kenosis loses its sig-

nificance, and its function is destroyed, \vhen turned to the support of a

theory that robs Christ of an attribute that links him with God.

In the rORMATIVE OR APOSTOLIC PERIOD OF THE CHRISTIAN CirUKCII

the problem of ecclesiasticisni occupied a subordinate place, and only

gradually grew into prominence. Instead of adopting a specific form of

government or a regulative constitution, with prerogatives and prohiUi-

tions, its founders and teachers entered upon their task with no programme

of rules in their hands, and organized and enlarged the Church as circum-

stances and exigencies required. The appointment of seven stewards or

deacons, as well as the settlement of the rights of Gentiles by the irreat

council of Jerusalem, were, instead of being in accordance with original

principles, apparently accidental results, or decisions provoked by new

conditions'. In like manner the temporary communism of early Christians

and the change of the Sabbath clay were brought about by a self-evident

process of adaptation to belief and necessity. New Testament ecclesiasti-

cisni, whether it merely includes the abstract question of church govern-

ment or the details of church movements, is no other than a growth, not

from germs in the original organization of the Church, but from environ-

ments and necessities. And, observing the process of growth, or the evo-

lution of church forms and methods, being able, indeed, to point it out in

almost every case of institutional development, we are compelled to tiic

conclusion that in its organizing processes the Church has always been

independent of New Testament teachings and restrictions. If, then, it

were free in the days of its founders, or legislated according to necessities

rather than jiresuppositions, it may assume such freedom now and h-gis-

late on the same basis. It is this principle of freedom, as opposed to the

theory of restriction, that not only permits a Church to adapt itself to

the age and country to which it belongs, but brings it into harmoiay with

New Testament practice and gives it a New Testament foundation. It is

significant that until doctrinal and ministerial questions were reached by

the apostolic Church the instructions on church order and method were

few and indefinite; but the ministerial question was the subject of a high

order of divine teaching. If the old Tubingen school Avere con-ect in

asserting that the early Church was divided into Pauline, Petrine, and

Johannine parties, it would not reflect on those times further than to show

that the division was based, not on church government, but on doctrine

and the ambition for personal pre-eminence of the great leaders. Even

this theory has faded into nothinguess. Whatever of strife occurred in

the early Church, it is apparent that its originating cause or occasion was

not a governmental, but either a doctrinal, ministerial, or partisan ques-

tion; and government, tlien as now, and now ns then, was not and should

not be a subject of division and a cause of decay.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

SOME EDITORIAL QUESTIONS.

The General Conference has again, and by a commanding vote, commis-
sioned us to conduct the linieic for the constitutional term of another quad-
rennium. As this action on its part was taken with a full knowledge of the

tastes, methods, and spirit of the editor, and also with some knowledge as

to whether he is orthodox or liberal, faitliful to theMethodistic economy or

indifferent to its fate, aggressive in the interest of the periodical or moving
for personal ends, accustomed to devote himself to his duties or to divide

Lis time with other and unrelated occupations, and also with an appre-

hension of what the position may require of its incumbent in the next
four years, it is inferred that the work hitherto done was satisfactory to

its judgment, and justified an extension of his career. While, therefore,

the conclusion, so far as it involves the personal element, is gratefully

accepted, we are not unmindful that it imposes new tasks upon us which
will try to the extreme our ability, and lay upon us perhaps a greater

responsibility than did the election of four years ago. At that time, and
under the circumstances then existing, we were burdened with a sense of

uncertainty as to the result of our management of the trust, and invoked
and often received the generous consideration of the Church at large.

We cannot now expect the same indulgence, though the same prayerful
sympathy and the saine large-hearted co-operation of the Annual Confer-
ences may be anticipated

; but it is a balancing weight in the scales of

contemplation that with four years of experience we should be better pre-

pared to do the work assigned us and stand less in need of those initial

'

helps that were then indispensable.

The renewal of editorship suggests some questions that may now be ap-
propnately discussed, inasmuch iis they relate to the specific duty of the
editor and the character and purposes of the periodical. To comprehend
the whole subject we must distinguish between an ideal editorship and au
ideal periodical; things entirely separate, though so related as to be con-
fused and sometimes regarded as interchangeable. An editorship of any
kind, though it be secular, individual, and independent, has its preroga-
tives, its duties, and its restrictions; au editorship ecclesiastical, official,

and responsible to an authority behind it involves peculiarities, distinc-
tions, and limitations that prevent an estimate of it by common rules or
the easy make-shifts of criticism.

Accordingly-, one of the first questions that commands our atten-
tion is as to the nature and function of official journalism in contrast
"''Vith the rights and objects of independent journalism, both of which
obtain in the [Methodist Episcopal Cliurch. It has been held from the
i>eginning of our history, and is perhaps the general sentiment now,
that official journalism is ideal journalism; that it guarantees loyal de-
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fense of Metliodist doctrine and tlie integrity of Methodist governraeut;

that it promotes Methodism feariessly and persistently in opposition to

heresy on the one hand and the theological errors of other denominations
on the other; that it guards the Church against the hberalism and false

deductions of modern life and encourages spirituahty and holiness ac-

cording to Wesleyan standards, and that the conncctional methods for the
circulation of our periodicals, which it includes, insure greater prosperity

to our publishing interests than would be possible under individual and
independent enterprise.

Perhaps none of these claims will be resisted as extravagant or rejected

as unfounded, even by those who hold that official journalism is in unnec-
essaiy bondage to hurtful limitations. In the progress of the Church it

has come to pass that independent journalism has not only gained a foot-

ing, but such a recognized influence in Methodism tliat it cannot be dis-

counted ; and it is also true that many of the arguments in its behalf are

weighty and unanswerable. All will agree that there is an excess of zeal

for independency which calls for restraint; but it remains that a sense of

freedom from responsibility compatible with loyalty is cultivated with

more or less assurance iu tliis field of journalism, insuring, as many be-

lieve, more impartial views of ecclesiastical questions than is possible

under official restrictions. However, we may safely affirm that the alleged

difference between freedom and restriction is not so great as is imagined.

The bondage of olFicial editors is the unslavish bondage of loyalty to the

Church, such as to hold brethren in the pastorate, presiding eldership, and
other positions of responsibility; but are not independent editors under a

similar bondage? .There is no evidence that they covet freedom from loy-

alty or the restrictions accompanying it. The fact is, the freedom of the

one in the larger aspect is no greater than that of the other. The like

bondage and the like freedom arc characteristics of both; and so vital is

their concurrence for the progress of Mctiiodism that it is unwise to array

the one against the other, or to declare tliat the one is absolutely ideal and

the other is without a reason for being. The Methodist licview is conducted

as an official periodical, and finds its sphere ample for free discussion and

an unbiased judgment of ]\Iethodism, except as Methodism may unwit-

tingly prove to be a biasing influence. Should this position seem to com-
promise the claim of ideal rank, the easy answer is that we are not re-

sponsible for it and shall perform our obligations in accordance with our

relations.

Close thought has been expended over the question of personal or im-

personal editorship, the former implying public as well as denominational

responsibility, and the latter obscure responsibility and excessive liberties.

Itlauy gwiyt metropolitan newspapers resort to impersonal management on

the alleged ground that it adds weight to editorial opinion on great ques-

tions—a confession that if the editorial writer or writers were known their

opinions Avould suffer a depreciating value. Besides, hidden from sight

and unknown, the impersonal editor may strike at men, institutions, cus-

toms, and laws without reserve and without fear of consequences. It may
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be added, however, that iu such cases the managing editor or the pn<[jri-

etor -who dictates the opinions of a great paper is generally Avell known,

the claim of impersonal editorship becoming a fiction. On the basis (;f

impersonal editorship the weekly press, religious and secular, would soon

expire; the people would not read an anonymous paper anymore tlirui

they read anonymous books. The editorships of the great magazines and

reviews of to-day are not in obscurity, but proclaimed as the certificate of

responsibility, and large circulations are secured on the ground that sue h

periodicals are in safe and worthy hands. With these examples befwt<:

U9, and taking counsel of the spirit of the age, which forbids public wc.rk

to be done in the dark, we are not at liberty to transform our editorsliij)

into an irresponsible and unnecessary impersonality.

Of primary rank is the problem relating to practical editorial worU.

Whether it shall consist in a supervision of the periodical so far as merely

to provide by contributors named and unnamed what is wanted for il-i

successive issues, relieving the editor of the necessity of furnishing any

jjroportion of the published matter himself, or in such a service of tli';

editor as shall impose upon him in addition to the work of previhion

and pro\nsion the task of writing all the leading articles and imprefsiii;,'

his personality upon every number, cannot be decided either with re.:jyf:( t

to the editor's preferences or abilities or to usage in the periodical woiil

of the country. As to a large cumber of magazines in the United Status,

the chief duty of their editors is to engage contributors and publish arti-

cles chiefly from outside sources, the editor writing not a line; and tlii i

process occupies all their time. With the existing demand in our Church

for editorial opinion on all questions, such opinion often aHecting th'-.

final issue of great movements, the editor of the licview is under obligalioa

to be at his desk a large portion of his time. His work is iu part S!ii,.:r-

visory, which with visitations to the Annual Conferences to promote tli':

subscription-list and otlicr but minor duties has in it an element of bur<]'..'i

that does not properly belong to the office. It is also true that the e.\t.';i.t

of our personal service in the preparation of matter for its pages render'.-d

during the last four years is upon reliectiou as surprising to us as it is to

others; and we are revolving in our mind whether the Church will charg'r

us with indifference or faint-heartcdness if wc should lay upon others .-i

share of those burdens, or insist upon such a division of those labors l'. .?.

should be exacted of no officer of the Church. By such action the editor

will be relieved of a class of supernumerary duties and the lievieic will

gain in proportion.

It is also important to understand whether the Ilcview is at liberty v,

adopt a settled policy, grounded upon fundamental principles at the ].'.-

ginning of the quadrennium, or is under obligation to await the devel-y;^

mcnts of the Church before it declares the principles that govern it; ar.-J

also, whether the policy finally adojited should be personal or editorlui,

rather than ecclesiastical or in conformity to an existing conntnmn 'A

opinion on ecclesiastical questions, or may advocate one side in prefiT'-y./:

to the other. Shall the Church prescribe our policy, or shall the ILsd.r,
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prescribe its ov^ policy? We bold to the latter view, in strict loyalty

to tbe former, for the reason that any other view would destroy the in-

dependence, and therefore the value, of editorial judgment. Such inde-

pendence should not degenerate into partisanship or incline too much to

one-sidedness; but, coupled with a judicial temper, it may contribute to a

healthy elucidation of pending issues. In the expression of opinion and

the advocacy of a cause the editor should be as free as the contributor,

availing himself of his personal and editorial rights, especially when the

cmerge'ncy of a great question is before the Church. With this right

guaranteed the periodical may introduce new reforms to the attention of

the Church, lead in such new ecclesiastical movements as the times may

require, and be none the less devoted to the Church.

From this general view it^is concluded that the ideal editorship under

present condidons in the Methodist Episcopal Church is official in its re-

lations, personal in public responsibility, supervisory in general duties,

exacting in its services of the editor as a writer, independent in spirit and

policy, and free and elastic in management—characteristics these as prac-

tical as they are ideal, and many oi which are observed in independent

journalism.

In undertaking to ascertain the characteristics of an ideal periodical

the tests and questions that arise are as energetic as they are striking.

Prominent among these is the denominational factor and the extent of its

influence. Shalfthe Rerkw be distinctively and exclusively Methodistic

in all that appertains to it, advancing Methodism in the usual Methodistic

manner; or, modifying if not discarding [Methodistic peculiarities, shall

it be broad and liberal, advocating only an essential ethics and a common

relifrion? It is evident that a periodical may be too exclusively denomi-

natbnal and be justly charged with bigotry, or it may be so under the in-

fluence of its strictlv ecclesiastical purpose as to forget its irenic relations

and obligations. Equally objectionable is the excess of an allowable

liberalism, which in course of time destroys respect for denominational

faith. It may be wise, therefore, so to conduct the Eevmo as to escape

the criticism of over-denomiuatioualism on the one hand and of unwar-

ranted liberalism on the other.

We are sometimes prompted to inquire whether the Revieic, as in certain

exitrent periods of the past, should assume a more positive theological

tone enlaro-in^ upon theological similarities, differences, and unities, or

preserve its" versatile character, giving to tlieology its due proportion of

attention, but in no sense transforming the Eetiew into a strictly theolog-

ical publication. Granting that theological questions, considered in their

modern aspects, must of necessity at times superse.le all other questions,

sociological literarv, and ethical, and that the hour is near at hand when

theoloAcal thouglit must reform and advance, we too Avell remember

that the purpose to maintain "theological rank" at the expense of variety

and utility was the pillow on whicli this periodical almost peacefully slept

out its existence; and by tl-.at history are we warned against conceding to

theology a monopoly of our pages. Great theological controversies as
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well as great theological truths sliall have, as occasion requires, enlarged

discussion ; but we do not propose to fight over the battle with Calvinism

while it is engaged in destroying itself. Let the dead rest in peace, while

we who live promote other issues.

It passes without dispute that the lieview should report current thought

of high grade, but it takes a broader view of its work than that it should

merely echo the noise of conflicts and trace the products of thinkers. It

would serve a useful purpose if it had no higher function; but it is aj>-

parent that so long as intellectual battles must be fought over questions

within our range, the Review should participate in tliem, directing and

controlling, so far as possible, tlie formal and final issues. It ventured

during the preceding quadrennium to raise the battle-flag and summon

the orthodox forces of the Church against rationalistic higher criticism,

and resisted it vrith such rapidity and energy as to turn it back from

the boundary-lines of Methodism. Other Churches are struggling on the

edges of a Waterloo conflict with this modern foe. In this extremity we

cordially extend to them Methodist prayers and re-enforcements to aid

in winning a victory for Christendom. TTe shall claim the right in the

present quadrennium to aid in contests in which Christianity is involved,

and to co-operate with those who are of the same mind touching the truth.

"We interpret our commission as authorizing us to wage war against un-

faith, whether scientific, philosophical, or semi-religious; to inject New
Testament ctRics into the tliought of men, that human conduct may have

a standard; to direct sociological questions into the arena of Christian dis-

cussion; to interpret political movements in their relations to religion; to

forestall the outrages of a sycophant liberalism upon the integrity of the

Cliristiau system; to conserve Methodist polity and at the same time favor

its adaptation to the times in which we live; to foster and encourage the

reforms committed to [Methodism, and to propagate wholesome doctrines,

disturb error in its possessions, and aid in installing the reign of right-

eousness in the earth. From this schedule it would appear that an ideal

periodical in the [Methodist Episcopal Church should be Christian in

spirit, 3Iethodistic in teaching, thoologic in trend, versatile in literary

phenomena, reflective of current thought, and from choice a participant

in shaping the controversies of the day.

In brief compass, but perhaps sufliciently, we have noted some ques-

tions that confront us at the threshold of another quadrennium, and have

indicated the opportunities, possibilities, and responsibilities that belong

to our position. To these general statements we have nothing to add ex-

cept to invite from every quarter those friendly suggestions and criticisms

that may be helpfully directive to us in the discharge of our duties; to

thank the ministry, the laity, and the press, ofiicial and independent, for

that influence and support which have sustained us in the weary hours

of labor and conflict, and to invoke their constant watchfulness of the

manner in which we shall attempt to fulfill the task again intrusted to

us; and to solicit from the Church such co-operation by prayer to that

Providence whose hand is upon the toilers in the vineyard that the work
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of his servant to promote the ends of the divine kiugdom may not be

altogether fruitless or disappointing.

THE OUTLOOK OF CHRTSTEXDOM.

It is no easy task accurately to outline the moral condition of the world,

because of its complexity being the result of many operating forces, some

of which are as occult in method and as difficult of definition as others are

transparent in spirit and within our knowledge. Tlie problem invites

close thought—a study of details on the one hand and of generalizations

on the other; of causes primary and secondary, and of effects logical and in-

direct, and suggesting the tracing of remote as well as immediate connec-

tions; of the adjustment of antagonistic influences to tlie unit of condition,

and of the balancing of those elements or factors not of easy classification

in harmony with the status of Christendom. In this survey we also must

recognize the play of such forces as induce retardation and decay, and of

those that contribute to the permanence of the essential order and progress

of civilization. It is apparent that the subject admits of various interpre-

tations, and represents a sum of agencies that, though difficult of expres-

sion, should have a proportionate influence in the final calculation, for,

like invisible attraction among the planets, they govern in the largest

movements and affect the stal)ility of the eutire system.

In the treatment of so broad a theme, including forces and elements

favorable and unfavorable to civilization, we sliall estimate the apparently

adverse influences at work every-where as a preparation for the consider-

ation of those optimistic forces that are prophetic of the ultimate triumph

of righteousness in the earth.

In the socialistic movements of the age there is a spirit of opposition to

the moral order of human society, threatening to subvert and overthrow

the foundations of government and the principles of individual ethical life.

Socialism is not an experimental attack on human rights, nor is it one of

those occasional outbursts of revolutionary tendency that repressive legis-

lation can extinguish; but rather, it is a disease constitutional, inherent,

progressive, resistless, and destructive. It is conceded tliat it has some

justification by virtue of the intrenched wrongs and iniquities of the social

structure, and that its demand for reformation is legitimate; but its

methods are anarchistic and barbarous, while its spirit is inhuman and

atheistic. European socialism is marked by all those spasmodic impulses

that in a moment may organize into assaults upon kings' thrones, rich

men's palaces, public libraries and art-galleries, government buildings and

their treasures, and all the substantial improvements of a continent or

a century. It is without restraining and governing principles, a child's

cry being sufficient to ignite an empire. The chief excej)tioii to this

general characterization is tlie socialism of German}-, wliich hitherto has

affiliated with civil law, but its liberalism is growing so rapidly as to en-

danger the original conservatism by wliich it has been guided. It makes

against socialism in general that it is lawless iu spirit, ruinous ratlierthan
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reformatory in purpose, and contributes to a world-restlessness tliat is vrorse

than war and to fears that paralyze peace and progress. It is not Vesu-

vius that threatens mankind, but the socialistic volcano that may shake to

its foundation the man-built structures of government, and imprint deso-

lation where order and beauty once reigned. We must also remember
that its work is only in the initiatory stages. Socialism has not spent its

force nor completed its task ; it will do its greatest work in the future. It

aims at universal change; and unless checked and controlled it may uproot

all that promises to be permanent and valuable in human institutions. It

will not subside or surrender though law demand it. It is not afraid of

majorities, and sees ift compromises the thin expedient for delay; it is de-

termined to overthrow society. It is the "mystery of iniquity" at work

for the reconstruction of the world on a basis entirely different from that

which now exists. It may have its defense, but its excess of evil pro-

nounces against it. Notwithstanding tlie good that may result from its

agitating influence, it is difficult to regard it as any other than a destruc-

tive agency in civilization and an unfavorable sign of the times.

In the list of current and dangerous forces we reckon as prominent

many of the influences and tendencies which perhaps a majority may re-

gard as hopeful in modern society. The extraordinary advance in dis-

covery and science during the last decade of the centurj' especially, and

the corresponding progress in the material arts and improvements, have

induced a degree of luxury in high life and of competition in all branches

of industry that have developed what we may perhaps best characterize as

a spirit of secuJar'usm unprecedented, as we believe, in any previous age;

and unfortunately the Christian jmblic have to some extent surrendered to

its influence, and are thus in imminent danger of forgetting "the things

that are unseen, which are eternal," in the rush of things present and tem-

poral, the scramble for wealth and position, and the whirl of fashion.

Worldliness has ever been one of the great banes of piety since the tall of

man; but the growth of the race, and tlie closer contact of mankind in tlie

rapid communicaLion among civilized, and particularly Christian, coun-

tries, have intensified greed and ambition until selfishness prevails to an

extent that threatens to extinguish the basal principles of scriptural re-

ligion. The secular spirit, contaminating the vital energies of society, is

certainly making its impression on the religious classes, enervating their

spiritual purposes and reducing their activities to a high-toned formalism.

The demands of "society," so-called, have invaded the precincts of home-

worship and personal devotion until many so-called church conmiuni-

cants can scarcely be distinguished in public or private life from non -pro-

fessors, except by attendance upon the formal services in the sanctuary

once a week. The same eagerness for money-making, the same sharp and

oftentimes dubious practices in mercantile transactions, the same frivolous

gossip, the same unspirituality of conversation and demeanor, prevail

among them as rules outside the ecclesiastical pale; and even the stricter

sects are relaxing their primitive simplicity of manners and severity of

conduct, while the older communions have long since obliterated all lines
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of demarkation between tlie interior and exterior life of faith and unbe-

lief, except the stated observance of a few rites and denominational

usan-es. In some respects Christianity is largely nominal, and multitudes

-who still adhere to tlie form of godliness never knew, or even utterly deny,

its power. In this somewhat severe statement we must be understood as

indicting, not Christianity, but the secularism that threatens it.

We must not fail to remind our readers that the Christian Church is feel-

ing the effect of the combined forces of agnosticism and rationalism in

their attacks upon the fundamental principles of religious faith. Agnosti-

cism is employing science to do its bidding, and as a result the certainties

of religion from the scientific view-point are reduced to probabilities or

head-inspired speculations. With this foe to right apprehension of the

truth the Church is compelled to engage in conflict, T,-hich, though its'ulti-

inate issue be favorable to Christianity, will in its progress shake the faith

of many, and prepare them for the rejection of what they have believed.

This, however, is au external foe, and we know how to meet it. Spring-

ing up in our midst is another force, less scientific but more unscrupulous

and presumptuous, wliose aim is the destruction of the sui)ernatural ele-

ments of religion. Kationalism is a species of infidelity that substitutes

error for trutli, and rejoices in the overthrow of those ideals that have al-

ways inspired the children of men. It denies Moses, Isaiah, David, Daniel,

Paul, John, and the Christ. It plumes itself iu borrowed scholarship?, and

sets aside tlie verdict of the ages with as little knowledge of the effects of

its acts as if they sprang from insanity or idiocy. And these two forces

are infecting the faith of the saints, clouding tlieir hopes, and disturbing

their peace. In some circles a more manifest effect is the growth of doubt

and a compromise with error. Eveu in doctrine great eccentricity is toler-

atx;d, and some of the fundamental tenets of evangelical belief are openly

discarded and actively assailed, not by private disciples merely, but by

professional exponents likewise, and sometimes by whole bodies, even

within the comparatively narrow circle of Protestantism. Creeds are

revised, sometimes for deterioration rather than for improvement ; and a

growing disregard, if not contempt, for all such symbols of faith is evi-

dent in the religious world. All this naturally springs out of the spirit

of inquiry which is rife, and stops short of questioning nothing, however

venerable or sacred, forgetting that some truths are already well estab-

lished, and that the Bible is the one source and criterion of all theology,

as well as the great standard of morals.

Still further widening our review, we find tliat while commerce and in-

tercommunication are enlarging the sphere of Christian missions, trafiic

and intercourse are still conducted almost wholly on mercenary principles,

which alongside of tlie Gospel have introduced its most baneful neutral-

izers, for example, opium and ardent spirits. The vices of Europe are

traveling ;>(i/-i 'pami, oftentimes with stronger and more rapid strides,

along with its ameliorations, until in many instances, as in India and

Africa, it is hard to say whether heathenism is not the worse off for the

contact. If epidemics have come westward, diseases which arc the result
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of profligacy have likewise spread eastward, and the Crusades ai-e not the

only nor the latest spectacles of the propagation together of Christianity •

and immorality in history. The same ship that conveys the missionary

and the Bible transports also the emissary and the materials for debauch-

ery, drunkenness, violence, and infidelity. Satan's arts quickly followed

the advent of man upon earth, and his minions go speedily in the wake of

the saints every-where.

Though this ^^ew is discouraging, it teaches the important lesson that

the Clmrch should not exj)ect an easy conquest of the world, nor should it

dream of such miraculous interpositions in its behalf as will insure triumph

over every obstacle and the hastening of the millennial dawn. It must deal

with natural conditions, with adamantine obstructions, and scarcely count

its victory sure when won. Defeats and successes, lapses and forward

movements, as in the past, will characterize its activities in the future.

"We are almost tempted to suggest that the world is in need of great

men, but, admitting the fact, our aggravation is intensified by the reflec-

tion that a means for producing them has not been discovered. We do

not need great soldiers or great politicians, but great statesmen, great

scholars, great discoverers of the secrets of nature, great poets, great art-

ists, great preachers, great physicians, and great philanthropists. The
race is averaging well, but tlie great man, in the Platonic sense, is rare.

Cliristianity needs a prophet; science an investigator; philosophy a logi-

cian; law a judge; history an interpreter; government a theocratic ruler,

and the race a guide in things related to progress and redemption. In

time, under the order of providence, the great man will appear; but his

absence in this crisis of the world's aflairs is ground for lamentation.

It is admitted that this aggregation of dark views makes for pessimism,

and 4s discouraging to Christian enterprise and destructive of Christian

Lope. But the comprehension of the problem, like a ])icture, requires

the study of light and shadow, without which impressions will be but

partial and inferences inconclusive. It is a pleasure to consider the world

from the opposite view, and to find in its changes the signs of healthful

progress, in its commotions the evidences of human evolution toward a

higher destiny, in its collision of beliefs the sharp conflict between truth

and error, in its conservative forces the promise of the stability of right-

eousness, and in the angry outbursts of nations the cloven tongues of

aspiration after the divine order of government in the earth. To trace

the progTcssive movements of the times, or to portray their causes and
methods, or to emphasize those self-evident providences that give to

epochs a moral character and to history a moral significance, is beyond

our present purpose. We only hope to indicate the spirit of the age and

the general drift of modern times in their bearing upon the pros2)ects of

the Christian religion in the world.

No attentive observer of the present age who compares it with the past

can fail to be .struck with the fact tliat many old abuses of society

no longer exist, or exert but an iuterniittent influence. Slavery has

been abolished, not only throughout all civilized countries, but even
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in many heathen and barbarous lands. A tolerable degree of respect for the

'rights of private individuals is generally enforced by universal law, and

liberty of conscience is almost every-where recognized. Vices not to be

named, which were anciently of notorious prevalence, have been banished,

at least to secret infamy. Polygamy and adultery are discountenanced

both in official and private life. Debauchery, it is tixie, still exists, and

probably always will continue to some extent, but in all Christian nations,

and in many others, it is under the social ban and hedged about by legal

enactments. Vice cannot be openly flouted in the face of the community,

and the atrocities of past history can never, we believe, be repeated. So

much the Gospel has already successfully and permanently achieved almost

the world over. Feudalism is at an end and illiteracy is at a discount.

Persecution for religious views has well-nigh ceased, and a spirit of ami-

cable adjustment by peaceful arbitration has very largely takeu the place

of an appeal to arms. Powerful nations are no longer permitted to invade

and seize and tyrannize over weaker and inoffensiTe neighbors at will, and

humane princijjles and institutions are prevalent nearly every-where on the

globe. All these, and many other philanthropic improvements, we are

bound gratefully and hopefully to accept as the indirect results of the

spread of the religion of Christ. Even the giant front of intem[)erance

has been cowed by law into some sort of decency, and drunkards are no

longer suffered to reel through the streets with ribald songs and violent

manners. The profane ami obscene rites of Bacchus and Venus are not

tolerated and applauded in public as in the past, nor are the wild free-

booters of the 3Iiddle Ages allowed to rove maraudingly through town

and country to the terror and distress of the people. Castles and military

equipments are no longer necessary for domestic defense, nor are T»all3

and draw-bridges used for protection from sudden assault. Burglars, in-

deed, practice their profession, and robbers still ply their trade, but it is

mostly in the dark of privacy, and precaution is usually available against

them. Crime is increasingly difficult and dangerous, and althou;;h some

culprits yet escape, justice is in the main triumphant, and life, property,

and privilege are on the whole safe over the well-known globe. The Dark

Ages can never return amid the blaze of modern science and with the dif-

fused intelligence of the printing-press. There remain no new continents

to discover, and humanity has at least secured its broad field and its most

essential rights. The midnight of history has really passed, and the dawn

at last appears.

It is noteworthy that while the anarchist is abroad the tendency every-

where is to democracy, or the assertion of the rights of the common peo-

ple. CivilizatiDU forbids despotism, and is transforming monarchy into a

disguised republicanism. Political liberalism, though obstructed by hoary

u.sages and ancient legislation, is winning majorities in all lands, and

crowned heads b'uv graciously to the will of the masses. On its secular

side this is gratifying-, but when we may attribute this growth of civil

rights to th:it religion which teaches the brotherhood of man, we may be-

lieve that its influence in the world is more powerful than is supposed.
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Furthermore, in this general advancement it is significant that -svoman lias

shared most largely and most conspicuously, laws having been passed in

many countries which are the tokens of her final and complete emancipa-

tion from the thralldom of ages. In fact, she has instigated the revolution

in her behalf; but underneath the mighty march of time is the eternal

palpitation of justice, -which insures to her those rights of which cruelty

has deprived her but to which her humanity tenderly appeals.

Of striking significance in these days is the fact that Christian scholar-

ship is more devoted to the maintenance of biblical truth than at anytime

in the history of the Church. In all ages and periods the Bible has run the

gauntlet of criticism both from friends and foes, and that it has escaped

unharmed is a guaranty of its future safety and influence. It is no new
thing that a Christian scholar, under a new impulse or surrendering to

false leadership, should lose his reckoning and follow the ignisfatuus of

rationalism or skepticism, and deluge the Church with "advanced" and
" liberal " notions of religion. Examples of sucli defection are numerous,

but the Bible has never failed to bow them into obscurity or silence. It

is an inspiring fact that in no age have the majority of scholars been

inveigled into rationalistic uncertainty and doubt; on the contrary, tlioy

have boldly refuted antagonisms to the faith and ui)held the inherited re-

ligion, so that the Church has survived its foes. The waves of skepticism

that threaten every thing of value in our times, though violent and defiant,

have spent their force, and the final result is their ebbing into nothingness

and the permanency of the shore they attacked.

It may also be observed, in further encouragement, that since the Eefi>r-

mation the great principle of faith in Christ alone has steadily gained

ground in Europe, and especially in America, and is spreading even to the

effete lands of the Orient. Popery has received a fatal blow in the over-

throw of its political supremacy, and cannot eventually resist the domi-

nancy of the spirit of free thought and action which republicanism and

intellectual independence have bred and fostered. The Bible cannot now
be chained nor burned, and discussion is not repressiblebythe Inquisition.

Roman Catholic countries, with scarcely an exception, are now open, by

statute at least, and through governmental protection, to every evangelist

or colporteur who may choose to enter and disseminate a pure gospel. By
a series of remarkable providences heathen lands likewise have almost

universally thrown down the barriers to the admission of missionaries, and

the distant isles and remotest corners of earth seem to be looking to the

English-speaking race especially for their political, scientific, and literary

guidance, as well as for the arts and improvements of social, commercial,

and mechanical prosperity. The Chinese wall has fairly been scaled, and

Japanese exclusiveness has fully given way. "Western civilization has be-

come the rage in the most distant East with a rapidity that almost takes

away our breath to keep pace with the march of events.

From this line of observation the transition is easy to the notice of the

extraordinary vigor and success of missionary operations within the last

quarter of a century. When it is remembered that these schemes were
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inaugurated almost within the memory of the present generation, and that

they have now become so powerful as to compel even counter-missions by
false religions aud infidels, we perceive the promise of these first-fruits of

the grand harvest awaiting the laborers in the Master's field. Confucian-

ism, Brahmanism, and Buddliism are confessedly obsolete, and Moham-
medanism, though gasping for life, is staggering with decay and must
crumble into dust. The first streaks of the millennial day seem to be

brightening the horizon ; and if the twentieth century shall advance at the

rate of the nineteenth it will witness the cross firmly planted in all lands

beneath the sun. The best of all is that the new converts arc not now,
as formerly under popish preachers, merely baptized pagans, but truly

regenerate souls, well-founded in the spiritual truths and practice of evan-

gelical Christianity. The time is rapidly approaching when the mission-

ary lands of the Orient will be independent of the mother-Churches of

the West, and themselves able to send out missionaries to still darker

and more distant tribes of men. Even now the consistency and universal-

ity of the piety in many of these stations, and in some instances of whole
regions, may well put to blush the degeneracy of communities where the

Gospel has forages held nominal sway. However much yet remains to be
done we may well thank God and take courage for the good results already

apparent, and for the prestige and prophecy that they afford for the near

future. Certainly the facts in the case, under whatever aspect they are

contemplated, call on Christians cvery-where to redouble their zeal, their

prayers, their efforts, and their contributions in the cause of their Re-
deemer and their fellow-men.

Finally, we must not forget that, be the visible discouragements or en-

couragements what they may, in this, as in every other path of Christian

enterprise and activity, we are still to *' walk by faith, and not by sight."

We should also remember that it is not by human power, though it be by
human instrumentality, that success in the Master's field is to be achieved.

His command rcijuires, and his promise is to reward, the labor; his proph-
ecy warrants it and his glory is to be attained by it. So long as the com-
mission runs, "Preach the Gospel to every creature," and so long as the

prediction stands, "To Ilim every knee shall bow," we have no right and
no cause to relax our devotion or our exertions, no just reason for disheart-

ennient, much less for despair. The task is really God's—its plan, its

initiation, its progress, its resources, and its results; and he has pledged
his word that the heathen shall be given the Son for his inheritance, and
tlie uttermost parts of the earth for his possession.

lu the faith that nothing can ultimately frustrate or eventually impede
this issue, but holding that so long as there is a tlirone in heaven there

will be a Church among men, we may joyfully toil on in darkness as in

light, in the day of defeat as in the hour of triumph, praying with all

enthusiasm, sacrificing with all cheerfulness, and at last dying with that
hope that spans centuries and converts eternity into immortality.
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RELATION OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS TO CHRISTIAN LIFE.

If, as Professor Birks teaches, it is correct to define etliics as "the

science of ideal humanity," then Christianity must be that science, because

its ethics contain the most comprehensive moral system known to man-

kind. This assumption does not claim that the Founder of Christianity

formulated a complete code of rules for human conduct, since no fact is

more patent to students of Holy Writ than the absence of such a code from

the Gospel. In the Old Testament many rules for the regulation of ex-

ternal conduct are given, as for example in the Ten Commandments;
but Christ, while giving a lesser number of precepts, taught pnncij'lcs,

wliich are the grounds not only of the Mosaic laws of conduct, but

also of all moral obligations. Tliey are principles which recognize both

the nature and obligation of "the good." They comprehend " the sci-

ence of right conduct " and of pure cliaractcr. They portray the ideally

perfect ethical man, and show most beautifully that his moral perfec-

tion is, and must ever be, the flower of his spiritual development.

"When his heart is spiritually surrendered, then his will becomes ethic-

ally obedient."

This is the moral science of the Gospel. It makes the regenerated

heart the fountain of right ethical conduct. The natural heart, being the

nest in which the germs of every immorality are nurtured, must be renewed

in righteousness before it can become the birthplace of pure ethical pur-

poses and deeds. But when it is transformed by becoming the dwelling-

place of the Holy Spirit its impulses are toward righteous action. The
divine indwelling Spirit strives to harmonize all its " inward afYcctions

and their practical outworking with his own mind." Thus the spiritually-

minded man, by minding "the things of the Spirit," visibly conforms

to the commands of God. Such is the law of the spirit of life. And
this law makes it plain that, as Dr. Augustus II. Strong forcibly ob-

serves, "religion and morality are essentially one: faith and works are

inseparable." Genuine spiritual life involves the highest morality in

the life.

Whoever analyzes the source of the spiritual life recognizes the truths

of the Gospel to be the seed which lie at its root. And those truths, op-

erating on the intellect, expand those primary moral ideas which Christian

philosophers regard as the mental data of the human consciousness. In all

ages, in every part of the earth, human beings have intuitively associated

the ideas of rightness and wrongness with certain classes of actions and

dispositions. AVith the enlightenment of their reason, these moral judg-

ments have been pronounced with increasing discrimination upon a larger

mimber and variety of deeds. The correctness of these judgments has

depended on the quality of the concepts which have been the sources of

their enlightenment. Erroneous conceptions have led to unsound moral

distinctions. But where the Gosjiel, which contains t?te truth, is known,
the moral judgments of men have been corrected. The mind of God has
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so enlightened tlie minds of men, eR})ecially of those who have become

temples of the Holy Ghost, that the divine will respecting human conduct

is very distinctly understood. The highest morality is clearly revealed

in the Gospel of the Sou of God.

Nor is it through the understanding only that the indwelling Spirit

influences the spiritual man toward the highest morality. It is the func-

tion of that Holy Comforter to quicken the conscience. In the natural

man he enforces the moral judgment by creating a sense of obligation,

which begets a feeling of condemnation when it is resisted, and of self-

approbation when it is obeyed. These feelings are of so peculiar a nature

—so obviously from some authoritative source other than the man's own
self—that he is obliged to recognize them as the product of a divine power.

Properly interpreted, they are a revelation of God's will to the reason of the

individual. But for the perversity of the human will they would lead men
"to feel after Him " who thus reveals himself. But the natural man does

his utmost to extinguish this divine light, while the spiritual man cher-

ishes it. By sitting in its brightness he gains such clearness of moral per-

ception, such delight in obeying its leadings, and such affinity with the

eternal Spirit, that in his conduct he becomes a transcript of the spotless

Redeemer, whom the indwelling Comforter represents.

Moreover, the spiritual man is stimulated to the attainment of the high-

est morality by his concept of the Redeemer's character and life. In him

he sees that highest morality which is required of him as his duty realized

in a human life. In him, therefore, he recognizes the possibility of such

morality, clearly perceiving that it -is not an impossibility. Jesus prac-

ticed it; and Jesus is to him more than an exemplar. He is the adored

Friend whom he loves with an enthusiastic aflection. His enthusiasm for

that grand and gracious Being becomes, as James Martineau strongly ex-

presses it, "a universal energy flooding his own soul." Inspired by this

divine passion for tlie pure Christ, he aims at, yea, he attains to, the high«

est morality possible to mortal man.

In the teaching of the Christ one finds two principles which are funda-

mental to " the science of right conduct." Of tliese the first is, " If any

man will come after me, let him deny himself;" the second is, "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." The former strikes at selfism, which

is the root of all immorality; the latter reveals the airection from which

flows that respect for the rights and that regard for the welfare of others

which are implicit in truly moral acts. There is no immoral deed or dispo-

sition which may not be traced to an illicit degree of self-love—to a mind

•which, having refused to accept the divine will as the law of its life, lives

in and for itself. Out of this rebellious spirit of self-rule proceeds every

act of indulgence in forbidden things, every excessive use of things law-

ful within the limits of natural law, every intrusion upon the rights of

others, and every scheme for acquiring gain by oppressive measures.

How morally beautiful, how profoundly philosophical, therefore, is this

first principle of Christian discipleship ! For the surrender of sellism

involves the destruction of all positive immorality; it also prepares the
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soul for the growth of those moral virtues which are the ornameats of

human nature. It is essential to the accomplisluncnt of our Lord's ex-

pressed desire to '^ make the tree good and his fruit good."

But the surrender of selfism is not of itself sufticient to make the man

truly moral. It excludes visible moral deformities from the life, but does

not adorn it with those positive virtues which make men beautiful in the

sight of the Christ and beneficial to their fellow-creatures. This good fruit

must have love for its source. Xor is a merely natural affection sufficient

to the production of that grand type of morality of which Christ was the

one perfect example. Strong natural affection may bear the fruit of pity,

sympathy, kindness, benevolence, and care for the temporal interests of

suffering humanity; but it cannot rise to the height of that benevolent

concern for both the spiritual and material interests of mankind which is

comprehended in the ethics of Christianity. These ethics most certainly

require conscientious avoidance of any act designed to injure one's neigh-

bor's interests. But that neighbor, being a mau, has both a higher

and a lower nature. And if the law of love requires one to respect and

relieve the necessities of the latter, it surely cannot justify him who either

neglects or injures the former. It must be as truly immoral to injure the

one as it is to harm the other. Ob^-iously, therefore, he who would rise

to the heiglit of his moral obligation must needs possess that divinely l>e-

gotten \o\G for man which, being rooted in the love of Cluist, is capable

of loving others as one loves one's self; of doing nothing to other men he

would be unwilling they should do to him. And this, as our Lord teaches,

is the morality of his religion—the ethics of Christianity.

How exceeding broad, therefore, is the scope of this divine concept of

every Christian's ethical obligatioiis! Viewed on its negative side, its sur-

render of sellism, how much it implies! The man wlio intelligently, hon-

estly, and earnestly repudiates sellism as the law of his life casts off all

those personal vices which had their origin in the corrupt affection he now

repudiates. lie renounces those habits of self-indulgeuce, those sins of

the appetites, which are violations of pliysical law. He ceases to cherish

those sins of the mind—such as pride, vanity, hatred, revenge, wrath,

ambition, and covetousness—which are the corrupt fruits of the selfism

which had hitherto been the law of his life. These necessarily drop from

his soul when he places the corrupt affections which produced and nour-

ished them at the feet of the Lord. The completeness of their disap-

pearance will be proportioned to the absoluteness of his self-surrender.

If that be hearty and unreserved, the " old things," the wrong affections

hitherto dominant within liim, will pass out of his life, and all things will

become '' new."

But a Christian's ethical obligations have a positive as well as a negative

side. They require him to add to this crucifixion of his selfism a truly

benevolent' and practical regard for the welfare of humanity in general,

and for such persons in particular as his environments bring within the

touch of his personal action. Instead of doing any act to them which he

would condemn if done to himself, his convictions of duty bind him to help
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them -when pressed by painful difficulties, and to contribute to their moral

and material welfare as he may have opportunity. " Thou shalt love tliy

neigbbor as thyself" is the peerlessly sublime, beautiful, merciful, and

far-reaching ethic of the New Testament.

These basal principles of the ethics of Christianity reach their develop-

juent in the individual through the operation of the life which is spiritually

begotten in him who gives himself to the Christ. When one ceases to live

to himself, the will of Christ, to whom he surrenders himself, becomes the

law of his life. He lives no longer to do what his lower nature craves, but

what Christ lias commanded. lie sliows his new-born love for Christ not

60 much by rapturous professions of affection as by "keeping his com-

mandments." He submits his spirit and conduct to the test given by his

Lord in these significant words: '' Ye are my friends if ye do uhatsoever

I command you." Hence his acts, not his words—the uniform complete-

ness of his obedience, not his occasional and exceptional services—deter-

mine his character. For if he be a true disciple he does '^ichatsoever''''\i\s

Lord requires.

Thus the data of Christian ethics are found not alone in the intuitions

of the reason and the voices of the conscience, but also and chiefly in the

moral precepts of Christ. These proceed in the soul not alone from its

original sense of moral obligation, but also from the love of Christ, dom-

inant over its affections and constantly impelling it into action pleasing to

the object of its love. This afTection does not aim at one particular eth-

ical act while disregarding another, but it grasps eagerly and at once at

every known duty, seeking to bring the whole life into perfect agreement

with the mind of its adored Lord. Having crucified the selfism which

once held a tyrannical scepter over its volitions and actions, it "minds the

things of the Spirit," The will of Christ is the law of it3 spiritual and

ethical life.

Taking this view of the spiritual life as the fountain of the ethical life

in a believer, one distinctly sees their interdependence. The latter cannot

exist with any thing like completeness without the former. Neither can

the former be retained without the latter, because its principle is antag-

onistic to the selfism of tlie unethical man. Love and selfism are essen-

tially and eternally hostile forces. TVhere one lives the other dies. He
who is living to Christ cannot be living to himself. Neither can he whose

heart is governed by selfism be at the same time a servant of Christ. On

this ground Jesus said of the covetousness which breeds devotion to the

inordinate pursuits of wealth, "Ye cannot serve God and mammon;"
and John, speaking of that love of the world which seeks its gratifica-

tion in amusements, pursuits, and practices which tend to feed the growth

of selfish appetites, desires, and ambitions, said, "If any man Inve the

world the love of tlie Father is not in him." These, and the kindred say-

ing of Christ, " Whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he

hath, he cannot be my disciple," are only varied statements of the eternal

antagonism, the mutually expulsive qualities, of selfism and love. A
man's choice, therefore, lies between that selfism which is rebellion against
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God and that self-crucifixion which surrenders the soul to Clirist as his

living temple. Between these two God and the nature of things have

placed an everlasting bridge of inhibition.

Yet, despite the evident impossibility of uniting solfism with lovalty to

God, men have always been found foolishly striving to accomplij^h this

impossii)le task. Even among the twelve wliom Jesus chose to be his

companions and pupils one was found who, while wearing the robes of

discipleship and aflccting friendship for his Master, was cherishing selfish

dreams of possible gains from the secular kingdom he supposed the Sav-

iour was about to set up. Openly professing friendship to Christ, he was

at heart a traitor and a thief. And in the pentecostal period, when thou-

sands were sacrificing their sclfism at the shrine of heavenly love, two

pretended disciples sought to share the benefits of faith while retaining a

measure of selfism which led them into hypocrisy, covetousness, and lying.

The apostolical epistles furnish abundant evidence of this shrinking from

entire self-renunciation in all the primitive Churches. Ecclesiastical his-

tory proves that through all subsequent ages this deadly conflict between

"the faith which works by love " and the self-will whicii is at enmity

with God and human purity have been constantly maintained by a minor-

ity in the Church. And to-day, notwithstanding the triumphs and rapid

progress of Christian principles, those ancient antiuomians have many
successors who are vainly striving to harmonize much love of the world

with a profession of love for Christ, and very toilsome service in the

courts of mammon with more or less of apparent zeal for the diffusion of

the Gospel. The unprecedented op])ortuuities for the rapid accumulation

of great fortunes which are afforded by the abounding resources of our

country and by the business conditions which the modern inventions of

steam and electricity have created, tend to swell tlie number of those

who, while wearing the livery of Christ, are governed by the selfism

which is the chief obstacle to the triumph of his kingdom. An old say-

ing, cited by "Wesley, affirms the simple fact that "as money increases

so does the love of it," and that unethical love, as the inspired penman
teaches, is "the root of all evil." ]\[en who "will be rich" are sure to

fall into the manifold temptations and into the immoral practices of those

who walk not by the law of the Holy Spirit but by the unholy spirit of

selfishness. That spirit moves them to become oppressors of other men,

to deliberately study how they may enrich themselves even though they

may thereby prevent their fellow-men earning a livelihood. It is the

inspiration of those unprincipled combinations which acquire gains by

inflicting losses upon others. It is also the parent of those metiiods of

bribery by which legislatures, political managers, and electors are shock-

ingly corrupted. Further, this same selfish spirit begets social habits

and sympathy with those popular annisements which are hostile to the

spirit and practice of piety. Thus by these and other modes of action

selfism, especially when working in men professing Christianity, lowers

the ethical tone of society and chills the spiritual aspirations of the

churches which recognize them.
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After what has beeu said above of the essential antagonism between

this unethical conduct and the spirit of Clirist it seems sciircely necessary

to re-afiirm the impossibility of harmonizing it with the Christian life. He
who knows the human heart has settled this solemn question by such dec-

larations, often repeated, as, " Know ye not, that to whom ye yield your-

selves servants to obey, his servants yc are to whom ye obey, whether of

sin unto death or of obedience unto righteousness? ' If, therefore, a man
obey the dictates of selfism, whether by covetousness, by oppression, by

love of the world, or by any other supremely selfish habit, he thereby

demonstrates that he is the servant of selfism and not the servant of

Christ. Instead of walking after the Spirit he walks after the flesh. Sin,

not Christ, reigns in him, for he obeys selfism, Avhich is the very essence of

sin, "in the lusts thereof." If Christ reigned in him his soul would not

lust after the things of the flesh, as he manifestly does, for "they that are

of Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with the passions and the lusts

thereof." (R. Y.)

That selfism is at all represented in the modern Christian Church is, yea,

it must be, a cause of grief to every truly spiritual mind. He grieves be-

cause this vice sadly mars the character of its victim, who, despite his

subjugation to selfism, is not uufrequeutly endowed with some, perhaps

many, attractive qualities. He is grieved for the Church also, because

the evil reputation of her members diminishes her influence over impeni-

tent men, who arc apt to say iu response to her appeals, "If that man is a

Christian we are safe, for his speculative transactions are so sharp, so piti-

less, and so unjust that we, though not professing personal piety, would

not be guilty of them." If a selfish professor of Christ be given to

worldly society and to attendance on popular sensational amusements,

men of the world, knowing by the efTect of such entertainments ou them-

selves that they minister to tastes and feelings contrary to the require-

ments of the Gospel, question the sincerity of all religious professions, and

make the inconsistency of such world-loving professors a ground for

doubting whether there be such a thing as that spiritual life which Chris-

tianity teaches.

Of course, there arc false conclusions deduced from premises which do

not contain them. Spiritual and ethical truth is not proven false by be-

ing "held in unrighteousness," but its influence over men is seriously

minified when the lives of those who profess and teach it openly contra-

dict it. In the plan of Christ the ethical fruit of his Gospel is designed

to be the means of convincing mankind of its divinity, V(-hen the " good

works "—the ethical purity—which are its necessary fruit and which are

impossible in the natural man are visil)lo to the ungodly, they are moved,

says its Author, to "glorify your Father which is in licaveu." But when
belief in this Gospel is associated with an evidently selfish life men de-

spise it-< professors and arc encouraged to doubt its divinity. And if such

unethical living is tolerated iu her members by the Christian Church

what less can she expect than to be shorn of her power to win the world

to righteousness ? Is it not undeniable that the measure of the Church's
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power over mankind is limited by the visible moral qualities of her
members' lives? Let the world see that lier teaching generally, if not
uniformly, produces men who are models of honesty, uprightness, benevo-
lence, purity, self-control, mental serenity, and contempt for every social

habit and amusement that makes for unrighteousness, and tl)ey will rec-

ognize in her a mighty principle which is the source of exalted character.

They will then be attracted to her; but if they see in her treatment of

uuetliical members that she approves men who are greedy of gain, op-
pressors of tlie poor, unjust, wrathful, restless, lovers of que^,tionable

pleasures, despisers of their inferiors, or spotted with other unethical

habits, they will not be attracted to her fellowsliip, but rei)elled from it.

Beyond all successful contradiction, therefore, if the Church is to com-
plete that conquest of mankind for Christ to which she is called by her
supreme Head, she must keej) her garments free from the stains of every
practice which is not the normal growth of her spiritual life. As with
the individual so with the Church, her life cannot tlourish unless she keep
herself free from ethical corruption.

There is much in the s})irit and practices of the present age that calls

on the Christian Church to gird herself anew for a stern conflict with the

spirit of scUism, which was never more aggressively active than it is to-

day. Is not the ethical corruption of tlie times appalling? In our polit-

ical life is not bribery struggling to become universally dominant? In
the financial world are not gigantic speculative methods, which are ut-

terly regardless of ethical considerations, struggling to exclude the laws
of justice, the spirit of human brotherhood, and the principles of honor
from commercial and business transactions? In society are we not con-
fronted with the intrusion into Christian circles of priictices once R-ener-

ally.rejected by the Churches as hurtful to spirituality? Is not the popu-
lar respect for law diminishing, and a spirit of lawlessness tending toward
anarchy increasing? And within the Churches themselves do we not dis-

cern the activity of a disjwsition to doubt the truth which is the rock on
which Christianity is founded? To these inquiries even a candid optimist

must give an affirmative response. These evils do abound. What then?

Discouragement? Xay! not discouragement, but a renewal of vigorous

work for Christ, a stronger assault on the unethical spirit which if not

checked must sap the spiritual life of the Christian Church. Her missirm
is not to be silenced by the satire of her inconsistency, but to overcome
this deadly assault upon her spiritual life which the world is now mak-
ing, not with skeptical weapons only, but also by stealthily sapping her
ethical convictions. She can accomplish this grand mission if she will

be true to God and to herself. But to do it she must be alert. She
must return to her first principles. She must lift anew her standard of
deep spirituality, to be demonstrated by pure ethics in the life, thereby
discrediting all professions of spirituality not productive of uuinnieach-
able ethic fruit.
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PROGRESS OP CIVILIZATION.

Leadership is a quality for whose exercise there is always room in the

busy ccuturies. Every great movement of human history, from the criti-

cal stand-point, has centered around some towering personality whose

genius for command the age has recognized and obeyed. Whether in

frovernment, letters, ecclesiastics, or other department of activity, these

dominant spirits have walked in the van, and have given direction to the

march of the generations. In recognition of such a feature of human life

Milton called Scipio "the height of Rome." Emerson has also declared

that "an institution is the lengthened shadow of one man, as monachism,

of the hermit Anthony, the Reformation, of Luther; Quakerism, of Fox;

Methodism, of Wesley ; abolition, of Clarksou." The study of history as

a consequence becomes for the broader minded a scrutiny of individual

living, an inquiry into the springs of personal action, and a susceptibility

to the magnetic influence which many of the shadowy leaders of the past

still exert "from the printed page. So to study individuals and to feel the

sway of their commanding personalities is rightly to study history. Nor

is it always difficult to discover the meritorious qualities or their fortunate

combination found in the persons of the world's great chieftains. It is

true that the requirements for leadership have varied with circumstances

and times. Different departments of human thought and industry will

always call for diverse elements of strength—as the senate, the battle-

field," the academy, the mart, the pulpit—and each will have its own

estimate of suthciency. The varying ages have also demanded diller-

ent requirements for "leadership, whether the days of Homeric legend,

the Jewish dispensation, the times of knight-errantry, or the modern

epoch. Yet, in general, positive marks of strength arc traceable in the

Hellenic warrior,°the priest of Israel, the Crusader, or the English king,

who dominated men. Some qualities inhere in universal leadership.

The world's master-spirit is always so self-centered as to fear no dislodg-

ment, is a stranger to alarm, knows how to bend men and circumstances,

is resourceful in^thc barren desert, and ever sees the boAV of hope span-

nincr the sky. If nature has been chary in the distribution of these traits,

yet°ou a few she has bestowed such qualities with bountiful haj\d. AMio-

ever has received them as nature's dower has been rich in the prime quali-

ties for command, and unless held in check by overmastering circum-

stances, as "some mute inglorious Milton" of history, has found his

scepter! Moses and Paul thus hclp-jd to shape human thought and des-

tiny; Hannibal and Peter the Hermit, Gregory the Great, Richelieu and

Cromwell, Copernicus and Pascal, Patrick ILmry and Alexander Hamil-

ton; and among women such regnant spirits as Zenolna, Joan of xVro, and

Susannah Wesley. A few in every land and age have there been; and

wherever we look we see their stately forms like mountain peaks outlined

atrainst the sky.
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And there is yet opportuuity for the exercise of skillful leadership.

The world is particularly needy of great commauders. Notwithstanding

the amazing triumphs of tlie race over natural forces, its astounding skill

in construction, its artistic quality as the legacy of the fathers by hered-

itary transmission, it has not mastered the science of self-government.

Still in the general subdivision of mankind into the two classes of leaders

and the led, the great majority of the race fall into the latter classifica-

tion. Onlv here and there a Gladstone and a Bismarck tower above their

fellows in statecraft, a Spurgeon in ministerial work, an Edison in device,

a Stanley in exploration. And it is because the prime leaders of the race

arc so feV that the world has anpiieciation and reverence for these excep-

tional men. If, for a little, conunou humanity dares to speak of them with

carelessness or obloquy, though it consents to be led by them, its final

word for these great souls is that of veneration. The greatest need of

the world to-day is that of leaders. In theology, statesmanship, letters,

the door stands open for the king to mount the throne.

The Behring Sea controversy has been strangely delayed in its settle-

ment. While diplomatic agreements between the great powers of the

globe are at the best accompanied by stately courtesies and are hedged

about by causes for procrastination, the slowness of the adjustment in the

present instance has seemed unaccountable. The necessities of the case

have argued for a speedy settleim.'nt. Pending the negotiations between

the Uni°ed States and England the slaughter of the seals by piratical fish-

ermen has been going steadily on in the northern waters. From the fact

that this pelagic fishing has been*continued during the breeding season

of the seal—that many of these aquatic animals killed on the high seas

have sunk in the waters and have been lost—and that the very extermi-

nation of the seal supply has been threatened—the offense has seemed

particularly aggravated. As a consequence of which, the toleration by

the United St°ates of this despoliation of its valuable sealeries -through a

series of weeks and months has been particularly deserving of commenda-

tion. The reason for Lord Salisbury's hesitation to accept the terms of

agreement suggested by the United States has not been plain. "SVith the

proposal of the American government, through its Secretary of State,

that the ynodxs vivendi of the previous season be renewed, no fault should

have been found, since this compact is of a conciliatory nature and im-

poses no undue, hardship on the contending governments, until the

final adjustmentof their dispute by the International Commission. Yet

the English premier, as the negotiator for his nation, has been the chiefly

visible obstacle to an earlier renewal of the expiring compact, and tiiertby

has naturally rendered himself liable to the mercenary charges that have

been made against his course. On the surface his wish to give the

"hundreds of^'poachers " who had set sail from British Columbia and Vic-

toria an opportunity for success in "their annual marauding expeditions"

would seem to have been the motive of his vacillation and delay. A
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spectacle it is in which one of the greatest realms of the vrorld for its

undue love of gain stands forth in no enviable light!

But so far as it is possible to scrutinize the hidden motives of Lord
Salisbury and fathom the complex plans of the English government,

another reason for the liesitation in accepting the American })roposal

may be suggested. Will it seem an idle dream to ask if the enlargement

of English po\\-er through acquisitions iu the Xorih-west might not be a

possible motive for the late di[)l()nuitic delay? Important as the seal fish-

eries are, yet their total loss would not bankrupt the English treasury, the

entire value of the annual catch being by the British estimate but the mod-
erate sum of £105,000. Xo nation is far-sighted that settles its policies

of action by merely monetary considerations, and least of all will England
be guilty of this folly. An anomaly among the powers of the world is

she in the smalluess of her home territory and in her extensive colonial

possessions. Like links in a great chain these colonies girdle the world

in tropic and in arctic settings. Of all contemporaneous nations she

must maintain her outlying territories for self-continuance and advance-

ment, AVell, therefore, might the British government, in connection with

the seal fisheries of Behring Sea, realize the commercial value of the

Alaskan peninsula. In its physical attractions this far-away country

is already beckoning travelers and settlers to its shores; and its future

development who can guess? From its contiguity to the Dominion of

Canada and British Columbia it would also l^ea specially valuable posses-

sion for Eugland, thereby completing the stretch of her territory upon the

western continent from the Atlantic to the Arctic. The possibility, per-

haps not altogether remote, of opening up a passage through Behring's

Straits and the Arctic Ocean to Northern Europe further increases the

value of Alaska. Some bold explorer, profiting by the mistakes of earlier

voyagers, may safely steer his prow through the ice-flocs of the northern

sea and touch the Norwegian shores. Alaska is a strategic point upon
the continent. The prize is worth even more to England than to the

United States. Among her far-reaching plans which cover the future

ccnturifs it is not impossible that she has already entertained tins dream
of conquest.

Must American missionaries leave China ? The jeopardizing of Chris-

tian interests in that empire seems one of the alarming consequences

threatened by tlie anti-Chinese legislation recently proposed. Even the

disastrous commercial results which would follow the adoption and en-

forcement of such a measure as tlie " Geary anti-Chinese bill" can be but

imperfectly realized. For, unless the prophecies of the opponents to this

legislation be false, the large and increasing trade of the Suited States with

China would terminate and the very stay of the 1,153 American traders in

that land would be rendered difficult. Yet the expulsion of our Amer-
ican missionaries from China, to the number of five hundred and fifty, and
the termination of their enlarging work, which is suggested as a further

possibility, would l)e a calamity more to be deplored. The subject should
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be studied from the &tand-point of tlie moralist as well as from that of

the statesman and the political economist. Every missionary worker is

primarily a teacher of righteousness to the individual. Under his evan-

gelistic call from the court of "heaven, which it is death to disobey, this

is his first errand to the pagan land whither he is sent. Heathen codes of

ethics he ruthlessly breaks, in a better spirit than that of Moses in throw-

ing aside the tables of divine commandment. Heathen idols he displaces

in men's affections for the invisible and eternal God, who only deserves

human love; and heathen morals he improves, so that barren lives under

his nurturing care blossom into Christian excellence. The most extreme

pessimist will hardly be bold enough to deny the agency of modern mis-

sionaries in working these great results. From every land of the Orient

where they have gone comes a similar testimony for the moral transfor-

mations, little short of the phenomenal, which they have been helped to

make. Nor do we venture much in the expression of belief that the

heathen governments of the world, where Christian missionaries have

labored, acknowledge as never before the marvelous uplift of the Gospel

in their midst. To banish missionary workers from China would be to

drive forth the greatest power for righteousness known to men.

But Am.erican missionaries in China, with those of other nationalities,

are exponents of a better civilization as well. The railroad, perhajjs in-

directly as the result of Christianity, has pierced the jungles of India and

made transportation convenient for men and freightage. Tlie condition of

woman, both there and elsewhere through the Orient, has been unspeak-

ably ameliorated, and the story, if often told, has not yet lost its vivid

force. In dress and in household practices the customs of the western

world have been to some degree substituted for pagan habits. Newer
educational systems have gone with Christianity into the East, Japan in

particular being eager to prove the American theories of higlier educa-

tion. The sacredness of child life has been taught by missionaries of

every denomination. The newer systems of medicine have been intro-

duced into distant lands; and the sublime results which our medical mis-

sionaries have already accomplished in the restoration of the sick are a

presage of the most thorough adoption of western medication in the not-

distant future. True to its mission as a civilizer, Christianity has gone

with its intelligence and its customs to bless every land of the heathen

world ; and no parliament or conaress of men should check it by their

short-sighted enactments. But the tolerance of China is amazing, under

the repeated proposals of the Congress of the United States to indirectly

nullify the existing treaty in the enactment of a measure forbidding

Ciiincsc immigration. We can only wonder at the patience of this Eastern

kingdom. Its endurance is the sulTerance of a Christian rather than of a

heathen nation, and j^uts our western intolerance to the blush. Regard
for the liigher interest of reputation, equity, and religion requires that

free admission to our American shores should be given the Mongolian

immigrant; and not only commerce but religion is interested in the de-

cision.
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THE ARENA.

ST. PAUL'S IDEAS OF THE RESURRECTION.

1 Cor. XV, 44 :
" It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body

;

there is a natural body and there is a spiritual body," or, according to the

R. v., " If there ii a natural body, there is also a spiritual body." This

passage is considered to teach conclusively the doctrine of the resurrec-

tion of tlie literal body that was buried in the earth.

There arc a few questions pertinent in this connection: First, What is

the subject alluded to and designated by the pronoun it? Secondly, "What

is the ol)ject of the argument? Let us look at the second question first.

It will hardly be disputed that the Greek mind had no conception of a

resurrection of any kind, cither spiritual or material. The OJyssoj gives

us a tolerably clear insight into the religious belief of the cultured classes,

and the range of belief of the masses extended all the way from that to

the grossest materialism. Can we suppose the apostle, perfectly familiar

as he was with every phase of Greek thought, elaborating an argument to

prove the resurrection of the literal atoms deposited in the earth in con-

tradistinction to some other theory of the resurrection, when the whole

subject was repugnant to the Greek mind ? 3Iost assuredly the apostle's

argument is to establish the fact of a resurrection, not to combat erroneous

views in regard to its exact details. This should be borne in mind.

The other question, What is alluded to by the pronoun it ? A full un-

derstanding of this will materially aid us in our investigation. What is

the apostle talking about? Let him answer: "Now if Christ bo preached

that he hath been raised from the fJcnd^ how say some among you that

there is no resurrection of the dead ? But if there is no resurrection of the

dead, neither liath Christ been raisi'd." (R. V.)

"For if tlie dead are not raiseil, neither hath Christ been raised: and if

Christ hath not been raised, your faith is vain; ye are yet in your sins.

Then tlittj also which are fallen adtep in Christ have perished. But now
hath Christ been raised from the dead, the first-fruits of tliem that are

asleep.''^ (R. V.) Xow what is it the apostle is speaking of, the man or

the bodily covering of the man—the nehros or the 2'^o)Ha ?

We may l)e asked, Is it not the body tliat is said to have fallen asleep

in Christ? I reply, Not in scriptural parlance. 3Iatt. xxvii, 52: "And
many bodies of t^e saints that had fallen asleep were raised." (R. V.)

1 Thess. iv, lo-lo: "But we would not have you ignorant, brethren,

concerning tJui/i that fall asleep. For if we believe that Jesus died and

rose again, even so tftan also that are fallen asleep in .lesus will God bring

with him." (R. V.)

Thus we see that where sleep is used as a metaphor to represent death

it is never used in reference to the body but to the man, the living being.

The it of the forty-fourth verse, therefore, is the vclros, the dead man-, the

subject under discussion the resvurectiou of the dead person. The Greek
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word to designate a dead body, corpse, carcass—/)^om«— is not once used

in the argument, and sovia^ in connection with the person, only twice:

one time in stating a question, " IIow are the dead raised up, and with

what manner of bod}- do tltey come ?"' and in the passage under consider-

ation, " It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual l)0(ly," etc.

Here the word body is used as a synecdoche, or a rhetorical figure by

which part is made to represent the whole.

In the whole argument the word dead, as applying to subjects of resur-

rection, is used sixteen times; death, as a condition in which the dead are

held, six times; and sleep or asleep, three times.

It will be remarked that tbe question, •' How are the dead raised up,

and with what manner of body do they come \
" is not directly answered

by the apostle, he merely showing the foolishness of the question as an

objection. From the metaphor used here, it may be assumed that the

apostle did not believe that there would be a literal resurrection of the

self-same body that was buried. He says, "That which thou sowest, thou

sowest not the body that shall be, but a bare grain, it may chance of

wheat, or of some other kind; but God giveth it a body even as it pleased

him, and to each seed a body of its own." (R. Y.) This does not neces-

sarily imply the same body that it had, but an individual body for itself.

If Paul made no mistake in the choice of a figure, and if there is any

analogy between the metaphor and the subject, then the body that was is

not the body that will be, but God will give the life-germ that is resur-

rected a body even as it pleaseth him, and to each one a body of its own.

Again, in the figure used we see that while the resurrection of the self-

same body is repudiated, the resurrection of the diad from a state of death

is. clearly taught. The kernel of wheat sinks into a state of death, but

there is a germ or principle of life remaining in it. This has no analogy

in the body, every particle of which is resolvable into inert and lifeless

matter, and no particle of which contains a life-germ.

"When he uses the allusion to the celestial bodies to teach the different

degrees of glory he says, " So also is the resurrection of the dead :''' they

that are in a state of death—disembodied

—

7iel'mn.

Here he uses the neuter pronoun it, to designate the dead person or

the person in a condition of death: ''It is sown in corruption," etc. Can

we by any rule of interpretation predicate a change of the subject under

discussion at this point? x\s3uredly not. What, then, is sown in corrup-

tion ? That which is the subject under discussion, the dead, the nelros,

not the jjtonia.

The use of the word corruption gives some color to the suppo.>^ition tliat

the body is meant; but up to this point there has been no change of the

subject, which is the resurrection of the dead. Docs the introduction of

this word demand a change? I cannot admit that. The word used, both

in the Greek and its EivjlUi Cip-iivalfiit, has a variety of shades of mean-

ing—destructible, disinlegrable, pcrishalde. etc.; its antithesis, incorrup-

tiou, immortality, enduring integrity, etc.

We ask for a definition of death and are told it is absence of life, or of
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the life-principle, from the body. It is the taking apart of the complex
organism of the human being. The body never had life only as it was
acted upon by a distinct part of that organism. There is no life-piinciplo

or germ inheres in tlic body. It is not, then, the body that dies, but tlie

man, the organized human being; disorganization is death, reorganiza-
tion is resurrection from death, wlicther it is elTected by giving a new
body or by a reconstruction of the okl. The body has nothing to'do with
identity of the individual; the consciousness of the ego was never lost even
when disembodied. I Avould call attention again to the wording of the
passage, "If there is r. natural body there is also a spiritual body."
The obvious meaning of the passage and of the whole argument is, that

there will assuredly be a resurrection, when God Avill release from their
condition of death in hades all who are in it, and furnish them with
bodies suited to the state of existence upon wliich they \vill enter; that
these new bodies will not be the same bodies that were buried, but will
be such bodies as it pleaseth Him, and to each one a body of his own,
differing in splendor and glory according to the measure of his faithful-

ness and attainment iu Godlikeness. Thomas Scott.
Severance, Kan.

THE REMEDY FOR IGNORANCE.
Frequent reference is made by writers and speakers to the "ignorant

masses who flock to our shores from all lands," etc. Alarming fears are
expressed concerning the danger consequently arising which threatens
our institutions and lilierties. As yet I have neither seen nor heard of any
thing like a practical remedy. Some cry out, "Stop i)auper immigra-
tion;" but that will not touch the real evil, for thousands from every
European country will continue to come to us Avho are not paupers, but
who are as ignorant of the nature of the American government and its

institutions as a benighted Hottentot. Their ignorance is not their fault
but their misfortune; their environment from cliildhood up has made it

impossible for them to know. Rut enlightened Americans are responsible
for the continuance of this ignorance and its consequent danger to our
republic. "What has been done to scatter this dense darkness ? Not
much besides passing resolutions. The public schools do something for
the children, but the great danger comes from the adults, and unless more
be done we shall be verily guilty of ignoring our responsibility. I pro-
pose the following as a remedy, namely, Let both State and National gov-
ernments, in their respective fields, establish a board of instruction whose
business it shall be to send among these many nationalities true and intel-

ligent men oi their own blood and language, who shall gather the masses
of adults into public lialls, giving them instructive lectures upon Amer-
ican history, its government, constitution, laws, etc., illustrated by magic-
lantern or panorama. Tlie United States history would fm-nish iustruct'ion
and entertainment for two seasons. Their own countries could also be
taken up and points of dilTereuee noted. Each lecture might be supple
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merited by a suitable literature in their native tongue scatterecl among

the people; thus darkness would flee before the light, and the money thus

spent would be true economy. Probably the better way to make this

remedy eflective would be for the national goveruraetit to make it a part

of the necessary education for the Territories; and let each State govern-

ment make it part of its educational system under the control of its board

of public instruction. If any man has a better remedy let him speak, atid

will not some of our legislators make themselves statesmen by takiug hold

of this work? H- Povey.

AttleJioro, Mam.

ISSUE ON POPULATION.

In the article on "The Doctrine of Pan-Slavism," by Rev. Stephen

Thomoff, given in the Revieir for March, I find some strange numbers in

the closing paragraphs, treating of populations and areas. I condense

into figures to save space, and after each two numbers give the number to

the square nule

:

Kingdoni of Bohemia, population about 9,000,000, area 1,800 square

miles; 5,000 to the square mile.

Serbo-Croatian kingdom, population about 8,000,000, area 4,500 square

miles; 1,777 to square mile.

Kingdom of Bulgaria, 0,000,000 or 7,000,000, area 3,000 square miles;

2,000 or 2,333 to square mile. Kingdom of Roumnnia about the same.

Kingdom of Greece, 4,000,000, area 3,000 sqiuvre miles; 1,333 to square

mile° Kingdom of Hungary, 7,000,000, area 3,000 square miles; 2,333

to square mile.

Turning io People's Cyclopedia, I note Servia, population 1,377,068, area

17,000 square miles; 81 to square mile.

Hungary, 15,610,720, area 125.030 square miles; 124 to square mile.

Bulgaria, 1,905,701, area 24,360 square miles; 81 to square mile.

Belgium. I believe, is the most densely pcoi)led nation in Europe—pop-

ulation 5,536,054, area 11,373; 4SG to square mile. I asked a German

some time ago, How^ was it possible for tliat country to support such a

population? He answered, " Belgium is almost one continued workshop."

No country in the temperate zone could possibly support the populations

given above, hence I conclude the author must be mistaken.

Clayton, la. T. A. Kellett.

A LITTLE HERESY.

None will deny that the eye is the organ of vision, but is it clear that it

should be called a sense organ? Taste, smell, and touch are pre-eminently

sense organs. They bring to the mind no information except what it de-

rives from a study of their sensations. The purport of a sensation is learned

by ol)servation, repetition, and experience. Men long employed in testing

the qualities of teas and liquors become by taste marvelous adepts in their

profession. The slightest diilerence of flavor they detect on the instant
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by giving sharp attention to the sensations of taste. The blind become

equally expert in the use they make of the sensation of touch. Between

the sensations^of toucli and taste, on the one hand, and the things which

cause them, on the other, there is no correspondence whatever; in each

individual case the meaning of the sensation must be learn&i, and to mind
they, at least in part, reveal their cause. The lemon-taste sensation re-

veals the lemon as a kind of fruit, but not its constituent elements. The
experienced mind cognizes at tlie same moment the lemon-taste sensation

and its cause. Its cause may be nothing more than the tliought of the

lemon-juice, but in that case we see the influence of the mind on the vital

organism, the seat of tlie sensation.

But in seeing a stone, a picture, or any thing else, does there arise in the

eye-organ a sensation analogous to taste or touch, which we amisiiJt as a

means of knawing what it is that we are looking at? I gaze upon the papered

wall of ray study ; on the instant I discriminate there the colors red, white,

and blue ; and can it be truly said that I derive this intelligence from the

study of three different sensations, one which signifies red, another which

signifies white, and another blue? So far as I can read my mind it never

consults, or even thinks, of the existence in such a case of a visual sensation.

The question seems to relate to vision as a phenomenon which has nothing

in common with any sensation. Were there before me an apple, a peach,

and a lemon I might, in the dark, by consulting the different taste-sensations

of each, judge unerringly of their cause; but do the three colors on the

wall produce three distinct conscious visual sensations, analogous to taste,

touch, and smell sensations? The different sensations known as bitter, sour,

and sweet can be distinctly marked. But who, I inquire again, can dis-

criminate a sensation of red, another of white, and a different one of blue ?

When. the colors are locally in close proximity do we not perceive (an act

of the intellect) their difference the instant we perceive them? Do we ever

think of reasoning the case out ?

In what, then, consists the likeness between the sensations touch, taste,

and smell, and the power of vision? I confess I can see none. Is, then,

visual perception effected through a sensational process? The eye sees noth-

ing, knows nothing; it is a mere machine; but as a machine it is so cor-

related to the light, or to the supposititious ether, on the one hand, and to

the perceiving mind, on the other, that external objects are directly and

immediately perceived.

An intense light, or dust in the eye, may produce a sensation in it, but

such sensation is not visual, but vital, the result of violence. We say

vital, for the matter of a nerve is no more susceptible of sensation than the

matter of a stone. A sensation, as taste or the toothache, is not a mental

phenomenon ; it does not arise in the mind, but it pertains to the vital part

of the organism, and is cognized by the mind as an affection of the body,

external to itself. The eye considered as a vi»ual organ seems to be raised

above the plane of sensation, and gives us an immediate and direct knowl-

edge of an external world. H. H. Moore.
Cfiautaitqua, A'. )'.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE ART OF PRESERVING MATERIALS.

One of Benjamin Franklin's maxims reads thus: "A penny saved is

as good as a penny earned." If this rule were applied to scrmonic mafe-

rials it vrould read thus : Subject-matter saved last year, and put -where it

can be found when wanted, may be as good as subject-matter the most

recently discovered. But the question on the lips of more than one reader

is this: AYhat disposition can I make of sermonic materials so as to find

them easily when I want them?

We will treat this subject under three heads—the^<?«, the hiife, and

the store-roam.

"We speak first of the pen, which we use as the symbol of any thing that

makes a record for us, be it a pen, a pencil, or a shingle-nail. The ma-

terials with which we now illustrate the question under consideration fall

into two general classes : First, materials that come from one's own think-

ing; second, those that come from one's reading. Manifestly much of

our thinking is not available, because at the proper time no record is

made of it. There are times when the mind is uncommonly productive;

thoughts, even one's best thoughts, often unbidden and unexpected, at

these favorable moments troop through the mind with great rapidity.

They come, but they do not stay, if we may use the expression, for the

want of something on which to light. Ever after they refuse to return,

because proper respect was not paid them at the time of their visit. Hence

the importance of the following advice from a preacher of large experi-

ence is apparent:

" It is a good habit to keep a convenient note-book, in which you will

enter the texts or subjects that seem to offer an instructive lesson for your

people. Have this always with you. As you read, or study, or visit from

house to house, or hear the testimonies of your members either in their

homes or in prayer-meetings, or walk the streets, or drive or ride, keep

your mind open and on the alert for something or any thing that will help

to feed your flock. "Whenever any thing— a theme or text or illustration

—occurs to you put it down in your note-book in such a classification that

you can find it again. It will not be difficult to make this list several

times as long as you can use. But that becomes your wealth."

Such essentially was the practice of Lord Bacon. Among the manu-

scripts left by him were found many papers entitled "Sudden thoughts

set down for use."

Sheridan's most noted witticisms, which seemed to have been uttered

impromptu, were found in his desk after his death, having undergone

several revisings. Nothing of this kind of thinking was allowed to escape

him through neglect in the use of his pen. It is said that the French

writer, M. Durand, often was seen stepping into alleys and other out of-

thc-way places to write down thoughts which had occurred to him while
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walking tlie streets or mingliug witli tlie tlirong. It is told of ITandcl

that he sometimes left his guests at the dinner-table ^^ ith the exclamation,

"I have one towjld."'

Hartley Coleridge states that it -was Pope's general practice " to set

down in a book every line, half-line, or lucky phrase that occurred to

him, and either to find or make a place for it when and where he could."

But, again, the pen is to be freely used in jireserving the results of one's

reading as well as those of one's thinking. Hence, while reading a book,

the rule should be tliat on either tlie margins or the blank leaves, or in

note-books, or on scraps of paper, the pen should be freely used.

Says Dr. Storrs :
" Better give up lialf your library than let the pen fall

into disuse. In fact, your library will lose more than half its value unless

you use the pen to represent and preserve the results of your reading.

You must not fumble over subjects, but grasp them; not glance at them,

but resolve them ; and the pen is the instrument with which to do it."

But it should be borne in mind that the preacher's time is of so great

value that whenever he can do so he must avail himself of the aid of

others—that of his wife or of children, or of some amanuensis—to copy

matters that need copying, ifr. Spurgeon was accustomed to have sev-

eral persons constantly employed in transcribing subject-matter for his

sermons and for his various other publications.

Our readers may desire a little fuller statement of the method here indi-

cated. TVe will attempt to give it: "While reading a book there is found

on a certain page a thought which the reader wishes to store ; that thought,

we may suppose, relates to the Bible. The reader writes the word,
'* Bible " on the margin of the page, or, if he prefers, he may write it on a

slip of paper, with the title and page of the book. That slip is then ready

for filing. If the thought is to be co])icd a light pencil-mark that can be

easily erased is made to inclose the passage. When copied the passage

should receive quotation marks; the word "Bible" should be written

over it, and following it should -be a note giving the name of tiie author

from whom the quotation is taken, also the name of the book and the num-
ber of the page; tlie slip (^ntaining this copy is then ready for filing.

The newspaper, too, should be read pencil in hand. A stroke of the

pencil on the left-hand upper margin of each page will indicate that

the pages so marked have been read. If some item of interest is met

which is brief it should be inclosed in brackets; if of considerable length

it may be otherwise indicated. A pencil-mark also should be made at the

foot of tlie column containing the item indicated. When the reading of

the paper is completed the mark at the foot of any column indicates

that there is something noted somewhere in that column; none but the

marked colunms need be re-examined. In case there should be valuable

matter on opposite sides of the same sheet, and no du[)licate copy of the

jiaper can be had, there will be need of copying one of tlie two items, pro-

vided both are to be preserved. The papers thus read and marked may
be laid aside for a few weeks or even for months. An enterprising mind
often outgrows to-morrow what seems of value to-day.
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We speak next of the hnife. It takes time to copy, and to the preacher

time is more than money; and, besides, the clipping is so much more com-

pact than the copy, and so much more easily handled and referred to;

and books are now so cheap that our reverential scruples must give way.

The knife should never waver in the presence of pulp pa[)er and cheap

printer's ink, even though found between the covers of a well-bound

book. The volume, unless borrowed or of rare value, should receive,

while the reading goes on, about the same marking treatment as does the

newspaper, and then the knife should follow up the work of the pen.

'•• Cut my books I" you exclaim. Yes. If much time can be saved the

preacher should have courage enough to cut or tear into fragments any

book that can be replaced at a moderate outlay. Books of which wc are

now very careful will sell cheap after we are dead.

In case of both the news or the religious paper and the book, the read-

ing and the dissecting need not be on the same day. Tlie papers and the

books having been read and marked mny be filed or stored away until

such time as one is in the mood or in favorable circumstances for plying

the knife. When in the mood one can with a sharpened blade of steel

and lap-board dissect his file of papers or a book with remarkable dis-

patch ; the extracts when labeled are ready for storage, and the rest of

the paper may go to the waste-basket ; the sooner the better. The muti-

lated book can for a while at least go on to a shelf by itself, having a later

and, perhaps, a more respectable funeral.

Can one doubt that many a preacher who is to-day conscious of a dearth

of sermonic materials, and of whom the people complain because he does

not feed them save on hackneyed exhortation, might have escaped this

unfortunate poverty had he used faithfully in early life the fen and Inifel

Of very broad application are the words: "Take heed, tlicrefore: for

whosoever hath, to him shall be given; and whosoever hath not, from

him shall be taken even that which he seemcth to have."

Of the third appliance, the store-room, we will speak later.

MORE THOUGHTS ON THE ART OF READING OF BOOKS.

As soon as possible one should get away from the idea that reading is a

mere pastime. When one is able to walk, then the field, the sea-side,

and the mountain-top are better fitted for pastime than is the house with

a book in hand. The reading of the scholar is to be like work, though

after a time it seems to him like play.

One may read in order to learn to read, or to benefit those who may

listen, or for purposes of mental stimulation, or for the gaining of valuable

and available information; but in no case is one who expects to achieve

any thing of importance in literature to read that he may while away the

time.

Among other suggestions arising at this point we offer this—that one

should not only read, but should read and tliink; read not only to store

the mind, but to educate {cJucere, draw out) the mind. A remark made

42 FIFTH SEKIKS, VOL. VIII.
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by Sheridan, the English statesman, has more than one valuable thou"-]it

in it: "Instead of always reading, think, think on every subject; there

are only a few leading ideas in the world, and these we may excogitate

for ourselves."

The bookworm with a crammeJ head is one of the most useless of

folks. The man with a full desk and a vacant brain, tiiough he wipes the

dust from his books every other day, is a poor fool. "The beast whom
they load with books," says Sadi, "is not profoundly learned and wise.

"What knoweth his empty skull whether he carrieth fire-wood or books? "'

"Read," says Bacon, "to weigh and consider." Josh Billings states the

case quaintly: "Books wont edukate a man enny more than a gun, pow-
der, and ball will get him venison unless he knows how to load and fire."

The achievements are three in reading: The first is simply to readW\<i

book; the second is to hiow the book; the third is such a mental enlarge-

ment from the reading as enables one to produce a book better even than

the one read. True literary assimilation does not produce imitators, but

inventors. A healthy mental condition is not like a pond where frogs

breed, but is like a spring ever sending forth its refreshing waters. The
Dead Sea is dead because it receives all the while the streams flowing

into it, having no streams flowing out of it. The great ocean itself is for

that same reason daily on the way to stagnation and death. The gods
even would not remain gods if they w^ere receivers only and not givers

also. Often one will do well, therefore, to drop his book in order to pur-

sue a suggested thought. "The perusal of a book," says Gibbon, "gives
birth to ideas. I pursue these ideas and quit my reading." It is said of

the great Germans that they never read a book except when they want to

write another that shall surpass tlie one they read. " There is creative

reading as well as creative writing," says Emerson.

For immat\ire minds this rule, too, will be of service: "Consult freely

the dictionary and the map, and never pass a word until its exact meaning
is known, nor a town without knowing just where it is located."

Mature minds need not be told freely to use pen or pencil while read-

ing; they always do this, and if they have literary enthusiasm or the lit-

erary instinct they will die, as Scott, Dickens, and Dr. Kirk did, pen in

hand. The writing of a thought is as serviccal)le as three or four times

reading it. Of this we speak more at length in another page.

It also will be found a relief and no disadvantage to take along two or

more courses of reading at the same time. A cross in both the plant and

animal kingdoms secures greater excellences in their descendants. If one

unites professional and non-professional courses of reading, each will re-

ceive strength from the other. So it is with the reading of poetry and
prose. Obedience to this rule, too, will break up the merely mechanical

methods of reading. "Digressions are the life and soul of reading" is

Sterne's way of expressing the same thought, though, of course, not to the

extent of disjointedness.*

Perhaps at this point a word should be said as to reading aloud. The
* See Gibbon's Abstract of JLj lieadin-js.
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Fcliohir prefers to be filoue and to read by himself. But if the scholar is

the head or the niotlier of a family, or if the scholar is an elder brother

or sister, this coveted exclusiveness, while personally more profitable from

a student's point of view, savors, nevertheless, of selfishufss if it is perpet-

ual. Occasionally, therefore, on principle the individual should willingly

sacritlce him-elf for the good of the whole. There is ample opportunity

for this. Our country is full of readers, but each one reads for himself.

"There is no reading for the whole, and no grouping of tiie family into

au audience for an evening's enjoyment, such as comes to people who
hear a bit of good writing well read."' This, from several points of vieu%

is a mistake. A recent writer speaks wisely thus: " How much you are

missing, good people, if reading is not cultivated as one of the means of

happiness and pleasure in your family circle; for in such au exercise there

is quickening for the imagination, appeal to judgment, elevation of feel-

ing, opportunity for criticism, which shall teach the children more of lit-

erature in three hours than they can learn at school in three weeks."

"What other accomplishment is more fascinating, or what one is more

neglected in educated families, than this of reading aloud?

It is not difficult to imagine a scene that should not be a rarity—a table

on a winter evening, surrounded by a group of listeners. The pastor, aa

accomplished reader, is there. His selection wisely has been made. Noir

tears are moistening the eyes of half of those present. Next they are con-

vulsed v>ith laughter. Soon they are all on tip-toe to hear how the

catastrophe, which is fast approacliiug. is to turn out. Is there not much
nonsense that well could give place to tliis kind of evening amusement
and entertainment in the home circle ?

Another suggestion relates to the amount or the number of books one

may read. No rule specifying the hours, days, or weeks can be given;

for much depends on the condition of the reader and the character of the

book. This may be said, however, that it is almost as much of an art to

know when to stop reading as to know when to begin, or how to read

when one has begun. It is with reading as with eating—the perpetual

eater gets the dyspepsia, and the pcrj)etual reader violates more than one

of the more important laws of his mental make-up, and will be left to

suffer for being a law-breaker.

Reading with a quick step and with concentrated attention is a rule

that embodies nearly all other rules. Indeed, a single word fairly Avell

covers the entire ground

—

attention. It is the Avord of military command
which precedes all others; it is the poise in which are wrapped up all the

alertness and all the powers of mind and .soul. It goes, therefore, with

the saying, that one should not read to the point of weariness; for one

to reatl and not to know whether one is reading or dozing is not only

a foolish waste of time but is ruinous to any thing like menial stimula-

tion and enterprise. "While reading the mind must be kept alert. If the

reader is but half awoke and cannot rouse himself he would better throw

down the book and go to bed or out of doors.
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FOREIGN RESUME.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

DR. OTTO ZOCKLER, PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY IN GREIFSWALD.

Professou Zockler is one of ilie most positive of the Positive theolo-

giaus of Gerinauy. Tlie Negative critics accuse him, and all of his way of

thinking, of being so prejudiced in favor of the conservative tendency as to

be incapable of au accurate and imi)artial study of present-day theological

questions. But, as a matter of fact, lie is convincod of the correctness

of his positions just as truly as his opponents are of theirs. There i? no

more evidence of prejudice on the one side than there is on the other.

He, as well as they, is fitted by long experience, educational qualifica-

tions, and intellectual ability to form an intelligent opinion. The differ-

ences of judgment between him and the Negative critics must not be at-

tributed to caprice either in him or in them. Some facts weigh more in

some minds than in others; and the consequence is that different mental

balances record difi'ercnt results. It is a matter for profound rejoicing,

however, on the jxart of those who accept the Bible as we have it, that so

many trustworthy thinkers are on our side. It is an old trick of the De-

structionists to call the Conservatives fossils, for Radicals to accuse their

opponents of defective scholarship. Let the attainments of a Zockler put

such to shame. He is as scientific as any of his theological brethren. He
is too voluminous a writer to admit of a full statement here of his views,

much less of a discussion of them. "We confine ourselves to his treatment

of the "Acts of the Apostles." He takes the old-fashioned orthodox

view of the book. It was written by Luke about the year 70 A. D. as a

continuation of his gospel, and for the purpose of descril)ing the spread

of Christianity from Jerusalem to Rome. He regards this purpose as

being so plainly visible in the entire book that the supposition of any

other purpose alongside of it would be equivalent to charging the author

with the most artful deceit. Zockler is of the opinion that the Acts did

not originally end with the 2Sth chapter and 31st verse, or at least that

Luke intended to write beyond that point.

PROFESSOR DR. GEORGE SCHNEDERMANN, OF BASEL.

Among the theologians of Switzerland Schnedermann is rapidly win-

ning his way. Ho has recently furnished for Strack and Zockler's Brief

Commentary the introductions and notes on Ephesiaus, Colossians, Philip-

pians, and Philemon. His position is thoroughly conservative, and is

maintained throughout with dignity and learning. His views on some of

the questions connected with the letters to the Ephesians and Colossians

will sufiice to show his method of thought. Notwithstanding the difticul-

ties which have suggested to some minds that Paul was not the author of

these letters he still a^lheres to the Pauline authorship, maintaining that

none of the difficulties positively forbid this view, and tliat they are not
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overcome by the otlicr. He sees no reason to believe that if one letter is

Pauline the other cannot be, but claims that Ephesiaus might be au ex-

pansion of Colossians or Colossians an adapted and abbreviated form of

Ephesians. That some such relation exists between the two letters he be-

lieves, but prefers the latter alternative to the former. He thinks we are

obliged to recognize in Colossians parallels with portions of Ephesians

which give evidence of hasty composition, in and of themselves inexpli-

cable, and often weakened in form as compared with Ephesians, although

he recognizes also that the letter is not wholly without independent worth

and a splendor all its own. He thinks that the masterly unity and con-

nectedness of Ephesiaus could not be explained on the supposition that it

is an enlarged Colossians. But surely it is supposable that the secocd

writing might be better than the first. The first utterance of a thought u

often f^eeble as compared with the second. So that the priority of Colos-

sians does not seem to us impossible from this stand-point. Schneder-

mann does not doubt the possibility of an undeveloped Gnosticism in the

times of Paul which threatened the purity of the Christian faith. He sees

in Colossians many references to such a Gnosticism. But he does not

think it necessary to admit a late origin for the book on that account, and

especially as the testimonies to it in early patristic literature are so numer-

ous and unquestionable. Verv certain is it that were these references to

Gnosticism found in any other books purporting to spring from the time

of Paul they would be accepted as evidence of the existence of Gnosti-

cism at that time if other facts did not deny their early origin.

FRIEDRICH LOOFS, UNIVERSITY OF HALLE.

On-e of the youngest of historical theologians of Germany, Loofs, is also

one of the most popular. He lectures to hundreds of enthusiastic students

every semester. He does not profess to be especially original in hi; views,

but freely admits that in all his opinions he has been guided lar-ely by

the investigations of Harnack, under whom he studied for some time.

Yet he does not slavishly follow the lead of his great preceptor, but ia

working his wav gradually to au independent position. He agrees substan-

tially with Harnack, that the development of doctrine was not dependent

upon the teachings of a canon of Scripture, but that this canon arose in

connection with the development of doctrine, and was subject to it. He

also follows Harnack in the idea that Christian dogma is a conception of

the Greek spirit on the basis of the Gospel. But he thinks that to make

the historv of do-ma a mere monograph on the origin and development of

do^'ma iu"tho fourth century, as he claims Harnack does, is to narrow the

conception of the subject too much. Yet he agrees both with Xitsch and

Harnack, that the dogmas of the Church had their origin and develoi>-

nient,

of an ecclesiastical doctrinal concept

V€
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t, and honco defines the history of dogma as the history of the origin

.. ..n ecclesiastical doctrinal concept in Christendom, and its further de-

relopraent and the final fixing of the same into permanent form in the

Roman Catiiolic Churcli. But, after all, Loofs differs from Harnack only
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in his conception of the method of the treatment of the subject. They
agree tliut the doctrines of the early Church were not the result of a con-

ception of the Gospel uninfluenced by i)rofaue and heathen thought. And
they would carry this intermixtuie of human conception back into the

very origin of the books of the Xcw Testament, especially the gospels and

fome of the epistles. In other words, tlie results of the most recent in-

Testigations make not only our doctrines but even the contents of the

books of our New Testament canon the expression of the Christian con-

sciousness of the time of their origin.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.

The author of this work is Professor Dr. Karl Fischer, director of the

Royal Gymnasium of Dillenburg. He takes up in brief all the different

theories concerning the second advent of Christ, and treats them pro and

(on with a master hand. If any one were disposed to doubt the propriety

of the study of this subject they would be re-assured by reading Fischer's

book. In fact, there remain but two courses open to the Christian, either

to give up all expectation of the return of Christ to the earth or else to

be in a constant state of expectancy as to that great event. But this lat-

ter would not warrant us in attempts to fix the exact date of his coming.

Nor does Fischer draw any such conclusion. He regards all such attempts

as not only failures but as exhibitions of intellectual caprice. There are,

indeed, prophetical portions of the Bible relating to this subject; but in

the effort to bring the prophecy of Scripture into harmony with the

events of history caprice has played no small part. On the other hand,

he rejects the idea that the prophecies of the Revelation, for example,

relate wholly to events which have already transpired. His view is that

tiie events Avhich mark the early coming of our Lord began with the time

of the apostles, and have continued down to the present time. He also

believes that antichrist cannot be represented by any one person, not even

the pope of Rome, but that he has appeared in all the Christian ages and
will continue to appear. "When the time of Christ's second advent does

arrive, therefore, it will not be signalized by any generically new phe-

jiomcna. This theory has the merit of comprehensiveness. It seems to

be the only one whicli is capable of ex[)laining all the different biblical

elements of the problem. For as to tiic coming of antichrist, we find in

2 Thess. ii, 7, 1 John ii, 18, iv, 3, evidence that he had already come
tvheu those words were written. But at that time there certainly was no
pope of Rome. In fact, the more one studies the subject the more clear

becomes the conviction that every thing which the Bible says concerning

it is intended rather to obscure than to claiify onr knowledge of it. And
that this is wise, from the ethical-pedagogical stand-point, is quite evi-

dent. For if the day were fixed beyond pcradventurc men would presume
to postpone the day of salvation until its near approach. But when every
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thing goes to confirm tlie opinion tluit the Lord will come again to judg-

ment, but all is left in uncertainty as to the time, none but the foolish

will fail to prepare for his immediate coming.

THE PAULINE ANGELOLOGY AND DEMONOLOGY.
TuERE are few aspects of scriptural teaching which liave been so little

and so inadequately studied as angelology and demonology. This may
arise in part from tlie fact that this whole realm is mysterious and hidden

from our sight, and in part from the feeling that such a study would

have too little practical value to repay the effort. Yet it is very evident

that a correct exegesis demands the most careful study exactly where the

light is most dim and the way least plain. As a matter of fact, however,

cxcgetes have contented themselves with a local interpretation of each

])assage without an inquiry as to the united teachings of the Scripture on

the subject. "We do not doubt that doctrinal theology also as impera-

tively demands the most conscientious study of this suljject. There are

many intimations of a spiritual world outside of the Deity on the one hand
and Satan on the other, with an influence over humanity of no mean kind.

For example, in Rom. viii, 38, among the things mentioned which shall

not be able to separate us from the love of God are angels. Does this

mean to imply that angels would make the attempt to separate us from

the love of God ? If so we ought, as Christians, to know it. Take,

again, the prevailing doctrine concerning the origin of the devil. The
consequences of this doctrine are so subversive of every other doctrine of

heaven and its purity as to raise the suspicion that it is decidedly un-

scriptural. From the stand-point of theology the questions which spring

up in connection with biblical utterances concerning angels and devils are

vital. The monograph on the subject by Otto FA-erling is, therefore, no

vain attempt. As one reads it, one is convinced that it is as jjossible to

gain a self-harmonious conception of this portion of Scri])turc as of every

other. We cannot discuss the positions taken by the author. He finds a

clear distinction between angels and demons. The angels are not neces-

sarily all good, but tiiough some be bad they must not be classed with

demons. He thinks that Paul uses the word angels without pausing to

consider whether they be good or bad, just as he uses the word man.

The demons are, of course, all bad, and are under the dominion of the

devil. They have access to men, but ailect Christians chiefly on the physi-

cal, not on the spiritual side, causing sicknesses and the like among them,

lie regards Paul's views on these subjects as in the main a reflection of

those current among the religionists of his time, and wholly unworthy of

acceptation in this day and age of the world. This seems radical and

revolutionary. And yet if investigation should prove that here we have a

wholly untrustworthy human element in the Scripture we would be no

Avorse of! than we have been under the supposition of its divine origin

;

for, having supposed that it was inspired, we have failed to utilize it

as such.
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CREMATION IN CHRISTENDOM, BY KARL SARTORIUS.

A Swiss pastor has here iiiidertakou to give us an historiccl-theological

study. Tlie general supposition is that cremation was the original method
of disposing of the dead among heathen peoples. But Sartorius shows us,

by historical testimony, tliat burial was the original method. Tiiis would
seem to be capable of proof also from the fact that fire was not known to

man at first; and it is not likely that the burning of the bodies of the

dead was introduced immediately upon the introduction of the u<e of fire.

It is probable, too, that respect for tlie dead would prevent the burning of

their bodies until men had in part lost that nobility of soul which at first

distinguished them. Even among the Romans the earliest traceable

custom was burial. And in nearly every nation where cremation was em-

ployed religious reasons can be discovered. In view of this fact the uni-

versal custom of burial among the Jews under revelation, and its adoption

by the Christian Church, becomes significant. We have no command on the

subject in t!ic Bible. But there can hardly bo a doubt tliat religious rea-

sons entered into the custom among the Jews as they did into the custom

of embalming among the Egyptians. Among the early Christians it was

one of tlie hardships of maityrdom that the one who was burned at the

stake could not receive ('hristian burial except in modified form. From
the very first, wherever Christianity spread it changed the custom of cre-

mation into burial. ;Many Christian customs were altered to suit the prej-

udices of the people brought under the influence of Christ; but this one

remained unchanged. The opponents of Christianity ridiculed what they

regarded the ignorance of the Church in supposing that a buried body
could be more easily lesurrccted than one that had been cremated. TS'e

will not deny that the early Christians were actuated in part by sentiment.

But sentiment is often the result of an instinct more true than any conclu-

sion reached by the processes of unsentimental logic. It is a remarkable

fact that almost the whole force of this movement to introduce cremation

is in its antichristiau adherents. Men who reject Cristianity are busiest

in its furtherance. True, they claim to do so not on antichristiau grounds,

but hecause of sanitary and other simihir reasons. As to the existence of

sanitary reasons for cremation rather than burial, it is exceedingly doubt-

ful. A recent congress in Berlin of physicians from all parts of the world,

after a most careful consideration, denied the necessity of cremation as a

sanitary measure.

A RADICAL TENDENCY IN CHRISTOLOGICAL THOUGHT.

To the simple-minded reader of the four gospels nothing is clearer than

that although Jesus knew all things, yet he was not, from the human point

of view, an educated man. The very profundity of his kiu^wiedgc not only

makes the supposition of an ordinary human training unnece>sary, but

seems to preclude it. Had his knowledge and thought and intellectual

power been the result of ordinary educative influences they would have

been far inferior to what they actually were, both in degree and effective-
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ness. No thoughtful person could ever then have said of him, " He spake

as never man spake." The impression lie made upon his hearers was that

he spoke as one having authority, and not as the scribes—that is, he did

not give utterance to suggestions drawn from the careful consideration

even of the Old Testament, but spoke with original, native authority. To

them he was himself an authority equal to any sacred book. Those who

had known him from childhood expressed their astonishment at his infor-

mation, and declared that he had never learned. Yet to-day, as never be-

fore, an attem])t is being made to explain much in the teachings of Christ

on the supposition that he Avas by some means acquainted with and influ-

enced by the religious thought of the Jews in his day. We arc accustomed

to the idea that the apostles may have embodied in their utterances certain

of their impressions, and even prejudices, drawn from the associations

in whicli they had been brought up, although we still love to think that

Christianity had largely supplanted in them such purely human opinions.

But to make our Lord subject to the laws of liuman development in such

a degree as were the apostles is repugnant to our best Christian feeling.

The extent to which this attempt has been carried may be measured by

the recent publication of an English work under the startling title, Bools

which Influenced Our Lml ami His Apostles. We recognize the difficulty

of comprehending the mysteries of the person of Christ, but it does seem

as though this title, which is only a little more bold and honest expression

of what many are teacliing, places our Lord upon a level with any of the

many who in recent years have written for the edilication of their fellows

on Bools that Have Influenced Me. Imagine Jesus Christ writing a book

of that kind! He claimed no such source for liis ideas, but asserted that

he spoke the words and did the works of his Father. The fact is that this

method of explaining tlie person of Christ is based upon the evolutionary

doctrine of environment. Men have filled themselves so full of this thought

that in open contradiction to Christ's own teachings they would bring him.

too under its sway.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

MINISTERIAL, CALLS IN SAXONY.

The Evangelical Lutheran Consistory in Saxony has taken action rela-

tive to the method of filling vacant pulpits. Henceforth the first consid-

eration shall be the age and the length of previous ministerial service of

the candidate. But not as in this country so is it iu Germany. Here the

age and previous time of service is one of the first points considered;

but the advantage is given to the younger; there it is to be in favor of

the elder. There is this difference iu the situation, however, that a minis-

ter who has served there for twenty-five years can retire on a pension if

he will. In order to prevent frequent changes iu pulpit sup])ly those who

have the nomination of candidates to vacant pulpits are urged to exclude

all who have been but a sliort time in the congregation they now serve.

Greater respect to the ministerial office is also advised in the matter of
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trial sermons, the writing out of wliich ouc^ht only to be required -wlien

the cftndidjite is wholly unknown to the congre<xatiou. " Clerical politics "'

•seem to have crept in in Saxony also, for ministers are warned against

the use of unworthy means for obtaining appointments, among which

even visitation of the members of the desired parish are included.

PROPOSED NEW UNIVERSITIES IN FRANCE.

From the time of Napoleon I. the French government has followed the

policy of maintaining the faculties of the several departments of learning

separate from each other. The effect of this arrangement is to divorce

the interests of each faculty from every other. The student cannot pur-

sue philosophy and theology at the same time. Education is piecemeal

instead of a harmonious blending of means and results. It is now pro-

posed to establish upon French soil a number of universities patterned

after those of Germany, in which the faculties of theology, philosophy,

medicine, and law will together form the faculties of the universities.

Such a university is to be established in Paris, and others in various cities

of the French provinces.

BOMAN CATHOLIC BIGOTRY IN AUSTRIA.

Not only has a Wesleyan chapel recently been closed in Vienna on

the plea that the "Wesleyan book of discipline contains utterances disre-

spectful to the mass, but an assistant priest of the Old Catholic Church

at Dessendorf, Northern Bohemia, has been deposed on the charge of

having carried on his work contrary to the law, and of fanatical agitation

against the projected erection of a Roman Catholic church in the place.

A properly authorized commission was sent to investigate. It was testified

by many witnesses of all confessions that the accusations were false. Even

a Roman Catholic member of the committee for the erection of the pro-

posed church declared that as to the charge of agitation against the

Romanists he knew nothing. But the bigotry of the "Church" has

reacted in favor of the Old Catholics, who have been favored with a strik-

ing increase of adherents since the incident occurred. Let no one think

the Romanists would allow freedom of religious thought and action here

if they were in power.

FREEDOM OF STUDENTS IN PRUSSIAN UI^IVERSITIES.

The corporations of students in Gennan universities Inisy themselves not

•alone in drinking beer. In Bonn they have recently ])ut themselves on

record in a way which may make the emperor less proud of their courage

than he was when he commended them for their students' duels. They

claim that the university authorities have lately attem})ted too much
oversight of the students. This they declare to l^e incom])atible with the

dignity of a German student, a sign of mistrust, and an attack upon the

freedom of the student, that highest good of the German university. The

rector and senate arc reiiuested to make known their complaint to the
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minister of education. Should such a course be continued it could only

result, thev declare, in decreasing' the attendance upon Prussian univcrst-

ties. They affirm that if the attempt is repeated they shall feel themselves

bound to cease their efforts to promote the general good of the institution.

They also place themselves squarely across the path of the minister of

education. He had ordered that the professors must continue their lect-

ures to the end of the semester, about the middle of [March, and begin

with the beginning, about the middle of April. But the students give

notice that they do not propose to attend lectures after the 3d of March,

nor begin again until the 2.jth of April. Who shall win ?

THE CONGRESS OP LIBERALS ALSO.

It is true that the Liberals are at one with the Evangelical League in

opposition to Romanism, although they are not in the lead in its manage-

ment. Nevertheless it is noteworthy that in a congress held on the 14th

of February in Dilsseldorf they unanimously declared the unacceptability

of the law limiting religious instruction in the public schools to Confes-

sionalism and Romanism. They claimed that the law would work disad-

vantageously to the schools and to popular education ; that it is incompat-

ible with the necessary independence of the ti:'aching profession, dangerous

to the religious peace, and hence to the civil peace of the Prussian state.

A similar conclusion was reached by the delegated meeting of teachers of

the Rhine Provinces held the same day.

THE LOURDES ?.nRACLE.

This humbug has at la'^t found official recognition in the Roman Church.

The 11th of Februarv has been set as the festival of the appearance of the

immaculate and most Blessed :\rary of Lourdes. It is also furnished with

a form for the mass and fnc breviary for the day. The first appearance

of the Virgin Mary in the grotto at Lourdes is declared to have occurred

on the nth of Februarv, 1858. This and the later supposed appearances

of the Virgin are attested bv the bishop of Tarbes, and the wonderful heal-

ing power of the Lourdes water for sicknesses is celebrated and most

highly recommended to the faithful.

RELIGIOUS DIFFICULTIES OF FRENCH ROMAN CATHOLICS.

Five French cardinal-archbishops have published a declaration of their

intention to do nothing to interfere with the form of government of

France. But they affirm that the government has carried on a policy dur-

ing the last twelve years which is in direct opposition to Romanism, and

that neither persons, institutions, nor interests have escaped jUTsecutiou,

humiliation, and destruction. They set forth in eight articles the duties

of Roman Catholics under the circumstances, and close the document

with an ex]iression of regret that they feel themselves compelled by the

danger of the situation to mention the accusations of the Church against

those who minjrle enmitv to religion with their politics.
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EDITOEIAL EEVIEWS.

SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

To the Christian thinker who recognizes that the moral elevation pro-

duced by the Gospel through eighteen centuries in every nation which

has embraced it is a demonstration of the divinity of the Christian relig-

ion, it will be a somewhat startling surprise to learn that a new Review

has just made its appearance in Boston " as ameans to a just uuderstandiug

of Christianity! '' Very naturally a retiective Christian reading this state-

ment will inquire, '"Can it be possible that the marvelous results in the

life of humanity directly traceable to the Gospel have been wrought by

agents who had not arrived at a just understanding of Christianity?

"

To him the supj)osition will ajjpcar preposterous. To the originators of

this new Review it is obviously tlic conclusion of superior wisdom, as

they implicitly avow in announcing their Review to be "a means to a

just understanding of Christianity." Concerning the modesty of this

announcement of their purpose to achieve what they, by plain implica-

tion, charge the Christian scholarsliip of over eighteen centuries with

having failed to do, the Christian tliinker will form his own opinion.

Tlie title of this Review is The 2\'ew World. Its name represents "the

new world of modern thought whicli is developing under the light of

modern science, philosophy, criticism, and philanthropy," in which, "the

science of religion is to supersede the old world of sectarianism, obscu-

rantism, and dogmatism." It is "pledged" "to positive and construct-

ive statements of such an order of things; " a pledge, by the way, that

cannot be kept except by such destructive teachings as are needed to

overturn the " sectarianism" which will not I^e tolerated in this "new
world of modern thought." To construct this proposed new world of

scientific unbelief it must of necessity tirst destroy the ancient faith whicli

it comprehends in the term sectarianism.

The tirst issue of this Xew World contains nine papers, which, seen

from a merely literary view-point, attest the scholarship, the culture, and

the taste of their writers. Its topics are: 1. "The Evolution of Chris-

tianity," 2. "The Historic and the Ideal Christ;" 3. "The Future of

Liberal Religion in America; " 4. " The Common, the Commonplace, and

the Romantic;" 5. "Abraham Kueuen;" G. "The Theistic Evolution

of Buddhism;" 7. "Between the Testaments;" 8. "The New Ortlio-

doxy;" 9. "Theological Asi)ects of the Philosophy of Thomas Hill

Green."

These papers are all animated by a common spirit of antagonism to

evangelical Christianity, though " characterized by differences of thought."
The first, third, and eighth treat of the "New Orthodoxy," and agree

in rejecting the claim of the Bible to be a revelation of truth to man.
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The Bible, says Dr. Abbott in the first, "is not something external to

man; ... its value is not that it furnishes men with thought." The

Bible, says Schurraan in the second, "is an afreucy for the development

of spiritual religion." Both of these men implicitly deny that Christian

life grows out of a revealed word, thus giving it a mystical origin which

none can comprehend. To them a life that has its origin in the spoken

words of Christ is that " creedal religion " which, Schurman says, "lies

exhausted on the field I

''

In the eighth paper E. 11. Hall applauds the Xew Theology as "the sin-

cerest attempt yet made to reconcile orthodoxy with modern thought,''

yet blames it because its sympathy with destructive criticism is luke-

warm ; because it is so reluctant to wholly abandon the ancient doctrines of

the Church; because of "its mystical tendencies;" because it hesitates to

accept the theory of "the pure and simple humanity of Jesus " as the key

to Christianity, and because it does not subject itself more unreservedly

to science as to a master having the right to dictate in every sphere of

thought, theology included. In the fifth article C. H. Toy, one of the

editors, warmly eulogizes Abraham Kueneu, and accepts his theory that

"the facts of the Old Testament may be satisfactorily accounted for as

the products of human thought."

These brief notes of the contents of the first number of The Neic World

are sufHcient to show that it is intended to .<;trengthen the hands of the

adversaries of evangelical truth. The unquestionable ability of its editors

and contributors will command the attention of many liitherto not deeply

interested in the critical and scientific problems of the hour. Perhaps

through its influence the rationalistic criticism, which seems to have ex-

baustevl its aggressive force in Europe, may strongly assert itself for a time

in A.raerica. If so, the evangelical Churches, being provided with the

divine "shield of faith," which is impenetrable to the arrows of unbe-

lief, must needs confide more strongly than ever in the supernatural au-

thority and force of Bible truth, and, as Cliillingworth quaintly advises,

"believe tlie Scripture to be God's word, endeavor to find the true sense

of it, and live according to it." This faith can overcome all the varied

types of unbelief that may be advocated in The New World. Earnest faith

in God's word to men is mightier thau all the forces of rationalistic criti-

cism. Let us have more faith in God and in his word

!

TuE Christian Thought for April contains: 1. "Science and Faith;"

2. •• Remarks on the Above;" 3. "The Study of Social Science in The-

ological Seminaries;" 4. "The Common Origin of Man;" 5. "Current

Thought—Eternity of :>[atter and Evolution." The first of these papers,

by Professor A. J. Du Bois, is an uncommonly strong argument, showing

clearly and conclusively the dependence of science upon faith. Its analy-

sis of tlie processes by which science reaches its demonstrations in the

natural world is exceedingly keen. Placed in the light of the Professor's

argument, "scientific proof" is seen to be no more valid than the evi-

dences on which Chri>tiaii faith reposes. The third paper gives forcible
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reasons wliy chairs of social science should be established in theological

seminaries. The fourth article succinctly states the scientific evidences

which sustain the Scripture theory of the unity of the human race.

The Pre-fbyterian Quarterly for April treats of: 1. "Inspiration and the

Doctrine of Grace; " 2. " Unconscious Calvinism in "Wesleyau Theology; "

3. " Methods of Theological Education
;

'' 4. *' Scientific Study of Prayer; ''

5. "John Wicklif ;
" 6. "The Origin of the Visible Church." Of these

vigorously Avritten papere we note the first, in which Dr. Robert "Watts

contends for the verbal inspiration of Holy Scripture, strongly condemns

"that common misconception which confounds inspiration with revela-

tion," and claims that the "infallible inerrancy of the inspired v.riter and

the character of the matter of his composition are distinct questions which

should never be confounded." In the second article a futile attempt is

made to show that Wesley, "Watson, Bledsoe, and other Arminian writers

unwittingly subscribe Calvinistic doctrines when treating " the unwel-

come doctrine of Divine Sovereignty." By reading Calvinistic interpreta-

tion into such terms as "decrees," "effectual grace," "election," etc., its

writer gives an aspect of plausibility to his proposition; but his underly-

ing thought is that Arminian writers were and are such unskilled dullards

as to be incapable of understanding either the meaning of theological

terms or the logical import of their own premises ! His charity is as nar-

row as his creed. The third paper finds evidence in the records of col-

leges having theological departments that they tend to become heretical.

Hence its contention is for theological seminaries separate from academical

institutions. The fourth paper is a lucid statement and illustration of the

Scripture theory of prayer. Its special feature is its satisfactory' treat-

ment of the "faith cure" notion, and of " Tyndall's prayer test." The
fifth paper does ample justice to one of the noblest and best of God's*

workmen. The si.\th paper claims that the assembly of the Jews at Sinai

was the beginning of the visible Church.

The Lutheran Quarterly for April has eleven papers, of which we note

one "On Human Conditions in the Divine Unfoldings," which shows how
the progress of humanity has been and still is retarded by the slowness of

men to follow divine teachings. It is a strong paper, but one cannot

accept without qualification its assumptions that "the Bible is not the

last revelation of God to man," and that every age has its "inspired apos-

tles." These unproved assertions arc doors inviting the entrance of fanat-

ics. We note also a capital pajier on "Deaconesses," which wisely dis-

criminates between them and Romish nuns. The nun " serves th'j Lord

that she may win heaven thereby." The deaconess serves out of love and

gratitude, finding her reward in being permitted to serve. The writer

treating of church unity cannot find the principle of church union in

creeds or in any ecclesiastical polity, but only in that justifyin2r f;"^'^

which makes one vast brotherhood of glorified believers in heaven and
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believers in all denominations ou earth. "Love," it says, "is the bond

of the moral universe." Another writer broadly outlines the career

and character of John Huss, a mighty man of God, whose martyrdom

should even now mantle the face of pope and priest with blushes as the

cowardly violation of his safe-conduct to IIuss crimsoned the face of the

Kniperor Sigisiuund, when ho delivered the brave martyr into tlie hands

(if the myrmidons who fulfilled the will of the pope by burning his body

ut Constance.

The Quarterly lietieio of the MetJiodist Episcopal Chinxh, South, treats

of: 1. "The Denominations;" 2. "False Prophets;" 3. "^Miracles;"

4. "Fanaticism in the Church of England;" 5. " The Public Schools in

Relation to Higher Education; " G. "Dorner's Eschatology ;
" 7. "Doro-

thea L. Dix;" 8. "A Study of Ancient Revival Methods;" 9. "African

Slavery and the Tennessee Convention of 1834; " 10. " The Sunrise Cent-

ury;" 11. " Epworth and the Wesleys ;
" 13. " Government of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church, South." The first of these papers pleads very

sensibly for some plan of co-operation by which Protestant denominations

may cease to compete with each other in sparse populations; the second

denounces teachers of "faith cure " doctrines and ultra-sanctificationists

who promote divisions in the Churcli; the fourth portrays the fanaticism

of certain High Churchmen in England who in 1831 were drawn into the

vortex of Edward Irving's anti-scriptural vagaries; the fifth pleads judi-

ciously for such an educational system as would make the primary school

a stepping-stone to the high-school, and high-school teaching a prepara-

tion for the university; the sixth trenchantly analyzes and clearly refutes

Dorner's argument for "a future probation extending beyond the grave,"

albeit in achieving this feat the writer avows some metaphysical opinions

which may be regarded as very "strong meat; " the ninth brings into the

light a degree of very general hostility to slavery in Tennessee some sixty

years since, which will be a surprise to many Northern readers. It also

Bhows that Southern opinion did not then touch that fundamental infamy

of slave-holding contained in the slave-law which pronounced the slave a

"chattel personal." Neither is this principle now recognized by the

editor, who describes the underpaid working people of Boston as "white

slaves." The lot of these poor people in Boston is doubtless hard, even

cruel, but they are not " chattels." The distance between a wronged man
and a chattel is as immense as that which separates hope from absolute

despair.

The Quarterly Beiieic of the Uniteel Brethren in Chri)<t for April treats

of: 1. "Our Confession of Faith;" 3. "The Cheap and Easy Degree;"

3. " The Person of Christ ;
" 4. " Some Problems of Education;" 5. "A

Study in Greek Philosophy;" C. "Foreign Immigration." Of these gen-

erally able j)apers we note the second as being a vigorous protest against

the practice of certain colleges—the "American college," especially—which

offer the master's degree and the degree of the doctor of philosophy to

" non-resident graduates " who pursue prescribed courses of study at their
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own homes. It docs not object to "non-resident courses of study" for

'= reading classes." To give degrees for such home studies it chiims is

" supertTcial and nonsensical." The third paper is a strong statement of

scriptural teaching concerning " the person of Christ." The fourth paper

calls for such modifications of college studies as will adapt them not only

to the needs of students intending to enter the learned professions, but

also to the requirements of those who are to follow industrial pursuit...

It also pleads for academic institutions in cities with opportunities^ to

young workins-mcu to study scientific, literary, linguistic, and musical

topics. The fffth paper is a brief but lucid outline of the development of

Greek philosophy, from Thales, who flourished about 600 B. C, to Plo-

tinus, the founder of New- Platonism, A. D. 305.

The NorthAmerlean Ileview for April has: 1. "Patriotism and Politics;"

2. "A Southerner on the Xegro Question; " 3. " Pvcciprocity and the

Farmer;" 4. "Our NationalDumping-Ground," a symposium; 5. "Michi-

gan's Presidential Electors;" G. "French Girls;" 7. "The Free Zone in

Mexico;" 8. "The Modern Cart of Tliespis;" 0. " :\Ioney and Usury;"

10. "The Olympian Religions." These are all able and timely papers. In

the first, Cardinal Gibbons strongly and justly rebukes the unpatriotic

and unchristian corruption of our political parties; but when he finds a

"model" for American patriotism in "the religious order, in the catho-

licity and unity of the (Roman) Church," we must dissent.^ The central

point of American patriotism is in the citizen's sense of obligation to the

invisible God of nations, not to his pretended vicegerent at Rome. In the

second a Southerner boldly asserts that the South " will not be dominated "

by the Xegro; tliat a Xogro majority at the polls shall not govern the

white minority. The Xegro, he contends, must be "got out of politics"

by means of a" "better l.^asis for suffrage " than uneducated manhood; but

how this getting out is to be achieved he does not explain. In the sympo-

sium two writers agree that immigration ought not to be entirely prohibited,

but only restricted by conditions which will exclude paupers, criminals,

and other unfit persons. The fifth paper claims pretty conclusively that

Michigan acted within the Constitution when she provided that presi-

dential electors should be chosen by "congressional districts," and not

by popular vote on a general ticket, as heretofore. In the ninth paper

Henry Clews argues with considerable force for the abolition of laws reg-

ulating the rate'of intt-rest, except "in cases Where no contract is made or

on sums which have become overdue."

TuE Contemjyorary lieview ioT K.\iu\\\iii: 1. "ATilliam;" 2. "Forms of

Home Rule;" 3. "The Evacuation of Egypt;" 4. " Xon-conformists in

Political Life;" 5. "Christianity in the East;" 6. "Tiie London Pro-

gressives;" 7. "The Real Siberia;" 8. "The Xew Star in Auriga;"

9. "The Endowment of Old Age;" 10. "'Spoken Greek, Ancient and

Modern;" 11. "Conversations and Correspondence with Thomas Carlyle."

The first of these papers places the German emperor in the scales and finds
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him sftdly -wanting in great qualities and disfigured by individual vanity,

superficiality, insincerity, an ever-present restlessness, and a love of noisy

notoriety. Geruians, it says, have begun to regard him as an overrated

article, and the Southern Germans especially to cherish apprehensions

respecting the future of the empire. The second contends that until the

Khedive of Egypt conquers the Soudan, which it argues is now prospect-

ively an easy conquest, the British cannot evacuate Egypt without ex-

treme peril to the Khedive's government. Bat Soudan being conquered

Egypt could be safely left to maintain itself. The fifth paper affirms that

Christian missions in India, China, and Japan do not produce earnest and

stable spiritual Christians because, its author says, missionaries do not

preach the majesty and terror of the law as a preliminary to the preaching

of the love of Christ. This affirmation reposes on the unsupported state-

ment of its writer. We think American missionaries do not sustain him.

The seventh paper reviews a volume in which Mr. Harry de Windt de-

nies the statements of George Kcnnan concerning the sufferings of Russian

exiles in Siberia. The reviewer convicts the author of error by citing his

own concessions of failure to disprove the descriptions of Mr. K.'s book.

The tenth paper is scholarly and merits the attention of every student of

tlie Greek language.

The Freilyterian and Reformed Beview for April opens with an historic

sketch of "Recent Dogmatic Thought in the Netheriands," which lucidly

describes the influence of the various schools of philosophy, of rational-

istic criricism, and of " ethical theology." Of the "Reformed Theology of

Holland "
it claims that in face of all these unorthodo.x tendencies the core

of the Dutch nation has remained faithful to Calvinism." A second paper

contends with scholarly force f<^r "the Genuineness of Isaiah xl-lxvi."

A third paper rightly finds "the test of the canonicity" of the books of

the New Testament In the historic evidence of their apostolic origin. In

another article the theory of the Presbyterian Confession of Faith, that

"willful desertion is a ground for divorce," is defended with much exe-

getical skill. In its "Editorial Notes" strong dissent is given from the

"Final Report of the Committee on Revision."

Hue FortnigJitly Review for March discusses: 1. "The Dissipation of

Energy;" 2. "Dangers of Modern Finance;" 3. "Mr. Meredith in his

Poems;" 4. "The Physical Insensibility of Woman;" 5. "The Russian

Famine nnd the Revolution;" 6. "France in the Fourteenth Century;

"

7. "The Growth of the Indian Population;" 8. "Mr. T. W. Russell and

Irish Education;" 9. "The Military Situation in Madagascar." In the

first of these papery Lord Kelvin explains the " doctrine of the Dissipation

of Energv," and infers from it that "within a finite period of past time the

earth must have been, and within a finite period of time to come must

again be, unfit for the habitation of man," unless laws as yet unknown to

us should come into operation. The second paper is one from which

American financiers may gain enlightenment. The fourth article, reason-
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ing from experimental tests, claims that women are less sensitive to physi-

cal pain than men. Though more vehement in giving expioision to it

they endure it ^ith greater courage than men. In the fifth article Step-

niak, after describing the terrors of the Paissian famine, predicts, jierhaps

too hopefully, that it will lead to a peaceful jwlitical revolution unless a

foreign war intervenes. In the sixth article the persecutions of the Jews

in France during the fourteenth century are graphically described. The
seventh paper shows that tlie population of India is increasing at the rate

of from two to three millions annually; that its trade, its manufacturing

establishments, and its agriculture are increasing; that by great systems

of irrigation and by the planting of forests its government hopes to

prevent, at least in part, its liability to famines, which liability is slowly

diminishing. Good government is doing wonders for its welfare.

The Critical Review of Theological and Philosophical Literature for April

is filled with brief analytical and critical notices by various writers of

Bome of the best books published. These notices are condensed and sug-

gestive. Take, for illustration, one by Principal Cave on the Baird Lect-

ure for 1891, in which Professor ]\Iilligan presents his anti-biblical view

of the atonement, namely, "that life, not death, is the essence of atone-

ment—is that by which sin is covered." Principal Cave shows that this

error is based on a misleading identification of atonement and sacrifice,

whereas Scripture teaches that "death, not life, is the essence of atone-

ment: " the blood of the victim must bo shed before an offering of self or

substance can be acceptable. Thus Christ first died upon tlie cross and

then presented liimself to the Father as having atoned for human sin by

his blood. Therefore to say that men are not saved because Christ died

is a misconception of biblical truth. So reasons the reviev\-er, and so do

all sound theologians teach.

The B(q)tist Quarterly Review for April has: 1. " C. H. Spurgeon;''

2. "Ministerial Blues;" 3. " The Bloody Sweat of our Lord;" 4. "The
Origin of the Doctrine of the Logos; " 5. "Monism." Of these papers

we note the first, which, after ranking Spurgeon as " perhaps the great-

est preacher of any century since the apostles," claims that " he did more

to lower the standard of ministerial culture in England than a whole gen-

eration of Baptists can do to raise it; " and that " he exerted great influ-

ence for harm through his position on the close communion question."

Probably Spurgeon did err in cherishing prejudice against the educated

men in the Baptist ministry, but his hostilitj' to close communion was

creditable both to his brain and heart. The third paper contends that the

sweat of our Lord in the garden was not merely " like great drops of

blood," but was actually blood. It gives examples to prove that such

bleeding, though rare, is possible to the human body. The fourth article

ably compares the Alexandrian concept of the Logos with that of St.

John. The fifth is u philosophical discussion of dualism and monism.
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The Methodist Magazine for April is at its best. Its leading articles give

vivid descriptions of India, California, and the Columbian Exhibition, all

of which are graphical!}- illustrated. The Chautauquan for April has

f()r its special features a paper on "The Araericau Xegro," by Henry
Watterson, and one on " Antislavery," by J. B. McMasters. As usual, its

range of educational topics is wide and suggestive. The Gospel in All

Lands for April has for its specialty several interesting illustrated papers

on India and the Hindoos. Our Day for April has a comprehensive

paper on Japan and an outline of Joseph Cook's admirable and timely lect-

ure on " The Unshaken Columnar Truths in Scripture." Professor Town-
send writes of so-called "Ecclesiastical Politics" in our Church much
less assertively than in his published address. He eveu intimates that the

code of New Testament ethics is taking the place of clerical politics.

Had he said that the latter has never yet displaced the former he would
have hit the nail of actual fact exactly on its head. The reign of ecclesias-

tical politics is altogether apocryphal, the dream of a distorted imagina-

tion. The Wesleyan Methodist Magazine (London) for April has, among
other good things, a synopsis of the Fernley Lecture for 1S91, on "The
Inspiration and Authority of Holy Scripture," by the late Pev. F. J.

Shaw, who shows conclusively that the " scientific method " of the mod-
ern criticism is of all methods the most unscientific, because it begins

with an assumption which begs the whole question. He properly desig-

nates the proposition that " Christianity is not a Creed, but a Life," a "cant

phrase," because the Christian life can grow only out of the Christian

faith." LippincotVs Monthly Magazine for April has a story entitled

*' But Man Must Work," by Rosa V. Carey, with its usual interesting mis-

cellany of short papers. The English Illustrated Magazine for March is

filled with interesting papers profu-^ely illustrated. The Neic Jerusalem

Magazine for April has several well-written articles on the peculiar dogmas
of the " Xew Church." Its leading article expounds " The Resurrection "

from Swedenborg's view-point. The Treasury for April gives its usual

bird's-eye vievrs of " The Current Religious Thought of Christendom.''

Its leading article is a hortatory sermon on " White Robes," by Rev. G.

F. Prentiss. The ILnniletic Review for April has for its leading article

a review by Professor F. Brown of a paper in which Dr. Watts showed

the unscientific method of the higher criticism. The Professor takes issue

with Dr. Watts and cautiously defends the higher critics. Harpers

^eic Monthly for April is unusually rich in the number and beauty of its

illustrations. We note especially those of Lake Superior, of the Black

Forest and the Black Sea, and of an Indian fair in the Mexican Hot Coun-

try. The Century treats, among other good things, of "Our Common
Roads," of " The Mother and Birthplace of Washington," of the " Paint-

ing of Greek Sculptures," and of " Fishing for Pearls in Australia." all

of which papers are finely illustrated. The Missionary Review e>j the

VTorld for April is filled with facts which slrq^v the hand of the Lord

working gloriously in almost every part of the globe. It reads like a bul-

letin of the approaching triumph of the kingdom of Clirist.
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

]kL\STERPI£CES IX A :M0DERX LANGUAGE.

It -was once held that a masterpiece in literature was impossible in a

modern language. This was pessimistic, uninspiring, and a uotilication

to new thinkers that tiiej were not wanted. It is not claimed that our

literature at its greatest height exceeds that of two or three centuries ago,

but the average tliiuker of to-day occupies a higher level than did the

average thinker of that period. As for great writers our age is not with-

out them. "We recommend the following as representative of the average

culture of to-day: The Pmhns, by John De "Witt; ^TerlS Christ i, by J, S.

Kedney; 2'he Spirit of JfodtTn PhiIo$o]>h>/, by J. Roycc; and The Discovery

of America, by John Fiske.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Har-M'iad; or. The Mountain of the Assemhbj. A Series of Arclu-eological Studies,

cliietiy from the bt:uid-poiut of tlie Cuueiform Inscriplions. Qy Rev. 0. D.

MiLLKR, D.D.. Member of the American Oriental Society, .of the Victoria In-

stitute, etc. With Portrait of the Author and Plate Illustrations. Svo, pp.445.
North Adams, Mass.: S. M. Whipple.

This is a work that must challenge attention. It is remarkable for so

many features that it is difficult to characterize it from any single view-

point. It impresses us with its retrospection of prehistoric times, its dis-

covery and investigation of unknown data, its original and independent

aims and methods, and its conclusions bearing especially upon the great

and unsettled problems of the sacred book. Years of honest labor, with an

honest purpose in view, are emboilied in this wonderful volume. Besides,

the author gives every evidence of abroad and patient scholarship, of a wise

discrimination in tiie use of materials, of a non-partisan spirit in his search-

ings, and of conformity to all the results established by scientitic processes

in the field of Assyriological research. The subject is vast and stupend-

ous, and the qualifications of the author adequate for its development.

"We are not prepared to admit the accuracy of all his deductions, and critics

may, after careful comparison, find overstatements of facts and distortion

of inferences; but until it has been thoroughly sifted and tested in every

possible way it must stand as a monumental work, rich in treasures and

abounding in suggestions that may pioneer later investigators into more

certain conclusions of the value of jnchistoric testimony to the course of

human history and the origin of the biblical religions. Dr. Jliller investi-

gated the primitive traditions of mankind and the origin of the ancient

civilizations, believing that they would throw light upon the origin of the

religious, political, and social institutions of the ancient world. In this

investigation he was confronted with the problem of the locality of the

original traditions, and of the chronology, not only of the earliest peoples,
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but of creation, or the problems of cosmogony. For material he relied in

part on the Mosaic books ; but as his purpose was to ascertain what the

prehistoric nations had to say for themselves, either by -written records,

transmitted institutions, or hieratic testimony, he found valuable data in

tlie cuneiform inscriptions, from which, in great part, he made up his final

judgment. Nor is the source liable to discredit or impeachment, for the

liistorian and scientist, as well as antiquarian, resort to it with confidence

in its trustworthiness. Ills " Har-moad " is simi>ly the great water-shed

of the Asiatic continent, which was the home of the primitive races, where
great civilizations originated, developed, and culminated, and from which
the dispersion of mankind took place. Here, therefore, and not in Egypt,

with its hieratic system, should be found the material with wliich to re-

coustruct our views of the i)rehistoric world. It is evident that the Ilam-

ites learned to write before they entered Egypt, and that the Cushites prac-

ticed it before they settled on the plains of Shinar, so that Asia is the orig-

inal source of all the elements and forces of civilization. In justice to the

author it must be conceded that respecting this conclusion his facts admit
of no question, and he is invincible. When, however, he maintains a primi-

tive revelation, and summons the heavens to testify in liis behalf, we pause,

not for the purpose of condenming, but of thinking; and also when, by the

use of a zodiacal system of chronology, he determines some of the issues

of cosmology we are astonished at his boldness, but admire the scientific

basis on which he rests his faith. The sum of his work is favorable to

the traditions and interpretations of the Christian Church. He holds to

the personality of God as the explanation of the cosmos; to a short antiq-

uity of man, allowing it not to exceed twelve thousand five hundred
years; to tiie theory of the "golden age," or a moral civilization in the

early times; the lapse of man and the dcray of human institutions; to a

vindication of the Mosaic account of creation; to a safe interpretation of

the Greek hades, and to the cosmic designs of Jesus Christ as the Saviour

of men. It is impossible in this brief space more than to outline or sug-

gest the trend of this great work. "We liave said enough if we direct the

attention of scholars to it. It may provoke dissent, but if it {jroraote an

investigation of the questions involved in its discussions the aim of the

author will have been accomplished.

Go!^pel Criticism and Ilistoriral Christianity. A Study of the Gospels and of the

History of the Gospel-C;tiion Durin<jr the Second Century. With a Oonsidora-

tion of ib.e Results of Modern Criticism. By Okeli.o Coxk, D.D. 12mo, pp.
3G5. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sous. Price, cioUi, $.1.75.

The basal assumption of this book, that lielievers are averse to " criti-

cism " while unbelievers api)eal to it, is Avith'out justification in the facts,

for conservative scholars are as diligent in the critical study of the

Scriptures as those who accept the results of German rationalism. It is

this attitude of the writer that compromises his work, whicli inclines in

nearly every issue to the extreme view of critics. In his consideration of

the autographs of the gospels he traces certain changes that have been
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made by copyists, some of ^%-liicli were unintentional but others intentional,

in order to serve a dogmatic purpose or make clearer the meaning of the

passage. AVe submit that this conclusion is founded more on speculation

than on obvious evidence, though it may be conceded that copyists and re-

dactors may have occasionally introduced slight verbal alterations in the

text. The author's account of the origin and formation of tlie canon is in

general agreement with history as transmitted, and is apparently written in

the spirit^ of judicial fairness which characterizes the greater portion of his

work. The thought of a canon was scarcely possible in the apostolic age,

and it is allowable that the apostles wrote only for their own times rather

than for the future. It may not have occurred to them that they were

chosen to write histories that should pass into the workVs literature, and

be regarded as the only sources of information concerning the origin of

Christianity. The second century, however, discovered that the apos-

tolic writings were fundamental; hence, with wise discrimination between

such epistle" as those of Polycarp and Ignatius and those of John, Paul,

and others, the canon was formed. In this process of sifting and decid-

ing some mistakes may have been made, but the judgment of the cent-

uries has approved the results of the canon-makers. In the more particu-

lar discussions of the author relating to the synoptic problem, the fourth

gospel, and the characterization of the tendencies and historic value of

the gospels we discover his ability, together with the bias which is mani-

fest in his method of investigation as well as in the results he feels bound

to announce. He treats fairly tlic various hypotheses concerning the ori-

gin of the gospels, rejecting all except those that recent criticism has

])ledged itself to advocate. Admitting that the fourth gospel may con-

tain °a Johanniue nucleus, he veers toward the belief that it is composite

in structure, and is virtually the product of the "second quarter of the

second century." The sum of his inquiry is that recent criticism accepts

the gospels as histories, or that Christianity has an absolute historical

foundation in the synoptic go-.pels; but it rejects doctrinal Christianity so-

called, which had a later origin in the philosophies and systems of men.

It divides between history and doctrine, pronouncing in favor of the one

and against the other, forgetting that the two .stand or fall together. It

must also be added that in accepting liistorical Christianity criticism

accepts only its natural or human side, and casts out the miraculous and

the supernatural. If there exist a doubt in any mind as to the real pur-

pose of gospel-criticism this book will dissipate it, and from this estimate

of its contents it is accordingly recommended to believers in God's word.

T},e Pmct of the Church. By Wii.LiAii I^eed IIuxtixgton', Rector of Grace

Church, New York. 12nio, pp. ^230. Ne\v York: Cliarlcs Scnbner 3 bons.

Price, cloth, $1.25.

The value of this work depends upon the view-point of the author.

Kecognizinii- the divisions of Christendom and the sway of the denomina-

tiona? spirit^, which is a hinderance to the unity of the Church, he under-

takes to suc'cest a method of reconciliation which is both plausible and.
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in some respects, advisable. No one denies the existing state of the

Church; no one is happy over the sectarian hostility that prevails; and
he dues a good work who oi^ens the way to a consideration of practical

irenical views on the subject. As the author intimates, unity on the

Roman Catholic conception of the Church is impossible; and equally im-

possible is it on the basis of a distinct and diversified dcnominational-

ism. One school of theorists may exalt too much the notion of ecclesias-

tical unity, and another may treat it with indifference or contempt; but

the fact remains that a Church divided into hostile sections cannot exe-

cute the commission of tlie divine Master. Something should be done to

correct the infirmities that exist and heal the divisive spirit in tlie " body
of Christ." The author is interesting because he believes he sees the way
out of the dilemma ; but on examination we find the basis of union he

proposes is nothing more or less than the protocol of the Lambeth Con-

ference of 1888. In many respects the basis is exactly what it sliould be,

being brief in form and undenominational in spirit. It accepts the Holy
Scriptures as the sole and ultimate standard of faith; the Apostles' Creed

as the baptismal symbol; the Nicene Creed as the sufficient statement of

the Christian faith; the two sacraments—Baptism and the Lord's Suj)per

—

as instituted by Christ and to be administered in his words; and declares

for the historic episcopate as the necessary centralization of power in the

Clmrch. The elaboration of these distinctive points constitutes the ma-

terial of these lectures; and the author has certainly given his best thought

to their preparation. "With or without these discussions we hold that the

urgence of the historic episcopate as a condition or basis of ecclesiastical

unity is a mistake, and the Lambeth Conference blundered in proposing

it. To many Churches this basis is as objectionable as the papal idea of

unity. The one, in fact, is no better than the other, because both mean
centralization. ' It is not, however, our jiurpose to discuss the broad

question of unity, but to indicate the trend of the author's thought, and

at the same time, while commending this book for its excellent spirit, to

remind him that of all the Protestant denominations in this country his

own has done more to promote division by its ideas of the episcopate than

all the others combined, and that the sooner it conforms more to Prot-

estantism and less to Roman Catholicism the sooner will the unity for

which he pleads be realized.

The Psalms. A New Translation, with IntroLhictnry Essnr and Notes. By John-

De "Witt, D.D., LL.D., Senior Biblical Professor in the ThcolooriciJ Seminary
at New Brunswick, N. J., and :i member of the American Old Testament
Revision Company. Svo, pp. 325. New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

Price, cloth, $2.

Inexpressibly valuable to the Christian Church is the Book of Psalms.

Originally intended probably for use in worship, many of the psalms were

written for other purposes, and the entire canonical collection really con-

tributes more to the general spirit and character of religion than many
other books in the Old Testament. It has been allcircd that the Psalms
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were not designed for instruction, but they are instructive on the most

essential points of Christianity. Concerning the nature and person of

God, our author pronounces it a text-book, and this in the face of the

fact 'that many critics declare the absence of monotheism as a teaching in

the psalms. In respect to the :\Iessianic psalms he is explicit, especially

sustaining the Messianic character of Psalm ex. As regards the organic

unity of°the book, he is careful in his hints, but leaves the impression

that it may be demonstrated. And concerning the inspiration of the

psalms he has no more doul)t than he has of the inspiration of the gospels.

As to essential points in the interpretation of the book the author is

strictly evangelical, and brings them out in the strongest light. It is

evident that he is not a mere philologist, studying the Hebrew and trans-

latino- it in the most mechanical and grammatical way, but a devout

believer in the spiritual inherency of the psalms, and is influenced by the

faith of the Christian Church. It is this large view of the book that gives

to his work a superior value, enabling him to explain the perplexing diffi-

culty of the imprecatory psalms, and to discover the varied meaning of

p^alm^ not plainlv Davidic or ritualistic. With liis translation there may

be occasion now and then for difference, since the Hebrew verb is some-

times difficult of adjustment, and the passing of one language into the

poetry of another is more difficult than when translating prose. The

spirit of the author's work is elevating, aiid the work itself is charming.

He who reads it will be refurnished with spiritual equipment, and will

fall back upon it for strength in the crises of the future.

ne Highest Critics vs..(he Higher Critics. By Rev. L W Muxhall. M. A., Evan-

gehst. 12mo, pp. 109. Xew York: Fleming H.-Ilevell Company. Price,

cloth, ?1.

Though written for the masses, those scholarly professed gentlemen who

are wandering in the wilderness of destructive criticism might find in this

book a clew t°o an exodus into light and liberty. The author, devoted to

evangelistic work, gives evidence of a profound searching of one of the

greafproblems of modern times, and has prepared a work that will aid in

stilling that sentimental doubt which in the beginning threatened to shake

the foundations of religious belief. He has brooded over many writers on

both sides of the question, and while drawing largely from them in sup-

port of his main propositions, he has presented arguments that bear the

stamp of originalitv, and which must win the confidence of those who

are open to instruction and conviction. The "highest critics " are Jesus

Christ and the Holy Spirit, whom he freely quotes against the higher

critics, whom he in general regards as the disciples of the Tubingen

school'. Supporting the doctrine of verbal inspiration with vigor, he

passes to other items, condensing inspiration, facts, and arguments in the

discussion of the Bible as a form of literature, and its relation to science,

while specifically he declares for its ethics, the ]\ressianic propliecies, and

the integrity of "miracles. In supplemental papers he renews the conflict

over the° Pentateuch and several other books of the Old Testament, con-
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cludinc- in every case, both historically and scripturally, against the posi-

tions of the higher critics, and leaving ^olid ground for the feet of the

believer. The book is a bomb thrown into the camps of doubters. Un-

pretentious, uncritical, it gains by direction, by ad captandum logic, and

by the witnessing power of divine truth to its own origin and historical

development, what merely speculative argument cannot overthrow. It

deserves a wide circulation.

Mens Christi, and Other Problems in Theology and ClirisUan Eihics.
^'7^?^^^ f

Kebn-et, D.D., Professor of Divinity in Seabury Divmity bciiool Author of

ChriMiaa Doctrine Harmonized, etc. 12mo, pp. 201. Chicago: S. C. Gnggs

& Co. Price, cloth, $1.

Though the six lectures composing this book are unconnected, each

havin- a separate purpose, they are thought-provoking in the extreme,

and instructive on new and bold lines of thought. It is evident that some

conceptions hitherto reo-ardcd by the Church' as fundamental and essen-

tial must be modified in order to harmonize the Scriptures with facts and

rational possibilities. The writer is noi a radical nor a subverter of doc-

trine but an earnest and progressive student of history and revelation,

e^applino- ^vith diHiculties in his researches with courage and patience,

and accepting whatever conclusions the results of his inquiries may au-

thorize In his treatment of the doctrine of the kenosis, or the limitations

of the knowledge of Jesus, he is judicial in statement, fearless in spirit

and withal, scriptural, psvchological, and rational in the various steps of

his 'ar-ument The position that Jesus was under intellectual limita-

tions because he was human, and because the divine in him was in bond-

age to the earthly condition, is forcibly stated and fairly sustained; and

yet to accept its implications requires the abandonment of a long-cher-

ished opinion which the Church has considered vital and essential.
_

He is

equall y versatile in handling the "atonement," but does not relieveit

of difficulties, and scarcely does more thau entertain the reader. In dis-

cus^in.. the possibilities of the future, as determining the mode of human

moral activitv, he exhibits the speculative or philosophical talent, opening

to our contemplation a life of moral grandeur based on the development

of sanctified human powers. It is a pleasure to accompany the author in

these excursions to the borders of the great realm that lies beyond us.

With equal sinceritv, and in the scholarly spirit, he analyzes the functions

of the Christian mi'nistrv, discusses the doctrine of a nature m God, and

closes with profound deductions respecting the use of the imagination m

dealincr with Christian doctrine. The style is luminous, the tone elevat-

ing the examination honest, and the conclusions in the direction of a

moditied Christianitv. We do not intend, however, to characterize the

lectures in detail, but to speak of them as a whole, and to commend them

to earnest readers for their freedom from cant, their manifest sympatiiy

with truth, their vigilance in detecting sophistry in accepted Christian

views, and their devotion to the interests of all. anxious-minded followers

of Jesus Christ.
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The Evidence of Christian Experience. Being the Ely Lectures for 1890. By
Lewis Frenxu Stearns, Professor of Christian The'ology iu Baneor Theolog.
ical Seminary. 12mo, pp. 473. New York: Charles Scribaer's Sous. Price,

cloth, S2.

Few departmeuts of apologetics yield richer returns than the field of

Christian evidences. In this conviction Professor Stearns has prosecuted

the present series of lectures witli an enthusiasm in harmony Avith tlieir

importance. The soundness of his fundamental positions will be easily

granted. Tie is altogether in line with evangelical teachings in the claim

that the institution of real Christian evidence is in the beginnings of per-

sonal regeneration, and its continuance iu the subsequent experiences of

the life of faith. His representation that the evidence of Christian ex-

perience is scientific and scientifically verifiable is also maintained with

vigorous reasoning. Throughout his whole argument the recognition of

the ofiice-work of the Holy Spirit in the interpretation of divine truth is

reverential, and altogether harmonious with New Testament teachings.

As a whole, these lectures of Professor Stearns are not disappointing.

In spirit he is safely orthodox, in fullness of scholarship and strength of

presentation he has made a valuable contribution to the literature of

Chiistian evidences.

The Being of God as Unity and Trinihj. By P. IT. Steesstra, D.D., Professor of
Old Testament Literature and Exegesis in the Episcopal Theological School,
Cambridge, Mass. 12mo, pp. 260. Bo.ston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Price,
clotii, §1.50.

The doctrine of ^the unity of God, so ably maintained in this book,

rests upon scriptufal and philosophical grounds. It is a doctrine of reve-

lation and also of the reason. The doctrine of the Trinity, thotigh con-

fessedly a doctrine of revelation, and ultimately a doctrine of experi-

ence, is in the realm of philosophy a speculation. In his discussions

Professor Steenstra has not advanced beyond others except, perhaps, in

developing more clearly the speculative character of all reasonings on
the colossal mystery of the Scriptures. Respecting the existence and
attributes of the divine Being he is as forcible in statement as he is evan-

gelical in faith. But whether he regards the Trinity as a scriptural

doctrine or as an ecclesiastical dogma first formulated by the Council of

Constantinople, A. D. 3S1, or in any other aspect, either addressing itself

to consciousness, or faith, or reason, he brings up at the starling-

point with few spoils from the long journey ho has traveled in quest of

truth. We do not intimate that liis researches have been unfruitfid or

without benefit. He has stiraidated inquiry and suggested new view-
points of study, making the Trinity to appear as a possibility, if not a

reality, even on its speculative side. But, like all writers on the subject,

he soon gives evidence of limitations, and while working toward does
not arrive at a comprehensive solution. In the present stage of human
knowledge the mystery is too great for us; but wise men will work at it

until the revelation will brighten with its own light, and satisfy the
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iiitelliirence of the race. The author has helped us to apprehend the

inconipreheDsibility of a primary doctrine by the scholarly attempt he

has made to clear it of some difTicultie?.

The Larger Christ. Bv Rev. George D. Herros. Introduction by Rev. JosiAH

Stron-g, D.D. 12m'o, pp. 122. New York: Fleming H. Reveli Company.

Price, cloth, 75 cents.

It is no easy matter to apprehend the Christ in all his essential characteris-

tics, or to know him as he is revealed iu the gospels. Even in Ids revealed

form he hides himself iu flesh, and when he left the companionship of men

he ascended iu a cloud. Theology has added many misconceptions to gos-

pel obscurities, making it all the more difficult to understand his teachings

and to separate liis ideals from mysteries. All feel more or less the neces-

sity of clearer knowledge of Him who spake as never man s[iake, and we

are thankful when one undertakes the task of bringing him into the light

that is visible. The author insists that the discovery of Christ is the need

of our times, and he calls upon theology to pioneer the Church into a

broader realm^ of knowledge. While pleading for the larger Christ, the

Christ of the gospels seems to grow larger, proving that as we attempt

to grasp him he makes a revelation of himself and satisfies the aspiration.

We note that the author posits growth in this knowledge upon the accept-

ance of certain principles in religion, as that innocence must suffer for guilt,

and that self-denial is not only the condition of growth in righteousness,

but also of that spiritual illumination which is necessary to take in Christ in

his fullness. We are not impressed that he has stated all, or even the es-

sential, conditions of growth in spiritual knowledge; for this knowledge,

like any other knowledge, must be the result of observance of that law

that underlies all knowledge. Knowledge is the result of an act of the

intellect, and the first condition of spiritual knowledge is a study of the

New Testament that contains it. Christ grows in us intellectually as we

feed upon the v/ord. Knowledge by prayer, by faith, by spiritual exercise,

comes later; but knowledge through'the truth is first iu order and supreme.

This is implied in this stimulating book, but not sufficiently emphasized.

The knowing Christ in all his essentials is the problem of the Christian

Church, and this book is in the right direction, stating the problem

though not fully solving it.

The General EfMes of SL James and St Jude. By the Rev. Alfred Plummer,

M.A., P.D.. Master "of University College, Diirliam: formerly Fellow and Senior

Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford. 12mo, pp. 47G. New York: A. C. Arm-

strong & Son.

The juxtaposition of the epistles of James and Jude, since the one does

not consecutively follow the other in the Scriptures, may seem at first

arbitrary. That they are both found among tlie epistles called " Catholic,"

as being addressed to the universal Church, is, however, ti bond of union

sufficient in the judgment of Dr. Plummer to warrant their present asso-

ciation ; and such a view removes the first sense of abruptness felt in the
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unusual arrangement of the present volume. Bearing in mind that the

authenticity and the authorship of any book included in the Scripture

canon should logically precede the consideration of its contents, the

author in the present iustuuce first addresses himself to this task. Over

his processes of reasoning Ave may not linger. Nor may we quote his

conclusions except to say succinctly that in his view the author of the

first epistle is James the Just, and the external evidence for its authen-

ticity is found in its record in the Peshito; while the author of the second

epistle is Judas, the "brother of James;" and the external evidence of its

authenticity is found in its insertion in the Muratoriau canon and the old

Latin version. In the interpretation of the contents of both James and

Jolin the reader •^•ill find Dr. Plummer to be particularly felicitous.

Under his discreet hand the practical and multiform precept? of James

uufold themselves -with new meaning, while the call of Jude to contention

for the faitli delivered to the saints sounds out as a clarion voice to inspire

the modern memoirs of the Cliurch. Sufficiently detailed for any work
except an actual commentary, and bearing the undeniable evidences of

erudition, the work will not be overlooked by those who have thus far

availed themselves of the provisions of " The Expositor's Bible."

The Chakedoniuii Decree; or, Historical Christianity Misrepresented by Modern
Theology, Continued b\' Modern Science, and Untoiiclied bv Modern Criacism.

By JoHX FfLTOX, D.D.. LL.D. ]2rao, pp. 213. New York : Thomas Whit-
taker. Price, cloth, SI. 50.

This book derives its value from the view-point of tlie writer. Ancient

church councils were held chiefly for the purpose of refuting heresy and

giviug to dogma a formal statement. The Council of Chalcedon.^ which

met A. D. 451, united the deilnitions of the Councils of Xicea and Constan-

tinople, and regarded them as sufficient testimonials to the virtue of the

ecclesiastical system of doctrine it tlnally adopted. Dr. Fulton in this vol-

ume undertakes to establish that tiie decree of Chalcedon is representative

of the essential facts and teachings of Christianity, and that it should be

accepted as the sufficient basis for the unity of Christendom. He admits

that it embodies no theories of inspiration, iiredcstination, soteriology,

spiritual operation, sacramental grace, or eternal judgment, apparently

emphasizing its value from its omissions rather than its declarations. The
decree evidently is as negative as it is affirmative, and in these days, when
simplicity is demanded, it finds favor. In his investigations from this

stand-point he finds that the higher criticism leaves untouched the prin-

cipal tenets of the Christian religion; but he admits that there is nothing

in the decree in opposition to its destructive tendencies. While, therefore,

he ably defends the early creed, as rej)resenting essential Christianity, he

also unwittingly exposes its weakness and limitations, which render it un-

acceptable fur the purpose he has in view. lie writes with dis'^rimination,

interpreting the decisions of the council with fairness and clearness of

judgment, but, like all writers who seek to promote the organic union

of Protestant religious bodies on a single compact, he omits the difficid-
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ties and magnifies the importance and availability of the project. This is

not a defect of the author or of the book, but a natunil result of the view,

which will finally be superseded by one of more generous provisions. In

itself the "work is of rare ability and suggestive of important consider-

ations.

The Light of the World; or, The Great Consiunmation. By Sir Edwin* Arkold,
K.C, I.E., C.S.I.. Author of The Light vf Asia, etc. 12mo, pp. 236. Now York:

Funk & Wagualls. Price, cloth, §1.75.

The fame of Sir Edwin Arnold as a poet is secure. Whether he writes

with the so-called inspiration of poets or as an artistic exercise the achieve-

ment is the same in character and as enduring in result. When he wrote

The Light of Asia Gautama was his hero or ideal, but it is still in dispute

whether he was an historical personage or a mythical figure. In writing

The Ligld of the World he chooses the matchless and historical Christ

as his ideal teacher and example, gaining in choice of subject as he im-

proves in elevation of style and reverence of feeling. By some the poem

will be read as a poem, with critical judgment, with artistic taste ; and

that it may be estimated in a literary sense it must be read as poetry.

Others will read it in forgetfulness of its poetic form, and absorb only its

inherent sense, in which is hidden the germ-thought of the Messiah. It

is not the lines on Bethlehem, or Mary IMagdaleiie, or the recasting of

parable, that will most interest tlie reader, but the whole poem as the

expression of a great truth. One feels from page to page tlie glow of the

poet, but still more the dawning of the Light of the World. The poem

is a rai.xture of truth and fancy: its truth is derived from the gospels, its

fancy is the beautiful product of the poet's mind. Such a work stands

alone and has an independent value.

Fact and Fiction in Holy Writ ; or, Book and World Wonders. By Rev. J. Hek-
DRiCKSON- McCarty, M.D., D.D., Autlior of Two Thousand Miles Tnrough the Il^art

of Mexico, etc. 12mo, pp. 318. Xew York: Hunt & Eatou. Ciucinnati:

Cranston & Stowe. Price, cloth, $1.

Some books, without close logical arrangement or evident purpose, are

nevertheless valuable as setting forth in a cursory way the consistency

of the Scriptures and the merits of the Christian system. Dr. McCarty

seems to have produced such a volume in the present instance. Confining

his notice to the books of Nature and Scripture, " which God has written

for our instruction," he has employed the wonders in the first department

to justify the seemingly incredible statements of the written word. Within

the limits that the analogical argument is of value the reader will find in

such a comparison a satisfactory and even joyful confirmation of his faith.

The vivid if discursive method which Dr. :McCarty has employed in his

collation of the marvels in nature and in human life also gives a fasci-

nating quality to his book, and particularly adapts it to the uses of the

miscellaneous reader.
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PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Tlie Spirit of Modern Philosriphy. An Essay in tlie Form of Lectures. ByJosiAii
ROYCE, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophr in Harvard University. Svo,

pp. 519. Bostou: Houghton, Mitflin i Co. Price, cloth, $2.50.

Thougli philosophy is treated in this book in its truest sense the author

aims to give it n practical value, ^vhich is a commeuclatiou tliat works ou

abstract subjects do not usually possess. Within the limits of his purpose

he is sufhciently speculative and technical; but at the same time he invests

the Kant philology, the doctrines of the romantic school, and the moral

order of idealism with a reverential charm l)y its application to human
life. lu his discussion of thinkers and problems he portrays Spinoza,

Kant, Fichte, Hegel, and Schopenhauer, evolving their difterences and

their specialties; but it is difficult to determine whether he is more skillful

in portraying character than in enouncing doctrine, so carefully wrought
out is the work. "\Ve feel relieved when he advances from Spinoza to

Kant, but we also feel that too much is attributed to Kant, who, though
he settled some things, involved fundamental religious notions in doubt

and proposed a theory of knowledge that has strengthened agnosticism in

its warfare against Christianity. In his treatment of the rise of evolution,

in which i\Ir. Spencer appropriately figures, the author follows a natural

order, regarding it as the outcome of all that preceded it. "While the

first part of this work is interesting and instructive Ave find in the second

part, in which suggestions of doctrine are the subjects of study, the evi-

dence of a genuine philosophical sense and of fine literary taste in the

author. In the first part he goes over familiar ground and deals with facts

;

in the second part he is reflective, original, and independent. In the one

he flies near the ground, in the other he soars skyward. It is not his ap-

plication of evolution to nature that is all-absorbing, but the conception of

nature in its paradoxical relations; and so his study of the inner world

•would be barren of results if he had not advanced an interpretation of its

ineauing. He also rises to the demand involved in the problem of ])hysi-

cal law and freedom, and surveys the influence of optimism and pessimism

as doctrines with a masterly hand. The book commences well, though
the modesty of the author almost depreciates it, and grows in interest

•with every succeeding chapter, reflecting in its total teachings, as well as

any book lately written, the spirit of modern philosophy.

Tfie Divine Comedy of Dante Aliyhieri. I. Hell. Translated by ChaRles Eliot
NoRfOX. 12ino, pp. 193. XewYork: Houn;liton, iliftUu & Co. Price, cloth,

$1.25.

The great poems of the world which were originally composed in a

foreign tongue will never lack for transhitors and commentators. In a

sense the work of such scholars is necessary, since the hidden beauties in

the original versification are thereby disclosed or new shades of teaching

brought forth. The sublimities of tho Ilia>7, the ^^neid, and Fa^ust have
thus been discovered to the English student or are yet to bo revealed.
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Similar to these instances is the case of the Divine Comedy, wliose rank is

indisputed in poetic literature. The present English version by Mr.

Norton does not, as a consequence, enter a field which is free from com-

petition. Already many translations, particularly in verse, have been

issued, whose merits are neither inconsiderable nor obscure. The excel-

lence of tlie present version lies, however, in its prose form. Although

Dr. John Carlyle, Mr. Dugdale, and Mr. Butler have previously issued

prose translations of portions or the vrhole of the Ditine Comedy, there

would still seem to be room for Mr. Norton's work, with the excellences

which he believes himself to have incorporated therein. As to the

method of translation observed, he seems on the one hand to have sought

for literaluess and on the other to have avoided that undue regard for

words and phrases which is servility. As to the allegorical character of

the poem, his prose translation is surely helpful in bringing into prom-

inence its deeply hidden teachings on the destinies of human life. "We

are furthermore impressed in ]Mr. Norton's version with the prime pecul-

iarity of Dante in the reality of his characters. So do some of the great

personages of history move again upon the stage in continued and con-

scious personality. The Divine Comedy should, in a word, have new
readers as a consequence of this late translation and its accompanying

volumes.

The Xew York OleU.sk. Cleopatra's Needle, with a Preliminary Sketch of the His-

tory, Erection, Uses, and Sipnilicalion of Obelisks. By Cuarles E. Moldenke,
Ph.D. Svo, pp. 202. New York : Anson D. F. Pamdoiph & Co. Price, cloth, §2.

The study of Egyptian obelisks carries one into ancient history, and

reveals a civilization that had elements of strength and some of the vir-

tues that have adorned all the ages. They introduce us to the hiero-

glyphic writing, the civil, militarj', and religious customs of the people,

and the literary aspirations of a small class of men who, in their measure,

were statesmen, scientists, and artists. The author has mastered his sub-

ject, which, with its difficulties, was larger than the size of his book

would indicate. He first attempts to furnish a brief history of the obe-

lisks that have been transported to European countries and of those that

remain in Egypt, giving their forms, name, dimensions, and material, and,

withal, interpreting their uses. Of great interest to American readers is

the account of the removal of Cleopatra's Needle to New York, with its

inscriptions and interpretations. The hieroglyphs are translated and

Egyptian customs reproduced. In many respects it is a book of science,

language, religion, and history combined, with no omission of details,

but with a comjilete representation of the great " wonder " as it stands in

the New World.

Studies in the Wii/nerian Drama. By Hesky Edv.'ard Kreheiel. 12mo, pp.

198. New York: Harper i Brothers.

Of the modern great composers "Wagner especially needs an interpreter.

His frequent defiance of the long-established musical standards, his re-
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markable originalitie.-, his constant solecisms in composition, have hereto-

fore been so many sutiicient reasons for tlie voice of criticism. As in the

case of otlicr great geniuses who have suffered reproach from their age, it

remains for tlie foUovring generation to give "Wagner his full meed of

honor. Sucli is surely the intent of ifr. Krehbiel's volume, and -we are

indebted to him at the outset for his definition of Wagner's specific pur-

pose. To say that he did not aim to reform "music in general," but

merely the opera, is to so elucidate the vrork of the unique composer as to

clear away many grounds for misconception. It is in a specific sense that

Wagner's phrase, " the art-work of the future," conseeiuently has its appli-

cation. Following this initial and necessary explanation, Mr. Krehbiel

has traced the mythological and legendary basis of Wagner's works, ana-

lyzed his portrayal of the human passions, and prosecuted the discussion

of h's technique Avith a fullness that is equal to its general readableness.

The novice in musical affairs may thus come to an intelligent understand-

ing of Wagner's greot works, like "The Xiblung's Ring" and "Parsifal,"

and may realize the composer's rank among great musicians. It would

not be expected that 3Ir. Krehbiel, with his great reputation for musical

criticism, would consent to send forth an indifferent book upon the

present subject. Honesty of purpose and breadth of view join with

his reverence for the composer, and furnish a volume of much merit as

the result.

A Homeric Dictionary. For Schools and ColleG;e3. Based upon the German of

Dr. George Autenreith. Translated by Robert P. Keep. Revised by Isaac

Flagg. 12mo, pp. 297. Xew York: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.10.

Xo more can Homer be read satisfactorily without a dictionary than

Carlyle, IMacaulay, or any great writer. Unlike others, however, a dic-

tionary of his own words is a necessity to rapid reading and a clear un-

derstanding of what he has written. Tliis great want is furnished in the

small volume originally projected by a German scliolar, but revised and

improved by American linguists. It takes the place of the old bulky

lexicons, v%-hich are for general use, and is so compact in its matter and so

convenient iu its arrangement as to qiuckly aid the student of Homer's

writings. This book has been in vtse for fifteen years, and has stood

the test of scholars in their various approaches to Grecian literature.

In its present form it is most desirable, because it is intrinsically most

valuable.

Sekciion-t from L'ician. Translated by Emily jAitES Smith. 12mo, pp. 237.

New York: Harper i Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.25.

Various opinions and criticisms have been expressed from time to time

as to the literary merit of Lucian, and especially as to his attitude toward

Christianity. He lived when the Roman emi')ire produced great men, but

he was never regarded as being on a level with the most brilliant writers

of his age, though he occupied a higher position than the average essayist.

He was not a scientific thinker, and though he was an enormous reader he
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did not assimilate perfectly what he read, nor display that profound

scholarship that his opportunities aftorded. He \vas a clover ^Yriter,

discriminating in the choice of subjects, and fascinating in style. He
certainly did not avow faitli in Christianity, but he contributed to the

popular respect it attained in his day. In the translations making up this

book he is represented in his intellectual temperament and moral inclina-

tions, the selections being admirably suited to reflect hi.s idiosyncrasies

and the literary tastes of the times. He carries us back into the old

Roman period, but is none the less interesting because the chit-chat is

]>hiloso}>hical and his inquiries are chiefly with reference to practical life.

The book may be read with profit.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

The Discovery of America. "STith Some Account of Ancient America and tho

Spanish Conquest. By Joiix Fiske. In two volumes. Vol. I, I'Jmo, pp. 51S
Vol. II, 12mo, pp. 63 1! Boston: Houghton, Mifllin & Co. Price, cloth, §2
per volume.

Of living American -u-riters perhaps no one is so fully equipped for the

discussion of the great subject of the discovery of the New ^Yorld as the

author of these splendid volumes from the press of Houghton, MitHin &
Company. He brought to his task no narrow or partisan views, nor was he

swayed in his investigations by the prejudices of former writers; but on

the contrary pursued an independent course, searching, comparing, and.

so far as data were obtainable, comprehending all the various phases of the

problem. This at first led him away from America and far into the past.

He studied the prehistoric ages; he sifted the history of the barbarous

peoples who inhabited Europe before civilization reformed them; he fixed

his thought upon aboriginal America, finding in its institutions, laws, and

customs the counterpart of the savage tribes of Europe, and n reflection of

the social life of the old Roman empire; he hung old maps on the walls

of his study and communed \\\x\\ old navigators long dead, ascertaining

their plans, the extent of their knowledge, and the motives of geographical

conquest. In this spirit of a broad and generous survey of the world's

past, including many nations, many movements, and many men, he prose-

cuted the subject to a conclusion, furnishing a trustworthy, entertaining,

and valuable history of the work of Columbus, and of the pioneers in com-

merce and international unity. In tlie first volume he elaborates ancient

America, sketches pre-Columbian voyages, indicates the relations between

Europe and Cathay, traces the search for the Indies by the Eastern route and

then by the Western or Spanish route, culminating in the stupendoGs dis-

covery of America by Columbus. In the second volume he [)ortrays voyages

to America, discusses the naming of the continent, descril.>es the conquest

of Mexico and Peru, and sums up the vast enterprises in this hemisphere

during the last two centuries in a section marvelous for compactness of

substance, virility of expression, and captivating power of its conclusions.

44—FirTII SKIUES, ^'0L. VIII.
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ThouMi many ^vrite^s have essayed this task, no one eclipses Professor

rtke thol'h manv volm.es have appeared covering portions o tins

fi cUew L; he cor^pared .ith these-fuU enough to saU.^ the closest

student, reliable enough to be accepted as the chief authontj.

TUe En,Usk Constitution. By E.iu: Boui.-HV Translated by I^^^^^

WUl. an lutroducUon ^f-J^^lV^rl'^Yo^A f Macmillan^ Co. Price,

Jurisprudpiice, Oxford. 1-tno, pp. -i-

cloth, $1.75.
^

Professor Pollock pronounces in favor of this .vork because it ceany

presents tbe development of the social and economic forces in Enghsh

Sy Ihich finall/ required and secured the solid V^^^^^^^
of En'dish government that is, in some respects, a model, and the vsonder

of mankincf This, however, is not the view-point of the French author

no he chkf feature of his interesting volume. He takes issue with

Prof s 'or Freeman, Gneist, and others, who hold that the English Con-

ft tu on so-called is but the development of primitive Anglo-Saxon

elements .vhich th epoch of the eleventh century invigorated ra her than

modified'o xtinguished. According to this view English society is an

Tolut oVfrom primitive tendencies, and is purely ethnica in is sources^

On h: other hand, Boutney holds that the year 10G6 marks a break .th

antecedent conditions, and inaugurates a new politica idea; th^tnu^^or

the Tudors political institutions, with their political principles, took

hapcr^ constituted the factors of government; and that the subsequent

potca evolution was historical and not ethnical. On this basis in he

Llh^r's opinion, the whole structure of l-f-^^^^f^'diff r'nce;
and he carries on his investigations in accordance with it. The differences

Tet en Freeman and Boutney are transparent, but neither view exc ud

the other Later in the study of history a writer may appear who will

ombtc the historical and ethnical bases showing ^^[^^^^^
both writers are right, but taken separately each is weakened bjlimita

Uon Boutney's tlec^ry of the origin of the political institu ions o

Englancf seems'to bo supported by the progressive character o even

aniepochs from the eleventh century, -eluding the establishment of the

peerace the dccav of the feudal system, the fall ot the Romish Qiurch,

Thai Sessions of' the yeomen, the powers of the landed gentry the r^il

of the oligarchy, and the completion of the parliamentary system The

author do^s not'write as a theorist but as a student of Mstory and gains

the reader bv his method. The book is superior in literary tyle, m the

treatment oi its subject, in the catholic spirit of interpretation, and in

its power to excite to further investigation.

Julius Casar and iU Foundation
^/.^'^-..^--o^-^--' So'^'.p

%^
'i^^'

yoWLEU, M.A., Snb-rccior of Lmcou. to lege Oxford. Umo, pp.

York : G. P. Put-iam's Sons. Price, clotli, Sl.oU.

Some men grow greater with the centuries. Their agency in tl- f^Kher-

anceof juri.prudeiTce, government, and civilization has been so important
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as to relate them not only to all contemporaneous life but to every subse-

quent century and nationality. Their lives, like that of Ctesar, are con-

sequently a jierpctual study, yielding beneficial lessons to each, successive

generation. It must not be thought that Mr. Fowler, in the case of the

illustrious Roman, has enjoyed the advantage of newly discovered historic

data. Since the written words of any biographical subject are, however, of

presumable value, as unfolding his hidden motives of conduct and as illus-

trating the circumstances of his times, the authors resort to " Caesar's own
writings " is particularly fortunate. "Witli these ])crsonal documents as the

basis of his treatment Mr. Fowler repeats the oft-told yet always fascinat-

ing story of Csesar's career. As a youth of promise, as questor, pontifex

maximus, pretor, and consul, as invader of Germany and Britain, Spain

and Africa, and as dictator for life, he passes before us in the majesty

of one of the world's greatest spirits, born for domination. We must be

grateful for such an unfolding of Cesar's personal character as accompanies

the review of the concrete events in his life, discovering to us such quali-

ties as his imperious vs'ill, his alertness to seize opportunities, his subor-

dination of men, and his mastery of unfavoring circumstances. To show

the relation of Cfesar to subsequent European history is the author's ulti-

mate purpose, which must be borne in mind for a correct understanding of

the volume, and, remembering this, "the history of the civilized world "

becomes the subject of the reader's study. Mr. Fowler has written a life

of Coesar which differs from that, for instance, of Froude; he has.

nevertheless, given a personal interpretation to the greatest epoch of

Roman history, and has added an important volume to the series on the

"Heroes of the Nations.''

Letters of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Collected and Edited by Gkorge Birkfech:

Hill. D.C.L., Pembroke Collceo, Oxfurd, Eduor of Bosv.'eWs Life of John-ion.

In Two Volumes. Vol. L October 30. 1T.')1 -December 21, 1776. 8vo, pp. 4-23.

Vol. II, January 15, 1777 -December 13, 17S4. Svo, pp. 476. XewYork: Har-

per & Brothers". Price, clolb, uociit edges and gili tops, $7.50.

Epistolary literature is not always entertaining or profitable. The in-

corporation of personalities and localisms which do not interest contem-

ix)raries, and with which succeeding generations are even less concerned,

makes too man}- printed letters unattractive. The disclosure of private

atluirs to the ptiblic gaze in these publications seems also rude and re-

peDing; the oftt-n narrow views of life expressed are misleading; and the

frequent habit of moralization discoverable in these communications is

depressing. Yet tiiere are notable exceptions to this rule on the part of

divines, authors, warriors, statesmen, and reformers, which have immeas-

urably enriched the fund of biocrrapliic and historic literature, and which

will always rejoice the heart of scholars. It also goes without discus-

sion that the present correspondence of Dr. Johnson must be included in

this exceptional list. That he was an unwilling correspondent adds to

rather than detracts from the value of his letters. Epistles did not fall

from his pen on every casual occasion and addressed to every chance
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acquaintance. Of his disrelish for tliis class of composition we find hiiu

saying to Dr. Taylor in 1T5G: ''I know not how it happens, but I fancy

that I write letters with more difficulty than some other people who write

nothing but letters; at least I find myself very unwilling to take up a pen

only to tell my friends that I am well; and indeed I never did exchange

letters regularly but with dear Miss Boothby."' Of similar sentiment,

•also, were his later words to Boswell: "I love to sec my friends, to hear

from them, to talk to them, and to talk of them; but it is not without a

considerable effort of resolution that I prevail upon myself to write/'

Such an unwilling and relatively infrequent correspondence perhaps dis-

covers more tlioroughly the real man with his weaknesses and strength.

To even casual readers of the present volumes he seems far from a

shadowy cliaracter of history. In his disposition to play the role of an

oracle, his brusqueness of manner, liis oddities and boorishness of habit,

his sometimes cynical utterances, and his repelling physical appearance,

the world has never known but one Dr. Johnson; and very vividly does

the strange figure of the great litterateur, critic, and philosopher stand

out in these pages of his correspondence. "Were no other result accom-

plished than this new emphasis upon the personality of the great English

celebrity the work of Dr. Hill in the present compilation must be reck-

oned a success.

But the volumes are also valuable as throwing light upon the times in

which Dr. Johnson lived. All that the earlier part of the eighteenth

century was, in its literary impulses and inspirations, its London

society, its social and political ambitions, the historic student has al-

ready learned. But the importance of tliis pregnant period, as viewed

from almost every stand-point, receives fresh enforcement from the side-

liglits which these Joluisouian letters throw upon their times.

It must not be-overlooked, besides, that various letters of Dr. Johnson

heretofore unpublished now contribute more or less information concern-

ing the man and his times. Dr. Hill informs us in his preface that as the

result of his assiduous search at least twenty-three of the one hundred

and eight letters written to 'Slv. Taylor are here published which have

probably never been in print before. In his eager search for letters the

compiler has examined hundreds of auctioneers' catalogues, in the Bodle-

ian, with laborious care. As a consequence of all this, it is possible

that so complete a collection of Johnsonian correspondence has never be-

fore been edited. In their study the reader will rejoice that some great

men, as well as many small ones, have left an epistolary literature as a

legacy to the world.

Viscount Paha-rston. K.G. IW tlio Mxr.QUiS OF LoRXE, K.T. ] 2ino, pp. 240.

Xew York: Harper ..t Bruiheis. Priee, clotli, §1.

The private life of many leaders in Churcli or State is obscured by their

public services; and in their biographies it is reckoned more important to

recount their othcial successes than to tell the story of their personal virtues

and dome:-tic habits. One will thus fail to find in the present work any
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lafe sketch of Viscount Palmerston as a man. "With such brief notice of •

his boyhood, education, and eighty years of life as is ueccessary to the

coutiuuity of the biograpliy the author has choseu ratlier to write of Vis-

count Palmerston in such othcial relatious as secretary of war at the early

age of twenty-five, foreign minister, and prime minister of the crowa.

Having had access to many of the private documents of Viscount Palm-

erston the Marquis of Lome has enjoyed an exceptional opportunity for

portraying the varying phases of English politics throughout the present

century. Whoever wishes to study such affairs in detail, from the stand-

point of a chief participant therein, and a director of many import:iat

public acts, will do well to consult these published papers of the great

prime minister.

The Boy Tiavehrs in Xorthern Europe. Adventures of Two Youths in a Journey
tlirougli ilolIauJ, German_v, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, witli visits to

Heligoland and tlic Land of the iLidiiight Sun. By Thomas W. Knox, Author

of The Boij Tiavders in the Far East, efc. 8vo, pp. 531. New York: Harper

& BrotLeis. Price, cloth, $3.

Under the guise of an interesting story, wherein the two lads of pre-

vious volumes are still the principal characters, ]\Ir. Knox continues his

descriptions of European countries. Although he will claim no particular

originality for the method which he follows there are perhaps few better

instances of this order of treatment than the series he has issued. Both

narrative and history are therein so happily blended that the purposes of

entertainment and instruction are alike subserved, and the supreme pur-

pose of the author thus secured. In the present volume the same careful-

ness of treatment is seen as in previous numbers of the series. We are

impressed by the representation of Mr. Knox that he has constantly aimed

to .secure "historical and geographical accuracy," and with this careful-

ness in mind are particularly attracted by the descriptions of topography,

scenery, customs, and commercial habits which are interspersed with the

ordinary tourist's experiences. Heligoland, Sweden, and Norway are the

noteworthy lands visited by the "boy travelers" in the present instance.

We particularly commend the volume to youthful readers.

A Winter in India arui Malaysia Among the Methodist Missions. By Rev. ^T. V. B.

Kxox, Pii.D., D.D. With an Introduction by Bishop John F. Hcrst, D.D., LL.D.

12mo, pp. BOG. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe.

Price, cloth, $1.20.

Were this volume only the record of a casual tourist's experiences in the

Orient it would yet have its place among current books of travel. Dr.

Knox has journeyed with open eyes among the wonders of the East, and

with a scholar's skill has recorded that which is most entertaining and

important. When it is remembered, besides, that his journey was made
with Christian purpose, and that his book has been written in the interest

of missions, his publication takes on a new importance. From Bombay to

the Himalayas, and throughout Malaj'sia, he sets forth with perspicuity

the status and the promise of Methodist missionary work, intermixed
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•with important topographical, climatic, ami social statistics. The reader

will find in the work a bird's-eye view of Indian life so clear that little is

lacking for ordinary use. The book should be gratefully received by all

friends of missionarv work.

Roherl Carkr: Ills Life and Work. 1S07-1S89. 12ruo, pn. 250. New York'
A. D. F. Randolph & Co.

The biographies of good men are rich in lessons of instruction and en-

couragement to those who would do well. No cue can read the life of

Robert Carter without feeling the inspiration of his noble career. Of
humble Scottish birth, the ample scholarship and the business position

which he attained arc a pledge of what may be accomplished through un-

flagging industry. His usefulness in society, his Christian stalwartuess,

and his rare consecration to the many interests of the Church are addi-

tional features of this biography which inspire the reader. The simjilicity

of the narrative, as if in keeping with the freedom of Mr. Carter's life

from show and pretense, is one of its charms. As an incentive to honest

and earnest living the book is a gem among recent biographies.

:miscellaxeous.

Ilie Preacher and Ills Models. Tlie Yale Lectures on Preaching, 1891. Br tho
Rev. J.A.MES Stalker, D.D., Aiulior of Ina^in Christi, etc. ]2mo, pp.' 284.
XewYork: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. Price, cloth,

$1.50.

Thie sublime nature of the ministerial office gives appropriateness to the

rapidly growing literature upon pulpit and pastoral methods. As a re-

sult of the establishment of lecture cotu-scs in our theological seminaries

under the conduct of the great preachers of the times this literature is

particularly increasing. The Lyman Beecher course at Yale has hitherto

been unusually prominent in the employment of such great divines as

Bishop Simpson, Dr. John Hall, Phillips Brooks, and Dr. Dale, and in

the subsequent publication of their addresses-, to which series of instruc-

tions is now added the nine lectures of James Stalker, D.D.. of Glasgow,
Scotland, delivered in 1891. Although it has not been possible for the

speaker to avoid the ground already traversed by his predecessors, he has,

uevertheless, so put the stamp of his personality upon his addresses as to

give them worth and charm. AVhether he speaks of the methods of pul-

pit preparation, the value of pastoral work, or the necessity of personal

goodness on the part of the Christian minister, his words have the quality

of mature wisdom. It is interesting to notice that five of the nine lect-

ures herein included were redelivered on the Merrick Foundation, at the

Ohio "Wesleyan University. Xone who arc in the beginning of the Chris-

tian ministry can make a mistake in reading such counsels as Dr. Stalker

has given.
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The Financial Iliifonj of Massachu-'^etf-^. From the Orp;anization of tlie Massachu-

setts Bay-^wpany to the Aniericnii Revohiiioii. By Charles H. J. Dol'ulas,

Ph.D., Sehgmau Fellow in Pohiical Science, Cuhiiubia College.

This paper treats of the status of Massacliusetts under the British crown,

involving an inquiry into its early history, with details pertaining to tax-

ation, currency, the lottery, and official position that is valuable in itself,

and ^vill instruct the future historian of the period. It is a preliminary

paper, preceding tlie author's pToiiVised studies of the financial history of

New England from the earliest settlement to the present time.

Lyria: By Cora Fabbri. ]2mo, ;>p. ]C2. New York: Harper & Brothers.

Price, cloth, $1.50.

Genuine poetry, like nature's flowers, has the merit of a perpetual fasci-

nation. These " Lyrics " minister to the poetic instinct in the human
breast, and must partake of the spirit of true lyrical composition. They

Avere born of chastened imagination, a refined culture, and the pathetic

sentiment. No one is Avithout charm, and many hold the reader under

the spell of an enchantment. Few trail to any length; and the shortest

embodies an idea. It is not a book of fancies, or rhapsodies, or mechan-

ical sonnets, but it contains the Ilowcr of pure, tender, human thougbt,

the fragrance of which is inbreathed, while its -words win tlie mind and

suggest flights into an ideal world.

Ruth the Gleaner and Esther the Queen. By William M. Taylor, D.D., LL.D.,

Pa.stor of Broadway Tabernacle. New York, Author of Lavid, King of IsraeL,

etc. 12mo, pp. 269. New York : Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.50.

For Christian readers a particular charm will ever surround the stories

of Kuth and Esther among Old Testament heroines. Their graces of char-

acter, no less than their relation to later Jewish history, give a particular

interest to the study of their experiences. The ju.xtapositioii of their stories

is here made by Dr. Taylor on the ground of a "certain link of association

between tliem, inasmuch as the Book of Ruth describes the experiences of

a Gentile widow in the midst of Jewish surroundings, and the Book of

Esther describes those of a Jewish orphan in a Gentile city.'' Like the pre-

vious volumes of the author, in the scries on Bible biographies, the pres-

ent book is well made. To the fullest information that careful scholarship

may gather upon the times of Ruth and Esther is added a spirituality of

treatment and a skill in drawing practical lessons on Christian service

which make for the benefit of the reader.

Cliristian Thowjht in Architedure. By Barr Fkrree. A Paper Read before the

American Society of Church History at the Fourth .\mnial Meeting, Wasliing-

ton, December 30. ISOl.

The author's aim is to show that religious ideas influenced Christian

architecture, temples, tombs, dwellings, and public nunuimcnts. lie is

too brief to be specific, but his generalizations are comprehensive, and the

paper is worthy of the preservation it has iu its present form.
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Sindks in Bilk and Church Uif^fory and Doctrines. Prepared for the use of F.p-

worth Lea.gues. Br Rev. L. F. Young, of the Cinciunati Annual Confereno.- of

the Methodist, Episcopal Church. T\'ith an Lilroduction by Rev. J. F. M.vri..\y,

D.D. 16mo, pp. 96. Printed for the author by the Western Methodist Book

Concern, Cincinnati. Price, cloth, 40 cents.

la its primary purpose to increase the love of the membership of the

Epworth League for the word of God this haud-book is to be commended.

Its catechetical form covers a wide range of topics; it is also tliotiglitfuUy

arranged.

Prayer: Its Xatare, Conditions, and Effects. By C. A. Van' Axda,_ D.D. 16:n(^

pp.137. Cincinnati: Cranston it Stowe. New York: Hunt i Eaton. Price,

cloth, 45 cents.

The small size of this publication does not measure its worth as a trea-

tise on phristiau petition. In spirit it is devout, yet sufficiently philosoph-

ical. In scope it so covers the whole ground of the necessity, the con-

ditions, and the effectiveness of prayer as to leave little unsaid. As a

hand-book on the general subject its effect must be stimulating to Chris-

tian faith.

Hoiu to Mark Yonr Bible. Bv Mrs. Stepues Mexzies. Prefatory Xote by D. L.

Moody. 12mo, pp. 175. " New York: Fleming H. Revel Company. Price,

cloth, 75 cents.

Tlie custom of Bible-marking, if sometimes faulty in execution, is in the

main commendable from the spirit which i)rompts the practice. Thereby,

we cannot doubt, a broader knowledge of the Scriptures is gained by the

ordinary reader, and Cliristian living favorably influenced. As to the

methods of Bible-nvarking in vogue much probably depends upon the" in-

dividual reader. Yet the present suggestions of Mrs. Menzies are not to be

overlooked. She has evidently been a careful student of the word, and in

her practice of "Railways," marginal references and notes, gives useful

suggestions to tliose who have not already adopted a personal and more

satisfactory method.

ih'ph the Chahkau : or. The Messiah as Seen from Akxaudria. By E. F. Bl-rr, D.P.,

LL.D., Author of £cce Oxlum, Pater Mnndi, etc. 12mo, pp. 413. New lork:

Wilbur F. Ketcham. Price, cloth, $1.75.

The reader will find this an historical romance. The young Aleph is at

the forefront among the characters of the story; Alexaudria in Egyi^t is

the scene; Christ, the Messiah, is the object of search. Dr. Burr has

written with his accustomed vigor and intelligence. There is much in

his romance to commend it to the student of the jNIessiauic times.

Christian Thought in Architecture. Bv B.vKR Fekree. A Paper Read before tho

American Society of Church History at tho Fourth Annual Meetuig, "\A ashmg-

ton, December 30, ISOl.

The author's aim is to show that religious ideas influenced Christian

architecture, temples, tombs, dwellings, and public monuments. lie is

too brief to be specific, but his generalizations are comprehensive, and

the papr-r is worthy of the preservation it has in its present form.
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Methodist Eevieay.

SEPTEMBEE, 18 9i2.

Art. I.—JAMES WILLIAM 3IENDENHALL.

Anothek prince in Israel lias fallen. The methodical, earnest,

and enthusiastic student lias laid aside liis researches. The

voice of the scholarly and spiritual preacher has been hushed.

The pen of the skillful writer has dropped from his hand. A
nature rich in its endo\Yments, richer in its acquisitions, ripe in

its developed powers, definite and commanding in its purposes,

intense in its thought, feeling, and aspirations, has ceased its

earthly activities and passed into higher and more potent rela-

tions. The hero has fallen in the midst of the battle. A day of

singular promise and brightness has ended at its meridian.

In the last quadrennium death made saddening inroads into

the editorial ranks of the Church. Drs. Bayliss, Krehbiel, and

Fry were taken away when their ripened experience and matured

strength seemed most needed. Only a few days of the present

quadrennium had passed wlien the incumbent of the first editorial

position in tlic Church yields to the withering toucliof death and

joins the colleagues tliat had preceded him to the spiriMvorld.

The Church keenly feels the loss of its distinguished servant,

and a multitude of parishioners, readers, colaborers in service,

and personal friends weep with the wife, son, parents, and

brothers whose hearts cry out from the deptlis.

James William Mendenhall was born in Centervillc, :Mont-

gomery County, O., November 8, 1S14, and died in Chicago,

June is, 1892^ in the forty-eighth year of his age. Ilis par-

ents are Elijah and Mary A. Mendenhall, who still survive him,

and live in Indianapolis, Ind. They have been honored and

4.5 FIFTH SEKIES, V0I-. VIII.
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useful members of the Methodist Episcopal Church for more

than fifty years. There were born of these parents four sons,

James being the second in order of birth, but the first to break

in death the family circle. The father and the three surviving

brothers are all practicing physicians, and are men of recognized

ability and skill in their chosen profession.

Dr. Elijah Mendenhall was born in Preble County, 0., in

1816. He was by birthright a Quaker, or Friend, and be-

longed to the sixth generation from John Mendenhall, ^dio

came from England to America in 1685. The generations in-

tervening between John and Elijah were steadfast in the

Quaker faith, and the latter was the first of the long line to

seek a home in another communion.

The mother was born in Covington, Ky., in 1819. She is the

daughter of Samuel Graves, a Virginian by birth and education.

Her ancestry were Methodistic for several generations.

James's childhood was spent in the Miami Valley. The fa-

ther's professional duties and pecuniary investments led him to

change several times his residence during the elementary school

life of his children. In 1856 he moved lo Hamilton, 0., whose

city and academic schools proved a great incentive and encour-

agement to James. In the city schools he attained marked

proficiency in the common branches and algebra. In a private

academy he began the study of the foreign languages and the

higher mathematics.

While in the academy at Hamilton, however, although at the

head of his classes, he became dissatisfied with the nature and

decree of progress made. His ambition outran his achieve-

ments. His eager mind and clear insight detected the imper-

fection of his acquisitions and the lack of power to apply the

principles or theories he had learned.

The father, realizing the need of greater educational facilities

for his sons, moved to Delaware, O., in 1860, and placed them

in the Ohio Wesleyan University. When James entered col-

lege he was nearly sixteen years of age. He received the de-

gree of bachelor of arts in 1861, when not yet twenty years of

age. His private journal bears testimony to the fact that his

college life was a perpetual delight to him. He says, " It was

interesting from the beginning to the end, and very profitable."

It seemed to him like a beautiful poem in four parts, each
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intensifying his enthusiasm and enjoyment. His ah-eady well-

formed liabits of study, quick perceptions, phenomenal memory,

and absorbing application placed him among the most success-

ful in his classes. When graduation came his mental dis-

cipline and scholarship were equal to those of our best students

graduated several years later in life. His college life was a

model of method, fidelity, and industry. His duties were never

a task, but always a privilege ; never were allowed to lag ; were

never made secondary, but were always anticipated and prompt-

ly performed.

His education was symmetrical. In his tastes lie was partial

to some departments of study, but having determined to excel

in all he gave to each like attention. In the second year of his

college life he joined a literary society. He selected the one that

regularly required the most work of its members. When the per-

formance of forensic duty confronted him, however, he suffered

for a time most severely from fear and a consciousness of poor

preparation ; but, stimulated by an inward faith and by parental

counsel and sympathy, assurance erelong took the place of fear.

In time he became very fond of argumental contests, and in liis

society developed a spirit which he never lost. His success in

debate was recognized by his fellow-students, and he was more
than once honored by the special appointments he received.

Iii habits of work, purity of purpose, symmetrical discipline,

varied acquisition, and enthusiastic devotion his college life was

a preparation for and a prophecy of the honorable, useful, and

distinguished career he has made.

Immediately after graduation he went into the service of the

Christian Commission, and spent the summer months of 1S64

in the central South.

In the fall of ISG-i he was received on trial into the Cincinnati

Conference, and was successively appointed, as junior preacher,

to Concord, Camden, Centenary, and Madisonville Circuits.

Upon each appointment he was well received, popular with the

people, and influential in preaching and in pastoral visitation.

While on Madisonville Circuit he was invited to take the

presidency of Fremont Collegiate Institute, located at Sidney,

la. After consulting his presiding elder, Dr. (now Bishop) Wal-
den, and Bishop Clark, he accepted, and by his enthusiasm in

teaching, preaching, and financiering he added to the numbers
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and reputation of the institution. The plan of endowment

wliicb had been inaugurated by the trustees before his presi-

dency meeting with dissent in the Des Moines Conference, he

felt that the financial outlook was unpromising and determined

to return to the pastorate.

He was transferred from the Des Moines Conference to the

North Ohio in 1869, which relation he retained until death. He
was stationed successively at Medina, Elyria, and ^^ellington,

in each two years ; at Clyde, Tifiin, and Xorwalk, in each three

years. From 1884 to 1SS8 he was Presiding Elder of Gallon •

District. At the General Conference held in May, 1888, he

was elected Editor of the Methodist JReview, and in 1892, on

the 18th of May—just one month preceding his death—he was

reelected by a vote practically unanimous.

Dr. Meudcnhall, therefore, though falling in his forty-eighth

year, in his maximum strength and usefulness, and when his

great life-work seemed to be yet before him, gave, nevertheless,

twenty-eight years of uninterrupted service to the Church. Of

these a little more than twenty-two years were spent in the

pastorate and presiding eldership, not quite two in the educa-

tional work of the Church, and four as editor of the Beview.

But the time element very limitedly represents his life. His

economy and use of time, the intensity of his brain and nervous

force, the rapidity with which he produced and recorded his

thoughts, the directness of all his spiritual and mental processes,

and the earnestness and enthusiasm with \vhich he executed his

work should all enter into the measurement of his life. It is

true the years have not been many, and it seems strange to us

that his varied acquirements, matured ])owers, and great possi-

bilities could not be spared to the Church for thirty years to

come ; but he has lived more in a year than many do in a decade.

He was a burning and blazing spirit of concentrated vitality,

energy, and power, and since mere years do not measure life, but

force, impress, achievements, his was only seemingly short.

Every life has its lessons. Some are lessons of warning only,

others of instruction and inspiration. We may study the life

of Dr. ^Mendcnhall in the several relations he sustained and

perhaps realize its teaching<.

1. The Student.—His student life covered about forty years.

Practically his whole life was given to books. AVhen a mere
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child lie grew into well-developed liabits of mental application.

The early absorption and mastery of his attention lie back of

the successful researches of later years. His faculties never

could have been brought into such complete ser\acc if there had
not been rigid discipline in tlic formative period of his life.

He was a methodical student. He planned each day's work
and insisted on his plan. "When in college he distributed his

work, and each hour was made to serve a definite purpose.

When he entered the ministry his forenoons were made sacred

to study. Even when on a circuit, although for several years

he was practically without a home, he rarely suffered a day to

pass without prolonged communion with his books. The ob-

stacles or embarrassments often seemed, and were, very great,

but what he had determined to do and continually had in mind
to do he succeeded in doing. In the years devoted to pastoral

work his studious habits became known very soon to his people,

and his plans and preferences were largely respected.

When he came into the presiding eldership he became still

more persistent and successful in study. It is a prevailing im-

pression that the duties of that ofHce interfere with studious

habits. Dr. Menclenhall repeatedly expressed dissent from this

view, and testified that he, while presiding elder, had far

greater control of his time than he ever had when pastor. Tlie

presiding elder is exempt from pastoral duties, largely from in-

cidental ministerial functions and social demands ; he has better

opportunities for prolonged attention to assigned tasks. Three

days per week Dr. Mendenliall consecrated to active official

duties among the people of his district, and four days he was

regularly at his desk.

He loved his study; it was a delightful hon:ie to him; but

the performance of other duties was never hurried or perfunc-

tory, and they were always discharged with absorbing attention

and zest.

In the work of his study ho usually seemed to be in ad-

vance of requirements. He anticipated the normal time of

preparation. He controlled any ap23ointed task before it had
time to embarra^f him. His text-book lessons were frequently

learned before they were assigned. During his ministry lie

often came to his breakfast on Monday morning with texts

selected and outlines of sermons made for tlic next Sabbath.
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As editor of the Bevicw lie was accustomed to look far into

the future and arrange for coming numbers. The "cry for

copy" was perhaps never authorized in any work under his

personal control.

In his more critical reading and study he was partial to the

topical method. He was accustomed to seek some subject, or

rather a theme, a working idea, for examination. In his study

of any particular theme he at once inquired for its central idea,

and seizing this he worked from within outward. He so held

this central idea in mind and in use that its unfolding and de-

velopment through the gathering and grouping of details came

with the utmost ease, speed, and fullness. Few men have read

more extensively or read more solid, substantial works in early

life. When in college he strove to read one volume per week,

and usually accomplished it. In addition to regular work he

read Hume's History ofEngland \\\ six weeks by giving ninety

minutes per day, and subsequent tests proved tliat he well un-

derstood and retained its contents. He also read Cai'lyle's

French Revolution with care ; likewise Edmund Burke, Shakes-

peare, Milton, and many others. He was attracted to the

Edinhurgh Review^ and read its elaborate articles with enthu-

siasm. He felt that his reading in colleoje was not a substitute

for study, but a stimulus to it. In this period of his life he

was partial to history, biography, poetry, and scientific works.

The facts and dates of history, names of leading characters, and

the causes of revolutions fascinated him. The laws of history

were studied as the laws of providence, inevitable in their

operations and results. Inventions, discoveries, progress in sci-

ence, art, government, and the Church charmed his attention.

His love of language and literature seems to have been in-

born, and came to the surface like the lava of a volcano. To
form sentences out of most expressive terms, to use words in

odd but well-understood constructions, and to acquire facility

in handling them, was an early aspiration. Some twenty-five

years ago he wrote in one of his private communications :

The literary gentleman is a divine product. Literature takes in

the ]>rogress of letters, and its study may produce the editor, the

scientist, the profcs^^ur, the statesman; or scholars the most pol-

ished; or noblemen of the first class. Addison is the type of the

literary editor. ... Of all ])rofessions the ministry is peculiarly cal-
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culated to call into active form the latent or hidden literary powers

of the man. The themes the minister treats call for a range of

knowledge that a life of experience alone can bestow. Other men
may cease acquiring, but he must make continual progress.

Dr. jMendenbull studied our Englisli literature, ancient aud

modern, with critical insiglit, and realized in his own life that

fullness and variety of information, chastened taste, and com-

prehensive grasp which the intelligent study of literature af-

fords. His love of liistory developed an absorbing interest in

the philosophy of history. He inquired for the laws that

underlie and explain events. This in turn stimulated liis love

for philosophy, to whose history, systems, and influence he gave

several years of earnest research. Strange to say, he read very

little fiction. With tliis department of literature he was the

least acquainted, and most of what he did read was read in the

later years of his life. He knew that fiction warmed the im-

agination and quickened the fancy, and he was conscious that

these faculties of his mind were the least developed ; but his

mind ran to facts, principles, laws rather than mere creations,

scenery, and narrative. He did not censure the reading of stand-

ard works of fiction, but to him the reading of fiction was an

uncertain and tedious method of arriving at the truth.

His habits and successes as a student are also illustrated in

his fi-avels. He long ago expressed his desire to travel exten-

sively, believing that he could make it accrue to the enlarge-

ment of his mind and usefulness. He did travel extensively in

the United States, twice visited Europe, and once Egypt and

the Holy Land. His letters of travel, his book entitled Echoes

from Palestine^ and other productions from his pen illustrate

the accuracy and fullness of his observations, his ability to make

historical scenes vivid and to extract their lessons, to realize the

significimt drift in current events and forecast future results.

2. Tlce Preacher.— Dr. Mcudenhall until near graduation

contemplated the profession of law. He understood this to be

the choice of his parents for him, and his inclinations led him

to believe that he had an adaptation to this profession and that

that adaptation was evidence of a call. He had become while

in college very fond of forensic exercises, and thought his ver-

satility and vehemence were especially suited to the work he

wanted to do. The struggle came in his senior year. Then lie
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kuew that there was a conflict between duty and inclination.

He felt satisfied by this time of his call to the ministry. He
was viWdly reminded of his childhood disposition to preach

to his brothers and other playmates, of strange voices that had

spoken to him in his more spiritual hours, and of the promises

he had made when the M-ork of regeneration began in his heart.

Upon the other hand, his inclination was fortified by the thought

that so far as he knew the Church had not discovered his call to

the ministry. At last, restless and troubled beyond expression,

he surrendered all.
'*' Then," he says, " Eden was on fire and

the star of Bethlehem arose, the law failed, and the Gospel ap-

peared. Quick as a lightning's flash my mind felt a subduing

influence, and, conquered, I fell at the cross." In April, 1864,

in Eaton, 0., he was licensed to exhort, and in June following, in

St. Paul's Church, Delaware, O., he was licensed to preach and

recommended for admission into the Cincinnati Conference.

Two misgivings, more seeming than real, confronted his

initial ministry and for a time greatly embarrassed him. One
was that his tastes and talents were those of a disputant and

not a preacher ; the other that he could not write anything

worthy of the pulpit.

Strange as it may seem in the light of subsequent tend-

encies and abilities, he was utterly discouraged when he at-

tempted to commit his thoughts to paper, when his written

sentences appeared to his eye. As a result of this latter impres-

sion he, at first, in the preparation of his sermons wrote mere

headings, then skeletons, then, when somewhat encouraged,

his introductions. At length the requirements of two or three

special occasions and the demands of the Conference examiners

led him to write out in full a few sermons, whicli, being well

received, encouraged him and led to the habit of preparing and

preaching manuscript sermons—a habit he ever after continued.

He justified manuscript preaching in his own case by the fol-

lowing considerations : preparation is better preserved, it dis-

courages indolence and stimulates study, it secures definite

methodical preparation, develops a better use of language than

characterizes the '' note preacher," and, above all, experience,

not reasoning, made it justiiiable in his ministry. His arguments

applied simply to Imnself ; he did not attempt to direct others.

He was very facile in the use of nu\nuscript. "While he used
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it he seemed practically independent of it. lie was one of the

few men who could preach through the manuscript. It did

not abridge his liberty or chill his feeling. Facial expression

and gesticulation were never wanting. His slight stature and

form enabled him to stand erect before, not bending over,

bis manuscript, and so look his congregation in the eyes that

there was nothing mechanical or confined in his manner.

The subject-matter and style of Iws sermons, and the results

of his preaching, justified in his ministry his method. His ser-

mons were able, oftentimes elaborate discussions of the great

Bible truths, and were expressed in English that had a cultur-

ing power upon his audiences. He addressed himself mostly

to the understanding, rarely to the emotions, only as they are

reached through the intellectual apprehension of the truth. He
was best appreciated by the more intelligent of his hearers, but

was always so earnest in spirit and forceful in manner that those

of every grade of intelligence were instructed and impressed.

His sermons were doctrinal, evangelical, and sometimes warmly

revivalistic. He always commanded close attention, and some-

times by his aggressive thought or its unusual putting he would

startle his hearers and even challenge their investigation. His

view-point was at times unusual, and his quick mental processes

would now and then leap to a conclusion without setting forth

its real nature or taking time to make clear or fully explain all

the antecedent steps by which he reached it.

His ministry was a great source of instruction to his people.

His discussion of doctrines, of the evidences of inspiration and

of Christianity, and his presentation of the principles of Chris-

tian living comprised a system of faith and practice. His

ministry was made the more popular and practical by a frequent

treatment of current events and the ap])lieation of Bible teach-

ings to them. He therein showed that the Bible in its presenta-

tion of truths is not a mere embodiment of abstract principles,

nor a mere ancient record of divine precepts and requirements,

but also an embodiment of living, vital, and present force, adapted

to all times and circumstances, and especially to the needs of

the hour. His ministry always served to awaken public atten-

tion, to educate public sentiment, to correct public morals, and

to stimulate the virtues of sincerity, purity, and integrity, even

among those who did not become professedly religious.
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His ministry was also a model of sympathy with young
people. He was always very young in liis own feelings, and tho

life of youth charmed him. It presented to his mind visions of

beauty and of unmeasured possibilities. He loved to come
close to youth, to feel its touch, and to breathe cheer, liope, in-

spiration, and purpose into it. The young people of his charges

and of the communities in which he lived ^yere drawn to him,

were attracted by his sympathies, his intense life and vigor, his

frankness and high purpose, and many of them to-day stand

npon a higher plane and seek higher aims because of his ex-

ample, teachings, and molding power. His exemption from

anything resembling cant, from any assumed solemn mien, from

every questionable appearance of sanctity ; his investment of the

Christian life with a cheerful grace, bright hopes, ennobling in-

spirations, and manly principles attracted the young people to

him, to his ministry, and to the Church.

He served the leading stations in his Conference, and after

the iirst few years was removed from each appointment by the

time limit. The records show a healthy, vigorous growth in

his charges; He was a symmetrical pastor. While his tastes

preferred his study and pulpit the business interests of his
"* charges were always anticipated and received prompt attention,

and pastoral visitation was always to him a sacred duty. In

this last department of work lie preferred to have his wife accom-

pany him, and they jointly brought instruction and sympathy

to the homes of their people ; they happily combined in their

influence social and religious stimulus, and led all elements of

the congregation to feel that in the pastor and the pastor's family

they had a sympathy that lessened life's burdens and strength-

ened its hopes. There have been ministers commanding larger

public attention and apparently more nearly phenomenal in

power and immediate results, but there have been few whose

services will bear closer or more approving scrutiny.

The place he won among iiis ministerial brethren was highly

honorable to himself. For fifteen successive years he was sec-

retary of his Conference, meeting all the demands of that oflice

with rare accuracy and completeness. Three times he was

elected a delegate to the General Conference, and each time at

the head of his delegation. He was tlie first selection and sole

representative of his Conference in the Ecumenical Conference
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of Methodism in Washington city last fall, and his articles de-

scriptive of that body and its doings show how worthily that

lienor was bestowed. His brethren have loved to honor him,

liave gladly recognized his superior attainments, have rejoiced

in his successes, and have watched with painful interest the evi-

dences of physical decline, and in his death are deeply conscious

of a sense of personal loss.

As a member of the General Conference he was at some dis-

advantage. He was not disposed to leadership, in mapping out

or planning the details of legislation. He was scarcely patient

with the many non-essential though inevitable motions, points

of order, personal explanations, and speech-making character-

istic of such an assembly, arid his voice-power was unequal to

the demands of a great deliberative body. But no member was

more attentive and alert to the proceedings, more quick in dis-

covering the nature of proi^osed action, more skillful in detect-

ing the drift of sentiment regarding it, or more clear in his fore-

cast of results. The July-August number of the Bevieio illus-

trates, in what he has there written concerning the General

Conference, the correctness of these reflections. This number

lias a mournful interest to his many readers. In the last days

of the General Conference he was not able to endure all its pro-

tracted sessions. The writer visited him in his room and found

him "bolstered up in his bed, where, with tablets and fountain-

pen, he wrote the first three articles under " Opinion " and the

first under '' Current Discussions."

3. The Writer, Anthor, and Editor.—Tho pen was the throne

of his poM-er. In no other way did he so fully reveal the ripe-

ness of his scholarship, the breadth of his acquisitions, and the

versatility and fertility of his mind. Before his ministry began

he became enamored with the thought of writing sometime for

the public press. Literary men had been the hea^i ideal of his

boyliood and youth. He never ventured to write for any paper,

however, until some one or two of his addresses had been re-

ported and had appeared in print. The sight of his composition

in type and a favorable editorial notice of it, he tells us, thrilled

liis being and awakened aspirations both for editorship and

authorsldp. He then began to write newspaper articles ;
and

occasionally a sermon, at the request of his people, was published.

He has left on record expressions of gratitude to the editors who
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published his articles, and of the great encouragement and serv-

ice they rendered him. Before he had been in the ministry tivt-

years he was conscious of editorial tastes and ambitions, but

felt it was unwise to recognize or indulge them. The follow-

ing item was written in his notebook over twenty years ago

:

" I have a desire to be connected with a printing ofiice, to be

an editor publishing news for the glory of God. I never ex-

pect to obtain that position in the Church, and I never expeijt

to leave the Church to assume it ; therefore there is no hope

that ray desire will ever be realized."

Before he became accustomed to the use of his pen he felt

aspirations for authorship. He had friends who strengthened

the feeling. "When quite young he conceived the idea of writ-

ing a series of lectures on English grammar, and proceeded to

the task; but the preparation developed his judgment, and the

lectures, though written in full, were never delivered or pub-

lished. In his early ministry he concluded he would prepare a

volume on the inspiration of the Scriptures, and collected ma-

terial enough for an octavo, and wrote the title-page and part

of the introduction, when it occurred to him that his material

was chiefly valuable to himself, that its collection had gi-eatly

benefited him, and its publication could add little to what he had

already received ; and the effort was, therefore, discontinued.

He never claimed that these efforts resulted in anything of

inherent value ; but he did not regard them as failures. They

served him, and were suggestions of future possibilities, and he

ever after desired and determined to reach authorship. In

1S83 his Echoes from PaUstine appeared, an instructive and

pleasing volume, combining the results of travel and extended

Bible study, and written in a vivid and fascinating style. In

1887 his Plato and Paul was announced. This volume proved

a surprise to the Church and public. Few persons knew of

its preparation, and no one had anticipated its extended scope,

erudite contents, keen analysis, and critical acumen. It at once

arrested the attention and challenged the study of the most schol-

arly students and thinkers in the land, and soon came to be

recognized as a thesaurus of learning, criticism, argument, and

crystallized conclusions in the most important field of human
thought and research. Successful authorship and his reputa-

tion as a thinker and writer were no longer to be questioned.
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Dr. [Mendenliall has written' extensively for the periodical

press. It has seemed to his readers tliat he possessed a natural

use of the pen, but his skill in its use succeeded marr}- misgiv-

ings, patient practice, much self-criticism, continuous pruning,

and unusual attention to the English language and literature.

Jlis style had many virtues. It was nervous, vigorous, trans-

parent, and enriched by frequent use of special in preference

to general terms. It must be conceded, however, that there

was oftentimes a tendency to profuscness and to a terminology

more striking than simple. He was conscious of this tendency,

and during the last quadrennium he did much to develop greater

conciseness, terseness, and simplicity.

He wrote with great rapidity, possibly too great for the best

results. But where is the contemporary who can write so rap-

idly and so well ? As soon as his pen touched paper his

thoughts and words came in battalions, seeking recognition and

use. "When once the central thought of a subject was seized

the difficulty was not in discovering, but in sifting and selecting

the throuijino; details.

About ten years ago he became fully persuaded that the best

possibilities within him must be realized through his pen. This

feeling was not a mere taste or inclination, but amounted to a

conviction. It was, therefore, natural that he should think of

and express to his pei'sonal friends a preference for editorial

work. He studied carefully and prayerfully the nature and

resources of his mind, the adaptation of his powers to particu-

lar lines of work, and the skill and ease with which he exe-

cuted his tasks ; and he thereby reached the conscientious con-

clusion that he could more successfully serve the Church as a

writer than as a preacher. He frankly confessed the conclusion

he had reached, and was entirely transparent in his reflections

and utterances concerning it. In ISS-i his name was used in

connection with the editorship of the Western Christian Advo-
cate, and he received a flattering vote. When the General

Conference of ISSS convened the editorship of the Methodist

liaoiew was vacant. His more intimate friends, believing the

place would both be agreeable to his feelings and adapted to

his acquisitions and powers, connected his name with the va-

cancy. His frequent contributions to the Advocates and to the

Iteviexo had made his name familiar to the Church, and his
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Plato and Paid had revealed his thorough acquaintance with

philosophic and biblical lines of research. That some should

have regarded his election as experimental is not strange. He
was vet a young man ; he had no editorial experience. Tho

pastoral relation had not nominated his predecessors to the po-

sition. His slight and delicate form, his personal presence, and

his face when in repose revealing little of his resources and

power, did not suggest him as the successor of such commanding

personalities and writers as Drs. McClintock, Whedou, and

Curry. Dr. Mendenhall was conscious of the dignity and re-

sponsibility of the office, but felt there must be a providence in

his call to a work in the completest harmony with his tastes,

lines of study, and convictions of possible service. Only a few

numbers of the Beview issued under his supervision were re-

quired to satisfy the Church of the wisdom of the appointment.

The results are known to the Church. His success has sur-

passed the expectations of his most ardent admirers. The

Eevieio lias been rearranged in its contents; new departments

have been introduced ; it has been greatly popularized without

any sacrifice of its scholarly tone ; its circulation has been nearly

doubled, quite surpassing that of any religious review in Amer-

ica ; and it is unexcelled in vigor of thought, variety and time-

liness of matter, energy of treatment, and as a stimulus to

healthful, progref^ive investigation.

His controversy with the " higher critics " has helped to give

individuality and prominence to his short editorial career. The

wisdom of this discussion in its incipiency was challenged even

by some of Dr. Meiidenhall's personal friends. Its develop-

ment and sequel, however, showed that he understood the status

and drift of sentiment better than they. The oracular utter-

ances from some institutions of learning, his extensive reading,

his contact with great numbers of ministers, the fascination of

many of the younger class with much of the liberal thought

and teaching of the day brought to him the conviction that it

was time to call a halt and to expose the rationalistic tendencies

of certain centers and persons who, under the refined garb of

Christian learning, he believed to be doing much to undermine

the faith of the fatliers, and especially to lessen reverence for

the Old Testament Scriptures. The controversy was most vig-

orous, keen, and uncompromising. He threw himself into it
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witli an absorbing energy. He sm-prised the Cliurcl, by bis

penetration of intellect, strength in controversy, and his mex-

hanstibk resources. His antagonists, ,vho fi.-st attcnpted to

treat l.inr ^^ith a sneer, were soon compelled to respect hi»

learning and his force and skill in controversy. He mos

keenly felt anv lack of syn.pathy fron> any center or indiy.dual

in his o^n. Church, but this strengthened his detcrnniuition to

do his utmost to meet the emergencies of the hour His own

writings in this controversy, and the scholar y articles ho sohc-

Hed upon certain portions of the Old and New Testament

Scriptures, articles cognate to the questions at >ssue, have

wroight a great service to the Church and our common Chu,,-

tianity His antagonists are less « cathedm and more cautious

in stat'ement, the attention of the ministry has been arrested,

and rationalistic tendencies have been checked and a more ley

erent study of controverted Bible questions has been securea

Some who were nearest him in the contx;oye.-sy Iiave felt that

the intensity of the discussion overtaxed his nervous force and

hastened the termination of his services. It is grantying to

know that he lived long enough to receive the recognition of a

grateful Church and to hear the expressed obligations of tho=e

highest in authority and influence.

Few if any, have a correct conception of the amount of

. work he performed in his editorial position. His researches in

every department of thonght of which a review is expected to

treat^vere painstaking and extensive. He read many tunes

more articles in manuscript than he could possibly use, in orde

that the wisest selection might be made,
^"-^^/'"'fJ"'^^^*

books, very frequently one hundred pages per d^X. 'hat he m g!^

intelligently represent to his readers the value o la e pubhca

tions,and rarely has appeared a mind who could so quickly

seize and clearly interpret the central thought and purpose o a

new book. About one fourth of the matter appearing m the

Reoie.xo during the last quadrennimn, or about one thousand

octavo pages, was from his pen. He did all this, t-. -'-". -
more than he knew, disease was making inroads into hi» system

and steadily diminishing his vitality and end.irance.

One marked feature of his work was his ofhcial visits to the

Annual Conferences. He always came with a mission and

threw the intensity of his life into its execution. His speeches
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•were 2:>hcnoinenal for their thought and the enthusiasm created.

He thrilled the Conferences by his learning, zeal for the truth,

and impassioned eloquence.

Dr. Mendenhall Avas thoroughly loyal to the Church of his

choice, its doctrines, spirit, and polity. He had aspirations, he

heard with others the voices of ambition, but they were all

subordinated to his devotion to the Church. He was no devo-

tee of antiquity, nor a defender of usages and methods siniply

because they were old, but he was slow to yield any prominent

feature of the Church's history. He was progressive as to

additions but conservative as to substitutions.

4. His Christian Profession, Experience, and Character.—
Dr. Mendenhall's religious instincts were very manifest in child-

hood, and developed at an early date into convictions. He
always read the Bible with 7,est, and when a child seemed to

understand its hidden meaning. "When eleven years of age he

resolved to observe daily private devotions. Four years later

he joined the Church and made a profession of faith. After

he entered college lie sought and received a more definite expe-

rience. He said no ecstatic blessing descended, there was no

rapture of soul, but there came a blessed assurance of acceptance.

At the end of ten years of Christian experience he writes

:

By this time I should be able to report progress. I am not a

giant in holiness, like the apostle Paul; perhaps I am not a dwarf,

either. I know I have luade forward strides, then fallen back,

but, like the tide, making the shore in the end. I love God and
the brethren. I haA'e a deeper sympathy with men and a more
abiding charity. I not onlj^ love men better, with a purer love,

but my love for Jesus is sincere. I love his very name; it is

sweetness to my taste, joy to my ears.

In September, 1870, shortly after writing the above-given

experience, his mind, by a series of circumstances and events

aifecting him personally, became unusually impressed with the

subject of scri])tural holiness, and lie determined to study it and

M'ith all the helps at his command. There was much discussion

in the Churcli at the time concerning its attainment and iu\tnre.

He thought himself out of harmony with standard definitions

and much of the teaching relating to it. Having read much,

he determined to preach formally upon the subject. Then he

realized afresh his spiritual needs. He found himself an ear-

nest seeker for the fullness of the Spirit. He laid aside all other
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books, and, taking his Eible, read such portions in the Old and

New Testaments as especially relate to tlie sanctiiieation of be-

lievers ; he prayed earnestly for the descent of the Spirit. Soon

the power and the witness came. He had perfect rest in God,

his peace flowed like a river, his joy was unspeakably full. He
then read aloud, though alone, the 103d and 104th Psalms as ex-

pressive of the sense of satisfaction that tilled his whole being.

In all this there was nothing boisterous, but there was a

precious and abiding sense of the divine presence. These

statements are liere made as best explaining the foundation aiid

real nature of that religious life which was the strength of his

ministry and his richest legacy to the Church. In it there was

nothing demonstrative ; it was marked by sincerity, simplicity,

and unwavering confidence. It was one of abiding principles

and experiences. During his later years he seldom recited liis

experiences, but they found eloquent expression in the conse-

cration of his spirit, the uniformity of his faith, and the sym-

metry of his Christian character.

Dr. Mendenhall vras a model of purity in mind, thought, and

expression. His nature M-as frank and transparent almost to a

fault, for his very frankness and transparency sometimes sub-

jected him to ihisinterpretation. Integrity with him was a

prime virtue. In all business interests he was scrupulously

accurate aiid prompt. In every crisis of experience he was

heroic in spirit and rose to the emergencies of the hour.

He was very social in nature, partial and true to his friends,

though thoroughly democratic in his feelings. In his busy life

he was always free in the evening hours to greet his friends,

and greatly enjoyed communion with them. He always con-

fined his work to the daytime, and believed the study lamp

had an evil origin. In promiscuous conversation he was entirely

unassuming, and unless encouraged gave little evidence of the

rich resources at his command.

Dr. Mendenhall was of cheerful disposition and buoyant spirit.

Life to him was very earnest, but was also full of beauty and

.promise. His citizenship, his relations to the Church, the work
given him to do, and the privileges and possibilities of service

were constant sources of inspiration to him. With heroic spirit

he entered into the conflict between the evil and the good, and

never doubted but that the good would overcome.
46 FIFTH SEltlES, VOL, VIII.
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The honors bestowed upon him are worthy of mention. His

scholarship, learning, and achievements have received recog-

nition from educational centers. In 1880 Mt. Union College

conferred upon him the degree of doctor of philosophy, in

1884 the Ohio Wesleyan University that of doctor of divinity,

and in 1888 Cornell College that of doctor of laws. Ilis

writings have made the most intelligent in the Churches famil-

iar with his name, abilities, and character. The membership of

the Methodist Episcopal Church will long revere his memory

and give him a place among the most serviceable and distin-

guished of her " crowned members."

It has been evident to his pei-sonal friends for two years

past that his physical condition was alarming. But his con-

dition and peril did not seem to be understood by himself. He

was always hopeful, and indisposed to believe that his strength

was permanently impaired. His active mind planned largely

for tlie future. Great fields of conquest stretched out before

him awaiting his entrance. His intellectual vigor and pro-

ductive energy knew no abatement. Great tasks needed to be

performed, and he wished to share in their accomplishment.

After the last General Conference closed he went to Colorado

Springs for rest and restoration ; but results were contrary

to his expectations,' and he at last said to his wife that the issue

might be doubtful, and calmly arranged all his affairs. In his

last letter to his parents, written thence, he closes with these

words: "I would like to live a while longer, as I believe Provi-

dence has more work for me to do, but in this I may be mis-

talcen. I have fought a good fight, and if I am called away

now I am prepared to go. I am content, I have no fear. I

am weary and must close." To the weary life, rest came sooner

than , anticipated. The servant was still thinking of service,

but the Master has given his beloved rest.

Dr. Mendenhall was married to Miss Olive Spear, of Wooster,

O., in 1867—a union made in heaven and that death cannot

break. One son was born to this happy pair, who is now in

post-graduate work in Columbia College. The Church will

weep with those who weep.

"fr.f. in^jtcu
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Art. II.—BALAA^^rS PROPHECIES—THEIK FORM AND
IMPORT.

Tektatitelt must every conclusion be held M-hicli' may be

reached lipon the subject of the form in Hebrew poetry. The

endeavor to trace meters in the Hebrew verse has not been

satisfying, although this effort took its rise very early in the

Christian era. Josephus, Eusebius, and Jerome are advocates

of the metrical arrangement of Hebrew verse. In our own

time (for we take the liberty of passing by the inany commend-

able attempts to trace meter in Hebrew poetry which other

centuries contain), Dr. Bickel has applied a theory of meter

to the entire Psalter, Proverbs, Job, Lamentations, Song of

Solomon, and also to much of the poetry found in the historical

and prophetical books. His theory discards the distinction of

syllables as long or short, and also the terminology of classic

meters.^

Whatever may be said of the success of these attempts, a

silent judgment, arising from their general neglect, relegates

meter to a place of secondary importance. The termination of

the line, however, is of vital significance. Herein lies the im-

port of the results of Bishop Lowth's investigations. Where-

over there is found a synonymous porallelism the limits of the

lines are clearly defined, if the parallelism is limited to a couplet.

The same limitation to the line is pointed out in the "antithet-

ical couplet." Yet such hues are comparatively few in the face

of the whole body of Hebrew poetry. And certainly Dr. C. A.

Briggs is judicious in aflirming '' that the majority of the verses

are synthetical, and these in such a great variety that it seems

still more important in many cases to classify and distinguish

them than to make the discrimination proposed by Bishop

Lowth."

The stich (line or verse) has undoubtedly a constant ratio

between its interval and accent, yet this ratio is still uncertain.

Perhaps the greatest service which knowledge of this ratio

would render is that it would give us insight into the melody

of sounds such as the Hebrews loved. Yery important, how-

ever, is the determination of the stich itself. Form and meaning

are closely related, since form is expression's greatest assistant.
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The combination of tlio sticli into tlie strophe farnislies to each

investigator his most attractive field of research within the do-

main of Hebrew poetry.

The oracles of Balaam are specimens of poetry, unique in

that they present a strophic structure which allures attention,

and fascinating because they contain expressions of the highest

poetic excellence. The form of these oracles will be best pre-

sented by a translation exhibiting this form, and then by mak-

ing such a detailed explanation as will reveal the symmetry in

the form. The import of each oracle may best be presented in

connection with and sequent to the exposition of the form.

OKACLE I.

" From Aram Balak brings me.

The king of Moab, from the mountains of Kedem.

" Come, curse for me Jacob,

And come, rage at Israel.

"Why should I curse? «

God has not cursed.

Why should I rage ?
'

Jehovah has not raged.

" But from the rocky heights I can see liim,

And from the hills I can view him.

" Behold a people which dwells alone,

And does not consider itself among the nations.

Wlio is he who counts the dust of Jacob.

And who numbers the square encampment of Israel ?

" Let me die the death of the upright,

.. ' And let my end be like his !

"

The above proposed arrangement is symmetrical. Indeed, it

is the fundamental assumption which poetry requires, that there

be symmetry. Yet it must not bo a mere external symmetry,

which is everywhere in the poem at variance with the thought.

Complete grammatical expressions must not be violently

sundered in order to force symmetry upon the poem. The

above arrangement presents a couplet at the beginning and a

couplet at the close which really form a tetrastich, interrupted

by the l>ody of the oracle. The two themes of this first oracle
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are each stated in a couplet, and together make a tetrastich
;

further, each theme is expanded in a tetrastich. The statement

of tliis structure is as follows :

Introduction, a distich.

First theme, a distich.

E.xpansion of theme, a tetrastich.

Second theme, a distich.

Expansion of theme, a tetrastich.

Conclusion, a distich.

It will be seen that the strophic structure of this oracle is of

greatest assistance in the interpretation. The introductory dis-

tich is a simple personal statement. It is a courteous recogni-

tion of Balak, king of Moab. Emphasis is given to the urgency

of the need of this king by the stress which Balaam places upon

the locality whence he came.

The first theme contains the words of the king of Moab.

They are significant, because by them we learn the fear which

caused this\ing greatest alarm, and also liave evidence of that

belief, widespread among the nations of antiquity, that the di-

vine curse upon a nation was a presage to it of greatest evil and

calamity. Jacob and Israel are equivalent words ;
this distich

is a simple synonymous parallelism. The request of the king

in it has only this import, that the prophet should somehow

secure God as an enemy to Jacob. It says :

" Come, curse for me Jacob,

And come, rage at Israel."

The expansion of this theme is natural. There is no utterance

of censure upon the king. His fate is, however, an unavoid-

able inference. The king says, " Curse ; " the prophet says,

" Why should I curse ?

God has not cursed."

The prophet asserted simply what the king had observed,

what every observer of the progress of Jacob could not have

failed to observe. A prophet's words are nothing if they con-

travene what are the evident purposes of God. The king fur-

ther says, " Rage ;
" the prophet replies,

" Why should I rage %

Jehovah has not raged."
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Each distich in this tetrastich is autithetic. A single and the

same truth, ever unalterable, is set forth in each. A prophet

may not be in antithesis to God. The prophet and God are

ever on the same side, and that side is where God stands.

The second theme is fm-nished by what Balaam saw. The

height to which the king led tlie prophet brought into view

this people whom the prophet could not curse, because God liad

not cursed. The multitude of Israel was so vast that the sum-

mit of a mountain was not far enough off to minify Jacob. The

subject of the theme is made prominent in a synonymous par-

allehsm. The distich setting forth tliis theme is

:

" But from the rocky heights I can see him,

And from the hills I can view him."

Two truths forced themselves upon the observing prophet:

one, that Israel remained separate ;
the second, that the camp of

Israel was vast. These truths are gathered and presented in the

expansion of the second theme. The whole is in a tetrastich.

The first of these truths is given in a synonymous parallelism :

"Beliold a people which dwells alone, •«

And does not consider itself among the nations."

The separateness of Israel, a nation apart from other nations,

is emphasized by this portion of the oracle. Not a word is said

here of a triumphant march in the lield of conquest
;
yet this

is not denied, but rather implied, because the people should

dwell alone. Yet if history confirms one abiding truth re-

specting this people it is the truth that this nation remains

separate. The extent to which this peculiar trait of this strange

race of Israel is set forth in this place by the prophet is a mat-

ter of conjecture.

The second truth in this tetrastich is given also in a synony-

mous parallelism :

" Who is he who counts the dust of Jacob,

And who numbers the square encampment of Israel ?

"

This couplet would seem to limit the prophetic utterance con-

tained in it to simply the facts suggested by the sight of the camp

of this warlike and victorious people. And should tliis be con-

ceded it would limit at least the interpreter to claim nothing but

a possible prophetic hint in the preceding couplet. The one fact
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asserted in this second couplet is the fact of nniltitude. Yet

tliis fact had fearful import for Balak, king of Moab.

The conclusion is in a distich, and one line is synonymous to

the other.
* Xo inference can be drawn from it other tlian one

which makes the future of Israel so attractive to the prophet

that his wish, emphatically stated, is that his death may be like

Israel's. Tliis distich is :

"Let me die the death of the npright,

And let my end be like his !

"

We have nothing to do with the meaning imported into this

couplet by subsequent ages. A new application of an utter-

ance, extending the significance of the words therein, is no

new phenomenon in literature. The nnalterable truth in the

wish is that Israel, who possessed peculiar and significant powers,

was so exalted and favored that this seer could desire nothing

beyond.

There are two words in this oracle which outline Israel's pecul-

iar possession and its peculiar significance to Israel. The words

are "Jehovah" and "npright." These are really the greatest

words in this oracle. Our estimate of them is not to be dimin-

ished by the fine-spun web that unites parts of a Jehovist narra-

tive and an Elohist narrative into one whole. Our position is

that the whole of Balaam's narrative has significance only as the

prophet sees what is characteristic of Israel, what M-as his one

distinctive, sole differentiating possession ; and the prophet did

see and outline this difierentiated character by the words " Je-

hovah " and " upright." The chief characteristic of this oracle

as related to Balak may be traced in the fact that as little is said

to the king as may be said ; still, the logic of the words uttered

is that Israel would be a conquering people and had the blessing

of Jehovah.

ORACLK IT.

" Eise, Balak, and hear
;

Listen to mc, son of Zipper :

"Not a man is God, that he should lie

;

Xor a son of Adam, tliat he should repent.

Hath he said, and shall he not do ?

And spoken, and shall he not establish it?
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"Lo, I have received ' Bless,'

And He will bless, and I cannot avert it.

" He hath not beheld evil in Jacob,

Nor hath he seen iniquity in Israel

;

Jehovah liis God is with him,

"And in his midst is the shout for the King,

God, who brought them up out of Egypt

;

He is to him as the strength of an unicorn.

" For there has been no divination in Jacob, and no

enchantment in Israel,

Since it was told in Jacob and Israel

"What God had done.

" Behold the people.

As a lion it shall rise up,

As a young lion it shall carry itself

;

Not shall it lie down
Until it hath eaten prey,

And the blood of the profane hath drunken."

This proposed arrangement for this oracle is likewise sym-

metrical. The introduction is a distich. The Urst theme is

Bet forth in a tetrastich, and an assertion, based thereon, fol-

lows in a distich. The second theme is presented in three

tristichs, and the assertion, connected therewith, follows in two

tristichs. The structure may be represented thus

:

Introduction, a distich.

First theme, two distichs.

First assertion, a distich.

Second theme, three tristichs.

Second assertion, two tristichs.

This second oracle, therefore, is as perfect in its structure, in

respect to symmetry, as the first oracle. The introduction is a

command to Balak to listen. Knowledge, more definite and

instructive, is to be imparted. The king is urged in a synony-

mous parallelism to give heed. The king would secure through

Balaam some message adverse to Israel ; the prophet returns to

this king an utterance, still more definite in statement than the

first oracle, which surely ought to have assured the king of
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Moab of tlie folly of seeking frora God tlirough tlie propliet

any hope of calamity to Jacob. Tlie -words of this distich are :

"Kise, Balak, and hear;

Listen to uie, son of Zippor.''

This direct address which the pro])het made to Balak must

Jiave been portentous to this king ; and it will be dithcult to find

in Scripture a more beautiful and powerful description of the

character of God as the God of truth than in this first theme

:

"Not a man is God, that he should lie

;

Nor a son of Adam, that he should repent.

Hath he said, and shall he not do ?

And spoken, and shall he not establish it ?

"

Man is not the measure for God. The deceitfulness of man
argues nothing concerning God. Also the mistakes of man,

leading to regrets and rcpentings, afford no ground on which to

place analogous conduct in God. Man, truly, bears the likeness

of God, but falsehood and repentings in man render man as

unlike God as possible. These distichs are synonymous paral-

lelisms. They assert that God does not lie, and that he never

repents his own promises.

As a corollary is placed the first exclamatory assertion in a

synthetic distich

:

'• Lo, I have received ' Bless,'

And He ^nll bless, and I cannot avert it,"

It would seem that the prophet might have concluded the

oracle here. The king received unequivocal answer to his re-

quest of the prophet. Balak desired Israel to be cursed, but

God reveals through the prophet that he will bless. The
prophet declares that he has no power to turn aside the pur-

pose of God. But the prophet proceeds further and states, first,

the reason for this blessing of God upon Jacob ; and, secondly,

he unfolds this blessing.

The second theme presents the relation of God to Israel,

and the reason of this relationship :

" He hath not beheld evil in Jacob,

Nor hath he seen iniquity in Israel

;

Jehovah his God is with him,
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" And in his midst is the shout for tlic King
God, who brouglit them up out of Egypt;

He is to him as the strengtli of an unicorn.

• "For there has been no divination in Jacob, and no

enchantment in Israel,

Since it was told in Jacob and Israel

What God had done."

This second tlieme has three tristichs. The first two lines

of the first tristich depict the character, from a religious point

of view, of Jacob. There is no evil in this nation, no iniquity.

The third line in it announces the reward of this character

:

" Jehovah his God is with him." This is one of the earliest

Immanuel, God-with-us, assertions which arc in Scripture. The
condition of his presence is here set forth. It is absence of

evil; and all after ages confirm that this is the only condition

requisite for the presence of God.

The second tristich of this theme is probabl}' suggested by

the voice of the trumpet, as it rose from Israel's camp and was

borne on the air to the mountain top, on which Balaam stood.

The first two lines call attention to this sound. The prophet

informs Balak that it is the enthusiastic shout for the King.

God who brought them out of Egypt. The third hne interprets

the significance of this trumpet-voice to Jacob. It makes him

irresistible, endues him with strength just as all-conquering as

tlie strength of the unicorn.

The third tristich gives the reason for the truths which the

otlier two tristichs contain. The absence of iniquity and evil

in Israel, the presence of God-with-him, the enthusiasm of the

whole camp, and the strength which these possessions bring,

are evidenced by the fact that no idolatrous practice prevailed

in Jacob, since the work which God had done had become sub-

ject of conversation in Israel. Enthusiastic remembrance of

the doing of God among this people, and recognition of this

service, together united to remove evil and iniquity from the

camp, and induce that human condition which is suitable and

permits the presence of God.

The second assertion, a corollary from the second theme,

projects the victorious career of this people. Israel is devel-

oped under the figure of a lion, and is presented in two tristichs.
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The first tristicli is positive, and lias to do with action. The
prophet, having in sight tiie encamped Jacob, foresees tlieir

rising up as a lion, proceeding in its course with all the vigor

of a young lion. The king could have gathered his fate from

these words. The prophet adds the second tristich, which is

negative, and has in view the period of repose which this people

would enjoy

:

" Behold the people.

As a lion it sliall rise up,

As a young lion it shall carry itself
;

JSTot shall it lie down
Until it hath eaten prey,

And the blood of the profane hath drunken."

The third oracle has an introduction which is essentially like

that of the fourth. It was undoubtedly placed in its present

position by the writer who embodied these oracles of Balaam

in his history. The introduction is stately, and, therefore, full

of fiolemn warning and instruction :

"The Saying of Balaam, son of Beor,

The Saying of the man with open eye

;

The Saying of him who heard God's word.

Who, a seer, saw Shaddai,

And fell, though there was revelation to his eyes."

"We regard this introduction as a kind of parenthesis. It has

nothing to do with the oracle proper. The great prophetic

introductory word is employed three times. This word neaum
is usually associated with Jehovah. It is ever oracular in its

ring. The portrayal of Balaam in this introduction is very

accurate. With the first use of " saying," only the lineage of

Balaam is given. With the second "saying," his office is

stated: Balaam has the open eye, is the prophet. With the

third " saying," emphasis is placed upon his possession of the

prophetic gift, that of hearing the words of God and seeing

Shaddai; and there is added that this man fell, although there

"vvas revelation to his eyes.

The third oracle is, likewise, symmetrical. There are three

hexastichs. The first hexastich is given in part. Four of its

lines open the oracle ; the remaining lines close the oracle.
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ORACLE III.

" How fair are thy tents, O Jacob,

Thy habitations, O Israel

!

Like possessions, which stretch as gardens along rivers,

Like tents, which Jehovah planted as cedars along waters.

" His branches shall flow along waters.

And his seed beside many Avaters.

And the flaming God, tlieir King, shall be lifted up,

And his kingdom shall be exalted.

God, who brought him out of Egypt,

He is to them as the strength of an unicorn.

" He shall eat the nations his foes.

And their bones he shall crunch.

And he shall crush their wails.

He shall crouch, lie down.

As a lion, as a lioness.

AYho shall ronse him up ?

" He who blesses thee shall be blessed
;

He who curses thee shall be cursed."

The structure of this third oracle may be thus presenced

:

First theme, an interrupted hexastich.

Second theme, a hexastich.

Third theme, a hexastich.

First theme, concluded, a distich.

It will be observed that the first theme is connected with

Jacob, and the second person, object addressed, is employed.

The utterance is prophetic entirely. The habitations of Jacob,

who as yet had no habitations, are held in prophetic view. These

habitations are described in two couplets, each synonymous

:

'' How fair are thy tents, O Jacob,

Thy habitations, O Israel

!

Like possessions, which stretch as gardens along rivers,

Like tents, which Jehovah planted as cedars along waters."

A people only recently emerging from the deserts is re-

garded as having possessions as beautiful as gardens adjacent

to waters; and in continuance these places of abode are re-

garded as firm as the cedars which Jehovah planted.
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The second theme regards the posterity of Jacob, and his

God. The water-courses will be favorite places of dwelling,

and God, their King, will be exalted :

"lEs branches shall flow along rivers.

And his seed beside many waters.

A.nd the flaming God, their King, shall be lifted up,

And his kingdom shall be exalted.

God, who bronght him out of Egypt,

He is to them as the strength of an unicorn."

The firet synonymous couplet asserts the multitude which shall

make up this people and their favored places of abode. The
second synonymous couplet asserts that God shall be lifted

up, their King. The epithet megag reflects the fact that

God who brought them out from Egypt was made kno^Ti by
the cloud of fire. The kingdom of God shall be exalted by
this people. The third couplet is synthetical and brings together

this people and their God. It aflirms that God is the irresistible

strength of this Jacob.

The third theme is elaborated under the figure of a lion, and

represents the triumphant career of this people and the rest

after victory :

" He shall eat the nations his foes,

And their bones he shall crunch.

And he shall crush their walls."

This tristich is occupied with the victories. The victor is re-

morseless ; his foes—their walls must perish. " Eat," " crunch,"

"crush," are the words which point to the figure under which
the victor is viewed. The rest after conflict, the repose of the

conqueror, is given in the final tristich :

" He shall crouch, lie down.

As a lion, as a lioness.

TVho shall rouse him up ?
"

Such is the utterance that Balaam makes concerning Jacob.

It is summed up in . the words, through conquest to victory.

The first hexastich is concluded in the last couplet

:

"He who blesses thee shall be blessed
;

He who curses thee shall be cursed."
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Tliis is benedictory as well as imprecatory. Blessing is the fact

which is the logical outcome of all good-will to God and to those

who love him ; and just as truly is cursing the inevitable result

for all who hate those who love God, and so hate God himself.

In the treatment of the fourth oracle we may omit the dis-

cussion of the introduction, because of slight verbal difference

from the introduction to the third oracle :

" The Saying of Balaam, son of Beor,

And the Saying of the man with open eye

;

The Saying of him who heard the word of God,

And knew the knowledge of the Most High;

He, a seer, saw Shaddai,

And fell, though there was revelation to his eyes."

The difference in the wording is momentous. To know the

Most High, yet to fall, having revelation—this thought sad-

dened the writer. Indeed, in sad reflection, he dwells upon

the strange attitude to God of the highly gifted Balaam, in all

this history connected with the king of Moab.

The fourth oracle has peculiar difficulties, arising from the

localities named. Yet our purpose at present will not involve

us in a discussion of these places ; it is only with the form of

the oracle and the translation which we make, illustrating this

form and presenting our understanding of the oracle, that we

now have to do. Yet the translation, we believe, may be

maintained as strongly as the usual renderings. The oracle

contains a hexastich and a tetrastich.

ORACLE IV.

" I see him, but not now
;

I behold him, but not near.

The star paths from Jacob,

And the scepter rises out of Israel,

And smites tlie princes of Moab,

And destroys the children of Seth.

"And it shall be, Edom shall have possession,

And" it shall be, Seir shall have possession,

His enemies ; but Israel shall do valiantly.

And one from Jacob shall rule and destroy their remnant

in anirer."
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The statement of tlie structure of this oracle is as follows :

First theme, hexastich.

Second theme, tetrastich.

The first theme is beautifully figurative, and it also states to

Balak the final future of Moab. There is no evasion. The
destruction of Moab was to be accomplished. The star of

Jacob was to set fortli in a course of victory, the scepter of

Israel was to be extended by triumph. Moab was to be

crushed as by the blow from a lion, and all nations about Moab
were to be destroyed.

The second theme relates to Edom, which should remain an

enemy to Jacob ; but ultimately in anger the ruler from Jacob

should destroy this remnant, even Edom, whose dwelling-place

is Seir. Subsequent events confirm the fulfillment of tliis

oracle. '^\'"e afiirm that Balaam lived before the establishment

of the united kingdom. AYe deny that any ardent advocate

of the glor}'^ of Israel put these words in the mouth of the

prophet, for one whose faith involved the truthfulness of

God could not honor God by forging a lie in order to set forth

Ins truthfulness. The limitation of the prophetic vision of

Balaam was set by the united kingdom. The triumphant

progress of this united kingdom will exhaust all that these

prophecies require. The tetrastich in the fourth oracle has

ample fulfillment in the disasters inflicted upon Edom by the

united kingdom. Throughout all these oracles Israel and

Jacob are co-extensive terms and may be interchangeable.

If our statements above are well founded, then we have a

good basis for concluding what must be the character of the

literature of the united kingdom ; and therefore great assist-

ance in the problem of the origin of Old Testament literature.

At least this may be claimed, that there is prophetic literature

in this Old Testament, traceable, not to man, but to God. The
whole study of these oracles of Balaam emphasizes the convic-

tion that Balaam spoke only what God imparted to him ; and

this message from God was power unto life for his people and

power unto death for their enemies.

7t7f?;^C^r^^c:L
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Art. III.—the CHINAMAN IN AMERICA.

The "Cliinanian in America" is not now nearly so much of

a problem as lie was ten or twelve years ago. Then the politi-

cal arena, the halls of legislation, the platform of the '' sand-lot"

orator, and the pulpit of the sensational preacher resounded

with the noise of a wordy conflict over what was considered a

burning national question, while the columns of ambitious dailies

and solemn reviews alike were burdened with deliverances on

the absorbing theme. All, or nearly all of our fifty millions of

people, were more or less interested in the mild-eyed native of

Far Cathay, and were immensely stirred over the problem as

to what should be done with him.

His industry, economy, docility, inoffensiveness, reliability,

and, withal, his blood relationship to the common brotherhood

of humanity, together with his guaranteed rights and privileges

under established treaties, were dwelt upon by his friends until

he seemed almost too good to associate with the knid of people

among whom his lot was cast in America ;
while, on the other

hand,°his ignorance, depravity, churlishness, heathenism, du-

plicity, and general worthlessness, together with the impending

danger of a Mongolian invasion and the overthrow of American

institutions, were delineated by his enemies with such frightful-

ness of detail that he appeared for the time being a pest of the

most virulent type, against which the most radical quarantine

measures must at once be taken. The " workingmen," so-

called, came to the front with the oft-vociferated slogan, '• The

Chinese must go ! " And soon the great political parties of

the country were vying with each other in efforts to trim sail

for fresh anti-Chinese breezes, and were endeavoring to retain

the support of the connncrcial and educated classes of the East

without losing the " workingmen " of the Paciiic coast. Few

have forgotten how nearly the far-famed " Morey letter " came

to defeating James A. Garfield, then candidate for the presi-

dency. On both sides, during that famous agitation, there was

not a little of misapprehension, and in many instances much

of insincerity and self-interest. Those who befriended the

Chinaman in America, as a rule, either overestimated his vir-

tues or made too little of his vices, while his enemies, generally
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speaking, were both extravagant and insincere in their denun-

ciations. AVith them it was very hirgely either political claptrap

or selfish jealousy of persons more capable, more industrious,

and more thrifty than themselves. Still, there was at bottom a

real issue involved, the question of foreign immigration and

what we should do about it, which yet remains practically

imdecided. i^

With the immediate result of that agitation all are familiar.

By action of Congress, the pi-esident approvhig, steps were taken

for the emendation of the Burlingame Treaty; the exclusion

and various restrictive laws were adopted in succession, and

gradually the question of Chinese immigration ceased to be one

of absorbing popular interest.

Long before these restrictive measures were adopted, and

even before the anti-Chinese agitation had reached its height,

the immigration of these foreigners had practically ceased ; in

other words, the tide had set the other way, and the number of

Chinese in America was on a steady decline. The influx fell from

a total of 19,03S in I8Y0 to 7,011 in 1880, at which thne the

census showed an entire Chinese ])opulation of 105,GT9. There

was a temporary increase of the immigration in 1881, owing to

the prospect of early exclusion, but this represented a very large

number who liad gone home for a brief period and whose busi-

ness "interests or prefei-ences brought them back. The entire

number that found admission to the country from 1820 to

1890 is variously set down at from 2TT,T80 to 290,055, while

from Europe during the same period we received 13,692.576,

often in a single year nearly double the total that ever came

from Asia. Probably at no one time in our history have we

had more than 150,000 of these people on our shores, and that

07ily in the early seventies, or late in the sixties, when there

was an unusual demand for their services as common laborers.

The demand becoming less pronounced the tide turned, and the

decrease lias been steady and persistent, until at this date prob-

ably not more than 75,000 Chinese remain in the country.

From facts of this sort it would therefore appear that the

danger of our being overwlielmed l)y a "' A[ong< Han invasion''

never was very serious as compared with a shnilar danger fro'.u

the European side, while a study of comparative statistics of

wages paid on the eastern and M-estern shores of tlie continent

47 FIFTH SEKIFS, VOL. VIH.
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would demonstrate further that such a thing as cheap labor 1ms

never yet become a prevailing condition on the Pacific coast.

Be all this as it may, the majority of quiet and order-loving

citizens are glad the agitation ceased when it did, and that

without the rupture of friendly i-elations with China the influx

of an undesirable element into our population was brought to

an end. We simply need more of this same thing, with a

vigorous application on the Atlantic side, thereby permitting

European monarchies to keep at home and care for a whole

brood of anarchists, socialists, JMafiaists, paupers, and other

incorrigibles, whose presence we do not want. The way we
inaugurated it was rude and in many respects unfair, but mani-

festly the restrictive policy is not utterly devoid of merit.

I. Socially, the Chinaman in America is sui generis—

a

class by himself. He is an alien and a foreigner, not only by

birth and blood, but also in respect to tastes, ideas, modes of

life, and traditional customs. True, ho is part and parcel of

our common humanity, with the same underlying elements in

his nature ; but the streams of tendency so long ago diverged

from a common fountain, and have moved through conditions

so widely dissimilar, that as they meet again here they find

themselves irreconcilably diverse. His civilization, such as it

is—his social life, in multitudinous forms—is characteristically

Asiatic, having always about it the fiavor of oriental lands and

bygone generations. To be sure, in the matter of dress and

food and the use of many modern conveniences there has come

about some modification of practice on the part of our Chinese

population, and thus by many exceptions our Chinaman in

America ha,s shown his capability of falling into social customs

other than those of his fathers
;
yet, for all this, the majority

remain socially as they were when they came.

There is little, almost no liome life, among the Chinese in

America. But few of the men have their lawful wives in this

country. Most of the women seen on the streets are of low

moral character, while an inconsiderable number of the children

are legitimate. The purchase and sale of girls and women for

immoral purposes, with their consequent enslavement, is a line

of business extensively carried on in the chief cities of the

Pacific coast, many of our sworn ofiicials being apparently

sharers in the proceeds of this trafiic. The restraining and
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jmrifying intlncnces of family life are mainly wanting. AVlien

unemployed these people swarm the streets or herd together

in close tenements. They smoke, gossip, gamble, try their

chances in cheap lotteries, or while away their idle hours gazing

on the interminable reproduction of the Chinese drama. In-

point of fact they live very much as does any other set of men

who arc deprived of the nplifting influence commonly arising;

from the presence of womanhood and home. All of this,

however, is in such peculiar and truly oriental fashion that it

must be seen and studied in order to be really appreciated.

Chinadom is a little empire by itself, in every community where

any considerable number of these people are found, between

which and tLo outside world there is little in common. These

peculiar social conditions will some time disapi^ear, but it will be

after the present generation of Chinese in America has disap-

peared and wlien a new form of civilization takes possession of

China itself. The change is coining, but who knows how soon ?

II. Politically^ the Chinaman in America is a nonentity,

or nearly so, his importance as a " bone of contention " and

contributor-general to noisy demagogues having ceased when

the restrictive acts became fairly operative. Leading states-

men and higher courts long since decided that under no clause

or amendment of the Constitution, nor yet on account of

treaty stipulation, could he demand admission to American

citizenship ; hence he cuts no %ure in our elections, and no

party concerns itself over his presence or absence at the ballot

box.' His interest in our political affairs must be of the most

limited character, and as a stranger and foreigner he must needs

content himself with the humble distinction of being a subject

of the " Celestial Empire." That a very large number of the

Chinese after a few years' residence in America learn to prefer

our civilization to their own, and that many of them would

gladly become American citizens were the way open to them,

there can be no doubt. Enough sought naturalization during

the decade ending with ISSO to indicate a growing predilection

of that character.'^ Many of them had become able to read our

books and newspapers, and as they came to understand our his-

tory and civil institutions began to take a lively interest in pub-

lic affairs, and to strongly desire identification with our people.

If they could have been^ldmitted to citizenship, even on very
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stringent conditions, doubtless some features of their social con-

dition would have been greatly moditied ere this ; but finding

the door rudely and effectually closed in their faces the main

incentive to interest in these matters was removed and they

sunk back into the condition of political nonentities.

Even-handed justice and a strict interpretation of the Decla-

ration of Independence would seem to have required a more

liberal policy on our part in regard to these foreigners, while

long residence, intelligence, and good behavior on their part

ought to count for more than they do. The exclusion of any

from citizenship simply on account of race, color, or nationality

is both ungenerous anil un-American. This is not saying that

our entire Chinese population is fit for naturalization. Far

from it. It is rather a strong intimation that our naturalization

policy and laws need radical modification, and that character,

general fitness, long residence, and regenerated sympathies are

things to be taken into account in this matter, rather than tlie

place of nativity, the set of an eye, or the color of a skin.

Under a clossification of this sort a few now excluded would

come in, while many now in would manifestly be left out,

greatly to our country's advantage.

III. Beligiously, the Chinaman in America is, as a rule, a

heathen of most unmistakable character, as were his fathers

before him. He bows to grotesque images of Buddha and

other great sages and heroes of extreme antiquity, and honors

them with votive offerings on all great festival occasions. Ho

strives to avert disaster or remove affliction by sundry efiorts to

placate disturbed spirits, or by " driving out the devil," which

last he undertakes to accomplish by the discordant clangor of

his native orciiestra, the din of exploding fireworks, and a con-

flagration of candles and of paper images of his malign majesty.

Most of all, he worships his ancestors, and daily honors their

memory by setting incense-sticks before tablets on which then-

names and virtues are inscribed. Every considerable city on the

Pacific coast has one or more temples where the paraphernalia

and performance of pagan worship may be observed at almost any

time, while no heathen Chinese dwelling in the country can be

found without at least some small semblance of a shrine, though

it be only some rudely scrawled characters on a red placard

with dish of sand and ''punk" sticks below it. Our average
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Chinaman is an idolater—ignorant, superstitions, depraved, cor-

rupt in imagination, and unholy in life. While possessing many

admirable qualities of an economic and filial kind, such as in-

dustry, frugality, business integrity, and reverence for parents,

Btill his heathenism is sovranounced and appalling that one

familiar with it cannot but shudder at its enormities. The

Chinamen illustrate most fully the stupidity and folly, the utter

vileuess and insufficiency of a pagan religion. The mass of

them are people ''having no hope, and without God in the

world," to whoni death and the grave are circumstances fraught

with unspeakable terrors. Tlieir religious condition is pitiable

in the extreme.

AVhile all tliis is true, our Chinaman has exhibited a marked

susceptibility to religious influences of a higher character.

Efforts for evangelization were early begun, notably by the

Presbyterians at Sacramento, Cal., and taken up in turn by all

the leading denominations. Missions, with week-evening and

Sunday schools, were opened for his special instruction in most

of the cities on the coast, and latterly in the East also, and ere-

long the Gospel was offered him in his own tongue by printed

page and sermon and song. This has borne its fruits. Many

hundreds of these people have professed conversion, abandoned

idolatry, and united wath the various Churches, wliile many

thousands have been more or less affected by the enlightening

influences of mission schools.

It has been again and again demonstrated beyond the perad-

venture of a doubt that the Chinaman in America may be

soundly converted and as truly enjoy religion as anyone else.

Being naturally conservative, lie is decidedly slow about ac-

cepting a new, a spfriiual religion ; but when once the light

reaches his soul, and he is truly converted, he becomes, if not an

over-enthusiastic, yet withal, a prayerful, loyal, conscientious,

and liberal Christian, and remains, as a rule, steadfast in the

faith. If real persecution comes, as it often does, and he loses

friends, social standing, and inlieritance for Jesus' sake, lie

bears it like a genuine martyr, and exhibits a sufticicncy of

undoubted heroism to entitle him to both our sympathy and

respect. He lives consistently and dies in triumph.

Yet missionary work among the Chinese in America is

carried on in the face of peculiar dlfliculties, witli results
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that are all too meager. Among these obstacles arc the fol-

lowing :

1. The absence of home life, with attendant demoralizing con-

ditions already pointed out. " It is not good that man should

be alone," and the Chinaman presents no exception to the rule.

2. The unsettled, migratory character of the population. They

come and go, witli no idea of permanent residence anywhere in

this land, and therefore are not the sort of material from which

to build up and maintain churches. They must be " caught on

the wing," if at all, and evangelized, as they seldom remain long

enough in hand to be thoroughly worked over.

3. The gross mistreatment and injustice to which they have

often been subjected stand in the Avay of their evangelization.

."Wrongs have been perpetrated against these defenseless aliens

so glaring and outrageous as to utterly shatter their confidence

in t!ie religion we profess, and make them chary of falling un-

der its supposably malign influence. The only liopetul sign in

this case is found in the fact that they have learned at last to

discriminate between the " Jesus man " and the hoodlum.

4. The corrupting influence of the lower stratum of American

society with which they come in closest contact. They are adepts

in the adoption of American and European vices, and hence be-

come worse and worse by association with our lowest and vilest

classes. Unless reached by some of our missions and evangel-

ized through tlieir agency, or that of the Churches by more direct

effort, the immorality of their heathenism becomes augmented

by the addition of that peculiar to unsaved Christendom, and

they at length are far more wicked than when they first came.

Yet, despite all this, God is doing a great work among the

Chinese in America, and by them is preparing tlie way for still

greater things in China. In the course of a few years the great

majority of them will have gone from our shores ; and in the

coming revolution, peaceable or otherwise, out of which China

is to emerge a new and Christian nation, these, so long under

the shadow and tuition of American institutions, are to play no

unim})ortant ])art.

^J.Ji^-
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Aet. IV.—our fragmentary constitution.

Foe several years past the General Conference of the

]\[ethodist Episcopal Chnrch has been searching for a constitu-

tion. No one seems to liave doubted the fact that a constitution

of some sort actually existed, but the exact nature and extent

of it have been the matters in dispute.

In their address to the General Conference of 18SS the

bishops instituted certain inquiries respecting the constitution

of the General Conference, and various resolutions upon the

subject were subsequently offered and referred to committees,

until at length provision was made for a commission of seven

ministers and seven laymen, one from each General Confer-

ence district, and three of the general superintendents, who

were to define and determine, if possible, the constitution of

the General Conference, to identify the disciplinary paragraphs

containing it, and to make their report to the ensuing General

Conference.

On the afternoon of May 3, 1892, this commission submitted

its report to the General Conference, designating the constitu-

tion as "the document drawn np and adopted by the General

Conference of 1 SOS, but modified since that time in accordance

with the sjiecitications and restrictions of the original docu-

ment, and is now included in paragraphs 55 to 61, inclusive, in

the Discipline of 1SS8, excepting the statement as to the

number of delegates provided for in paragraph 55, which is an

act solely within the power of the General Conference under

permission of the second restrictive rule."

The commission also submitted a statement designating those

parts of the Discipline forming " the organic law of the

Church," namely : the Articles of Religion, the General Rules

of the United Societies, and the constitution above referred to.

The commission likewise proposed a new form of constitu-

tion to take the place of the one already designated, provided

the General Conference and the several Annual Conferences

should ado2)t it by the requisite constitutional vote.

Tuesday, ]\[ay 10, was fixed upon as tlie time for considering

the report. Discussion began upon the definition of the ex-

isting constitution, and the exact extent of it. Many able
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speeches were made and several amendments and a substitute

were proposed, and on Friday, May 12, tlie following paper

was adopted

:

J. F. Gouclier moved, as a substitute for all, the following :

" The section on the General Conference in the Discipline of

1808, as adopted by the General Conference of ISOS, has the
nature and force of a constitution. That section, together with
such modifications as have been adopted since that time, in

accordance with the provisions for amendment in that section, is

the present constitution, and is noAv included in paragraphs 55 to

64, inclusive, in the Discipline of the Methodist Episc-opal Church
of 1888, excepting, first, the change of the provisions for the
calling of an extra session of the General Conference from a
unanimous to a two-thirds vote of the Annual Conferences; and,
secondly, that which is known as the plan of lay delegation, as

recommentled by the General Conference of 1S6S, and passed by
the General Conference of 1872."

After adopting tlic above substitute the General Conference

decided to postpone indefinitely the further consideration of

the cotn mission's report, with instructions to have the report

published in the papers of the Church and presented to the

next General Conference.

This did not Mdiolly terminate the discussion, though a feel-

ing existed that the action of the Conference had settled the

fact that the Church has a constitution, and that it embraces

more tlian the paragraphs containing the restrictive rules

and the documents therein designated. The Daily Chris-

tian Advocate of May 1-i contained the following editorial

deliverance :

The action on the part of the report was exceedingly impor-
tant. It settles the question as to what is of the nature and force
of a constitution and what is not. That is a great gain—great
enough to justify the existence of the commission, "if nothing
more comes of it. Hereafter the claim will not be set up that
nothing is constitution but the restrictive rules. There are con-
structive rules as well as restrictive rules, and both the construct-
ive and restrictive rules belong to the same instrument and stand
upon the same ground as to authority and binding force. The
only ditference between the two classes of rules is Vvith reference
to th»! provision for change. There is a provision for altering or
amending the restrictive rules, while there is none for altering or
amending the constructive rules; Init then the fact is assumed
and justified by the debates and by usage that the process
prescribed for changing the restrictions should and may apply as
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well to the constructive rules—the latter includiu.^ all that part

of the constitution which constructs the General Conference by

giving it its membership, its quorum, its presidency, its poAvers,

and its limitations.

The statement that there is no pro%nsion for amending the

'•constructive rules,"' and the assumption that the *' constructive

rules " could be changed by the same process prescribed for

changing the restrictions, speedily called out a demurrer and

awakene'd a good deal of thought which possibly found no ex-

pression.
_ ^,

Legal minds perceived that either the '• constmctive rules

are changeable (\-et not so as to destroy their integrity) at the

will of tile General Conference in accordance with the grant of

power, or else tliey are not changeable at all. It is a settled

maxim that a constitution which provides for its own amend-

ment, and grants no power beyond that, cannot be changed

by any other process than that prescribed in the instrument

itself."

Yon Hoist, in his treatise on the Constitution of the United

States, declares that valid arguments cannot be found in sup-

port of the erroneous and dangerous doctrine that the people-

meaning by this -tlie majority of the persons with full political

rights—can, by virtue of their sovereignty, amend a constitution

in^'any form or manner other than that prescribed in the Con-

stitution. Popular sovereignty, he declares, is not identical

with boundless arbitrariness. The people cannot be bound,

but they can bind themselves ; and precisely because they have

bound themselves they have less right to place themselves

above the law established by the sovereign will.*

In harmony with tliis doctrine, on Tuesday, :May 17, Judge

AYilliam Lawrence, of Ohio, secured the floor and offered the

following

:

Resolved, That the constitution of the 3Iethodist Episcopal

Churcli can be changed only in the mode and to the extent there-

in authorized.

In support of the resolution Judge Lawrence oU'ered various

able arguments and legal citations designed to prove that the

people'of the Methodist Episcopal Church have no power to

* Constitutumal Law of the United Sto.ks of America, pp. '2C5, 266.
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assemble in convention and by their decree overthrow the

present constitution and substitute a new one in its place. He
held that there is no mode of amending the constitution other

than that provided in that instrument. He further remarked

:

1. Every person who unites with the Church impliedly agrees,

if not in" exju-css terms, to abide by the constitution of the

Church, to accept its lawful methods of effecting changes therein,

and not to aid in making changes in any other mode. This is a

part of what in law is called the " contract of church member-
ship." Any change effected in any other mode will violate this

contract, and be an invasion on the rights of every church mem-
ber. The civil courts are boxuid to prevent this invasion and
protect the church existing in the lawful forms. The contract of

church membership includes property rights, which civil courts

will protect, if they do their duty, under pressure of popular

clamor, or fail in it from ignorance.

2. This is the law as settled by courts and as applied to a

change of a State constitution.

When the constitution of a State provides a mode of changing

its provisions no change can be made in any other mode. The
people of the State have no right to make a change in any form

they may originate or inaugurate. In support of this I refer to

court reports of decisions, as follows: 6 Cashing, ^Massachusetts

Reports, 5 73; 14 Rhode Island Reports, 649; Jamison on Consti-

tutional Convention, Fourth Edition, section 5*70; State vs. Gov-
ernor, 46 Ohio State Reports, 677; State vs. Keil, 40 Misson.ri

Reports, 119; State vs. Swift, 69 Indiana Reports, 525.

In Jamison on Constitutional Conventions, Fourth Edition, 570,

it is said: "If the constitution (of a State) authorizes its own
amendment through the agency of a convention without further

provisions, it is beyond dis])ute that it could not be amended in

what we have called the legislative mode."
In Wells vs. Bain, 75 Pennsylvania State Reports, the court

says: "Suppose a constitution formed by a voluntary convention

(by the people), and an attempt made to set it up and displace

the existing lawful government. It is clear that, neither the peo-

ple, as a whole, nor the government having given their assent in

any binding form, the executive, judiciary, and all officers sworn
to support the existing constitution would be bonnd, in main-

tenance of the lawfully existing institutions of the people, to

resist the usurpation, even to the whole extent of the force of

the State."

The same rule applies as to the change of church constitution.

In support of this 1 refer to: Rottnian vs. Bartling, 35 N. W.
Reports, 120 S. C; 22 Nebraska Rejiorts, 375; Sutter vs. Trustees,

42 Pennsylvania State Reports, 503; Scluiorris Appeal, 67 Penn-
sylvania State Reports, 38; Austin vs. Scaritig, 09 Anierican

Decision, 672, notes; Wayland's Moral Science, page 337, chapter
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on the CoiistitutioD of Societies; and Bacon on BencHt Societies,

section oS.

The Supreme Court of Indiana in Lamb vs. Cain, decided No-
vember, 1891, says as to a cliurcli constitution: "It is undoubtedly

true that the organic law cannot be changed in any other manner
than that provided by the instrument itself, where it provides for

an amendment or change."

Just how far the General Conference sympathized with

Judge Lawrence's views we have no means of determining.

His resolution was referred to the Committee on tlie Judiciary,

which, unhappily, did not report upon the subject, so that the

matter was left unsettled.

As for the notion that the people as a whole cannot fully

amend their constitution whenever they deem it necessary, we
should like to oSer a statement from a work which has become

a text-book in many of our schools. In defending tlie Consti-

tution of the United States before the people of Pennsylvania,

many of whom were at first unfriendly to it, James Wilson,

one of the wisest and ablest of its framers, took the lead, and

among many other ai'guments used the following

:

However true it might be in England, that the Parliament pos-

sesses supreme and absolute power, and can make the constitution

what it pleases, in America it has been incontrovertible since the

Revolution that the supreme, absolute, and uncontrollable power
is in the people before they make a constitution, and remains in

them after it is made. To control the power and conduct of

the legislature by an overruling constitution was an improvement
in the science and practice of government reseiwed to the Amer-
ican States; and at the foundation of this practice lies the ri^ht

to change the constitution at pleasure—a right which no positive

institution can ever take from the people. When they have made
a State constitution they liave bestowed on the government cre-

ated by it a certain portion of their power; but the fee simple

of their power remains in themselves.'''

While we cannot always reason with absolute certainty from

civil usage to ecclesiastical, it seems evident to us that this

analogy would hold good in relation to the people and preach-

ers of the Mctliodist Ej)iscopal Church and the constitution

under which they arc acting.

By correspondence with Judge Lawrence since the General

* Cotistitutional Histori/ of the Unikd States, bv George Ticknor Curtis, vol. i,

p. 643.
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Conference closed we learn that the bnrden of liis efEort was to

secure a decision to the following effect: 1. That the Articles

of Religion are made iincliangeable by the restrictive rules of

the constitution. 2. That the constitution can be changed only

by the mode and to the extent therein provided—that is, by

the assent of two thirds of the General Conference and three

fourths of the members of the Annual Conferences. He be-

lieves that the paragraph which protects tlie Articles of Relig-

ion from change cannot be repealed. lie quoted Dr. SchafE as

saying that these articles "are now unalterably fixed and can

neither be revoked nor changed." But upon this subject tliero

is, and will be, a difference of opinion. The Articles of Re-

ligion are certainly very strongly protected, so much so that

the General Conference alone cannot disturb them in any

manner whatever. But it must be remembered that these Ar-

ticles of Religion are expressly named in the first restrictive

rule, wliich originally was subject to change by exactly the

same process as the others. In 1832 the process for amend-

ment was changed, and the present exception concerning the

first article was incorporated in the proviso. But surely the

same power which placed the exception in the proviso is com-

petent to take it out again. Even as the proviso now stands it

is a plausible inference that the first restrictive rule is simply

excepted from the regular or new process for change, but

remains subject to change by the same process which governed

it prior to 1S32. Allow such an inference to be correct, and

the Articles of Religion could be changed by a recommenda-

tion of each and all the several Annual Conferences and a two-

thirds majority of the succeeding General Conference.

Dr. Neely, in his exceedingly interesting work on the Gov-

erning Conference of Methodism, has touched this pioint very

emphatically. Jle thinks the change of 1832 rendered it im-

possible, however, for a single General Conference, even with

the agreement of the ministry in the Annual Conferences, to

amend the fir.-t restrictive rule, but he does not think that the

rule cannot be amended at all. He says

:

By tlio constitution of 1808 tlie Annual Conferences and the

next succeeding General Conference could amend or eliminate

the first restrictive rule or any other restriction. By the pro-

vision of 183J the first rule was excepted from the process by
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which the other regulations could be amended, but this did not

make it absolutely impossible to chanoe the "restriction as to

standards of doctrine. The intention of the makers of the new
provision was to protect the doctrines from hasty change by
making the process of amendment more lengthy and dithcult

,

than in the case of the other restrictions.

The new provision for amendment created a double process.

First, it -would be necessary to amend tlie })rovision for amend-
ment by striking out the words "excepting the first article."

This, according to the constitution, could be done by the action

of the ministers in the Annual Conferences and the concurrence
of the next General Conference, or by the action of two thirds in

the General Conference and the concurrence of three fourths in

the Annual Conferences. If this was agreed to, then the first

restriction Avould no longer be an exception, and it could be
amended just as any other restriction.

In this way it might be possible to change the restriction as to

standards of doctrine within the period of two General Confer-
ences, or four years. Thus, a General Conference might recom-
mend the striking out of the words " excepting the first article,"

and the ministers in the Annual Conferences the next year might
concur. This being done the words would be eliminated. Then
the next year an amendment to the first restrictive rule might be
passed around the Ainiual Conferences and agreed to by the
requisite three fourths vote, and if the next General Confer-
ence concurred by a two-thirds vote the amendment would be
effected.*

We agree witli Dr. Xeely as to the possibility of a change in

the first restriction, but we doubt whetlier it could legally be

acconipli^lied, save by at least one process, under the old consti-

tution. The simple truth is, the lirst restrictive rule has iiever

been exempted from the method for amendment incorporated

in the constitution of 1808. That method gave tlic initiative

step to the Annual Conferences alone. Each and every An-
nual Conference therefore must, by a majority vote of each,

recommend the change before the General Conference has

power to touch it. Surely the Articles of Religion are thor-

oughly hedged about by difficulties for advanced doctrinaires

who might wish to cliange them, but they are not '• unalterably

fixed " should the i-ank and file of our ministry ever deem a

modification desirable.

It will be convenient at this point to republish the con-

stitution of 1808, and to trace the important changes made
* T'tte Governing Conference of Methodism, by T, B. Necly, D.D., LL.D., pp.
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in it since tliat date. The original constitution reads as fol-

lows :

Who shall compose the General Conference, and what are the

regulations and powers belonging to it ?

A?isicer, 1. The General Conference sliall bo composed of one
member for every live members of each Annual Conference, to

be appointed either by seniority or choice, at the discretion of

Buch Annual Conference
;
yet so that suclx representatives shall

have traveled at least four full calendar years from the time that

they were received on trial by an Annual Conference, and are in

full connection at the time of holding the Conference.

2. The General Conference shall meet on the first day of ]\tay,

in the year of our Lord 1S12, in the city of New York, and
thenceforward on the first day of May once in four years per-

petually, in such place or ])laces as shall be fixed by the General
Conference from time to time; but the general superintendents,

with or by the advice of all the Annual Conferences, or, if

there be no general superintendent, all the Annual Conferences
respectively, shall have power to call a General Conference, if

they judge it necessary, at any time.

3, At all times M'hen the General Conference is met, it shall

take two thirds of the representatives of all the Annual Confer-
ences to make a quorum for transacting business,

4, One of the general superintendents shall preside in the Gen-
eral Conference; but in case no general superintendent be present

the General Conference shall choose a president ^^iro temiwre.

5. The General Conference shall have full powers to make rules

and regulations for our Church, under the following limitations

and restrictions, namely :

(1.) The General Conference shall not revoke, alter, or change
our Articles of Keligion, nor establish any new standards or rules

of doctrine contrary to our pi*esent existing and established

standards of doctrine.

(2.) They shall not allow of more than one representative for

every five members of the Annual Conference, nor allow of a

less number than one for every seven.

(3.) They shall not change or alter any part or rule of our

government, so as to.do away episcopacy, or destroy the plan of

our itinerant general superlntendency.

(4.) They shall not revoke or change the General Rules of the

United Societies.

(5.) They shall not do away the privileges of our ministers or

preachers of trial by a committee, and of an api)eal ; neither

shall they do away the privileges of our members of trial before

the society, or by a committee, and of an appeal.

(G.) They shall not appropriate the produce of the Book Con-
cern, nor of the Chartered Fund, to any i)nrposc other than for

the benefit of the traveling, supernumerary, su])erannuated, and
worn-out preachers, their M'ives, widows, and children. Provided,
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nevertheless, that upon the joint recoramenJation of all ihc An-
nual Conferences, then a majority of two thirds of the General
Conference succeeding shall suffice to alter any of the above
restrictions.

In 1832, as we have noticed, the provision for amendment
was changed, all the Annual Conferences and the General

Conference concurring by the regular constitutional majorities,

so as to read as follows

:

Provided, nevertheless, that upon the concurrent recommen-
dation of three fourths of all the members of the several Annual
Conferences who shall be present and vote on such recommenda-
tion, then a majority of two thirds of the General Conference
succeeding shall suliice to alter any of the above restrictions,

excepting the first article ; and also, whenever such alteration or

alterations shall have been first recounnended by two thirds of
the General Conference, so soon as three fourths of the members
of all the Annual Conferences shall have concurred as aforesaid

such alteration or alterations shall take eflect.

In 1830 tlie second restrictive rule was changed, altering the

ratio of representation so as to read, " They shall not allow of

more than one representative for every fourteen members of

the Annual Conferences, nor allow of a less number than one

for every thirty.''

In 1860, the Annual Conferences having again voted favor-

ably, the second restrictive I'ule was again suspended, and the

ratio of representation was changed so as to read, "nor allow a

less number than one for every forty-five."

In 1856 the General Conference alone changed that clause

in the constitution which required tlie concurrent advice of all

the Annual Conferences to authorize the bishops to call an

extra session, so that the advice of only two thirds of the Con-

ference was made requisite. This action the General Confer-

ence of 1892 was led to pronounce unconstitutional.

In 1860 the third restrictive rule was amended so as to per-

mit the appointment of missionary bishops for our foreign

missions.

In 1868 the second restrictive rule was modified so that no
Annual Conference should be denied the privilege of at least

one delegate.

In 1872 the second restrictive rule was again changed so as

to admit lay delegates, and the body of tlie constitution was
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made to conform ^ith the provision of the amended rule.

But the General Conference of 1892 declared these changes in
the body of the constitution to be unconstitutional.

There have been other minor changes in the language of the
constitution, some of them authorized by the General Confer-
ence, and some of them made by the editor of the Discipline
on his o^vn authority ; but tlie above ^vill suffice to show the
important clianges in our constitution between the time 'of its

adoption in 1808 and the time of its overhauling in 1892. As
it stands to-day it is a fragmentary and bleeding affair, the un-
challenged remnant poorly applying to tlie changed condition
of the Church, especially in the matter of lay representation.
But let us look further at the constitution as it stands, and

determine, if possible, by what process its various provisions
can be modified. ^XQ hold that, while the Methodist Epis-
copal Church has a constitution, it is not a completed consti-
tution, nor yet is it a petrified nor a fossilized constitution.
The document is moi-e in the nature of a nucleus for a con-
stitution. True, it embodies various fundamental organic
provisions, such as, (1) a General Conference with minis-
terial delegates, (2) Aimnal Conferences, (3) the Episcopacy,

(4) quadrennial Conferences, (5) the power of the General
Conference to make rules and regulations, subject to six restric-

tions, and (6) the power of two thirds of a General Conference,
with the assent of three fourths of the Annual Conferences, to
suspend the restrictions and engraft new provisions on the
constitution.

But tlie constitution does not open in the regular constitu-
tional fonn. It contains no preamble. It nowhere says, '-We,
the preachei-s of the :\Iethodist Episcopal Church, ordain.'' It

is younger than the Constitution of the United States, yet it is

almost without form, and certainly Avithout adequate prelimi-
nary statement.

Even the important question originally used to introduce the
subject has been expunged by some process from the Disci-
pline. That question, '-Who shall compose the General Con-
ference, and wliat arc the regulations and powei's belonging to
it ?

" does bear a semblance of constitutional dignity, but only
a semblance. There is not enough of it to determine whether
the subjtvt-matter it introducer's the bcuinnincr or nearlv the
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ending of a supreme cliarter. And, indeed, it is disputed

Nvliether the document nnder consideration is tlie constitutiuii

of the General Conference or the constitution of the Method-

ist Episcopal Church. As a constitution of the General Con-

ference alone it has a sufficient length, breadth, and thicknc;^

to give it respectability, but as a constitution of the Church it

is not long enough to touch the remote points of our econom}',

wide enough to include any considerable portion of our varied

interests, nor thick enough to hold together when once the

people and preachers of the Methodist Episcopal Church de-

termine to adopt something more elaborate and perfect.

The Constitution of the United States open's with this pre-

amble :

We the people of the United States, in order to form a more
perfect union, establish justice, insure domeslic tranquillity, }uo-

vide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do
ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of

America.

Why did not the preachers of the Methodist Episcopal

Church thus formally and vigorously announce their purpose ?

They were- -enjoying their civil rights and privileges under the

Constitution of the United States, were familiar with its

terms, and were wise enough to draft a similar preamble if

they intended to formulate a regular church constitution.

Certainly a preamble is very necessary. It opens to view the

vital intent and purpose of the constitution-makers.

It is an admitted maxim, in the ordinary course of the admiuis-
tratiou of justice, that the preamble of a statute is a key to open
the minds of the makers as to the mischiefs which are to be
remedied and the objects which are to be accomplished by the

provisions of the statute.*

The constitution of the Methodist Episcopal Church has no

preamble, and it differs otherwise as widely as the poles from
the Constitution of the United States. The latter document
confers upon Congress only such powers as it distinctly speci-

lies. The former document confers upon the General Confer-

ence all powers save those which it distinctly withholds. The

* Story's Comments on Constituiion of United Slate-'', Section 459.

4H FIKTH SERIES, VOL. VIII.
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latter document expressly stipulates that no part of itself shall

be changed except by the constitutional process. Kead :

The Congress, wlienever two thirds of both houses shall deem
it necessary, shall propose amendments to this Constitution; or,

on the application of the legislatures of two thirds of the several
States, shall call a convention for ])ro))osing amendments to the
Constitution, M'hich, in cither case, shall be valid, to all intents and
purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the legis-

latures of three fourths of the several States, or by convention
in three fourths thereof, as the one or other mode of ratification

may be proposed by the Congress.*

There is no such article in the so-called constitution of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. Thei-e is an article, liowever,

M'hicli provides by similar process for change in the restrictive

rules, but it does not designate any other portion of the con-

stitution.

It is thus made plain that a radical diflierence exists between

the limitations of the Ct>nstitution of the United States and

those of the constitution of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

The former apply by direct statement to everything in the

Constitution, the latter by direct statement only to " the above

restrictions," namely, thcfeix restrictive rules.

One writer h^is attempted to shovt^ that the expression " the

above restrictions " was intended to include the terms of the

whole chapter. That this is not true is evident from the spe-

cific statement which follows, namely, " excepting the first

article.*' The " above restrictions," therefore, include the six

articles of limitation—no more, no less. Those six articles

open with this sweeping and comprehensive grant of power :

The General Conference shall have full power to make rules

and regulations for our Church, under the following limitations

and restrictions.

Every principal word of this unlimited grant has a ton of

meaning in it. It is not only power that is given, but *' full

power." It is not only power to hold, but " power to make."

The power is just as complete for the making of " rules and

regulations for our Church " within tlie scope of the grant as

was the power of the General Conference before it became a

delegated body. The preachers as a whole withheld nothing

* Omalltuiion, of the Unlttd States, Article v.
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from the preachers to be chosen except as specified and made

plain in the restrictions. Xo doubt ever existed upon this

point until the searchers after a constitution began their hunt

for limitations which were never limited. '-^ It was significant

that in the report of the commission the General Conference

was first asked to define the present constitution as the docu-

ment adopted in 1808, with such legal modifications as have

since been made, and were next asked to say that " the or-

ganic law of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli includes and is

limited to the Articles of Eeligion, the General Eules of the

United Societies, and that tvhich vje have already defined

as the co7istitutio)i of the General Conference; " and then, as

a grand and clinching finale, were asked to adopt a revised

constitution under the title of " Constitution and Powers of

the General Conference," in which the grant of power was

made to read :

The General Conference shall possess supreme legislative, ex-

ecutive, and judicial powers for the government of the Church,

subject to the jjrovisions of this constitution, and under the follow-

ing limitations and restrictions.

#

Ah ! Was it strange that the General Conference paused ?

Was it strange that the delegates wished to think it over and

have it published ? They saw a grant of power in the new

form no more like that in the old form than a mud-puddle is

like an ocean. The fathers subjected the General Conference

only to the specified "limitations and restrictions," but the

sons proposed to subject it forever to all the provisions of a

document drafted by a little committee in secret session, and

*In the General CoDference of 1832, near the close of the session, the follow-

ing resolution was oflered;

Whereas, Great inconveniences have been experienced when the General Con-

ference commences its session on the tirst day of May, on account of many of the

delegates, especially from the North and East, having to start in a season when

the winter is just breaking up and tlie roads very bad and when tlio navigation

is still obstructed by ice; and, whcrau^ it is believed tliat it is perfectly within the

province of this Conference to vary the time of its meeting; therefore,

Resolcid, That the next General Conference will commence its session on the

first day of June, instead of the first day of May.

The above was laid on ihe table, probably from want of time to consider it

(May 25). Tliere is no evidence that tlic General Conference did not believe it

had power to take such action. Yet, had it passed the resolution, it is probable

that the General Conference of 1S92 would have declared it to be unconstitutional.
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divulged to the public only when the time had come for action.

Had the General Conference adopted that constitution by a

two-thirds vote, and had the Annual Conferences approved it

by a three-fourths vote, there would longer remain little use for

the restrictive rules, save as melancholy reminders of the eighty-

four glorious years during which the General Conference was

indeed a supreme legislature, having "full power to make rules

and regulations for our Church," subject only to the sufficient

safeguards which our sagacious Christian fathers felt absolutely

bound to throw around the sacred institutions which God had

intrusted to their keeping. With that constitution adopted, the

General Conference, so far from having " full power to make

rules and regulations for our Church," would not have power

to invite a missionary bishop to preside over its deliberations

even for one session, nor to pave the way therefor, nor to

order that future sessions should meet at any other hour than

ten o'clock a. m. on the lirst Wednesday in May, every fourth

year, etc., nor to permit the ministerial and lay delegates to sit

apart, nor to do any little thing other than as speciiied in the

"constructive rules."

But we are reminded that the General Conference of 1892

did define the constitution, oi-, rather, designated a section of

the Discipline which is of constitutional import. It said :

The section on the General Conference in the Discipline of

1808, as adopted by the General Conference of 1808, has the

nature and force of a constitution.

The real value of this declaration can be known only when

the significance of the phrase " nature and force of a constitu-

tion " is definitely determined.

Constitutions differ widely. There are constitutions and

constitutions, and " the natm-e and force " of each depend to a

great extent upon the terms of the instrument itself, the char-

acter of the people adopting it, and the circumstances and influ-

ences under which it came into being. " The nature and force

'

of the laws of the Medes and Persians were very unlike *' the

nature and force " of the laws of the American people. " The

uature and force " of the supreme law of the Ottoman Empire

are widely at variance with " the nature and force " of the

Constitution of the United States. There is no unvarying
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standard of "the nature and force of a constitution." The

General Conference, therefore, probably meant simply to de-

clare that a certain section of the Discipline of ISOS was^ the

beginning of the existing constitntion of the Methodist Elpisco-

paf Ghurcli. It accepted no more of the modifications adopted

siTice ISOS than were adopted in harmony with the original

provisions for amendment. Indeed, it is doubtful whether it

accepted as much. It rejected the change of the provision for

calling an extra session of the General Conference, for the

reason that the Annual Conferences had not concurred in it.

•But where is the constitutional authority for requiring such

concurrence ? Was not said change the making of a " rule and

regulation for tlie Church ? " And was there anything in the

limitations and restrictions to prevent it ? True, the change it-

self was most courageous action—courageous even to the verge

of rashness ; but in the absence of a written prohibition the

General Conference of 1S5G very reasonably believed that it

was acting within the limits of its power. Its conception of

the powei^of the General Conference over any of the " con-

structive rules ' agreed with that of the General Conference of

1832, which, as before noted, considered itself empowered to

change tlie date of its meeting.

Certain it is that tlie " full power to make rules and regula-

tions for our Church" must apply to matters treated in the

constitutional chapter, unless the restrictive rules forbid. The

clause which stipulates that the General Conference shall meet

on the first day of May every four years perpetually is sim-

ply a "rule." If the General Conference should desire to or-

dain that future sessions of that body shall convene on the first

Wednesday in May every four years perpetually it certainly

has authority to do so. The making of such a rule is fully m
accord with the intent of the constitution-givers, and it would

not be under the ban of any restriction.

If it be said that this principle would give the General Con-

ference power to annihilate itself we answer. This is not true.

To annihilate itself would.be to do violence to every one of the

restrictions and to foil every purpose and intent of the makers

of the constitution. It is one thing to modify and improve a

working rule, and quite another thing to paralyze or destroy it.

The Gc'iieral Conference is authorized to iniprove, but forbidden
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to destroy. It lives, moves, and has its being under the aus-

pices of a free constitution, but it is restrained from suicidal

acts by fundamental laws wliich circumscribe its power and

confine it witliin bounds.*

As to the plan of lay delegation incorporated in the body of

the constitution in 1ST2, we are unable to determine to just

what extent the General Conference authorized either the lan-

guage or the editing. But whatever bears the stamp of Gen-
eral Conference authority and is in harmony M'ith the constitu-

tional amendment then effected is certainly not out of place in

the body of our free constitution, the action of the last General

Conference to the contrary.

We may say that the action of the General Conference at

Omaha did not change the character of the constitutional

sections or section. They were as much a constitution

before as they were after the vote. If they were not a con-

stitution at all before, they are not such now. Constitutions

are neither made nor unmade by the sole vote of the body
constituted. The General Conference could declare certain

paragraphs to be constitutional and certain other paragraphs

to be unconstitutional, but unless the Annual Conferences

concur by a constitutional vote the declaration is of value only

as a supreme court decision. In the present case the General

Conference made a declaration by mere show of hands, and

rested. It rested perfectly, too. It could not be induced

again to take up the subject. x\s we have seen, a learned

judge labored hard to elicit a further expression, but he could

get no further than the committee. The thoughtful editor of

the Daily Advocate likewise called attention to the occasion

for further action, showing that while what had been done was
valuable in itself it left matters in an awkward shape for the

next Discipline. The paragraph pertaining to lay delegation

had been declare'd unconstitutional, and should therefore have

*Iu liis preat speecli on the case of Bishop Andrew befofo the General Con-

ference of 1844: Dr. L. L. Hamliiie (afterward bishop) said: "We cannot bj' our

enactments divest ourselves of constitutional powers, no more than man made in

God's imap;e and about to inhabit God's eternity caii spurn tlie law of his being

and divest himself of free agency and immortality." Yet Dr. Hamline believed

that under the six restrictions, "slender restrictions" he inappropriately called

them, the General Conference " can make ruUa of every sort [italics his] for the

government of the Church." His whole speech is brimming o'er with this idea.
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been ordered out of the constitution. But that would have

left the document mutilated. Tlie Adcocate editor would there-

fore have had a " constructive rule " framed in harmony with

the existing restrictive rule, which would have restored the

symmetry of the document and helped to give it comple-

tion. But the General Conference did nothing to place such

a rule upon its passage. Practically it said, " Thus far and no

farther."

"We are glad it did so. We all need years for the study of

this great question. Our General Conference is a unique body
and requires a unique constitution. It must have large liberty

and as much power as is consistent with safety. It meets but

once in four years. It remains in session for less tlian one

month. It is composed exclusively of professed Christians

chosen by other adult Christians for special considerations of fit-

ness. It is thus removed a step from the plane of ordinary

legislatures, and cannot in reason be subjected to all the restric-

tions and difficult processes which characterize the charters

under which they convene and act. The experience of nearly

a century justifies the wisdom of the men who gave the Gen-
eral Conference its being so nicely equipped for prompt, speedy,

and comprehensive legislation, and at the same time so effect-

ually restrained it from extravagant and revolutionary proceed-

ings: The practically hurtful errors of the General Conference

in the past would not have been avoided had it been restricted

to the full extent proposed in the waiting constitution, but on

the other hand its free and helpful action might frequently

Lave been retarded.

We restate a few important points :

1. The constitution of ISOS is basal in character, a founda-

tion plank contributed by the pioneers for use in a grand

organic platform yet to be framed.

2. As a constitutional beginning it is designed to be and to

do exactly what its terms specify. It is just as comprehensive

and powerful as its language and character make it, and not

niore so. The words of a constitution are to be understood by
their plain and evident meaning.

3. The hewers of this constitutional plank understood the

meaning of the terms they employed, and we allege, therefore,

that they did not design to limit the powers of the General
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Conference further than tliey specified. Thej meant just what

they said, and they said exactly what they meant.

4. It is, therefore, further evident that they did not intend

to limit the body of the document to the constitutional process,

far less to exclude it altogether from the possibility of change

by any process. If they had so intended they would have so

stipulated.

5. It follows that such changes as have been made in the

body of the instrument by formal enactments of the General

Conference are constitutional in the sense of being in harmony

with the constitution, and, therefore, are entitled to a proper

place in the constitution.

6. The constitution as it stands has the nature and force

originally given to it, and no more. The history of eight dec-

ades of legislation under it contains no illustration of a sub-

serviency by the General Conference to a " force " not described

or even hinted at in the original document.

7. The development of a complete and satisfactory constitu-

tion is now the special responsibility of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, but no constitution should ever be accepted by either

the Annual Conferences or the General Conference the terms

and provisions of which do not comport with the wisdom, free-

dom, and generous conservatism represented in the useful little

document handed down by the fathers.

a<i<i-c£,^^i^^'^e^^,
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Art. v.—wanted, AN ETHICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY.

In its principles and in its practical workings our present

political economy is inequitable and injuiions to the last degree.

This statement is not made from the standpoint of the socialist,

who would substitute for the present order a " paternal govern-

ment," which should be the sole proprietor of all the means of

production, the sole manager of all industi-ies, and distributer of

all wealth. Xor is it made from the standpoint of the land re-

former, who would nationalize all land by contiscating rents.

But the statement is made in the conviction that Christian ethics

were divinely intended to govern the conduct of men in the

pui-suit of wealth, and that not until political economy is written

and taught in the schools in conformity with this fact will the

evils of our economic system be eliminated.

In insisting that an etliical political economy must bo written

and taught as the indispensable condition precedent to the re-

moval of economic wrongs, it is not assumed that those wn-ongs

are caused solely by unethical economic teaching. They are

the fruit of human greed which, unrestrained by any humani-

tarian considerations, has enriched the few at the expense of the

many. So enriched, these few have dominated the utterances

of thinkers and writers, and have shaped in their own interest

the prevailing economic teaching, wliich has, in turn, become the

authority for their unjust methods. The unethical teaching

thus serves to justify and perpetuate the unethical conduct of

men in pursuit of wealth, and stands as an obstruction to the

reformation of that conduct. The first thing, therefore, to l)e

done is to correct the teaching. It is true that where that is

done human greed will still remain, but it will be stripped of

the supposed scientilic sanction to which it now appeals in de-

fense of its evil practices.

The political economy which is taught in our schools and col-

leges and helps to shape the economic life of the nation was

written and is taught with a decided bias of sympathy for the

interests of capital In \\\s, Economic Interpretations of JFis-

tory Professor Thui-old llogers says :

Most writers on political economy luivc bt'cii ])crsons in easy
t'IrcTiin'itaiiees. They liave witnessed with interested or synipa-
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thetic satisfaction the growth of Avealtli in the class to which they
belong, or with whicli they have been familiar. In their eyes the
poverty of industry has been a puzzle, a nuisance, a problem, a
social crime. They have every sympathy with the man who
wins and saves, no matter how, but they liave not been very con-
siderate for the man who works. They lecture the poor on their

improvidence, their recklessness, on the waste of their habits; but
quite overlook the fact tliat these habits are the fruit of centuries

of oppression and injustice in the division of the products of
industry.

Most of the standard works on economics have been writ-

ten by incumbents of chairs of political economy endowed by
capitalists who, to a very large extent, control the utterances

of the teachers they support. These " patrons of learning "

heartily believe in the accumulation of great fortunes by all

means not illegal that arc used to that end. They are usually

opposed to profit-sharing, to labor organizations, and to lessen-

ing the hours of labor. It would require more than oi'dinarj

courage and independence for a professor of political econ-

omy, in a chair endowed by such men, to write or teach any-

thing that would materially traverse their views and interests.

It is not in hmnan nature for a man who is profiting by the

present industrial system, and by taking the lion's share of the

products of industry, to support a teacher who would insist

that the system is wrong and the division unjust. The incum-

bent of a chair supported by monopolists, or by employers of

labor who believe in the ten-hour day, would, if he indulged in

very strong denunciation of monopoly or advocated the eight-

hour day with nnich earnestness, soon pay for his temerity by
the loss of his place. The removal of Professor Thorold Rogers

from the cliair of political economy in Oxford University, '"'of

which," he says, " I was unjustly deprived because I traced cer-

tain social mischiefs to their origin," shows what it costs to be

a conscientious thinker and "writer in such a position.

It is a fundamental principle of the school of political econ-

omy which is standard in this country that it is no part of its

functions to show what ought to be ; that its only office is to

explain what is. The standing contention of the leading authors

of this school is that political economy has nothing to do with

questions of morality or justice, or with any ethical question

whatever. These writers are Kicardo, !Mill, Cairnes, McCulloch,
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and AValker. Eicardo is the discoverer of "the iron law of

wages," to yyit, that wages must fall to the lowest rate on which

laborers can live and propagate. McCuIloch is the author of

the doctrine that government has nothing to do with the equi-

ties of taxation :
" The distinguishing feature of the best tax is

not that it is most nearly apportioned to the means of individ-

uals, but that it is easily assessed and collected." Our system

of indirect taxation is based on this doctrine. By this system,

says Edward Atkinson, "the heaviest burden of taxation falls

on the poor man. It finds him poor, keeps him poor, and often

reduces him to pauperism." Mill, Cairnes, and Walker stren-

uously insist on the unethical character of political economy.

Professor Cairnes says it is a neutral science, dealing only with

abstract principles :

Moral and religious considerations are to be taken account of

by the political economist precisely in so far as they are found in

fact to affect the conduct of men in the pursuit of wealth.

He also adds that they are less important than other princi-

ples, " because they are far less influential with regard to the

phenomena which constitute the subject-matter of his inquiries."

Francis A. Walker, whose work is in general use as a text-book

in this country, says :

Political economy has to do with no other subject whatever
than wealth. Especially should the student of economics take

care not to allow any purely political', ethical, or social consider-

ations to influence him in his investigations. All that he has, as

an economist, to do is to find out how wealth is produced, ex-

changed, distributed, and consumed. It Avill remain for the social

philosopher, the moi-alist, or the statesman to decide how far the

pursuit of wealth, according to the laws discovered by the econ-

omist, should be subordinated to other, let us say, higlier consider-

ations.

Political economy, says John Stuart Mill, is concerned with
" man solely as a being who desires to possess wealth. ... It

makes entire abstraction of every other human passion or mo-

tive ; except those which may be regarded as perpetually an-

tagonizing principles to the desire for wealth, namely, aversion

to labor and desire of present enjoyment of costly indulgences."

That is to say, the only motives to conduct which this school

takes into consideration arc those which spring from the worst
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passions of human nature— greed, laziness, and gluttony ! Is it

any wonder that political economy lias been characterized by

Carlyle as " a dismal science," and as " a wretched, unsympa-

tlietic, scraggy atheism and egoism ?
"

Commenting on this passage from [Mill, Mr. Walker says

:

We have here all the elements of the economic man. . . .

Wealth he never fails lo desire with a steady, uniform, constant

passion. Of every other human passion or motive political econ-

omy "makes entire abstraction." Love of country, love of honor,

love of friends, love of learning, love of art, pity, shame, religion,

charity, will never, so far as political economy cares to take

account, withstand the effort of the economic man to amass
wealth.

Evidently this *' economic man" is not an attractive character

;

and yet it is avowedly the sole object of the prevailing school of

political economy to show how this sordid creature, influenced

by the two antagonistic motives, the desire for wealth and the

desire for self-indulgence, will act ! It seems a waste of time to

study any text-book of this dismal science to ascertain how he

will act. From a little observation of what he has done and is

doing we know what he will continue to do. If his desire for

M-ealth overcomes his aversion to exertion he will enrich himself

by unjust gains. He will monopolize the bounties of nature

and the fruits of progress which God intended for all. If he

cannot do this alone he will do it by combining with other

"economic men" in forming pools, syndicates, and trusts to

control the supply and price of production. lie will thus himself

evade the law of competition, which he will apply with crush-

ing power to wage-workers, forced by want to underbid each

other. lie will treat human labor as a commodity, like cattle

and grain, the price of which is governed by the law of supply

and demand ; and he will take care, by employing pauper work-

men, that the supply of labor will be sufflcient to reduce wages

to the lowest living ratio. He will support a lobby in Congress

to control legislation in his own interest. He will make bread

dear by "cornering" grain, while the poor suffer for the food

with which his elevators aie bursting. He will water stocks

and extort dividends from consumers on shares that cost him

nothing. He will own the telegraphic system of the country,

and exact live to ten times as much for service as lie could rcn-
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der it for, at a Iiaiidsomc profit. He will own the coal fields of

the coinitr\' and the means of transportation, and enrich him-

self bj exorbitant pi'ices and rates, while fanners lack coal for

household use. and his miners and other poor consumers suifer

for want of bread. '

All this and much more the '" economic man '' is doing, while

political economists, whose works are considered safe for use by

the youth of our land, stand by and avow that they have nothing

to say concerning the moral or immoral aspects of his conduct.

Those are '• ethical considerations with which political economy

has nothing to do.'' Tell such teachers that these operations of

tiieir "economic man" are inimical to the welfare of the people

and menace the life of the nation, and they answer, in the words

of Walker, that '* political economy is the science, not of wel-

fare, but of wealth." It is certainly not the science of national

welfare, for no nation can be truly prosperous or safe in which

wealth is more and more concentrated in the hands of a few-

" economic men " who are entirely unrestrained in enriching

themselves by love of country, justice, pity, humanity, or honor,

while the masses are becoming relatively poorer every year.

The teaching of this " science " does unspeakable injury by mak-

ing more such " economic men." Manifestly, the effect on the

character of young men in college of inculcating, as one econ-

omist of this school does, that " over-conscientiousness is u dis-

advantage in business, and deservedly so," and, as the entire

school docs, that self-interest is the all-dominating law of eeo-

, nomic life, must be pernicious in the extreme. Imbued with

such principles an army of graduates goes out from college every

year to prey upon tlicir fellow-men, with no other check upon

their predatory instincts than such legal restraints as they can-

not evade, and whose chief regret is voiced in the saying of a

stock-jobber :
" One cannot make a fortune nowadays without

brusliing close to the penitentiary." It is safe to affirm that

much of tlie scoundrelism in business is chargeable to the com-

plete divorce of ethical consideration from the economic teach-

ing of the prevailing school.

With nu>re Hberal views of the functions of the Church and

pulpit the evils described might to some extent be remedied

;

but, unfortunately, the power of wealtk which prevents a

revision of political economy in harmony with the ethics and
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equities of Christianity also dominates tlio Clmrcli and warns
the pulpit off tlie field of economics, as embracing only ques-
tions that are purely secular and entirely outside the le^-itimate

sphere of the pulpit. Xever was a doctrine more false foisted

upon the credulity of men. The secular life of men comprises
nearly all of human activity. In it, if at all, Inmian character
must be formed to virtue by the domination of Christian prin-

ciples. If the pulpit be estopped from applying the ethics of
the Gospel to business methods, it has left no sphere of useful-

ness large enough to justify its existence.

The prevailing school of political economy originated with
the Physiocrats of France during the latter part of the last

century, and has held sway ever since in this country, in Eng-
land, and in France. In Germany an opposing school has risen

since ISoO. It is known as the Historical School, and differs

from the other in giving prominence to ethical aims and mo-
tives as essential to a truly scientific and logical method of
political economy. It insists that the phenomena of wealth
should not be considered apart from the facts of the moral, po-
litical, and social order with which they are closely interwoven

;

that society must be considered in the totality of its elements;
that it is unscientific to narrow the premises of political econ-
omy to only two antagonistic motives—the desire for wealtli

and. the desire for self-indulgence
; that isolated views of a par-

ticular aspect of social life are essentially vicious ; and that the
exclusion of ethical considerations from the purview of polit-

ical economy makes it a maimed and decrepit affair, unworthy
to be called a science. 'Among the leaders of this school are

Professors Eoscher, Kneis, Ilildebrand, Cohn, Schonberg, and
Wagner, of Berlin.

Professor Schonberg says, on the general subject

:

Our economic life is a social structure for whicli men are re-
sponsible, and its improvement, its formation in tlie luanner best
ior the well-being of the whole body of society, is one of the
weightiest problems of nations.

In a review of Cohn's System der Natlojialdlononiie Profes-
sor "Wagner says :

*

Economic phenomena are to be considered in their relations to
society in all its aspects. Political oconomy is not only to analvze
and describe wliat is; it is to point out what should be. The
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different motives [to economic activity] can, I believe, be reduced
to five—four egoistic and one not ego'istic.

In the first class the ])rime motive is self-interest ; the other
three egoistic motives he names are merely modifications of
self-interest. lie then adds of the final motive :

Lastly, in this complex of motives and in the struggle for self
and for those M'e make a pait of oui-seives, we find the non-ego-
istic motive, the sense of duty, and, Avlien we fail to do our duty,
the reproach of conscience.

'^ow, theory, in so far as it operates Avith psychological motives,
makes deductions from them, and tries to explain phenomena
that are based upon man's economic activity, must be^iu by con-
sidering the possible intiuence of all these motives. Hypothetic-
ally, we may disi-egard the operation of some of them. We may
assume, for instance, tliat that of securing individual advantage
is alone at work. But theory can never begin by assuming that
this is the fact, and that one motive suffices to explain the fact.
That must be tested by observation and experience. And when
the theoretical question is, What should be'? we must always in-
vestigate, and must never assume that the state of things at
whicli we aim will take place by the mere operation of self-mter-
est. If it does not so take place, we must search wlietlier the
other egoistic motives can serve or ouglit to serve to bring about
the desired result, and in case of need we must appoafto the
motives that spring from a sense of duty. . . . The great point
isthat the motives of individual advantage should be combined
with altruistic motives, or replaced by them. The last and hi<ih-
cst ideal for an individual and for'a people is, first, to deveTop
the finer egoistic motives in place of the coarser, and, in the end,
to substitute the entirely non-egoistic motives for the egoistic.

This last is the task undertaken by Herbert Spencer in Iiis

search fi3r a valid system of ethics for the government of eco-

nomic life and all human conduct ; but he expressly renotmces
the aid of religion, and claims, indeed, that " morarinjunctions
are losing the authority given by their supposed sacred origin."

Per contra, Professor Wagner declares the following

:

All experience teaches that action of this kind [non-egoistic,
which seeks "to protect the industrially weak and to increase the
gains of the poor"] is most effectively secured, if it be also en-
joined by religion. . . . 'J'he task of society is to secure obedience
to the moral law in industrial life, llere'we must set up an ideal
of a just distribution of incomes.

It is in recognizing this '' task of society," and also the proper
business of the scientilic economist, as m'cU as of statesmen,
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philanthropists, and ministers of religion, tliat the German ur
Historical School is differentiated from the unethical school of
political economists whoso M'orks are standard in nearly all

countries. In England, Professor Thorold Ilogers, recently de-
ceased, was the chief political ccononnst of commanding ability
whose voice has been heard protesting in the name of" science
against economic injustice. "In France,'' says Professor Rich-
ard T. Elv, " political economy iias degenerated into a mere
tool of the powerful classes." The same may be said of the
United States, if we except Dr. Ely's own work. He is an
earnest advocate of the ethical method. Xearly all the books
which have influence among us consist of works of the domi-
nant school, on the one hand, and books advocating revolution-
ary theories, on the other ; both of which ignore Christian ethics
as a possible factor in molding the economic life of individuals
and of the nation. The revolutionary theories are, to a large ex-
tent, the result of a reaction from unethical teaching in places
of authoiity.

What is needed, then, is a political economy that shall in
theory and practice admit Christianity to its divinely intended
place as a controlling force over the conduct of men in the pur-
suit of wealth

;
that sliall show, not only what is, but what

ought to be—show what is as a warning and as a guide bv
conti-ast with what should be; that shall be a science' of coni-
raon well-being, and shall insist that no nation in which the
rights and welfare of any class are ignored can make true
progress; that shall seek to substitute altruistic for egoistic
aims, and to displace 'the purely selfish "economic man" by
one governed bv the Golden Pule.

^6u< ^ a:
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Aet. YI.—the character of COLUMBUS.

CoLOJBus is described by Alexander Humboldt as " a giant

standiug on the confines between mediaeval and modern times,

and liis existence marks one of the greatest epochs in the liistory

of the world." The translator of Professor Francesco Tarduccr s

recent Lfe of Colmnhus, writing of the application already

made to tlie Roman pontiff for tlie canonization of the cele-

brated discoverer, uses still stronger language, saying

;

When we consider the work that Columbus performed . . . and
the pure intention of glorifying God from which he acted, we must
confess him one tliat seems worthy of religious veneration; ... his

wonderful observation of natural phenomena, his sagacity in ex-
plaining them, and the glorious plans wliich his genius conceived
and his energy carried out, we must look upon him as one of the
greatest of men.

That there is an obverse side to this flattering portraiture of

the man who to-day is the idol of many minds is shown by
Mr. John Fiske in the preface to his Discovery of America.
Writing of the difference concerning the personal character of

Columbus between the view given of it in his work and that of

Mr. Winsor in his recent Life of Colwnhus, he says

:

Mr. Winsor writes in a spirit of energetic (not to say violent)
reaction against the absurdities of Roselly de Longues and others
who have tried to make a saint of Columbus; and under the influ-

ence of this reaction he ofl'ers us a picture of the great navigator
which serves to raise a pertinent question. No one can deny that
Las Casas was a keen judge of men, or that his standard of right and
wrong was quite as lofty as anyone has reached in our own time. He
had much more intimate knowledge of Columbus than any modern
historian can ever hope to acquire, and he always speaks of him
with warm admiration and respect. But how could Las Casas
ever have respected the feeble, mean-spirited driveler whose por-
trait Mr. Winsor asks us to accept as that of the discoverer of
America ?

Yes ; this is a " pertinent question." Perhaps there is no bet-

ter method of solving it than that which Macaulay suggested

in his caustic review of Montagu's Life of Bacon. Macaulay
claimed that Mr. Montagu, having assumed Bacon to be an
eminently virtuous man, had proceeded to judge " the fruit by
the tree." Forced to admit that some of Bacon's actions were not
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defensible, wben measured by strict ethical principles, he had in-

sisted that any explanation of them Avas more probable than that

Bacon could have done anything very wrong. The extreme

enlogists of Columbus appear in like manner to have taken the

high character of their hero for granted, and inferred from it

that his actions, if not always strictly right, were at least ex-

cusable; or, as Mr. Winsor charges "\Yashington Irving with

having done in his charming biography of the great discoverer,

they " determined to create a hero," and then "glorified what was

heroic, palliated what was unheroic, and minimized the doubt-

ful aspects of Colundnis's character." Both of these methods

are obviously wrong and misleading. To rightly estimate him

liis actions must be impartially viewed as the fruit of his char-

acter. "When thus studied it will appear that lie was not a

saint, as De Longues claims, nor a perfect hero, as Irving por-

trays, him, nor a driveling scamp, as Aaron Goodrich, one of

his biographers, contended, but a brave, intelligent, resolute

mariner, ^\^th strong scientific instincts, whom Providence

guided to the discovery of a previously unknown continent,

but whose life was spotted by many deeds which dim the glory

that yet illuminates his name.

Notwithstanding much persistent historical research very lit-

tle is certainly known respecting the early life of Columbus.

That he was born in Genoa is generally admitted; but the year

of his birth is still problematicah Irving, Tarducci, and Fiske

accept 1435 or 143G as its probable date. Winsor favors li-lB

or 1447. His admirers have spent much time in the vain en-

deavor to prove that he was nobly descended, but the fact re-

mains that his father, Domenico Colombo, was a respectable

wool Aveaver and " the keeper of a house of entertainment."

Fortune he had none. His ancestors for two or three genera-

tions had followed the same useful calling. Thus Columbus

was, as I^Tapoleon once claimed to be, his own ancestor. His

son Ferdinand was content to have it so ; for after his father's

death, when some of his ardent admirers began to search for

evidence that the deceased admiral had noble blood in his veins,

Ferdinand very sensibly said:

I think it better that all the honor be derived to us from his

person than to (^o about to inquire whether our father was a

merchant or a num of quality that kept his hawks and hounds.
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The opening years of Colunibns's career are enveloped in a

cloud hitherto impenetrable, except through here and there a

rift. It is known, says Winsor, that the wool combers of Genoa

had established schools for the education of their children. It

is scarcely to be doubted, therefore, that young Christopher,

while learning his father's trade, was sent to one of those schools.

There he learned to be a good penman, and probably acquired

the skill to draw maps by which in after years he gained a

livelihood. Some authorities afiirm that he was for a brief

period a student in the University of Pavia, where he acquired

some knowledge of the principles of cosmography, astrology,

and geometry ; others find no evidence that he was ever at a

university. Be this as it may, it is hardly doubtful that when

ho was about fourteen years old he became a sailor. Probably

his naturally adventurous nature, acted upon by the ruling spirit

of his native city, moved him to this step. As Tarducci observes,

Genoa was at that period supported by the sea on which her citi-

zens had won wealth, power, and fame. Her most illustrious

citizens were or had been " children of the sea." Hence stories

of the sea filled the minds and excited the imaginations of the

boys of Genoa, begetting in them from their earliest years "a

taste for the sea and for a sailor's life." It is safe, therefore,

to conclude that the spirit which ruled in Genoa led Colum-

bus, while yet a boy, to seek fortune and fame on the sea.

Some of his biographers have told stirring tales of the experi-

ences and feats of Columbus between the time of his becoming

a sailor and the year 1470, when he left Italy and took up his

abode in Portugal. But the careful and dispassionate investiga-

tions of modern historians have discredited those tales as being

little else than creations of the imagination. Winsor says,

" Everything is misty about those early days." Fiske thinks

that those youthful years " were not all spent at sea. Some-

where," he says, " Columbus not only learned Latin but found

time to study geography, with a little astronomy and mathe-

matics, and to become an expert draughtsman." He seems to

have gone " to and fro upon the Mediterranean in merchant

voyages, now and then taking part in sharp scrimmages with

JMussnlman pirates." At intervals he was probably " found in

Genoa earning his bread by making maps and charts, for which

there was a great and growing demand."

/
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After 14T0, or 1473, as Winsor fixes the date, Columbus be-

comes more visible to the historian's eye. Ilis younger brother,

Bartholomew, was in Lisbon making maps and charts, in whiel),

like Christoplier, he was an expert. The reputation of the

Portuguese as daring mariners and successful explorers was well

known in Genoa. These facts and his knowledge that other

citizens of Genoa M-ere settled in Lisbon engaged in profitable

traffic are suflicient to account for the departure of Columbus

from Italy to take up his residence in Portng;il. But his life in

Lisbon M'as not wdiolly spent in map-making, for he himself

recorded that while Lisbon was liis home lie made more than

one voyage down the African coast with Portuguese expeditions.

Some three years after Columbus had taken up his*abode in

Lisbon a romantic incident happened which proved to be an

important link in the chain of events wdiich led him to the

great work of his life. He was one day at a religious service

in the chapel of the Convent of All Saints when a charming

young lady, named Philippa Moniz de Percstrelo, attracted by

his very striking ])erson, conceived a strong affection for him.

Las Casas, as cited by Fiske, describes him as being at that time

" a man of noble and commanding presence, tall and powerfully

built, with fair, ruddy complexion, and keen blue-gray eyes that

easily kindled, while his waving white hair must have been

quite -picturesque. His manner was at once courteous and cor-

dial, and his conversation charming. There was an indefinable

air of authority about him, as befitted a man of great heart and

lofty thoughts." Philippa, says'^^insor, " sought him with such

expressions of afEection that he easily yielded to her charms,''

and after a brief acquaintance made her his bride.

Philippa's family liad an estate at Porto Santo, an island lying

three hundred miles from the coast of Portugal. Going thither

with his wife, Columbus found among the papers of her

deceased father a large number of nautical notes and sailing

charts. Tiie study of these documents is supposed by some,

albeit Winsor questions it, to have prompted Columbus to

the conception of a western passage by sea to Asia, and to a

correspondence with Toscanelli, one of the most famous cos-

mogi'aphei-s of the time, which developed his conception into

a conviction that Asia could be reached by sailing westward on

tlie Atlantic Ocean. Through Toscanelli he also learned of
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Marco Polo's highly colored pictures of the immense riches,

peerless grandeur, and wonderful greatness of Cathay or China,

of India, and of Cipango or Japan. These vivid and partly

illusive descriptions in that oriental traveler's then celebrated

book filled the imagination of Columbus and tended stronglv

to inspire the enthusiasm which sustained him in his wearisome
pursuit of means to give practical shape to his conviction. Still

more influential on his growing purpose was a chart sent him
by the venerable Toscanelli, in which " the coast line of Asia

was represented as cutting the meridian of the present New-
foundland." Hence, said Columbus, '' India is even neighbor-

ing to Spain and Africa "—a distance over which he believed a

well-managed ship could surely and securely sail.

These facts make it obvious that the idea of reaching Cathav
and the Indies by sailing west Avas not original with Columbus.
There is, indeed, ample evidence that this possibility had been

discussed by philosophers as a theory from the time of Aris-

totle. Strabo had suggested, almost predicted, indeed, the ex-

istence of another habitable world within the temperate zone
approachable by sea. Bacon had collected passages from ancient

writers " to prove that the distance from Spain to the eastern

shores of Asia could not be very great." But while the con-

cept of Columbus, as Fiske observes, " was in the air," it was
liis great achievement to transmute the idea of other thinkers

into a demonstrated fact by " making the adventure in his own
person."

The date at which Columbus made his first attempt to per-

suade the King of Portugal to undertake his proposed voyage

of discovery cannot be ascertained. Tliat he finally gained tlie

ear of King John, that this monarch appointed a council to

listen to his plans, and that a minor it>j of that council was fa-

vorably inclined to the enterprise cannot be seriously questioned.

It is also historically proven that when the king requested the

bold adventurer to state the terms on which he would under-

take to conduct it he proudly demanded high and honorable

titles, with other great rewards sufficient to enable him to leave

behird him a name and family worthy of his deeds and merits.

The king offered him the government of the places he mii,dit

discover, with certain commercial privileges, and also titles of

nobility if the importance of his discovery should warrant it.
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This very reiisonable offer tlie ambitions and avaricious Colum-

bus proudly and peremptorily declined. Another council was

then appointed to which Columbus by the king's request sub-

mitted his charts and drawings. Then a vessel was speedily

fitted out by the treacherous king ostensibly for a voyage to

Guinea, but really to sail as those cliarts directed, and, if possi-

ble, to make the discovery indicated by Columbus. This con-

temptible scheme failed, owing to the lack of skill and courage

in the men intrusted with its execution. Bad weather soon

drove them back to Lisbon, where they affected to ridicule the

theory of Columbus as the dream of a fanciful mind which,

they said, " saw land wliere there was and could be only water."

Disgusted with this unkingly treatment and embarrassed by

debts which compelled him to conceal his movements lest he

.should be arrested by liis creditors, the disappointed Columbus

secretly quitted Portugal and started for Spain, taking with him

his son Diego, and lioj^ing to interest the Spanish court in his

project. Some authorities say that Philippa, his wife, was

already dead ; others assert that she died shortly after his

departure"; still othei-s that he deserted her. The only certainty

in the case is the curt statement of the adventurer himself that

he " never saw her again."

The movements of Columbus in Spain are involved in mist

until, in 14SG, we find him in Cordova seeking to persuade

Ferdinand and Isabella to furnish ships for his projected enter-

prise. "While in this city he formed an illicit connection with

Beatrix Enriquez, a lady of noble birth but of frail virtue, who,

in l-iSY, became the motlier of his illegitimate son, Ferdinand.

This moral blot on the discoverer's character is bluntly denied by

those who are seeking his canonization, but even Tarducci,

though an enthusiastic papist, is compelled to admit that a pas-

gage in the will of Columbus requiring his son Diego to furnish

Beatrix Enriquez with a decent livelihood as a person to whom,
he says, " I am under a great burden," cannot be harmonized

Avith the assumption that his relation to tliat lady was blame-

less. Should the honor of sainthood be conferred on Columbus
in the face of his conspicuously impure dalliance with Beatrix,

and of the other indefensible deeds which spotted his life and

shaded his character, the papacy will practically deny its own
ethical teaching. It will say by that act of canonization that an
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unethical life is no bar to Homan Catliolic sainthood after death,'

provided one formally adheres to the ritualistic requirements of

Koiuanism.

But the unliolj passion of Columbus for his inmnorata,

though it may have temporarily chilled, did not quench his

determination to realize his great idea through the aid of the

Spanish or some other court. To most men the embarrass-

ments he encountered in his effort to secure the assistance of

Isabella and her consort would have appeared insurmountable.

But he possessed an indomitable will and a degree of self-

determiuation which defied discouragements. His persistence

conquered at last. A command from the queen bade him ap-

pear and argue his cause in presence of an assembly of learned

men in the camp before Granada. In obedience to this sum-

mons he pleaded his case so successfully that Isabella promised

to take up his proposed enterprise in earnest as soon as the

Moors should surrender that famous city. She kept her prom-

ise, and on the 2d of January, 1492, Columbus was requested

to state the terms on which he would accept the command of

the ships required to test the correctness of his theory.

When one considers the lowly origin and poverty of this

then almost unknown Genoese sailor one can readily compre-

hend the astonishment of the Spanish court at the magnitude

of- his demands. lie required to be created "admiral of the

ocean," hereditary viceroy and governor of the heathen coun-

tries ho might discover, to be ennobled, and entitled to receive

for his personal use one eighth part of the revenues and profits

which such lands inight produce ! Who can wonder that

these rich and regal demands were promptly rejected as ex-

travagant and unreasonable? They made him appear, not as a

self-determined, heroic man, supremely devoted to the achieve-^

ment of a high purpose, not as a man ready to sacrifice his

personal interests for the good of Spain and of the world, but

as a supremely selfish adventurer firmly resolved not to serve

Spain or the world except at a price which, in view of what he

then was and of the uncertainties involved in his proposed en-

tei-prise, was astoundingly exorbitant. Assuredly there was no

moral beauty, no high-minded devotement to the public good,

but much that was proud and avaricious, in the attitude of

Columbus when thus bargaiuiug with the court of Sj)ain.
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But even in tins moment of supreme selfishness Lis unyield-

ing will lield Lira to the further pursuit of his project. Hence

he turned his back on Cordova and started for France, hoping

to win the aid of her king. Just then, however, the impas-

sioned eloquence of two Spanish grandees awakened a sudden

impulse in Queen Isabella to send a courier after the departing

adventurer. Columbus returned. The queen, fearing that

some other monarch might profit by her refusal to aid him,

then accepted liis extravagant conditions; the necessary funds

•were soon provided ; three small ships were fitted out at Palos

;

and on Friday, xVugust 3, 1492, Columbus set sail on his some-

what uncertain but epochal voyiige.

After touching at the Canary Islands foi^ supplies and repairs

this famous little squadron sailed toward that part lof the At-

lantic hitherto unvisited by mortal men and marked on the

maps of that day as the " Sea of Darkness." Its crews num-

bered ninety men (though Tarducci, following Charlevoix,

fixes their number at one hundred and twenty). They were a

motley set, including criminals and debtors, who had obtained

their liberty on condition of enlisting under the discoverer's

flag. Others were impressed men. Some were professional

sailors. A few, like the three brothers named Pinzon, were

skilled seaman. Perhaps it was the low type of his crews tliat

led Columbus almost immediately after leaving the Canary

Islands to begin the falsification of his reckoning for the pur-

pose of deceiving them Avith respect to the distance sailed.

"While keeping a correct reckoning for his personal use he gave

out a false one for his subordinates which deducted about one

fourth from the actual number of miles sailed. Thus if they

sailed sixty leagues he reported them as forty-five. "Why this

deceit? His apologists say he practiced it to prevent mutiny.

Finding themselves sailing upon unknown seas toward an un-

known land, some of his men wept and sobbed like silly chil-

dren. Every novel appearance filled them with superstitious

fears. "When the fleet reached the meridian at M'hich the com-

pass-needle was deflected, a fact which science liad not then

explained, they attributed it to enchantment. "When their

ships entered that vast tract of floating seaweed now known

as the "Sargosso Sea" they trembled lest they should be hope-

lessly entangled therein. This cowardly state of mind in his
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crews was botli embarrassing and vexations to the admiral,

and wlicn it began to sbow itself in angry frowns and passion-

ate murmnrings it was alarming. Bnt before it bad become

at all serions Columbus bad decided to combat it witb tbe

trickery of lying and deceit. But wbat real need bad be to re-

sort to deceit? He was armed witb almost royal authority.

He possessed a fine figure, a commanding presence, and un-

common powers of persuasion. He was known to be gifted

with superior skill as a sailing master, without which bis

cowardly crew believed and felt they could scarcely hope either

to discover new lauds or to find their way back to Spain.

These qualities gave him a very great personal superiority over

all the men in bis little squadron. They needed, it would

seem, only to be boldly displayed in his words, manner, and

action to have maintained discipline and to inspire courage

among his motley crews. Courageous self-assertion, firm sujv

pression of the first symptoms of insubordination, and resolute

insistence on strict attention to duty ought to have precluded

his resort to deceit and daily lying. Columbus cannot be

charged with a lack of physical courage. Why then was be

guilty of the unheroic, unmanly, immoral trick of falsifying

liis reckoning? It is impossible, perhaps, to give a positive

answer to this very natural inquiry. AVe venture to suggest

that-be was already dimly conscious of his lack of that peculiar

force of character which is the flower of a man's combined

mental, moral, and physical qualities, and which is necessary to

that mastership of men which is characteristic of all who be-

come great leaders. That Columbus did not possess this en-

dowment is proven by his subsequent n^elancboly failure as an

administrator. We suggest, therefore, that his dawning con-

sciousness of this lack was the inspiration of bis deceitful

device. He doubted his personal power to enforce his author-

ity over his crews ; therefore he resorted to the unheroic expe-

dient of deceit.

Ten weeks after leaving Palos tbe fleet was startled at two in

the morning of Friday, October 12 (O. S., X. S. 21), by the boom

of a gun from the Pinta. Land had been descried by Rodrigo

de Triana, a seaman. But Columbus, having seen, or fancied

he saw, a small moving light four hours before, claimed and

subsequently received the reward promised to the man who
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should first discover land. That Columbus actually saw a light

at a distance of some forty miles from shore is more than

doubtful. But there can be no doubt about the meanness which

moved him to accept the reward which was justly due to poor

Rodrigo, who was unquestionably the man who first saw the

actual land. A morally great man M'ould have scorned to accept

a pension which a poor man had fairly earned. In this act Colum-

bus was neither just nor generous, but characteristically selfish.

The land discovered was not the island of Cipango (Japan),

which Columbus had expected to reach, but one of the Bahama
Islands, probably the one now known as Watling Island. Co-

lumbus named it San Salvador. He took possession of it with

much ceremony in the name of Ferdinand and Isabella. Its

inhabitants, thinking that he and his followers were descend-

ants from the sky, prostrated themselves in adoration. They
were Jiude, peacefnlly inclined, indolent creatures, whose chief

attraction to the great navigator was the little ornaments of gold

some of them wore in their noses, and which they willingly

exchanged for glass beads, hawks' bells, and other trinkets. To
learn whence they obtained gold was his first most pressing in-

quiry, as it was also in all the other islands, which he soon pro-

ceeded to visit. Gold, gold ! always gold ! was everywhere the

object of his inquiries and pursuit. " Where do you get gold?

"

was his constant question. And when those poor barbarians

pointed in all directions, but mostly toward the south, Colum-

bus inferred that the rich Cipango (Japan) he was seeking lay

in that direction. Hence he cruised 'from his first landing-

place to what we now know as the islands of Cuba, Tortuga,

St. Thomas, and Hayti, " proceeding solely," he says in his

journal, " in quest of gold and spices," and praying " our Lord,

in whose hands are all things, to bo my help. Our Lord, in his

mercy, direct mo where I may find the gold mine !" The con-

version of the heathen islanders does not appear to have been

supreme in his thoughts or pleaded for in his prayers with half

the fervency with which he prayed for gold. No wonder
that, as Bonzoni reported, the Indians soon learned to hold up a

piece of gold and say, " Behold the Christian's God !
" It may be

due to Columbus to state that he defended his intense desire for

gold by pleading a vow he had made to expend all the wealth

he might acquire as viceroy in organizing a crusade for wresting
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Jerusalem from the Turks. He professed to believe that God

had civen him a mission first to discover a sea route to Cathay

(China) and then to expel the Turk from tlie Holy City. Con-

ceding his sincerity, his quest for gold must tliereforc be attrib-

uted to religious fanaticism as much as to avarice. But Avhich-

ever was its chief motive and inspiration this unceasing quest

for gold reflects discredit upon his character.

At Hayti Columbus fancied that his hope of finding much

gold was likely to be realized. But on Christmas Day his flag-

ship, through the disobedience of the officer in command, was

completely wrecked. The Phita, commanded by Martin Pinzon,

had previously deserted him. Fearing that Pinzon had sailed for

Spain with the view of claiming the honors of his great discov-

ery, Columbus resolved to return home at once in the J^ina.

FiiKling a goodly number of his crew eager to remain on the

island, he built a fort for their residence with the timbers of

the wrecked Santa Jlaria, and sailed for Spain. His arrival at

the port of Palos on the 15th of March, 1193, was greeted with

popular demonstrations of great joy. And when he appeared

at Barcelona, by command of the Spanish king and queen, he

was received with royal honors and courtesies. His display of

birds of rare plumage, of specimen pearls and golden ornaments,

and especially of " six painted and bedizened natives, tiie sur-

vivors of ten whom he had captured by cunning and force, and

brought from Hayti, excited intense wonder. All Spain was

proud of the man who had discovered, as was then supposed,

tlie rich Asiatic lands described by Marco Polo. Xone dared

to question the admiral's theory that the islands he had visited

were on the eastern borders of China. He had, as he imagined,

placed the supposed boundless wealth of the oriental nations

within reach by sea of Spanish enterprise.

It was very easy, therefore, to obtain money, ships, and men

for a second voyage. Hence on the 25th of the following Sep-

tember Columbus sailed from Cadiz in command of seventeen

ships and fifteen hundred men. He then felt himself on a \A\\-

naclc of glory. God, as lie fancied, had chosen liim to be a

vessel of honor, and he renewed the fantastic vow which he had

previously taken to use the profits of his discoveries in equip-

ping an army of sufticient sti-ength to rescue the Holy Sepul-

cher from the hands of the Turks.
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This second voyage of Columbus added nothing eitlier to his

popularity or to his fame. He discovered Jamaica, Porto Kico,

and some smaller islands without abandoning his false geograph-

ical notion that they, with his former discoveries, belonged to

Asia. His imagination, being always more vi^^d than his judg-

ment, misguided him, and he soon demonstrated that his admin-

istrative capacity was vastly inferior to his nautical sldll. Hence,

when those adventurers who accompanied him saw that Hayti

was not the paradise of splendor and riches he had pictured it

to be, they denounced him as a humbug, became discontented,

sick, and mutinous. They despised his authority. Disorder soon

reigned in the colony. Bitter complaints against him were sent

to the Spanish sovereigns by the first returning ships. Fearing

the influence of these missives on the minds of the Spanish

sovereigns, Columbus sailed for Spain on March 10, 149G.

Those complaining voices from Ilayti diminished the confi-

dence of both the court and people of Spain in the predictions

of Columbus concerning the wealth of the countries he had dis-

covered. Yet his plausible statements finally moved Isabella

to provide the means for his third voyage, which resulted in his

discovery of the island of Trinidad. Sailing from thence into

the Gulf of Paria, he unwittingly saw the coast of South Amer-

ica. There his imagination led him to fancy that he was not far

from the Garden of Eden ! But his third voyage ended in dis-

aster. The Spanish court, made suspicious by the complaints

of the colonists, sent one Bobadilla to inspect the state of affairs

at Ilayti, with positive directions to Columbus to obey him.

Kightly or wrongl}-, Bobadilla condenmed Columbus, and in

October, 1500, sent him to Spain in chains!

This unjust severity caused a reaction of popular opinion in

his favor. He then made a fourth voyage, but without notice-

able results. In 1501 he again returned to Spain. In May,

150G, he died at Yalladolid. But his death was so little noticed

that he who was the cynosure of all Spanish eyes in 1103

passed out of life utterly unnoted in 150G. After he had

been dead twenty-seven days a public document mentioned his

name, simply saying, '' The said admiral is dead ! " And Tar-

ducci says that a local chronicle of Yalladolid, which collected

details of events in that city, had not a word of mention of the

death of Christojjher Columbus for the year 150G

!
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The one great fact in the Ufe of Cohimbus was his discovery

of the AVest India Islands— a discovery which ahnost necessarily

led to that of the contiguous American continent. As stated

above, the idea which shaped his explorations was not original

with liim. jSTeither was his first epochal voyage intrinsically

great or grand. To an experienced seaman who had often sailed

on the xVtlantic, as he had done, there was nothing especially

hazardous or alarming in his proposed expedition. Once made

it would be easy for any skilled mariner to make it again. But

in that age of superstition and limited, scientific knowledge to

venture into a sea hitherto unvisited by human beings was gen-

erally regarded as an act requiring more than ordinary nautical

skill, physical courage, and moral superiority to the superstition

of the age. These qualities Columbus possessed. But the true

grandeur of his discovery lies in its consequences more than in

the qualities which enabled him to achieve it. By the discov-

ery he bravely and skillfully translated an idea first conceived

by other minds into a realized fact, but of its vast consequences

he had no conception. Yet it is these consequences which

make his act appear magnificent in the eyes of modem men.

His discovery resulted in dispersing a cloud, which had for ages

hidden a grand geographical fact from the eyes of the great na-

tions ; it brought all races of men into perceptible juxtaposi-

tion-; it replaced the barbarous peoples of this great continent

with a race of civilized men; it ultimately contributed mightily

to the spiritual, social, and political development of humanity.

When the luster of these grand results is reflected back on the

man Avhose self-determined energy bi'ought into the light the

grand theater in which they have been wrought it invests him

with an aspect of dignity which excites the wonder and com-

mands the admiration of modern nations. But when one

searches for the actual causes of these astounding results one

perceives that they were not in the dreams, much less in the

aims, of Columbus ; that he had little or no part in working

them out, unless we except the poisonous fruits of the slave sys-

tem which one must reluctantly concede he introduced among

them, and which seriously detracted froin their value.

Ilis relation to these consequences was mainly that of one who
led the way across the ocean which had previously so isolated

our continent as to forbid the approaches of both oriental and
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European civilization. He did tliis by a voyage requiring no

more skill and physical courage than arctic explorations of more
recent times. He was, therefore, and chiefly, a maritime path-

finder, the divine instrument for leading Europe to a land des-

tined to become a field in which the principles of Christianity

might be freely wrought into the lives of men.

Taking this broad view of these results, one readily perceives

that much of the greatness attributed to Columbus is illusive.

Nevertheless, when these illusions are dissolved, as observed

above, he still stands before the world a bold, brave mariner,

whose rare intelligence grasped a theory long and often postu-

lated, but never proven by philosophical and scientific thinkers,

and whose pertinacity and nautical skill unwittingly solved it

by practical demonstration. We say unwittingly, because Co-

lumbus was unaware tiiat he had opened the way to a " ISTew

World." He died believing that the lands he had discovered

were on the borders of the known Asiatic continent.

The moral measure of the man Columbus stands out in pain-

ful contrast with the grand results of his discovery. History,

especially as it is studied by the scholarship of to-day, is indeed,

as Michelet defines it, " a resurrection." Its critical researches

make men of the past better known to us than they were to

their contemporaries ; this is due in part, perhaps, to our higher

ethical standards and in part to the dispassionate impartiality

with which their deeds are now studied. Unfortunately for the

fame of Columbus, historical criticism finds many of his deeds

sadly eclipsed by shadows cast upon them from their confessedly

selfish motives. As mentioned above, the inspiration of his

first voyage was not a supreme desire to solve a great geo-

graphical problem for the good of mankind, but a grasping

ambition to enrich and exalt himself. " Promise me viceregal

authority, enroll my name among those of Spain's proud nobil-

ity, pledge me a large share of the wealth wliich ray discoveries

may produce, and I will lead your ships to rich Cathay. Refuse

me these golden gifts, these high honors, and I will not do

Spain and the world this service ! " These were not the words

of 6elf-<levotIon to a great idea, but of a man governed by arro-

gant pride and grasping avarice. Neither were his appeals to

Portugal and Spain based on high motives, but on the same
spirit of selfisni which ruled his own heart. The imaginary
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•wealth of Cathaj and Cipango was the allnrement he spread be-

fore them. True, lie mentioned the possible Christianization of

the people of these countries, but only as a subordinate induce-

ment. Gold, jewels, pearls, and spices were presented to them

as their chief inducements to attempt his proposed discovery.

This dominant selfism which marked his bargaining with

Spain characterized his administration as viceroy. He caj>

tured and enslaved helpless Indians that he might present them

at the Spanish court as trophies of liis discoveries. "When he

needed cattle he most cruelly packed five hundred of the poor

Indians in the hold of a small vessel and sent them to be sold

as slaves in the market of Seville, directing the proceeds to be

eent him in cattle. He also compelled the Indians to dig in the

mines and toil in the fields. He authorized a system of forced

labor, which resulted in a mortality so sweeping that at the

time of his death the populations of some of the islands he had

discovered were very nearly annihilated. To fill their places he

provided for the importation of Negroes from Africa. Thus he

became the father of Amencan slavery, with its infamous slave

trade, and, through the ultimate results of this slave system, of

the deadly war of the late rebellion ! He sov/ed dragons' teeth

which have produced innumerable hosts of armed men.

But was not Columbus a Christian ? Judged by the moral

standards of his times and by the sentimental ritualism of Ko-

manism he may be so named. But placed in the ethical bal-

ances of the Is"ew Testament, and viewed in tlie light of a

humanizing spirituality, one cannot regard him as having very

defensible claims to Christian sainthood. AYhat he was in the

sight of Him who reads the spirits of men no man can conclu-

sively decide. But while no one is bound to view him as a model

for imitation all may very properly think of him as a bold,

brave, self-determined man to whom it was given to be the

providential instrument of what Fiske describes as " a unique

event in the history of mankind. Kothing like it was ever

done before, and nothing like it can ever be done again."
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Art. YIL—prescience OF FUTURE CONTINGENCIES
IMPOSSIBLE.

If law, penalty, and moral government arc realities the dis-

obedience of Adam left him incapable of making for liimself

a satisfactory atonement, or of renewing liis fallen nature in

the divine likeness. God having withdrawn from his soul,

there could be no recuperating power in him by which

lie could regain his lost affinities for holiness. To secure his

salvation an atonement for his guilt and a recreating power and

process in his nature were indispensable. "Without atonement

there could be no access to the divine throne, and without an

incipient change in his spirit he could not be responsive to di-

vine instructions and entreaties. Should the Ruler still hold

him as an accountable being he must guarantee to him perfect

freedom of choice between obedience and disobedience. And
to make his salvation from unholy affinities possible he must

be brought unconditionally into a state of partial moral change,

to give to freedom the impulse and the illumination necessary

to originate choice between evil and good.

Unless some incipient moral change pass in a depraved soul

it could not choose holiness ; and if it could not, then it would

not be free. A salvable state requires initial moral changes in

the soul of a probationer. "Without these supernal helps man
never could originate a choice of obedience. As in Adam we
all died, so in Christ we are all made alive—alive enough to

be responsive to the calls and entreaties of God ; and, there-

fore, he is the Saviour of all men, and especially of those who
believe. Salvation unto the uttermost is promised believers.

The great atonement must leave man under grace just as free

to choose holiness as he was when under the economy and pro-

bation of works. If he is not he cannot avail himself of the

proffers of salvation. The salubrious sound of the Gospel

could never attract his depraved ear. A great change actually

passed in the nature of fallen man in tlie atoning sacrifice.

He is not, therefore, under the deed of redemption, totally

depraved. Total depravity is that state of the soul wholly des-

titute of a desire for holiness.

AVhen Christ first created man he endowed him with the
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perfect freedom of personality. And -when lie redeemed him

he placed that boon of liberty back into Lis soul, and man once

more stood before bis Creator and Redeemer a sovereign per-

son. Man as a fallen, hopeless being is very different from

man as a redeemed being. A perfect freedom, as an uncondi-

tional benefit of the atonement, was essential to a valid proba-

tion on the plane of free grace. Man, under the atoning sac-

rifice, being perfectly free, he is the absolute genesis of his ovm
choice between competing motives.

Choice logically necessitates the coming to pass of contin-

gent events. A contingency is an event that might come to

pass, with an equal possibility of its opposite, or something

else, coming to pass. Either may come to pass, but neither

has yet come to pass. Neither is an existing thing. A possi-

ble event may or may not come to pass. If it cannot be cer-

tain to come to pass, it is uncertain in its nature. If it is un-

certain to come to pass, that uncertainty must attach to' the

nature of the event. God's conception of a thing is always

identical with the nature of that thing, and therefore God's

conception of the event is that uncertainty attaches to it. If

its' uncertainty is objective it must be subjectively uncertain.

Can a thing be different from God's conception of it ? Can

he escape regarding a contingent, possible event as uncertain ?

Can God regard an uncertainty as a present certainty, or an

actuality ? An actuality involves substance and attribute, but

an uncertainty cannot possibly involve either substance or at-

tribute. A non-existing thing cannot be an object of knowl-

edge, for knowledge of a reality is the certainty that that reality

necessitates in the mind. But this is impossible unless the

thing has a positive existence. And if it has a positive exist-

ence it can never be otherwise than as it is. Hence, to assume

that God intuits all free events from eternity to eternity is

without a shadow of proof. A contingency must be, just what

Bichard Rothe—the greatest man. Dr. S chaff says, that Ger-

many has produced since Schleiermacher—declared it to be,

"a nothing," and, therefore, "unknowable." Can God know
a contingent event before that event takes place ? Hothe an-

swered : "ISTo; because there is nothing to know until it does

take place." Dr. Dorner says :
" No ; for in the divine omnis-

cience there must be an element of growth. In the world God
50—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. VIII.
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must live an historic life that is conditioned by man's life of

'freedom."

If man is an accountable being he can of liimself originate a

moral or immoral force. If he originate a force, moral or im-

moral, before its origin it -was a possibility, but it could have

no incipiency. Before its origin its incipiency was a nonentity.

If its incipicTicy was a nonentity it was unknowable. If God
could know one nonentity he could know millions of nonentities,

and this would fill the infinite mind ^^•ith millions of nonenti-

ties, M'hich is an evident absurdity.

A B will go east, states a simple fact. A B will go east

or west, is a proposition that afiirms an alternation, one or the

other, but neither of which is now certain. If it is now certain

that A B will go east, then the proposition, A B will go east

"or west, does not express an alternation, which is all it does

express. The alternation being destroyed, the proposition is

meaningless and wholly delusive. The only way by which it

can bo known which route A B will take is to enter his con-

sciousness and witness his actual determination in the contin-

gency before him. The choice can never be an object of

knowledge until the choice is elected and originated by A B.

If God's conception of the nature of an event is that it is un-

certain, then all the knowledge ho can have of such an event

is that it is uncertain. For him to afiirm certainty of an

event that is uncertain in its nature violates the law of self-

contradiction.

Assuming the possible prescience of a nonentity necessitates

a denial of the likeness between the mental movement of man
and the mental movements of Deity exercised upon the same

subject of inquiry. This denial will break the force of innu-

merable teachings of revelation. When I teach endless pun-

ishment as Christ taught it I am told, " God's mind does not

regard this subject as we do, and no doubt in the infinite re-

sources of the infinite intellect he has a way to prevent such a

terrible destiny." Sucli utterances have sadly paralyzed the

teachings of our Lord on this momentous subject. 1 teach

that worship is not acceptable unless we worship the Father as

God, the Son as God, and the Holy Ghost as God ; but I am
told, " God has such a way of looking at the teachings of the

Bible on the subject of worship that to him Christ is not God.''
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But a refusal to worship the Futlier, Son, and Holy Ghost has
ever been strangely attended with indistinctness of religious
experience. How can God foreknow a contingency ? With
united voice .Calvinists escape the incoherencj of Arminians by
assuming and affiiraing that God knows tlie future choice of
A B because it is in liis sovereign eternal decrees. But to
the question, IIow does God foreknow? Arminians reply;
*' Finite intellectual movement is no criterion by which to judge
the movement of an infinite intellect ; and though the fini'te

cannot conceive how God can foreknow an absolute nonentity,
nevertheless the infinite mind may ; for man never did and
never could have any conception of an infinite intellect." But
God assumes the similarity between the finite and the infinite
intellectual movements when he says, " Come, let us reason to-
gether." AYhen we reason we must look at things, facts, and
subjects as they really are. The things and our conception
of them must resemble each other sufiiciently to be identified,
or reasoning is estopped. The same must be true of the state
of mind of Him with whom we reason. When God says,
" Conie, let us reason together," things must lie in his mind as
they lie in ours, and he and we must reason from the same
premises and according to the necessary laws of thought. If
to us the prescience of contingencies involves and necessitates
self-contradiction, the same contradiction must inevitably re-
sult and rest in the mind of God. If you deny this your rea-
soning with the Deity is unreHable, and therefore useless.

It is dangerous to solve a difficulty by assuming an absurdity.
If we assume one absurdity it will

~

necessitate the assumption
of another absurdity to escape the consequences of the first.

Has God anywhere afiirmed his prescience of the future voli-
tions of man ? If he has 1 have never been able to find such
aflirmation. A justly distinguished professor of theology,
wlien frequently and sorely pressed for a text supporting In-
falHble prescience, gave a long list of passages, not one of
which has the slightest reference to a future contingency.

^

Many without investigation have regarded the divine ina-
bility to foreknow contingencies as an imperfection of om-
niscience. A careful study reveals that a limitation in pre-
science is one of his perfections. It also removes innumerable
imperfections in the moral character of God, eliminates the
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confusion that belief in prescience has introduced into the

Bible and tlie absurdities it has scattered through all the realms

of theology. If the perfection of omniscience requires pre-

science of mj future choices, it also requires the prescience of

all the choices from %vhich I would select a choice. But this

is a painful obtrusion of useless conceptions in the eternal con-

sciousness. Adam Clarke, \\\\o accomplished more for Meth-
odism than any other man, affirmed that human freedom can

never be reconciled ^vith infallible prescience. Unhesitatingly,

therefore, he rejected infallible prescience.

A person is an intelligent, sensitive being, possessing self-

consciousness and self-determination. ]\reraory is the faculty

by which a person repossesses himself of past perceptions, con-

ceptions, facts, and experience. Tlie imagination is the faculty

by which, in varying the ideas received through the senses,

this person forms new combinations and images. The under-

etanding is his comparing faculty, by which, from premises

rightly assumed, he advances to a conclusion, and thus takes a

step forward in valuable thought. The reason is the faculty

by which he cognizes intuitive truths, implied knowledge, and

necessary principles. His will is the faculty by which this

person chooses between obedience and disobedience.

Moral freedom implies accountability. Accountability necessi-

tates in just government rewards for right volition?, and evil con-

sequences for disobedient ones. For it implies that choice and

volition have their entire genesis in the sovereign soul of the

being so accountable. The exercise—not the faculty, but the ex-

ercise—of the endowment of freedom is wholly independent of

the Creator, This endowment is one thing and its exercise is an-

other. Free agency implies the independent power of becoming

a good or an e\41 spirit. A man cannot bo the author and not

the author of an act. An accountable being, in the necessities

of things, can be happy only in the consciousness of rectitude,

which is rightness in action. God can make tilings, beings,

worlds, but he cannot create in a sovereign soul the sense of

merit that arises from the consciousness of freely choosing bc-

tweep obedience and disobedience, and preferring virtue to

vice. Man must, therefore, be tested in order to display loy-

alty or disloyalty to rightness and Deity. And an opportunity

to achieve moral character, self-respect, and a claim to cndlo-s
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rewards is dne from the Creator to one created with such fath-

omless and endless capacities. Trial necessitates the possibili-

ties of failure. Though it implies the possibilities of failure, it

by DO means implies its probability. Probability means a majority

of presumptions, and the presumptions of the coming to pass

of contingent events can be found only in the external environ-

ments of a person, but not at all in his sovereignty. The
probability of Adam's fall, j udging from his environments, was

not one to ten thousand. For moral freedom necessitates per-

sonic sovereignty. Therefore the possibility of failure in trial

lies in the deep necessities of freedom itself and in the self-orig-

inatings of absolute sovereignty.

. This possibility of failure implies pro and con attractions

upon the person. These attractions are the motives addressed

to the sensibilities of the sovereign person, either directly or

indirectly, through the intellect. As a choice of an account-

able being must be rational in the direct issue of the test be-

tween loyalty and disloyalty, at the moment of the choice, to the

seeming of the person making the choice, the motives for and

against obedience must appear to him to be equal in their per-

suasive testing influences. If these pro and con attractions are

not just equal, if God allows Satan a stronger persuasive, fas-

cinating, and blinding influence over the probationer toward

disloyalty than he himself exerts upon him toward loyalty,

then there is no possibility for this probationer to have a fair,

equitable chance to display the loyalty of self and achieve a

moral character. In the grand achievement of moral character,

therefore, to the seeming of this accountable person, the pro

and con attractions must necessarily be equal. And they must

be always equal until he is abandoned of God and his p>roba-

tion forever closes. It is axiomatic that God will safeguard

to every person whom he will judge and reward the causal

power, amply sufficient, to choose loyalty to right and duty if

he will only voluntarily use that poM'er. On the other hand,

he will test him by motives and trials till he is amply con-

vinced that he is worthy and capable of his respect and com-

munion. An unfair tendency to evil would prevent demerit,

and an imfair tendency to good would render merit impossible.

To locate the least causation or causal power to choose and

volitionate in the persuasives addressed to the person through
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motives renders impossible tlio achievement of personal merit,

and also the construction of a tlieology not disfigured by un-

thinkables. As the origin of volition cannot be found in mo-
tives it must be found in the pure self. If man is made in

' the divine image and likeness he must be a fountain of finite

causation, as God is a fountain of infinite causation. Being

a primary cause he can originate volitions. The causative

power in volitions which is ascribed to motives by Henry
Smith, who so clearly exposed the fallacy of Dr. "Whedon in

his effort to reconcile human freedom with divine prescience,

is truly astonishing. For manifestly motives no more cause

volition than the sensation on my brain t^auses my cogni-

tion of a house. Cognition and volition both are caused by

myself in a way that is confessedly incomprehensible to all

thinkers.

The action of motives upon the person is natural, according

to the simple law of cause and effect. The connection between

the cause and the effect can be traced by the thinker. Ac-

countability requires, to preserve it undamaged, that every iota

of coereiveness should be eliminated from the competing mo-
tives. Motives can act in accountable deeds only on intellects

and sensibilities ; but the intellect and sensibilities, in both the

finite and the infinite mind, move only as they are moved upon.

Their movements, therefore, cannot be originative of moral

character. To locate moral achievement in the activities of the

intellect or sensibility would disprove human accountability

and shift responsibility elsewhere. The will, being neither

intellectual nor sensitive, does not act according to the law of

cause and effect, but by a law purely optional. My definition

of the human M'ill is that it is that faculty of a sovereign per-

son by which he chooses between two equally competing mo-
tives and then originates a volition to execute that choice. The
action, therefore, of a person upon motives differs, toio ccclOy

from the actions of motives upon persons. It is causative, cre-

ative, originative, and arbitrary. Motives are the necessary

occasion, but not the cause, of accountable volitions. But this

is no more indiscernible or unthinkable in its process than the

cognition of a house from the indispensable condition of a

sensation of a house upon the brain. Sensation is the mental

act that cognizes an affection of one of the five senses. The
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motives are the indispensable conditions of the achievement of

moral character. "Without them the display of loyalty would

be impossible. So the sensation of a house is the indispensable

occasion, but not the cause, of the cognition of the house. The
path from a sensation on the brain to cognition in the mind,

no thinker has ever traversed. All philosophers agree that it

has never been illumined by mortal man. But no principle in

philosophy is more certain than that, in some invisible, myste-

rious process, a sensation on the brain is the indispensable con-

dition of a cognition in the consciousness- In like manner, by

the occasion of motives addressed to the person, the mysteiious

self achieves moral character. To this ultimate simplicity of

fact universal consciousness attests. Who can explain how the

sensation of a house is the occasion of bringing into the mind

the necessary idea of space occupancy ? The sensation on the

brain in some mysterious way evokes in consciousness the idea

of space occupancy. In like manner, two equally competing

motives are the indispensable occasions or conditions of the

achievement by the sovereign self of moral worth.

If man is created in the image and likeness of his Maker he

must possess something that is indestructible in its nature, and

something that is incomprehensible in its activity. Man could

not be in the image of God if he had no capacity for the su-

pernatural in his originatings. All instinctively believe in the

supernatural. Effort and obduracy are needed to overcome

such faith. There must be some things where the connection

between the occasion and the effect, and between the cause and

the effect, cannot be traced by mortal eyes. "Where we can

trace the connection between the cause and the effect we call

the movement natural. If so, where we cannot trace this con-

nection why not call the movement supernatural, at least until

we can find an exacter definition of this mysterious process ?

Man's likeness to God suggests that he acts supernaturally in

creating his everlasting destiny either for weal or for woe.

Such action alone is creative of moral character and can ground

its claim to the promised reward. These competing motives

awaken necessarily opposing impulses. And it is in curbing

and controlling the impulses awakened by the motives to dis-

loyalty that wortliincss, respectability, moral character, and self-

respect arc all achieved and meiited. This curbing of impulses
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God and angels watcli with most intense solicitude. In no

other way can deserving reward ever be attained.

"When God uses man as a mere instrument in his hands he

himself originates in him the choice and volition needed to ac-

complish his work and purpose. In this way only could he

use him as an instrument. But when he treats man as a

sovereign soul, as a subject of his kingdom of free grace, he

leaves him, and is compelled to leave him, to freely originate

himself his own choices and volitions on which his eternal des-

tiny wholly depends. If future volitions are foreknown to be

certain, there must be some certain indications by which they

are foreknown. But certain indications destroy the contingency

which freedom absolutely necessitates.

If the person originate and create moral character by his will,

his will, not being an intellectuality nor a sensibility, cannot

possibly preindicate or preintimate what the person's final fiat

will be, whether of obedience or of disobedience. An act of the

will can never be known prior to the action of the will. For

the will being the faculty of acting, until it does act its action

can preintimate nothing. If an accountable choice springs, as

it unquestionably does spring, from the depths of the sovereign

person's freedom, without the least coerciveness in any of its

antecedents, how is it conceivable or possible that that choice

could reflect itself back into the depths of eternity ? And how

could it be recognized in God's consciousness untold millions of

years before he had resolved to create a single world or a soli-

tary soul? "In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth." This would not be true if its inception were not a

fresh exercise of the divine freedom. Jonathan Edwards and

Charles Ilodgc saw this absurdity, and hence the former

aflirmed that " if there were such things as contingencies, God

could not possibly foreknow them," The latter afiirmed that

" God could not see evidence where there is no evidence. And

the only evidence of a future choice is God's eternal decree."

Here is where that great body of revered Presbyterian schol-

ars and thinkers stand ; if contingencies existed they would

transcend omniscience. And thus without discussion one half

of the theological world unitedly supports the earnest claim

of this article—the impossibility of foreseeing a future coti-

tiugency.
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As man is a rational being, his choice and volition must be

rational. Eational beings, to whom all things seem as they

really are, ^vill never make an irrational choice. This is an

a priori principle, fundamental to theology. If all things seem

as they really are to a probationer, then there is no possibility

for him to choose irrationally. That things do not seem as they

really are is the only arena where loyalty can be fully tested.

Man can be tested only by what seems to him to be a rational

choice. But through misapprehension, caused by imperfection

of intellect and limitations of knowledge and persuasions of

sensibility, a choice that is really irrational in itself may, to his

understanding, seem exceedingly rational. If it is not possible

for an irrational choice to seem to the probationer to be rational,

then probation is not possible, and all the immortal glories that

probation implies are forever prevented from realization. The

trial through which he is to pass must be such as to give birth

to character and merit, self-respect and rewardability. And all

this must bo achieved through the possibility of an irrational

choice that seems to the subject to be perfectly rational. AVith-

drawing your foot from a blazing fire could not allow the de-

liberation necessary to a choice involving merit. The possibility

of such an irrational choice must arise from limitations ordained

by Deity upon man's capacity for perception and deliberation.

God himself, if he create beings free and responsible, must limit

himself in various ways in their treatment and government.

He must, for example, impose upon himself modified mutabili-

ties such as are involved in hearing prayer, pleading with the

disobedient, and v/aiting patiently before the stubborn will of,

a finite being. If probation necessitates such limitations in

Deity it may also necessitate limitations in the human reason,

perception, and understanding. But this seeming rationality of

that which is in truth irrational may arise from the blinding,

fascinating influence of Satan, who can change himself into an

angel of light and deceive the very elect. But none of his de-

ceptions are ever so powerful as to interfere with the perfect

freedom of the subject. And it is at this point that God's wis-

dom and goodness and watchfulness and interest glow forth

with transcendent and ineffable glory, watching every proba-

tioner at every moment and in every conflict that Satan attain

no influence over him inconsistent with his freedom, most gra-
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ciously declaring that lie will not suffer any one to be tempted

above that wliicli he is able to bear, but will with every tempta-

tion make a way of escape that he may be able to endure, and

assuring the probationer, " When Satan comes in like a flood

I will lift up a standard against him." For no unfallen rational

being, to whom all things seem as they are, will ever make an

irrational choice. Ko such being can be put on trial, and no

such being would ever achieve loyalty to God. It is only

when things do not seem as they really are that he can make a

rational choice of disloyalty. His choice to his seeming must

be a rational choice. God, therefore, is under necessity to

place an accountable being, whom he intends to respect and to

reward and to fellowship as a sovereign person, in a situation

where there is a possibility, but no sort of necessity, for making

a rational choice of that which is evil and, therefore, irrational

in reality. Deny the possibili*-y of a probationer making an

irrational choice that seems to him to be really rational and you

give up the possibility of probation altogether, with all its un-

speakable realities.

If all the splendid advantages of the clioice of obedience be

spread out before a probationer, the vision vrould so enrapture his

mind as to unsettle his personality'and eliminate from his free-

dom its significance and rob him of an opportunity to originate

in the depths of his own spirit a choice that would demonstrate

personal worthiness in himself. Of necessity, therefore, these

advantages must be represented to him in a greatly lessened

brilliancy and impressiveness, in order to leave him in the con-

dition of mind to calmly make a personic choice that will cor-

respond to the dignity of one created in the nature and image

of God. On the other liand, an adequate apprehension of the

awful consequences of disloyalty would cause disobedience to

appear so terrific as to make impossible a genuine trial of one's

personal choice between sin and holiness. Nevertheless, strong

but false reasons for disobedience must press him powerfully,

or self can never emerge in splendor from the conflict with a

record that will pass him to God's right hand, eternal in the

heavens. Therefore, to secure an arena for our great trial for

eternity on which to achieve our immortal fortunes, the motives

for our disobedience nnist always be just equal in our seeming

to tlie motives for our disobedience. A bad man could never
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become a good man imless God keep np to his seeming the equi-

librium of motives, increasing his inducements to obey just as

his wicked indulgences incline him to disobey. The proba-

tioner must always be just as free to choose wrong as to choose

right. For if he in probation could not choose Avrong he could

not choose right. To God and the redeemed in heaven, and

all not on probation in all worlds, there is no probability of

choosing wrong ; for the probability of wrong-doing is no long-

er needed to those who have triumphed in a past probation.

"The possibility of wrong-doing in Deity must be received as

a mental oonceivability," says Mark Hopkins.

If our Lord does not teach the doctrine of future and everlast-

ing punishment for those who choose to be incomgibly wicked,

he does not teach any doctrine. Perhaps upon no other does

lie dwell more frequently, more clearly, or with more impress-

ive majesty. His words and manner, his life, sufferings, and

death, are perfectly consistent with, and only explicable by, the

truth of tliis amazing fact, " The soul that sinncth, it shall die."

If I can reject his teaching on this subject, I may reject it upon

any other. By a like procedui-e I could repudiate the whole

of divine revelation. Believing that souls all around me are

in danger of everlasting separation from God in conscious ex-

istence, how can I justify the ways of God ? how can I harmo-

nize the contradictions in the Bible necessitated by the old

theories ? how can I do that which has never yet been done

—

construct a theodicy ? how can a theology be created without

paralyzing absurdities? what is the principle of exegesis that

can make consistent every revealed thought with every other?

These pregnant questions drive me to the profoundest thought

of which I am capable, and to a deep humility upon my knees.

If God has from eternity unconditionally decreed the eternal

sufferings of uncounted millions of immortal souls, or if he has

created them and eternally decreed that he would make no pro-

vision and exert no divine influence indispensable to their sal-

vation, they would be justified by truth, justice, right, and

equity in criticising alike his administration and his nature. If

God is now creating immortal souls every moment whom he

knows and has known from eternity will go forward to endless

misery and a terrific existence, how can he be infinitely good ?

how can the moral universe repose in his infinite goodness?
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Goodness is a feeling that inclines and a principle that requires

Deity to remove all suffering that can be removed consistently

with all higher interests. If he does not remove all removable

Bufferings it is a grave reflection upon the Creator. But he is

under the same obligation to prevent all preventable suffering.

If it M'as foreknown that your father or your child would come

into existence, choose a life of wickedness, become infamous as

a desperado, finally reach the scaffold, and then enter the abodes

of the lost, \vhere the worm dies not and the fire is never

quenched, could you fail to anathematize a ruler who would not

prevent such accumulated woes \

Prescience and predestination alike logically necessitate re-

volting imperfections in the moral character of God. His

moral character is infinitely dear to him. Arminians, while

they anathematize Calvin's " horrible decree," forget that they

attribute to the Almighty Father of the universe a moral turpi-

tude equally astounding. The eternal and unconditional decree

of John Calvin is diabolism in the will of God. The divine

persistency in the creation of uncounted millions, foreknown

soon to become lost beings forever, is diabolism in the affections

of God. Calvin represents God as damning the lost in his

naked will. Arminius requires him to disregard all his tender

and fatherly sensibilities in their damnation, suffering the

vengeance of everlasting fires. Which is the more shocking

diabolism, I leave the reader to ponder. When tlie Calvinistic

minister rises to preacli the Gospel of the grace of God he is

paralyzed with the painful fact that lost souls, damned by eter-

nal and unconditional decree, form a part of his waiting audi-

ence. When the Methodist minister rises to call sinners to

repentance, with a zeal fervent and burning, he has a deep

latent consciousness that they to whom he ofl'ers eternal life

have an undecided destiny, wliolly undetermined in the mind

of God. He never believes that the damnation of one of his

hearers is a present unchangeable fixity. JSTevertheless, it is a

fixity no appeal of his can alter, if infallible prescience be true.

Calvinism is now racked with the apprehension of wreck on

the eternal decrees of an arbitrary Deity. But according to in-

fallible prescience everything, every event, is now just as fixed,

just as irrevocable, jnst as unmodifiable by any probationer as

though it had been decreed from all eternity. Prescience do-
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spoils Deitj of freedom, for he cannot choose anything different

from M'liat he has known from eternity without surrendering

prescience. Predestination despoils God of freedom, for he

cannot now choose athwart his eternal decrees. But both pre-

science and predestination obtained among thinkers long before

psychology had discovered that absolute freedom and power of

contrary choice were original endowments of the human soul.

John Calvin and Jonathan Edwards placed the will jnst

where Hume and Ilobbes placed it, in the sensibilities. This

binds everything fast in fate black and merciless as the fate

that overpowered OEdipus Tyrannns. The positive argument

to prove the sovereign election of reprobates to eternal perdi-

tion being so lame, heartless, and infantile, predestination would

long since have disappeared in the growing light and warmth

ot living truth, religious and scientific, had it not been for

the strenuous advocacy of infallible prescience by Arminians.

Prescience has always been the strongest ally of that part of

Calvinism involving the " horribile decretum."

Think of Him whose name and nature are love saying to

myriads of immortals in the day of judgment, " Depart from

me into outer darkness, ye workers of iniquity. I never knew

you and ye never knew me. Go away into everlasting punish-

ment," and all for doing just what he knew from eternity they

would do if he should create them ! "Who can defend the sin-

cerity of Deity in pleading with nie for half a century to be

obedient when he knew from eternity that I was certain -to be

lost? or in urging me to act in a momentous matter as though

it were uncertain when he knew it had been infallibly certain

from eternity \

Kescience springs from the Pible as theistic science springs

from the bosom of nature. To all God says, " I set before you

life and death, choose ye," and " Occupy till I come." Of every

Cain he graciously inquires, " If thou doest well, shalt thou not

be accepted ?

"

Goethe says, "Before passing judgment upon a system of

doctrine, give yourself up to a sympathetic appreciation of it."

^Q'.M'-^^^^^.
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Akt. VIII.—the poet JESUS.

Was Jesus a poet ? Some will answer immediately, " Cer-

tainlj." Others, with equal confidence, will reply, " Xo." In

some degree all men are poets.

" The dying earth's last poet

Shall be the earth's last man."

It requires a measure of poetic instinct to detect and appre-

ciate poetry ; a far greater measure is necessary to create it.

Poetry is akin to prophecy ; it is a gift, an inspiration. Like

eloquence, it is difficult to define, but all men recognize it in-

stinctively. This gift is tame and moderate in most men. It

is one of the original elements of man's constitution, an essen-

tial fiber of the soul, but it lies passive in the multitude. It

quietly recognizes the beautiful, the true, the good, -and is con-

tented. This moderate degree of inspiration does not consti-

tute a poet. The current is weak. It murmurs, but it does

not articulate ; it flutters, but it does not fly. The true poet

writes, as the bird sings, because he cannot help it. His in-

spiration is 60 strong that it must out, if only for its own relief

and. satisfaction.

True poetry possesses a twofold character. It is an incarna-

tion ; it has a soul and a body. Form and spirit are both essen-

tiah The poetic form without the spirit is the prosiest prose.

The spirit without the form is simply poetic prose. The

happiest results are found only where form and spirit are

united. The highest phases of poetic thought seem to demand

a poetic form. Pare gems require a beautiful setting. So the

soul of poetry refuses to be satisfied with anything less than an

appropriate incarnation.

There is no doubt but that Jesus possessed the poetic instinct,

at least in a normal degree, for he was a model man. " In him

dwelt all the fullness of the Godhead ; " so in him was found

all the fullness of manhood. The spirit of poetry is found

even in the prose narratives of Jesus. The parables of the

Prodigal Son and the Good Samaritan are confessedly poetic.

The question then resolves itself into the matter of form.

Did Jesus, in a technical sense, produce poetry ? That is, were

his grand and poetic thoughts sometimes enshrined in a poetic
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body ? It is certain that lie did not rhyme his thoughts nor

shape his ^yords in measured lines. Ehyme and meter, how-

ever, have not always been essential to poetic form. The

stanza is a modern evolution. Jesus did not communicate with

his disciples by telephone. He did not sail on the Sea of Gali-

lee in a steam yacht, nor go up to Jerusalem in an express

train. His manner of life was in keeping with the customs of

the time. Jesus was a Hebrew, and if he produced poetry we

should expect to find it, not in modem form, but in the style

of the ancient poems of his nation.

The common form of Hebrew poetry is a parallelism, usually

of two lines, a couplet ; sometimes of three lines, a triplet.

Tins parallelism is subject to many variations. Sometimes the

second member of the couplet is a repetition of the thought

of the first ; this is known as synonymous parallelism. Fre-

quently the thought of the second member is contrasted with

that of the first, and then it is called antithetic parallelism.

Still another species of verse is named synthetic parallelism^

;

the sentiment of the second line is an addition, the thought is

constructive.

This style of composition is found in the Psalms, Proverbs,

and other poetical books of the Bible. Isaiah, and other

prophets, made frequent use of parallelism. "When the spirit of

prophecy came upon them they delivered their utterances in

the lofty and sententious form of Hebrew poetry. It is evi-

dent that, following the same great law of mental activity,

either intentionally "or unconsciously Jesus frequently used the

same style of discourse. When not distinctly parabolic his

teachings are usually poetic in form. The Sermon on the

Mount is an example. It can be arranged in parallels as read-

ily as the Psalms or any of the chapters of Isaiah. The same

is true of the great farewell discourse recorded by John and of

other teachings of Jesus.

To illustrate this idea notice the similarity in structure in

the following passages taken alternately from the poetical books

of the Old Testament and from the words of Jesus. The quo-

tations are all from the Kevised Version.

" So teach us to number our days.

That we may get us an heart of wisdom.
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Eeturn, O Lord ; how long?

^nd let it repent thee concerning thy servants.

O satisfy us in the morning with thy mercy
;

That we may rejoice and be glad all our days."

This quotation from the prayer of Moses (Psalm xc, 12-14)

is undoubtedly poetic in form ; compare with it the same
number of lines from the prayer of Christ (John xvii, 15-17)

:

"I pray not that thou shouldest take tliemfrom the world.

But that thou shouldest keep them from the evil one.

They are not of the world,

Even as I am not of the world.

Sanctify them in the truth :

Thy word is truth."

iN'ext compare the Old Testament poem upon wisdom (Prov.

iii, 13-20) with the poetic beatitudes of the iNew Testament

(Matt. Y, 3-10) : '^

*•' Happy is the man that findeth wisdom,

And tlie man that getteth understanding.

For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise

of silver,

And the gain thereof than fine gold.

She is more precious than rubies :

And none of the things thou canst desire are to be com-

pared unto her.

Length of days is in her right hand

;

In her left hand are riches and honor.

Her ways are ways of pleasantness,

And all her paths are peace.

She is a tree of life to them that lay hold upon her

:

And happy is every one that retaineth her.

The Lord by wisdom founded the earth

;

By understanding he established the heavens.

By his knowledge the depths were broken up,

And the skies drop down the dew."

" Blessed are the poor in spirit

:

For theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

Blessed are they that mourn :

For they shall be comforted.
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Blessed are the meek :

For thej shall inherit the eartli.

Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after righteous-
ness :

For they shall be filled.

Blessed are the merciful

:

For they shall obtain mercy.

Blessed are the pure in heart:

For they shall see God. ,
Blessed are the peacemakers :

For they shall be called sons of God.
Blessed are they that have been persecuted for righteous-

ness' sake

:

For theirs is the kingdom of heaven."

By what law of composition is the passage from Proverbs
styled poetry, and that from MatthoM' called prose '.

The following classic passage from Psahn cxxxix, 7-10, is

poetic both in form and spirit :

"AVhithcr shall I go from thy spirit ?

Or M-hither shall I tlee from thy j)i'esence ?

If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there :

If I make my bed in Sheol, behold, thou art there.

If I take the wings of the morning,

And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea
;

Even there shall thy hand lead me,
And thy riglit hand shall hold me."

Compare with the above lines the petitions of the Lord's
Prayer, as follows :

'*Our Father which art in heaven.

Hallowed be thy name.

Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth.

Give us this day our daily bread.

And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our
debtors. •

And bring us not into temptation,

But deliver us from the evil op.e."
.51 FIFTH SKKIES, VOL. VTII.
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The resemblance in form of some of the teacliings of Christ

to the confessedly poetic parts of the Old Testament is very

striking. We conclude that Jesus produced poetry, and was,

therefore, a poet.

It will be readily seen that this argument has a certain theo-

logic value. It may throw light upon the much-discussed

method of inspiration. If the parallelistic teachings of Jesus

were delivered in the form of Hebrew poetry, the special aid

of the Holy Spirit would be necessary to make a record of

those communications. K. reporter might undertake to repro-

duce a prose speech mouths or years after it was delivered,

writing it out from memory or from notes made at the time;

but no reporter would undertake to reproduce a poem in the

same manner. Dictation would be necessary, or a stenographic

report. It is evident tluit much of the teaching of Jesus was

delivered in the lofty style of the Hebrew prophets. The

special inspiration, not to say dictation, of the Holy Spirit

would be necessary to make a record of that teaching. This

agrees with the promise of the Saviour (John xiv, 26)

:

" But the Comforter, even the Holy Spirit,

"Whom the Father will send in my name,

He shall teach you all things,

And bring to your remembrance all that I said unto yo\i."

Sometime wx may have a version of the Bible in which the

poetic teachings of Christ will appear in the form of the He-

brew parallelism.

/pk/z^ eJ ' -y^c^^^T/i^^
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EDITORIAL XOTES AND DISCITSSI0:NS.

OPINION.

It is conceded that one of the prekogatives of civil government
is the exercise of the pardoning power for offenses committed against it.

It matters not that sometimes the power is abused in the interest of crime,

or that it is ajjplicd iguorantly or arbitrarily and fails to conserve the

ends of justice. The miscarriage of the prerogative is seldom invoked as

an argument against it. Notwithstanding its abuses and perversions it is

considered a necessary function of government, whether oligarchic, mo-
narchical, or democratic. And the prerogative, when employed, always

implies an affirmative or negative result ; that is to say, the government

may pardon or refuse to pardon, either from arbitrary option, or on grounds

of public welfare, or on other motive strong enough to justify it. The re-

fusal to pardon is as legitimate as the extension of pardon, and the one is

as much the exercise of the pardoning power as the other. If a governor,

petitioned to pardon a criminal sentenced to death, declines to grant the

petition he exercises the pardoning power quite as much as though he

had set the culprit free. In the failure to pardon he has not extinguished,

circumscribed, or rendered abortive his high prerogative, but exercised it

negatively, as he had been solicited to exercise it affirmatively. The point

we make is that a refusal to pardon is as great and legitimate an exercise

of the ptirdoning power as the granting of pardon to those who seek it.

To hold otherwise is to say that the pardoning power only works in one

way, and that when exercised it must result in pardon— a limitation of

prerogative that destroys it altogether. Power or prerogative implies

alternity of choice and action—to do or not to do—and therefore is subject

to the option of the ruler. AVithout this option or alternitv the preroga-

tive must always act, and act in a way which, instead of being a safeguard

in government, would prove to be its chief danger. If the legal principle

now stated be correct it may be used in removing a misunderstanding of

the divine government that is taking root in minds opposed to the doc-

trine of responsibility. It is affirmed that Christianity, in its doctrine of

future ]ninishment, robs God of the pardoning power, because it makes it

im])ossible for him in given cases and under certain conditions to pardon,

and that it, therefore, robs him of his highest function. It is admitted

tliat in some cases God may refuse to pardon; but instead of depriving

himself by that act of the pardoning power lie demonstrates his posses-

sion of it, for if lie could not refuse to pardon it is clear that his i)ard()niug

power would be valueless, and men would not .«eek it. It is the fact that

he can grant or refuse ])ardon that invests the prerogative with sacredness

ana influence and brings tlie world to its knees before God.. . Refusing is

as great a divine act as granting, and God rcbs himself no more by tlie
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one procedure than by the other. In tliis respect, as is civil government

so is divine government, which, with its alternity, preserves its equilil;-

rium and insures universal justice.

The discussion of the Okgaxic Union of the two Methgdisms in

this country is developing the difficulties that must be removed or dimin-

ished before the consummation may be considered probable or in sight.

^Yliether the obstacles be trivial in significance or of serious magnitude,

it is our first duty to recognize their existence and provide against their

influence. SomeVimes a very Uttle thing may provoke separation or pre-

vent union; but in such cases the alienating cause should have fair treat-

ment. In the present instance it is confessed that, though friction be-

tween the two ecclesiasticisms is slowly abating, there are intluences at

work for the perpetration of division that are of threatening import ami

trill not subside on the ip><e dixit of either contending party. Among

these alienating forces we name {a) history, (b) sectionalism, (c) official-

ism, and id) the Negro. In respect to the history of the division that

practically occurred in lS-14, the two parties differ in their recollections

and in their interpretation of the official records, each condeinning the

other, and each justifying itself in its final procedures. In the judgment

of the Xortli history is falsiHed, twisted, and robbed of its trua meaning

bv the Church in the South, which in turn retorts with accusations that

can oulv be born of prejudice and a designed perversion of truth. Witli

such a radical misunderstanding of history, how is it possible to promote

unity without concessions that in the present temper of the Churches are

not likelv to be made? In any negotiations in the future looking to union

we may be willing to ignore history, but we cannot forget it. Sectional-

ism is 'also a divisive force, cultivated chiefly by Southern Methodism.

From its organization the Southern Church, contrary to the principles (>f

the New Testament, became a sectional Church, and, in order to justify

its narrowness, has sought for fifty years by ostracism, by violence, by

proscription in everv form to also sectionalize our Church, but in vain, for

our Methodism claims the world for its parish. But Southern sectionalism

is curing itself. The Southern Cliurch is invading the Northwest, jumping

over its old boundaries, and rebuking itself for the Pharisaism that, hitherto

regulating its movements, has been a disgrace to the kingdom of God. The

cvlinction of the old spirit is a guarantee of future union. Officialism, or

the opposition of the leaders of the Southern Church, is also another cle-

ment in the controversy, but time will soften its asperity and the umon

sentiment will grow among the Southern people in spite of it. Tlu'

greatest obstacle is the Negro. Our Church is asked to organize our

colored membership into an hidependent Church as the condition of union

with the Southern Church, a thing we have no intention of doing. TI.h

is the stone wall in the proceedings; but stone walls have fallen. At the

present, union is i.robable, but is delayed by prejudices that Provident^

will stamp out.
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Does Ciiristlotit-: belong to the list of comparative religions?

As an original religion, based on revelation or inspiration, it may claim a

unique place in human liistory: but as a derived religion, the result of the

attrition of Semitic forces, it may claim superiority but not independence,

authority but not divinity. Under the spell of the evolutional spirit it

is common in scientific circles to estimate religion as a human or natural

development, with only remote superuatiu-al tendencies, and without au-

thority, except as it is in consonance with the doctrine of the reason. In

an examination, therefore, of Cliristiauity it is important to observe its

evolutional history and to ascertain to what extent it was derived from

environing religions and teachings. For if it can be established that in

orio-in it was local and circumstantial—that it borrowed its tenets from

existent systems and v, as possessed of no initial or original impulses—the

claim of its divine origin will be impaired, if not overthrown. Of Semiti«

and oriental religions, notwitlistanding the occasional excellence of their

ethics, no one scientifically affirms a divine origin. They are traced to

reformers who, finding either existing laws or religions iuadequate to the

time, proposed a new system of morals or beliefs and forced them on the

acceptance of the people, either by the enthusiasm they awakened or by

the more violent method of the sword. Few are the instances of super-

naturalism attributed to tlieir religious workers, though fable surrounds

their history and superstition animates their doctrine. In no such way did

Christianity appear. Allowing that Judaism partook of Egyptianism, and

borrowed its working apparatus from Semitic faith—a position yet to be

established—it does not follow that Christianity had a similar origin, or

that the Semitic influence contributed either to its form or development.

Siugulariy, and in refutation of the theory of its oriental origin, its great

doctriues'are underived from any Semitic source known to investigation.

In so far as it appropriated the judaic economy, its laws, its purposes, its

Bpirit, it modified the whole, and changed its i)articulars before incorpo-

ration into the new system. If other and neighboring religions were

subjected to a similar process of modification and training, no tenet being

transferred to Christianity before it was reshaped and transformed, it

proves that Christianity, instead of being affected by other religions,

affected them, and modified them in their attempts to modify it. And

this process of modification actually occurred, though not to so great an

extent as to justify the opinion that Christianity is a combination of all

that was valuable in the ethnic religions of its time. It has elements and

forces of its own, underived, revealed, supernatural, and its province is

by modification and appropriation to absorb all religions and give tl-.e

world one Futlier and one destiny.

In THE EXERCISE OF ITS POWERS METHODISM PISPLAYS THE GOVEKN-

mental instinct. It legislates with wisdom on subjects that engage its at-

tention, and slowly adjusts itself under forms of law to exigencies as they

arise. Its system of government is the fruit of close deliberation and has
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been commended by jurists for its compactness, its logical harmony, and

the spirit of justice that pervades its general administration. It is open

to two criticisms which deserve some consideration, though they should

not be urged as evidences of inherent weakness or unadaprability to mod-

ern times. It is rightly assumed that our indebtedness to the fathers of

Methodism is so great that it cannot be expressed in words; but many

believe th-.it our reverence for their constructive work is excessive, and

paralyzing to progress. Certain it is that ancestral worship tends to an

iron-clad conservatism that freezes out all desire for change, resulting in

stagnation and chaos. Whatever of value there may be in an abiding

reverence for traditions, customs, laws, and usages of a former age, it may

trammel aspiration and interfere with the highest interests of society.

In securing the stability of institutions conservatism may prevent their

larger development and their greater usefulness. The history of ^lethod-

ism is an illustration both of the good and evil of tlie conservative spirit

that has, for a century, maintained Methodistic identity and also block-

aded organic reforms in the interest of a common Christianity. Instead

of always seeking the counsel of the dead—a necromancy not forbidden

—it should confer with the living and act accordingly. Conservatism

may insure safety, but it may also produce inertia; it may remove obsta-

cles in the rear, but'it cannot dismantle mountains at the front. It may
pull back when on the brink of a precipice, but it will not go forward

when it has the opportunity of working a miracle. It is equally evident

that our system of government is top-heavy with ministerialism. It is

true that the present condition of the Church is the outgrowth of minis-

terial authority and induence, the ministers having built up our publish-

ing houses and developed our benevolent societies, besides initiating

nearly all our permanent legislation; but the fact smacks of one-sided

mastery in church alTairs. It is not held that the participatiou of laymen

in all the great responsibilities of the Cluirch would have secured more

faitlifulness or ethciency in administration, or more stability in Methodist

order and usage ; but it is believed that the seeming one-sidedness in gov-

ernment has been an offense to the Church and is not altogether ffivorable

to that loyalty that is necessary to growth and influence. The remedies

for the two evils are within reach. For ancestralism, it is consecration

governed by common sense ; for ministerialism, it is an enlargement of the

privileges of the laity.

The late general convention of tite Christian Endeavor So-

ciety was an inspiring gathering in the unusual number of its attendants,

the high quality of its addresses, and its visible, if transient, influence on

the life of the great metropolis where it assembled. "Without lingering,

however, upon its extraneous and incidental features, it is fitting to notice

one of the central lessons emphasized by the gathering and deserving the

attention of the general Church. Tlie tremendous and unalterable fact of

personal rosponsil)iliiy for the advancement of the divine kingdom is, in

other words, the truth which the Christian Endeavor movement seems to
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have seized upon, with other organizations, and -which it is reducing to a

working Ijusis in the lives of its disciples. If the lesson has also been

grasped by kindred young people's societies or by such a prominent gath-

ering as jNIr. Moody's annual convention at JN'orthfield, yet it is in the present

instance the Christian Endeavor Society which brings the idea to the front

and helps to its practical consideration. The indi\idual is the solution of

the problem of the triumph of the heavenly kingdom. He is the enduring

unit without which that triumph comes tardily. It is impossible to read

the Acts of the Apostles, wherein the story of the new Church begins and

the principles of all Church growth are at least suggested, without discov-

ering the empliasis laid upon this idea. Every man was to be a witness

of the things which he had seen and heard. Every one was in the larger

sense an apostle. And so the early Church—as a consequence, we must

think, not only of special divine influence, but also of human response to

the divine call to service—grew in that geometric increase which is the

wonder of the student, and which would soon Christianize the world if still

prevailing. But a change too soon came over the Church of Christ. With

its lapse into unprofitable ritualism, the candlestick of the Lord burned

dim in the hearts of believers and personal service largely ceased. The

relegation of the work of the people to the archbishop, the bishop, the

priest, and the deacon came to pass; and the Church ceased its progressive

course. But, without tracing the minute history of the idea of personal

responsibility and its development in Christian history, it is enough to

notice that it has been one of the emphatic reminders in the call of the

world's reformers and in the onmoviug of every great religious revival.

Luther taught the necessity of personality. It was one of the central ut-

terances in the marvelous and unending Wesleyan movement, and is the

teaching of the whole evangelical Church to-day, through its stated

ministry. Every man must stand to his post. In the certain growth of

that kingdom which " cometh not with observation" man's personal

quality is to be the conquering force. And it would seem that the Church

is awaking, if slowly, to the importance of this fundamental idea. It

must so awake. Then half-heartedness will cease. Every man will love

the kingdom of Christ. Every man will preach it. Every man will live

it. One cannot view without satisfaction the contribution to this end of

such an unusual gathering as the late Christian Endeavor meeting—and

the soul bows in reverence to think that it was the largest gathering of

young people's societies in the history of the Church of Christ. Nor is

the influence of such a meeting transient. It is not ])ossible to imagine

its effect upon the outlying, pioneer, and sparse places of the land, whither

the visitors to the great feast at Jerusalem have returned, in larger frater-

nity for the Christian world, in a broader conception of the purpose of the

Gospel, and withal in personal consecration to the holy toil. "We should

regret if this were not the ultimate aim and influence of the great and

progressive Epworth League movement. But this is the influence of all

the vigorous Christian organizations with which tlie age is crowded. All

are prophets crying: '* Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O Ziou."
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CtTRRENT DISCUSSIONS.

AX EDITOlilAL DEPARTURE.

As those -n-ho hear the toll of funeral bells and uncover their heads in

presence of the solemnities of death the readers of the MeflaxlM HeKiew
will turn the pa^es of the present issue. Uuexpectedh' to nio.^t, Dr. James
W. Mendenliall, Editor of tlie Bimonthly since Maj-, 1888, has finished liis

earthly journey and has passed beyond the limits of mortal sight. How-
ever prepared for this exodus his nearer friends may have been, to the

general Church the announcement of his departure will come as tidings

for which no adequate warning had been giveu. As men love life he has

met the most appalling experience of personal history ; as workers reckon

death he has gone prematurely; as the Cliurch estimates its sei-vants, one

of its leaders in versatile scholarship, in philosophic inquiry, and in fin-

ished composition has gone into the heavens.

It is the melancholy pleasure of the Retlew to present, as the leading

article of the current number, a biographical notice of the life and work
of Dr. Mendenliall. In his own purposes for the September copy of the

Bimonthly he had not included such a memorial article, since no editor

ever plans for his own obituary. Yet such a memoir, which is made
necessary by the inexorable force of circumstances, and which stands as a

sad commentary upon the uncertainty of mortal plans, is now inserted in

the issue following Dr. Mendenhall's decease. Had he received warning
of his near departure undoubtedly he would have chosen as his biograplier

Professor Whitlock, the author of the accompanying memorial sketch. In

harmony with what would have been his wishes, his bereaved family have

therefore turned^ to the friend of many years for the performance of this sad

mortuary service-. For thirty-two years Professor Whitlock had known
Dr. Mendenhall, first as a student in the university halls, and afterward in

the close relationship of Couference association. So that his memorial

has not only the quality of literary excellence, but also the merit of that

detailed description and that reliable analysis of mental powers which are

only the result of long fellowship. Xor will the friends of Dr. Mendenhail

alone welcome with mournful satisfaction this exhaustive and command-
ing review of his life-work. But in this attractive story of struggle up
from obscurity to prime position in the Church—involving the most pains-

taking application, the closest husbanding of time, and the consecration of

great powers to definite lines of work—many of the younger men in the

Methodist Episcopal Church will find lessons of evident value. To such

younger and gifted men, whether in our preparatory institutions, col-

leges, theological schools, or in the active itinerancy, this life-story of one

of the busy, achieving leaders of present Methodism will come as a mag-
nificent incentive. Being dead he yet inspires the living by his exam-

ple. Added to which the unusually excellent, almost speaking portrait of
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Dr. Mendenliall, -which accompanies the memoir, looks out like a face from

the immortals to give emphasis to his written story.

It is uot our present purpose to add anything to the record of Dr. Meu-

denhall's life, already so clearly outlined iu the periodical literature of

the Church, and now so amply told by Dr. Whitlock in his memorial

article, nor to imdertake any furtlier analysis of those unusual mental en-

dowments which gave the late editor of the Jieview his prominence in the

councils of our Methodism. A word, however, from the editorial room

itself, where so lately he sat as a master spirit in fellowship with the great

thinkers of the Christian world, may not seem an unbecoming addition

to the numerous memorials that have already appeared in the current

literature of the Church.

Loyalty to the truth was one of the noticeable characteristics of Dr.

Mendenhall to be learned from close association with him in the editorial

office. Time-serving did not enter into his life as an actuating motive.

In his official and important relation to the new movements in religious

and scientific thought which had their prevalence within the bounds of

dilTercut denominations and on both sides of the Atlantic, his predominant

disposition was that of allegiance to the right. Truth was to him of more

importance than men. In the construction of some of the polemic edi-

torials upon the great issues before the Church which his convictions led

him to publish during the quadrennium, the writer was led to mark his

self-poised spirit and his fearlessness of consequences under the over-

mastering conviction of the call of duty. Living in an earlier age, such

a spirit would have won and worn with joy tlie martyr's crown.

Dr. Mendenhall also seemed, to those associated with him iu the edi-

torial office, to command a wide horizon in his vision. A theologian by

choice and training, he was nevertheless in no inferior sense a student of

all sciences. Whatever was truly great iu every department of human

research, even though it had the charm of newness, had in him a most in-

terested observer. He coveted the largest things in theology, sociology,

philosophy, science, and archaeological discovery for the pages of the

Review. Tlie field of research was for him not narrow. In untiring in-

quiry he swept over the seas to the corners of the earth, investigated all

continents, and on restless wing moved out into the distant places of the

universe in his search for truth.

Of his religious experience, although he was usually reticent in testi-

mony, an associate now and then had a glimpse even amid the cares of

editorial work. A few times have we heard from his lips words of de-

voutness that seemed not only the overmastering conviction of a giant

intellect, but also in their candor as the sim])le faith of a trusting cliild.

And the memory of tliese chance testimonies in the midst of editorial

distractions now abides like a benediction.

Dr. Meudenhall's plans for the coming quadrennium—the Church having

just returned him to his editorial position—were generous and far-reach-

ing. Our patrons will turn to the July-August ifcc/tw and reread with

melancholy interest his last official utterance, in the article entithid, " Some
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Editorial Questions." His salutatoiy was also his valedictory. Its com-

position, as Dr. Whitlock has said, occurred during the session of the

General Conference at Omaha; its revision and a particular request as to

some important verbal changes, sent to the office from Colorado Springs,

were the final acts of his editorial career. Since his death it has been

asked what he left in manuscript on the questions suggested by the de-

bates of the late General Conference. Nothing of this sort has he be-

queathed as a legacy to the Church. Three short fragments of a miscel-

laneous nature, published in the last Jievieio under the head of " Opinion,''

to which reference is elsewhere made, are all that he found opportunity to

write on General Conference matters before death ended his busy career.

Yet it is certain that he would have spoken, and that he would have

spoken with the conscientiousness and the vigor of a i)rophet on these

questions at issue in the councils of Episcopal ^Methodism.

Dr. ]Mendenhall worked until the last. We have not seen the fact re-

marked in any obituary notice that he was present at the closing session

of the General Conference on Thursday, May 26. Though sometimes ab-

sent during the month from physical necessity, he maintained his interest

in the great gathering and remembered his obligation to his constituents

until the last. A reference to the official record shows that at the roll call

preceding final adjournment he answered to his name, thus working on

until he passed into the shadows.

For the second time in the history of the Methodiat lieview its chief editor

has died in active service. In August, 1887, Dr. Daniel Curry, full of

honors and veuei-able in years, entered upon his reward. His successor in

the responsibilities of the most dignified editorship of the Church has uo^v

joined McClintock, AVhedon, and Curry among the immortals. Too soon,

it would seem, for his best work, he has gone away. His first quadren-

nium of preparation would, perhaps, have been eclipsed by his second of

performance. Like a bold warrior who falls before the sudden arrow of

the archer, he has passed into the eternal silence. He rests from his labors.

The sight of his daily battle with disease was an unusual spectacle. We do

not so much think of him as having entered upon the higher activities that

may pertain to the heavenly world, nor as having joined the illustrious

company of "the spirits of just men made perfect;" we rather conceive

of him as having thrown aside his bruised and sulTering body, after an

heroic struggle with conquering ills, and as being evermore at rest.

Into the mysteries of his present experience we may not enter. His own
brief memorial of Dr. Fry, in the May-June ninnber of the lierieic is, how-

ever, expressive of his then views on such surpassing themes as the per-

petuation of personality, the consciousness of the departed, and the future

activities of the righteous. Notwithstanding the first reference of his

words to Dr. Fry, they have an application none the less pertinent to the

new and imapproachable experience of Dr. !Mendenhall himself:

[He] still lives, and i>x a conscious state, with facultius disenthralled, himself

free of eucumbrances, or Ciiristianity is a niisrepresentatiou. Gazing inquiriiieiy

toward the heavens, as did the men of Galilee when the ifaster ascended, infidel-
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ity turns our vision bnckward : agnosticism but dims t}ie tearful sifrht, and sci-

entifio argument simply bids us pause and Ihitik. Only in revealed truth do we
sec, and yet as through a glass, darkly ; but we see. . . . Living, [he] suggested
tlic past and the present; dead, he suggests the future. Formerly interested in

his life-work, made up of business, teaching, authorship, and editorsiiip, covering

many years, we are now interested in his new life, the occupation of whicli, even
to our faith, is a mystery, but tlie glory of which pnrtakts of the radiance of the

Eternal. As living, he becomes a reminiscence; as dead, he is the subject of our
inquiries and the proof of our teacliings. It is one of the compensalious of the

deatli-catastrophe tliat it awakens profound questions, arouses into recognized
energy the immortal instinct, shakes off for the moment the inertia of matter,

stills our reveries of time, and abjures us to consider eternal realities. ... In

life [he] taught us lessons of life ; in death, he impresses ns that we are immor-
tal ; and so by his last act teaches more, inspires more, comforts more, than by
the aggregated toils and sacrifices of [forty-seven] years. Friend, brother, faro-

well until the break of the morning 1

In the latter part of April, with his destination the General Conference,

Dr. Meiidenhall went out from the editorial rooms of the Methoditst Itei'ierr

forever. For those who remain behind tliere is a strange stillness and the

sense of the withdrawal of a master spirit. For him has come emancipa-

tion, glorification, coronation. —As.sistant Editok.

TIIE NATURE AND THE PLACE OF PREACHING.

Among the many enduring institutions of society the preaching of tiie

Gospel holds a peculiar and a distinguished place. No student can con-

template the custom ru its structure or its application without discovering

certain inherent characteristics which distinguish it from all other human
performances. Its etymological basis is an instructive study and a proof

of its superior claims. As to its antiquity, history shows that its earliest

practice Avas contemporaneous with the founding of the New Testament

Church. Its relation to the holiest impulses of the human soul clothe its

frequent performance with veneration. Its aim in the regeneration of the

heart and in the ennobling of the individiuil life lifts it above all merely

••^^cular employments, however dignified. Following its unbroken observ-

ance down the centuries, its present practice is well-nigh universal. Its

plainness of speech and its boldness of utterance suggest an unwavering,

unnatural, unearthly courage on the part of its exponents. Its sublime

consequences in the reformation of men and the transformation of na-

tional life are a proof of its unique place among the institutions of man-
kind; and its constant observance, with its perpetual influence upon per-

sonal life, give an enduring charm to its contemplation. To write of its

nature and its mission is, therefore, a pleasing task, and one that is always

germane to the pursuit of theology.

As an inntitution jn-eadting in divine in //•< origin. The most casual ex-

amination of the Old Testament Scripture proves the claim that it was not

a part of the patriarchal system or a cu.stom of the .Jewish dispensation.

Neither the oflicial words of the judges, the poetical compositions of David,
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the oracular and valuable utterances of Solomon, nor the arousing mes-

sages of the later prophets to tlie rebellious people might be denominated

preaching, in the scholarly siguiticatiou of the term. The word has a

place only in the Christian vocabulary, as the practice has had its ob-

servance only in the Christian ages. The familiar words of Eadie have a

new force and beauty as bearing upon this position:

Tbc inspired men under the Old Testament did not preach. They proclaimed
the will of God iu a variety of forms. Mo>es enacted statutes, prescribed and
predicted national results as patriot and legislator; Joshua after his sword was
sheathed s\\'oro the nation to fidelity ; Samuel judged and taught with divine au-
thority; David sang as saint and kinir, and gave utterance to emotions common to

the Church in every age; Elijah cludlenged and battled for God in days of idola-

trous degeneracy ; Solomon embodied liis experience in pithy and pointed sen-

tences. The propliets, as a bodv, portrayed present obligation nnd future crises.

The burdens pronounced by Isaiah ring over Babylon, sweep through the wilder-

ness, and are borne up the Nile. Jeremiah, Ezekiel. and Daniel interest them-
selves with national affairs and theocratic history. Obadiah seals tlie fate of
Edom, and Haggai and Malachi censure the selfishness of their age. These old

seers foretold Messiah, but did not exhibit him. They pictured him, but did not
preacli him.

But with the establishment of a new Church, which is to be time-long

and universal, a new order of evangelism was instituted by the great

Founder. In his assigumeut of specific duties to men the underlying

thought of the New Testament record is that of their ambassadorship.

They were not to speak for themselves; they spoke for another; thej

spoke for the Almighty. As an intimation of the di^ane establishment of

preaching—and it is sufficient to point this out in suggestion rather than

to attempt its proof by elaborate argument—the significance of such a Xew
Testament form as K/ipvcau is pertiuent and forceful. Translated more than

fifty-times iu the English version of the New Testament as "preach,"
and occurring more frequently in the original than any other term, unless

it be fia/} f/./sw, its meaning is that of publishing or proclaiming, as of

one "acting by authority." The preacher is a " herald," crying aloud to

the sous of men the message of the King. Of a similar force is such a

form as a-oari/.?.u^ occurring in such a forcible passage as Rom. x, 15.

The early apostle was "one sent forth" to the Gentile world on a mission

whose transcendent importance baffles human thought. Nor to linger on

verbal forms and peculiarities of etymology, though the critical study of

the Greek text is of prime value, the whole genius and trend of the Gospel

are in line with the thought that the preacher is a sent man. The com-
mand to him Is "go." The extent of his service is that he go "into all

the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature."

In pursuance of the thought that the preaching of the word is thus a

divine institution it is instructive to notice the detailed provisions of

Almighty wisdom for its best performance. A definite place has been pro-

vided in the divine economy for Christian preaching. To secure its unin-

terrupted delivery and to separate it from the distractions of the world

in order that it may have its full effect on men, a sanctuary has been

raised and dedicated to its holy uses, into whose quiet the merchant man
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with his paltry wares may not intrude, or the political declainier with lii.^

strident voice. A distinct day is also set apart, among other reasons, for

the celebration of preaching, when commerce furls its sails so far as pos-

sible and rests u]ion the seas ; when trade stops upon the streets ; when
men have abundant opportunity to enjoy the advantages of preaching and

to meditate upon its claims. A peculiar text- book is also employed in

the maintenance of the institution of preaching. Unlike any volume it

is of modern composition; fearless in its denunciation of human vices;

imperative in its demands upon human love and service; and above all

things bearing upon its face the indisputal)Ie evidences of its inspiration.

And the presence and operative power of tlie Holy Spirit are the super-

natural sign which accompanies the words of the Christian ambassadors,

and are the perpetual seal of the truth in the hearts of men. Says Ken-

drick on the holy origin of preaching:

It is obvious that the oral preaching: of tlie Gospel is divinely enjoined in the
New Testament, and is that which the depurting Saviour instituted as the grand
means of evangelizing the world. . . . Xothing readies tlie Immaa mind and
heart so quickly «s Uie fresh and living utterances from kindred hearts and
lips ; and we may well believe, therefore, that the office of preaching and the
divine credentials of the preacher have their source equally in the authority and
the wisdom of God.

As a dicinely appointed institution the he/writs of j'renrliing are an inalicn-

Mc part of Christian history. Since fruits are the true test of institutional

as well 83 individual living, the results of preaching have exemplified the

wisdom of its holy Founder in its ordination,' ^tt liave justified its con-

tinuance till the present. Xo chapters in the ample volumes of historical

theology are more fascinating than those which outline the methods, the

growth, and the moral influence of Christian preaching. As to the patris-

tic times, Justin Martyr gives a satisfying glimpse at tlic manner and

purposes of preaching in the second century

:

On the day called Sumlay, all who live in cities or in the country gather to

one place, and the raoraoirs of the apostles, or the writings of the propheis, are

read as long as time permits; then, when the reader has ceased, the president

verbally instructs and exliorcs to the imitation of these good things.

Tertulliau, as an eye-witness, also adds his confirmatory word concerning

the value of early preaching in the following historic statement:

We assemble to read the sacred writings, to draw from them lessons pertinent

to the times, either of forewarning or reminiscence. However it bo in that respect

with the sacred words we nouri^sh our faitli, animate our hope, strengtiieu our
confidence, and, no less, throngli the inculcations of the precepts we confirm good
habits. In tlie same place, also, exhortations are made, rebul<es and sacred cen-

sures administered.

Thenceforth the beneficial consequences of preaching were the perjK'tual

credentials of its divine selection. From Origen, " tlie first preacher in

the modern sense,'" to the pulpit of the present day, the oral announce-

ment of the Gospel has been accompanied with peculiar and heaven-

attended benefits. We must confess largo concurrence witli the view that

the stibordination of preaching in the fifth and sixth centuries to ritualistic
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services and the later frequent cessation of the voice of the preacher in the

Dark Ages, may have been among the causes of the degradation and cor-

ruption that followed. The final history of Christian preaching has not-

been -written. Could such a volume be constructed—from the day when
Peter, filled with the Holy Ghost, preached the first formal sermon of New
Testament Christianity—it would contain more than the biography of

many great ambassadors of tlie faith, or the clianges in homiletic practice,

or a suggestion as to the alterations in church architecture through the

centuries; it would also set forth as the great feature in the history of

Christian preaching the exceeding benefits that this practice has brought

to the nations of the world. As the warj) and woof in the great fabric

of righteous living which has been woven in the loom of the ages, not to

give preaching its due prominence is to disdain the evident teachings of

ecclesiastical history.

As a diviiuly ordained and omtinuoas institution jireacJung has an un-

spealcalily important mission to the modern world. The charge that the pul-

pit is declining in its power is most serious. Such suggestions of dimin-

ished resources or of weakening influence as may be found in a volume

like Mahaffy's Decay of Modern Preaching cannot fail to prompt a train

of inquiry as to the fact and a sense of sadness in view of its possibility.

Yet it is a hopeful sign that the mission of the modern pulpit is thus a mat-

ter of earnest inquiry and even of variance of opinion. We are far from

believing that this ancient means of enlightening, renewing, and enno-

bling men lias lost its primal force. The responsibility of the pulpit

was never so great in human Iiistory as at the present daj*. The growing

accessibility of the Orient nations, as the opening of Japan to western

emigration, adds to the obligation of the pulpit. The mastery of each

new -language of the heathen Avorld for the purposes of commerce in-

creases the duty of the Christian Church to preach the Gospel in the

unenlightened regions of the earth. "Wherever humanity is, in its per-

plexities and needs, the pulpit has its unspeakable obligation.

And it is an incidental proof of the divine nature of the institution of

preaching that it has the power to adapt itself to the changed conditions of

humanity and to the practical needs of the great earth to-day. We must

dismiss the idea that its function is to only discuss the merits of anti-

quated and musty doctrinal definitions; to trace in languid and lackadais-

ical speech the ancient biographies of the Scripture, vrithout application

to the needs of modern listeners; or to attempt in visionary and nerveless

sennonettes the description of the heavenly grandeurs. To claim only this

for the pulpit is to burlesque the holy institution. Right preaching will

be in closest touch with nineteenth-century needs and problems. Right

preaching will be practical, because life, with its pressing responsibilities,

is practical. Right preaching will teach the need of everyday graces to

adorn the everyday associations of home and shop and street. Right

preaching has the jtrivilegc, even the duty, to discuss the Homestead disa-

greement. Right preaching will help to rectify every dispute between

capital and labor, and lias a heaven-given mission in the settlement of all
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the burning sociological questions that are upon the age for adjustment.

The good bishop in Les Miserahles had such a conception of the functions

of Christian preaching, and -worthily wrought out that conception in his

official service. The pulpit is a divine gift to the modern age. Its

preachmg is to those that perish foolishness, but to the saved it is the

power of God.

As a dicineJy ajqiointed and historic institution, irAth an incalculalih mis-

sion to the iwrld, the preaching of the Gospel should command the larrjest re-

sources of the age. Upon no modern custom -whose aim is the betterment

of men are more criticisms heaped than on the doctrines and methods of

the present pulpit. Its very conspicuousness is its danger. To all -u'ho

are in familiar touch with the community the caustic, unsympathetic ver-

dict of the masses upon the inefficiency of preaching is one of the dis-

tressing signs of the times. Its teachings, when conformable to the older

orthodoxy, are obnoxious to the aesthetic tastes of the age. Its methods

are subjected to that" satirical and microscopic scrutiny with which the

bad has always judged the good, and are suffering under the excessive

test. The pulpit, in fine, has fallen upon times as evil as any in its

long centuries of institutional life. The danger is not from the sword

of the persecutor, the blood-red jaws of lions, or the inquisitor's rack
;

it is found in the apathy of men, their growing indifference, their with-

ering scorn.

But if the Church will learn from the world in true Christian humility

it must perforce be profited by some of the rebukes of its unsparing crit-

ics. The charge of undue sensationalism should not be disregarded. So

far as the claim is valid, the ministry of the Lord Jesus have no right to

show their disregard thereof. The Christian pulpit, with all its sancti-

ties, should not be made an auction-block for tlie sale of cheap literary

wares. The legitimate message of the pulpit, like the institution it rep-

resents, is divinely given. Paul's command to Timothy is his injunction to

the last minister of the dispensation, "Preach the word;" and the itin-

erancy of all Christian ambassadors is to be like that of the apostles after

the dispersion, who " went everywhere preaching the word." The charge

of lack of originality in pulpit methods is another vigorous accusation

that may not be ignored. By a critic of these methods it was lately

charged that not one minister in a thousand possesses originality. The

coming twentieth-century preacher should throw off the senseless trammels

imposed by custom, as the holy mien, the sepulchral tone, and the ear-

marks of the training-schools, and, in the best sense of the term, should

be himself. The coming preaching must be practical. It must have the

nutritive quality. The age, with its tremendous Inirdens, its keen heart-

aches, its disgust with the jjhilosojihies, goes to the Church for rest, for

sunshine, for food. To teach aught else than the practical, pertinent

message which the Lord himself would preach to men were he again

incarnated is a low interpretation of the holy calling whereto men are

called. The coming pulpit must also exhibit the emotional quality. Tiie

final appeal of Christianity will always be made to the heart, and under
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this assault the inner citfidel will fall. And the Church, besides, needs

more than mediocrity in its future pulpit. Men must not seek its height

as a doorway to social position or as a refuge from unsuccessful service in

other professions. The best brain, the best heart, the best soul are needed

in the twentietli-century pulpit.

As a preparation for a service so holy, so far-reaching, so fraught with

the destinies of immortal souls, the theological school was never more
necessary. In its ample curriculum, the exceptional quality of its profes-

sorships, and the constraining power of its religious life its mission to the

ministry of the future is enduring. The world will always listen for the

voice of the true preacher. And so is the holy institution of preaching to

continue, in enlarging force and grander consequences, until the voice of

the hiunau messenger is lost in the sound of human praise, " as the voice

of many waters,*' before the throne.

JESUS AND THE SABBATH.

The antagonism between Jesus and the Pharisees was never more pro-

nounced than on the subject of the proper observance of the Sabbath day.

To the Pharisees the Sabbath was a matter of regulated ceremony and

usage, and nothing else. They did not understand that this, as well as

the other institutions of Moses, might hnve a spirit and life as well as a

form. Under the prescriptions of the Pharisees the formal observances of

the day swallowed up everything else. They constantly and systematic-

ally misunderstood the principle that the chief intent and worth of the

ceremonial law was to interpret and sui)port the greater moral law. And
w^hen they saw that Jesus, on the other hand, as constantly and systemat-

icallj'* ignored the mere form, though ho yet preserved the substance;

when the}' found that he depreciated the outward ordinance and held it

subordinate to the spiritual element, they assailed him as a violator of the

law and an enemy of Closes and the institutions of the fathers.

The position of Jesus as to the Sabbath is best understood bj' taking

into view the original institution and intent of this day of rest—the laws

by which it was guarded, and the additional prescriptions with which the

Pharisees had loaded it down aid warped it from its design. The Sab-

bath was a day set apart for peculiar uses. When it is said that God
hallowed the Sabbath day, the meaning is that he conseci-ated or .^et

apart this one seventli of the time to other than common purposes.

Essentially all time is alike. The Sabbath does not differ in itself from

other days, but only in the intention of the Founder and in the difference

of men's occupations. It is statute law, divine or human, not natural law,

that establishes the distinction. The law of the Sabbath commanded that

on that day the ordinary secular occupations of man, and the corroding,

absorbing cares of the six days, be suspended, and a period of physical

rest and recuperation and a period of sjjiritual culture and religious excr-

cis<'s be enjoyed in their stead.
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Clearly the Sabbath was not an ordinance of restraint upon the liberty

or the enjoyment of men, and of bondage to a cumbrous and vexations

ritual. It was an indulgent and beneficent relief from the anxieties and
disabilities of the secular week; it was a merciful privilege and enfran-

chisement to men overburdened with care and toil, not an austere tusk

and restriction to their gratifications. Jesus declared it a day "made
for man." To the largest part of the race their days must always be days

of toil; the Sabbath was mercifully provided as a day of rest, of physical

rest from toil. In the Mosaic prescriptions made for a people as yet of

little spiritual insight, of limited religious culture, this external, humane
feature was made especially prominent and impressive. But it was also

made imperative ; not only was it the privilege of the Jew to rest, he
must rest, he and all that were his: "The seventh day is the rest-day of

Jehovah, thy God: in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son,

nor thy daughter, nor thy manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thine ox,

nor thine ass, nor any of thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy

gates; that thy manservant and thy maidservant may rest as well as thou."

The need, in a physical point of view, of a regularly recurring period

of rest, or of a change of occupation, is almost universally recognized.

The basis for this is found in the facts of physiology, of political economy,
and of public order. If long experience has made anything clear it is

that uninterrupted or unvaried labor, whether corporeal or mental, is not

conducive to health, wealth, or happiness. Some relief from labor, some
variety in occupation, is everywhere found indispensable to keep the body
and the mind in the best working condition. Xo doubt the just ratio of

rest to labor varies with the character of the individual or the exhaustion

from his work ; but experience shows that for the. average of men one
seventh of the time is an adequate measure. This is the amount originally

fixed by divine appointment, not discovered by human experiment, not

ascertained by intuition, yet precisely meeting the wants of human nature.

It was, however, chiefly in its moral bearing that the Sabbath "was
made for man.'' The spiritual nature, not less than the physical, needs

culture, and demands its set seasons for attention to its wants. These
interests are of a higher character than the other, as the immortal soul is

of more worth than the pcri.shing body. And to secure these higher ends
the Sabbath was ordained, a day separated for religious duty, a day for

worship and communion with God, as well as for rest to the tired frame.

Such were the two aspects of the Sabbath in its original constitution.

It was a ht»iiday; it was a holy day. The one looked to man's physical,

social, temporal welfare; the other to his religious, spiritual, eternal well-

being.

But it must be noticed that the work prohibited in the decalogue was
always the ordinary work of the secular week, the servile work, the gain-

ful work, which, unrelieved, absorbs and hardens tlie unspiritual man.
It was the absolute compulsory cessation of this corroding work that con-

stituted the " rest " of the Sabbath. Other works, the works of necessity

or of mercy, were left as obligatory on the Sabbath day as on any other.
52 FIFTU SERIES, VOL. VIII.
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Xo act of dutj', or of benevolence, or even of hospitalitj-, was forbidden,

nay, was not rather enjoined. But, to make the dividing-line distinct aixl

easy to observe by even the thoughtless, everything was prohibited that

partook of the nature or encroached upon the sphere of secular work.

Thus, on the Sabbath day the Jews were not allowed to "kindle a fire"

—

that is, for cooking, lest it might ruu into servile work; but certainly fire

for comfort was not prohibited. They were to " carry no burdens," lest

it might verge upon traffic, but it could have been no violation of this

provision for a housekeeper to regulate the affairs of the house, or for a

sick man to carry his pallet from place to place. They were not " to go

out of their place" on the Sabbath day, lest they might be led to travel

for gain or business ; but not even Pharisaic perversity could warp this

into an absolute prohibition against going out of the house; and they

compromised between the letter of the law and their proneness to a rigid

interpretation of it, by fixing arbitrarily the limit for travel on the Sabbath

at two thirds of an English mile, and counting this as the maximum for

a proper " Sabbath day's journey." They were not to " think their own

thoughts or find their own pleasures " on the Sabbath day—that is, there

should be no planning or scheming on this day for the conduct of their

business or for their amusements. But while all the customary business

occupations vv'ere thus prohibited, the ordinary forms of domestic and

social comfort were freely allowed if not enjoined. The intention of the

day was wholly merciful and beneficent. The Sabbath was designed to

be a delight, not a grievous yoke; it invited to rest, to happiness, to

grateful remembrance and worsliip of God. There is nothing in the his-

tory of the day, or in the earlier and normal observance of the day by the

Israelites, that justifies us in thinking of their Sabbath as a day of undue

or unwelcome restraint. It was not a day of fasting, a day on which

man was to afflict his soul, a day of austerity and self-mortification. It

was a feast, not a fast. Its rightful observance not only did not repress,

but it encouraged and quickened the natural and innocent gladness and

joy of the heart, the social enjoyments which make the home and the com-

munity an attraction, a gladness, and a safeguard. We know that hospi-

tality was customary on that day. Not even the Pharisees ventured or

desired to change this feature of the original Sabbath. Our Saviour is ex-

pressly said to have been entertained as a guest on a Sabbath day, in the

house of one of the rulers of the Pharisees. And it is thought by many

critics that the supper, or reception, given to Jesus and many other

guests, at the home of Martha and Mary, "six days before the passover"

(Friday), was on the Sabbath day. It was his last Sabbath day on earth,

yet he spent it in social communion with his friends before his death.

Such was the free and joyous character that belonged to the Sabbath of

old under the wise and lenient legislation of Moses. If his legislation in

tliis regard was stern in any particular it was mercifully so in the inter-

ests of the congregation at large, lest some single one, or a few, by set-

ting the law at defiance, might early bring it into contempt and defeat its

gracious provisions. The sudden and exemplary severity in the case of
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the man wlio gathered sticks on the Sabl)at)i was needful at the begin-

ning, and did not need to be repeated.

But these gracious and merciful features of the patriarchal and Mosaic

Sabbath, the zeal and the calculated misinterpretation of the Phariseps,

devotees of a rigid formalism, quite distorted into a travesty of religion

and into a superstition and a bondage for the souls and the activities of

man. The outer faltlUment they exalted into the essence of the law, and

lifted the formal obser%-ances above the spirit of the iustitution. Or rather

they annihilated the spirit of the day: they left it but an empty form.

They made the law of none clTect by their traditions. Much of this tra-

ditionalism is remarkable for its ingenious perversity. The many illus-

trations of it given in the New Testament show to what frivolous results a

conscience that is no conscience, but only a hypocritical acting of a part,

can lead man. "We give one or two of these instances.

An incident described in the twelfth chapter of Matthew first brought

the Pharisees and Jesus face to face on this matter, and will show how
diversely they looked upon the Sabbath. One Sabbath morning, probably

in April, in the second year of his ministry, Jesus and his disciples were

passing along the lane through the ripening fields of graiu. The disciples,

even if they had not yet caught their Master's notions with regard to the

Sabbath day, were Galileans, and quite free from the minute scrupulous-

ness of the Pharisees; and they began to pluck the heads of the barley

and husk the grain, rubbing it in their hands, that th.ey might eat and sat-

isfy their hunger. Instantly the Pharisees, who were watching to find

fault, began to charge the disciples with violation of the Sabbath, in thus

" working "on the holy day. But Jesus replied that the letter of the law

must be interpreted by the spii-it of the law, and that the circumstances

of the hungry apostles justified their act. lie reminded them that the

history of the nation supplied numerous instauces in which the rigorous

prescriptions of the Levitic law had been, and still were, violated for

necessity's sake, or for mercy's sake, and properly so. The law forbade

that any one should eat the showbread bat the priests; yet once, when
famishing, David, who was not a priest, ate of the loaves with the high

priest's connivance and was blameless. The law forbade any work on the

Sabbath, yet the priests constantly "profane the Sabbath," if this be a

profanation, "and are blameless." Their suflicient exculpation was that

they were engaged in the necessary services of the temple. But here—the

Saviour went on to say—here in the case of these disciples is something*

greater than the temple; here are men, men suffering with hunger. If ye

had but understood what God meant when he said, "I will have mercy

and not sacrifice," ye would have knoAvn how much better men are than

empty forms and rites, or even than the temple itself; how much the liv-

ing spirit of the law is above the dead husk of the letter. And then he

added the principle which decides in every case of doubt, which is a

simple, safe, universal, perpetual solution of all scruples: "The Sabbath

was made on account of man, and not man on account of the Sabbath."

* The word hi tho best editions is neuter, rl.
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The substance is always better than the form ; if the two come into con-

flict, if the letter obstruct the spirit of the institution, both reason and
mercy should incline us to the largest liberty. The Sabbath was made to

promote man's interests ; if the too rigid letter of the law contravenes

these interests he who is the Son of man is Lord also of the Sabbath, and
passes beyond the letter, that he may the better compass the intent of the

law—man's greater and higher good.

Another illustration showing how widely Jesus departed from this over-

strained Pharisaism was given on the following Sabbath at Capernaum.
As he was teaching in the synagogue there was present a man having a

withered hand. This man had probably been drawn to the synagogue in

the hope of a cure, and was understood to be a candidate for the Saviour's

mercy. The Pharisees stood watching whether he would heal him on the

Sabbath day, tliat they might find occasion to arraign him for violation

of the commandment and thus put him to death. They are represented

in their eagerness as having challenged him to this "work," by asking

him, '-'Is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath days ?" knowing very vrell, as

their crafty question shows, what his answer would be. But Jesus per-

ceived their malice and retorted the question on themselves with an unex-

pected addition: " Is it lawful on t'ne Sabbath days to do good, or to do
evil? to save life [as I am in the way of doing], or to kill [as you are at

this moment planning to do with me] ? " The thrust was too direct to be

parried; a thunderbolt could not have smitten them more suddenly or a

flash of liglitning revealed the secrets of their hearts more clearly. No
doubt every person in the synagogue saw it and enjoyed their confusion.

They were caught on the horns of a dilemma. An answer to either

alternative would have been their own self-condemnation; and they were

silent. Their malice at the first, and their silence now, excited Jesus's

auger; and with a look of rebuke and of grief over their hardness of heart,

but vouchsafing them no word more, as men too stubborn for argument,

lie turned to the man and said to him, " Stretch forth thy hand.'' What

!

stretch out that palsied, withered hand ! It was an impossible task
;
yet

faith surmounted the impossible, and the work was done.

Did Jesus dishonor and do away with the Sabbath ? Xo ! He lionored

the Sabbath, the Sabbath as it was first established and purposed of God.
But these absurd refinements upon the legislation of Moses, these oppress-

'ive perversions by the Pharisees, he met with just contempt and rebuke,

and by his opposition to their traditions he attempted to reinstate this

sacred day of rest in the place which it once had held, as the defense and

comfort of man, not as their tyrant and fetter. He taught that man is

greater and better worth than any institution. Man was not made for

the Sabbath, but the Sabbath was made for (on account of) man. The
Sabbath was made to help man, to alleviate his inevitable burdens, not to

impose uuw and heavier and harder ones. The Pharisees reversed all this.

They turned the blessing into an oppression. They bound heavy bur-

dens aud grievous to be borne, and laid them on men's shoulders. It was

the Sabbath of the Pharisees, and not the Sabbath of Moses, which Jesus
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opposed. lie said nothing and did nothing that Moses himself or any

ancient Israelite could have interpreted into disrespect of the Sabbath or

into a purpose to abrogate it. He always observed it himself, he taught

his disciples to observe it, and by his -words implied its perpetual validity.

If we had nothing else, the simple fact that the Sabbath was perpetuated

in the Christian Church—the day only of its celebration being changed

—

shows that Christ's influence must have been not onlj- not advei-se, but

altogether favorable, to the Sabbath. He claimed to be Lord of the Sab-

bath ; clearly not with a view to abolish it—for that would not be lord-

ship—but to restore it, to interpret, and to regulate it.

And so the Sabbath, the Mosaic-Christian Sabbath, of which our Amer-
ican Sabbath is the best type, remains obligatory on the Church and the

world. It stands ou the same immovable foundation as all the other

commandments in the decalogue. While the decalogue stands unrevoked

let men rest from their work on -Jehovah's Kest-day.

MORAL IlEFORMATORY MOVEMENTS IX OUR GREAT CITIES.

One of the great battles of western civilization is to be fought and won
in the purification of the American city. Concerning the abundant oppor-

tunity for such reformatory work there can be no difference of judg'ment.

Our great centers of population, in respect to their moral condition, have a

close kinship to the metropolis of antiquity and to every contemporary city

of the eastern world. Although they may not be as depraved in spirit or

as vicious in practice as the cities of antiquity, where Christianity had not

entered as a leavening force and whose ruin was among the doleful

prophecies of the Scripture, yet the wickedness of the best of our Amer-
ican cities must be confessed. Although such beneficial influences as

those of climate, social convictions, the responsibilities of universal cit-

izenship, and the condemnation of the Christian Church upon unright-

eousness are also predominant, yet the open exhibition of degradation

and sin iu its manifold forms is tlie sad spectacle everywhere seen in our

corporate life. If through the presence of the Gospel the modern city

was never better, through the presence of the evil it was never worse.

Any one of the moral irregularities and crimes that mark the living of

the American city would seem an adversary too formidable to overcome;

while such combined and malign evils as slander, arson, extortion, theft,

cruelty to childhood and animal life, drunkenness, gambling, carousal,

lust, Sabbath desecration, anarchistic plottings, riotings, form a phalanx

of vicious forces to which victory seems pledged iu tlie very outset from

sheer force of circumstances, and to battle with which calls for the hero-

ism of story.

But the necessity of such reformatory movements as are projected and
already initiated in various of our chief American cities will be likewise

admitted. The importance of the city as a center of influence iu arts,

learning, legislation, morals, religion has passed into the most familiar of
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truisms. And all that is conceded to the city in general, in this utterance,

must be granted to the American metropolis. As to the past, the Vm^^qv

contribution of the rural life to the national progress is one of the lessons

of the previous four centuries with which the historian is familiar. Even
in so late a period as the continental days the gift of leaders from the

American villages to the army and the national Congress was inestimable.

The country, no less than the city, won the ^yar of the Revolution and
helped to lay the foundation-stones of the new republic. John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson were country-born; Washingfou went out from the

reposeful quiet of Mount Yeruon to his immortal work. But as to the

present, the American city, with exceptions, has become the controlling

factor , in the national career. In 1890 it is estimated that more than

eighteen millions of the people of the United States lived in cities hav-

ing a population of over eight thousand. By the census of the same year

sixteen cities of the republic counted a population of over two hundred
thousand each ; twelve more over one hundred thousand ; and twenty-two

more over fifty thousand each. Boston, long since departed from her

puritanic principles; Xew York, with her cosmopolitan interests; Phil-

adelphia, eminent in conservatism; "Washington, as one of the greatest

centers of the world's legislation; Chicago, ambitious for size and power;
St. Louis and Xew Orleans, with their luxurious tastes and exuberant
living; and Sau Francisco, as the autocrat of the western coast, hold the

destinies of the American nation in their keeping. The philosophy of

human living justifies this claim.

In the conviction that the great centers of population thus hold the

primacy of influence certain promising movements in moral reformation

are now developing in some of the chief cities of America or are in es-

tablished progress. But because for the most part they have not passed

the experimental stage the methods to be followed in their enforcement

call for immediate and cautious consideration. Admitted the timeliness

of the movement and the combined counsels of the wise, the most pliil-

anthropic, the best should be applied to the determination of tlicse

methods, whose settlement and application are pivotal points in the

well-being of the nation.

I. On the choice of right leadership it is evident that no small portion

of success must depend. To the rule that all great advances in politics,

education, civilization, ethics, religion turn on the personality of some
individual of appropriate abilities for command and seemingly raised xip

by Providence to do his special work, the case of the leader in city ref-

ormation cannot be an exception. All the prime qualities of command
must inhere in him. In so crucial a battle as the friends of righteousness

desire to wage with the powers of evil and in which the issues are of

such incalculable moment, the interests of the cause must not be jeopard-

ized by the employment of unworthy or unqualified directors. Nor is it

difficult to catalogue the excellences that tlie great leader in municipal
reform must possess. Xegatively, lie must not, as a bidder for applause,

pose in a sensational attitude before the public gaze. The people, at the
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best, will not always praise his processes of work, however legitimate and

commendable they may be, iuasmucli as their liglit is less than his, their

convictions less pungent, their loyalty more wavering. Usually he is

the pioneer to mark the way in which his followers are to walk. As

such he must journey far in the van, where the plaudits of men sound

dim and uncertain. "What conviction says—not what men say—is to be

the law for him. Xegatively, also, he must not fear the force of opposi-

tion. No man ever engaged in such a contest—a contest in which cer-

tain well-advertised leaders in some American cities are being tried to

the uttermost—who has not been assaulted as by all the malignant forces

of perdition in combined array. Such a battle is no place for covrards.

Timorousness of leadership means overwhelming defeat.

But some of the positive elements of strength v.'liich the leader in this

reformatory work must possess also suggest themselves for enumeration.

lie must be a master of men. lie must be gifted with a keen knowledge

of human nature in its worst and its best phases, its great strength and its

incredible weakness; he must understand the foibles of humanity, and

must comprehend this fundamental truth, which is for all nations and

centuries, that mankind waits to be led and will ever wait supinely for a

leader. To know men seems such a necessity that we are impelled to

serve a warning on all the constituents of our American cities where the

impulse for reform is beginning to stir the hearts of men against enlist-

ment for service under any loader, of whatever other gifts, who lacks

tliis prime essential. And such a man must and Avill be resourceful^

more able than the Israelites to make bricks without straw ; self-reliant

when other men feel_ their weakness; fertile in expedients; systematic in

his methods of procedure, and far-reaching in his work. This means

that he will be full of faith in the essential righteousness of his cause.

Even in a smaller and less momentous contest depreciation is defeat.

John, the forerunner, believed in the purity of his mission. Wilberforce

felt himself in championship of a philanthropy too holy to be overthrown.

Elizabeth Fry and Dorothea Lynde Dix allied themselves to the forces of

the heavenly world in the reformatory work they wrought, and drew their

pledge of victory from the skies. Xo less than tliey must the reformer of

whom we write believe in his great mission. The salvation of our Amer-

ican cities, where vice flourishes as in tropic luxuriance, turns, among

other things, on the leadership of those whose souls thrill with the right-

eousness of the cause they champion.

If such a leader, whose negative and positive virtues we have i:i part

intimated, seems dithcult to iind, for that we are not responsible. We
have, nevertheless, drawn the picture of the true commander, whose pres-

ence and participation will give an inestimal.)le impulse to the reformation

of American corporate life. The dilhculty of finding the ideal adminis-

trator should not bar his just portrayal. And, unless our inference bo

wrong, there is danger from faulty leadership in the administration of

the reform movement in some of our American cities. Poor command is

worse than none. Not tyros, not verbose sensationalists, not upstarts
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ambitious of personal fame should take the lead, for such leadership will
prove the millstone to drag down the most righteous cause to ruin.

11. An aroused public conscience is another prerequisite which we
would point out as necessary in the reformation of our great cities. With
the better-thinking in the community is lodged, after all, the enforcement
of already existing laws for the suppression of crime and the institution
of new movements for the radical extermination of evil. Where the ideal
leader guides whom we have sketched, an ardent, united constituency must
follow. While the public conscience sleeps the reformer's hands will
bang idle. xVnd such apathy must now be charged to some degree upon
the friends of morality. A wild rush for wealth in these latter days, a
love of effeminate and distracting pleasures, and an accompanying indif-
ference to the higher interests of the community are the successi\^ steps
in the process of neglect that has come upon the laud. The legal pron-
sions for the suppression of vice in our many cities and States, imperfect
though they may be, arc far in advance of the efforts made for their en-
forcement. In most of our leading American cities sensible and somewhat
vigorous statutes will be found in existence, having relation, for instance,
to the closing of the saloon on the Sabbath, the suppression of gambling'
and the restriction of the social evil. Let the responsibility for the con-
tinuance of these monstrous evils be placed where it rightly belongsWe must charge upon the indolence of the public conscience t°he
wretched traffic in intoxicants tliat is illegally going on in forbidden
hours; nay, upon this indifference, the continuance in any form of the
sale of accursed liquors and the perpetuation of the universal suffering
which liquor brings. We must charge upon the dormancy of the public
conviction the tolerance of leaser social irregularities and the continuance
of that towering evil in American life, the shameless lotterv, with gambling
in other forms. We must charge upon the lukewarmuess of the better
part of the community the most that it suffers from evil of every sort.
The arousal of the sleeping public conscience is the first necessity in our
great city reforms; and a conscience so awakened is the most resistless
force on earth. As a concrete instance of what an awakened public sense
may do the case of a forward movement in San Francisco, lately initiated,
IS to the point. A recent correspondent of the Christian Union, after de-
scribing the prevailing and great vices of that far western city, discovers
the principle of reform we suggest in his narration of the uprising of in-
dignant and consecrated workers in that needy field

:

},?lf ^'T^f
movement against the "dives" has taken t!,c form of an appeal to

the board of supervisors to so amend the ordinrinoe as to leavo the issuance of
saloon liceu,-es entirely in the hands of the police commissioners, thus abrogating
the twelve properly-osvnors clause. ... A newspaper aroused the public to action,and Its crusade resuUed in a public mass meeting being held in Metropolitan Hall
on bunday, May J9. At this mooting there were present over two thousandClergymen and laymen, representing every creed, denomination, and religion.Moquen. speakers portrayed the monstrous evil of the '-dives" and aroused the
auditors to a high pitch of entliu.siasm.

fn-'lr"'"."?-"® ?^ 5^'' ""'^''"'^^ '''^' appointed to secure signatures to a petition
loi presentation to the supervisors demanding the repeal of the twelve property-
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owners clause, and also to form an association to be called " The Citizens' Lt-ague
for the Suppression of the Dives of S:tn Francisco." It was also resolved to hold
mass meetings every Sunday until the last "dive" in the ciry closed its doors.

From that meetinc< two thousand earnest crusaders went forth'into the highways
and byways and the result of their labors is that the association is several tiiou-

sand strong, and is backed by the good will of every public-spirited man and
woman. To this committee of fifty was added an au.xiliary committee of twenty
ladies. The petition, wliich has already been presented to tlie supervisors, boars
nearly ten thousand signatures. In view of the fact that the conventions to nom-
inate candidates for municipal offices will soon meet and that the present super-
visors are candidates for nomination, it is not anticipated that they will dare
oppose th.e wishes of so many citizens. One •' dive," the worst of the lot. has
already been closed. Its license expired two weeks ago, and the League did such
energetic work among the property owners that the proprietor found it impossible
to secure the twelve necessary signatures. While the good citizens have been at

work the " dive " keepers have not been idle. They have formed " The Licensed
Taxpayers' Association." Backed by the power of money and the influence of tlie

•wholesale liquor-dealers, they hope to baftie their enemies. On the 27tli instant
the "dive" question will be presented to the supervisors in open meeting of the
board. It rcmaius to be seen whether decency and right or venality and might
will triurnph.

Sucli a pertinent and stirring story carries its oivn moral. The persist-

ent action of these excellent forces that have been enlisted must accomplish

^he ])uriflcatiou of tlieir great city. Xor of San Francisco alone. "Ve-
nality and might" will everywhere go down in such a struggle; "decency
and right " will inevitabh- conquer, or there is no expulsive power in vir-

tue and no resistless dynamic quality in righteousness. San Francisco, if

the new movement in her midst be as general and enthusiastic as the cor-

respondence indicates, sets the example for all the cities of the republic.

Let the uprising be undenominational, unpolitical, general, and there is

no evil so colossal upon the western continent that the aroused public

conscience may not sweep from the sight of men.

III. But such a moral purification, even under the favorable conditions

of right leadership and of interested public approval, is not to come any-

where in the world excei)t by slow and laborious processes. This is the

genius of the Gospel. Reformatory work must germinate. Righteousness

is ''first the blade, then the ear, after tliat the full corn in the ear." Who-
ever undertakes to fight this supreme battle for humanity needs that full

cj^durance which great strategists always possess. The sporadic transfor-

mations on the face of society which sometimes spring up in a night are

short-lived ; the reforms that arc deep-rooted and enduring are the growth

of slow years of development. Nor is this tardy progress a matter of sur-

prise when the combination and the endurance of the forces opposed to

reform are considered. Against the workers in the attempted suppression

of the liquor traffic, for illustration, arc arrayed, not only the great army
of drinkers, moderate or excessive, scattered throughout the land, but

also the retail dealers, whose business is in jeopardy, and tlie bonded
liquor interest, with its many directors, its defiance of public opinion,

and its overflowing treasury for defense. The effort also to enforce the

keeping of the Sabbath will be resisted, not only by the lawless that

are Amencan-born, but by no small proportion of iuunigraiits who have
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retained on our shores their preference for the laxity of the "continental

Sunday," and who join with the antisabbatarians of the h\nd in their cry

of assault upon personal rights and their demand for free pleasures on the

holy day. In recent efforts toward Sabbath improvement in the near city

of Newark the presence of the large foreign and un-American element in

their midst has been a great obstacle in the way of reformers. So any

attempt to suppress the curse of gambling will be resisted to tlie bitter

end by the conscienceless proprietor of every faro bank, by all lottery

associations, and by every illegal speculator whose cupidity leads him to

profit on the investments of the simple-minded at the expense of honor.

So, again, the extermination of the brothel meets with such resistance on

the part of the hordes of the unholy that the task seems more difficult of

performance than the incredible labors of Hercules. It seems a hydra-

headed evil that will never down. Official complicity with crime also

exists to retard the progi-ess that reform would otherwise make. Xo
blindness can hide the sight. Politics have invaded the hall of justice.

The police officials of our cities too often befriend the very criminals for

whom the law is in search. The venality of some court officials is a

monstrous blot on the American judicial system. The administration of

law and the punishment of criminals in some of our municipal courts has

become the veriest travesty. The occasional abuse of the pardoning

power serves as a hindrance to the enforcement of justice and to an un-

qualified reverence for the sanctity of the law. Of the official alliance

with vice in St. Louis the correspondent of the jDublicatiou before quoted

gives some pertinent and striking illustrations. Five years ago, in the

First District Police Court, there were 4, 600 convictions and 3,092 ac-

quittals; in the last year there have been 2,433 convictions and 6,073

acquittals. The cases before the court have increased six per cent,

while fines liave decreased forty-two per cent, and the amount of money
collected seventy per cent. In the higher courts a condition equally

disgraceful exists. Forfeited, bonds are scarcely ever jiaid; cases arc fre-

quently dismissed when evidence is sufficient for conviction; and crimi-

nals guilty of larger offences are permitted to plead to some trifling mis-

demeanor. Too common is such a story in our great American cit ies.

And vice, as we have suggested, is unchanging in its purposes. TVht^i

virtue rests after some hard-fought battle and some real victory, straight-

way the evil springs up in new vigor and with stronger shouts of defi-

ance. There is nothing so untiring in the universe as sin. The zeal for

purification must be ecjually untiring and. perpetual.

We are far from undervaluing the reformatory' efforts that have long

been prevalent and are now being prosecuted with vigor in our chief cen-

ters. If the great cities of the land and the earth were never worse,

charity and reform were never so felt in crowded human life. As for the

future, also, under the conditions we have indicated they shall l-e the

agents in reducing to the minimum the suffering of humanity and in pro-

moting such (jualities as sobriety, industry, peaceableness, and ethical re-

gard, that make for enduring city and national prosperity.
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

The kespoxsibilities of citize>-ship caunot be estimated. To speak

lightly of the obligations which corporate association imposes upon men

is to belittle one of the most solemn obligations of life. "Wherever around

the world one finds a true citizen, though under unfavorable governmental

environments, he discovers one whose sensibilities are keenly alert to the

performance of public duties. Neither the paralyzing influence of oligar-

chies nor the enervating atmosphere of the monarchical system altogether

relieves him from a sense of obligation to the state. Solon, as a fabrica-

tor of Grecian laws looking to human equality ; Curtius, in the days of

Roman danger; Tell, in his unfaltering consecration to the needs of suffer-

ino- Switzerland ; and Madison, among the continental patriots, are con-

spicuous examples of those civic virtues which every true freeman will

show forth in his own place and time. Citizenship is a universal trust.

It is easy to catalogue some of the excellencies which the true citizen

will thus exemplify. Aristotle has defined such a man as " one to v.diom

belongs the right of taking part both in the deliberative or legislative

and in the judicial i)rocet'dings of the community of which he is a mem-

ber." If this definition of the great philosopher be enlarged to include

also the duty of such participation, it outlines a prominent part of the

responsibilities of the citizen. To interest himself in the legislative and

judicial proceedings of the state, as many do not, is an unvarying obli-

gation. Added to which service the ideal citizen will show himself a

friend to public industries and improvements; will constantly lend his

voice and influence for the maintenance of the moralities of the commu-

nity; will prove a conservative counselor in time of pul^lic passion; will be

concerned in all the philanthropic movements which are agitated for the

relief of the distressed and poor; will stand as a friend of advanced educa-

tion; and will maintain the institutions of Christianity in his community.

For the interests of all classes he will likewise have an equal regard, the

ideal citizen having been defined in this connection as one who " believes

that all men are brothers and the nation is merely an extension of his

family, to be loved, respected, and cared for accordingly." Without at-

tempting to write a complete catalogue of the duties of tliis ideal citizen,

along all the above lines he will find his obligations to constant service.

Whether the progress of men toward this lofty condition of citizenship

is encouragingly rapid will be a matter for ditTerence of opinion. The

disixissionate spectator, as he looks abroad, will deplore the evil forces

that seem at work throughout the commonwealth, subverting the spirit of

true patriotism ; will be deeply saddened by the sordid motives which act-

uate the average politician of the day; and will spurn the temporizing acts

of many citizens of the state with whom sectional or class interests arc a

more impelling motive than the promotion of the abstract right. Every

municipal or national election, like that through which the American people
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are now passing, gives particular proof of the existence of these evils and

brings to the front a host of noisy haranguers crying the party shibboleths,

of bribers, manipulators of the laws of naturalization, and despoilers of

the ballot box. But if the solemn fact of citizenship sits all too lightly

upon the consciences of many, with others it is a -weighty trust from

Heaven. Such men keep their eyes upon the ideal. Tlic right is their

watchword ; and for the promotion of the right they give voice, money,

influence, and prayers. It is perhaps said, in these days of pessimistic

lament over the decline of virtue, that such ideal citizenship is but a

dreamer's fancy. Yet we should rather rejoice in the preservation of the

sentiment in the hearts of so many. The patriotic examples of such

heroes as Cinciuuatus, Regulus, Kossuth, and Garibaldi have their faithful,

if less illustrious, followers among all the nationalities of the world. Who
doubts, for instance, the lofty purposes of Gladstone and many of his coad-

jutors? Or the exalted conception of citizenship held by Bismarck, now
retired from ofhcial duties by the pleasure of the kaiser, but nevertheless

an enduring force in the affairs of the Fatherland? Or the high ideal held

by many American legislators in the national Congress? It would be an

insult to the consciences and acts of men to deny that the leaven of pure

patriotism is at work. Intelligent citizensliip is not on the decline. In

its continuance is lodged the hope of governmental perpetuation.

The ownership of Egypt is a question whose late revival should

excite universal interest. Few lands of the East have had a more varied

experience. In the enjoyment of a '' well-organized and efficient govern-

ment long before the national greatness of the Hebrews," and the center of

riches and the institutions of civilization "when all the surrounding coun-

tries dwelt in the darkness of barbarism," the subsequent Egyptian record of

loss of prestige and servile subjection to the domination of foreign pow-

ers is one of the strange surprises of international history. Tossed almost

as a shuttlecock from one ancient kingdom to another, Cambyses made

the land a province of the Persian empire ; Alexander the Great conquered

its territory and there established the great center of learning which bore

his name; the emperor Augustus transformed it into a Roman province

;

the caliphs seized it in the seventh century ; the Turcomans and the ]\Iame-

lukes successively held it in unwelcome subordination. Nor is the chap-

ter which records its modern career less fascinating. As the eighteenth

century ends Napoleon drives o\it the Mamelukes with his terrible sword

and secures the French dominion at the Nile; Mchemet Ali becomes the

Pasha of Egypt and establishes the nominal oversight of Turkey; England

and France alternate in their direction of Egyptian afiairs; by the Berlin

Treaty the land essentially becomes a protectorate of the British empire;

in 18S3 tlie dispute arises between Egypt, England, and France as to the

disposal of the Egyptian revenues; and still more recently France has

looked with envious desire ujion England's supremacy in the Nile coun-

try. If this historic outline be familiar, yet it justifies the claim that few
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nations of the Orient, with their checkered careers, have experienced more

striking metamorphoses than tiie country of the Pharaohs.

It is certainly a natural regret that this land, so rich in her history and

possibilities, could not have preserved her autonomy. National decline

and seizure by invading powers, no less than the reduction of tlie indi-

vidual from freedom to bond service, is an unpleasant spectacle. Yet if

the Egyptian autonomy cannot be maintained it is certainly in the fur-

therance of international interests that a liberal policy should be shown

by the regnant nation in Egypt, both in justice- to the subordinate people

and to the outlying nations of the earth. The archfeological treasures of

Egypt are inestimable. The whole laud is a vast sepulcher of sleeping

cities where an advanced civilization flourished, where teeming thousands

lived, and where many of the contemporaries of the Scripture were found.

Her white sands are the majestic funeral pall covering t)ie mummied forms

of princes and kings whose reigns were most eventful and composed many

dynasties. And exploration has but begun in Egypt. Such a discovery

as that at Deir-el-Bahari is but the first fruits in the harvest of the archft-

ologist; and whatever nation controls Egyptian territory should encour-

age the explorations of scientific societies and the search of scholars after

the unknown data of lier ancient history. The present possibilities of

the Nile land are also deserving of development. It may be that its arid

climate and its peculiar method of irrigation put a limit to its grain pro-

duction and its industries; yet it is the duty of the dominant nation,

whether England, France, or any other of the European powers, to foster

all the possibilities of production in Egypt, and to do less is plain neglect

of duty. But Egypt is, besides, a geographical center of the first impor-

tance. As the gateway to the East entrance must be kept open for the

ships of all European and American nations. No prophet foretold, when

the Israelites marclied out of Goshen, that the Suez isthmus three thou-

sand years later would be the water way for the commerce of Christian

civilization. Yet along this tract of territory which the Jewisli people

trod, the vessels of many nations pass in the peaceful pursuits of trade.

No better water course is there to India. Whatever the excellencies of

the Cape of Good Hope passage, the Suez Canal has become an absolute

necessity to maritime travelers. Not only England, which is perhaps

most interested, but every nation of the earth, has a claim upon this open

doorway to the East Indies ; and no European power will be tolerated in

the possession of the Red Sea unless it preserves this open passage to

India for the commerce of the world. It would seem that England, un-

der the policy of Lord Salisbury, has shown in many respects a judicious

administration of Egyptian affairs. If so the European governments should

curb their envy and be content with her control.

Is THE EXORMors INCKEASE OP WEALTH iu the United Statfs prophetic

of evil to American civilization? It is the age of the "billionaire."

W^'ithin the memory of a generation yet vigorous a few hundred thou-
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sands were reckoned an ample fortune, while the proportionately few
who had by frugality and shrewd investment gathered together a solitary

million were renowned upon both continents. But the pace for riches is

now more rapid, and the standard of wealth is set far higher. Crcesus has

long since been eclipsed. With the development of ore mines, the rapid

rise of land values resulting from the westward march of immigration,

the accruraent of capital from exportation and other sources of profit, a

large harvest of millionaires has sprung up along our seaboards and

tluough all our inland cities. The figures representing the national wealth

are startling illustrations of these general statements. Exclusive of the

vast amount invested abroad, and of valuable public property, the riches

of the United States probably reach sixty-five or more billions of dol-

lars. The increase in ten years from 1880 was more than eighteen billions

of dollars; at which rate of growth it is reckoned that the wealth of

the nation will have doubled itself in thirty years. Are these enormous

figures, representing a wealth that is baffling to the thought, prophetic of

disaster to the nation ? There are those who see in such a phenomenal
increase of riches a menace to the best interests of the republic. Em-
ploying the argument that the concentration of riches has marked the

decline of all ancient civilizations, they contend that the application of

the principle of nationalism to the industrial interests of the nation is the

solution of the impending difhculty. Others, too, go to further extremes

and see in the socialistic proposition for the redivision of property a de-

terrent to the impending doom. Without attempting argument at the

present time with either of these classes we are, however, hopeful of

better things for the American people, into whose keeping such resources

have been committed. It is not applicable to recall the fate of earlier

nations, whose riches proved the millstone which dragged them down,

nor is it just to compare the conditions which then prevailed Avith the

circimistances now existent. While there is undeniably an alarming mis-

use of wealth on the part of many suddenly rich, there is a corresponding

employment of means with a carefulness and wisdom which is in the

highest degree encouraging. The incomes of our millionaires are not al-

together spent in the gratification of personal desires. Our many causes

of charity furnish a channel for the development of philanthropy which

did not exist in the Grecian, Roman, or mediaeval civilizations. Educa-

tion, with its increasing needs for colleges and universities, is continually

fostering the benevolent spirit, while above all the genius of Christianity

presides over men's hearts, in gracious teachings of the blessedness of

givintr, and maintains her world-wide niissionarj' movements through

their lil)crality. The introduction of Christianity alone, as such a factor

in the lives of men, separates the American republic froni all the nations

of antiquity in the possibilities of permanency. We cannot, in view of

these facts and others that might be given, talk the language of discour-

agement or feel that the increase of wealth is a necessary jrrophecy of

ruin to the nation. The Almighty has yet incalculable purposes to work

out through the treasures of the American people.
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LATMEN IN THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCII.

It is evident that laymen are in the General Conference as a permanent

factor. The recent vote for an equality of members of both ministerial

and lay delegates in the legislative body of the Church suggests that there

is a very harmonious relation existing between these orders. There are

no jealousies, nor is there a fear on the part of the ministry that the

Church will be jeopardized in doctrine or polity if the ratio of laymen is

increased. The minority vote that was adverse to submission expressed

conservatism rather than opposition.

The purpose of this article is to call attention to the Hnd of lay repre-

sentation that we find in the Methodist Episcopal Church. Our Church

has always been noted for its complete mechanism in polity, and at the

same time being thoroughly practical. As a propagandist it has no equal.

Its forces are readily at hand and can be used for an emergency. Hence

its fitness for mission work—to create a Church where none exists—and

to keep the whole effective forces of the ministry in constant employ-

ment.

After the pioneer period of the Church was passed, it has shown great

wisdom in adapting itself to acquired conditions. A great continent of

thoughtful men and women has come into our possession. The ministry,

who inherited the natural and providential possession of power, demon-

strated their practical wisdom, as well as greatness of heart, by providing

a place for laymen in the legislative body. It came without revolution

on the part of the governed, and even without a formal demand.

It does seem that there is an opportunity for magnanimity on the part

of the laymen such as distinguished the ministry more than a score of years

ago. It is true that up to this date no official layman has used his pen to

advocate the cause of the disfrauchiscd members of the Church. Time,

no doubt, will bring the necessary advocates.

In the last issue of the MetlLodist lievirw prepared by Dr. Curry (vol-

ume of 1887, page 706) an article was admitted favoring a more general

recognition of the laity in our polity. This article was prepared by the

"writer for the Iieciew at the suggestion of Dr. J. 11. Potts, of Detroit.

During the last quadrenuium more general attention has been called to

these unrepresented members. The next four years will give opportunity

for some practical plan to reach the adult membership, and thus increase

a greater interest in the polity of the Church, and multiply a love for her

institutions.

Our time has been taken in preparing a ])lace for our young people,

that they might be brought into closer relation with our church work. It

was a point well taken in the last General (.'onference in framing the con-

stitution that the Epworth League should elect its own president, subject

to the approval of the Quarterly Conference. It adds greatly to the char-
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acter of the young man that he has become, by his first vote, a ruliug fac-

tor iu a nation of sixty millions of people.

"We need to cultivate a positive loyalty to our Methodism by attaching-

our peoi)le to it. To be governed without representation is not a pleasant

reflection to the American mind. We have a lay representation which
reaches about one hundred thousand of our official members. That may
be termed class legislation of a peculiar sort for American soil. Its his-

toric life will scarcely reach beyond a quarter of a century. Something-

better MiW appear.

There are about six hundred thousand members^having reached adult

years—who have never been iu oftlcial position. With the growth of the

Church there will be an ever-increasing number of disfranchised members.

If these were ignorant or unreliable there miglit be reason for continuing

our polity as it is. In the great temporalities of the Church we need to

have an educated responsibility. Our members ought to realize that it is

"our Church." This cannot be as it should while those who have

reached adult age are taught tluit they are a kind of an attachment to

something of which they are simpl}' a mechanism. Our defraachised

members are put to confusion by an abrupt putting of the facts, and
there is no immediate probability that they will attain an ecclesiastical

majority.

Every intelligent probationer ought to have in prospect an adult period

of membership, when he will be called to share not only the tiuaucial bur-

denSjbut also to inquire into the construction and management of our polity.

This will not be attained until he begins to discuss measures, and determine

by a personal vote the kind of men who will legislate to his liking.

Appletvn, Wis. E. S. 3IcCaESNEY.

A PLEA FOR ORIGINALITY.

The article entitled "Royal Seizure" in the May-June number of the

Jieciew, while it is ably written, and the astute author proscribes a cer-

tain form of plagiarism, treats the subject in a way not easy to understand,

and seems to make the odious thing the legacy of the race and inevit-

able. I must also be excused for saying that he overreaches himself on

his subject, especially with reference to originality, which he virtually

excludes from the world. Surely a great inheritance has come to us from

our forefathers, but we cannot admit that the gift of originality is lost.

There are at least three important matters that enter into the subject that

seem not to have been duly considered by the author referred to. Fir»t,

that there are many persons of a similar tj-pe of character, the trend of

whose thought is in the same direction, who live in different lauds and

ages. Second, that the causes and occasions that suggest and give rise to

ideas are not confined to any one period or locality. And, third, that

all human beings are susceptible of influences whence come thoughts and

words and actions that are to them severally original. Xow, admitting

that there may be '' nothint: new under the sun," and that tliouijhts
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expressed by those whose record is extinct or unknown do not destroy
Ihe originality of any others who may cherish and express them, we
are ready to assert that the ideas and utterances of a youth or octo-
genarian of to-day are as original to either and to this generation as the
same thoughts and expressions were to the thinkers and speakers of the
first family of the race. And, as already intimated, as the power to think
and the gift of speech are di^-ine endowments, so do man's individuality
and the inspiration that moves him come from the same source. I would
emphasize the assertion that although intellect in its substance and form
is God's creation, yet its exercise and the thoughts it cherishes are its own
production. Xor can I admit with the author that '^ evil thoughts are
God-given," for it is written, " 3Iy thoughts are not your thoughu, saith
the Lord." The power to think is "God-given," but the thinking
13 man's work. The inspiration that moves man's intellect is both inward
and outward. The divine Spirit is an inward oracle and voices himself
in the human consciousness. Angels are God's ministers to men, and he
.sometimes kindles a star for the wise to follow, and causes an apple to fall
in the presence of the philosophic observer. And from the boginnin'^
"the times and the seasons have been in God's power." Hence we find
in the department of providence revolutionary movements and new depar-
tures in simultaneous action under different leaders who have no conscious
communication with each other. And the same thing exists in the world
of science. The J^nneio writer seems to be at variance with himself re-
specting originality, for the position he takes is original, it would seem
unless he borrowed it from the judgment of those referred to by the
apostle Peter, who say, "All things continue as thev were from the be-
gmningof the creation till now." So far as fundamental truth is con-
cerned, throughout the realms of matter and of mind all oriqiuality
belongs to God; and he has his secrets, and keeps the mystery '-"hidden
till the set time "comes to reveal it; nevertheless, along all tlie lines
of knowledge and thought, the well-instructed scribe, '^as the divine
Teacher says, "brings from the treasury things new and old." The ad-
vice to assimilate the ideas and to imitate the manners of certain great
men so as to don their individuality would produce a counterfeit, and be
a good way to destroy at once one's own individuality and ident'itv, and
would be too subservient to be brave. An imitiitor often becomes a
clown, flow, I may ask, did Bishop Simpson, whom our author mention^
become what he was ? Did he Simpsonize ? Let everv one read and in-
Avardly digest and practice the thoughts and lessons of the great teacher^,
and in the absence of such advantages let tliem commune with nature with
their own hearts, and with God, and thus develop and adorn their own
individuality, which is the. "more excellent way.''
The types of human individuality are as varied as are those of tlie

beasts of the field, the fowls of the air, and the trees of the forest Every
man .should think for him.elf, luive his own .standpoint of thou-ht, con-
sider and investigate the persons and phenomena around him, and^improve
and develop himself, and the "sum total" will surelv show an increase in53 FIFTU SEKIKS, VOL. VIII.
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the treasuries of knowledge and truth at the close of every gcucratioD.

Every man along the line of ages can be himself, and make his life as

original as was Cain and Abel, or the sons of Is'oah in their generation.

Indigenous fruits may become exotic, and both the one and the other may
be cultivated by new gardeners in virgin soils.

To sum up the matter, let me say that liistory repeats itself, and revela-

tion enlarges its role as time advances, and all past records are the text-

book of the ages for the instruction of mankind. And in this school of

knowledge all generations are alike pupils, and to make the most of it is

a common privilege and duty; and in this waj' we may pay our indebted-

ness to those who lived before us by transmitting our gleanings to those

who follow. And here the old and the new will blend in simple and

majestic forms, and originality will be a continual quest. And in all this

plagiarism need not exist any more than it becomes theft for the rising

generation to speak the vernacular of its parents or of the country of its

adoption. Plagiarism proper consists in copying the written or oral dis-

courses or manners of others, and in passing it off for their own. In it

there is nothing " royal." It is treason to all that is dignified and true.

It is a creature of deformity, held in abhorrence by the ingenuous soul, and,

like affectation, it is the scorn of common sense.

Woodlaicn, Md. B. F. Price.

ISSUE OX POPULATION OR AREA—WHICH?

Ls the July-August number of the Review T. A. Kellett takes exception

to some numbers in the closing paragraphs treating of population and

areas as given in my article on " The Doctrine of Pan-Slavism," which

appeared in the ilarch-April number of the lieview. Taking it for

granted that the square miles given in the areas of the Slavic countries

mentioned in the article must be English, Mr. Kellett shows very easily

and conclusively that I must be mistaken. I wish to say for the informa-

tion of the readers of the Review, and especially for that of ]Mr. Kellett.

that the square miles given in my article are not English, but German, and

my oversight was in not drawing attention to that fact in a footnote.

Bearing in mind that a German mile is a little over twenty times as large

as the English, as any cyclopedia will show, it will be seen that the

Bohemian kingdom (and here I must explain that this and all the Slavic

kingdoms, as my article shows, are siich as the Paii-Sln-isfs icould like

to have them, not as they actually are at present—a fact which Mr. Kellett

entirely overlooks) with a population of 9,000,000 will have an area of

3G,000 square miles, or 2.j0 residents to the square mile; the Serbo-Croa-

tian kingdom, with a population of 8,000,000, will have an area of 90,000

square miles, or nearly 90 to the square mile; the Bulgarian kingdom,
with a population of 0,000.000 or 7,000,000, will have an area of G0,000

square miles, or from 100 to IIG residents to the square mile.

Sistof, Bulgaria. S, TnoMOFF.
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A FIELD FOR DEACONESSES.

The demands upon pastors in these daj's of large churches are steadily

increasing. To hold cougregatious of intelligent people sermons must be

something more than fervent exhortations. There is a necessity laid upon
the preacher to dig in the mines of thought. It is not enough to vigor-

ously pound the pulpit. Time must be taken for study.

The preparation of two sermons every seven days, however, is only a

small part of the duty. There is a prayer and a class meeting weekly,

and usually a number of important committee meetings. Then the

Official Board, Sunday school teachers, Epworth and Junior Leagues,

young people's associations, and missionary societies have monthly gath-

erings. Funerals, weddings, and conventions make further calls upon
strength. The pastor who meets all these requirements and acquits him-

self creditably must be industrious.

But obligation by no means ceases at this point. Pastoral visitation is

a very essential factor in the maintenance of active church life. Hundreds

of calls must be made in the parish every year. Pulpit ministrations, be

they never so eloquent, cannot take the place of personal contact. Visit

his people the preacher must, but many find that when they have gone to

the limit of physical ability they have failed to properly provide for the

needs of their field.

All this lakes no account of unreached masses within a short distance

of sanctuaries. By a little persuasion many of this class could be induced

to attend our services. Tliey are not hostile, but they need personal solici-

tation in order that they be brought under Christian influences. Roman-
ism is wise. She multiplies laborers. Episcopalianism also shows great

good_ sense. She employs many assistant pastors. The time has come for

Methodism to adopt a similar liberal policy. There is a pressing demand
for an increase in our working force.

How can we stop losses and occupy the territory within reach ? Is it

not feasible to summon deaconesses into service ? AVould it not be wise

to have at least one of these consecrated women under salary as a regular

assistant to the pastor of every large church ? One thing is certain

—

help must come from some source. Are not the deaconesses here in the

order of providence ? Willis P. Odell.

Buffalo, N. Y.

[The suggestion contained in the above communication seems practical

in its nature and deserving of thoughtful consideration. Certain it is

that some relief must be found for busy pastors, on whom the multiplying

demands of the local churches are laying constantly increasing burdens.

So far as we are informed the deaconess has proved a rcliul-le and efficient

assistant in pastoral service wherever the experiment has been tried. It

may be that the fuller application of the plan will afford the full relief

^vhich our correspondent desires.—Einxon.]
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE ITIXERAIS^T'S CHIEF STUDY.

An itinerant is above all things else a pieaclier. He is a herald. He
is pledjred to follow the command of the Master himself, " Go ye into all

the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature." In a literal sense

he "goes." The congregations do not seek him, he seeks them. Even
to-day these itinerants go forth to places where there is not a single

church member; they preach wherever opportunity oilers, whether in the

open air, a barn, a house, or a hall. They have been bidden to tell of sal-

vation and they do it. How well they have done it and are doing it the

wildernesses of sin which bear fruit to God attest.

Their discourse is simple. It is the "glorious Gospel of the blessed

God." They do not invent the Gospel, they proclaim it. In their hearts

and mouths it is not only the inspired word, it is a practiced life, a real

experience. They joy to tell the story. They gladly sing

:

" I love to tell the story

Of unseen things above."

Sin and penalty, forgiveness and restoration to God's favor, the rest of

the soul in God here, and the enjoyment of God's presence in the beauti-

ful hereafter, are to theur the deepest realities. They have experienced

salvation from sin, they believe it, and therefore they preach it. This

fundamental duty must tinge the studies of the preacher. His reading

and his thinking must have to do primarily with salvation. The Gospel

must be his chief study.

There are many preachers to wliom the Gospel is more a message to the

intellect than a message to the heart, more a logical process than a declara-

tion of saving trutli. They are not as familiar as they ought to be with its

rich truths, its supreme end, and the choicest methods of its proclamation.

The preacher must first experience religion, then study religion, then

preach religion. By religion, of course, in this connection is meant the

Christian religion, the religion of Jesus Christ. The study of the Chris-

tian religion then is the first study of an itinerant.

But how one shall study religion is one of the most important questions.

We may answer this by inquiring how one studies natural science. He
first of all takes up some text-book which furnishes the general outline

and the ordinary nomenclature of his subject. He learns what conclu-

sions have been reached—as far as possible what are the certainties and

what are the uncertainties in the matter under consideration.

Tliis preliminary study prepares him for those practical and personal

investigations from which scientific progress comes. Wlieu one can read

the book of nature intelligently and learn its lessons he is in essence, if

not in attainment, a genuine scientist. Similar is the mode of advance in

the knowledge of the Ciiristiau religion. Our knowledge begins gen-

erally in a proclamation of the Gospel by some Gospel herald or in the
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instruction of some Christian tearhor. The child in Sunday school almost

unconsciously learns the great truths of Christianity. The man who has

not been nurtured in Christian thought gets the great truths by hearing

some Christian minister or by reading some Christian book.

A Christian is one who, having become intellectually acquainted with

Christ as the Saviour, yields to him, believes in him, secures regeneration

by the Holy Spirit, and lives a life in accordance with the Saviour's exam-
ple and teachings. His conversion is but the beginning. He must grow
up into Christ. He must, therefore, know him more and more. In order

to this he must study what the Scriptures say about him. The Bible is his

text-book. Having experienced its blessed influences and having known
its central truths, he now begins a course of original investigation. Every

fact of Scripture and every comment upon it uoav takes a new life. If

he reads a particular passage which before was to him a mere intellectual

concept, he finds it now an explanation, an illustration, a fact, or an ar-

gument related to some great truth of his religion. Only when one reads

the Scriptuies in tliis way can he secure the full benefits which come from
their study. He will also find groat advantage in the study of religion if

he confines his studies largely to the book itself. Suppose, for example,

one is desirous of becoming acquainted witli the Pauline theology. Hov,'

shall he go about it ? He will first familiarize himself with the general

outline of the Epistle to the liomans, wliich is a formal treatise by this

master thinker and philosopher. If he is not already well versed in the

nomenclature of theology he will find himself confronted with unusual

words, or words employed in an unusual sense. The lexicons even will not

make the precise meaning clear to him. He will be embarrassed by the

varying definitions found even in the most scholarly dictionaries. He will

find no satisfaction for his mind until he reads the whole clause, or chapter,

or book again and again. Then, when the purpose of the great apostle

has become clear, the meaning of the terms he employs takes a definite-

ness to him which he cannot find by the study of the opinions of others.

It will be a good day for our ministry when they shall learn actually to

study the Scriptures, sentence by sentence and Avord by word, with that

plain, straightforward method which they apply to any other writing. It

must not, however, be forgotten that no one can work independently of

the labors of othei-s. A reference to a good commentary or the instruc-

tions of a competent teacher will often reveal crudities in one's own think-

ing and inaccuracies in one's investigations which would have escaped

notice v.-ithout this competent supervision. Independence of study and

of thinking does not involve egotistic self-confidence.

A TIMELY STUDY—THE GENERAL COXFERENX'E.

TiiEKE are some subjects of inquiry which are brought to the notice at

regular intervals, and others that appear for special considei-ation only

occasionally. The General Conference is one of tlie former. Every four

years the representatives of the Church meet to discuss and decide
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upon such questions as are brought to their attention by the i)rogressive

thought or the advancing movements of preachers and people. It is the

chief ecclesiastical body of our denomiuation, and hence receives the most
attention from Christians of all ecclesiastical organizations. Its quadren-
nial meeting receives special attention from the press, both secular and
religious. When its ^vork is completed its acts are criticised or approved

;

but its acts remain the law of the Church until revised or rescinded.

The v^-ork of the recent General Conference at Omaha is now before the

Church for its thoughtful consideration, and the wisdom or unwisdom of

its acts have or will receive the approval or disapproval of our people.

It is, however, of the General Conference as a study for young itinerants

that we are now writing.

There is a field for study in the men composing the body. They are

parts of a whole. They are examples of the Church which they represent.

Two things may be predicated of them: first, that they are loyal to the

Church, and, second, that they have the confidence of those who know
them. No brilliancy of intellect and no personal character, however ex-

alted, can command a position as representative of a body of preachers if

devotion to the Church be wanting. The deep and the abiding interest

in the Church is first of all to be noted. But this is not sufficient if it is

not believed, also, that they will do what they undertake with fidelity

and with loyalty to the Clmrch with whose interests they are charged.

A careful study will show how widely diversified are the positions and
attainments of the delegates. They represent the pastorate and the pre-

siding eldership, the church oflices and the educational work, the minis-

try and the laity. They are men who have accomplished results in some
of the multiplied de])artments of ministerial efficiency. There are those

whose views of practical work are sharp and accurate, others who are

specially watchful over the organization of the Church. There are stick-

lers for the old and strong advocates for the new. There are those who
are zealous for the minutest forms of legislation and those to whom
achievements are more important than method or exactness of expression.

Here is a field of study which will enlarge one's views of the breadth

and scope of the Church, and also of the personal forces to whom the

Church commits its legislation. There is also a field for contemplation in

the changes that take place from one Genend Conference to another in its

membership. It has been computed that only twenty-one per cent of

the members of the General Conference of 1S88 were members of the

Conference of 1892; in other words, nearly four fifths of the last General

Conference were not in the previous one, although some of them may
have been in General Conferences previous to that of 1888. This fact

awakens two lines of refiection. There is value in having so large a

number of nien fresh from the service of the Church, who are not ham-

pered by their association with past legislative enactments in which they

were participants. There is a danger lest one's past committal to certain

lines of policy may atTi-ct unduly his action when the subjects come up
afresh. One cannot always act wi^^ely and at the same time be consistent
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with his past record. lie must not be so controlled by his past as to

prevent a change of opinion, growing out of new or increased light.

While this aspect of the case is to be considered, it is also true that in

the General Conference a member of experience can, in most cases, do

more effective service than one who comes there for the first time. Unless

by study or experience he is familiar with legislative bodies of other

kinds, he finds everything new. lie has ideas of his own as to how

things ought to be done, but he fears to put them forward lest they may

be contrary to precedent or may have in them some absurdity of which

he is not cognizant. Hence he quietly looks on while those who are

familiar with all the preliminaries prepare the Conference for action.

Then, too, in the process of bringing forward business, or getting a

matter of importance before the house, or managing it in the midst of

a vigorous debate, so as to prevent its defeat by parliamentary tactics,

there is need of experience as well as knowledge. A study of the late

General Conference will sliow this. It will be observed that the ad-

dresses were largely made by those who had been in the body before, or

who had by services as General Conference ofhcers, either as editors or

secretaries, become familiar beforehand with matters likely to call forth

discussion. On the general subject we will speak further in the next

issue.

THE PRESERVATION OF }tLVTERIALS.

The following additional suggestions on this subject will be found

of special interest. The plan of our correspondent is very simple. The

simplicity of any method is a strong point in its favor. Many methods

which have been recommended take so much time for putting mate-

rials in place and also for finding them that they arc practically use-

less. We therefore commend to the consideration of our readers the one

given by Brother Iloyt

:

" Editok Itinerants' Club : Seeing in tlie ]\Iarch number of the Review

that you propose to discuss in coming numbers the very practical ques-

tion of how a minister can find what he knows he has and find it when

he wants it, I send you this account of the method I have used for several

years and have found to be of very great service.

"Before my library exceeded one hundred volumes I could remember

fairly, at least, the contents of each book-, but when it had grown to three

hundred volumes I realized that it was fast slipping away from me. I

often knew that I had something somewhere on a subject then in hand,

but where it was I could not tell. I was compelled to lay many unfinished

sermons in my drawer of ' scraps' becau.se I could not find the material

I wanted, yet with the intention of Imnting it up and com]>leting them
' when I had time.' How few of them ever had a resurrection 1

"TMieu I had about five hundred volumes I l)egaii to feel almost guilty

in buying any more books when I knew I was getting comparatively so
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little continued good from those I already had. So I set about carrying

out a plan which I had been considering for years. It is this : I pur-

chased a well-bound record-book of two hundred and eighty-eight octavo

pages and had the edges cut to show the letters of the alphabet. Twenty-
six pages were set apart for a catalogue. On the left hand margin was a

column of numbers followed by the titles. Every book has its number
here, and also written in it. This catalogue has kej>t me from losing

'books by loaning them and then forgetting all about them. On page

twenty-seven begins an index to my library. It has the following topics

:

Aaron, Abraham, Abbey, Abel, Abstinence, Absolute, Absorption, Absa-

lom, Absurdities, Abyssinian. Follov.'ing each one are references to all

that I have in my library upon that subject. After 'Abraham,' for illus-

tration, is written, among many other entries, ' and the pyramids, 486,

333;' which means that in number 486 (the number of the volume always

being underscored) and on page 333 there is something concerning Abra-

ham and the pyramids. I use the number instead of title of the book to

save space and the labor of writing. Turning to the catulogxie I find num-
ber 486 \s Monument !i of Z'pper Egypt, by Mariette; then going to my
library I get the book and read up on the given point. So with every

other of the nearly fourteen hundred topics which I have indexed. Where
I have a book that bears directly upon a topic, say 'United States,' 1

write it in this way, 'Our Country, 553,' or drawing a continuous bine

underneath the title and the number. The topics themselves are very

heavily underscored, so as to readily attract the eye. For this purpose red

ink may be used.

" My method of indexing is to turn to the index of a book and select

such topics as it seems pro'bable to me I may ever need in my prepara-

tion of sermons, lectures, addresses, articles for the press, or in any

other way. If a book has no index I go to the table of contents. I

have found it better not to index a book until after I have read it.

Cyclopedias and other books which aic alphabetically arranged I do not

index, as they are already in convenient shape. By this method I make
of my whole library one great cyclopedia, of which ray specially prepared

index is the key.

"Should any one wish to adopt this plan, I would add that the size of

book required will depend upon how many topics may be selected, how
finely written, etc. The size named answers my needs for about seven

hundred books. The labor is not so great that I would not gladly dupli-

cate it rather than be without this living contact with my library. In-

deed, I found abundant pay for all my labor in the kind of opportunity it

gave me for a careful topical review of what I had read in other years.

''Peabody, Kan. E. A. Hoyt."
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FOREIGN RESUME.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.
MJlX REISCHLE, professor in STUTTGART.

Tuis young theologian is not so much a leader as a representative of a
number of leaders of certain phases of theological opinion in Germany.
The work of Kaftan on Das Wcsen der ChristUchen Religion evoked a wide
discussion of questions connected with the philosophy of religion by such
men as Ritschl, Gottschick, Herrmann, Bicdermann, Lipsius, A. Dorner, Ju-

lius Kostlin, W. Bender, and Reischle. Among the points in dispute those

pertaining to the methods of procedure in the i)hilosophy of religion have
been prominent. Reischle asserts that the metaphysical method of Hegel
is unsatisfactory and misleading. Religion is not an affair whose nature

can be determined by metaphysical speculation, but pertains to practical

life. The point is well taken, and marks one of the distinctive character-

istics of modern scientific theology, which is not deductive but inductive.

The nature of Christianity cannot be determined by speculative thought,

but by a correlation of facts. Reischle rejects also the psychological meth-
od which proposes to examine the nature of man with such thoroughness

as to discover the nature of religion in man as compared with his other

spiritual activities. This method proceeds upon the false assumption that

religion is natural to man in such a sense as that he must be religious

whether there be any eternal reality corresponding to his inner experi-

ences or not. After discussing these methods he accepts the historical-

inductive method, which seeks in the historical religions the nature of

religion itself. It does not follow that by this method all the results of

the methods rejected will be reversed. The results even of an imperfect

method may be partly correct. But while the metaphysical and psyclio-

logical methods may lead astray or deceive the investigator the historical-

inductive method is sure. Here he has the phenomena before him. The
facts are given, and tlie student need only stand aside and hear what they

have to say. This method, too, has the advantage that it leaves each

specific religion in possession of its own peculiar character. Christianity

is not necessarily reduced to the level of the heathen religions, nor are the

latter lifted to the level of Christianity. Reischle is decidedly of the new
school, which, rejecting the rationalism of the past, does not reject rational

methods in the study of the problems of Christian theology.

PROFESSOR DR. EMIL SCHiJBER, OF GIESSEN.

Scirl'nER is regarded as belonging to the newer critical school of German
theologians, but among them he must be classed as conservative rather

than radical. His chief studies have been directed to the Judaism of the

time of Christ. He is a tinn believer in the general results of the so-

called higher criticism of the Old Testament, yet without denying the re-

vealed character of the Old Testament writings. He would not hesitate
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to apply a doctrine of theistic evolution both to the Old uud the New
Testament books, and to him they would be on such a theory none the

less revelation. Particularly interesting is his idea of the relation between

the contents of Christ's preaching and those of the Old Testament andthe

faith of Judaism. In general he affirms that a bearer of divine revelation

is in the nature of the case compelled to connect what he has to say with

the views which prevail among his hearers. Tliis is a seemingly innocent

proposition, yet it contains tremendous possibilities. It is from one side

only the reiteration of the principle upon which all educators proceed

—

from the known to the unknown. But viewed from another side it is an

affirmation of a necessarily progressive if not evolutionary method of

revelation. It would explain the long series of years required to com-

plete the Old Testament revelation, and also the failure of the revelation

of Jesus Christ to at once conquer the world. As to Christ's revelation in

particular Schiirer maintains that the external form was necessarily con-

ditioned by the views prevalent among the people to whom he preached.

In order to convince them of the truth he must take a position of agree-

ment or of disagreement toward their beliefs. This Schiirer claims Christ

did, but in such a way as to give to old words new meanings and to old

concepts new contents. By an analysis of the essential ideas of Judaism in

-the time of Christ and a similar analysis of the teachings of Jesus Schurer

arrives at the above conclusion. He docs not affirm that the teachings of

Jesus as to their substance are drawn from Judaism and still farther de-

veloped, but only that in their form they were conditioned by the Juda-

istic faith. Because Judaiam knew of a coming king and kingdom Christ

must put his doctrine in a similar form. Because Judaism proposed a

method by which to secure the blessings of its expected kingdom Christ

must and did have a doctrine concerning the method of securing the

blessings of his kingdom. And so on for quality. This is the most

harmless possible form for stating the influence of environment upon our

Lord. It leaves him independent and original. Yet it suggests the possi-

bility that after all his doctrines were partial, since he could only teach to

men's understanding. On this supposition we cannot say that we have

the highest revelation possible. It makes the contents of revelation de-

pendent upon human conditions, not upon divine truth and wisdom.

GEOUGE SALMON, D.D., PROVOST OF TRINITY COLLEGE,
DUBLIN.

The recognition which Dr. Salmon has received at the hands of Euro-

pean scholars and the learned societies of Europe, both in Great Britain

and on the Continent, entitles him to a place among the leaders of thought.

But any one who discriminatingly reads his works will discover for himself

the evidences of a leading mind. The scholars and thinkers of Great

Britain are not so conspicuous before the eyes of the world as those of

continental Europe, because they think more generally along conservative

lines, and because they do not publish so many of their thoughts as their

continental brethren. An attack is generally more imposing than a
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defense. It is but natunil, therefoio, that the conservatives should attract

less attention than the radicals. But Dr. Sabnoa, in company with others,

belongs in some degree to an assaulting party. The old Tiibiugen school

made so many converts, both in Great Britain and Germany, that in the

latter country especially its adherents settled down into the repose of the

conqueror, and assumed the position of the orthodox party. Most stu-

dents of early Church history and of the I^ew Testament recognize in

Baur their leader and exemplar, even when they reject most of his conclu-

sions. But Salmon goes so far as to assert that Baur's principles must be

completely swept away from the mind and rejected as false before the stu-

dent is in a fit condition to examine the Xew Testament or the beginnings

of the history of Christianity. AA'e suspect that t!iis view will prevail.

The first generation of Tiibingenites is not yet extinct, yet that school has

lost its commaudiag influence. The nearness of the time in which it was

promulgated forbids its merciless and total rejection. But if Salmon's

idea that about all the errors of recent tlieological thought are directly

traceable to Baur's influence be true, the generation which succeeds us

-will relentlessly forsake the path which Baur pointed out and regard that

as wasted effort which was expended in following his lead. It is high

time that theologians should determine Avhether there is anything in

Baur's entire scheme which is worthy of retention. Salmon thinks therc

is not, and in this opinion he by no means stands alone. But he and those

who think with him will find in the reverence of the most orthodox Ger-

mans for the great apostle of the Tendency Theory a bulwark whose de-

struction will require their heaviest artillery.. For to the minds of most

Germans it is heresy to say aught against the essential principles of Baur's

method, however they may reject his conclusions.

BECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITERATUKE.

«OIiD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY."
This work by Eduard Kiehm. late professor in Halle, is issued subse-

quently to the autlior's death by Dr. Karl Pahncke, a pastor in Darmstadt.

We cannot do justice to the greatness and scholarliness of this work. Yet

as our duty here is not to review but to designate works of value the read-

er will be content with a brief discussion of section four, in which the dif-

ference is pointed out between the religion of the Old Testament and the

otlier religions of antiquity. The first point of difference is in the fact

that the religion of the Old Testament makes God not only supernatural,

but distinguishes him sharply from the world, and yet asserts a supreme

Being upon whom the world is absolutely dependent. The point is care-

fully stated. There was a kind of monotheism in heathen philosophy,

but it did not distinguish with sufKcient clearness between the ideas of

God and the world, and hence tended either toward polytheism or panthe-

ism. But the religion of the Old Testament admitted no possible grada-

tions of gods. Yet it did not shut God off from the world in such a way
as to promote deistic conceptions of the Deity. The second j)oint of dis-
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tinction is in the ethical character of the Old Testament religion as distin-

guished from the almost non-ethical character of heathenism. The third

distinctive point is in the graciousness and willingness to forgive, by which
God becomes the Redeemer and Saviour of men. The heathen expected

help also from their gods, but it was of an earthly or temporal kind. Re-

demj)tiou to the Jew must in the nature of the case be thought of rather as

salvation from moral evil than from temporal disaster; for God was con-

ceived as a righteous hater of iniquity, and this was the principal aspect

under which he was viewed. The conclusion which Riehm reaches is

interesting. In view of the distinctive diil'ereuce.s between the Old Testa-

ment religion and the other ancient religions, the former can neither be

regarded as a product of a development of a universal human religious

faculty nor as a mere product of the peculiarly monotheistic tendency of

the Semitic races. lie admits an inborn consciousness of God in man, but

holds that it was molded in the Old Testament religion by revelation, and
in the world-religions by the world-consciousness. The Old Testament

religion is therefore to him the religion of revelation, while the others are

the products of the natural development of the religious spirit of man-

Thus the foundation is laid for a true study of the theology of the Old
Testament, not in a systematic form, but in its historical development,

Avhich the author follows with breadth and power.

"THE HEALLKTG OF THE MAN BORN BLIND."

Professou F. L. SxEixMKVEJt, late of the theological faculty of Berlin,

has written a number of small works intended to elucidate the Gospel

according to John. The book named at the head of tiiis section is the

fifth of the series, and the recent death of the author makes it proper that

notice should be taken of him in this llesuiae. The Healing is a character-

istic production. It is in no sense a practical comment on the event

treated; while on the other hand it is not specifically exegetical in pur-

pose. It is one of those treatises with which the American student can

with most difficulty be patient, yet which seem to afford the German
most delight. Steiumeyer argues that as Jesus had said that he would
perform greater Avork than any they had yet seen this was one of them.

Furthermore, that as he had said he must work the works of Him that

sent him while it was day this was one of those works. The impelling

motive in the restoration of tlie sight of the unfortunate was absolutely

nothing more lliau to do the work which the Father had pointed out to be

done. This certainly robs the work of all moral beauty. God's motive

may have been benevolent toward the blind and toward the world which
should afterward hear of the healing; but according to this conception of

Christ's part in it he was not even an agent but merely an instrument. He
did his work like a machine, because he was set to do it. Another point

which busies the thought of the author is the riddles which are suggested

by the mode of procedure of our Lord. If there is anything which the

German rolls under his tongue as a sweet morsel it is what he calls a rid-

dle (Rathsel). And Steinmeyer finds plenty of them here, and discusses
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their solution with as much earnestness as though his salvation depeudcd
upon the results. AYhy did Jesus mix his saliva with the dust before ap-

plying it to the eyes of the blind ? And even if it may be supposed that

the dust had some healing ofHce along witli the saliva, what a wonderful
riddle it is that Jesus sent the man to the pool of Siloam to wash !

Steinmeyer has searched diligently and can find no evidence that the

water of Siloam had any healing qualities. These two weighty questions
he answers by the supposition that che actions under consideration tended
to call attention to the fact that Jesus alone had power to work such a

miracle. We have no objection to such a conclusion, but we can hardly
understand why a theologian should neglect the weightier things con-

nected with his subject to discuss such juiceless and fruitless questions.

"THE PKIMITIVE GOSPEL HECOKD."
A REVIEW of the recent theological literature may not omit the mention

even of such a book as this. The outspoken purpose of its author, Ernst

Solger, is to banish the chasm between science and Christianity. lie has

no hope of success unless he can find in our present gospel records the

original ones upon wliich our present ones are based. This when found
is in perfect harn\ony with science—that is, there is nothing in it at which
ecience can stumble. Of course, therefore, it does away with the super-

natural birth and the resurrection of Jesus, and with much besides. The
one thing which must impress the reader is the tone of certainty with
which the author speaks. He knows all about it. He understands the

causes and motives which led to each of the falselioods added to the

original record. He here tells us who proposed the diilerent articles of

faith, and when and wliy. All things are naked and open unto the eyes

of Ernst Solger. "What would not You Ranke have given for such an in-

timate vision of the details of history ! Really one docs not know whetlier

to admire the vividness and inventiveness of his imagination or to denounce
the charlatan for his pretensions. Yet the Avhole book is written with
such professed reverence for the truth—the simple, unadulterated gospel

truth—as to deceive the very elect. He declares that the doctrines of the

Church divide, while the teachings of Jesus unite, men. He breathes the

prayer that his work—in that it purges away the least and last remains of

apostolic falsehood, searches out the growth of all additions to tlie origi-

nal record, exposes them to the light of his own absolutely faultless con-

ception of truth, and leaves the gospel record free from error—may aid

in the realization of our daily prayer, "Thy kingdom come.*' He has
here given us in fifteen chapters what we are all so anxious to liavo,

namely, an exact reproduction of the original record of tiie Gospt-l of

Jesus. Doubtless the same wisdom which guided him here could repro-

duce exactly the original Old Testament and point out when, by whom,
and why additions were made. We would then liave the original docu-
ments free from mistake. To speak soberly, we have in Solger's work
the higher criticism divorced from the humble spirit of true scholarship

bringing forth its fruit to perfection.
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MODERN SCIENTIFIC GEIiMAN THEOLOGY.

As between the speculative aud tlie scientific method in theology the

latter is to be decidedly preferred. It was the former which led to- the

disastrous results of rationalism, and from this method the scientific the-

ology in Germany is largely a recoil. The tendency in Germany is con-

stantly away from the speculative method. In Great Britain it is not so.

Nearly all of both orthodoxy and heterodoxy in the last-named country

is speculative in so far as it is not purely traditional. The scientific

method, if properly employed, ought to reach the best results pjossible. We
trust it everywhere else; why not in theology ? It presupposes an abso-

lutely unprejudiced mind, and a perfect willingness to accept results. It

forbids any preconceived theory. It presupposes a patience which knows
no weariness, aud a mind so comprehensive that no fact, however small,

will be left out of account. Nor does it forbid the use of the philosoph-

ical faculties. Indeed, it demands their employment. But it first gath-

ers its facts and then classifies and generalizes. And it is here that the .

chief faults of German scientific theology are detected. The German theo-

logian is in some respects more patient in the examination of data, yet

he is impatient in waiting for conclusions. He forms a theory in oppo-

sition to another theory rather than independently upon the basis of facts.

He does not hold his hypothesis as an hypothesis, but undertakes to de-

fend it as established. There is a lack of the requisite humility of true

scholarship.

When we come to the application of the scientific method to the differ-

ent branches of theology by German theologians we observe some curious

phenomena. It has almost driven dogmatic theology from the field, since

this department is of necessity so largely speculative. It has led to the

high development of systematic biblical theology, and given to historical

theologj' an importance it never had before. Exegesis as such has sunk

to a secondary position, becoming the servant of biblical theology and

criticism. It has created the higher criticism, since if theology is to be

scientific it must scrutinize the facts upon which it is Ixiscd. As geology

undertakes to ascertain the order of the production of the different strata

and the causes which contributed to their formation, so the higher critic

undertakes to ascertain similar facts relative to the Bible. He of neces-

sity asks himself whether the Bible produced religion, or whether religion

produced the Bible. The general disposition is to affirm the latter alter-

native. And just here the scientific method is abandoned. If religion is

a reality there is in it a strong element of the supernatural. But our

modern scientific theologians, while admitting the supernatural in religion,

reduce it to the lowest degree and only admit it when they cannot ex-

plain the i)henomeiia in any other way. It is the remnant of the rational-

istic spirit hindering the perfect operation of the scientific method in

theology. There should be no prejudice against the supernatural in

Christianity. Rather should it be fully admitted until indications point

decidedly the other way. Were this princij)le to prevail there would be
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less disposition to make the Biblo the product of the religious feeling. In

general the scientific theology of to-day speaks with too mucli confidence,

especially in the contradiction of ortliodoxy. There is one department in

which it is generally ortliodox, namely, in the results of interpretation.

But interpretation is the oldest department of theology. Is it not this

very element of time which is necessary for the correct understanding of

the other departments? The comprehensive study of the causes which led

to the production of the Xew Testament documents only began with Baur.

It is too soon to deny them their right as authority in religion. Such a

denial of their long-established claim is evidence of unscientific haste.

The true scientific spirit inquires, and may therefore often doubt, but it

never dogmatizes citlier positively or negatively. We sincerely believe

that the right path has been discovered. We need only -vvait until a gen-

eration has been trained to walk in it. Then the confusion which now
reigns will give way to harmony and truth.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Pi3RSECUTION OF THE STITNDISTS ZN SOUTHERN RUSSIA.

The rapid progress which the Stundists are making in southern Russia

has aroused the intense jealousy of the National Church, The minister of

the interior has now proposed a law condemning Stundism as anti-relig-

ious and inimical to the State. For the crime (!) of converting an

orthodox Greek Christian to Stundism heavy penalties are attached, and it

is also decreed that Stundists shall not be permitted to hold the offices of

communal president, secretary, or judge. Allien we remember that these

Stundists are in a manner the Methodists of Russia we can sympathize

with them the more. The Russian religious policy represents in the nine-

teenth century the spirit of the heathenism of the third.

PROGRESS OP FEMALE EDUCATION IN GERMANY.
The state of the public mind on this important subject may be judged

of by tlie fact that a recent commission of the Prussian House has had

under consideration (he propriety of admitting women to the lectures ou

medicine and philosophy in the universities, and of establishing schools

for girls corresponding to the gymnasia for boys, in which females can be

prepared for university studies. A recent assembly in Cologne of those

interested in the higher education of women reached the following con-

clusions: 1. The admission of women to university studies, especially in

medicine, philology, and history, is desirable and practicable. 2. The

preparation for such studies should not be conducted either in connection

with the boys' gymnasia nor in the girls' gymnasia, to be established ac-

cording to the pattern of gymnasia for boys, but in special schools adapted

to the needs of girls preparing for university work. 3. Graduation from

such an institution should entitle a girl to enter the imiversity. Yerily the

world moves. That such schemes should be even thought of seriously is

an evidence that prejudice is giving way in Germany.
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A GERMAN EVANGELICAL ARCHBISHOP IN JERUSALEM.
For a long time the Protestant Germans united with the English

Church in their Palestinian missionary operations. Some years vi."o this

union was dissolved, and now it is proposed to establish a German Protest-

ant archbishopric in Jerusalem. Count Zieten, of Schwerin, has been sent

to make preparations for its establishment. The chief difficulties in the

way are of a financial kind. The sultan some years ago presented the late

Emperor William I a piece of ground for a suitable cathedral church, but

as yet the funds are not forthcoming for the structure. In order that the

German prelate may not fall too far behind the Greek and Roman bishops

his salary must also be very high
;
yet it is difScult to make provision to

meet this annual expense.

UNIVERSITY LECTURES ON GERMAN LABOR LA\VS.

The labor laws of European countries are far more complete and elab-

orate than in the United States. Many relations between employer and
employe, which in this country are left to the parties concerned, are le-

gally regulated in Europe. The great interest wliich recent events in the

labor world have excited has led to the expression of a desire for lec-

tures in the law departments of the German universities on this subject.

As a matter of fact such lectures were given in the Technical High
Schooliu Dresden in tlie winter of 1890-91 by Professor Dr. Lotichius;

and as it is his ])urpose to deliver similar lectures every alternate year the

coming winter will atYord students their next opportunity. As a sign of

the growing interest in the labor question and the desire to do legivl jus-

tice to all concerned the facts above stated are noteworthy.

TEMPERANCE AND SABBATH-KEEPING IN EUROPE.
The example of England and tiic reputed custom in the United States

of observing the Lord's day are beginning to have their effect on the Con-

tinent. The Prussian minister of commerce has in process of preparation

a proposed law regulating the observance of Sunday and religious festivals.

He Avill be joined in the proposition for its adoption by the ministers for

the interior, for religion and education, and for agriculture. The pro-

posed law is at this writing being examined in all its details so as to pre-

vent its provisions from encroaching upon the special prerogatives of the

particular provinces. What will strike an American oddly is the fact that

the proposed law will protect the Church festival days as well as Sunday.

It is to be noted also that a recent conference of Christian workers has

petitioned the directors of our World's Fair to keep the Exposition closed

on Sundti}-, as this would be a great assistance to them in the enforcement

of Saljbath observance. A great change is passing over Germany and
other Eun^pean countries in this respect. In regard to temperance there

is ])rogres3 among the university students. Encouraged and aroused l.>y

Professor Bunge, of Basic, a number of students have come out openly in

ditlerent universities in favor of total abstinence. This is one of the

most hopeful signs in this reform yet seen in Europe.
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EDITOPvI'xVL EEYIEWS.

SPraiT OF THE REVIEWS ANX> MAGAZINES.

The English reviews, which take deep interest in the political, civil,

and social problems that command the attention and determine the peace

and prosperity of our country, are mirrors in wliich we may '"see ourselves

as others see us." These mirrors may rellect us cither in distorted or

in fairly correct images. In either case, to study them may not be disad-

vantageous \ it may, in truth, be profitable.

A paper in the Weiitminster lieview for June entitled "The Possibilities

of Democracy " makes an object lesson of our government as it appears

to its writer's eye. His spirit is friendly. He designates our republic as

*' the only one republic worthy of the name." He describes it as a democ-

racy which has endured more than a century; which is strong, popular,

united; which has outlived the most terrible civil war the world has ever

seen, and wliich has grown to its present height of greatness under the

most favorable conditions of race, country, and history. As a believer in

democracy he proposes to test the opinion of the political optimist that

democracy is destined to be "the final end of ill" by what it lias accom-

plished in America.

Having studied our democracy for yeai-s and having faith in its con-

tinuance, he looks at its possibilities and discovers problems in it for the

solution of which hcfinds notitting key. "It stands," he says, "between

the starving mob and their irresponsible combines, with the Xegro waiting

till his turn shall come. It has crushed civil war; it may be strong

enough to cioish anarchy, but it cannot crush poverty, cannot crush its

cruel tyranny." He looks into the great city of New York, with its two

millions of people, and finds that ten thousand persons own nearly the

whole of it. Its vital statistics tell him that in 1891 no less than seven

thousand of its inhabitants died in hospitals, workhouses, and insane

asylums. Its court records inform him that 23,895 warrants of eviction

were issued that year. He casts his eyes over the vast expanse of west-

ern farm lands and learns that they are covered by nearly three thousand

five hundred millions of mortgage indebtedness. In our business and

political world he sees the former honeycombed by comljinations of manu-

facturers and corporations controlling enormous wealth, and the latter

corrupted by hordes of professional politicians who for pay pass laws

dictated by the former. He visits our seaports and notes the ever-swell-

ing tide of poor, ignorant, vicious immigrants whose coming to increase

the mass of poverty already here is not seriously hindered by practical pol-

iticians, because their masters, the combinations, need them to make labor

cheap. These visible evils move this writer to press the question, whether

the growth of democracy in England will improve the condition of her
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people, or whether it -will in the end substitute "a heartless, irresponsible

plutocracj' " for her '-aristocracy, with its traditional obligations."

It brings blushes to the cheeks of every true American to be told that

the abuses of our democracy are hindrances to the growth of political lib-

erty in monarchical lands. And it ought to move him to strenuous effort

to demonstrate that there are forces in our people which, once evoked, will

wipe out that existing conspiracy of the plutocracy with "practical poli-

ticians " which constitutes the crime of treason against a democratic gov-

ernment. Once fully awake to the fact that rich men who bribe either

legfslators or electors are traitors to the republic, true-hearted Americans
will use the reserved forces of our democracy to destroy plutocratic com-

binations and to expel their slaves, the "practical politicians," from their

seats of power.

The Quarterly Recieio of the United Brethren in Christ for July discusses:

1. " The Church and the Times;" 3. " The Atonement;" 3. " The Exalted

Estate and Intercession of Christ;" 4. "Should the Preacher take Part

in Politics;" 5. " Xon-Kesident Courses of Study;" 6. " The Missionary

Enterprise." In the first of these papers the utility of church creeds is

judiciously stated and vigorously maintained. In the second the Scripture

idea of the atonement is exegetically presented, its necessity proven, the

theories both of those who deny and of those who accept it fairly stated

and judiciously compared. In the third we have a brief but lucid expo-

sition of what the Scriptures teach concerning the resurrection, ascension,

and intercession of the risen Christ. It assumes with possible correctness

that our Lord's sacerdotal prayer, recorded in the seventeenth chapter of

John, may be accepted as "an example of his intercessory prayers in

heaven." In the fourth the dntij of the prcaclier to take an active part in

all politics which involve the morality of the nation is most emphatically

affirmed; the fiftli gives sound reasons in favor of non-resident courses of

study; and the sixth urgently demands that the cry of the Churches should

be, "All the world for Clirist in this generation! " A grand watchword,

truly, provided a general effort to realize it be inspired by lofty faith in

God and guided by that practical wisdom which cometh not from merely

human devices, but by the "wisdom which cometh from above."

• TimNew World for June has: 1. " The Social Plaint;" 2. "Religious

Evolution; " 3. " Origin and Meaning of the Story of Sodom; " 4. "The
Foundation of Buddhism;" 5. "Imagination in Religion;" G. "The Next

Step in Chribtianity; " 7. "The Implications of Self-consciousness;"

8. " How I Came into Christianity;" 9. " New Forms of Christian Edu-

cation." In the first of these papers Professor Andrews discusses with

judicial fairness the economic principles on which the vexed questirns

that disturb the relations of capital and labor must be solved—a thouglit-

ful and suggestive article. In the second paper we have a series of

unproved assertions, of which the central one is that all religions, Chris-

tianitv included, were evolved from the desire of the first uninstructed man
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"to get into more favorable relations with his god!" As to Christ, he
was not supernaturally born

; wrought no miracles; his teachings consisted
of old truths put into clearer light and fresher utterance; and he did noth-
ing that " lifts him out of the range of humanity! " But for its modern
terminology this paper might easily pass as the product of Lord Herbert
or some other representative of the deism of the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries. The third paper classes the biblical account of ""the
overthrow of Sodom with those myths of the olden days which illustrated a
religious truth. The fourth paper is a charmingly written and scholarly
outline sketch of the development of Buddhism from the naturalistic be'-

liefs of the Veda which preceded it. The fifth paper illustrates, with
great beauty of stylo, the part of the imagination in the effort of the mind
to make the spiritual objects of faith so palpable to its perceptions as to
become "the substance of things hoped for." The sixth paper contends
that Christianity, having been tliought of in the past " as a device to secure
salvation," will hereafter " more and more concern itself with Z/cZ/ij?," or
conduct. It will become less doctrinal, loss experimental, but more moral

:

which appears to mean that the moral fruits of Christianity are to be pro-
duced independently of its truths and experiences ! The" seventh paper
treats of " self-consciousness as implying the self who knows in unity all
truth," which is pantheistic idealism. The eighth paper is autobiograph-
ical. Its writer, a native of Japan, gives an account of his conversion to
Christian faith and of the disturbing effects of speculative opinions on his
religious experience. In the ninth paper we have a lecture by Mrs. Hum-
phrey "Ward, in which she summarizes and adopts the conclusions of
modern destructive criticism and suggests a method of so misinterpretino-
Holy_ Scripture as to make it teach deistieal conceptions of Christ and o^f

human duty. It is in keeping with the paper on religious evolution noted
above.

In the April number of the BiUiotheca Sacra Dr. H. Hayman proves bv
numerous citations from the prophets that they were well acquainted with
all parts of the Pentateuch; but Wellhauscn and other destructive critics
contend that the Pentateuch was not published until a century after the
exile.

^

Hence, on their theory all the prophets, Malachi excepted, quoted
from it centuries before it was -written ! In a scholarly paper entitled
" Studies in Christology " Frank H. Foster makes it clear, by citations
from the earliest apostolic fathers, that the central thought of original
Christianity was the conception that, in Christ, God had come to earth for
our salvation in such a way that Jesus Christ was himself God. He thus
disproves the contention of Professor Harnack, of Berlin, that Christian
doctrine was the product of Greek thought, which corrupted the simple
ideas of primitive Christianity. Mr. Foster is clearly right. Those of our
readers who have been disturbed by the attacks of destructive critics on
the Davidic authorship of the Psalms will be delighted to find Dr.
Cheyne's "Lectures on the Psalter" ably reviewed by Professor Bart-
leU, After showing that Dr. Cheyne substantially gives up the theories
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of Kuenen and WellhauscD, who made the linguistic peculiarities of the

Psalms the ground of an argument for their [Maccabcan origin, the pro-

fessor sifts Dr. Cheyne's assumption that such thoughts and sentiments as

appear in tlie Psalms could not have appeared so early as the times of

David. He notes that this is but another form of the denial of supernat-

ural elevation or illumination. He proves that the historic background of

the Psalms is quite as apparent in the Davidic as in the Maccabean period.

On the whole, Professor Cheyne's lectures, when weighed in the scales of

Professor Bartlett's analytical logic, appear to be of very light weight.

Christian Thought ior Sxiwe. discusses: 1. "The Relation of Christian

Principles to Civil Government;" 2. "Evolution and the Will;" 3. "The
Outlook of Theology; " 4. "Calvinism and Art." In the first of these

papers Dr. J. !M. King forcibly defines the relation of the principles of

Christianity to our civil government. In the second the Rev. J. H. Ed-

wards states the arguments for the freedom of the will with singular pre-

cision. Beneath the hammer of his logic materialistic mouism is beaten

into disorganized fragments, and materialistic evolution is shown to be

incapable of accounting for human consciousness and man's moral freedom.

In the third Dr. Deems takes a hopeful view of the outcome of the cur-

rent assaults on the divine authority of the Bible. Criticism, he rightly

thinks, cannot get God out of his word, which must therefore abide as a

conquering force against " the oppositions of science falsely so called."

In The Preshi/terian and Effarmed lieview for July, Principal William

Cavan gives a summary of the "Testimony of Christ to the Old Testa-

ment." After reviewing our Lord's frequent references, citations, and

declarations of the divine authority of the Old Testament, he claims that

Christ evidently regarded the entire collection of its books as "divine,

authoritative, and infallible." Professor A. Gretillat intelligently ex-

plains the "Recent ^Movements of Theological Thought among French-

speaking Protestants," showing that the doctrine of justification by

faith only, which was revived among them in 1820-30, is still dominant;

but that the central question now contested is that of the relation

between the divinity and the humanity of Christ. Professor J. D.

Davis presents satisfactory evidence that "The Semitic Tradition of Cre-

ation," so truthfully recorded in Genesis, when distorted and perverted

by polytheistic concepts and nature-worshipers, was made the substratum

of those Assyro-Babylonian legends of the creation which so closely re-

semble it. Dr. Philip SchalT, reviewing "Calvin as a Commentator,"

gives his reasons for assigning him the rank of "king of commentators!"

Professor II. M. Scott, in a condensed historical article, demonstrates the

unanimity of the "Apostolic Fathers," from Clement to Polycarp, in

maintaining that the apostolic writings were "tlie lively oracles of God,

spoken and written once for all to guide the Church in all ages." A
symposium by eight missionaries eloquently and conclusively main-
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tains the proposition tbat "tlic school is an indispensable factor in mis-

sionary work." Dr. T. "W. Chambers submits "Driver's Introduction to

the Literature of the Old Testament" to the scrutiny of a logical mind,

under which Dr. Driver's critical opinions are seen to be grounded on as-

sumptions -which are easily reducible to logical absurdities. Taken as a

whole, this is a strong number of the Presbyterian Rerieic, in which some

of the errors of the times are well whipped with the cords of truth.

The Jjijitdon Quarterly Jierieio for July, in nine articles, intelligently and

discriminatingly reviews twenty-four recently published books. In its tlrst

paper we find a judicious and critical estimate of the "Evidential Value of

the Evidence of Christian Experience," deduced from the late Professor

Stearns's Ely lectures of 1890, and Dr. Dale's "Living Christ and the Four

Gospels ; " the second article, taking the '
' Prose Dramas " and the " Life of

Henrik Bjsen" as its themes, credits this Norwegian poet and dramatist

with " really great powers," but predicts that his works, being burdened

with coarse satires, false views of Christianity, incongruous admixtures of

beauty with " ghastly repulsiveness " and " strangely inverted morality,"

can " scarcely live beyond our day."' The fourth article warmly eulogizes

"A Dictionary of Ilymnology, setting forth the Origin and History of Chris-

tian Hymns of all Ages and Nations," edited by John Julian. "Never

before," says the reviewer, " has so large a mass of information suitable to

aid the hymuologist been gathered together.'' In the sixth, article "Re-

cent Speculations as to Christ's Person " arc stated. That view of the

kenosis which denies the omniscience of Christ is rejected, with the perti-

nent remark "that the attempt made in our days in several quarters to

predicate fallibility of Christ and the Scriptures in literary and historical

matters and to assert infallibility in the higher region of spiritual and di-

vine truth seems to us a most critical operation."

The J^^orth American for July is filled with able papers on the topics of

tbe day. In a symposium on the silver question two United States sena-

tors and three representatives argue for bimetallism, with a relation be-

tween gold and silver of about sixteen to one. "Lynch Law in the

South " is sensibly discussed and justly conden\ned by Frederick Douglass

"as a menace to our free institutions." "Politics and the Pulpit" is the

theme of a second sympo>^ium, in which Bishops Doane and ^Mallalieu

boldly affirm it to be the duty of the pulpit to denounce political immo-

ralities. "The Situation in Italy" is shown by ex-Prime Minister Crispi

to be much more hopeful than the American public has thought it to be. In

one of its "Notes" Mary E. Blake reasons strongly against the unchris-

tian custom of "wearing mourning."

Harpei-'s New Monthly for July portrays in a finely illustrated paper the

manner and spirit with which the people of the "old thirteen" States

listened to the reading of the Declaration of Independence. Poultney
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Bigelow, in "Tlie Czar's Western Frontier," relates some startling facts

concerning the merciless persecution inllicted on dissenters from the Greek

Church by Russia's national hierarchy. Bulgaria and Roumania are de-

scribed and illustrated in one of a series of papers entitled "From the

Black Forest to the Black Sea;" and ''The Capture of Wild Elephants

in Mysore" is vigorously written and splendidly illustrated.

The Quarterly littiew of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, for July

has eleven papers, of which we note :

'

' Our Theology and Our Science, " by

J. W. Tucker, who dissents from Bishop Hurst's alleged statement that,

while Methodism considers " its basis of faith permanent, it holds that its

theology is not a finished thing, but progressive and developing according

to the new light reflected by every advance in science." Ignoring the fact

that the Methodistic permanent basis of faith is confessedly hostile to the

theories of rationalistic science, Mr. Tucker blindly charges that the bish-

op's words imply the subordination of our theology to the pretended tiud-

ings of skeptical science. The bishop does no such thing. The utmost

his words imply is that, if genuine science discovers any facts in nature

or in man requiring modifications in our statements of theological dogmas,

Methodism has the courage and the honesty to accept such modiiications.

But on fundamental truths she adheres immovably to the sure words of

God. We note also a paper on "Southern Literature," which points out

the causes of the past intellectual poverty of the Southern States. The

editor disputes its allegations and attempts to light up the gloom of its

picture with opposing statements. An eloquent and thoughtful paper on

the "Priestship of Providence" is eminently noteworthy, as is also J. M.

Boland's article on a "Psychological View of Sin and Holiness;" which,

if Mr. Tucker is to be believed, deserves censure, inasmuch as it finds in

the light cast by modern psychological investigations what it esteems as

good reasons for modifying the terminology of Methodist theology re-

specting original sin, regeneration, and holiness.

The Contern}<orary lietiew for July has two papers on the Irish question,

one deprecating, the other favoring home rule. A paper on "The Rus-

sian Crisis" shows the horrible condition and sad outlook of the Russian

peasantry. "General Booth's Social Work" is described as moderately

successful in another article, and in an historical paper of marked breadth

and ability James Brycc states numerous facts respecting " migrations of

the races of men " which students of the present immense immigration to

this country may find

The Lutheran Quarterly for July has nine able papers, of which we note

one by Dr. A. W. Lilly on the "Outer and Inner Life of the Church,"

which, after a discriminating survey of the Christian Church of the present,

reaches the conclusion that notwithstanding tlie great measure of her spir-

itual life and self-donving service the atjpjregate of her inner life is not
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equal to her "ranivelous outer growth;" one on "Lutheranism and

Christian Liberty," which aims to check certain alleged tendencies in the

Lutheran Church toward high churchism ; one on De JS~ova Ohcdientut, or

the obedience of faith, the working thought of wliich is that "faith is ul-

timate righteousness;" and another on the "Grammar of Assent," which
finds "the criterion of spiritual truth in the doing of it." This "creed

of deeds" carries its authority in itself. lie that obeys Christ "knows of

the doctrine " by its ethical and spiritual efficacy in his daily life.

TwE. Ajidaver Heckw for July lias: 1. "In Memory of Professor Lewis

F. Stearns;" 2. "The Ethics of Creed Conformity;" 3. "The Decline of

Fancy;" 4. "The Philosophy of Individual Social Growth;" 5. "Mis-

sions and Civilization." The first of these papers is a tenderly apprecia-

tive sketch of the life, cliaracter, theological opinions, and work of "a
master in Israel;" the second insists that creeds are necessary to the

development of Christian life, and contends that "the personality of

Christ " must be made the ultimate touchstone of all creeds; the fourth

ably discusses the influence of society on the individual man and the obli-

gations of the individual to society; the fifth very intelligently states the

relations of Islam to modern missions and to Christianity at large; it gives

reasons for hoping that the time is at hand when the children of Ishmael

will become -worshipers of the Son of Mary.

TuE Xineteenth Century for June has one paper adverse to "home rule "

in Ireland and one in favor of it. An article on " Some Great Jewish

Rabbis " is historically valuable to students of the early history of Chris-

tianity. "The Increase of Crime" in England and Wales is analytically

and judicially treated in an article by Chaplain Morrison, who takes the

prison statistics of the three decades preceding 1800 as the basis of his con-

clusion that "crime has not decreased in gra^dty, and has been steadily

developing in magnitude during the last thirty years." "The Invasion

of Destitute Aliens " presents the question of the current emigration of

aliens into England in its bearings on the interest of native wage-earners

and of the national industries, shows it to be an injurious factor in the

national life, and contends that it ought to be checked by judicious legis-

lation. In a very interesting literary paper Gladstone proves, or claims

to have done so, that Dante was a student at Oxford L'uivcrsitv.

The Missionary I^tvieio of the World, in its July issue, opens with a ser-

mon on "Apostolic Missions," which claims that the Christian Church of

to-day has men and money sufTicieut "to preach the Gospel to every

creature in the next fifteen or twenty years." Dr. Gordon follows this

claim with an essay which contends that every local Church should con-

duct its own foreign mission through its own missionary and with its own
money, leaving transportation, church- building, etc., to the missionary
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boards. These articles have the true missionary ring, but do not suggest

a practical method for translating their ideas into realized facts. The
Methodkt Magazine (Canadian) for July treats of India, Colorado, the

Lajips, Peking, and various other topics with its usual vigor and ability.

It is well illustrated. The Wedeyan Methodist Magazine (London) for

June is, as usual, chanicterized by a judicious variety of topics. We note

a paper -n-hich discusses with al)ility the "time limit," as we term it.

After calmly surveying the argument for and against its abolition it con-

cludes that to abolish it would be to hazard both the itinerancy and the

connectional principle. It inclines to the opinion that to make the term

from " seven to ten years " would be an obvious imjtrovement on the pres-

ent "three years' term." The Gos-pelin all Lands lov ZvLXxixaSiis oi^lov-

mouism, Iliudooisui, and of the action of the late General Conference on

missions. It has also a paper which pleads urgently with local churches

to send out missionaries of their own to China. It calls for a sort of cru-

sade to foreign lands, but fails to note the practical difficulties which

would probably make such imorganized missionary enterprise fatal to

very many men and women sent to foreign lands in that unorganized

manner. The Chatanquan for July is fairly well illustrated and filled

with excellent matter on a well-chosen variety of topics. Sufferers from

hay fever will be interested in a paper by T. M. Cooper, M.D., which

contains the substance of all that is known concerning the cause and treat-

ment of their tormenting idiosyncrasy. The English Illustraicd Maga-

zine for June has some fineh' illustrated topographical articles, a capital

descrii)tive paper on the "Midland Railway Locomotive Works at Derby,"

an interesting account of modern " Candle-making," and a spirited sketch,

with a portrait, of Lord Roscbcrry. The Caitury for July is richly

illustrated and offers a variety of tasteful articles suited to all classes of

readers. Its leading editorial, on "Responsibility for Political Corruj>

lion," contains trutlis which ought to awaken serious thought. It rightly

puts responsibility for the prevailing political and legislative corrui^tion

not so much on the despicable creatures who accept bribes as on the

men who give or hire others to distribute those wages of corruption.

Both are political sinners who undermine the foundation-stone of dem-
ocratic government, which is the secret ballot, freely cast and lionestly

counted. These brave words of the Century are both timely and true.

Our Day for July iires hot shot at the political and social Avrong treat-

ment of the Negro, at moderate drinking, at the opium habit, at Bishop

Ireland's Faribault school plan, at anti-Chinese legislation, and at other

ethical sins. This publication is a Gatling gun in the ethical battletield.

The Ilomildic Jiecino for July is rich in good things suitable to the

intellectual requirements of preachers and Christian thinkers. Lipjtin-

cott's Magazine iov Sw\\\\^?, iov its complete story "The Wliite Heron,"
by M. G. McClelland, with its usual variety of minor papers. The
Preacher^ Magazine for July is an excellent number of a very instructive

nia^raziue.
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BOOSS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

BOOKS LIKE A CENTURY PLANT.

This Tvas the judgment of Carlyle ou the books of his times. To
Sir Lewis Pelly he once said: "I'm a writer of books, and once in a

century a man may write a book worth reading. But life is an action,

not a thought, and you had better stick to your work on the frontier, and
life will open to you." But there are those who will quarrel with this

cynicism of Carlyle as to the books of the century, ;More tlian one good
book has been written since it opened. In all departments their names
may be called. They will endure all the standards of test. They were

written in the worthy purjiose of human improvement. Their influence

is upon men and society everywhere. Among the volumes that, for their

varied excellencies, do not deserve the innuendo of the Scottish philos-

opher may be instanced the following in the present issue of the Ketieic :

Payanism Surviving in Christianity, by A. H. Lewis; The Evolution of

Love, by Emory ]\liller; The Governing Conference in Methodism, by T. B.

Neely; and Francis Wayland, by J. 0. ]Murray.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Paganism Surviving in Chriitldnitii. By Abram Herbert Lewis, D.D., Author
0? Biblical Teachings Concerning the Sabbath and the Sunday, etc. 12ino, pp. 309.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, $1.75.

Paganism is in itself an attractive study. Its doctrines, so antagonistic

to the tenets of Christianity, would in any case engage the attention of the

ecclesiastical student and excite his investigation. Its methods of worship.

sometimt'S attracti%-e in feature, but often coarse and voluptuous by their

very contrast with the practice of Christian service, would challenge th&

notice of the historian. Its influence, enduring and pernicious upon early

national life, would perforce give it a place in the considerations of the

philosopliic reader of history. Regarded merely as a chapter in human
records which is ending, and as in glaring contrast to the pure faith of

Christianity which now shines in the world, its study is curious, instruc-

tive, fascinating. But when it is declared in addition that our present

system of Christianity has been tainted by contributions from the ancient

paganism, not only is a keen surprise felt in the first announcement, but a

new importance at once attaches to paganistic literature of every sort, and

its minute perusal becomes the duty of every friend and defender of Chris-

tianity. Such a claim of the influence of paganism upon the Christian

faith i3 contained in the present scholarly work of Dr. Levvis. In his

judgment the Christianity of the New Testament period was not the

same as that prevailing in the centuries of the Church but little following.

His own words are perhaps the best statement of his position and at the

same time the key to the volume now under consideration. The author
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thus declares :
" The efforts of partisans to manipulate early history iu the

interest of special views and narrcw conceptions have been a fruitful

source of error. Equally dangerous has been the assumption that the

Christianity of the third, fourth, aud lifth centuries was identical with

that of the New Testament, or was a fair representative of it. The
constant development of new facts shows that at the point where the

average student takes up the history of Western Christianity it was already

fundamentally corrupted by pagan theories and practices. Its unfoldiug

from that time to the present must be studied iu the light of this fart.

The rise, development, present status, and future history of Roman Catliol-

icism and Protestantism cannot be justly considered apart from this fact.

The fundamental principles aud the underlying philosophy of these divi-

sions of Christendom originated in the paganizing of early Christianity.

This fact makes the restudy of the beginnings of Christianity of supreme

importance. The pagan systems which antedated Christ exercised a con-

trolling influence on the development of the first five centuries of Western

Christianity, and hence of all subsequent times. This field has becu too

nearly ' an unknown land ' to the average student, and therefore correct

answers have been wanting to many questions which arise when we leave

Semitic soil and consider Christianity in its relation to Greek and Roman
thought, ' Early Christianity ' cannot be understood except in the light of

these powerful pre-Christian currents of influence ; and present history can-

not be separated from th^m." Apparently there is something of truth in

this claim of Dr. Lewis which he carefully elaborates by voluminous quo-

tations from the church hithers, from early Christian history, and from

modern critical writers. Such collated proofs of the influence of pagan

thought on the Bible and biblical inter]>retation; on the belief in baptis-

mal regeneration ; on the substitution of pagan holidayism for Christian

Sabbathism; and on the spiritual life of the Church, through the union of

Church and State, are not to be lightly estimated. Yet, as Christianity

was a new creationr ather than a consolidation of existing religious sys-

tems, it v.'ould seem that the stream of its continuance has ever flowed

along a separate channel, fed by but few tributaries. While the volume

is thought-exciting, a natural repugnance to its theory will lead the reader

to hold his verdict for the present in abeyance.

Yet, even granting Dr. Lewis his position, we cannot but feel that he

has been led into error in attempting to press his belief too far. Tlie truth

he would establish seems to be a partial and not the general truth. His

error, even if pagan corruption were proven true, is in including all of

modern "Christianity" within his claim of subordination to this influ-

ence. The term is a generic one, embracing not only Roman Catholicism

and all other ritualism, but the various branches of evangelical Protestant-

ism as well. Granted that in the worship of the first-mentioned divi-

sions of the Church of Ciirist such beliefs among others as those of water

regeneration, the value of relics, and the merit of the mass still obtain,

yet in the more evangelical divisions of the Church the influence of these

errors will be found to be reduced to the minimum in faith and practice.
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With the privilege of entering these exceptions to the argument of Dr.
Lewis we must rejoice in the scholarly and careful volume he has now-
given to the Christian world. In its illuminating quality it lights up
anew the early centuries of Church history.

The Soteriology of the Xeio Testavierd. By William Porcher Du Bose. M.A., S.T.D.,
Professor of Exegesis in the University of the South. 12mo, pp ;;91 Ve\v
York : ilacmillan & Co. $1.50.

" What is meant by our salvation? " is the question to which this book
aims to give a somewhat exhaustive reply in its twenty-five chapters. It

treats first of the meaning of the term salvation in general; then of its

meaning in the Xew Testament ; next of Jesus as our salvation, as our
reconciliation or atonement, as our redemption, objectively and subject-
ively, as our resurrection, our propitiation, and of the end or final cause
of the incarnation. The next tliirteeu chapters are given to the discussion
of the human personality, the divine and human sonship, the sinlessness,

the human nature, the work, the sacrifice, and the priesthood of Christ.
In the last three chapters the Gospel of salvation in the Church as em-
bodied in the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's Supper is discussed.

In determining what salvation human nature needs our author looks
first of all into its actual facts and condition. Whatever hinders, limits,

or contradicts the completion and satisfaction of its real good, including
its destiny, is its evil. Its salvation must mean deliverance from that evil.

It must be salvation from natural evil to natural good ; from moral evil to
moral good or righteousness; and from "disunion from God to union
with God." But these three goods are one. And our. one good is " God.
righteousness, and spiritual life." This threefold distinction runs through
the whole book. Turning to the Xew Testament, the writer finds ia it

just the salvation which his study of human nature shows to be man's
absolute need, to wit, a salvation "not only from his evil to his good,
but from all his evil to all his good."

In his able discussion of what is involved in this latter proposition our
author is never superficial, but always deeply thoughtful and remarkably
lucid in the statement of his arguments. In the main his opinions and
theories are scriptural, albeit there is at times a vein of mysticism in his

treatment of Christ's relations to believers, and of other christological

questions, which begets queries respecting the complete soundness of his

expositions. Xeverthelcss, the volume as a whole is a valuable contribu-
tion to theological literature, provocative of thought, stimulating to spir-

itual affections, and an antidote to the current rationalistic theorizius;

about divine things.

The Book of Froverl'. By R. F. HoRTON", M. A , Harapstead, late Fellow of Xev?
College, Oxford, lirao, pp. 418. Xew York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. $1..0O.

The treasures of the Book of Proverbs, as disclosed by this recent num-
ber of the Expositor's Bihle, arc neither few nor of little worth. If the
Proverbs, as a part of the sacred canon, do not add to the historical

records of the Old Testament or embody any prophecy of the Immauuel
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and the gospel tTmcs, tlieir preceptory quality nevertheless gives them aa

encluiing distinctness and application to human affairs. The general

purpose of Mr. Ilorton's work precludes the supposition that he has par-

ticularly met and relieved the confessed difficulties surrounding the in-

terpretation of the Proverbs with which Ewald, Hitzig, and other critical

scholars have contended. Discovering in the composition as a whole two

general collections of proverbial sayings, with appendices, he has attrib-

uted to the first a Solomonic authorship, and to the second an origin in

the literary circle of the court of Ilczekiah. The theory, though not new,

is important; and,, if untenable for any, should prompt the purpose to re-

examine the whole question of tlie relation of Solomon to this portion of

ancient Scripture. As to the practical, if utilitarian, teachings of the

Proverbs, I\Ir. Hortou is in afjrecment with many who find therein much
that is applicable to present temper and conduct. Wisdom as the guide

of conduct, the issues of sin, wealth, pride and humility, friendship,

human freedom, idleness, and the treatment of the poor, are thus some of

the features of everyday life which have their striking elucidation in the

sententious Hebrew utterance. From the author's suggestion that any

portion of the Proverbs is only in a "secondary sense" inspired many
readers will dissent. Yet for his practical, enthusiastic, and most interest-

ing interpretation of this body of Jewish apothegms they will not be slow

to return him due appreciation.

The Evolution of Love. By Emory Miller, D.D., LL.D. Chicago: A. C. McChirg
& Co. 12mo, pp. .^46. $1.50.

This book treats some of the gravest theological problems in the terras

of philosophy. It claims to present a view of being which, better than

any .we have hitherto found, shows the meaning of human life, duty, and

destiny, " ailords a clear vision both to thought and faith," and "exposes

the uuworthiness of that bigotry which antagonizes reason in the name

of faith and that charlatanry which antagonizes faith in the name of

reason." These somewhat high but questionable pretensions are illus-

trated in philosophical discussions of "the implications of Being," and of

the "implications of Love." These latter it afiirms imply an "intention "

in the Creator "to realize in his creatures every type of perfection."

Hence it is claimed that in its evolution divine love provides "atone-

ment for sin "and a "ransom for sinners." The author concedes that

men dying iujpenitent will taste the pains of retribution, not forever,

but until their personal consciousness, but not their being, becomes ex-

tinct. " This," says Dr. 3Iiller, " is not annihilationism nor restorationism,

"but the self-sinking of personality I
" This to most readers will appear a

very contradictory statement, a distinction without a difference, inasmuch

as it is not easy to conceive of conscious existence without personality.

But there are many such speculative obscurities in this volume, which

nevertheless contains much acute thinking and many suggestive thoughts,

albeit its method makes it tedious reading and its conclusions are not all

logically demonstrated.
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A Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles to the F.pliesians, Philippians, Colossians, and

to Philemon. By Joseph Agar Beet. 12nio, pp. 413. New York: Thomas
Whittaker. Price, cloth, $2.

TMs work is modestly styled a " Commentary" by the author, but it em-

bodies so much historical, exegetical, and theological matter that it passes

quite beyond the range of ordinary comment on the text. Strictly and

truly it is a defense of the Pauline authorship of the four epistles named,

a development of the doctrinal thought of the apostle, and an exposition

of its main points in their relation to Christianity. In any one respect it

is valuable, but in its combined features it surpasses the majority of books

on the writings of St. Paul. As a commentator the author seeks the lit-

eral sense of the apostle ; as a theologian and teacher he aim.s to exhibit

the connection of the Pauline conceptions with the teachings of Christ,

and gives to tlie epistles a broader and richer meaning than is possible when

they are interpreted literally. It is noteworthy that the author regards the

similarity of phraseology in Ephesians and Colossians as a proof of Paul's

authorship of both epistles—a point that negative critics have made

against them. He does not evade the numerous critical difficulties that

have been suggested by Baur and his disciples respecting all the epistles,

but squarely meets them, and disposes of them to the satisfaction of Chris-

tian readers. We have therefore iu this work the results of profound schol-

arship combined in exegesis, history, theology, Pauline literature, and the

great truths of Christianity, the whole being written in a pure style and

under the influence of a devout and evangelical spirit.

The Adi-ersary, His Person, Povjer, and Purpose. A Study in Satanology. By
"William A. "Watsox, D.D. 12nio, pp. 238. New York: "Wilbur B. Keichain.

Price, cloth, $1.25.

" Satan" is a burning question in theology; it is a practical question in

life. Any writer who will illuminate the subject, relieve it of some of its

embarrassments, and bring mankind to pause in the presence of the in-

strumentality of 3vil will deserve more than ordinary congratulations.

Dn "Watson's attempt to solve the problem is not the first, for it has com-

manded the inquiry of the Church in all ages; but, though not complete,

it is satisfactory in its straightforwardness and is informing in its suggest-

iveness. The discussions are brief and yet comprehensive ; scriptural, and

therefore warranted ; historical, and therefore trustworthy ; speculative, and

not without significance in this respect. He makes several things clear,

among them the personality of Satan, the fall of theangels, the distinction

between good and evil spirit, the influence of Satan in "demoniacal pos-

session," and the jmrpose of God oo bring good out of the evil that is in

the world. He traces dcmonology in the Chaldean records and finds its

counterpart in modern diabolism. Spiritualism, together with witchcraft,

is represented as a species of diabolical influence, to which few readers will

take exception. In its general treatment of the subject the book accom-

plishes its purpose, the author trusting more to facts thaa enlarged inter-

pretations, and it will be profitable to those who search its pages.
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Christ in the Xew Testament. By Thomas A. Tidp.all, D.D. "With an Introduc-

liou by S. D. McCoxNELL. D.D. 12mo, pp. 357. New York: Thomas Whit-

taker. Price, cloth, $1.25.

The sum of New Testament teaching is Jesus Christ. "Without him

the gospels are -worthless fragments and the epistles lose their didactic

importance. It is the aim of the author of this book to find Christ in

the formal teachings of every book of the New Testament; to point him

out in the simple historical narratives of the synoptists as well as in the

majestic philosophy of the apostle to the Gentiles; to show him in his

divine stateliness in the ideal theology of John, and to connect him with

the final affairs of the universe, as in Peter's epistles and the Apocalypse.

To this general purpose the author has steadily adhered from the begin-

ning of the discussion, furnishing the strongest proof that in the apostolic

mind, and in the thought of the early Church, the doctrines of the person

and Avork of Jesus Christ were of supreme value, and constituted the

foundation of their faith and activity. In this development of the Chris-

tological feature of the New Testament the author is rich in resources

and logical in his application of the truths it embodies. The preliminary

chapter, relating to the origin of the New Testament books, though writ-

ten in a taking style, and less designed for specialists than the average

reader, is entirely inadequate, not because it avoids the critical aspect of

the subject, but because it ignores essential facts. "We do not hesitate,

however, to commend the work as a whole for its devoutness, its schol-

arly tone, and the prominence it gives to a doctrine without which the

New Testament would shrivel into dust as we read it.

The Great Discourse of Jesi^s iiie Christ, the Son, of God. A Topical Arraupement

and Analysis of all His Words Recorded in the New Testament Separated

from the Context. 12mo, pp. 3G1. Xew York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

Price, cloth, $1.50.

A layman so disturbed by materialism and rationalism as finally to be

conscious of the loss of faith in Christian traditions determined to study

for himself the Z^Iasters words and teachings, with the hope that he might

find a true guide for an intelligent return to the Christianity of the ages.

"With patience, persistence, and integrity in his task, he read most care-

fully the entire New Testament, separating every passage or utterance of

the Saviour from the context, and arranging the result in a compact and

orderly discussion of the doctrines announced by Him who to first appre-

hension is but the man-Christ, but to final vision is the " God-Christ " in

the thought and experience of the believer. Unless the reader has in like

manner collected these teachings he will be surprised to learn liow often,

and with what repeated emphasis, the Saviour taught the great doctrines-

the standard ethics, and tlu- practical conditions of discipleship, all so

thoroughly as to leave no doubt of what religion is in its spirit, aims, and

results. The arrangement of the author is not according to the theologies,

but it is the key to the meaning of the great Teacher. Chapters follow

one another on the Godhead— the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost;

the Church; the Ministry and Passion; :Mlracles; Prophecies; Righteous-
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ness; Sin; Atonement ; Heaven and Hell, and Anti-Christs. In reading

this work the !Xew Testament again api)ears like a new volume, contain-

ing the liidden treasures of wisdom and knowledge, and able to make us

wise unto salvation. The service of the author, so beneficent in its influ-

ence on liimself, must result in the enrichment of others who will take the

trouble to follow the blaster in his discourse of di\-ine things.

The Goipel AccorcUnr/ to St. Luke. By the Rev. Hexry Burtox, M.A. Crown
8vo, pp. 415. New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Around the personality of the third evangelist Christian thought has

long lingered in endeavor to discover the details of his life record. The
intimi;te connection between the gospel and its author is ample justifica-

tion for this search, and commends the line of inquiry followed by Mr.

Burton concerning Luke. Succinctly stated, his conclusions that the

evangelist was a Gentile, speaking with a Grecian accent and sprinkling

Greek idioms over the pages of his gospel; that in the practice of the

medical profession he moved among the upper classes of society; and

that in his predilections of birth he aimed to declare the participation of

the Gentiles in the !Messianic provisions, are important if familiar conclu-

sions. That St. Luke did not write from surmise or rumor, but was an
" eycAvitness " of the events he describes, lends an additional chaim to

his attractive story, and is a fact kept steadily in mind by Mr. Burton.

Upon such a basis he has constructed an exegetical study of many of the

important incidents in the third gospel, from Zacharias to the resurrection

Sabbath, which is sufficiently full and critical to give his work a merited

place in the E.xpositor''s Bllle series.

Belief in God. Its Origin, Nature, and Basis. Being the Winkley Lectures in the

Audover Theological Seminary for the Year 1890. By Jacob Gould Schur-
MAN, Sage Professor of Philosophy in Cornell University. 12mo, pp. 200.

New York : Charles Scribner's Sous. Price, cloth, $1.25.

]\Iore and more the thought that the doctrine of the divine existence is

susceptible of philosophic sup])ort, if not demonstration, is gaining in-

fluence among secular tliiukers and recognized theologians. The old

notion that a supernatural revelation of God was necessary to any knowl-

edge of him is being gradually superseded by the fact that the reason

finds ground for faith in the Supreme Being independent of all revelation.

The author plants himself squarely on tlic new, changed, and acceptable

basis, and proceeds with a rich and ample discussion in which the phil-

osopliic and historic are combined with the origin and nature, the devel-

opment and value, of the common belief in God, lie has familiarized

himself with the teacliings of the philoso])hcrs from Plato to llegel and

unconsciously borrowed some of their suggestions ; nevertheless, he has

given them an original color and organized them into an argument of

beauty and coherent strength. He is particularly forcible against Hux-
ley's agnosticism, but perhaps too caustic in his treatment of traditional

proofs of the standard ''belief;" but we willingly part with an old proof

when a new one, stronger and more complete, is offered, and cheerfully
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exchange tradition for absolute liistory when it is discovered. Whatever
the author's variations in argument from the reguhir forms of tlieology,

he aims in his own way and by a method we approve to establish tho

ultimate point of theology, the existence of God. Hence the work, tested

by a strict theology, will be found materially to strengthen faith in a

foundation truth; and on this account it deserves commendation. It fur-

nishes an antidote for agnosticism, atheism, and pessimism^ and joins in

the defense of a faith cherished by the race from its earliest history to

the present time.

Famous Womtn of the Xeio Testament. A Series of Popular Lectures delivered
in the First Baptist Church, Montgomery. Ala. By MoRxox Bryan' Whartox,
D.D., Author of Famous Women of the Old Testament, etc. Ilkistrated. 12mo,
pp. 340. New York: E. B. Treat. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Bible is often scant in its notices of leading characters, and unless

the biogTapher or historian takes them out of their obscurity and gives

their heroic qualities an airing the average student of the Scriptures

will be misinformed as to their lives, or fail to appreciate their greatness

and their relation to the events that proved to be turning-points in

history. Few people, except those who are continually poring over the

sacred volume, have an adequate idea of the importance of certain women
to the origination or the consummation of movements which were vitally

associated with the developments of Judaism and the introduction of

Christianity. In a former volume the author expatiated on the virtues and
responsibilities of the famous women of the Old Testament period. Here
he traces the career and pronounces upon the iniluence of noted women in

the times of the Kew Testament. He deems it important to introduce his

dissertations on Mariamne, the wife of Herod the Great, as the connecting

link between the Old and Xew Dispensations ; and then follows it with

graceful expositions of fifteen women, who were more or less associated

with the early Church. The discourses are characterized by simplicity,

earnestness of purpose, and a certain biographical instinct, that renders

the series instructive and captivating. The author is not profound in

analysis, nor really rich in sentimental fervor; but he makes up for the

absence of these by a refreshing spiritual discernment and a practical

application of the lessons suggested by his studies of womanly character.

Jsrad: A Prince with God. The Story of Jacob Petold. By F. B. iriiVER, B.A.,

Author of Abraham, or the Obedience of Faith, etc. 12mo, pp. ISO. ^Tew York:
Fleming II. Revell Company. Price, cloth, $1.

The stories of the Scriptures will always bo retold with profit while

there is variation of personal interpretation. Mr, Meyer ha-s now gi%-eu a

running exegesis of the central events in the life of Jacob for which we
must speak our praise. His series of discourses are altogether unique, at-

tractive, and contributive to Christian growth. There would seem to be

large value in his claim that the story of Bible heroes and saints tends as

nothing else "to recruit a dwindling congregation; to maintain interest

in a crowded one; to awaken new devotion to the Bible, and to touch the
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many chords of humau life." If others luuy accomplish these purposes

equally well with ^Ir. Clever it is to be hoped that the Christian ministry

more generally may retell the stories of the Bible.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AXD GENT:RAL LITERATURE.

Genesis I. and Modern Science. By Charles B. Warring, Ph.D., Author of The
Mii-acle of To-Duij, etc. 12mo, pp.245. XewYork: Hunt & Eaton. Cincin-
nati: Cranston i. Curts. Price, cloth, Si.

A familiar chapter in scientific-religious inquiry is reopened by Dr. War-
ring in the present treatise. So familiar, in fact, is the inquiry that any

return to the subject would on the first consideration seem unprofitable.

Already has the whole field been traversed by scientists, who, in their search

for the truth, have put their scrutiny upon the ultimate secrets of nature

and self-complacently have deduced their theory of the world's beginning.

And already has the whole question been surveyed by theologians, who,
without desiring to array themselves in antagonism to scientific truth, have

fully settled their belief in the first chapter of Genesis as the supreme
text-book on the creation and in the theistic origin of the universe which it

announces. Yet, if the question has thus been carefully surveyed by dif-

ferent scholars, it is still of sujjreme importance as a matter fundamental

to the world's faith, and should have a perpetual hearing so long as any
shadow of disagreement remains between science and religion on htmian
and material origin. Dr. Warring is therefore fortunate in his selected

subject, and is equally felicitous in his method of discussion. Digressing

from the formal and weighty method of argumentation followed by the

usual scientist or theologian in the discussion of the world's cosmogony,
he has tlirown his book into the form of a series of conversations with an
inquirer called " the Professor." As a believer in Spencer, Buckle, Hux-
ley, and other lights in tlie scientific world, and as one fully abreast of the

times, the inquirer proves himself no mean antagonist. AYith the agree-

ment that the first twenty-seven verses of the first chapter of Genesis shall

be taken as the basis of discussion, the exact teaching of the Scriptures as to

the creation is sougiit after by the disputants, in their successive meetings.

But if the volume is informal it is not shallow. Scholarship in this in-

stance merely seeks the conversational method. The errors into which
scientists have fallen, the true meaning of Hebraic terms, and their recon-

ciliation with many of the scientific teachings of the day, constitute some of

the lines of consideration followed in this latest study of Genesis. If the

ground be familiar to the student it has nevertheless the charm of novelty,

and therefore the attractive quality. An increased confidence in the first

chapter of Genesis is the consequence of a faithful consideration of Dr.

Warring's aigument. The suljliinity of the narrative, in the light of the

critical stu<ly of the Hel)re\v, irresistibly impresses itself ui>on tlie reader.

It is more than an uninspired •' Hymn of Creation." It is the one authen-

tic and inspired account of the origin of the universe, in the beginning
55 FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. VIII.
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time. The author has writteu well. For its sturdy thought, its fairncs,?

of interpretation, its uuv,avering allegiance to the Scriptures, and -withal

its unusual form, his book will everywhere be helpful to Christian faith.

A Study of Greek Philosophy. By Ellex M. JfixcHELL. With an Introduction
by William Rouxseville Alger. 12aio, pp. 282. Chicago: S. C. Griggs i
Co. Price, cloth, $1.23.

The value of philosopliy Ls the basal assumption in the issue of the

above volume. Because of its lofty range of inquiry, its thought-disci-

pline, and its search after the ultimate truth, it ranks among the chief

studies that can occupy human attention. Greek philosophy also, from

its antecedent and fundamental relation to the later philosophic systems.

is a perpetual body of instruction. Its maxims have an enduring clianu

for men; its theories, if dissented from, are ^\nsely conceived; its leaders

are among the great schoolmasters of the world. In a circle of St. Louis

women, where the study of Greek thought was undertaken under the lead

of the present author, the book now considered had its origin. From tlie

rise of philosophy in Greece, under the lonians, to its close following ZS'co-

Platonism the historic review here sweeps. The personality of many great

leaders of Grecian thought—as Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and
Zeno—is set forth with clearness; and the difleriug systems which they

gave to their age and the world are traced with sufficient outline for the

full understanding of the whole range of Grecian inquiry in those great

centuries of intellectual activity. It is instructive in these days, when
the materialistic is receiving its full share of notice at the expense of the

ideal, to notice such a circle of learners as that which gave the present

volume its origin ; and in the published result of their philosopliic pursuits

a wider circle of readers should find enjoyment and edification.

The Pleroma : A Poem of the Christ. In Two Books of Seven Cantos each,

Written in Semi-Dramatic Form. By Rev. E. P. Chittexdex", A.M. 12mo,

pp. 347. New York and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons. The Knickerbocker
Press. Price, cloth, §2.50.

This is a most remarkable poem. The author, undeterred by difficulties

from which the ordinary mortal would shiiuk, attempts the proof of the

postulate that the "Jahveh- Christ shall be regarded as the beginning and

the end of the world-process. " " lu this work, " he asserts of the creation,

"two hemispheres, tlie natural and the spiritual, are seen to evolve con-

currently, reaching their fullness and perfection, not in the first Adam, but

in the second." Tliis proposition has the charm of relative novelty. Yet

such an ellort to link the incarnation and the Christ-life with a continued

creation, or with the processes of nature, is radically unscriptural and un-

scientific. The vulnerability of our poet's ])0:5ition is manifest in his as-

sumi)tion that "a fundamental error of the past has been to regard creation

finished at man's appearance upon the earth." Also in his declaration that

he has "incorporated The Christ mto ih.Q mighty sweep of natural se-

quences; and the incarnation as potentially hidden, from the beginning,

in the womb of the World." In addition, lurthermore, to the challonjre of
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the position thus assumed, -we must humbly differ with the author in his

confidence that the poetical form is best adapted, because of the present

state of knowledge, to the fiUiug out of his comprehensive plan. On the

contrary', we would deferentially suggest that such a stupendous task as

he has undertaken, involving the most acute reasoning and the utmost

nicety of scientific definitiou, might best be performed by disregard of

meters, as surely tending to mental dissipation, and by the use of whole-

some prose forms. Altogether the complexity which marks some of the

author's '• unusual meters," with the general subtlety of his simpler verses,

calls for that discriminating examination which one of the world's great

poets were best calculated to give. If it were possible to summon from

the spirit-world such a master of abstruse rhythms as Robert Browning he

might pronounce a ditlerent verdict U])on this Pleroma from ourselves, on

whom the poetic afflatus has not fallen.

The Blir.d Musician. By Tlabimir Korolenko. Translated from the Russian
by Alixe Delano. "\Vith an Introdiictiou hy Geohoe Kexnax, Ilhistrations by
Edmund H. Garrett. 16mo, pp. 244. i3oston: Lictle, Brown & Co. Price,

fancy clolli, $1.50.

"We have, in the present instance, a study of the psychological develop-

ment of the blind, under the guise of a charming story from Russian life.

Its representations of the earlier mental processes of the sightless as crude,

and of their conceptions of the external world as inadequate, are perhaps

close to the truth. In its employment of music as a medium for interpret-

ing light and darkness, colors, and other phases of material life to those

born blind, it suggests a method of instruction of which larger avail

might perhaps be made to advantage; nor is it impossible that music is

thus to be an increased factor in the fuller revelation of tlie physical

world to the blind. Undoubtedly the whole field of psychological in-

quiry, as herein traversed, has not been fully explored, and will hereafter

yield richer return to the patient investigator. The book itself is beau-

tiful in its mechanical execution, while chasteness, pathos, and withal a

certain brightness combine to make the story most charming.

Mode^-n Ghosts. Selected and Tran.slatcd from tho \^^orks of Guy dc Waupassaiit,

Pedro Antonio dc Alarcoii, Alexander E. Kiollmd, Leopold Konipert, Gustavo
Adolfo Becquer, and Giovanni Maglierini-Graziaiii. Tlie Introduction by George
William Curtis. 16mo, pp. 225. Xew York : Harper & Brothers. Cloth, .$1.

"We do not recommend this book on the ground that its tales are inter-

esting, or because it tends to establish faith in the reality of ghosts, but

because it opens the subject of ghostly phenomena to scientific investiga-

tion. We are tired of mere stories; wo weary Avitli quoted instances of

apparitions and of the dance of other-world beings in our presence; we

desire an investigation of the facts. It is admitted that, in addition to

the fairy-tales told us in our infancy, our literature abounds with the re-

cital of strange experiences of people of culture with alleged beings after

they had departed this life. Robert Dale Owen crowds a volume with

instances of this kind. The present work is a collection of singular his-
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tories with no attempt at explanation. Wc liave reached a period when

this class of phenomena must be relegated to superstition or the insane

imagination of the victims, or receive scientific treatment and be assigned

their place in the category of facts. Either the events as related hap-

pened or the narrators Avere either mistaken or knavish in reporting them.

We cannot hold the latter view; we believe the testimony to be honestly

given; but the scientist should ascertain if an apparition is within the

possibilities of the scientific sj^here, and if the reality of ghosts may be vin-

dicated from the sure basis of scientific logic. If he reject the problem,

or-find it insoluble, the theologian should inquire if there is any basis for

belief in ghosts from the supernatural view-point, so far as that view-point

is accessible in this sphere. If theology shall fail in its conclusion, then

the theory of ghost-life, with the power of manifestation among mortals,

should be rejected from the contemplations of men, and the time be given

to realities already revealed and acquired. The book will stimulate

thought in the right direction, without ministering to the morbid desire

for grewsome tales of superstition.

Shakespeare's Poenis : Venus ajid Adonis, Lucrece, Sonnets, etc. Edited, with

Notes, by William J. Eolfe, Litt.D., Editor of Shakespeare's Plays, Select

rooms of Milton, Gray, Goldsmith, Wordsworth, Browning, etc. With En-

gravings. Svo, pp. 220 and 191. New York: Harper ife Brothers. Price,

cloth, $1.50.

It is undoubtedly the fact that commentators and students have to the

present shown less attention to the miscellaneous poems than to th.e plays

of Shakespeare. "Whether from their greater length or their fuller por-

trayal of the passions of the soul, his chief comedies and tragedies have

heretofore absorbed the prime regard of the world of letters. Yet with

an appreciation of much that is majestic in Shakespeare's minor poems,

despite their erotic quality, Mr. Rolfe has completed his long-continued

editorship of Shakespeare by the annotation now under consideration.

In his collation of Venus and Ado?iis, from the 1599 edition, his citations

from Professor Dowden, and, in short, his arrangement of all that bears

upon the text of the poems under review, he has put ample sources of

instruction within the reach of the ordinary students. Nothing seems

wanting to detract from the completeness of the book as an authority.

Lovers of Shakespeare will appreciate its issue.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

.4 History of Vie Origin and Development of the Govennng Conference in ifethodism,

and espprially of the UenTul Conference of the Jfethodist Episcopal Church. By

Rev. Thomas "B. Nkkly, D.D., Ph.D., LL.D. Cincinnati: Cranston & Curt?.

12mo, pp. 462. $1.50.

Dr. Neely is facile princeps on questions touching the government of

the Methodi.-t Episcopal Church. His former very lucid volume on The

Ewhition of Epixcopncy and Onjanic ^nthodism won him this re])utation.

The present volume will confirm it. It consists of an analytical and criti-
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ca] elucidation of the fuudamcntal principles of the ecclesiastical polity

of our Church. It lucidly traces this polity as it "svas developed from

the "centralized personal government of Mr. Wesley " into a govern-

ment by the American Conference of 1784, and thence to the delegated

General Conference -which in 1812 became the governing Conference in

American Methodism. It accurately notes the features of the constitutive

jirinciples on -which the General Conference is founded, critically dis-

cusses the several changes -which have been made in its organic law do-wn

to 1888, and analyzes the import of the limitations of its authority con-

tained in the "restrictive rules." In unfolding the processes by which
the constitution of the Methodist Church becaTue what it is to-daj^ Dr.

Neely has collated and arranged a mass of historic facts hitherto scattered

in numerous publications. Hence this volume commends itself to every

student, lay or clerical, who is desirous of attaining a clear and full under-

standing of the history and constitutional law of our Church. Dr. Neely's

style is clear and vigorous. Hence it is neither heavy nor dull, but i-;

made lively and interesting by its judicious use of many personal incidents

-^vhich throw light on the characteristics of Coke, Asbury, Boardman, Lee,

find other Church fathers. It deserves to be very widely circulated and
generally read.

John Wtd-y. By J. IT. Overtox, M.A. ]2mo, pp. 216. Boston and New
York: Hougluon, Mifflin >t Co. "Price, cloth, -sl.

It would be difiicult to construct a new life of John Wesley with any

hope of adding to the already great fund of incidents regarding the great

leader, of making any new analysis of his character, or of re-interpreting

the historic environments of Iiis times. We do not understand that

Rev. Mr. Overton attempts these impossible tasks. As a native, how-
ever, of the same country with Wesley, a member of the same university, a

priest of the same Church, and a worker in the same i)arish, a sentimental

reason at least exists for the origin of this volume and explains the some-

what anomalous fact of a life of the originator of ^Methodism by a clergy-

man of the English Church. The familiar story of Wesley's great career

is retold with charm, while a frequent allusion to tlie many authorities

consulted fortifies the historical portions of the narrative. Among the

more abbre%'iated volumes on John Wesley the work of Mr. Overton is

not undeserving of registration.

JAfe and Letters of Joseph Hardy Neesima. By Akthcr Sherburne IIardt.
I2mo, pp. 350. New York: Houghton, Mifiiin k Co. Price, cloth, $2.

The victories of Christianity are in every land. By marvelous instances

of its triumph is shown the universal value of the Gos])el as a remedial

agent, in contrast with the sectional adaptation of heathen religions.

One of these remarkable instances of Christian conquest is furnished in

the present biography. Of oriental birth and of alien speech, the early

and willing acceptance of tlie Gospel by Joseph Xeesima was the initial

l)roccss in a lifewiiose intlueuce for good has })roved immeasurable. Were
his biography nothing more than the development of the Cliristian graces
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in the soul of an obscure Japanese, yet its reading -u-ould be proiiLul>le.

Modest in bearing, patient in adversity, unassuming in time of personal

achievement, hopeful in mortal sickness, and sustained by Christian peace

in his departure, many a believer might sit at his feet for instruction.

The larger lesson of tlie biography must not, however, be overlooked.

Providence, it would seem, liad a great work to accomplish in Japan

through the instrumentality of Neesima. His fortunate escape to America

in search of an education, the financial aid and love which he found in a

AYestern home, his scholastic ])rivileges enjoyed, and his opportune return

to Japan when the times were ripe for the application of American edu-

cational theories, all indicate the divine purpose in his life. Obedient to

this overwhelming conviction of duty, his influence among his countrymen

was powerful, and his agency chief in the establishment of the Doshisha

School, which stands as a lasting memorial of his zeal. In modesty of

delineation and avoidance of fulsome praise, the present biography is to

be altogether commended; in fullness of description it is but a deserved

tribute of respect to one of heathen birth who has helped to make God's

kingdom come in the earth.

Francis Wcnjland. By James 0. Ml'Ruat, Dean and Professor of Eoglish Liter-

ature in rrinceton College. 12 mo, pp. 293. Boston and XewYoik: Hough-
ton, Mifflin k Co. Price, clotli, $1.25.

It seems eminently proper to include in the series on " American Relig-

ious Leaders " so conspicuous a director of affairs as Francis "Waylaud.

Without underestimating the great services of American statesmen, schol-

ars, and agitators as contributory to our national growth, the labors of

consecrated religious teachers have always been necessary, and have been

fruitful of inestimable benefits in a quickened public conscience and im-

proved moral practices. The need of such leadership when Wayland

appeared is one of the chief showings of the present biography. It was a

formative period in the history of American institutions. Already calls

were heard for higher educational facilities; the curse of American slavery

was beginning to be realized, and the possibility of its obliteration was

guardedly discussed; the inactivity of the Church in missionary labor was

becoming evident, and a demand for increased concern in the cause of

foreign missions was heard from the lips of advanced Christian leaders.

"We must believe that Dr. Wayland was providentially raised up to meet

emergencies such as these. In the review of the important feature^ of

his career as pastor, educator, and teacher of morals which Professor

Murray now presents the reader will be constantly impressed with those

superlative qualities of mind and heart which fitted Wayland for his in-

fluential work. Without the display of many of the weaknesses that mark

the ordinary mortal—but in the exhibition of industry, courage, loyalty to

moral truth, simplicity. alToction, and, in short, every virtue—he pursued

his course of usefulness and left his lasting impress upon the generations

following. Such a man is not to be circujuscribcd within the narrow-

limits of any single denomination, and the whole Christian Churcii owes

to Professor 3Iurray its indebtedness for this most valuable biograi'hy.
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Charles Kingshy : TTis Letters and Memories of Ilis Life. Edited by hia "Wife.

12mo, pp. 364. London k Xew York: Macmillaa & Co. Price, cloth, ijil 75.

Men yet lay their tributes at the feet of Cliarles Kingsley. That this

memorial, first issued in 1S7G, has now reached its third edition is no
small testimony to the enduring influence of Kinfrsley, as well as to the

workmanship of this volume which love has wrought. The fuller notices

long since given the book render unnecessary any lengthy review of its

hero's life, any detailed analysis of his qualities, or any extended allu-

sion to the social reforms to which he gave his pen, his voice, and his

heart. Primarily we are attracted by the man, in this biographic story.

His full and vigorous personality charms the reader, as it swayed his

contemporaries. As a laborious clergyman among the idyllic beauties of

rural England; a confidant to whom nature intrusted her clioicest secrets;

a lover of humanity ; and a doughty defender of the interests of the labor-

ing man, time has not yet dimmed his individuality. His association with

Maurice in the introductory movements of " Christian socialism" would
also 6cem prophetic of the larger agitation that is upon the present gen-

eration for settlement. "Whatever the merits of Kingsley's proposals for

reform, as also of his theological views and teachings, these do not belong

to the present notice. The reader only feels, as he closes the biography,

that a great soul was lost to earth when Charles Kiugsley died.

The Lc'Si Tribes of Israel ; or, Europe and America in ITistory and in Prophecy.
By C. L. McCap.tha, A.M., Professor of English Literature, Southern University,
Greensborough, Ala. 12mo, pp. 210. Philadelphia; Printed by J. B. Lippin-
cott Co.

A proper inquiry into the fate of the lost tribes of Israel is in harmony
with the spirit of antiquarian research, and is evidential of the interest that

the Church should feel in its Jewish progenitors. The line of Professor

McCartha's argument is the identification of the tribe of Reuben with

modern France, Zebulun with Sweden and Denmark, Issachar with Hol-

land, Dan with Spain, Gad v.ith Germany, Xaphtali with Austria, Asher

with Russia, and Joseph with England. "Whether the author has made
any new contribution to the subject in dispute must be left with the reader

for decision. He will in any case be impressed by Professor McCartha's

zeal and novelty of treatment.

A Class-Book of Biblical History and Geography; with Numerous Maps. By
Professor II. S. OsBOR.v, LL.D. ]2mo, pp. 312. New York: American Tract
Society. Price, cloth, $1.25.

The purchaser will find the present class-book to be an omniuiu-gath-

eruni of biblical information. In its wide compass it covers the whole
field of the Scripture record, from the creation to the vision of Patmos.

Rightly docs Professor Osborn hold that the history of the Bible is segre-

gated from all histories besides; and with reverent hand does he touch

the great events of those inspired periods on which hinged the interests of

the Israelites and the world. Tlie value of the book does not consist in

its critical scrutiny of such disputed questions as those of cauonicity or
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inspiration; but ratlier, assuming that whicli is well autbenticated and

usually accepted, it reviews in a cursory, jet practical and attractive,

method the events involved in Judaism and the establishment of the Chris-

tian Church. Mindful also of the latest discoveries, the author is pleased

to recognize the invaluable testimony of archaeological and geographical

science to the truth of the Scripture records. While there is nothing

included in tbe general treatment that can be of particular value to

advanced scholarship, the work may have its mission to that simple faith

vrhicb asks after God and salvation.

MISCELLAXEOUS.

The Metlwdist Episcopacy Valid; Considered in the Light of the Scriptures, the Apos-

tolic Fathers, and of History. By Bostwick Hawley, D.D., Author of Maanil

of Methodism, etc. 1 2mo, pp. 64. Xew York : Hunt jc Eaton. Cincinnati

:

Cranston k- Curts. Price, paper, 20 cents.

The title of this &/w/^i/re carries its own interpretation. So far as the

episcopacy of Methodism needs any " vindication " it is herein contained.

Dr. Ilawley has written with a knowledge of Methodism which is the re-

sult of a long participation in her chief counsels, and with a care which

•would become a larger volume than the present pamphlet. Discovering

that the episcopacy of the Metliodist Church is in the "true line of suc-

cession " in all essential particulars, he further finds that it is providential

and should be modified with caution. For the young people of our

churches, in whose interests the essay is issued, it is full of instruction as

to the merits of our system.

Kew Ycnk. By Thkodore Roosevelt, Author of T!l-: Winninj of the TH.'^ etc.

12nio, pp. 232. New York: Longmans, Green it Co. Price, clotli, $2.50.

The town is the national life in miniature. If there be value in this

inference, the metropolitan character and the world-wide influence of

New York particularly justify the present inquiry as to its l^eginuings.

The development of this Xew World metropolis, both under the Dutch

and English rule, and its importance as a colonial center, are adequately

treated. If the last half-century is but briefly noticed it is because the

sources of information on that period are abundant and easily available.

Mr. Koosevelt is, by birth and intellectual force, peculiarly fitted for the

present task in authorship. lie has prosecuted his work with such fidel-

ity as to set a high standard for the succeeding numbers of the series on

" Historic Towns."

Unhappy Loves of Men of Genius. By Thomac HiTCUCOCK. ] Gmo, pp. 2 12. New
Yock: Harper k Brothers. Price', cloth, $1.25.

This volume is a group of tragedies. Gibbon, Johnson, Goethe, 5iO-

zart, Cavour, and Irving arc its heroes. As to literary composition, the

book is well constructed. In spirit, a strain of sadness runs through its

delineations of tender but unfortunate affection.
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Art. I.—christian ESCIIATOLOGY.

The deep interest taken in problems of the hereafter, as demon-

strated by current literature not distinctively theological, may

be regarded as one of the providential results of recent conflict

with scientific materialism. The immortal questions of humaii

destiny which were discussed long ago by the Academy and the

Porch' once more thrust themselves into the thinking of an age

which, so far from being characteristically philosophical, has

been described by one of the foremost statesmen of Europe as

preeminently the age of industry. ' The fascinating theme is

not confined to the narrow circle of philosophical inquiry. As

in the first centuries philosophy exerted a forceful influence on

religion, so is it now ; and the general effort, as a result of it, to

reconstruct creeds in terjns of modern science and criticism,

and to adjust dogmatic theology in harmony with a broader in-

terpretation of revelation, has awakened within the Church a

profound and widespread interest in the contents of Christian

eschatology. Christianity alone is teleological. It alone, and

therein is it widely diiTerentiated from all ethnic religions

and modern competitors, has a future for humanity, and is

therefore tlie religion of progress. Hence the Christian c^mnot

be an idle spectator, a nonpartisan in the affairs of the world,

for to him all world-powers are aiding or retarding the king-

dom of God, and the vision of the future is felt to be the true

inspiration of the present.

New Testament eschatology is not simply a widening of Old

Testament doctrine of last liiings. It is in many respects an

OG FIFTH SEUIKS, VOL. VIIl.
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entirely new revelation. Tlic eschatology of the prophets cul-

minated in the day of the Messiah ; beyond that they never

looked. His coming was the end of the world, the inaugura-

tion of the endless age. Christianity is the eschatology of the

Old Testament, the Christianity of symbol and vision which has

not yet been realized, but which through the operation of spirit-

ual lav\'S in harmony with human freedom is ever in process of

becoming. This Xew Testament doctrine of last things is still

Jewish, however, in terms, emblems, and figures, and in those

forms of thought which form the costume of final events.

Hence the Christian mind of every age must translate these

ideas into its own conceptions, reaching for the real as it can

behind the drapery and the accidents of form. The educative

power of the Holy Ghost through the centuries must count

for something in the decisions of the Chrisliau consciousness.

Moreover, since Christ Jesus is the world's Redeemer and

Judge, he, in all true study of the subject, must be the center of

eschatology, for around him, in closest relation to all his offices,

its ^particulars cluster. Christian eschatology, therefore, must

be studied from the standpoint of redemption.

But this is not sufiicient. The doctrine of final events is in-

tensely practical in its bearings on the life of the world and the

relation of the Church militant to its earthly environments.

There is to this doctrine a human as well as a divine side, and its

significance is not exhausted, nor can it be truly comprehended,

by gazing on the future. Modern antichristian sociologies,

with their denials of God and of purpose or plan in creation,

see no march of law and reason, of social progress and culture

under the guidance of providence. Sinking the spiritual in the

physical, they so connect humanity with inanimate nature that

the laws which govern matter determine the socinl and moral

conditions of man, and there is set before him no higher des-

tiny than that which may be worked out by the uniform opera-

tion of physical law. There is no meaning in history; it is a

purposeless ocean-swell of human endeavor, an eternal alterna-

tion of development and decay.

Christianity cannot thus look upon the world's life. If the

world's history is in any true sense the world's judgment,

eschatology, in order to understand the truths which it teaches,

will to that end interpret the world's history. Xo event is
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witliont significance or relation, near or remote, to the triumph
of faith. As the prophets of Israel pondered the vision relative

to national destinv and the dawn of universal deliverance in the

coming of the King and Redeemer, this doctrine, if it would be
anything more than a catalogue of far-off events, will have
practical interest in the theories and systems which dominate
human thought, in the purposes and methods of civil govern-
ments, the acts of parliaments and the movements of armies, the

achievements of the explorer and the success of the missionary,

the progress of ideas, the nature of reforms, the play of social

and political forces, not for the purpose of indulging mathemat-
ical caprice and inventing prophecies, but because all that is to

be is now ; the new is involved in the old, and all that is has re-

lation to the kingdom of God. As invisible mist evolves into

visible clouds, the anticlirist of the future and the golden age
of prophecy will be historically developed from corresponding
elements previously existing, from principles now operating in

human society, and which by the ordinary working of moral
laws will reach their ultimate realization as depicted in proph-
ecy, in the fullness of time. Hence all human activity, even
the chronic evils of the race, its poverty, ignorance, sin, and
consuming disquietude and wretchedness, have import as potent
momenta in hastening or retarding the progress of humanity
toward the great event which shall be the climax of history.

Further, since the world is the mass the Church seeks to im-
penetrate with its thought and spirit, she cannot be indifferent

to the attitude it bears to the eschatological trutlis she announces,
or the form or color in wliich they are presented. The world is

wiser than it was. In spite of itself it has learned something
through God's educative processes. ;N"cvertheless, while lending
a sympathetic ear to the affirmations of reason, the Church can-

not close her eyes to the teachings of revelation. The word of
God is the ground of eschatology, and not human I'casoning, or
the fitness of things, or modern socialisms religiously phrased
and projected on tlie future.

The docti-ine of last things embraces death, the futui'e state,

the millennium, the second coming of the Lord, resurrection,

final judgment, and consummation. From a scientific standpoint
death is the necessary result of physical law. From the stand-

point of religion it is tlie result of sin, and therefore is somethino;
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not originally inherent in human nature. The reconciliation

between these apparently opposite conclusions need not be dif-

ficult. Both are undoubtedly true. For, while man was not

created to die as he now dies, death had "in human nature

potential existence in the elementary constituents of his organ-

ism. The potential became the actual in the subjection of the

person to sin, which has made death for man what it now is,

and in whicii lies its ethical significance. As it has been experi-

enced in the history of the race, death is an enemy which must,

in the very nature of things, be destroyed if humanity has any

future in which all its powers, intellectual and spiritual, shall

have unlimited scope; and in the prophetic word it is already

destroyed in anticipation by the resurrection of Christ from the

dead. This overcoming of death in the palingenesis does not

signify merely the uninterrupted persistence of the hutnan

spirit, but since death is a retributive separation, under physical

law, of spirit and body, it must, in its relation to the redemp-

tive and restorative work of Christ, mean a restoration of the

broken unity between body and spirit.

That death is not the end of all is not provable outside of

revelation. Arguments for human immortality based on meta-

physical, psychojogical, teleological, analogical, or cosmical

grounds cannot be accepted as proving the immortality of the

soul; and tlie same must be concluded of the so-called theolog-

ical, ethical, and historical proofs. The Christian idea of im-

mortality is not the bare notion of continued existence, which

some imagine the doctrine of evolution will sustain. The soul,

as substance or force, may continue, but such an immortality is

predicable of all substance and energy. ISTor is the pantheistic

idea of the conservation of the individual life in the Infinite,

which Schleicrmacher affirmed to be the immortality of religion,

the teaching of faith, for such an immortality is only another

form of annihilation, a Christian nirvana. The New Testa-

ment doctrine of immortality affirms not only the eternal con-

tinuity of soul-substance ; it rises immeasurably above that in

its affirmation of the uninterrupted persistence of personal self-

consciousness in eternal blessedness or its opposite, and of the

completeness of the individual. Ilencc, since pure spirit-life is

unnatural to the human spirit—such a life in its relation to man

as a compound entity being only half a life, and therefore
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mcomplete—the Christian doctrine of immortality involves the

resurrection of the body.

In the creeds of evangelical Christendom the intermediate

state finds no recognition. Eschatology, therefore, as expressed

in these symbols, is declared defective in that it knows of two

places only for departed spirits, heaven and hell, and in its

dogmatic decision that the destiny of all men is fixed at death.

The denial of the intermediate state does not rest primarily on

exegetical but on historical grounds. The business enterprise

of Tetzel, the indulgence-monger, had a great deal to do in giv-

ing shape to the eschatological thought of his opposers. Prior

to^that time the Church universal held to the early belief of an

intermediate condition of men between death and the final

judgment. That in addition to heaven and hell there is a third

place in which all departed beings exist is not to be rejected

because the Eeformers of the sixteenth century rightfully re-

jected the folse and perverted doctrine of purgatory. The

teachings of our Lord in the parable of the rich man and Laz-

arus ; the statements of Acts xii, 27, 31, xxxiii, 8, xxiv, 15,

1 Peter iii, 19 ; the promise of Christ to the thief on the cross

;

the passages 1 Cor. xv, 6, IS, 20, 55, and 1 Thess. iv, 13 ;
the dec-

larations in Eev. i, IS, vi, 8, xx, 13, 11, seem to plainly teach the

reality of such a place. On the other hand, the teaching of the

fouvtii gospel, John xiv^ 2, xviii, 21, and that of the apostle

Paul in 2 Cor. v, S, Phil, i, 21-23, Ileb. xii, 22-21, and some

other passages, as Acts vii, 59, indicate that the righteous enter

immediately at death into the presence of the Lord. The ad-

justment of these two forms of teaching is the task of a scrip-

tural eschatology. Nor will this be difficult if, in the first in-

stance, we modify the historical opinion which we have received

from the Peformers, who cannot be allowed to have formulated

Christian doctrine for all ages, and reject in the second in-

stance the Judaic idea of sheol, which many persist in carrying

up into our Christian tlunking of the life beyond. Sheol, or

hades, as it appears in the New Testament, has a history dif-

ferent since the death of Christ from what it had before.^ The

departed in Christ are in hades, but they are no less in the

presence of their Lord and Pedeemer, and in the enjoyment of

rest and the sweet felicity of heaven. The shadows of sheol

fall not on the hills of paradise. Hence in the New Testament
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hades is never used, except in quotation, as tlie dwelling place

of the redeemed. It is tlie vestibule of gelieuua.

Escliatology must face this question of an intermediate state

in a new spirit. Its rejection involves more than that. That
all believers are made free from every stain of sin at the mo-
ment of death, '' consumed yet quickened by the glance of

God," may be boldly affirmed but can never be proved. It is

making the death agony a concentrated purgatory. The differ-

ence between such belief and the Eoman doctrine of the ex

opere operato of the sacraments is only a difference in the agent

working, for it is attributing to death the same magical effects

affinned of the sacraments. The two views are clearly seen in

the following. Mohler, in his Symholism; says :

It is a perfect self-contradiction to assume that the soul, whether
covered or not, enters heaven while stained with sin. Tlie ques-
tion, therefore, arises, How is man finally set free from sin, and
the principle of holiness within him thoroughly quickened?

Delitzsch, in his Biblical Psychologij, replies

:

In him whose inward being is renewed by God's grace, after
laying aside the body of sin and death, the life of the spirit so
far checked and inqjeded breaks forth in the presence of the reali-

ties of the invisible with such force tliat everything sinful and its

conseqiiences must disappear as mist before the sun.

This, perhaps, is the best answer that can be given to the

problem as stated hy the Eomanist j\l6hlcr. The fact of an in-

termediate state is forced upon our thought from other consid-

erations. However blessed the dead wlio die in the Lord, they

are still in an imperfect condition. That the spirit is clothed

with an enswathment which is its body at death is purely a

speculative opinion which may be true or not, but for which

there is certainly no support in revelation. On the contrary,

the soul is naked, unclothed, having put oft' the mortal and not

yet put on the immortal body (2 Cor. v, 4). Deprived of bodily

life, which is their natural mode of existence, the dead are lim-

ited in their scope of activity, and are so far " dead " (Rev. i,

15 ; xiv, 13, ct al). So Julius Miiller says :

The apostle ascribes (2 Cor. v, 3) to the soul in its intermediate
state—between dt'ath and the resurrection—the quality of yviivov

tlvai, which state is expressed by otiier writers of the New Testa
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raent by calling the departed rpvxal, or -vevfiara (1 Peter iii, 19;
Apoc. vi, 9; xx, 4; Ileb. xii, 23). This view undoubtedly implies
that certain limits are set to the disembodied soul's manifestation
of its life, as also appears from the KaOevdtiv of the soul, as op-
posed to yprjyopdv in life (1 Thess. v, 10, etc., 1 Cor. xi, 30), of
course both in unison with the ^]v ana ovv Xpioru). But this

yvjxvoTTiq does, evidently, not imply that the soul is entirely

stripped of all bodily mediation—is a retrogression of the soul

into a merely spiritual existence. Some medium of self-manifes-

tation adheres to the soul even after death; but this is such that

in it the full reality of human life cannot come to view, and com-
pared Avith the awjua Tzvevna-nKov not only, but also Avith the
earthly life, it is a retrogression—a condition less perfect than
either.

And Olsliausen writes on the subject thus

:

The New Testament statements concerning tlie state after

death apply only to believei-s, whose rpvxJj is illuminated by the
Spirit of Christ, and thus prepared for the presence of the Lord.
But even for believers this state is only a temporaiy, though rel-

atively happy, one ; they long for the redemption—ransoming—of

their bodies "(Rom. viii,''23 ; 2 Cor. v, 4).

St. Paul does not comfort the Thessalonians with the decla-

ration that the departed have obtained completeness. In his

thoughts, and throughout the XeAV Testament, that is reached

only in the parousia. Further, if, as the creed asserts, the des-

tiny of all men is decided at death, Christian eschatology must

transfer the splicre of its events from the present visible world

to the invisible realms. Tliis new departure in eschatology is

inevitable if the idealizing methods of interpretation shall pre-

vail. There will, then, be no real resurrection at the last day,

no objective, realistic return of the Lord, and no real objective

judgment. And final]}', if the fate of all men is fixed at death,

in logical consistency a final judgment is superfluous, for the

purpose of it has been already obtained. To insist that it will

afford an opportunity for the vindication of the divine govern-

ment, which is often asserted, is simply to substitute an incident

of the purpose for the purpose itself. Not God, but humanity

is on trial ; and the only object of the final judgment known to

the New Testament is the final decision between right and

wrong.

Second probation is not a matter of revelation. The Spirit

of the living God presents the Christ to human souls now, and
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a rejection of liim, conscious and deliberate, involves now
eternal death. This is the belief of the Church founded on

correct interpretation of Scripture. But eschatologj has the

task of proving the futility of opposition to this truth. Hith-

erto rejection of the Church doctrine has been based on the

lexicon, on the nature of the divine attributes, and the scope of

the atonement. "With the triumph of faith over opposition

falsely grounded the Church cannot rest. Her victory has

been complete. But the source of objection to the doctrine of

second probation, or restoration, has not been exhausted. Es-

ehatology must now consider the question from the standpoint

of human nature, the persistence of human freedom, and the

arguments from intuition. From the persistence of free will

nothing perhaps can be lost to the faith of the Cliurcli ; for men
are free now but do not repent, and they who fail to use it now
are the least likely to use it hereafter. Abstract freedom does

not save, but the grace of God ; and to assume that to operate

in the future world is to assume the nonnecessity for its oper-

ation in this. But the argument from intuition, which has not

yet been considered, presents difhculties worthy of profound

consideration. There is no space in which to present this argu-

ment. But if the argument from intuition is valid in the dis-

cussion of immutability, how shall it be invalidated in support

of the iuture hapjiiness of all men '. No matter what agony

men may suffer, physical or mental—no matter to what depths

of degradation and infamy they sink—there still lingers in the

depths of the human soul the innate hope, feeling, belief, sur-

mise, or impression, that sometime, somewhere, somehow, sin

and shame shall pass away " like a rolled syllable of midnight

thunder from the coming day." AVith this, eschatology must

come to an understanding whether it is really intuitional or a

complexed feeling originating in the love of life and the ele-

ments of sanguinity in human nature.

AYe have been speaking of second ])robation for those who
have rejected Christ. But what of those millions who never

heard of him ? To be on probation is to be so in respect to

something. The something in this instance is Christ the Lord.

Can the heathen, then, in any real sense, be on probation at all

with respect to accepting the Gospel ? How, then, are they

saved i By living up to the light they have. But is this not
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to introduce another metliod in salvation, another way to be

saved than by faith in Jesus Christ ? Conscience is not Christ,

nor is the moral law, nor is there saving power in false views,

however conscientiously believed. Christ is the Saviour of

men. Bat if faith in Christ, who died for all men, is absolutely

necessary to salvation, then Christian eschatology must face the

inference that salvation in Christ will be offered to every man

before lie can be condemned for rejecting it. God will do

right. Infinite justice will not err. For all who die in unbe-

lief there can no hope be given of future opportunity
;
the door

is shut eternally: but, since it would be an unrighteous act to

condemn a soul for what it could not help, for all who die

witliout a knowledge of Christ the inference has been drawn that

the opportunity will be given in some form to make the choice.

When or where this will be it is not for eschatology to deter-

mine ; but there is not wanting scriptural ground for the belief

that there is a gradation in the fitness of the departed for the

higlier moral conditions of the unseen world, as, to illustrate,

there is in the growth of light between the faint star-glimmer

of night and the splendor of noonday. Defectus gratice non

damnai sed contemptus, non icjnorantia sed rcjcctio fides causa

reprohaiio7iis.

That Christ the Lord will again return to this earth in the

glory of his Father to judge the quick and the dead is a funda-

mental element in Christian eschatology. As the Messianic

day was the golden age toward which Israel moved, the end

and motive of her existence, and without which her history had

no significance, the return of the Lord in the teleological view

of the Church is the goal of all histoij, the central point in the

moral lieavens toward which all ages and all worlds move.

The eternal principle of all worlds, intellectual and moral, He
is the arbiter of all; and in him, as the eternal summary of all,

is the significance of the universe, \\\q meaning of history, llis

coming will be objective, visible, realistic. He will come en-

throned in clouds, in heavenly glory, and surrounded by angelic

hosts. This is the faith of the Church. But how far the objectiv-

ity of his coming agrees with the reality of the mode—whether

all that may be said of him as the judge and goal of human

history is not equally true now Avithout necessity of belief in

future phenomenal appearance—whether he has not already
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come, IS already entlironed, is now jndgiDg. the nations and the
souls of nien—wliether at his coming in the dreadful fall of
Jerusalem and subsequent victory of Christianity the resurrec-
tion did not begin and continue, each human being appearincr
at death before the judgment-seat of Christ and entering the
resurrection state or that of outer darkness—whether^in a
word, all that has been believed as future or as a series of phe-
nomena at the end of the world has not in reality already taken
place—this is the task which eschatology must take up anew in
the conflict with the idealism of rationalism of various grades.
In harmony with the suggestive purpose of this artide we
would say, while the fact of the personal return of our Lord is

to be maintained as t]ie only true and reasonable intei-pretation
of Christ's own teaching, the teaching of angels and of his
apostles, yet it is by no means necessary to insist upon its

spectacular accompaniuients. It must not be omitted in Chris-
tian eschatology that our Lord employed the lofty imagery of
the Hebrew prophets in addressing those who understood' the
true significance of clouds, thrones, thunders, earthquakes, fall-
ing stars and vanishing heavens when epochal changes were the
theme of discourse. The costume of the parousia is no real
part of the parousia. He is coming, wliether there is a cloud
in the sky that day or not. l^ov is there any need to deny
many comings of the Lord in historical crises or in the deatJi
of his saints, or to deny his ])resent enthronement and rule over
the nations. The fact of the parousia does not change with
the opinions as to whether the Apocalypse is a panorama of
Church history to tlie end of time or a prophecy of events in
the age of Kero. But the coming which the ]^ew Testament
writers keep before us is the ap]>earing of the great God and
Saviour Jesus Christ invisible form to judge the world in right-
eousness. That connng is future, as tlie revelation of the man
of sin is future, as the resurrection is future; for even if the
Hymeneus-and-Pliiletus theory be granted, the "living" are
not yet changed

;
and as the renovafion of the visible universe

is future, all of which events are to occur at his coming, a
phenomenal appearance of the Lord Clirist at the end ot°tlie

world and of time is too clearly stated to be misunderstoo;!.
Why it should ever have been called in question is a pitiable
mystery.
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In connection with the parousia, Millenarianisni enters with

its inherited sensualibuis, numbers, and symbols. Whether the

o-olden age of Christianity shall come before the parousia or be

hiaugurated by it is a question wliich has not yet been settled.

But Christian eschatology cannot carry over into its teachmgs

the crlowino- poetry of Judaism as fact. It is not simply a

question of interpretation. An affirmation of a millennium

dependent on a parousia is an impeachment of Christianity as

a rco-encrating power. If this world cannot be morally subdued

exce^'pt by the personal coming of Christ, Christianity as a world-

saver is certainly a failure, and the Holy Ghost operating m
and throuo-h the Church is unable to overcome the iorces of

evil. Chilstian eschatology will be rather slow in teaching

such doctrine, and with eighteen centuries of Christian victo-

ries over all forces behind it it will not abandon hope m the

ultimate triumph of the cross in every land, and the final sover-

eicrnty of the spirit of the Gospel over the heart and mtellect

of^lie nations. Christianity has nothing greater to accomplish

than it has already achieved. The paganism of the future can-

not be worse or stronger than the paganism of the past. There

will never be another Greece, another Eoman Empire whose

imperial eagles shall guard the idolatrous fane. It was Chris-

tianity that shook the gods from Olympns; that without anus

overcame all powers; that carried the truth even nito Ci^sar s

household ; that changed Roman law
;

put an end to the

shows of the arena, founded charities, elevated woman, pro-

tected children, undermined slavery, established umversities

civihzed western Europe, transformed its numerous tril^es, and

produced the liberty, the peace, the moral consciousness and

the o-i-andeur of modern civilization in spite of the inherited

tendencies derived from past ages to resist divine light and

dwell in darkness. .

Hillenarianism is out of harmony with divine methods m

human history. AVhatever involves a constant miracle m the

ethical development of the kingdom of God among men may

be discarded as wanting in the divine element. The millennium

which is to come will be the outgrowth of the labors ot the

Church of to-day and of yesterday, and in this practical view,

which harmonixes with the teacliings of our Lord himselt, is

• the insjnration to toil in the vineyard.
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Sjnclirouons with the parousia is the resurrection. The fact

that tliis sublime event is associated with the final coming of

the Lord at the end of the world is proof irrefragable that it

does not take place at death, that the spiritualistic theories of

it are not true, and that it is a literal and realistic resurrection

of the body. A spiritual body succeeds the animal body as the

organ of the spirit. Tlie spirit forms its own body. That

body is the same body which is animated by the same spirit, for

the elements of matter are the same, whether formed into a

body in England or in Africa. Iron is iron, whether in Eng-

land or in the Mountains of the Moon. Hence the same kind

of sameness may be predicated between the body laid in

the grave and the resurrection body as is asserted to exist be-

tween one's body at twenty and the body he lias at forty or

sixty, as to material constitution. The constituent elements

may be the same, the quality wholly and absolutely different.

The conflict in Scripture is not between matter and spirit, but

between the animal and the spiritual. Christian eschatology,

then, need have no warfare with physical science concerning

the resurrection. The correlation of forces and the astounding

results of biological investigations, imperfect even as they are,

suggest harmony rather than conflict, notwithstanding the su-

percilious dogmatism of certain physicists. It is not contrary

to law that the spirit should now penetrate gross matter and

impress upon it the shadow of its moral and intellectual char-

acter, and it cannot be contrary to known law that this power

should continue in the spirit by which, at the appointed time,

it shall form for itself an organism expressive of itself.

The resurrection is both of the just and of the unjust. Syn-

chronous with or immediately following it is the final judgment.

The judgment is discriminaiing between the wicked and the

good. But is not the resurrection itself, in that there lies in it

a discrimination, a difference of quality and character among

the participants, already in fact an act of judgment ? Is it not

a judgment h'fore the judgment? Those who have put on

the immortal body will not, we must grant, be in any danger

of being condemned, and the difticulty lies in the apparent

superfluity of further judgment. The question then is, and

eschatology must examine it more closely than ever because of

its relation to the doctrine of second probation, AVhat is the
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object of the judgment ? The answer that it is for the testing

of all men involves the difficulty above mentioned. If all who

have died up to that time have entered upon their eternal des-

tiny further judgment cannot be needed in their case. Many

other points might be added did space allow, but all difiiculties

vanish if it is seen that the object of the judgment is the

judging of all the millions then living and all the millions, dead

or alive, who without fault of their own have not heard of the

Christ. Those who die in the Lord shall not come into judg-

ment. They are the retinue of the King ; they sit judging the

tribes of Israel. Those on earth believing in him when he

comes will be caught up with the Lord : the judgment is on

the ungodly. It is not only on what men are, but on what

*.hey have been, and on all that has entered into human thought

md outward life as expressed in the world's history.

The consummation of the world begins at the same time as

the resurrection and judgment. It is the end of time, the end

of the world. Physical science teaches that the present uni-

v^erse can only issue in dissolution ; that the forces of nature are

running down ; and that finally the whole machinery of the

heavens will crumble into ruin. Revelation teaches that the heav-

ens will pass away with a great noise. Science attributes the

crash of the worlds to the exhaustion of force, revelation to the

coming of the Son of God. Both are two explanations of the

same fact. But there will be a new heavens and a new earth.

The eternal ideal will be realized. Society is immortal. The

old Eden is taken up in the new Jerusalem. The humanity

which should survive enters upon everlasting blessedness and

triumph. History has reached its goal ; the voices of the na

tions, like the sounds of ocean, swell the anthems of praise. God

dwells with man evennore % the '.iight is gone, and sorrow and

sighing shall flee away.
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Art. II.—CHARLES IIADDON SPURGEOX.

A GREAT man has fallen, a great heart has ceased to beat

;

but a masterful character, a divine force, a spiritual inspira-

tion still remain to bless the world. It will be a long time

before men feel that Charles Haddon Spurgeon is really

dead. He projected himself into the life and work of the

CJiurch in such a high and helpful sense—the impetus he gave

to the minds and hearts of Christian workers the world over

was so powerful and all pervading—indeed, his whole life-work

was of such an abiding, leavening character that his providen-

tial translation will not, outside of his immediate London con-

gregation, be quickly realized by the world.

Mr, Spurgeon was born in June, 1S34, and M'as, therefore,

fifty-seven years of age when he died. Not a long life, truly,

but in work accomplished and good done as full a life as tlys

or any other century has seen. " How he made the atmosphere

far and wide about him hum with his elemental activity!"

From 1S55, when he first appeared in Londou, and, spite of his

j'outh and crudities, was soon styled a second Whitefield^ down
to his very last days, he succeeded in being if not the greatest

yet the most popular preacher in the world ; and this not by the

force of a self-seeking will, or by an adroit use of sensational

methods and means, but by sheer devotion to duty, enthusiasm

in his work, and an industry which has become monumental.

As seen in his prime he was a rather short and somewhat

corpulent man, ^vitli a full face, a slight beard worn full, a thick

mass of black hair parted in the middle, with a low forehead,

slightly projecting upper teeth, and small eyes deeply sunken,

and at times scarcely seen by the listener. Xot a handsome

man, surely, and yet there was that in his frank, genial, sym-

pathetic manner which drew one to him at once. This was

especially true in private conversation, where he was the

freest and most communicative of men.

The son of an Independent clergyman, Mr. Spurgeon grew

up in a stimulating tlicological atmosphere, and was thoroughly

grounded in the belief that the Christian ministry is the highest

position, both in usefulness and honor, to which God ever

called a man. Asa boy, as well as a man, he was full of life,
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passionate, impiilpive, velieraent, and always in a hurry to work

oiit some important purpose. Tliough neither college nor uni-

versity bred he secured a good working education, for a clergy-

man, even ; and this, with the mental and moral qualities to

which I have already referred, finally made him a scholar in

the best sense of the word, and furnished him with an ade-

quate equipment for his life work. In connection with his call

to the ministry a remarkable incident occurred in his boyhood,

which is well related by Mr. W. T. Stead : "When Mr. Spur-

geon was ten years old llichard Xnill, who is described in one

of the lives of Spurgeon as ' late of Chester, now of Xew Jeru-

salem,' met Mr. Spurgeon at his father's house and delivered

himself of a prophecy, which is only one among many incidents

in Mr. Spurgeon's life that marked it out from that of ordi-

nary mortals. After Eichard Knill had preached in the old

Puritan meetinghouse he prayed with young Spurgeon, and

calling the family together he took him npon his knee and

said :

"^
I do not know how it is, but I feel a solenm presentiment

that this child will preach the Gospel to thousands, and God will

bless him unto many souls. So sure am I of this that when you,

my little man, preach in Rowland Hill's Chapel, as you will one

day, I should like you to give out the h}Tnn commencing,

God moves in a mysterious way

His wonders to perform.'

The prophecy was fulfilled to the letter. He preached, many

years afterward, when the Tabernacle was being cleaned and

repainted, in Surrey Chapel, and in fulfillment of the predic-

tion he gave out the hymn which Eichard Knill had suggested

when he was a child of ten."

The account of Mr. Spurgeon s conversion gives the key to

his almost unparalleled success as a preacher. Like many an-

other quick-witted boy, when in his teens he began to indulge

in theological doubts, and proudly proclaimed himself a free-

thinker. But a tender conscience and the influence of good

training brought about a healthy reaction, and he began to look

earnestly for the way of salvation. Mr. Spurgeon himself has

told the story of his"success in a most characteristic manner :

At last, one snowy day in Decoml)er, in a Primitivo ^lethodist

chapel at Colchester, a preacher, pale as death and thin as a
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skeleton, preached from tlie text, " Look unto me, and be ye saved."
Just setting his eyes upon me, as if he knew me all by heart, lie

said, " Young man, you are in trouble," "Well, I was, sure enough.
Said he, "You will never get out of it unless you look to Clirisl."

And then, lifting up his hands, he cried out, as only I think a
Primitive Methodist could do, "Look, look, look! It is oiilv

look," said he. I at once saw tlie way of salvation. O how I did
leap for joy at tliat moment! I know not what else he said; I

did not take much notice of it, I was so possessed with that one
thought. Like as Avhen the brazen serpent was lifted up, thev
only looked and were healed. I had been waiting to do fifty

things, but when I heard this word, "Look!" what a charming
word it seemed to me ! O, I looked until I could almost have
looked my eyes away; and in heaven I will look on still in my
joy unutterable. I now think I am bound never to preach a ser-

mon without preaching to sinners. I do think that a minister
who can preach a sermon without addressing sinners does not
know how to preach.

Studying, teaching, and now and then preacliing, he passed

the years until he was nearly twenty, wlien he accepted tlie call

of the historic Xew Park Street Baptist Church in London to he

tlieir pastor. Presumptuous church 1 presum]3tuous youth I and

yet time more than jtistified the call and proved it to be of God.

The young pastor keenly felt his limitations and clearly saw

the enormous difficulties m his way ; but somehow his profound

conviction that God had placed him there, and his already con-

firmed habit of leaning on the divine arm and looking for

especial divine guidance in all things, gave him nerve and skill,

which, with a sort of righteous audacity and the self-confidence

of great faith, speedily made him master of the situation and

an acknowledged power in the chief city of the world. Even
proud and exclusive Churchmen, who began by sneering at the

"Essex Bumpkin" and his vehement utterances, ended by sub-

mitting to liis leadership and sounding his praises.

The quantity of Mr. Spurgeon's work was always remarkable,

and the quality steadily improved, until at last more room was

needed for the increasing number of hearers. First the chapel

was enlarged
;
but it soon overflowed, when resort was had to

the Royal Surrey Gardens Music ILill, the largest available

audience room in London. Here literally all classes and con-

ditions of men thronged to liear this pulpit prodigy, who ycr-

suaded and exhorted and tlmndered and lightened, shocking

men of fastidious taste, committing many a sin against good
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rhetoric, not to say good grammar, but all the time sticking to

the Gospel and the book, and crying incessantly, '' Look ! look !

look to Christ !' until thousands were converted and all Lon-

don was ready to say, " This is a man sent from God, and he

teaches as one having authority." The critics would criticise,

and wiseacres would shake their heads' and prophesy, but all

were forced to admit that it was the greatest pulpit success the

world had ever seen, and through the blessing of God and the

consecrated life of the preacher the downfall never came. He
stood without faltering or waning in power, or yielding his in-

tegrity, or losing a jot of his popularity for almost forty years.

His career is a wonder of wonders, and lias no parallel in

modern times. Other men have been greater in almost any

one given direction ; but as an all-around preacher and bishop

of a church Spurgeon has probably had no peer. Music Hall

was soon outgrown, and the congregation resolved to rise up

and build a church worthy the man and the winning manner

of his message, and spacious enough to accommodate all who

could regularly be gathered within the sound of one voice.

The Metropolitan Tabernacle was finished in 1861, with a seat-

ing capacity for five thousand five hundred, and standing room

for one thousand more, thus accommodating in all six thou-

sand five hundi-ed persons. Spurgeon filled it at once, and

kept it full and running over for more than thirty years, preach-

ing twice on Sunday, and for the greater part of the time

on Wednesday night, to congregations composed of the learned

and unlearned, people of rank and title, men of place and

power, women of society and position, and plain everyday

people with hard hands but tender hearts and quick minds,

natives and foreigners, old and young, and all have understood

his words and all have heard him gladly. In his youth, in the

vigor and strength of his days, and when became to the pulpit

with tottering steps and leaning heavily upon his staff, it was

ever the same; the multitudes hung upon his lips and joyfully

yielded their hearts to Christ under the magic power of his

plain but eloquent speech.

In his home life Mr. Spurgeon was a model. He lived in a

generous manner, as be&ime a man of his habits and ])osition.

One who has enjoyed the hearty hospitality of '' Westwood

Ilouse"—Mr. Spurgeon's semicountry home—with a stroll
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about the pleasant grounds and a look at the horses and

cows and dogs, with the master himself to point out the best

views and expatiate upon the excelJeiicies of his pets, will

always remember the occasion with pleasure and pride. Mr.

Spurgeon was a true lover of nature and a close student of her

mystic lore, and loved best the country both for recreation and

for work. He lived well but not extravagantly, and furnished

liis house for comfort rather than for show. He admired beau-

tiful things and works of art, but detested anything like osten-

tations display in such matters. But little time was given each

day to i-ecreation ; that little, however, he spent in a hearty and

even rollicking manner with his boj's and his guests, entering

with the zest of youth into the simplest of games, laughing

and shouting with the liveliest of his companions.

While courteous to all who sought his presence he was the

.very soul of hospitality and good fellowship to those who came

to him on invitation- or especially accredited by his friends. In

this he was a typical Englishman. It is to me a precious

memory that when I first called upon Mr. Spurgeon, presenting

letters of introduction from several missionaries in China and

India who had been trained in his Pastors' College, and from

thence sent out to the foreign field, he said, as he threw his

arms about me in a vigorous embrace, " My brother, you are

thrice welcome, for Christ's sake, for your own sake, and be-

cause you have so recently seen my boys." It happened to be

an hour set apart for relaxation and rest, and I found him most

delightfully human in his social qualities. He smoked his

pipe with relish, and laughed and joked and opened up his ex-

haustless store of apt anecdotes to my lieart's content. And
•when, accoi'ding to his custom at that time, the Avine was

brought, he seemed surprised at first that I should decline the

glass, but at once broke out with the laughing exclamation

:

" Why, here is another one of those Yankee teetotalers ! " I am
assured that there came a day when Mr. Spurgeon threw the

entire weight of his precept and example upon the side of strict

temperance ; but on the occasion referred to he drank his glass

.of wine without apology, as one Avho enjoys and thanks God

for a good thing.

Most of his work was done at "Westwood House." Hi^

library was large and fairly well selected. It was rich in j)oetry,
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science, aud even art, with a vast store of such bibhcal and

theological books as were important in his work as expounder,

by tongue and pen, of the sacred word. He loved his books

;

and his entire library was so arranged and his reading so care-

fully indexed that all his resources on any given subject were

within a moment's reach. His large study served tlic purpose

of editorial sanctum, business office, and pastor's general work-

shop. Here were his secretaries, bookkeepers, and other assist-

ants, all working midcr his immediate eye. His talk about

his various enterprises was extensively frank and entertaining,

at the same time constantly revealing the high motives which

actuated him in it all. He told me that he regularly prepared

both of his Sabbath sermons on the preceding Saturday. He
wrote out the heads and outlines of a discourse on a few sheets

of paper, thoroughly digested his subject and his plan, and

then trusted to the spur of the moment to express his thoughts,

and even for many of his similes and illustrations. His ser-

mons were taken down by a reporter as delivered, and were

afterward thoroughly revised and improved before they were

printed.

For many years Mr. Spurgeon was the acknowledged leader

of the English Nonconformists. After his health began to fail,^

• however, he gradually relinquished that position. Indeed, his

ill-health and his ultra Calvinism conspired to draw him over

at last to the ranks of conservatism. He became strangely

narrow, and at times indulged in much croaking, mingled with

vehement denunciations of those who were not of his thinking.

In all this his excited but tired brain, for the time being, domi-

nated ln"s true, generous heart. But when he came to his last

public utterances at Mentone, delivered to a small company on

the Last day of 1891 and the first day of 1892, he was himself

once more. jSTothing so tender and true and sweet and hope-

ful had ever before fallen from his lips. Aboundnig love to

God and man was the burden of every sentence—a precious

legacy of peace and good-will to men. Modestly speaking of

himself and his illness, he said :

I had no idea that Christian pcoi)lo, of every Church, would

spontaneously and importunately plead for the ]irolonging of my
life. I feel 'myself a debtor to all God's people on this earth.

Each section of the Church seemed to vie with all the rest in
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sendinsz words of comfort to my wife and iu presenting intercos-

sion to God on my behalf. If' any one had prophesied, twenty

years ago, that a Dissenting minister, and a very outspoken one,

too, wonld be prayed for in many parish churches and in West-

minster Abbey and St. Taul's Cathedral it would not have been

believed; but it is so.

Kothing could be grander than the sight of Mr. Spurgeon's

congregation eagerly receiving the word or rising to sing some

good old hymn.' The form of worship was eminently simple.

There was no organ, not even a choir. The preacher announced

tlie hymn and the tune, tlie latter invariably an old one familiar

to everybody
;

''the leader took his stand upon the high plat-

form beside the preacher, the congregation arose, and every-

body sang. And such fervent, whole-souled, majestic harmony

has seldom been heard l\y mortal ears. It was enough to warm

the coldest heart, and was well-nigh overwhelming to one who

heard it for the first time. After the prayer came the sermon,

which cannot be described, although some points may be given

to assist the reader's comprehension of the man and his remark-

able ])ower. He spoke from an open platform on a level with

the first gallery, and which projected somewhat toward the

center of the building, and was so arranged that the speaker

was entirely and immediately surrounded by bis audience, and,

as it were, brought face to face with every person. His manner

was very simple, often that of a father talking to his children,

and eveu in his sharpest denunciations and reproofs of sin he

never lost his character of a loving teacher seeking, first of all,

to win men to Christ. Although Mr. Spurgeon's claim to

genius of a certain kind cannot be denied, still it was not a

creative genius. He added nothing doctrinal or formative to

either religion or ethics. He was no framer of creeds and

dogmas. He found all these ready to his hand and put life into

them, thereby nutking them a power in the world. He gave

us the Gospel according to Spurgeon, but it was the Gospel

pure and simple, to which he added nothing, and from which

he subtracted not one jot or tittle. His was the genius of

liard and constant toil, of earnestness, of aptness, of devotion

to one idea and one work, of complete surrender to divnic

guidance, of divine love bent on saving men in one way or

another.
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It is no easy task to sliow the nature of Mr. Spurgcon's elo-

quence. To iiim the highest significance of speech was as an

instrument for attracting men and saving their souls. His one

object in preaching was to fix the attention, fasten the truth,

and move men to moral and religious action. In studying his

power as a preacher his marvelous voice first attracted attention.

Its cleai-ness, sweetness, and flexibility were unsurpassed. At

times it would ring out like a silver trumpet ; and again its soft,

persuasive, and pathetic tones would melt the soul and move

the \vill. It filled the great Tabernacle with ease, and on sev-

eral occasions he succeeded in reaching the ears of twelve

thousand people, seemingly without any great effort. Whether

the pitch was high or low the smoothness, the richness, the

moving quality were ever the same. ]\Iy opinion is that his

power of voice was a choice gift of nature, and owed little to

art, although his long experience no doubt taught him many

things as to its proper management. He also excelled in com-

mand of language. In quiet moments, as well as in times of

the greatest excitement, the flow of speech was full and con-

stant. Xo breaks, no long pauses, never any hesitancy. In

this respect he was unlike any other Englishman I ever heard

except Gladstone and Punshon. Ilis English was plain, simple,

apt, copious, and exact, suited to every shade of his thought.

In short, it was the Saxon-English of the Bible and Shake-

speare. Except perhaps in the very earliest years of his career

he never indulged in extravagance or sensationalism. At the

first hearing he sometimes impressed one as over self-confident

;

but a more complete acquaintance with him and his preaching

revealed the fact that his was the self-confidence of a man who

believed himself especially inspired to utter a message of divine

truth in an authoritative manner, M'ith a fixed determination to

bring men to the right way of thinking ;
and in all this he was

sustained by the divine presence and approval. He believed

every word of the Bible just as he found it, and urged its ab-

solute authority without compromise or apology. His system

of doctrine was backed up by his inmost convictions. He was

master of it. It was a plain system, easy to comprehend ;
and,

in one sense, it was narrow, much narrower sometimes than his

practice. He was a Culviuist of the Calvinists. He believed

in election and predestination in the old-fashioned sense ; he did
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not believe in the freedom of the human will, and he did be-

lieve in the doctrine of reprobation
; but, somehow, lie was

able, at least to his own satisfaction, to reconcile all tliis with
man's responsibility, with prayer, with the supernatural in re-

ligion, and with the immediate and fatherly love of God to

man, and man's unfailing love to liis fellows. lie was unspar-
ing in his condemnation of close communion, and he often in-

vited ministers of other denominations to assist at his monthly
communion service. Twice I saw over three thousand persons
partake of the elements in the great Tabernacle. Tickets were
issued on certain conditions of faithfulness to the members,
very much after the manner of the love-feast tickets of old-

fashioned Methodism, and these could also be secured by stran-

gers on pi-oper application to the elders of the church. xVs the

most distinguished Baptist preacher in the world his example
in this respect had very much to do with the change of senti-

ment which is so rapidly going on among the Baptists of this

country. When I asked him why he had never visited Amer-
ica, he replied :

,

I dare not leave ray sentry box here for so long and hazardous
an expedition; besides that,' I fear ray practice of open comraun-
ion would offend luany of ray Baptist brethren in your country.
In this I should inevitably, in speech and practice, be arrayed
upon the side of the minority, to the grief, not to say disgust", of
the majority.

In this particular the Baptists of America expurgated his

printed sermons, but they could not have expnrgated Spur-
geon.

He was intolerant of all ecclesiasticism, and I am told car-

ried his Puritanism to such an extent that he was never or-

dained, and therefore was but a lay preacher in the technical

sense. At any rate, some years ago he publicly thanked God
that " no mitered bishops had ever laid their empty hands on
his empty head "—a characteristic utterance, surely, and yet he
had many warm friends among the bishops and clergy of the

Establishment. His heart was warm, although his tongue was
sometimes rough, and his vehement nature often made him
prejudiced and hasty in his judgments. Those who became
acquainted with the man learned to condone this offense, and
to let him have his say without any prejudice to their affection.
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His famous attack upon the Cliurcli of England for her teach-

ing on the subject of ''baptismal regeneration" seemed likely,

at the time, to destroy both the sale of his books and his popu-

larity as a preacher among Churchmen. Nevertheless, he de-

liberately struck the first blow and followed it up with such a

storm of sermons, pamphlets, and editorials, in reply to the

ready champions of the Establishment, as filled all England

and ATuerica with the iioise and smoke of the conflict. His

attack upon the system of American slavery resulted in a loss,

for a time, of three thousand dollars per annum through the

falling off in the sale of his books in this country. Still he con^

tinned to thunder against " the sum of all villainies " until its

iinal downfall. He hated Romanism and he hated the theater,

and he never failed to hit them stingijig blows whenever op^

portunity presented, and that without the slightest concern as"

to the consequences to himself.

Like nearly all great orators, Mr. Spurgeon possessed a strong,

sense of humor; and quaint sayings, pregnant similes, and racy

anecdotes abound in all his productions. At one time he had

been, in preaching, condemning the practice of cherishing sor-

row, '• nursing and fondling it,^' when at last he broke out with,

"Why, bless you, if you have a bitter 2^111 to take swallow

your pill
;
gulj) it down ; doiiH chew it^

Mr. Spurgeon had a sublime faith in the power of prayer.

In the public congregation he prayed as one who not only feels

his own wants but carries upon his heart the wants of hi5

people. He talked and argued and pleaded with God as with

a familiar friend. He prayed like one who really expected an-

answer then and there. He brought the congregation at once

into close sympathy with himself, and then seemed to lead every

willing heart to the throne. He prayed a great deal. At one'

service I attended he prayed brieiiy three times before the

sermon, Des])ite his Calvinism, his deep experience forced

him, especially in his prayers, to the expression of the purest

AYcsleyanism. One Sabbath morning he burst out with the

exclamation, " Lord, thou hast saved us, and we hwio it evei-y

dayP \\\ his prayers lie very frequently made the most feeling

and loving reference to ^Vmerica and the American Churches.

He evidently believed that the Almighty had some influence

in the public aifairs of the nation, for in one of his prayers
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above referred to he not only prayed earnestly for the rulers of

the land, but also prayed tliat Parliament might be permitted
^^ to do as little hurt as jpossibk." His life was crowded full of

remarkable answers to 'prayer, many of which were of the most

startling character, amounting really to miracles in the true

Christian sense. In consultation with a friend on this subject

he said

:

Look at my Orphanage. To keep it going entails an annual ex-

penditure of about ten thousand pounds. Only one thousand four

hundred pounds are provided for by endowment. The remaining
eight thousand pounds come to me regularly in answer to prayer.

I do not know where 1 shall get it from day to day. I ask God for

the cash and he sends it, without my advertising or writing beg-

ging letters or canvassing in any way. In every direction I am
constantly witnessing the most unmistakable instances of answers
to prayer. oMy whole life is made up of them. I should be the

most irrational creature in the world if I should entertain the

slightest doubt upon the subject. The God that answers by or-

phanages, let him be God.

The tenacity of his belief in the strict Calvinistic theology

suffered him to brook no departure from it in his bi'ethren with-

out a vehement protest. And yet men would do their own
thinking in spite of Mr. Spurgeon, and furtlicr and further his

Baptist coadjutors drifted from what he held to be the only true

basis of religious faith and fellowship. In an agony of soul lie

declared to all the world that his brethren were on the down-

grade, and he began to talk of what he regarded as the apostasy

of English Christianity. At last, in strictest loyalty to his own
sense of responsibility and duty, he withdi-ew from the Baptist

Union of Great Britain. It was a sad mistake, putting him

really in a wrong light before the world, and yet with his

peculiar make-up it was inevitable. To him theology was not

a progressive science, and he never abandoned or even modified

a single tenet of his system from the beginning to the end of

his career. In the controversy referred to he was conscientious.

and consistent with his creed and his character. He was

quickly left behind and alone. But the weight of his tlieology

could not crush out his love, or in the least degree abate his

earnestness in saving men. The people Hocked to hear him

just the same, although many of them were now obliged to

take what thev considered the bitter in order to iret the sweet.
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Tlieir heads often refused submission, but their hearts were

still led captive at his will.

The thinker and writer in Mr. Spurgeon kept even pace

with the preacher. His printed sermons will not, from a lit-

erary standpoint, for a moment bear comparison with those of

Liddon or Beccher or Phillips Brooks, and yet in readableness

and effectiveness they surpass all these as sermons. As an au-

thor his product was enormous. For nearly forty years he

published a volume annually of his sermons, and the sales often

reached a hundred thousand copies, besides a much larger num-

ber of single sermons in pamphlet form. Ilis sermons and other

writings were translated and largely circulated in almost every

country of the world. A complete list of his publications Avould

require more than a full page of this magazine. The Treasury

of David, in seven volumes, is his greatest work ; his JoJcn

Plowmanus Talks is the most popular, for one hundred and

ten thousand copies were sold within three years of its publica-

tion, and three hundred and seventy thousand copies have been

sold up to date. His books are literally packed full of pithy

sayings and expressions, all with a practical direction, and yet

many of them gems of thought and facile composition. With
these, as v/ith almost everything he gave to the world, the

tendency was not only to make men think worthily for the

time being, but to act worthily, and that continually. He
baited his hook with surpassing skill; he cast it forth with an

adroitness born of faith and prayer; and he caught men. In

1877 the membership of his London church was five thousand

one hundred and fifty-two, while during his ministry he re-

ceived more than thirteen thousand persons into his church.

But he was larger than London. He preached to the world,

and the saved through his direct instrumentality will no doubt

be finally numbered by the hundreds of thousands. He was

notably a teacher of preachers, and so multiplied his effective-

ness indefinitely.

So far as his London work was concerned Mr. Spurgeon was

also a great orgaiiizer. A visit with him to his Pastors' College,

where over one thousand young men have been ti'ained for tlic

ministry at home and abroad, or to his Orphanage, accommodat-

ing two hundred and fifty boys and as many girls, revealed to

one a new and noble side to his nature, and aroused fresh won-
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der at the broadness of liis powers. At tlie Orphanage, espe-

cially, his generous, manlj heart found full play, to the constant

delight of himself and others. lie established a large refuge and

a colporteur association, with seventy agents, in different parts

of England. A book fund, originated by Mrs. Spurgeon, sup-

plied during the first ten years of its existence over one hundred

and fifteen thousand volumes to poor ministers of all denomi-

nations. He also established several almshouses and a flour-

ishing -missionary society for work in North Africa. To all

these institutions he gave his jjersonal supervision. It is said

that his church maintained thirty-six chapels in different parts

of London.

Mr. Spurgeon was open-handed in the use of money. His

charity in this respect was munificent and out of all proportion

to his means. He earned large sums of money, but laid by
only a competency. On different anniversaries his admirers

gave him many thousands of pounds, but in every instance

every pound finally went to Christian organizations. He de-

sired money that he might spend it for others ; but the spirit

of mere money- making he thoroughly despised. He was

offered a thousand dollars a night in gold to lecture in America.

He said

:

I know nothing about lecturing; I can only preach, and if I

went to America to preach I would not take money for it.

He knew the value of money, and while generous to a fault

with his own was extremely prudent and exact in his use of all

trust funds. Hundreds of thousands of pounds passed through

his hands, for which he was able and willing at any moment to

give an account even to the last shilling. Everybody trusted

him, and nobody's confidence was ever betrayed even in the

slightest degree. Said one good man of his church to me :

I am grateful, beyond all power of expression, to Ahnigbty
God tliat no stain or shadow of any kind has ever fallen upon the

character of our Mr. Sjiurgeon.

All the institutions under his oversight were models of busi-

ness order.

The impression made by IMr. Spurgeon upon this generation

was so widespread and so various that no complete estimate of

it is possible. The results of his vast work abide as a rich
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legacy to the Clmrcli of Christ. Even his conservatism was, in

the main, a blessing to the world, tempered as it was with liis

faith and love. His self-abnegation in planning and working

was Christlike. God has taken him to the activities and joys

of a higher, holier sphere, but his memory will be forever pre-

cious here on the earth. Of him it may be said in the fullest

and most truthful sense :
" Blessed are the dead wliich die in

the Lord from henceforth : Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may

rest from their labors ; tmd their works do follow them.-' The

closing words of his last sermon were

:

My time is ended, .although I liave much more to say. I cau

only pray the Lord to i^ive vou to believe in him. If I should

never ao'ain have the pleasure of speaking for my Lord upon the

face of Ihis earth I should like to deliver, as my last confession

of faith, this testimony: that nothing but faith cau save this

ninctccuth century ;
nothing but faitli can save England

;
noth-

incrbut faith cau'save the present unbelieving Church; nothing

bul, firm faith in the o-rand old doctrines of grace and m the eyer-

livincr and unchanging God can bring back to the Church agam a

full t'ide of prosperitV, and make her to be the deliverer of the

nations for Christ; nothing but faith in the Lord Jesus can save

you or me. The Lord give you, my brothers, to believe to the

utmost decrree for his name's sake ! Amen.

^^-^U^ /C/^^^<nX^r^--^
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akt. III.—regexeratiox as a force in reform
MOVEMENTS—SECOND PAPER.

In adverse comment on a former article in tlie Review but

one point ^vort]lJ of attention has come to onr notice, the pro-

vailing sneer at the communism of the primitive Church. It

is exceeding strange that the men wlio were with Jesus and

were instructed by liim sliould, in the very liour of the baptism

of tlie Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost, make such a blun-

der as they are charged with in ordinary allusions to that topic.

In proof that this feature of the early Christian organization

was not a mere brief and disastrous experiment we have space

but for one quotation, \yaddington quotes, in his Church Jlis-

tory^ from a letter M-ritten by Lucian at a date probably not

earlier than A. D. 250, in which he says :

Their first lawgiver lias taught them (tlie Christians) that they
are all brethren. . . . They despise, therefore, all earthly posses-

sions, and look upon them as common.

Here we have evidence that for more than two hundred years

after the crucifixion the social features of the apostolic Church

remained unclranged.

AYe repeat tliat if the entire population of the country should

be " converted," or '' regenerated," in an hour, it would not re-

sult in a single reform in the industrial or social world. The

question now is. Can that position be maintained ?

True reform in every department of society must begin with

the abolition of unrighteousness (that which is not right) and

the recognition of strict and impartial justice in all relations

between man and man. The natural heart craves ease, posses-

sions, and power, and seeks the easiest and speediest means of at-

taining them, and without regard to the rights of others. This

is covetousness. Covetousness operates along distinctly marked

lines ; it takes ])OSsession, by force of arms, by strength of cus-

tom, and by power of legislation, of that which riglitfully be-

longs to others. The outcome is the division of mankind into

two classes, the robbers and the despoiled.

The agencies employed by covetousness to enricli the few at

the expense of the many lie open to the viev,* of every thinker.

All of the material bounty which God provides for the race
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exists in the laiid. Xature is the storehouse in Avhich all wealth

is deposited. If a few men, or a class of men, can obtain pos-

session of the storehouse they have their fellows at their mercy,

and may compel them to toil in precisely the same mannei- in

which the sons of Israel worked for the Egyptians. Granting

that the few, or the class, have the right to liold the land in

private ownership, it follows that they have the right to de-

mand and collect such rents, or tribute for the right to live, as

they may demand, or as the sufl'erings of humanity will induce

,them to yield. When, as in our day, seven tenths of the popu-

lation arc landless, and cannot go to the storehouse of nature to

earn subsistence, unless with the consent of the self-constituted

owners of the storehouse, the competition of the unemployed

w-ill reduce wages to the starvation point.

Again, the money of the country is a creation of the law. Its

power for good or evil is in its legal-tender functions. The law

is absolute that all debts and taxes must be paid in lawful

money. As a consequence business cannot be done without

the agency of money. But money is limited in its volume, it

goes into the possession of the few, and its possessors levy a

tribute for use (interest), which is always as heavy as industry

can bear. Hence, nnder the law of demand and of competi-

tion, the profits of business, in the end, find their w\ay into the

pockets of the land owner and the money owner. A fair illus-

tration of our monetary system would be that government

should decree that only certain kinds of envelopes should be a

legal tender in the transaction of business ; that only one third

the number of envelopes necessary to meet the requirements of

the people should be issued ; afid that the owners of tliis circu-

lating medium should have the right to exact for the use of it

all the tribute the people would consent to pay.

In the third place, there are legal methods of making gahi

which are unjust. A. man who possesses only muscle cannot

compete against a num or corporation backed by millions.

Every opportunity for money-making, whether by legitimate

operations of trade, by the possession of means, or by specula-

tion, is taken up by the capitalist; and the end of lal^or is to

enrich not itself but the employer, the company, the corporation.

But this is of trifling importance as compared with graver

evils ; capital influences legislation, courts, the professions, and
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the press to work in its interests. Tariff laws, railway fraii-

cliises, charters, and statutory enactments all operate for the

benelit of special classes, and create a wealth-aristocracy, with

its base resting on the shoulders of the laboring class, which

produces all wealth.

Kow, it so happens that the strongest impulse of human na-

ture is the love of right-doing, fair play, justice. It is more

powerful than loyalty to institutions or love of religious systems.

In these days the ordinary man is intelligent ; when he feels

that lie is imposed upon he seeks for the cause and source of

the imposition ; having discovered the cause he revolts against

it ; and in the knowledge of the rightness of his cause he

repudiates every institution, even to the Church, which justifies

his opponent. The Church is the exponent of morals, and

when its influence is weakened or dissipated the masses of

the people w^ill indulge their appetencies ; and even the heroic-

spirited prohibitionist will And his way effectually blocked.

It happens, further, that the three agencies of covetousness

and injustice which I have named are the three leading ques-

tions of reform before the people, England must settle the

question of land monopoly before she can touch another great

issue. In the United States the money question is being forced

to the front (the issue of money by government directly to the

people), and even now a great party is forming on that prin-

ciple. In all civilized lands the attempt is being made to pre-

vent legislation for the benefit of favored classes, and to undo

the wrong already accomplished in this direction.

l!^ow, I assert that with these unjust economic principles in

operation, and sustained as they are by the Church, if every

individual in the country sliould be converted, regenerated,

in one hour, this wholesale conversion of the j^eople would not

result in a single refurni in the industrial world. And why ?

As land monopoly, money monopoly, and (economic) un-

just gain are supported by the teachings of the Church and

the opinions of believei's, the conversion of the people would

not change existing industrial and commercial principles and

methods. If it had any permanent effect it would be to crys-

tallize into unalterable law and custom the very evils against

which humanity is in rebellion, and for the reason that the bene-

ficiaries under the system, believing in their methods, woiild
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refuse to change them. All the dilference would be that we
would have millionaire Christians and Christian paupers. The
monopolists of land and money, transportation, etc., would con-

tinue to gather in the results of the labor of the millions above

the line of subsistence. Baptizing present business methods in

the name of the Holy Trinity would not remove their objec-

tionable features or deaden the sensibilities of the plundered

masses. We would have stylish churches and mission chapels,

distinguished preachers for the uptown districts and Bible

readers for the tenement streets. We would have a religion,

but a religion without true brotherhood or justice—the Church

of to-day enlarged in its membership by the sum total of the

population.

But such a Church could not long exist. It would be rent

with schism, torn into factions, and disowned by the men in

whose souls love of justice is supreme. The same conditions

would result which mark the decay of religious institutions in

the past ; from religion to infidelity, from morality to vice, the

masses would decline.

But would not the people, if regenerated, do away with the

evils complained of? Not if such regeneration were under

present methods, is the unhesitating answer. What promise

have we that the man of to-morrow will be better than the man
of to-day, unless his education be different ? The men who are

in ascendency in influence in the Church to-day are the men
wlio have the money to sustain her institutions—land-grabbers,

usurers, speculators, the beneficiaries of methods by which

(economic) unjust gain is exacted from the people. The re-

generated masses of to-morrow would not be any better than

the regenerated class of to-day, from the fact that men who are

converted do not seek a change in industrial conditions, but

resist it.

But what has the Church to do with these questions ? It is

a fair inquiry. It is, in fact, an assertion that the Church is an

agency for saving souls so far as the next world is concerned,

but that it has nothing to do with present righteousness; that

a regenerated, godlike man may profit by all legal methods of

exaction ; that covetousness and theft are Christian graces

;

that the Church has no interest in the present social welfare of

humanity. If regenerated men, as individuals and in the aggrc-
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gate, liave no part in reform movements, to whom shall the

world look for deliverance ?

Men look to the Church to lead in the great reforms that are

attracting universal attention, and they have a right so to do.*

The Bible is clenr and explicit on the subject. God's first law

(enforced bv the apostles) is that all men shall in the sweat of

the face eat bread. That is, every man must produce by some
fair means, or return to liis fellows a full equivalent for that

portion of the world's wealth which, he possesses and enjoys.

The commandment against theft prohibits the gain of any tiling

by secret, unfair, or unjust means. The commandment against

covetousness prohibits such a desire for that which rightfully

belongs to another as would be a solicitation to secure it with-

out giving full value therefor. The Mosaic code was, in part,

an amplification of these laws. It recognized the fact that

God's provision for the support of his children is in the land

;

hence it was divided so that every Israelite should have posses-

sion of his equitable share of the soil ; and provision was
made that the inheritance could not by any means be diverted

from the possession of the original holder or his descendants.

On the sabbatical year all debts were released, and on the

year of jubilee all alienated lands returned to their original

possessors.

The power of a monopolized circulating medium to distress

and impoverish a people was recognized and prohibited. The
taking of interest was forbidden, and branded as one of the

most heinous sins against God.f
Unjust gain, by any means whatsoever—all mikind use of

power, all unfairness, all stealth and indirection, all withholding

from a person that which was rightfully his—was sti-ictly prohib-

ited. This was the burden of the law and the prophets. Isaiah,

*Ihope that the opposition will study the Bible carefully before saying un-

kind things.

f The Rev. J. M. Buckley, D.D., as quoted in the Chautauqua AsseniUi/ Ihnihi,

August 13, 1891, says: "When the Bible was translated 'interest' and -usury'

meant the same thing. The Jews were not allowed to take a solitr.ry copper

either of interest or usury. All interest of whatever amount was prohibited

among the Jews." The Fulpit Commentar;/ {Exod. xxU, 25) says: "In Scri[iture

usury means simply interest ;
" and again (Isa. xxv, 4), " By ' usury "

is meant, not

e.xorbitant interest, but interest simply, of whatever amount." Sec Wlicdon on

Prov. x.\viii, 8.
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in the first chapter of his book, condenms a splendid and loyal

observance of the ceremonial law while the participants profited

by injustice. Oiie of the greatest sins in his sight, and de-

nounced in his first woe, is monopoly of the land. The

prophet Ezekiel classes money monopoly and the taking of in-

terest with adultery and other capital crimes. In the record

of the events in connection with ISTaboth's vineyard we have

"The law and the prophets;'' but more clearly still in the

fifth chapter of Nehemiah, where the favored classes were com-

pelled to restore to the people their rights in the land and the

money of the community.

Jesus came to establish the kingdom of God among men—

a

brotherhood to be governed by the direct rule of God. He

explained to the Jews the Old Testament Scriptures; and he

declared that he did not come to throvr down the law and the

prophets. On the contrary he came to fulfill them. It is

taught that he came to die, and that the social teachings of

the old covenant are of no binding effect in our day. A like

manner of reasoning would be : lie came to fulfill all right-

eousness ; hence the laws of righteousness are of no bind-

ing effect in our time. He was talking to men who under-

stood the social laws of the Old Testament, and they under-

stood that he came to establish them in their spirit. He forbade

laying up treasures in this life, and connuanded that men

should lend without hope of receiving again. Before the Ser-

mon on the Mount he preached in Xazareth a sermon in which

he affirmed the social principles of the jubilee, and for his

plain speaking he Avas mobbed. Because he drove the traftick-

ers and money-changers out of the temple the priesthood

hounded Imn to Calvary. The apostles re-preached the Ser-

mon on the Mount as the constitution of the kingdom of God.

' After the Holy Spirit had descended on the day of Pente-

cost the bclievei-s gathered together, and the Church was organ-

ized. They were living under an absolute monarchy, and could

not hope to influence or change legislation. But they had the

social requirements of the law and tlie prophets—what should

they do ? They could not sanction or profit by monopolistic

methods of gain ; exact tribute for access to the bounties of

God in nature, or extort interest for the use of money
;
and so

they sold their landed possessions and put their money into a

58—FIFTH SEKIKS, VOL. VIII.
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fund for the benefit of all M'lio wore in need. " And the multi-

tude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul

:

neither said any of them that aught of the things which he

possessed was liis own ; but they had all things common. And
with great power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection

of the Lord Jesus." And this condition of things continued

for at least two full centuries after the tragedy on Calvary. It

was only when the world-spirit took possession of the Church,

and when covetousness led men to sneer at the communism of

the early brotherhood, that the gloom of the Dark Ages settled

upon humanit}'.

Our social system is different from any system which ob-

tained among men who were governed by the will of God,

and it is contrary both in spirit and practice to the teachings of

the Bible, is'o matter whether the principles and methods be

understood or not, facts demonstrate that the body of law and cus-

tom to-day favors the few at the expense of the many. We look

iipon the laws of God which require exact justice for all, which

aim after brotherhood and universal prosperity, and because

they are strange to us, because their adoption would bring loss

to some, we pronounce them impractical and visionary. In

fact, we see that not only the requirements of God's word are

rejected by regenerated men, but such thinkers as Tolstoi and

Bellamy, who, no matter what their theories may be, draw

their inspiration from the Bible, are hooted out of Christian

society

!

I know there are grave problems involved. I know that it

is difficult to see how the social teachings of God's word can

be put in practice in our day. The difficulties are not in-

superable. There are men living who can tell how it may bo

done. But there is another side to this matter. It is not im-

possible to do right. Every man can refuse to profit by that

which is evil ; if he has more land than he needs for his own

iise he can let his poor neighbor use the surplus ; the man wlio

has more money than he needs can lend to his necessitous

neighbor without interest ; the individual who is receiving gain

from a business that makes use of unjust methods can with-

draw from that business. Every believer in Jesus Christ may
become a teacher of right-doing, and be a light in the ^\•ol•hl,

even though his discipleship involve a life of })overty and suf-
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fering. Every citizen of the United States is a factor in gov-

ernment, and as such is in duty bound to strive for the enact-

ment of just and righteous laws. And the Church can teach

from her pulpits the truths insisted upon b}' the prophets,

Jesus, and the apostles, even though every land-grabber, usurer,

and beneficiary of unfair and unjust metliods flee from her

communion. There is no insuperable obstacle in the way of

right-doing, providing a man wants to do right.

To return for a moment to our original proposition. Our

social system is firmly grounded, is clearly defined, and is sup-

ported by the force of law and custom. The people, by tradi-

tion, by education, by custom, by legislation, have been led to

look upon it as just and right, and, maybe, the only possible

system to be devised. But under the principles which govern

society, wrongdoing, injustice, oppression, covetousuess, vice,

and immorality are increasing instead of decreasing. More

than ever there is appeal to law and force to keep the people

in subjection to the system. Etl'orts toward reform have proven

abortive, and the Church is becoming more of a fashionable

organization than a living power for righteousness. Every

reform movement along the lines above indicated is opposed by

the Church. Reform, to be permanent, must lay the ax at the

root of the tree—must aid in enforcing justice and natural

rights. The Church antagonizes the doctrine of natural rights

because it conflicts with the doctrine of vested rights ; and, as

a consequence, if every individual in the United States should

be "regenerated" in an hour, this wholesale conversion of the

connnunity—under present methods—would not result in a

sinjcle reform in the industrial or social world.

, yx. yUrr^
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Art. IV.— origin AND RELIGIOUS CONTENTS OF
THE PSALTER.*

This large volume (Svo, pp. xxxviii, 517) from the pen of

Dr. Clieyiie is unique. There is nothing like it in the Eng-

lish language. It therefore deserves attention. The eight

lectures therein contained were first delivered as Bampton Lec-

tures in 1SS9. The fact that nearly two years elapsed before

they appeared in printed form shows that the author regarded

their editing, with cojiious notes, appendices, and indices, as a

matter of prime importance, though we are assured that no

essential changes have been made (p. xxix). These lectures,

brimful of varied learning, show wonderful scholarship and rare

familiarity with literature, both ancient and modern, especially

with exegetical and critical works upon Old Testament topics.

The book is a diftlcult one to read. There is a difEuseness and

lack of pers])icuity in parts of it which are inexcusable. There

are too many opinions accompanied with long quotations from

various theological works ; and the multifarious reading of the

preacher makes it difficult to form a clear idea of the exact na-

ture of his conclusions. The book can never become popular,

nor a standard work on the origin of the Psalter; it is too in-

tricate, wordy, and vague for this. The author neither expects

nor desires to make at once a large number of converts to his

theories (p. x).

In spite of Professor Cheyne's plea for fair play and tolera-

tion the tone of the book is often bigoted and dictatorial. It

aims to be revolutionary. The learned author follows no guide,

acknowledges no leader, listens to the voice of no mentor who

might advise or warn him. He is solitary and alone; an in-

trepid explorer sailing " up the stream of song ; " a hardy pio-

neer traveling through unknown regions. He has left the ordi-

nary, well-beaten path, the good old way familiar to the masses

throughout the centuries ; nay, more, he has even outrun the

most advanced Dutch and German historical critics. He feels

* The Origin and Rdlgiows Contents of the Psalter, in the Light of Old T(xtamc-:i

Criticism. With an lutroJuction and Appoudiccs. By Thomas Kelly Cheyiie,

M.A., D.D., Oriel Professor of ihe Interpretation of Holy Scripture, and Canon of

Rochester. New York : Thomus Whittukcr. 1892.
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this, and would have all the world know it too ; for, in a letter

to the AihencEU7n^ August 15, 1891, he complains of the injus-

tice done him by a reviewer who claimed that results such as

those expressed in this volume had been practically a settled

matter in the Dutch and German schools of biblical criticism.

Ue says :

No comprehensive and systematic treatment of the Psahns has
yet been published in citlier HoUaiid or Germany. I feel that

your reviewer has—no doubt unintentionally—done me an injus-

tice in suggesting that I am only presenting views which have
been long ago arrived at by others.

He then adds that these advanced views have been persist-

ently opposed by the majority of foreign scholars. Though he

professes to make "the voyage up tlie stream of song" accord-

ing to strict scientific principles, we must confess that to us he

seems to liave neither compass nor star to guide his course.

On this voyage, as on other voyages, he is fully conscious of

his loneliness and of the inability of his brethren to keep up

with him, for he speaks of brethren left behind and of the dif-

ficult experience he had to pass through in order to gain or re-

gain their sympathy (p. xiii). He frankly confesses a change

of front, and that there is a noteworthy difference between his

two works, The Proj>hecies of Isaiah and these lectures on the

Psalter published ten years later. He states the case very

fully, but we shall quote only one sentence :

That extreme self-suppression Avhich marks the former work
througliout, and that willingness to concede to traditions all that

could with any plausibility be conceded, it would bo scarcely proper
to cxiiibit in the altered circumstances of the Church (p. xv).

In 1880 he saw too much with the eyes of his expected read-

ers ; in 1890 he saw entirely with his own eyes. Time of com-

promise has passed ; we must no longer put a piece of new
cloth upon an old garment (p. 1). He hails with delight the in-

creased numbers who accept the plurality of authorsliip of the

Book of Isaiah. While gratefully acknowledging his obliga-

tions to Germany he nevertheless thinks himself deserving of

a better title than that of " Germanizer" (p. 1). The author,

formerly a disciple of Schleiermacher and Ewald, has passed be-

yond these to the schools of Graf and Kuenen (p. xvi). If his

progress during the next decade should be any way commensu-
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rate with that of the last ten years the most advanced historical

or destructive critics of Germany and other lands will have to

meekly follow the Bampton lecturer of 1SS9. He refers with

pleasure to the few congenial souls among the Enghsh-speaking

people, such as W. Robertson Smith, Driver, Davidson, and

Briggs (p. xviii). He tells us that he has proved by personal

experience that faith and free historical criticism of the Bible

can he reconciled thoroughly, and that a work can be at once

uncompromisingly critical and evangelical (p. xxiii). There is

a pathos in the following :

To me, at any rate, the exerciso of the critical faculty and of

the historic iuiaguiation has been as truly a religious work as join-

ing in the worship of the sanctuary (p. xxxiv).

Again :

There is another priesthood not less of divine appointment than
that of the Church—the priestliood of study and of teaching.

All lovers of truth will agree with the Oriel professor in

one thing, at least, when he says, " Preconceived theological

notions ought to be rigorously excluded from exegesis ; " and

with him every good man will long for the glorious time when
all will break away from untenable traditions. Yea, we all be-

lieve and heartily indorse his sentiment as expressed in the

following :

The formularies should be interpreted by the Scriptures, and
not the Scriptures by some current view of the formularies, and a

true Evangelical begins not with the Prayer Book and Articles,

but with the Holy Scriptures (p. xxvii).

The object of the book, which " is primarily historical, but

also in a very real sense apologetic," is to show the very late

origin of the Psalms. It is said :

The Psalter is really a monument of the best religious ideas of

the great post-exile Jewish Church. . . . From Jeremiah onward
there has been a continuous develo])ment, through the cooperation

of some of the noblest non-Jewish races and the unerring guid-

ance of the adorable Spirit of truth, in the direction which leads

to Christ (p. 425).

The learned autlior endeavors to prove that the Psalter has

not a single psalm from the pen of David ; that, with one pos-

sible exception (Psalm xviii), the entire collection is post-exilic,

and that the earliest possible date for this, the earliest of all tlse
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psalms, is between 621 and COS E. C. (p. 20G). And he assures us

that he will '•' not comphdn if some prefer to regard even Psalm

xviii as an imaginative work of the exile," for, as to this early

date, he adds, " I accept it not without much hesitation." We
are, however, told that it is barely possible that, " considering

how fond the psalmists are of quotations, they may have pre-

served phrases or even whole verses of Davidic hymns," which

are imbedded here and there throughout the Psalter, The

editors may have combined old Davidic with new material ; for

'• great as is the variety of style among the psalmists, there is

one characteristic which is common to all—a self-abnegation

which delights, wherever possible, to adopt the ideas and phrase-

ology of predecessors "
(p. 4G3). Though Psalm xviii is repro-

duced almost verbatim in 2 Sam. xxii, and though the author of

Samuel says that "David spake unto the Lord the words of this

song in the day that the Lord delivered him out of the hand of

all his enemies, and out of the hand of Saul," yet Professor

Cheyne positively informs us that "the poem was only con-

jecturally ascribed to the idealized David not long before the

exile," just as Psalm Ixxii was assigned by a still later student

to the idealized Solomon "
(p. 193). Further on he adds:

To the age of Hezckiah or (better) Josiah a critic may soberly

refer this beautiful though diHicult poem, as well as the propliecy

dramatically put into the mouth oi Nathan (p. 212).

The author suggests many reasons why David and other pre-

« exilic writers could not have written such poems as are found

in the Psalter. I shall quote only a few such, as

:

It may be questioned whether either David (who was not a

church leader hke Zoroaster) or even Isaiah could have dreamed

of church hymns such as those contained in the Psalms (p. 192).

Again

:

Pre-Jeremian such hi[;hlv spiritual hymns obviously cannot be

(p. 09). The Jewish Church in Isaiah's time was far too germinal

to have sung these expressions of daring monotheism (p. lOt).

Speaking of the second part of Psalm xix, he assures us that

" Davidic indeed it cannot be. Fancy the worldly-minded, even

though religious, David inditing a hymn of praise of a rich and

varied handbook of spiritual religion " (p. 237). Besides, wc are

assured that "David's posthumous fame rested chiefly upon his
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secular poetry (Amos vi, 5) (p. 192) ; and again, that we have

"only two indubitably Davidie compositions,* both of a non-

religious character " (2 Sam. i, 19-27 ; and 2 Sam. iii, 33, 34).

To be sure David may have written some sacred poetry ; but

" as critics we cannot consistently suppose that the religious

songs of David (if there were any) were as much above the

spiritual capacities of the people as the psalms which, I will

not say the later Jews, but which Ewald or Hitzig or Delitzsch

would assign him" (p. 192).

JSTotw^ithstanding the learned author's ingenuity David is a

real stumbling-block, a genuine Mississippi snag in the way of

our intrepid navigator up the stream of song. For on page 194

we read this wonderful statement

:

Indeed, I feel bound to assume the existence of a David (using

the name in a symbolic sense) subsequently to the poet-king, . . .

who left a deeper impress than tlie historical David not only
upon Amos, but after Amos upon tlie autliors of the earliest ex-

tant psalms. The grand fault of the elder orthodoxy is that it

idcntiiies these two Davids.

The majority of orthodox believers have never heard of David

the second, who, as far as American readers are concerned,

is a mythical product of Professor Cheyne's imagination. The
author has also much to say of poets and psalm-writers who
" endeavored to think themselves back into the soul of David "

Qd. 207). " Into the soul of David," mind you, " that worldly-

minded David," a man who probably " could not have dreamed

of church hymns such as those contained in the Psalter!" The
author of Psalm xviii " thinks himself into the soul of David "

(p. 70). Psalm xc " was assigned to Moses (as tlie one hundred

and tenth was to David), partly as a mark of distinction and to

insure for it the respect of future generations "
(p. 75).

It is remarkable what clearness of vision Professor Cheyne

*It is very iutcrcsting to compare Professor Clieyiie's views with those of the

game school a3 liiinscIL Professor W. Robertson Smith says: "Tlic Psalter as

we have it unquestionably contains psalms of the exile and the new Jerusalem.

It IS also generally admitted to contain psalms of tho period of David."— CW
Ttsiarntnt in the Jewish Church, p. 176. Even Professor Driver admits, though

cognizant of Cheyne's claims, that ''it is not clear that none of the psalms are of

I'avid's com\)osn\on."—/ntro<:hu:llon to the Literature of the Old Testament, p. 35S.

Professor Briggs, though regarding this voUmie as tlie best book of LS92, yet

says "that most scholars now recognize that there are Davidie psalms."

—

North

American Review, January, 1892.
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possesses, and how delinitely lie can fix the date of certain

psahns! Psahn xviii must have been written between 621 and

60S E. C. (p. 206). That borders npon tlie shppery edge of the

precipice, for on page 228 we are assured that the year 607 B. C.

" was the worst possible time for the composition of church

hymns." But for definiteness that is definite, though without

one iota of evidence, either ancient or modern, except that of

a purely subjective character evolved from the author's lertile

imagination, I refer the reader to his remarks on the one liun-

dred and forty-ninth psalm, which " expresses the national re-

joicing, not at the return from Bahylon, but at the victories of

Judas Maccabeus, more especially his last victory o\qt JS'icanoi'

at Adasa, in March, 161 '' (p. 48). It would be easy to fill page

after page of the Bevleu) with such bold though groundless asser-

tions, but let these suflice as specimens. There is a recklessness

about them which is bound not only to disgust every conserva-

tive reader, but also to check every liberal conservative and to

dampen the ardor of the most advanced destructive critics.

The author insists upon two points : 1. there are no Davidic

psaln)s—no, not one ; 2. the Psalter, as a whole, is post-exilic

(p. xxxi). There is apparent effort at a chronological classifica-

tion of the Psalms, but w^hoever will attempt to reduce them to

a tabulated form will, like myself, find himself in the wilder-

ness. The very year and month when some of the psalms were

written are given, but more often we have a vagueness and gen-

erality of statement which baflles every endeavor at classifica-

tion. The author contradicts himself in more than one place.

On page 99 we read that Psalms Ixi and Ixiii may well be Mac-

cabean. They are also in the list on page 455. But in Note ^^^

page 134, he says: " Psalm Ixiii is it?elf of the Greek period."

On page 148 Psalm Ixxv is called Maccabean (though not in

the list on page 455), but on page 166, if I grasp the idea of

the author, it is assigned '* to one of the happier parts of the

Persian age." Sucli paltry contradictions are not strange, for

the author confesses that his whole life has been one of modifi-

cations of views, not only regarding passages and dates in Isaiah,

but also in the Psalms. It may be best to let the author speak

for himself on this subject. lie tells us:

Before I had given a sufficiently thorougli study to the various

groups of psalms ... I had thought it possible that not a few
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psalms inif^ht belong to the period of Josiali and Jereiniali, and
that all the ])sahns -which I now refer to the Greek or Maccabeau
period might be placed in the Persian age (p. xxxi).

For other nioditications of views see Introduction, pp. xiii, xv,

xxii, and pp. 35, 182, 184, 2GC, and 275 ; also, pp. 161, 19T, 199,

215, etc.

But to return to Lis analysis of the Psalter. lie gives three

leading groups—those which belong to the Persian, Greek, and

Maccabcan periods.

1. The Maccabeau psalms are : xx, xxi, xxxiii, xliv, Ix, Ixi,

Ixiii, Ixxiv, Ixxix, Ixxxiii, ci, cviii, cxv-cxviii, cxxxv-cxxxviii,

cxlv-cxlvii (?), cxlviii-cl. (For some reason ex is not included.)

2. Pre-Maccabean or Greek psalms are : xvi (?), xlii, xliii,

xlv, Ixviii, Ixxii, Ixxiii (?), Ixxxvi, Ixxxvii, cxix, cxxxix (?), cxl-

cxliii (?), cxliv.

3. The psalms of the Persian period, which form the largest

number, are not specified, for of course they arc those not in-

cluded in the above two groups.

The reader at this stage might ask, "Why this solicitude for

making the Psalter, as a whole, a post-exilic ])roduction ? Pro-

fessor Cheyne would doubtless unhesitatingly and conscien-

tiously reply, " The love of truth constraineth us." But less

radical critics will suspect that mingled with this love of truth

is the necessity of maintaining a tlieory. The author belongs

to the same school of critics as Robertson Smith, Kueneu, and

Wellhausen (shall I add Driver and Briggs?), who regard tho

Pentateuch, or rather the Ilextateuch, as a post-exilic work.

Says Professor Cheyne

:

If the law as a whole M'ere prc-exilic the Psalter, or at any rate

a considerable part of it, should he pre-exilic too, unless, indeed,

we go as far as to conjecture that a pre-exilic psalter, akin to

though not as tine as our ]*salter, has been lost.

Again ;

That the Psalter, as a whole, presupposes the law is not to l)e

douhted (p. xxx).

Xow, according to this school, the Psalter presupposes tlio

Ilextateuch. The Ilextateuch is post-exilic, therefore the

Psalms cannot bo pre-exilic
; consequently, if the Psalter is post-

exilic it cannot bear witness for any " prc-exilic development."
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The fundamental assumption underlying and permeating the

entire volume, as well as all the writings of this school, is that

the Old Testament is a natural growth. This is nowhere stated

by Professor Cheyne in so many words. At the same time let

us remember that he is in fullest sympathy with the methods

of the historical school, whose watchword is evolution, or de-

velopment of religious ideas in such a way as, if not absolutely

to eliminate the supernatural or miraculous, yet to relegate them

effectually to the background. In other words, the historical

critic manipulates ideas just as the geologist does specimens.

For downright dogmatism no one can surpass some of these

destructive histoiical critics.

As a specimen of what this school teaches in regard to the

dates of various portions of the Old Testament I shall quote

from Professor Cheyne's Origin of the Psalter. Daniel, "in its

present form, is of Maccabean origin" (p. 105). "It was writ-

ten in the heat of the Maccabean struggles ''
(p. 296). Indeed,

"Daniel, though mentioned in Ezekiel, is only an enigmatical

name" (p. 106). " Joel and second [part] Zechariah, Isaiah xxiv-

xxvii, as well as xxxiv, belong to the Persian period "
(p. 120).

" The first section of Joshua (i-xii) belongs to the closing years of

the kingdom of Judah "
(p. 253). " Proverbs i-ix cannot be ear-

lier than the last half century of the Davidic kingdom "
(p. 217).

" The exquisite Book of Jonah, though seemingly a pre-exilic

history, is really a sermon to the next generation after Ezra "

(j). 294), and the psalm therein contained is no part of the book,

and may have been inserted after B. C. 19S (p. 127). Hab. iii

is " one of the lyric passages inserted in the propliecies of the

Persian period." The "Song of Hannah" (a very late inter-

polation) is certainly, like Psalm xviii, post-Deutcronomic, and

probably an early post-exilic work." Jehovali's promises to

David (2 Sam. vii) " were written in the time of Ilezekiah or

(much more probably) Josiah" (]). 12S). Gen. xiv, lS-21 is a

post-exilic passage (p. 165). These and similar assertions without

number are made without any effort at substantiating them, just

the same as if we were to speak of a song written by some one at

the time of the battle of Waterloo, Gravelotte, or Gettysburg.

Professor Cheyne has much to say of editors and revisers.

He manifests equal skill in dissecting a psalm, or even a single

verse, as he does in disposing of a whole book, assigning this
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part to the original writer, tliat to the editor, and the other to a

reviser. S pea Icing of tlie Song of Hannah, he says :

It has suffered somewliat from editors and scribes, and two lines

were added as a liturgical close to the song. These lines give it

a Messianic tinge, and perhaps point to the age of Ilaggai and
Zechariah (p. 57).

Here are a few more instances picked np at random

:

There was nothing to prevent a reviser from inserting Elohistic

Maccabeau psalms (p. 90).

The concluding ])art has very probablv been altered for litur-

gical purposes by the Elohistic editor (p. 120).

Fsalm Ixxx is a beautiful specimen of parallelism tampered with
by the Elohistic editor (p. 148).

The original writer spoke in the name of the Church. The
editor, however, did not feel, etc. (p. IGl).

Such statements as the above will be a revelation to those

readers who have been accustomed to believe that the Jews

exercised the greatest care in maintaining the purity of their

sacred writings, and that no manuscripts were less tampered

with than the Hebrew Scriptures forming the Old Testament.

Professor Cheyne has no respect for authority, ancient or mod-

ern, when at variance with any of his theories. Mr. Flinders

Petrie, who ditfers from him on some points in Daniel, ''ha5

much exaggerated the antiquity " of the same (p. 10). Ewald,

that voluminous writei* and prince of Hebrew scholars, ascribes

psalms to David because " he has not grasped the principle of

historical development "
(p. 191). Ilupfeld, a leading authority

on the Psalms, '' is surely too vague "
(p. 223). Dillmanu, one

of the best living exegetes, " is probably kept back by his con-

servatism on the dates of the Psalms" (p. 219). Josephus's words

concerning the verbal inspiration of Jeremiah are " a fiction
"

(p. 10). " Second Maccabees, or at any rate a part of it, is of very

doubtful genuineness "
(p. 38), for " its autlior was most prob-

ably taken in by a mere forgery "
(p. 457) ; while First Macca-

bees, on the other hand, *' is veracious, though incomplete

"

(p. 103). A portion of Second Chronicles is likewise a fiction (p.

52). And yet in the face of these assertions Professor Cheyne

makes liberal use of most of these authors whenever it suits his

purpose. The titles of the Psalms are valueless (p. 190). Even

the fact that Psalm xviii is reproduced in 2 Sam. xxii, and is

there as well as in the Psalter ascribed to David, proves nothing,
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for in spite of Ewald even (p. 191) " it. must be transferred to a

later poet," for that portion of Samuel " is only aii appendix "
Q).

193). The psalm in 1 Chron. xvi, T-o6, made up of Psalms cv

and xcvi, is an imaginary psalm (p. 50), whatever that may mean.
The title of the seventh psalm, however, unless Professor Cheyne
is much mistaken, "gives a liint of its origin" (p. 229). Has
our author lost himself, or has he a theory to maintain \

ITowhere does Professor Cheyne's method of interpretation

appear in a truer light than in his remarks on that grand Mes-

sianic psalm (Psalm ex), which he says is "in the fullest sense

a glorification of Simon "
(p. 21:). lie frankly admits that the

vast majority of expositors are against him. Says he :

If critical questions could be decided by votes Ave should have
to allow that this psalm belonged to the Davidic age" (p. 20).

The fact that Jewish writers refer almost every verse of this

psalm to King Messiah, and the additional fact that no other

psalm is quoted as much by our Saviour and the apostles in

the same spirit, and that our Lord himself has pronounced

in favor of the Davidic authorship, does in no way deter our

author from making it a Maccabean psalm. And yet the %\-ords

of Christ, " David himself said in the Holy Spirit," etc. (Mark
xii, 36), seem to be explicit. See also Matt, xxii, 43 ; Acts ii,

3-1:, 35 ; 1 Cor. xv, 25 ; Heb. i, 13 ; v, 6 ; vii, 17, 21, and x, 13.

He intimates that " it is inconceivable that Jesus Christ should

have formed critical decisions upon the date and authorship of

the Psalms " (p. 34), and that the " subject of the authorship of

Psalm ex did not fall within the range of Christ's teaching "
(p.

35). Yet many of my readers will accept the words of Jesus, un-

critical as they may be, in regard to the authorship o'f this psalm,

in preference to the unproved theories of the Oriel professor.

Does Professor Cheyne believe in the inspiration of the Bible ?

asks one of my readers. Though the word inspiration is found

throughout the book, yet there is a vagueness about it which

renders it hard to answer the above question. There are tM'o

references, however, which may give a ray of light upon the

subject. On page 4 we read :

To us, teachers of historical theology, and cramped by no the-

ory of inspiration, younger students look for guidance in the seem-
ing chaos.
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Again, on page 2S the author delivers himself thus

:

It appears to be certain from many prophetic passages tliat in-

spiration was not incompatible with some harmless illusions.

There are two conclusions in this volume which demand our

particular attention :

1. Some twenty-six or twentj-seven psalms could not have

been written earlier than the Maccabean period.

2. There are no pre-exilic psalms ; a part of the eighteentli

is the only possible exception.

So bent is he on discovering Maccabean psalms that we are

told that, even if no psalms probably Maccabean had been pre-

served, we should be compelled to presume that they " once

had existed" (p. 15). lie maintains that "Books iv and v of

the Psalter received their present form soon after B. C. 14-2"

(p. 12), adding ''that there cannot be another time so suitable

for the editing of the last two books of the Psalter as this

period of the Maccabean history" (p. 11). What proofs does

he adduce to substantiate the above bold statement ? jSTot any

;

on the contrary, in the very next sentence he says

:

We have no ancient record of it, and yet, perhaps, it is more
worthy of credence tlian the stoi-y of the completion of the library

of national records by Judas in the untrustworthy Second Book of

Maccabees (ii, 14).

What the trustworthiness of the records has to do with Pro-

fessor Cheyne's statement is hard to see, lie fails to produce

any positive evidence that Simon edited these two books. He
infers, however, that a man like Simon, who had done so much
toward beautifying the exterior of the temple, would not have

neglected temple music and psalmody. Xow let us ask. If

Simon edited the Psalter, or any portion of it, why is there no

reference to the same in Josephus or some Jewish writer ? why
is there not even a tradition to this effect? why is First Macca-

bees, which enumerates so many of the great deeds of Simon,

absolutely silent on so important a question ? and, lastly, why
does the Septuagint, which, according to Professor Cheyne, was
almost contemporaneous with Simon's edition of the Psalter,

contain no hint as to the Maccabean origin of some of these

psalms, especially since it i-efcrs to psalms from the pens of

Ilaggai and Zechariah ? And another thing, if any psalms bo
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of so late an origin as the time of the Maccabees, how does it

happen that the Greek translators should " misunderstand the

headings of, and various phrases in, these psalrns ? " While ad-

mitting the importance of these questions Professor Cheyne

naively replies

:

But of course, the Ei,'yplian Jewish coinmunity received no

information on the subject of Macoabean psalms. It was not to

the interest of the Jerusalem editors to publish the recent origm

of a portion of the psalms. The title of Psalm ex, for instance,

shows that the psalm was regarded as worthy of havmg been

written in the Davidic age {p. 458).

In other words, the Alexandrian Jews were duped by the Jeru-

salem editors, who palmed npon their brethren in Egj'pt some

very recent writings for Davidic. Does not this put the author

of a^-.v/rtw, and even Chatterton, in the shade ? O ye wicked, an-

cient Palestinian editors, how little did yon think that a learned

English higher critic wotild expose you

!

Our author builds entirely too much upon the bare assump-

tion that temple ransic had undergone a thorough change at

the time of the Maccabees. He first assumes this radical change,

and then says that "it is one of the strongly marked features

which enable us to determine the date or dates " of these psalms

(p. 9). What evidence docs he proditce that there was any change,

that there A\as a necessity for a change, or that Simon was at

all suited for a leader in musical reforms ? AYhy are all authori-

ties, except a few modern historical critics, silent on this point ?

Professor Cheyne cannot reply without again drawing upon his

historical imagination ! His words are

:

We may, nay, we must, conjecture that not many years after

the second of these festivals the noble high priest and tbc virtual

king, Simon, devoted himself to the reconstitution of the temple

psalmody (p. 11).

And yet in almost the same breath he deplores liis ignorance on

the subject, virtually conceding that he is in the dark. He says

:

What Avould'wc not give for some precise information as to the

character of the music at these festivals !

But. lastly, had Simon made any radical changes in the sacred

music of his time, is it not probable that the headings of these

psalms in discussion would have some reference to them ? There
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may be Maccabcan psabiis, and Simon may have rcconstitiUc-l

the temple music
;
yet we have no positive proof of either.

Tliere are some reasons which, though not conclusive, niili-

late against the existence of Maccabean psalms.

1. There are evident allusions in some of the apocryphal

books written before Simon's time to psalms found in the la-t

book of the Psalter (comp. Psalm cxvi, 3 with Barucli iv, liu,

and Psalm cxli, 3 with Ecclesiasticus xxii, 27).

2. The doxology found in 1 Chron. xvi, 30 shows that the

fivefold division of the Psalter was known at the time of the

chronicler, at least nea7-ly three centuries before Simon's time.

3. Tradition is almost universal in ascribing the close of the

canon to Ezra, who is also said to have collected and arranged

the Psalms in their present order.

Let us next examine Professor Cheyne's criteria establishing

the presence of a large number of Maccabean psalms. He lays

down four

:

(1) In typical Maccabean psalms there should be som% fairly

distinct allusions to Maccabean circmustances—I mean expressions

which lose half their meaning Avhen interpreted of other times;

and {•!) above all, a uniquely strong church feeling; (3) an intens-

ity of monotheistic faith; and (4) in the later psalms an ardor

of gratitude for some unexampled stepping forth of the one Lord
Jehovah into history (p. 16).

Space will not allow ns, were it necessary, to enter fully into

the discussion of these four points. The last three deserve but

little, if any, notice.

As to the " ardor of gratitude for some unexpected stepping

forth of Jehovah." Do we not find the life of David alone, to

say nothing of later pre-exilic times, replete with deliverance

after deliverance, and that in the most unlooked-for manner ]

There is certainly an intensity of monotheistic faith in what

even Professor Clieyne accepts as the genuine utterances ot

David on various occasions, as recorded in the Books of Samuel

and Chronicles. See 2 Sam. vii, 18-29: 1 Kings ii, 2,/.;

1 Chron. xxviii, 2-10.

As to the second criterion, that there should be a uniquely

strong church feeling, it may be doubted whether the P>iblc has

another character that is fuller of this feeling than David, whose

life seems to have been devoted to the tabernacle and the temple-
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The first criterion alone, however, if established, proves the

presence of psalms of the ]\Jaccabcan period. How does the lec-

turer proceed to establish his point ? He takes the one hundred

and eighteenth psalm as the basis of his operations. lie thinks

"the historical background is here singularly definite" (p. IG),

and proves to his own satisfaction that it suits the time of Judas,

and no other time. But, to be still more definite, it refers to

Judas after his victory at Bethzur, at the rededication of the

temple, B. C. 165. Having established the identity of Psalm

cxviii, he concludes that Psalms cxv, cxvi, and, probably, cxvii

are also Maccabean, though admitting "that these have not the

same historical background "
(p. 18). Let us now inquire. What

makes the historical background of the one hundred and eight-

eentli psalm singularly definite ? His answer is as follows :

*

Jehovah has interposed; he has avenged tlie death of his khasi-

dim; he has put down the idol-gods and their worshipers; friend-

less Israel has proved too strong for the wliole world in arms.

The phrase, " ' in Jehovah's name will I mow them down,' suits

the character of the terrible hero Judas." " The stone in verse

22 must refer to the Asmontean family, once lightly esteemed,

but now to become recognized more and more as the chief

comer stone. ' Jeliovah (not Zeus) is God ; light hath he given

us,' most probably refers to the dedication festival" (the lights).

The above, I think, are all the items cited as making the " his-

torical background so singularly definite " as to point to Judas

and to no other. Let the reader read this psalm and run over

the leading facts in Hebrew history, and then say if there arc

not several periods in the history of Israel which lit much better

than that of Judas the Maccabee. The fact is, Professor Clieyne

could not have selected a psalm which has less of the definite

in it, and, as Ilupfeld says, one which has no direct allusion to

any particular event or period. It seems that no two commen-

tators can fix on the same date. Ewald says it was written B. C.

536, Hengstenberg contends that it could not have been writ-

ten till at least a year later ; while Delitzsch places it B. C. 515.

Even Driver cites this psalm as one wherein the historical allu-

sions are too indefinite to justify any definite date ; and yet Pj-o-

fessor Cheyne regards the historical background so absolutely

*Scep. 16,/.

59 KH-TII SKKIES, VOT,. Vlll.
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delinitc as to give him a sure foundation for liis theory cou-

eerniug the ]\Iaccabean psalms. If this, then, be the lecturer's

strongest point, what nnist we say of the weakest? As far as I

can see our author has not in any way answered the arguments

of Ewald, Hupfeld, Ehrt, and Bleek. And the words of Bleek

are as true to-day as they were when first written. He says

:

In fact, there is no psalm in our Psalter which on any sufficient

ground can be placed later than the time of Xeliemiah, about
three hundred years before the age of tlie ^Maccabees, and but a

few bring us down so far as the age of Xehemiah.*

The word '-'king" in Psalms xx, xxi, xlv, Ixi, Ixiii, Ixxii, and

"ex is a veritable stumbling-block in our author's way ; for Avher-

ever it occurs it seems to testify that the monarchy was still ex-

isting, and consequently that these psalms were written before

the exile. Psalms xx, xxi, Ixi, Ixiii, and ex are ascribed to David.

Professor Cheyue, however, makes them Maccabean, insisting

that the authors of these psalms " had used the word "1^0 in the

good old Semitic sense 'expressed by the Latin consul,'''' and that

any other designation than "l^D for a legal Je^ash prince would
have been intolerable in a psalm framed on the Davidic model"

(p. 200). It is well known that neither Jonathan, Simon, nor

John Hyrcanus .was a king, llow then could one of them
have been the subject of any of these psalms ? Professor

Cheyne appreciates the force of this objection, and rather than

acknowledge t])e Davidic authorship he suggests that " it is not

unplausibleto suppose that the king of Ixi and Ixiii is Antiochus

the Great " (p. 99) ; being careful, however, to add, '• but it is

more natural to suppose the king to be Jonathan or Simon."

He admits that Psalms xlv and Ixxii are not Maccabean. Nev-
ertheless David, Solomon, or any other pre-cxilic king cannot

be the subject, but, strange to say, "It must be Ptolemy Phila-

delphus, or some foreign king like Philadelphus "
(p. 140).

In this connection let us take up Psalm Ixxii, which our au-

thor assigns to the Greek period. The title ascribes it to Solo-

mon, but we are assured that this cannot be, for " the poem can

at most have only a dramatic reference to that king'' (p. 1-1-1).

Could we even suppose that '-'a temple hymn book existed in.

Solomon's days, how could we suppose that a psalm like this

would find or, at least, keep a place within it?" For '' we fail to

* Kinleilung, pp. 623, C24.
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trace the lineaments of the historical Solomon in this picture."

More than that, it does not contain "even a dramatic idealiza-

tion of Solomon "
(p. 1^2). It is eqnally vain to find any traces

of Hezekiah in this psalm. Is"o more can it be Jndas, " though

vei-ses 12-14 do in fact accurately describe the public character

of Judas "
(p. 1-13). Xeither can it be Darius (though this

great and good king was worthy of such an encomium as Psalm

Ixii), for he lived too far away from Palestine (jx 114). The

psalm suits uo one as well as Ptolemy Philadelphus
;
therefore

Philadelphus must be the subject of this exquisite poem.

The royal subject of Psalm xlv is not King Messiah, as most

interpreters have thought. Ewald, who thinks that it is Jero-

boam II, is mistaken ; so is Delitzsch, who says that it celebrates

the nuptials of Joram and Athaliah ; and so is Hitzig, who

makes Ahab the subject. For '•' this psalm, like Psalm Ixxii

(striking themes are generally taken up in the Psalter a second

time), must refer to Ptolemy Philadelphus on the occasion of

his marriage to Arsinoe " (p. 170). In support of this strange

view he cites the following '' phraseological or historical allu-

sions :" " 'Tyre,' verse 12, reminds us that Phoenicia, equally

with Judea, formed part of Ca^le-Syria," as if there had been no

alliance before between Tyre and Judea. Did not Ahab marry

a Tyrian princess ? The pln-ase " a ready scribe " reminds us of

Ezra ! Yerses 7 and 8 suggest Isa. xvi, 5, " which is exilic."

" The gold of Ophir reminds us of Job " \_siG\ but of course

not of Solomon,"who used to send his ships with those of Hiram,

King of Tyre, to that far-away land for gold. It is also barely

possible that Hiram had a daughter, though this does not occur

to Professor Cheyne. Psalms xlv and Ixxii have been regarded

almost universally as Messianic.

'Who then, unless he had a special theory to inaintain, could

have thought of taking for their subject a heathen king, and

one, though having so many excellencies, who had many dark

spots on his character ? AVe are told that this encomium niight

liave been offered by some Egyptian Jew " in return for his ad-

vancement to the civil and religious headship of his people"

(p. 170). Our author admits, further, that Simon explahicd,

"uncritically, no doubt," these two passages as referring to

Solomon. " For," says he, "' I grant that a eulogy of Ptolemy

would not, as such, have been admitted into the permanent
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Psalter by Simon the Maccabee," but then " doubtless in his tiino

the original occasion of the psalm had been forgotten "
(p. 173).

Such wild speculation as the above is called sober, evangelical,

scientific, higher criticism, which all but the bigoted and igno-

rant are expected to respect, if not accept. The very idea that

a Jewish poet, in two of the most beautiful psalms, should cele-

brate a heathen king and his harem is ridiculous and incredible.

But, as already stated, the chief object of the book is to prove

that the Psalter is post-exilic. Professor Cheyne is clear on

this. His words are :

But what I especially Avish to bring home to the orthodox reader

is this—that, if putting aside Psalm xviii, and possibly lines or

verses imbedded lierc and there in later psalms, the Psalter, as a

whole, is post-exilic" (p. xxxi).

1. The above assumption sweeps away with one sentence

all the Jewish traditions about the titles of the psalms. Not

only are these superscriptions worthless and nowhere to be de-

pended upon, but also they are often the willful additions of

editors in order to insure for them " the respect of future gen-

erations "
(p. 75). That is, some of these titles are pious frauds,

innocent in themselves, but still added in order to deceive. If

this assumption 'be true we must believe that the editors and

revisers were all of them exceedingly uncritical, and even dis-

honest in some instances. While no one wdll claim that any of

these superscriptions are inspired, at the same time we see no

sufficient reasons for rejecting the bulk of them.

2. If none of the psalms (except the eighteenth) are pre-exilic,

it appears very much as if there were no psalmody in the first

temple, though Professor Cheyne does not claim this (p. 213), or,

at least, if there were any psalms used in its liturgical service,

that they have all either been lost or deemed unworthy by ed-

itors after the captivity of a place in the hymnal of the Jewish

Church. Now did the Jews, during the seventy years of bondage

among their heathen captors, pass through such a state of spir-

itual development and enlargement of soul that the old songs

of the first temple became too primitive and crude to express

the deeper emotions of their transformed hearts ? What songs

were those referred to in Psalm cxxxvii ? What did the taunt-

ing words of the captors mean, "Sing to us one of the songs

of Zion?" It is inconceivable to think that the Jews had no
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ps-ilms previous to the Babylonian captivity, and still more, if

fhey had, that the palmy days of Israel produced none which

were deemed of sufficient merit for the revised Psalter. In

favor of this view let the reader consult 1 Chron. xv, 16-27 ;

xxiii, 5; XXV, 1-7; 2 Chron. vi, 41, 42; vii, 6, and especially

xxix. 30 ; also, Esdras iii, 10 ; Neh. xii, 36 ;
Ecclesiasticus xlvii,

8-10 ; 2 (4) Esdras iv, 37-50. Again, do we not, as Budde pomts

out, find abundant evidence in what Cheyne calls Deutero-

Isaiah, ''that Israel had taken the art of psalm composition

from their native land into the country of bondage ?
"

3 Professor Cheyne further assumes that the most glorious

era in Hebrew history, the golden age of David and Solomon,

of Joram and Hezeldah, was less calculated to produce fine

church hymns than the troublesome times of the Persian op-

pression ; and that Ptolemy Philadelphus was more likely to be

celebrated in song than Solomon, and that the exploits of Judas

Maccabee called for greater praise than the united deeds of all

the o-reat prc-exilic kings. Such an assumption is preposterous.

4.^He further assumes that Ezra, who reorganized the Church

of the restoration, rejected all pre-exilic psalms. Why should

Ezra show greater regard for Moses than David, for law than

son- ? Or why should he reject all pre-exilic psalms, and accept

prophecies such as those of Jeremiah, Isaiah, Zephaniah, Amos,

and Ilosea? Ezra could not have acted thus, especially '^ in a

time when the painful adherence to the ideal of the pre-exilic

era was the ideal and principle of conduct."

Professor Chevne's arguments arc too subjective, too arbi-

trary and inconclusive. He is at variance not only with a -

most every American and English Old Testament scholar, such

as Ilarman, Green, Davidson, Perowne, and Driver, but also

with the foremost exegetes of Germany, such as Ewald, Hup-

feld, Delitzsch, Riehm, and Dillmann. If he expects us to

chancre our views in regard to the origin of the Psalter we have

a ri^ht to ask him for the most convincing arguments and indis-

putable evidence; for a critic who has modified his views so

often may yet receive new light, and once more write, "I have

now given up these views," as he expressed himself m the

Bampton Lectures for 1SS9.
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Art. v.—the CONFLICT FOR A CONTINENT.*
This is the theme of Francis Parknian's noble series of

volumes on the French and English in North America. The
great work on which the author has spent forty-five years of

labor is just completed by the issue of the volumes entitled

A Half Century of Conflict. No grander historical monument
has been completed by any American writer. On none has

such an exhaustive study, continued for so loug a series of years,

been bestowed. None is of greater interest to the English-

speaking people both of the United States and Canada. None
abounds more with jDicturesquo incidents, with stirring deeds
by flood and field, with scenes of heroic valor, of deepest pathos,

and of grimmest tragedy. The theater of the story is broad as

the continent—from the storm-swept coast of Cape Breton to

the farthest Occident,

"Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound
Save its own dashiugs

;

from the ice-bound arctic wastes of Hudson's Bay to the silver

strand of Biloxi in the Gulf of Mexico.
There is a unique dramatic unity about this story of a cen-

tury and a half of conflict. The struggle began with the earliest

settlements of the French and English on this continent. "When
the first colonists at Port Eoyal, on the Bay of Fundy, and at

Jamestown, in Virginia, could scarce hold the Indians at bay
outside of tlieir stockaded forts, while behind them in its inim-

itable vastness stretched tlie trackless forests, they yet in cruel

reprisal harried each others settlements. Each colony, though
occupying only a few acres of an almost boundless dominion,
was insanely jealous of tlie possession of a single foot of it by
the other.

Deeper and deeper grew the imbittered strife—not only in

the New World but in the Old the deadly conflict waged—on
the banks of the Ganges, on the shores of the Gold Coast, as well

*Pioneers of France in the Xew World; The Jesuits in Xorth America: La Salle

and the Discovery of the Great West; The Old Hajime in Canada; Count Fnmtenuc
and the New France vnder Lmis XIV; A Hnlf Century of Conflict {iv.-o \-o\i.)\

Montcalm aiid Wolfe {\.\\o \oh.). By Francis Parknian. Boston: Little, Bnv.vn

i Co., imblishcrs.
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as on the banks of the Ohio and the St. La^ncnec ^orc/nd

l^r,. An^\v the coils of fate were wound round the IrcncU

:„, nClLron the Plains of Abraham the battle was "

WIt'which snatched forever the dominion of this eontn.ent,

from the French and gave it to the English-speak.ng race

This was a conflict not merely between hostde P~P'°^'
'^

*

between Democracy and Feudalism, between Cathobc sui.t-

tion and Protestant Ubcrty. The issne at s ake was whether

mefeval institutions, the principles of mihtary absolnt.sn

nd the teachings of C^a"-^deriealism shou d dom.nate

whether tlio evolution of civil and religious hbe.y, of i.ee

- ouiht, free speech, a free press, and the umversa gemu o

freelnstitutions should find a field for the,r d-elop.-nt

^ide as the continent. The P™We.n .-«^
j'^^f^

«"
'„

banks of the Hudson and the Mississipp,, on «- dio - o «

.reat lakes, and amid the vast prau-ies of the far ^<^f^
grow up a number of free eonr.nonwea ths, or -1-* - ^ ^-

teUectnal atrophy and religious superstition such as v e behold

o^day on eitlL side of tlfe lower St. Lawrence should charae-

l:;LT also the whole, or greater part, of what ,s now the

American TJnion and the Canadian Dominion.

Ko American wri.er_we think no historic writer of any

counft --has more carefully collected his faets, has more

ZroMily sought out and weighed the evidence, lia.s moie

hones fy »cl candidly evolved his conclusions, than Franei,

pTrk an. In the library of the Massachusetts Historical So-

de in seventy manuscript volumes, most of them folios, a

tret portion o this evidLieo has been filed. But the rang

TtlU the exhaustive study, the extensive tn.vc inquired

for the production of this historic series cannot re.id be

estimated In writing the history of the Dominion of Canada

the p cscnt writer has°largely consulted the same au.horif a»

e distinguished American historian. We can, theretore, bea.

lth,ron^ ft-om personal examination of the contemporary

vrctWuo the thoroughness of his researeh and the justice

d clndor of his conclusions, ^'o A.-rican h..onan lias^su

passed in fascination of style ^^'"^"'^^'^±^'^1
he author of the volumes under review His '"-;'

.f
^

^ ^
admirably suited to the theme which he treat,-a ».jle o«

pure and limpid as a Xew England mountau, brook, now
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gorgeous witli color like a forest stream reflecting the autumn
foliage. With full vohime, yet with many a local eddy and

rippling affluent, sweeps on the steady current of tliis historic

tale; now rushing, in scenes of turbulent struggle, like the

rapids of St. Lawrence ; now spreadnig, in expanses of peace-

ful truce, like its transparent lakes.

It is still another of tlie many intellectual ties between the

people of the Canadian Dominion and those of the American

republic that it was reserved for a gifted son of Xew Enghand

to paint this great historic masterpiece in colors which shall

never fade and with a beauty wliich can never die. 3>ut this

etorv belongs not less to Xew England than to Old England.

The brave actions on tlie side of the British were shared by the

hardy fishermen and farmers of Maine, Massachusetts, Con-

necticut, and Rhode Island, aided in part by Kew York and

Pennsylvania, and by England's oldest colony, Virginia. On
them fell the brunt of the struggle, and by their valor and

fidelity its happy results were chiefly achieved.

It is a strange blending of the civilized and savage that enters

into this stirring story. Scenes in the court of Yersailles and

Fontainebleau, and of St. Stephen's a?id St. James, alternate

with dusky groups around the council fires of the immemorial

forests. The peruked and powdered Louis XY and his be-

patchcd and bediamoned court dames, and the sturdy Protestant

hero, William III, and the gracious sovereign of letters. Queen

Anne, by turns appear. The roar of cannon from the medie-

val heights of Quebec follows the pageant of mighty navies in

the harbors of Boston and Louisburg. The crusading knight-

errant, Champlain ; the stern, feudal Baron Frontenac ; the

gallant general, Montcalm ; the intrepid martyr missionaries,

Lalemant, Jogues, and Brebeuf ; colonial magnates, as Gover-

nor Shirley of IMassachusetts and Colonel Pepperell of Maine

;

gallant Lord Howe and General Y^olfe, dying in the arms of

victory ; AVilliam Pitt, the great Commoner, who made true his

proud boast that " England should molt no feather of her ci-est
;

"

and George Washington, whose word "kindled the continent

into a flame," are some of the actors in this great drama.

It may repay the time and trouble to glance briefly at some

of the more salient features of this long conflict, and to notice

some of its far-reaching results.
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The clmracter of Champlain, -we have said, was more like that

of the kniglit-errant of tlic mcdineval romance than that of a

soldier of the practical seventeenth century in which he lived.

He had greater virtues and fewer faults than most men of the

af^e. In a time of universal license his life was pure. With

singular magnanimity he devoted himself to the interests of

his patrons. Although traffic with the natives was very lucra-

tive he carefully refrained from engaging in it. His sense of

justice was stern, yet his conduct was tempered with mercy.

He won the unfaltering confidence of the Indian tribes; sus-

picious of others, in him they had boundless trust. His zeal

for the spread of Christianity was intense. The salvation of

one soul, he was wont to declare, Avas of more importance than

the founding of an empire. His summary of Christian doc-

trine, written for the native tribes, is a touching monument of

his piety.

That subtle and sinister system which in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries had belted the world with its missions

and won renown and execration in almost every land gained

some of its grandest triumphs and exhibited its most heroic

spirit in the wilderness of Canada. The Jesuits had numbered

as converts hundreds of thousands of baptized pagans in India

and the Moluccas, in China and Japaii, in Brazil and Paraguay.

They almost entirely controlled the religious education of youth

in Europe, and kept tlie consciences of kings, nobles, and great

ladies, who sought at their feet spiritual guidance and counseL

They had won well-merited fame for attainments in ancient

learning, for modern science, for pulpit eloquence, and for

subtle statecraft.

But nowhere did the Jesuit missionaries exhibit grander

heroism and self-sacrifice ; nowhere did they encounter sterner

sufferings with greater fortitude or meet with a more tragical

fate than in the wilderness missions of Kew France. Tiiey

were the pioneers of civilization, the pathfinders of empire on

this continent. AVith breviary and crucifix, at the command of

the superior of the order at Quebec they wandered all over

the vast country stretching from the rocky shores of Xova

Scotia to the foot of the Bocky Mountains, from the regions

around Hudson's Bay to the mouth of tlie ]\[isslssippi Eiver.

Paddling all day in their bark canoes ; sleeping at night on
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tlie naked rock ; toiling over nigged portagoG or througli path-

less forests; pinched by hunger, chilled to the bone by cold,

often dependent for subsistence on acorns, the bark of trees, or

the bitter moss to ^vliich they have given their name ; lodging

in Indian wigwams, whose acrid smoke blinded their eyes, and

whose obscene riot was unutterably loathsome to every sense
;

braving peril and persecution and death itself, they persevered

in their path of self-sacrifice for the glory of God,* as they

understood it, for the salvation of souls, the advancement of

their order, and the extension of iSTew France. " Isot a cape

was turned, not a river was entered,'' writes Bancroft, " but a

Jesuit led the way.''

For forty years—from 1G32 to 1672—the Jesuit missionaries

sent home to the superior of the order in France annual " Ive-

lations" of the progress of their Indian missions. They arc

written in the old French and quaint spelling of two hundred

years ago. Tliese volumes are a perfect mine of information

on early Canadian history. They contain a minute and graphic

account, by men of scholastic training, keen insight, and powers

of observation, of the daily life, the wars and conflicts, the so-

cial, and especially the religious, condition of the Indian tribes.

The missionaries toiled and preached and prayed and fasted

without any apparent reward of their labor ; the ramparts of

error seemed impregnable ; the liosts of hell seemed leagued

against them. The Indian '* sorcerers," as the Jesuits called

the " medicine men," whom they believed to be the imps of

Satan, if not, indeed, his human im])ersonation, stiri-ed up the

passions of their tribes against the mystic medicine men of

the palefaces. These were the cause, they alleged, of the fear-

ful drought that parched the land, of the dread pestilence that

consumed the people. The malign spell of their presence neu-

tralized the skill of the hunter and the valor of the bravest

warrior. The chanting of their sacred litanies was mistaken

for a magic incantation, and the mysterious ceremonies of the

mass for a malignant conjury. The cross Avas a charm of evil

potency, blasting the crops and affrighting the thunder-bird

that brought the refreshing rain.

Yet the hearts of the missionaries quailed not ; they were

sustained by an enthusiasm that courted danger as a condition

* Ad majoreia gloriam Dei, vas the raotto of their order.
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of ^^iiccess. The brave Laleniant prayed that if the blood of the

martyrs ^verc the necessary seed of the Church its effusion

should not be wanting. Xor did the mission lack, in time, that

dread baptism.

Such zeal as that of these impassioned devotees was not with-

out its reward. Inveterate opposition was overcome; many of

the Indians abandoned their cruel and cannibal practices, and

many of them received Christian baptism.

Nevertheless, while giving due praise to the missionary en-

thusiasm of the Jesuits, Parkman records that the Christianity

which they planted did not strike a deep root. " While hu-

manity," he adds, " is in a savage state it can only be Chris-

tianized on the surface ; and the convert of the Jesuits remained

a savage still. Thev taught him to repeat the Catechism, which

he could not understand, and practice rites of which the spir-

itual sio-nificance was incomprehensible to him. To his eyes

the crucifix was a fetich of surpassing power and the mass^a

beneficent 'medicine' or occult influence or supreme eflicacy.

In the ever-recurring conflict between the French and their

Iroquois allies and the English the Kew England settlements

had to bear the brunt of border warfare. A reign of terror,

desolation, and death prevailed along the whole frontier. Within

many a villa^^e palisade the sentinel watched the livelong night

away Ever} house was a fortress. Xo mother lulled her babe

to rest but knew that before morning the rooftree above her

head might be in flames or her infant's life dashed out by the

blow of a tomahawk ; and often, in shuddering dreams, the

terrible war whoop rang like a death knell in her tingling ears.

No man might go abroad in safety. As he held the plow or

reaped the scanty harvest the bullet of a lurking foe, percliance,

would whistle through the air and the scalpless body would be

left Ivino- on tlie ground. Even little children gathering flowers,

and mothers going to the well or cooking the midday meal by

their own hearthstone, were startled by the apparition ot a

dusky form, the -lare of fiendish eyes, the gleam of a glitter-

ing knife, and were slain on the spot or dragged o2 prisoners

to a doom still worse than death.

On one and the same day the ferocious Abenaquis burst on

every hamlet, lonely farmstead, or forest fastness from the
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Kennebec to tlic Piscataqua, sparing neither lioary age nor

childing mother nor tender infancy. Like human hyenas they

Laid in wait for their prey, thirsting for blood, and after the

savage spring skulked off into the forest with the victims who

were not slain on the spot. Blood-stained and smoldering em-

bers were all that marked the site of many a happy home.

And baptized men surpassed in deeds of slaughter the cruel

pa^an of the woods. In midwinter of 1703-1704 Hertel De

Rouville, with two hundred French and two hundred and fifty

Indians, marched two hundred miles on snowshoes to the little

town of Deerfield, in Massachusetts. They laid it in ashes.

and of its inhabitants forty-seven bedabbled with their blood

the snow, and one hundred and twelve were dragged with in-

human torture through the wintry woods to Canada. On Sun-

day they made a halt, and Pastor ^Villiams M-as permitted to

preach a sermon from the text, " Hear, all people, and behold

my sorrow : my virgins and my young men are gone into cap-

tivity." His wife, Eunice ^Yilliams, nerved her soul for suffer-

ing by reading her Bible. She soon faltered by the way and

committediier five ca]>tive children to Heaven, wlicn the blow

of a tomahawk ended her life.

Neither bribes nor threats could make the veteran mission-

ary waver in his faith. "If I had the offer of the whole

world," said the sturdy Puritan, "'it would tempt me no more

than a blackberry." The child of Pastor ^Yilliams was adopted

by the Caughnawaga Indians and became a proselyte to the

Catholic faith. No money could procure her ransom. She

married an Indian chief, and, years after, clad in Indian dress,

visited her kin at Deerfield ; but not the fasting nor the prayers

of her people could win her back to the faith of her fathers.

She returned to her wigwam in the forest and to the care of

her dusky babes. One of her grandsons became a proselyte,

and, for a time, a missionary to the Indians. At a later period

he was supposed by many to be the lost Dauphin, son of

Louis XIY. The descendants of another of these Deerfield

captives adopted by the French, in ISGG, numbered nine hun-

dred and eighty-two persons.

One of tlic bravest exploits of the entire confilct was the

capture of Louisburg in 1745. Parkman describes it as "a
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project of wild audacity." Louisburg .vas tl>e strongest for-

Lsi in Korth America, and one of the strongest .u the .0. d^

The French had spent twenty-five years ">

f^ff
J'"'S ' '

^'
!

cost of thirty million lirres. It was surrounded by a wall fo. t>

::' thilk at\he base and thirty feet high, and by a d.tch e.ghty

feet wide, and had a garrison of two thousand men. It wa. a

staudh," menace to all the Isew England colon.es, and ^^ a= th.

haunt o1 privateers who preyed upon their conm.erce In th

year 1745 Goner.al Shirley, Governor of JIassachusetts a.ton-

shed the General Court of the province-" a convent.on of

grave city merchants and solemn rustics from ^^^ff^T^
larkman-by a message so critical that he washed the who e

body sworn o secrecy. The secret, however, leaked out, tt ,»

saYd throu<^h the fervency in prayer of a country member, who

::;ght so earnestly, though unguardedly, for gu>dance that Ins

-words were overheard.
,

. ,

All New England, and Mas.sachusctts especial ^^ blazed wi h

Pious zeal In a few weeks fonr thousand colonial mil, la were

Xted and.VillianrPepperell,acountrymerchant.K m^h ,

colonel of Maine, was »l'PO"'ted to >ts command The Metl

odist evanoelist, George Whitefield, being asked to furni.h an

tn iptioiffor the regimental flag, gave the J-P^-S "f*;^

mLpcrandum. Chvhto cluce. Indeed, m the eyes of the

.ealons Furitans the expedition possess. <V^^^^ «'

a crusade against the image-worship o the C^'l^l « *'" '•

On April 20, 17i5, a hundred vessels, large and s"^>". >"'''•'

Co?nmodoreVarren,' having been detained -'^r^^^^^^
thick-ribbed ice off Canso, sailed into the capacious 1

bui of

Loukbur- The assailants had only thirty-four cannon to al-

HcrUesr solid walls, arnred with nearly two lumdred guns

mty f hem twice tlie weight of the heaviest b™"= 't ^S- -
•

ten The French commander, after si.x weeks' gallant le,. t-

ane yielded to
" the reckless audacity " of the ^ew England

mU till en. As the Puritan citizen soldiery marched mto the

ow
"^ beheld the c.tent of its tortiCciit ons they c.KC a.me.U

'"God alone has delivered this stronghold mto our l-"d»- -^

a sermon of thanksgiving was preached '" '\̂ ™f ' ^r^ a

The fall of the strongest fortress in the
^^^^

^^

°.ff^.^'^f'', ^^j^^

little arniv of fanners and fishermen caused the wildest delight

at Boston" and the deepest chagriu at A ersailles.
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Shirlcj and Pepperell now determined on attempting a still

greater enterprise—no less than the conquest of Canada—and
songht the assistance of tlie mother country in the undertakino;.

But an imminent danger threatened Xe\7 England itself. A
great fleet of sixty-nine ships crossed the Atlantic for the pur-
pose of recapturing Louisburg, ravaging Xew England, and
destroying the town of Boston. Solemn services were held in

the churches to pray for deliverance from the dancrcr. The
French fleet was scattered and shattered by a furious storm,
and—the pious Puritans believed in answer to their prayers—
the Xew England colonics were saved from terrible disaster.

In Longfellow's fine poem, "A Ballad of the French Fleet,"
the situation is thus described by the Puritan pastor of the old
South Church, Boston

:

The liglitning suddenly

Uushcatlied its flaming sword,

And I cried: "Stand still and see

The salvation of the Lord !

"

The heavens were black with cloud,

The sea was white wnth hail,

And ever more fierce and loud

Blew the October gale.

Like a potter's vessel broke

The great ships of the line;

They were carried away as a smoke.
Or sank like lead in the brine.

Lord 1 before thy path

They vanished and ceased to be,

^hen thou didst walk in wrath
With thine horses through the sea!

To the intense chagrin of the X^ew England colonists the for-

tress of Louisburg, by the peace of Aix-la-Chapclle, was restored

to France. A score of years later, when garrisoned by thirty-

five hundred men and supported by ten ships of war, it had
again to be captured. It withstood a vigorous siege for seven
weeks. But "Wolfe had overwhelming resources, and the town
and ramparts were well-nigh demolished by shot and shell.

The fortress constructed at such cost and assailed and defended
with such valor was forced to surrender. Its massive walls

were razed to their very foundations. The stones of its solid

masonry were carried off to Halifax and Boston, and the luige
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foit soon fell into utter ruin. Where giant navies rode and

eaftlXkin, .ar aehieved sueh vast exploits, to-day the peace-

:Waters of the placid bay kiss the deserted strand and a sm U

fi.hinc. hamlet and a few moldering runwnonnds maik the

°of so much military pomp and power and glory.
firrave

lu 1754 .™ event occurred in the Ohio valley which opened

the last act of the drama by which the l';--!'

-«- fP'oMo
forever of their sovereignty on tins continent. Ho Onio

Company," composed of London and Yirgima merchants, he-

ga7a s t'tlement and fort on the site o the presen e.ty of

Pittshnrg. George Washington, then a J.eu enan colonel m

« Ame^'rican provincial army, vas sent to hold the for

the English. A French party was sent to drive hjm fro.n the

fort As they sprang to'arms for the attack Waslnng on gave

heconnnandl fire. "That word," .-y^^^^.croft "kma d

the world into a flame." It precipitated the earth-shai ng

conflict on the plains of Mia, on the waters of the Me^.te^.

ranean and the Spanish main, on the gold coas^ of Afnca on

t^e Lparts of Louishnrg, on the heights o Quebec and m

the valley of the Ohio, which led to the utter <lef«^ » *«

French and the destruction of their
f™™S"'y ^ '"^,;;" '^

tent, and prepared the way for the independence of the United

States In the very beginning, as well as at the end Wash.ng-

to,t w^s a prominen-t acior in the eventful drama wh.ch became

the epoch of a great nation.

Then followed Braddock's unfortunate campaign, Montcahu s

victories at Ticonderoga and Crown Point. The disasters of

the Enc^lish only served to arouse their intenser energy and de-

ermination. William Pitt was smnmoned to save the nation

H lofty hearing, noble patriotism, and honest -l""- - -
,vere the Guarantee of success. He resolved on the ab.o ute

r ucs: cff Canada, even at the cost of England's last s. ling

andlastnian." He had a dithcult task before h.m. Tl.^ ^ '^'^

are masters to do what they please '"

-^™f'-'
,;' .^ "^.^^^^^^

Chesterfield;
" we are no longer a natiou ;

I nc^e yet -« -

dreadful a prospect." Yet Pitt raised England fioni tn

ligh of delpond to the pinnacle of glory. He mfusod i.

own energy into every branch of the public service On ho

phins of Plassov, hi the trenches of Lonisburg, on the heights
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of Abraham, his influence was felt. From the genera] of \W

army to the private in the ranks everyone caught the insi>uM-

tion of his intrepid spirit.

The French girded themselves for what they felt to be the

death-wrestle, "We will bury ourselves, if need be,'' wrote

Montcalm, " beneath the ruins of the colony,"

George "Washington retrieved Braddock's disaster by piautiug

the red-cross flag on tlie ramparts of Fort Pitt, now Pittsburg.

The name of England's great Commoner is thus forever in-

scribed on the gateway of the Ohio valley. The prodigality and

poverty of the French court prevented sending reinforcements

for the defense of Canada. " AYhen the house is on Are," said

the minister, '*' one does not mind the stables." On the part of

Great Britain tremendous efforts were made for the supremo

stru2:gle with French power in America, Pitt infused his own

spirit into every branch of the service. The world was ringing

with British victories. In India a merchant's clerk, with a

handful of men, had conquered an empire where the foot of an

Alexander had faltered. Senegal, Goree, Guadaloupe—her

fairest tropical possessions—were wrested from France. On

the bloody plain of Minden her choicest troops were crushed

before the British lines. At Quiberon Bay her fleet, destined

for the invasion of England, was shattered by the gallant

Ilawke. Alike on the banks of the Ganges and on the banks

of the Ohio, on the forts of the Gold Coast, on the Morro of

Havana, and on the ramparts of Louisburg, the red-cross ban-

ner waved triumphant, and it was destined soon- to crown the

heights of Quebec. In the Indian Ocean, on the Spanish

main, on the Atlantic and on the Pacific, British fleets every-

where swept the seas. " We must ask every morning," wrote

Horace Walpole, '• what new victory there is."

Pitt chose his instruments well. With the instinct of genius

he discerned the surpassing merits of the young hero of Loui>-

burg and intrusted to him the conquest of Canada.

Then followed the tightening death-grip on the fortress

heights of Quebec, and its heroic defense by its decimated gar-

rison. The beleaguered city was reduced to the severest straits.

" Wo are without hope and without food," said an intercej)ted

letter ;
" God hath forsaken us !

"

On the Plains of Abraham the battle was fought which irre-
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trievubly broke tlic power of France in tlie ?New World. The
tidings of victory tilled Old and New England with pride and

exultation. The colonies, %v-liich had borne the brunt of the

French and Indian wars for one hundred and liftj years, con-

tributed their full share of valor and blood to the closing acts

of this stern drama.

The conquest of Canada by the British was the most fortunate

event in its history. It supplanted the institutions of the JMid-

dle Ages by those of modern civilization ; it gave local self-gov-

ernment in place of abject submission to a foreign power and

a corrupt court ; it gave the protection of the haheas corpus

and trial by jury instead of the oppressive tribunals of feudal-

ism ; for ignorance and repression it gave cheap schools and a

free press ; it i-emoved the arbitrary shackles from trade and

abolished its unjust monopolies; it enfranchised the serfs of

the soil and restricted the excessive power of the seigneurs; it

gave an immeasurably ampler liberty to the people and a loftier

impulse to progress than was before known ; it banished the

greedy cormorants who grew rich by the official plunder of the

poor. The waste and ruin of a prolonged and cruel war were

succeeded by the reign of peace and prosperity, and the pinch-

ings of famine by the rejoicings of abundance.

The one hundred and fifty-seven years of French occupancy

liad "been one long struggle against fearful odds—first with

the ferocious savages, then with the combined power of the

British colonics and the mother country. The genius of French

Canada was a strange blending of the military and religious

spirit. Even commerce wore the sword, and a missionary en-

thusiasm quickened the zeal of the early explorers. The reign

of peaceful industry was now to succeed that of martial prow-

ess, and was to win victories no less renowned than those of

war.

U/r^, UrU'/iA.c^
60 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. VHI.
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Art. VI. - THE RELATION OF THE VOICE TO MINIS-

TERIAL SUCCESS.

The times demand an attractive pulpit. The preacher muKt

draw an audience or speak to empty benches. The task is b(>-

coming increasingly difficult. Some who could have succeed(<!

in the ministry thirty years ago are necessarily failures under

present conditions. To succeed now in the proclamation of

the Gospel requires the skillful use of every faculty. In the

study of this subject many points demand attention. In this

paper we examine but one—the relation of the preacher's voice

to liis success.

Emerson is reported to have said to a student, " Expressioii

is the main fight." He referred to the literary dress of thought,

and spoke words of deeper meaning than he knew. To give

the truth attractive and forceful vocal expression is as neceesnry

as it is dilUcult. The nearer the speaker approaches to the

mastery of the arts of speech the more good will he accom-

plish, where other things are .equal Imperfection at this

point discounts every remaining excellence. He is sent of God

to mold the character and determine the destiny of men largel v

by the vocal expression of thought. His seminary .ind colleg-

iate training, and even the induement of power, are prepara-

tory to this work. True, he tliat has the Spirit has power ;
but

power of all kinds is useless till exercised, and even divine

power in the preacher is dependent for its full effects on vocal

expression. The marked success of great men in spite of great

faults is no argument for the faults. Tlie exception is not the

rule, though it prove the rule. Even the oratorical genius is

rendered less eii'ective by his vocal defects. Every preacher'.-

voice ought to be magnetic, thrilling, and inspiring. It should

ring true to thought and rise and fall in harmony with emo-

tion. 33y nature it is not equal to this demand, .and must hi-

made so by art. Beecher, with all his genius, would never Iiavr

made his name so famous as it became but for his vocal train-

ing. Mr. Spurgeon said to an Amei'ican tourist whom he Jnct

at a watering-place on tlie lower Clyde: "I will tell yoa

frankly that the cultivation of my voice has been the study yf

my life." He added : "Many clergymen who have more abil-
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ity and culture than I speak to small congregations all tlieir

life for want of proper cultivation of the voice."

The plea for a " natural elocution," falsely so called, is founded

upon error. In the sense of the plea there is no natural voice.

The term " voice," as popularly used, has a twofold meaning,

each quite distinct from the other. It means the vocal tone

and also the method of using the vocal machinery. The tone

or timbre of the voice is determined by the conformation of the

organ. Tiiis distinguishes one voice from another, and in a

measure persists under all training. It is, however, susceptible

of modification for the better or for the worse. As to the

method of using the vocal organs, that is a different thing and

is never "natural." In this sense every man's voice is the

product of unconscious culture. Every child is a graduate

from an elementary school of elocution whose teachers were as

influential as incompetent. Bridget or Chloe taught the swift

young learners her own vocal methods. Tiie parents impressed

their defects on the young imitators. Afterward, and while

the child was yet plastic, his teachers and playmates modified

his tones. This child, thus molded, passes on his acquired

voice to the man, who calls it "natural," and refuses to study

vocal culture lest it should be spoiled thereby.

This stereotyped, juvenile culture fails to give to the vocal

organs the range of power absolutely necessary to the dramatic

expression so requisite in attempts to move men by the presenta-

tion of the thoughts of God and the tenderness of Jesus.

Every man called of God to speak for him to sinful men, and

educated for the work, has an intellectual and literary outfit

which, could he skillfully use it, would draw ci'owds to hear

him. lie has the "' thoughts that breathe " and the " words

that burn," But suppose, in addition, his eyes to flasli, his

face to glow, and his magical voice to rise and swell witli the

heaven-tide in his soul, like the music of a great organ touched

by a master, and all this without a conscious thought about his

voice, and as well adapted and automatic as the sweet inflec-

tions of the mother-voice soothing the weary child to sleep.

That would bo to be natural in the true sense. But such natu-

ralness can result only from long-continued training. The ora-

tor's nobler self is chained, suppressed, paralyzed by false train-

ing, bad habits, and hurtful conventionalities. God gave him a
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harp of a thousand strings, the major part of which lie has never

learned to use, arid the remanider of which, bj imitating othci-s,

he has well-nigh spoiled. To move multitudes with the passion-

music of Bach one needs to have a grand organ, full orchestra,

and enthusiastic chorus, all handled bj a skillful leader. To
sway men with the wonderful message of divine love for sin-

nei-s one needs sldllful use of that most wonderful of instru-

ments, the liuman vocal organ. Is it morally innocent for a

preacher to tell the story of the gentleness of Christ as if in

a rage, and with an utterance half screech and half growl?

There are fervid young souls who could tell pulpit experi-

ences that M'ould convince men as to the need of voice-build-

ing and training; they could tell how, as they stood face to

face with the hungry audience, while the Holy Spirit brcatlicd

upon them, and great thoughts swelled within, burning like

volcanic fires, they were helpless before the mighty storm.

They could tell of such moments when the divine afflatus came

upon them, and they seemed to have been changed for the

moment into a human cyclone held in wath cliains. They could

tell how futile the effort to meet such a supreme exigency by

more violently straining the already weary voice. With what

pathos could they speak of their heart-breaking sense of failure

and of hours of resultant anguish! How often the glowing

climax of the kindled soul has been smothered with a gasp

!

For such moments—and they ought to come often, if not

every time the man of God stands before a congregation whom

God has sent hungering and thirsting to him—the preacher

needs the mastery of a mighty voice. Some have fancied that

if the Spirit is with them it is sufficient ; but the fact is, the

more the Spirit comes upon a man in preaching the greater

the necessity for a voice of great compass. The possibilities

being so much greater, the demand for mighty vocal resources

is so much the more imperative. Those grand men who liavc

the 6ublime?t thoughts and emotions to utter need all that art

can do to aid in their adequate expression. If anyone is to

be careless of voice imd manner in the pulpit, let it be the

preacher who has nothing of nioment to say.

The best voice, like the best mind, is the product of culture.

It is both physiological and psychological. Three tilings aro

absolutely necessary to its production

:
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1. The eiitii-e physique must he in tlie condition of good
healtli. Tlie organs of speech are affected hy the general
health. It is impossible to keep them very much above the

average condition of the rest of the hody. Sickness, acute or

chronic, must liiodify vocal action. Perfect health is essential

to the fitting presentation of gospel truth, plus the earnest

preacher's emotions ; to that kind of speaking that moves men
and compels attention, that sways masses as by a power they
cannot resist. Our thought is not of a man in the pulpit by
sufferance, seeking by every art of weakness confessed by atti-

tude, tor;e, and gesture, to please a handful of critical listeners
;

but of the man of God speaking winningly, indeed, but with
power commanding attention from eager crowds, holding every
eye fixed, Q.\ery ear attent, every soul rapt. Of this kind of

speech we say that it is in large measure a physical perform-
ance, in so far that it depends on pure physical energy, and
is, beyond all question, an exhibition of nervous force. True,

as will be seen further on, it is more than that—vei-y much
more—but it includes that. "Without a store of energy, the

product of a frame well knit, well nourished, and well traine;^!,

the pulpit orator will never do his best work. He will not be
able to endure the labor of profoundest thought nor to sustain

the fires of the mightiest emotions. Much less will he be able

to command a voice capable of responding to the demands of

the pulpit. "We do not speak of strength of voice merely in

the sense of loudness, "Within certain limits tlie weaker men
nse the most voice. Being compelled to use all their voice in

order to make themselves heard they form the habit of using

the shouting style. The ability easily to produce strong effects

is necessary to graceful and forceful expression. The most
impressive effects are produced by contrast, which requires

great range of vocal power. Signs of fatigue in the speaker

are, oratorically, calamitous. Woe to the preacher who allows

the audience to pity him ! For the best results he must si)eak

in tones fitted to the expression of impassioned thought with-

out sense of fatigue or sign of it in his voice or manner. From
first to last he must be fresh and elastic and full of vigor. The
power that electrifies the hearer is generated in the speaker's

soul, bnt it is transmitted by his voice.

It is true that some weak and even sickly men have done
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inucli good in tlie Lninistry. Their lieroic souls, conceiving
great thoughts, have dominated weak bodies for a time and
wrought wonders among the people. Sometimes such men-
rare sons of genius—liave done far better work than others with
sound bodies. But with better health they would have done
still better work. To fully meet the requirements of an earnest,

consecrated, gifted soul, the voice must be enlarged by culture.

Its latent resources must bo called forth by long and skillful

training. The vocal organs are composed largely of muscular
fiber, and must be developed under the Luvs which control mus-
cular growth, which are nutrition, exercise, and rest. Mr.
Shepherd, in Before an Audience, almost bitterly condenins

elocutionary instruction, and advises the young orator to produce
the desired results by sheer force of will. As well advise the

untrained runner to win the race by force of will, or command
the ambitious but flabby-muscled youth, in the same oS-hand
way, to outrow tlie champion oarsman of the world. As easily

could an untrained pianist give, at will, a brilliant rendering of

most difficult music. Speaking commandingly requires both

strength of nnisclo and skill in its use. Neither skill nor

strength can be secured at demand by an effort of the will. Elo-

quence is not kept on tap, to be drawn at will by those who
have sufficient effrontery. The highest results of muscular ac-

tion are never secured till long training has made it automatic.

No artist ever accomplishes his best until by training he reaches

the point where painful effort is unnecessary. The winner in

the race is never so weary as the beaten competitor. He who
goes into his puljnt wholly untrained, resolving to reach some
ideal excellence, is doomed to failure. The laws of nature laugh

at him. The soul tied to earth by the necessity of attending to

petty details cannot spread her pinions for lofty flight. The
pulpit is not the place for the display of mere will-power. If

will is dominant in the speaker the audience will be repelled.

The winning preacher is a winsome man.

The high training for which m'c plead must be secured at

home, not in the pulpit ; and, indeed, must not be so much as

thought of in the Litter place. Its object must be to secure

great strength and range of voice, and perfectly normal and

automatic use of these new acquisitions. The various details of

elocutionary instruction are not inventions to be sneered at by
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those wlio hate the artificial. They are nature's own method,

as illustrated by those who are nearest God's idea. The onlj

path back to nature is by long and patient daily drill in the ele-

ments of vocal culture, lie who will be at the trouble to walk

this path will at length reach the point where the voice will

serve the soul as God meant, and where thought and emotion

unfailingly give their own color to the vocal expression which

tliey inspire, and to all the body's movements as well. He will

then illustrate, when speaking, the saying of the immortal

Tally, that "every thought and emotion have from nature

their appropriate look, tone, and gesture." The culture of

which we speak consists of the daily drill of the organs of

speech and the discipline and development of the entire body.

The artificial life we live renders it impossible, without constant,

regular, and systematic physical culture, to maintain the body

in the condition requisite for the best pulpit work. Digestion

must be good, nervous force abundant, the muscles firm, and

the whole frame well knit and trained until it is lithe, agile, and

graceful. The loss resulting to the cause of Christ from the

inability even of scholarly preachers to njcet the physical condi-

tions of success is beyond computation.

It is said above that special vocal drill must bo accompanied

by general physical culture. The reasons are not to be found

in. any arbitrary laws or rules of the elocutionists whom Mr.

Sliepherd so bitterly denounces, but in the unalterable laws of

living nmscular tissue. It is the same general law as that which

underlies all education. One purpose of all educational proc-

esses is to transfer responsibility and labor fi-om the conscious

to the unconscious brain and nerve centei's. Yocal culture does

for the organs of speech what literary training does for the

faculty of verbal expression. He would indeed be an ineffect-

ive writer and speaker who should attempt to carry in mind

all the rules of grammnr, rhetoric, and logic. In the educated

speaker all that labor has been made subconscious toil, as the

result of discipline. That is what requii-es to be done for the

spoken language and its innumerable variations. Is it unrea-

sonable to claim that it must be done in the same Avay—that is,

by apj)ropriate and long-continued drill ?

Let the reader bear in mind the purpose of preaching. It is

not simply to tell tlic gospel message ; that could be done by
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the pi-inted pa^e. It is designed to persuade, to move men,
to control their will, to inspire them to action. This cannot

well be done by the imimpassioned reading of sermons nor by

their monotonous extemporaneous deliver}^ I>ut all classes

of men are easily swayed by a speaker whose flexible vocal or-

gans respond fully to the play of pathos and humor in his own
Boul. Before such a speaker audiences are always defenseless.

There is no chance work about it, no mystery, and no failure.

Given normal conditions, and the results may be looked for as

confidently as the phenomena of electricity. The preacher thus

educated may expect every time he speaks to get results com-

mensurate to the value of his thoughts, which is a consumma-

tion devoutly to be wished. It must be regarded as a happy
deliverance from the mortification of seeing one's best, most

lionest, and most earnest efforts fall flat on the listless ears of a

weary audience. AVe mean to say distinctly that such deliver-

ance is possible to every man who has anything valuable to say.

lie who speaks to pure intellect by mere words, however well

chosen the words may be, must generally fail, for there are few

audiences capable of attending to anything so abstract ; but he

who speaks to eye, and car, and all the souFs susceptibilities at

once by rich vocal tones, nicely tuned to every turn of the elo-

quent thought and glowing with all the ever-varying hues of

a great soul's emotions, will never wholly fail. Positively dull

lie never can be.

But are not the conditions herein referred to so diflicult ns to

be practically beyond the reach of all save those who possess

oratorical genius? Xo. Analysis discloses the secrets of genius

and art teaches their use. Mr. Arnold, the skillful author of

the L'ujJit of Asia y denies that the poet must be "born," and

maintains that the art of poetry may be learned like any other,

and that he is hiniself an instance of the fact. Be that as it

may, orator jit has always been said, and is true. Every man

of feeling and education would be eloquent Avcre his soul's

moods able to control the machinery of vocal and physical ex-

pression. The failure is partly the fault of the said machinery

and partly that of its master. It is the fault of nondevelop-

ment through nonuse. The cure is not in a code of rules, but

in a return to Jiature. The ])ractical question is as to the

method of applying the remedy. Before an.swering, we must
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look more particularly at the evil to be cured. It is vocul inad-

equacy. To express tlie infinite shades of tlioughtand emotion

the speaker uses but two or tliree variations instead of many.

So far as this limitation is physical it can be removed in

t!ie normal man—and most men are normal—by appropriate

physical means. So far as the limitation is psychological it

can as certainly be removed by conformity to laws tliat aru

universal.

Why does many an able preacher deliver an excellent sermon

in a humdrum and tiresome voice ? Is ho unable to speak in an v

other way? On the contrary, lie will develop ability to imi-

tate any tone that may be given him as a model. He will soon,

under good instruction, recite a selection after the model given

by his teacher. "Why, then, can he not use tlic same variety in

preaching ? We know that as soon as he ^varms up in his ser-

mon he forgets, as he ought to do, all about the new voice.

For this there are two reasons : mentally old habit prevails

over new purpose ; muscularly the stronger libers control the.

action. Any given tone must give employment to certain mus-

cular fibers. By a voice of narrow range the greater portion

of the mu<cles of the vocal organs are unemployed. The par-

ticular fibers comjnonly used receive larger supplies of blood,

by which they are better nourished and made relatively

stronger, precisely as the blacksmith's right arm becomes

stronger than his left. When a speaker attempts to speak in

any other than what he erroneously calls his natural voice, he

puts an amount of labor upon the muscles employed to which

they have never been accustomed. The nerves controlling them

are also made to do what is, for them, ovcrvv-ork. Nerve and

muscle alike protest, M'ork i-eluctantl}'", and gradually fall back

to their old place. At the same time the psychological diffi-

culty contributes to the same result. Lecause of long habit

the old voice is produced automatically, without any action of

the will consciously exerted. But to make a different voice the

man must give it his constant attention. This he caimot do

and have libert}' in extemporary address. Hence in a few min-

utes the old voice appears. His vocal reform is a failure, but

\ns, sermon is saved from total wreck. And it is well. It were

better to use the poorer voice than spoil the sermon in an ill-

advised attempt to use a better one. There is no need, how-
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ever, that this should go on forever. IS'ot to improve in pub-
lic address is to deteriorate, for the reason that such prcacliinf'

is exercising our defects and confirming them. Hence many
cannot preach as well at fifty as they did at thirty. This is one
reason why some intellectual men have been forced to retire

from the pulpit long before their natural force had abated.

Life-long pulpit labor in violation of nature's laws is destruc-

tive of the powder of agreeable utterance.

This brief analysis of the trouble reveals the remedy. Under
the laws by which a voice has been spoiled it may be restored

and perfected. Let a course of vocal exercises be chosen that

will call into action, normally, in due succession, every pai-t of

the entire vocal machine. Let these exercises be used daily

from thirty minutes to an hour. This will call more blood, and

hence more nutrition, to every fiber, and so impart increased

strength. In due time the equalized circulation will equalize

power. There will be no more dominant parts to tyrannize in

speech and control in expression. Each part will be ready to

respond when needed, and as long as needed, and to retire

when done with. Tlius the physical side of the trouble is easily

and naturally remedied. The result is inevitable. To one

called to preach it is not at all a question of can or cannot, of

talent or no talent, of good or bad voice, but merely of a docile

follo.wing of the simple hints of nature. At the same time,

under the same treatment, the ])sychological difliculty is insen-

sibly passing away, as do the snows of winter under vernal sun-

beams. During the hours of drill, while the mind is at liberty,

it attends to the labor of using first one part of the vocal lig-

aments and then another, until the old chains of iron habit are

broken. A new habit is formed, the habit of a skilled per-

former on a splendid instrument. The man who was a pauper

in tone, color, and power has become a millionaire. Given

right guidance in the application of these principles, and most

earnest ministers would be able to secure gratifying results.

The younger men would gain the chief prize, but even the

older men would be profited. "Want of space forbids any at-

tempt to indicate the necessary exereitcs.

2. In what has gone before it has been assumed that the best

voice cannot be secured iiidependently of mental culture. By
best voice we mean perfected vocal organs faultlessly used. As
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we have seen, voice is pliysiological in its base, psychological in

its use. It is oi-ganized matter used by trained mind, so that

results depend both on the instrument and the user of the same.

As an untrained performer cannot get faultless music even from

the grandest organ, so an untrained mind cannot make perfect

use of the finest vocal machinery. A student, through inatten-

tion, may get superior mental and [esthetic culture v.ithout cor-

responding improvement in the use of his voice. lie may, in

spite of refinement and elevation of chnracter accpnred later in

life, permit the habits of his earlier and perhaps ruder life to

rule his speech. The final touches of excellence cannot be im-

parted to the voice from the outside. In the last analysis the

best voice is the automatic expression of the man at his best

estate. A coarse man, for a temporary purpose, may assume a

refined voice. But an assumed voice is not a good voice. It

is perilous and needs constant watching. Any sudden gust of

passion may blow the veil aside and reveal the actor. It is

tiresome to exhaustion to be always vocally posing. It makes

life a hollow sham, a pretentious unreality. Xo good man
wants to spend time in putting on a vocal mask. The best

voice is an honest voice. It is from within, not from without.

- It is solid gold, not plate nor gilt. Its refinement of tone is

the measure of the speaker's refinement. Its grace, flexibility,

variety, force, and sweetness are unstudied revelations of men-

tal discipline, good taste, and sound judgment as to the due

proportions and proper relations of thought and emotion. It

needs no watching, but may be trusted everywhere, out of the

pulpit as well as in it. It cannot be surprised into a false note.

, Manj^ a man, while preaching, reveals his want of culture by

his inflections, by the quality of his tones, or by his use of the

degrees of force. He is, perhaps, a strong man, but evidently

a diamond in the rough. His brusqucness speaks out, his un-

finished quality is manifested. To take a few lessons in elocu-

tion will not much help his case, and may make it worse if the

attempt at improvement end there. Without the broader,

deeper culture of body and mind of which we have spoken, no

study of rules, no skill in mimicry, will give the preacher that

vocal power without which he must return to God with fewer

slieaves than he might have taken.

3. Tlie third essential prerequisite to the best voice is a good
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heart. It may be stated as a law tliat whatever affects tlie man
materially will modify his voice. Changes wrought in the con-

dition of the body by fright, sickness, or overwork immedi-

ately appear in the speech. If those changes are transient, the

vocal signs of them soon pass away; if permanent, tlie effect^;

on the voice become fixed. The same law holds good as to

moral and spiritual characteristics. How inevitably changes in

the disposition assert their power to ali'cct the quality of the

voice ! The fretful, pouting child is not acting when he

speaks in a whining tone ; he is but obeying laws whose action

is imperative. Tiie angry man, dominated by rage, uses with-

out design the tone-color which is nature's sign of anger. Per-

sons who hear his voice, but not the words he speaks, v.ill know
that his wrath is kindled. When pleasure rules the hour, and

all the nature revels in delight, it is perfectly natural to speak

in tones that are at once recognized as evidences of the fact.

Everyone responds thus to the changes passing over him, unless

we except, here and there, a very solemn preacher, and even he

does so Tmless when in the pulpit. When, during a conversa-

tion, a man's heart is suddenly hardened toward his interlocutor

the acute ear may detect an instantaneous modification of the

voice. But it is not the transient moods alone that affect the

action of the vocal organs. Still more powerfully the prevail-

ing condition of tbe heart does so. This constitutes the dispo-

sition. The kindly, cheerful, sunny-hearted man is revealed

by the tones and inflection used in his most casual speccli.

Even the least experienced may detect the surly soul by the

surly voice. The cynic can scarcely lay aside his freezing tones

for an hour of social intercourse with chosen friends. Who
lias not felt the fascination of a low, sweet, persuasive voice,

every note of which was lute-like, and the eHect of which was

refreshing and restful ? A presiding elder, fearing that a cer-

tain young minister would be spoiled by his early popularity,

said to him :
'' You have nothing of which to be vain

;
you do

not preach great sermons ; but you have a very ])leasant voice,

and the people like to hear you for that reason." Could he ha\ c

paid the young man a finer compliment? But he did not know

what he said. The voice charmed the people because it told

of the gentle, winsome spirit that ruled the preacher's entire

life. One of England's greatest prime ministers said that he
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never dared speak before Parliament wlien lie had a stote

secret in keepin-, because at sucli times all that was in hmi was

sure to come out. His words are of broader application than

he intended.
" Out of the abundance of the heart tiie moutli

speaketh," and that by its tones as well as by its word.. The

dominant traits, whatever they may be, that color the inner life

will also color the media of expression.

Oratory is not a knack ; eloquence of spoken utterance is not

a trick Grandest efEects can be produced only by grand men.

It is an imperative law that those who wish to be of krge pro-

portions in the pulpit must be colossal when out of it IMo

panc^s of special preparation, no fervor of ambitious eiiort in

the°hour of delivery, can make a giant of the pigmy. Irue,

sometimes the Spirit of God seems to temporarily transform a

man in the pulpit and to enable him greatly to surpass nnise f.

It is doubtful, however, if those who persistently neglect the

ordinary means of culture are often tlius honored. Those who

constantly seek the presence of the Holy Spirit to mellow, re-

fine, and ennoble the nature are far more likely frequently to

ein'oy such extraordinary uplifts, while their ordinary efforts

will grow increasingly effective. The noble, magnanimous,

consecrated soul,, educating every fiber of the body, tra.nmg

every attribute of the mind, will speak the word of the Lord

most powerfully and win most trophies for the world s lie-

deemer.

4^-^ cryi^-o.
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Art. VII.— historical PREPARATION FOR CHRIS-
TIANITY.

HisTOKY, in one sense of the word, maj be defined as tlic
science of man's progress and development in associated life
In another sense it is the methodical record of the facts and tlie
principles involved in the progress of the society, the nation,
or the race, as the case may be. It differs from biography in
taking account of the community of men rather than of the
individual. Again, history is neither the chronicle of events
nor the annals of nations. It is much more than either. The
chronicle of events is but the skeleton; history must present
facts in the relations of life—must itself be animated with
vitality. It must trace out the lines of cause and' effect in
human progress. It must discover the points at which socie^
ties touch each other, and show their mutual action and reac-
tion. It should also mark the proper limits of the society or
the nation, and assign it its api)ropriate place in the scale of
influence or civilization. Moreover, history must discover the
principles of j)rogress, the conditions of social and national wel-
fare, the circumstances which have contributed to the ameliora-
tion of man's lot, and the institutions which either simply indi-
cate the steps in the movements of past ages or remain as the
em^bodiment of present attainments. Then, again, it should
point out the errors and their causes which iiave appeared.
neither hiding the true face of the past nor extenuating \\&

crimes. By thus presenting an inductive view of facts and
events, in relation to man and to each other, under the various
forms and conditions of associated life, history furnishes the
basis and lays the foundation for political and social science.

In a higher view it must frame a philosophy of its own dis-

coveries and give at least an approximate explanation of that
course of events the record of which it presents. This the
Christian historian aims to do. He looks forward as well
as backward. He sees the hand of divine Providence in the
course of human events and offers that as the true philosophy
of history

; and he hopes, as the influence of the Gospel leavens
society, for the final triumph of Christian civilization.

It may be questioned whether there is any sure ground for
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this hope. As an uiiprejudiccd liistorian, free to distinguish

the limits and admit the claims of truth, can lie find traces of

the work of Providence in the course of events? A mere dog-

matic reply would not be a sufficient answer. If, however, we

find a coincidence of causes and a convergence of events occnr-

rincr in different historical fields, meeting at an appropriate

point, adapted for the service of Christianity, and a^ condition;^,

though not in any true sense causes, of its energy, lendnig their

aid to the promotion of its influence, we shall have found some

vindication for tlie position of the Christian historian, and some

confirmation of the Christian conviction of truth, by a kind of

evidence similar to that which justifies the theistic argument

from design in nature. This historical adaptation we hope to

find exemplified in the antecedent conditions and events pre-

paratory to Christianity ; and if it appear that all preceding

history, so far as it has an}-- permanent influence, either directly

or indirectly contributed to the preparation for Christianity, we

may justly infer that it was designed, and we may confidently

expect to find Christianity standing in the most important rela-

tion to all subsequent history.

In general it may be said that the period immediately pre-

ceding the Christian era was marked by three prominent char-

acteristics—expectation, unification, degeneration.

I. 1. The animating principle of all Jewish history was reli-

ance uoon prophetic anticipation and hope* in its fulfillment.

The Jews as a nation certainly had a most checkered career, ])ut

no changes of fortune could diminish the spirit of their national

unity or lessen the ardor of their national expectation. The

whole course of tlieir liistory was that of a unified and progress-

ive life. The hope of Abraham, the father of the faithful,

that of him should spring up a great nation which would touch

all the nations of the world with a living power, projected itself

onward through almost countless generations. That hope main-

tained its influence over all legislation, whether relating to pub-

lic or private conduct. It left no room for the amalgamation

of the people, either as vanquished or victors, with any other na-

tion. Yet it encouraged them to assimilate all that might come,

from whatever source, as a contribution to their progress.

As captive bands in Egypt the descendants of Israel grew to

national greatness. Every influence, not excepting the condi-
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tion of abject slavery, lent its aid to the niiiiication of tlic peo-

ple and the coiiiirniation of their hope. Eelcased from Egvj)i

they wandered in the wilderness, and a new generation, ti-ainetl

by the hai'dships of nomadic life, settled as conquerors in a ricli

and adequate territorj'. But their government, though a theoc-

racy, was not yet settled and firm. The realization of their

liiopes had not yet been reached. The establishment of the

kingdom was in some sense a defection from God, but it was

a necessary step in the progress of events, "With it came the

building of the temple, the center of hope and the sign and

seal of the divine presence. Botli" temple and kingdom were

destroyed after tliey had completed their purpose, and the idea

of monotheistic worship and of the sovereignty of God had

been firmly fixed in the Jewish mind. Xow the Jews were

prepared to maintain their faith in the face of the world, and it

was time for other lessons. The captivity is the beginning of

widening influences and new instructions. Prophecy ceases

and a new hierarchy, arises wliose business is interpretation.

The synagogue becomes necessary as a place of meeting and

instruction. Again, under Grecian influence, the Jews were

scattered to all parts of the civilized world, not to lose their

distinct characteristics and become absorbed in the general

community, but to act as missionaries and to inculcate the pro-

phetic expectation of their race, which no adverse circumstances,

cither political cy- religious, could weaken, much less destroy.

Kow tliat the ancestral dominion was lost, t))e belief that a new-

king of David's line should found another kingdom, more glo-

rious than the first, became intensified. Tiius Israel should bo

gathered again into one, and all the nations become proselytes.

2. The writings of the Jews were characterized by the same

prophetic anticipation. The Hebrew Scriptures, from the first

promise made to Adam and Eve down to the last utterance of

Malachi, seem to indicate the coming of One whose advent

would be of the utmost importance to the world at large.

These books were written by various authors, at various time.-,

and on various subjects, legal, historical, prophetical, poetical,

but they are bound together in unity and harmony by one

common hope, which gives a logical connection to the whole.

Especially docs it seem that at every critical epoch in their his-

tory emphasis is placed upon the Messianic idea, Abraham was
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assured that through Jiis children blessing would come to the

whole earth. " The law from the first exhibited the image of a

nobler law," and i\[oses was a tj])e of a higher l.awgiver. With
the establishment of the kingdom there came another form of

Messianic representation. AVhen David had reached the acme

of his power prophecy delighted to declare that a " son of Da-

vid" should rule forever. The captivity served as the occasion

to give a wider view of the world-wide sway of Israel's true

king. The prophetic books are replete with the Messianic idea

contained in definite promises, typified by historical representa-

tions, and expressed by various figurative illustrations. The
later Jewish writings also contain numerous descriptions of the

coming kingdom, and the signs with which it would be accom-

panied. Whatever defection existed among the later Jews, they

did not eliminate from their writings the hope of deliverance.

3. The typical character of- the Jewish worship indicated

that it was temporary, and must in time give place to some-

thing better. The temple, with its altar and holy of holies

—

the various sacrifices, corresponding to a variety of human
experiences—were symbolical of a nearer approach to God, a

more manifest and complete satisfaction of religious needs and

higher spiritual relations. The Levitical worship was valuable

chiefly as it typified the spiritual. It gained most of its force

from the prophetic idea which it contained and the antitype

whom it represented. In the period immediately preceding

the Christian era the Hebrew woi'ship was formal and lifeless.

The temple service had become cumbrous and exacting. Tra-

ditionalism had introduced a number of vain external observ-

ances ; but beneath and beyond all there was hope of moral

deliverance, undefined though it might be.

4. The attention given to genealogies is additional evidence

of the same expectation. The peo])le did not care so much for

the past as for the future—not so much for the descent from

Abraham as for the anticipation of the Messiah. It was this

thought which kept the tribes distinct from each other, so that

nearly two thousand years from the time of Israel Joseph goes to

his own town of Bethlehem for the enrollment connnanded by

Ca3sar Augustus. In their accounts MatthcAv and Luke both rec-

ognize the importance of the genealogical argument by tracing

the descent of Jesus according to his predicted tribal ancestry.

Gl—Fii'Tii SKRit:s, vor,. viii.
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5. There was a widespread expectation of some great event
soou to occur, as indicated in the gospel history at tlie time
when Jesus began to teach. Tlie people came from " Jerusalem,
and all Judea, and all the region round about Jordan " to Jol ur>

baptism, wondering '' wliether he were the Christ." Then there

was Simeon, a man '• just and devout, waiting for the consolation

of Israel," to whom it was "revealed that he should not sec

death before he had seen the Lord's Christ." Anna the proj^h-

etess shared the same expectation with others who were ' look-

ing for the redemption of Jerusalem." Paul could say, " Unto
the promise made of God unto our fathei-s our twelve tribes,

earnestly serving God day and night, hope to come."

The existence of this hope is further attested by the rise of

the party of the Zealots and the appearance of fiilse Christs who
came forth hoping to take advantage of the times and estab-

lish their claims to Messiahship. The testimony of Gamaliel

is in point: " Before these days rose up Theudas, giving him-

self out to be somebody ; to whom a number of men, about

four hundred, joined themselves : who was slain ; and all, as

•many as obeyed him, were dispersed and came to naught.

•After this man rose up Judas of Galilee, in the days of the

enrollment, and drew away some of the people after him : ho

also perished ; and all, as many as obeyed him, were scattered

abroad." Josephus speaks of such false leaders as "vagabond

men and deceivers, who, under pretense of divine inspiration,

compassed revolutions and changes, and persuaded the multi-

tude to indulge in mad hopes." Even the stubbornness with

which the siege of Jerusalem was sustained was due to the

•hope of Messianic deliverance.

C. Jesus himself takes account, in his teaching, of the preva-

lent expectation, lie declares that he himself is the fullillinent

of pro]ihecy. In the synagogue, after reading a well-knoNvn

Messianic prediction, he says, '• This day is this Scripture f nl-

lilled in your ears." To the woman of Samaria, who ventured

to express the opinion of her race in res]:)ect to the Messiah, he

said, '* I that speak unto thee am he." Again, to the Jews he

said, "Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye have

eternal life: and they are they which testify of me." 13ut wliv

multiply examples? The whole tenor of his teaching assumes

that he is the son of prophecy, and that he has come in the full-
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plislicd ^vas of vast consequence. With the march of his army
tlie barriers between the East and the AYest were broken down

;

and, though the kingdom formed by Alexander was s})lit into

fragments at his death, the dissemination of the Greek h'tn-

guage and thouglit, the new interest in tlie different races, and
the unity of impulse did not die out until they had accom-
plished their immediate purpose and v.ere transplanted to a

more productive soil. When the apostles of Christianity, and

especially the apostle to the Gentiles, went on their missionary

journeys they were able to speak the Greek language with all

its philosophical exactness, and whether at Antioch, at Philippi,

or at Athens, they had hearers who clearly understood their

speech. Moreover, the language was precise and spiritual, and

capable, with slight change in intensity, of expressing the high-

est thoughts of philosophy and religion. The missionaries of

the present day, wlio encounter so many linguistic difhcuUics,

know how helpful this knowledge of Greek must have been.

2. The influence of the Greek language was well supported

by the work of the Roman legions and the authority of Koman
law and government. However selfish the policy of Rome may
have been, we cannot fail to see how her concpiests aided tlie

early victories of- the Christian Church. "What the armies of

Alexander had accomplished in uniting the East and the West,

the armies of Caesar did in biinging the western tribes into closer

relations. The triumph of Rome tauglit the value of organized

force and central authority, and proved the weakness of tribal

and factional ])arties and tlic folly of tribal pride. Then, too,

the Roman law and jurisprudence were not without cfloct on

the strength of Christianity. Wliatever may be said of the

later influences of Latin oppression and superstition, it cannot

be denied that so far as the human side is concerned, in the

troublous times when Gothic barbarism prevailed it was the or-

ganism of the Church which gave her the victory over the mul-

tiplying contending forces; and the organic form of the Church

was borrowed from the Roman forms of government.

As the armies of the empire carried the standard of the eagle

into distant lands better highways were constructed, connnerce

was immeasural)ly extended, the charactei's and customs of diflei'-

ent people were made known, and travel was rendered both eas-

ier and safer. How important a part the commercial rclutions ot
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the time and the frequency of travel played in the extension

of Christianity must be I'eadily apparent to all. It cannot be

definitely determined liow the Gospel was planted in Rome it-

self. Tlie most probable conjecture is that some traveler visit-

ing Jerusalem heard the strange niessage of " Good Tidings,"

and carried it back to his own city. Thus change of residence

and intercommunications both by land and sea combined to

aid the more direct missionary efforts.

3. We have already had occasion to speak of the Jewish dis-

persion. It is necessary to note in this place liow the settle-

ment of the Jews in every part of the known world became the

effective means of promoting the general unification. The po-

litical faith, the manner of life, and the religious practices of the

Jews could not fail to exert a powerful influence upon the peo-

ples among whom they dwelt and to attract attention to them-

selves. But there were also definite principles of unity bind-

ing together the " dispersed " among the nations. The various

languages spoken by the sojourners at Jerusalem on that memo-
rable Pentecost when Peter preached were significaiit in refer-

ence to the spread of Christianity. There was throughout the

" dispersion "' the same creed, embodying belief in one God, in

the divine mission of Moses, and the authority of the law and the

prophets. There was a common form of worship in the syua-

gogiTes of East and "West. There was the same general mode
of life, similar peculiarities and characteristics, and a common
practice of separation from the Gentiles, who in consequence

often subjected the alien Jews to persecution. But stronger

than all other infiuences was that of Jerusalem, aroilnd which all

precious memories clustercM:! and all hopes centered. There

stood the temple, with its wealth and stately ritual. Toward

Jerusalem the eyes of every Jew turned alike in synagogue and

private worship. From every synagogue the tem])le tribute was

sent to Jerusalem annually. Every Jew aimed to go at least once

in his lifetime and attend ojie of the great feasts in the Holy City.

That strongest of all Jewish feelings, the great Messianic hope,

turned the expectation of the scattered people toward Jerusa-

lem and bound them together in an unfailing bond. The

effect of the Jewish dis|)ersion can scarcely be overestimated

in respect to its unifying influence, however paradoxical the

proposition may seem.
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4. It Nvould be a grave omission to -pass bv the pliilosopliical

systems which had been growing up without recognizing their

importance in relation to this subject. By their methods they

gave system to thought and effectiveness to investigation. In

its analysis the philosophy of the time furnished means of test-

ing the claims of Christianity ; in its synthesis it provided the

form and mold for building up an imperishable Christian phi-

losophy. It was of great consequence that this preliminary

work had been done before the Christian teaching presented

its claims to the world. Much also had been attained in train-

ing the mind to noble and spiritual thoughts. As there were

reformers before the time of Luther, so there were those among
the nations who, it may be said, possessed a measure of inspira-

tion before the full dawn of the Christian era. Among these

were Plato, Socrates, and others, who by tliei)- religious faith

- and ethical teaching in some measure prepared for the ethical

life based on faith in Christ and love to God,

III. 1, A third important characteristic of the period was

^ "the impolcncy of existing moral and religious systems to give

satisfaction." The nations were not irreligious, for relio'ious

rites were observed in state and home as well as in temple and

grove. The Latins always declared war and inade j^cacc ac-

cording to some semi-religious form. Sacrifices were made and

omens observed even on occasions of comparatively small im-

portance. At Rome many forms of religion were tolerated

and encouraged. In Athens any system of religion would re-

ceive attention, for the Athenians "spent their time in nothing

else but either to tell or to liear some now thing." Paul found

them too god-fearing, for they were accustomed to the worship

of " the unknown god."

2. There was, however, a decadence of religious systems.

The religions of the East had settled into stagnation or had

degenerated into empty speculations and mystic fancies.

In Greece the popular religion as represented in the time

of Homer was a peculiar S3-stem of anthropomorphism. The

gods were portrayed as gigantic men in whom all the jeal-

ousy, anger, lust, love, and hate of men were maTiife>te(l in

a degree appropriate to their superior dignity. They were

localized, and were limited in their activity by time and space.

They were often at war among themselves. Yet the gods were
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not a terror to the Greeks, who were content to believe them-

selves surrounded and ovcrshado^\•ed by supernatural powei-s,

and to find some divine spirit in every plienomenon of nature.

Grecian theology, as represented by the lyrists and tlie

tragic poets, seems to have been in a state of transitictn. An
idea of retribution similar to what is called in modern times

'•poetic justice" was introduced, but there was no certainty of

religious hope and no satisfaction for a religious life. Skepti-

cism began to manifest itself; and though it was considered by

Sophocles as the culmination of wickedness, it became out-

spoken and daring in Euripides.

It was reserved for philosophy to complete the ruin of the

old superstition, though it was unable to provide anything satis-

factory in its place. Even philosophy itself, after arousing the

spirit of unbelief, was unable to maintain its own position.

The more complete degeneration was evident in the Stoic Pan-

theism and Epicurean atheism of later times. There was gen-

eral dissatisfaction and doubt; all religions were tolerated, but

there was no faith in any. The mind sought in vain for a

satisfactory hope, and m.orals were correspondingly low.

At Eome, too, the old faith was dead. All the gods, even

those of the conquered nations, were tolerated, but none were-

trusted. There was no satisfaction in the exacting ceremonies

which the time required. There was no hope for the future.

The doctrine of immortality might be respected for its age, but

it liad no place in philosophy or faith. Even morality M'as pure

only on the pages of the essayist, .not in practical life.

Among the Jews the degeneration was even more marked.

"We have already spoken of the destruction of the kingdom

and the dispersion of the people. Both by captivity and vol-

untai-y exile the Jews were carried into various parts of the

world to form a starting point for the missionaries of the ^Mes-

siah, who almost everywliere knew how to use the synagogue

for the benefit of the Church. But tJicre was a wide diiference

between the spirit of the later Judaism and that of Chris-

tianity. The old zeal and integrity which characterized t)ie

prophets could no longer be found. The law was made void

by tradition. Under a load of outward observances the spirit

had been crushed. The Sadducees wlio led the reaction

ao-ainst the excessive ritualism of the riiarisces had, as miii^ht
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have been expected, gone over to the other extreme, and liad

practically comniitted themselves to infidelitj. The Essenes,

on tlie other hand, sought satisfaction in mystic asceticism,

which, it was hoped, might give freedom through the conquest

of the sensuous nature. Each attempt to escape from the pres-

sure of the age and to revive the spirit of the past issued in

failure. The liope remained, but the spirit was gone. And so

Judaism and heathenism, traveling by very different routes, had
met at the same point and waited in anxious expectation. Xor
did they wait lung, for the time of the Lord was at hand.

This review of the preceding conditions aids in explaining

liow the early Christian Church made such rapid growth. It

met the prevailing expectation M'ith a satisfactory answer. It

provided a remedy for the prevailing moral disease. It be-

gan its work under favorable conditions. There was perse-

cution, it is true ; but persecution could only be of short dura-

tion. It was the temporary frenzy of uneasiness and disease.

Christianity brought the healing power.

The old systems had decnyed ; Christianity gave promise of

being as much more enduring as it was more elevated, spiritual,

and satisfactory. It proved its superiority by rapidly permeat-

ing society, until it overturned the lloman power itself and

transformed the wandering tribes of Europe into civilized

nations practicing a new morality and cultivating the arts of

peace. Its civilizing influence lias continued and increased, and

it gives fair hope of continuing to the woi'ld's end. But, Mdiat-

ever'may be the future of Christianity, it i-emains for its oppo-

nents to account fur the helpful conditions M-hich conspired to

aid its inception. IIow came it that at the right time, in isolation

from the more active scenes of life, a system should spring up

in every sense suited to the circumstances of the time, and pre-

pared to take its plnee as the central jiower and the vital prin-

ci])le of huirian history? We have the temerity to say that it

was the liand of God in the affairs of men.
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EDITORIAL NOTES AIN^D DIS0USSI0:NS.

OPINION.

ClIRISTIAXITY IS ALTKUISTIC IN ITS DISPOSITION TO-SVARD MANKIND AND
in its works of sacrifice wrought in amelioration of human need. To an

impartial student of comparative religion the unscltishness of the Gospel

must ever remain among its most pronounced characteristics. The genius

of the Old Testament, even under the racial emphasis of the ]M(>saic

economy, was one of self-denial for otliers; the spirit of the New is tliat

of the most complete and perpetual self-renunciation of which redeemed
humanity is capable. In the fulfillment also of those scrii)tural precepts

enjoining sacrifice for men the believer is permitted to rejoice that the

Church of the past has so nobly realized the divine commands. One mav
lift the veil of history without poignant fear of startling surprises and new
revelations of Christian cowardice, but rather with a feeling of allowable

pride in the heroism of the Church through previous ages. Even in the

pre-Mcssianic days the altruistic spirit had its illustrators in a long line of

prophets who renounced self-interests for the sake of their times, as Elijah,

who braved the wrath of Ahab for the good of Israel; or Jeremiah, who
suffered the public shame and the galling pains of the stocks; or Daniel,

who faced an agonizing death in the interests of his people. And much
more have the years of later Christianity been illuminated by the sacrifices

of the exponents of the faith, their life-long abnegations, their i)hysical

suiTerings, and even their martyrdom for the sake of others. Beginning

with the central figure—the great Pattern, whose self-forgetfuluess is

summed up by Peter in the statement that he " went about doing good ''

—the long succession of " apostles, prophets, evangelists, and teachers'' es-

tablishes the self-sacrificing spirit of the later Church, its irrepressible love

for souls, its willingness to " sjjcnd and be spent '' for men. The distinc-

tion betAveen the Gosi)el and heathenism in this respect, which has often

been pointed out, has undergone no modification at the hands of later stu-

dents of ethics. The false religions of the world are stolid, self-absorbed,

misanthropic; Christianity is warm, self-forgetful, philanthropic. To
the former, humanity is but co.irser clay without exalted quality; to the

latter, a clay that may be molded by the divine hand into vessels of en-

during honor, l^int the remembrance of this distinctive characteristic of

the Christian faith carries al<o the thought of its enduring accountability

to mankind. In no jot or tittle is the obli!:!::ition of the Church lessetied

to the unchurched masses of tl)c world. Amomj all the departments of

Christian toil the call is for the renewed girdinc: up of the loins for serv-

ice; and so much the more because of the astonishing doors of opportu-

nity that open before the workers of the Church and the dawning of the

promised millennium that streaks the eastern sky. That reservoir of sup-
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plies, the treasun- of tlio Church, should be enriched by the fuller coiitri-

butious of its uierabership, bestowed uot on the basis of their inclimitious

but accordiug to the limit of tlieir uttermost ability. Despite the presence

of so mauy priucely givers in the Church it is nevertlieless the lamentable

fact that too much of the Christian benevolence of the day is sporadic,

uneuthusiastic, paltry, unprompted by the highest motives of the Gospel.

For that systematic, spontaneous, larger, and rightly prompted giviui'-,

which is the ideal beneticence, the causes of Christian education, Church
extension, hospital service, and philanthropic endeavors of every sort,

wait with expectant desire. The missionary movements of the age—so

heroic in their spirit and so successful in tlie harvest of immortal souls

already gathered—must find their sustentutiou in the self-sacrifice of

Christian belit-vers. Until the time shall come when the work in any

specific missionary territory can be caiTied on by native converts, new
missionary recruits must go forth from the home lands to fill the depleted

ranks of the workers. In the spirit of Paul and Silas and Barnabas, these

heroic ones must not count their lives dear unto themselves, so that they

may finish their course with joy. And it is to the honor of present

Christianity that so many workers have already pressed their way to the

front, both in the departments of home and of foreign missions, whose

apostolic sacrifices and godly toil have maiie the desert to blossom as the

rose. The lesson is an unchangeable one for the Christian Church.
" ^Yhosoever, said the Lord, "will be chief among you, let him bo your

servant: even as the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to

minister, and to give his life a ransom for many." The spirit of this

teaching permeates the entire Gospel ; its illustration in practical living

is the highest privilege of those disciples who follow in the footprints of

the suffering blaster.

The doctrixe of the Pakocsia is ax exoagixg study fop. the

Christian Church. The explanation of the perennial interest it excites is

not impossible. In part it may be that the abstract fulfillment of proj)liccy

is involved, whose realization the biblical student feels to be necessary to

the integrity of the Scriptures. Partly it may be because an appeal is

made to man's imaginative faculty in the portrayal of an event at once

unparalleled, spectacular, and climacteric. And certainly it is in part

because the higlicst interests of humanity are concerned, taking hold on

immortality and eternal blessedness. From these and possibly other con-

siderations it is not a surprise that the incpiiry of the Christian Church

has ever centered around the millennial doctrines, and that eager eyes, as

if they miglit ])ierce the veil which separates the seen from the unknown,

have peered forward to discover these uttermost secrets of eschatology.

All post-ai)ostolic discussions of the doctrine of the Parousia to be of

value must liave a scriptural basis. Whatever teaching is of this nature

in the Old Testament, however little, has its force; all tliat was spoken by

Cl)rist with reference to the dispensational close, though intermixed with
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many predictions as to the overthrow of Jerusalem ;
and tlic much that the

Pauline epistles, like the letters to the Corinthians, TUessalonians, Timo-

thv, and others contain on the second appearance of the Lord. That the

Fathers were not inditl'erent to those passages predictive of the end of the

world is discovered in all the patristic writings. Therein was the Scrip-

ture made the basis of commentary and the ground of radical dillerence

of interpretation. Such a method lends force to the writings of Papia<,

Irenajus, Origen, Methodius, and others. The Second Advent literature

of modern times is also closely critical of the inspired truth, so that none

may enter into the fullest understanding of the question who has not

made the holy word his text-book. And this is well. So transcendent a

question, involving the termination of terrestiial life, the destruction of

mundane creations, and the establishment of a new heavens and a new-

earth, should not turn on merely human speculation or on the capricious

and varying scholarship of successive ages, but should have its basis in a

predictive word that the great Author of nature and of life has- himself in-

spired. Nor has any age been more advantageously situated in its study of

the Scriptures on the Parousia than the present. In its patient and sur-

passing scholarship, its inheritance of the beliefs and teachings of eighteen

centudes of Christians cholars, and its dispassionate desire to know the

truth, it is the best age of church history. Through its inquiries the doc-

trine of the Parousia should reach a more satisfactory definition.

The Church of Wesley is stii.l ox the fokwakd makch. The

statistics of American Methodism, lately issued in bulletin form by the

Superintendent of the United States Census, present a forcible setting

forth of the steady, persistent, resistless growth of this great denomina-

tion. So far as tiie compilations are now finished ^lethodism leads the

van among the Protestant denominations of America, aggregating the

grand total of 2,i340,3.j4 communicants, and maintaining church editices

whose total valuation is $90,723,408. There is a sense in which the pub-

h'cation of such statistics, whether of :Methodism or of the other grciit de-

nominations of the United States, is permissible and necessary. Without

their regular and somewhat frequent collection there would ensue, both m

civic and in ecclesiastical affairs, bewilderment and chaos. Yet there

would seem to be a certain immodesty in the gratuilou.s parading of such

statistics before the world, and a delinitc danga- in their too frciuent

quotation among the workers of any specific Church. The primepurpuse

of ecclesiastical organization and continuance is not .«elf-aggrandizement,

but the conversion of unbelieving men to the Christain faith; and this su-

preme purpose calls for the e.xercise of Christlike dc.u.miuational hum.:ity

as well as the unwearied industry of tlie Church of God. To lay undue em-

phasis on the affgreszatc of membership and property, of benevolences and

Sunday school statistics, as the present tendency somewhat seems to be.

is to sacrifice qualitv for the sake of quantity. :\[ethodism in particu.ar.

which is a creature of providence, has a far greater mission m the wond
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than to enter into any unseemly couipolitiou with other Churches of dif-
ferent creeds and customs for the doubtful honor of nimierical leadershii)

in the land. Her exalted conunissioa to mankind is sublimely set forth
in the familiar -ivords of the Episcopal Address: "We believe that God's
design in raising up the Methodist Episcopal Church in America '\vas to
evangelize the continent and spread scriptural holiness over these lands."
If American 3Iethodism lius been blessed with numerical supremacy, in

the fulfillment of this divine commission, her primacy is the measure of
her responsibility to God and man. Whether the causes of her leadership
lie in the peculiarities of her doctrine, the zeal of her ministry and lay

workers, or are the natural momentum of a great body successfullv set

in motion, docs not enter into the consideration. Or whether she shall

continue in tlie lead of the denominations of the land is not the cliief rea-

son for anxiety; but whether she shall nurture in the rudiments of Chris-

tian doctrine, and shall lead to the heiglits of religious experience, tlic

many millions of souls which Heaven has committed to her keeping. To
this result should be subordinated the unseemly pride of any enthusiast

for IMethodism and any exuberant believer io her polity and institutions

to whom the late census bulletin already may have brought a large meas-
ure of satisfaction. Undue sectarian boastfulness is reprehensible on the

part of any branch of Christians as something unworthy the Church of

God. Christ should be first; the interests of the denomination should
follow afterward.

TirE ixGExrous TnicoiiY of Hakxack as to thp: kuchakistic pkacttce
of the early Church deserves the passing notice of the student of ecclesi-

astical literature. As announced in the Tctte und UntersucMaujen, this

inquiring student has sought by an appeal to Justin to show that bread

and water, instead of bread and wine, were the elements employed by the

early Christians in the celebration of the Lord's Supi)er. In a word, the

burden of his argument seems to be that because the text of Justin con-

tains an actual substitution in two instances of the word oiVof for bnx,

therefore the word ohof in its relation to the cucharist is an interpolation.

The theory is at least engaging, though the argument by which Ilarnack

seeks its establishment is not tenable. For its novelty the question is not

without its attraction to the student of the recondite. We can imagine

that Christian practice would also be to some degree afi'ected were Har-

nack's argument established by the voice of early ecclesiastical history.

Could it be certainly shown that the practice of the early Church was the

use of water instead of wine it is not diflicult to imagine an attem]it at

revolution in the method of tlie present eucharistic celebration, at least

on tlie part of those religionists wlio in their observance of Christian wor-

ship exalt the letter above the spirit. But the student of early church

literature turns in vain to the patristic documents to find a substantiation

of Iliu-nack's view. The consensus of these historic volumes, on the other

hand, so clearly ])rove3 the universal use of wine as an clement in the cele-

bration of the holv communion as to leave no valid room for diflerence
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of judgment. The assumption of Haniack must be classed amoug those

unscholaily and useless attempts which are sometimes made to hase a doc-

trine or an ecclesiastical practice on a single and even an uncertaia word

in the original text. Christianity has no need to prove its beliefs or its

ceremonies by such doubtful methods.

The Oiu)EK of Puklic AVokship roii the lse of the 3Iethodist

Episcopal Church, which is reproduced in the Discipline of 1892 from

that of 1888, deserves the particular attention of our ^Methodist Societies

at the commencement of a new quadrennium. The abstract propriety of

enjoining such a uniformity of worship for a Church, however widely dis-

tributed geographically, must go unquestioned. In the actual practice of

different denominations maintaining a prescribed form of worship is also

found a justification of the theory. Thereby is doctrinal unity conserved,

a bond of coherence established between the scattered societies of an

ecclesiastical organization, and a fit recognition paid to that sense of

harmony which is a basal principle iu religious as well as in teniporal

affairs. Concerning the excellencies of the particular form of public wor-

ship contained in the present Discipline there can be no reasonable ground

for debate. As is well known, it is an evolution froni an order diit'Cted

by a previous General Conference ; and having received the approval of the

Committee on the State of the Church and tlie indorsement of the Confer-

ence itself in combined session, it is to be received as authoritative and

final. Unhampered by any necessity in the use of a cumbersome ritual,

like that upon our brethren of English ]Methodism, the 3Iethodist Epis-

copal Church is free t(5 estal)li3h such an abbreviated and timely order of

worship as the needs of the day may suggest. In the analysis of the par-

ticular Order of Service wJiich we mention will be found that proj.er rec-

ognition of the propriety of responsive reading, that simplicity which is

not unaccompanied by dignity, and that nice balancing of the liturgical

and emotional elements involved in true Christian worship, which will

commend themselves to the critical examiner. "Without claiming that it

is the best possible form of worship that human wisdom may devise—

a

claim that it would not be the part of prudence to make—its continued

recommendation by the governing body of the Methodist Episcopal Church

is pertinent, and should be received with a loyal spirit by the separate

congregations of our faith. In view of its enjoinment, the disregard that

is shown its practice by many of the churches of Methodism is conse-

quently a feature tliat surprises an observer. The order of worship that

is substituted seems .>oraetimes to turn on the preferences of the appointed

pastor, sometimes is modified by the artistic desires of the olliciating

choir, sometimes has been transmitted as a legacy from times immemorial.

In any instance it is not proven that these substitutions and emendations

are an improvement on the otlicial provision. Loyalty to the established

institutions of the Church compels a conscientious regard for the direction

of the Discipline. The coming quadrennium furnishes the opportunity for

this improvement.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

CHKISTIAXITY THE CONSERVATIVE FORCE IX FREE
GOVERX:\IEXTS.

Am American statesman once remarked that ''our institutions, based on
tlie intelligence and virtue of a free people, will founder without the uni-
versal application of the means of intellectual and moral elevation among
the masses." This observation has become trite, because its sentiment has
been wrought into the thoughts of all intelligent Christian citizens. The
philosophy to which it gives expression is strongly set forth by that pro-
found thinker. Professor Amiel, in his Journal Intime. He was not an
opponent of democracy. He believed it to be the '"least harmful "' of ijov-

ernments. Yet he detected a "fiction " in its postulate, "that the great
majority of the electors in a State are enlightened, free, honest, and patri-
otic." This postulate, he says, "is a mere chimera."
He then proceeds to affirm that " the majority in any State is necessarily

composed of the most ignorant, the poorest, and the least capable ; the
State is therefore at the mercy of accident and passion. It always ends
by succumbing to the rash conditions which have been made for its exist-

ence. A man who condemns himself to live upon the tight rope must
inevitably fall; one has no need to be a prophet to foresee such a result."

Passing for the present Amiel's over-contldent assumption, that everv
democracy is sure to fall, we call attention to v.-hat there is of truth in

the principle which, as he asserts, is the democratic peril; to -nit, the nec-
essary ignorance, incapability, and unreasoning character of the majority
of electors in a democracy. Amiel, douljtlcss, had in his mental retro-

spect the democracies of antiquity. Their majorities were of this

character. Heathenism did not educate the common mind, nor develop
the moral sense of its masses. Therefore the fall of its democracies was in-

evitable. AVith such an untaught majority a democratic government in any
age, in any country, must sooner or later come to a disastrous end. The
wisdom, the intelligence, the self-restraint, the respect for law, the sense
of moral obligation, which are indispensable to all good government not
being dominant in the electors, those high qualities will not be sought for

in the men to whom they commit the administration of their national

affairs. On the contrary, their clioice of legislators and administrators,

being guided by blind instinct, by capricious passions, by sordid cupidity,

and by hatred of laws which operate as restraints upon vice, would natu-
rally fall on selfish demagogues gifted with art to ilattcr their vanity or

with money to purchase their political support. The destiny of every
democracy based on such a majority of electors is truly and graphically
set forth by Amiel's homely metaphor of the man self-condemned to live

upon a tight rope.

But Amiel's '-postulate," when applied to a democracy in a Christian
country like ours, is not the absolute fiction he takes it to be. It is oulv
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a half truth, inasmuch as wliile it is true that among the majority of its

electors many are ignortuit, passionate, vicious, unreasoning, and stu})idlT

indiffennit to patriotic and moral considerations, it is also true that

Christian Churches and free public educational institutions do exert more

or less enlightening intiuence upon the thoughts, opinions, conduct, and

political action of even its lowest classes. Perhaps Ave ought to except

from this statement very many of the extremely ignorant and semibarba-

rous immigrants now pouring into our country like a disastrous Hood, who.

owing to our purblind political folly, are soon to be numbered among our

electors. But possibly the wide dispeision of these prospective electors

over our extensive territories may keep this source of political and moral

decadence from becoming too great an evil for mastery. Nevertheless,

their ever-increasing numbers is a grave fact, threatening, if not the per-

manency, yet the peace and healthy development, of our democratic insti-

tutions." These untaught aliens do add immensely to that class of elect-

ors whose instincts, passions, and prejudices dispose them to follow the

lead of those unprincipled demagogues whose vampire appetites find their

choicest food in the life-blood of free governments and highly civilized

institutions.

But while it may be true that Amiel's chimera is not to be found in our

countrv, it must not be taken for granted that our peaceful progress is

absolutely certain. Is it not undeniable that an evil spirit is abroad,

which, if not arrested, must emasculate our Christianity, corrupt our po-

litical'lifc, disturb our industrial interests, embarrass' our financial afiiairs,

increase the number and magnitude of criminal oflenses, breed discontent,

and occasion manifold violations of social order? One cannot look with

an observant eye on the surface of society without noting its reseaiblauce

to the sea when ruffied by a rising wind. Xor can one listen attentively

to the voices of the people without hearing sounds like the moaning of

the-Avaves when troulded by an approaching storm.

Does one ask. Whence comes this social uin-est, these indications of

apprehended ills? Reflectiou bids one seek it in an obvious and too gen-

eral tendency to indulge in that wild, ungodly liberty which consists m
substituting action springing from unmixed selfism—that is, from selfish

motives and for selfish ends-for "action guided by divine law and curbed

by divine authoritv," speaking through the conscience. St. John sounds

the depth of this question an<l unveils the evil quality of this base action

when he says, "Every one that doeth sin doeth also lawlessness, and sm

is lawlessness " (R. V.). Ungodly liberty is lawlessness.

Is it pessimism to affirm that a widely dominant lawlessness is the evil

spirit which is responsible for the grim unrest, the abnormal violence, and

the increasing criminalitv of the times? It is, if it be true that lawless-

ness is the characteristic of only a small class, and productive of only a

few cases of wrom^'doing. But can it be truthfully said that the mam

evidence of its existence is in those recent deeds of violence perpetrated

at the instigation of a few leaders of laborers' unions? An optimistic

and apathetic observer, inclined to "let matters go as they will," may
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persuade? liimsclf that it is: but he T\-ho h)oks iuto the various i.ul>lic

spheres of humau activity, holding the ^vord of God in his haud as :i. li-rht

to guide both his eyes and his understanding, is compelled to confess that
lawlessness is regnant, not only in the breasts of bloodthirsty strikers, but
also iu the spirits of very many men who rank, high as politicians, finan-
ciers, merchants, manufacturers, managers of wealtliy corporations, and
legislators. Lav^iessuess in the sight of the all-seeing One is .ulu-ays a
crooked, ghastly, loathsome presence, albeit in the sight of men it often
masquerades in garments of ]>leasing shapes and attractive colors. Wiicn
clad in the dirty blouse of an infuriated striker it is hateful to all sober-
minded men, but when it is clad in broadcloth, and heard speaking with
a silvery tongue of stocks, bonds, mines, cotton bales, and cargoes of

wheat' it has an aspect of innocence which sometimes beguiles even
shrewd and saintly observers. Xevertheless, however it may appear to

men, it is ever and always the same repulsive thing in itself and in the
sight of God, because it ever and always rejects his law as its rule of

action.

Tested by this eternal principle, how much that passes for virtue and
respectability in the lives of men is branded as lawlessness by Heaven's
recording angel 1 Taking this searching, far-rcacliing principle as one's

measuring rod, into what department of modern life can one enter and
apply it to prevailing practices without being shocked by discoveries of

lawlessness ? Beginning, for example, witli the labor organizations, one
notes tlieir reckless disregard of the interests of society when, in defense

of their absurd claim of right to avenge the real or fancied wrongs of a

few of their members, they inaugurate "strikes'' which, as iu the case of

great railroads, inflict incalculable losses and immeasurable discomfort
on thousands of persons in no wise accountable for the alleged wrongs
they seek to avenge. The obvious and rank injustice of such violent ac-

tion demonstrates its disregard of divine law, which requires every man
and every class of men to respect the rights of other men, and brands it

as unmitigated lawlessness. Xo wrong act can bo righted by the perpe-

tration of another wrong act.

And this opprobrious designation belongs also to the violence which
destroys ])roperty and in various ways abuses men who refuse to join labor

organizations and submit to tlic dictation of venal leaders. All such vio-

lence has its origin in the spirit of lawlessness. Having rejected the will

of God as its rule of action, it is equally reckless of the laws of the State

and of the rights of other men. Not having respect for law as law, the

violent man is not lav.-abidiug except so far as the dread of the force

which is behind the law restrains him from any misdeeds to which i)assiou

may incline him. Unconsciously. ])erchance, he has made himself a dan-

gerous man.

Taking this test principle into the business world, one blushes for the

honor of humanity to see it so very generally trampled under foot. In

city exchanges, for exanijilc, some men covetous of gain conspire ti> en-

rich themselves by risky speculations and shrewd manipulations, whicli, il
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unsuccessful, pull down financial ruin upon themselves, and, if successful,

take money from others without rendering any equivalent. In many branches

of .business one sees combinations constantly formed to create monopolies

in the products of nature and in manufactured articles which rank among
the necessaries or conveniences of life, for the purpose of making enor-

mously unjust jirofits. In some manufacturing interests the hire of the

laborer is often cruelly cut down and products are adulterated. In the

management of railways and pleasure steamboats the Sabbath is systemat-

ically desecrated, as it is also by publishers of Sunday newspapers. Still

more culjKible is that great army of saloon-keepers and brewers, who by
catering to the drink habit arc as perpetual pestilences to the lives of

men and blighting curses upon the character and social life of the peo-

ple. It does not enter into the purpose of any of these classes to make
the la^Y of God the invariable rule of their business action. Their action

must therefore be ranked with that lawlessness which St. John includes

in his definition of sin.

Taking this test principle of the apostle into the sphere of politics, one

finds it as recklessly trodden upon as in the circles of labor, finance, and
business. Lawlessness stalks with a lofty brow and unblushing counte-

nance through the realm of political life like one "to the manner bom."
Not that Christian patriotism in political circles is by any means a defunct

virtue, for doubtless there are millions of citizens Avho, if need .should

arise, would even die for their country. But these noble souls, if not out-

numbered, are yet largely overborne in the political arena by professional

politicians, whose love of place, power, and profit is immeasurably stronger

than their affection for the best interests of their country. These pre-

tenders, to ])atriotism are corrupters of our political machinery. They
believe in bribery. Many of them gain places by bribing venal electors,

and then use the offices thus corruptly gained as sources of personal ad-

vantage. There are nuuiy venal voters to whom a ballot is not an instru-

ment by which a freeman seeks to give practical effect to his principles,

but a bit of paper representing the paltry sum Avhich a basely corrujit

candidate for office has promised to pay him for it. The number of such

electors is legion. Connecticut, says Professor J. W. Cook, of Trinity

College, Hartford, has over twenty-six thousand and Rhode Island five

thousand such purchasable voters. There is probably no State in the

Union which is not dishonored by many such unpatriotic despisers of

their political birthright. It is by such creatures that the halls of legis-

lation are made to number uKiny men whose votes for legislative acts are

as purchasable as the electors whose ballots gave them their seats. It has

been too truly said that to such lawless legislators '"the State is a shop

with self-interest for a principle, or, rather, au arena in which every com-

batant fights for his own hand only. Self is the motive power."

Besides these classes our democratic system has to bear the burden of

the vast body of ignorant, vicious, self-abandoned creatures found in the

slums of all our large cities. Taken together these '' submerged " electors

constitute an ominous feversore on our body politic. The demagogues
62 FIFTH SKKIKS, A'Ol.. VIII.
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who manipulate party machinery know tlieir price ; for being electors thev
form a part of that mixed majority which governs the country. We sav
mixed, because, happily for our uational future, there are in our majority
millions of voters who are neither ignorant nor lawless, but intelligently

wise, judicious, and uupurchasable men. The proportion between these

law-abiding electors and the lawless classes described above cannot be
determined by any human investigator. Without being overmuch opti-

mistic one may hope that the former, if they could and would all act in

harmony, would constitute a majority and govern the country. But be-

ing divided by party lines they do not so determine the action of the elect-

oral majority as to keep lawless men out of official positions. In like

manner the forces of the lawless classes are not concentrated, but divided.

The consequence is that the electorate, both in the State and in national

governments, is, as said above, of a mixed character. Hence the majority

of our unique democratic government is not composed, as Amiel affirms

of democracies in general, of " the most ignorant, the poorest, and the

least capable," but of these blended in uncertain proportions with "en-
lightened, free, honest, and patriotic citizens." Hence our democratic

system is not like AmieFs metaphorical mau on the tight rope, sure

to fall.

Neither is its continuance dbsolutehj assured. Its endurance is condi-

tioned on the relative growth of the lawless and law-abiding forces dis-

tributed throughout the body politic and in all political parties. These

hostile forces are contending, like mighty athletes, for victory. Which
will win who can certainly predict ? The political corruption which is

notoriously potential in various degrees throughout the political arena

illustrates the alarming activity and strength of the lawless spirit. In like

manner the partial success of sucli reformatory movements as the Austra-

lian voting metliod, and the enforcement of the principles of the civil

service reform, demonstrate the activity and increasing ])ower of that

law-abiding force on the triumph of which the continuity of our free in-

stitutions depends.

The antagonism between these contending forces is eternal. They are

absolutely irreconcilable. They are mutualh' expulsive powers in the in-

dividual and in society. The lawless force wages perpetual war against

God, "moral liberty, conscience, respect for the soul, the very nobility of

man," all which is doomed to destruction when God is refused his right

to supremacy over the soul. There is therefore no self-reformatory princi-

ple in lawlessness. Its self-re formation is a moral impossibility. Hence

both the individual and society must either descend into destruction or

surrender itself to the guidance of the Piaster of life. When society

rejects God's rule it by that very act debases, diminishes, hinders, au<l

degrades itself. When it submits to his will it is thereby ennobled and

elevated. The destinies of nations are determined by their moral atti-

tude toward God.

Wherein, then, lies the hope of prosperity, permanence, and development

iri our democratic institutions except in the submission of the majority of
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tlie people to the will of the God of mitious ? That submission, aud tliat

only, is national blessedness, for only of a people thus submissive to the

King of kings, whether in a republic or under king, kaiser, or czar, can

it be said, "Blessed is the people whose God is the Lord I

"

At. this point Ave may recognize the conservative value of Christianity

in a democratic government. It is not a religion for any one class of men,

but for all. Its mission is to each and every person. It offers its suljliine

truths and privileges to all men without distinction. It is therefore emi-

nently litted for a government which rcjioses on the princii)le of human
equality. It teaches the duty of every man to make God's law the rule of

his every act, and is therefore hostile to every form of that lawlessness

which imperils the peace and perpetuity of free governments. Conscience,

it says, is the corner stone of society. A true democracy is " fn-st and fore-

most amoral thing. . . . Y»"ithout honesty, without respect for law, with-

out the worship of duty, without the love of one's neighbor—in a word,

without virtue—the whole is menaced aud falls into decay;"' and neither

wealth, nor industry, nor numbers "can maintain erect and whole an

edifice of which the foundations are unsound."'

Christianity is also a check on those aspirations after official distinctions

which are so characteristic of people whose governments offer abundant

opportunities to all their citizens to acquire the honors and emoluments of

political office. One of its great lessons is that the best man is not he

whose brow is garlanded with the laurel of official dignity, but he who,

whether so honored or not, " is the most unseltlsh man." Christianity has

its recognized nohlt^-^e, which is not composed of men whose ancestors were

men of military or literary renown or wiiose names are highly titled, but

of men whose dignity consists of "voluntary self-sacrifice " and of constant

obedience to the voice of duty.

The function of the Christian Church is to promote and "defend hu-

manity in men." Its motto, its war-cry, says Amiel, is, or should be,

"Man! the true man, the ideal man! " And its ideal man is that model

of all that is morally beautiful in humanity, the man Christ Jesus. To re-

alize that ideal in all its members is its supreme aim and its most eilective

source of moral and spiritual influence over the lawless classes. AATiat a

glorious light would flow from it into the very heart of the nation if

every one of its members bore the likeness of the holy Jesus ! If not one

could be found within it whose deeds could be justly branded as lawless,

the world would gaze with amazement at the power of divine grace to

glorify humanity! If no deed of violence, no act of injustice, no oppres-

sion of the hireling, no adulteration of a product, no evidence of covet-

ousness, no participation in any combination to make unrighteous gain

or in any speculation for obtaining money from others without rendering

an equivalent, no act giA'ing countenance to sabbath breaking, no proflt

reaped from the sale of articles hurtful to health and morals, no act of

political corruption—nothing, in short, that could be classed with that

lawlessness which repudiates the divine will—what a mighty power the

Church would be in the republic! That she is now a bright light, a
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grand conservative force in society, is unquestionable, alljcit her liglit is

somewliat dimmed by the participation of some of her members in hnvlcss

practices. But the moral perils of the times, as well as tlie voice of lu-r

Lord, cry aloud to her to put on her most beautiful garments, to trim the

colossal lamp of holy example, that tlirough the multiplication and uni-

formity of hef good works men may discern the presence of her indwell-

ing Lord, and glorify liim by turning away from their lawlessness to con-

duct regulated in all things by tlie will of the great Supreme.

With her light thus made gloriously refulgent, a mighty impulse wo;ild

be kindled within her to fulfill her mission to this nation and to the world.

That mission is not to fight a doubtful battle with evil, but to overcome it.

Conquest, not mere occupation, is lier duty—the conquest of the whole

world, "beginning at Jerusalem." Having separated all who claim her

fellowship from every mode of lawlessness, she will yet be und-er obliga-

tion to fight that deadly spirit in the political, the financial, the business,

and the social world, until it is put to utter rout, and supplanted by the

rule of Him who, having bought the world with his own blood, claims

his right to rule over it. To win this victory she does not need to cuter

into direct formal conflict with the details of politics, finance, business,

or labor organizations, but only to strike at the lawless spirit which is the

.spoiler ofIhem all. Her demand of American society is the enthronement

of Christ in every individual and in every sphere of activity. His en-

thronement signifies the overthrow of all lawlessness and the highest pros-

perity of the republic. When the Church resolves to enthrone him in the

republic, and puts forth the full power of her faith, she will achieve this

grand end. For "this is the victory that overcometh the world, even

our faith." And this faith, raised to its highest power in the Christian

Church-, is the only conservative force that can save our country from the

lawless forces now working for its destruction.

CURRENT SKEPTICISril—THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF FAITH.

It is a sui)erficial view which regards the age in which we live a.-* a

skeptical one. On the contrary, it may be said that the ages of faith

have returned to the earth, and that, too, with a nobler type of faith than

the world ever knew before. The secular press is never done quoting bits

of gossip about Darwin's doubts and Huxley's debate with the apologists,

or more recent trials for heresy, until the imi)ression is produced on many

minds that the foundations are mo\-ing from under Christianity. Yet the

misrepresentation in the case is evident.

This question may be examined under two aspects, namely, the condi-

tion and characteristics of the Chi-istian Churches, and the attitude of the

great poets.

THE ACTIA'ITV OF THE CIIt'KCIIES.

To-day is incomparably the best day Christianity has ever known.

Not only are there more believers in the world than ever before, not only
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are believers increasing beyond the increase of populations, not only are

they besieging everv pagan nation on the face of the earth, but, what is

of more significance, the quality of the Christian religion is liner in every

way than ever before. There is a sincerity, an intelligence, a spirituality

in the religious life of the Churches which has never been surpassed, and

which rei)roduces the triumphant aggressiveness of the first century.

The newspaper philosopher and the cloister philosopher may conjure up

gloomy visions of the future, but the thoughtful observer who goes among

the Churches and studies their zeal and the practical character of their

piety will have apocalvptic visions of an approaching millennium. In

proof of this witness such phenomena as the Christian Endeavor conven-

tion in New York, the Chautauqua assemblies of this summer, the Epworth

League movement, or the Young 3Ien's Christian Association work in

every corner of Christendont. If a religious dyspeptic wishes a tonic, let

him'spend a week in a convention of " Christian Workers," and he will

cro forth with new life in his blood. Creeds are not forgotten, but Chnst-

like deeds are at a prenrium. The faith once delivered to the saints is

cherished, but not as a form of words for the tongue—it is a faith that

works by love. The dominant charactenstic of the Christian life of our

time is a"n intense love and loyalty to the Lord Jesus Christ.

THE ATTITUDE OF THE GKEAT POETS.

The great poets are the truest exponents of the real life of an age.

Dante the voice of seven silent centuries, speaks forever for his times.

Milton voices Puritan En-land and that splendid epoch when the nations

secured the Bible and the great Protestant Churches were founued

Pope-cold, artificial, skeptical Pope-voiced tlie arrested life of England

a century and a half ago. Cowper reflects the great reformation ot the

eighteenth centurv, while in Coleridge and Wordsworth we feel again

the -warmth of a liVing faith-master spirits who recall those old Hebrew

prophets that regarded Nature as the living garment of the Deity.

Who are the supreme singers of to-day? We all know them well:

Tennyson, the Brownings. Bryant, Lowell, Longfellow, Whittier. 1 hcse

seers comi^rehend their times. They have the culture of their age and of

all a-es • but if asked for the last word of philosophy or the best message

for man, thev answer with united voice: "This is a faithful saying, and

worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the worid to save

sinners " If any young man is tempted to skepticism let him reflect that

the men of our time who feel most profoundly the life of humamty are

believers, and not skeptics.

VXKEST COXCEUXIXG CllKISTIANITY.

But While all that we have said is true, it must be admitted that there

is unrest among multitudes of well-informed persons concerning the per-

manence of Christian fuhh. There is a vague fear that lyndall and Dar-

win in their skeptical conclusions have the correct deduction from th.

data of science, and that agnosticism is inevitable. Yet we may look dispas-
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sionately at the case, aud, as far as possible, in the clear liglit of reason. It is

certain that under the guidance of science we are sweeping into the horizon

of new constellations of truths. The new chemistry nuirks a revolution

in our conceptions of nature. That little wonder called tlie spectroscope

has given us a new universe. Evolution, which, like " the horrible

shadow" in Macbeth, crowds itself into every intellectual feast, has come
to stay. The science of historical criticism puts its cold finger on every

ancient opiuion. The Christian Church is entering a new epoch, and has

not yet found her relations with the new order. Conflict and readjustment

are inevitable in a living world. Every great epoch in history has been
characterized by struggles v.-ith new problems. Through difticulties hon-

estly stated aud fact-d God leads the race to higher levels.

THE CIIKDENTIAI.S OF SCIE^S'CP: THE WARKAJS'T OP FAITH.

In tlxis discussion of the grounds of religious faith the argument from
Revelation, as recorded in the Scriptures, is purposely omitted. "We are

dealing with natural religion, and we ])urpose to show that the doctriiies

of God, immortality, and other cardinal doctrines of Christianity, such as

sin, redemption through Jesus Christ, and eternal life, arc defensible on

precisely the same ground as the great theories of science. The claim we
make for the fundamental conceptions of religion is that they have the

same warrant as the fundamental conceptions of science. The logical

basis of faith is identical with the logical basis of scientific theory.

Some knowledge of God has come to man just as the generalizations of

science came, aud the confirmations of faith in God are similar to the

confirmations of gravitation.

If it be said that the thought of God is iucom])rehen?ible, so also is

gravitation. Who can comprehend the assumed principle of gravitation,

namely, that every particle of matter attracts every other particle in tlie

universe? How can a thing act where it is not? IIow can the moon pull

the waters of the sea after it when there is no coupling belt between the

moon and the sea? In every yellow leaf that falls to the ground througli

these autumnal days the human mind confronts absolute mystery.

Similar reflections apply to tlie undulatory theory of liiiht, to the molec-

ular theory of physics or chemistry, to evolution. The phenomena of

light have led to the apparently impossible assumption of a universal sub-

stance which is so fine that it permeates all bodies, is of such excessive

tenuity that it has no perceptible mass, whose parts are bound together

more firmly than those of steel and possess an elasticity a million times

great(a' than that of air. Every form of energy on the earth has come

from the sun across this magical medium that fills all S])acc. All this and

much more is involved in the wave theory of light. Professor J. Parsons

Cooke, of Harvard, following the authority of Jevons, of England, calls

this himiniferous substance an " adamantine solid," because of the tre-

mendous elasticity needed to ])rodnce waves that travel at the rate of

183,000 miles a second, and yet in the midst of this adamantine ma-^s we

move about freely and are unable to percfive it. Here is mystery indeed;
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but the men of science have absolute faith in tJie theory %vhic]i involves it

all. It is conceded that these theories of science cannot be demonstrated;

and, despite the fact that the\- are unthinkable and apparently absurd, they

are believed because they harmonize certain phenomena of nature. The
ground of certainty in these matters is the fitness or adaptation of the

theory to all the facts. In one of his lectures before the Union Theo-
logical Seminary Professor Cooke said: "IVIan knovrs God by the same
means and through the same sources tiiat he knows the principle of gravi-

tation, heat, and electricity. In each case an assumed energy acting

through special clianncls under definite laws is the best ex])lanation he

can form of a certain class of phenomena. So also the assumption of an

Intelligent Will, with power to create and power to sustain, is the com-
monly received explanation which man has formed of the origin and
continuance of this imiverse in which he dwells."

THE LAW OF GKAVITATIOX.

Consider for a moment the case of gravitation. Certain facts were

known of the relations of the planets to the sun. Kepler had proved

that an assumed force by which the sun drcAv the planets diminishes as

the square of the distance; and Newton calculated that if such a force

acted on the planets they would revolve in ellipses, thus confirming another

of Kepler's laws. Certain facts in mechanics relating to the earth were

also known, namely, that weight was apparently the effect of a pull of the

earth on all bodies, and that the pull was in proportion to the material acted

on. Xewton's great discovery was proving that icti'jht on the earth was

identical with what astronomers had called "central force " in tlie sun.

As an apple has weight because the eartli pulls it, may not the moon have

weight for the same reason? But if the eartli pulls the moon according

to what we call weight, then the moon's motion must be influenced by it,

and this may be the force that keeps the moon in her orbit. And if the

earth and the moon are related in this way, wliy may not every star and

sun in the universe be related under the same law? This was the great

"guess," or leap of thought, that (according to tradition) came to Is'ew-

ton as he saw an apjile fall near his mother's house in AVoolthorpe, Lin-

colnshire, about the year 16GG. It was several years, liowevcr, before

Newton felt that his great generalization was confirmed by known facts;

and the announcement was not made till the Principin was pul.>lishcd, at

least ten years afterward. But how improbable and incomprehensible is

the thought that every particle of matter in the universe has a pull on

every other jiarticlc I

These great generalizations are outside the realm of demonstration

proper. They may be doubted, and some of them may be given up here-

after, just as the Ptolemaic astronomy and the corpuscle theory of light

have yielded to other theories. But it is interesting to retlect that rhese

beliefs, reached by inductive reasoning, are the only ones that stir the

entliusiasm of men. For these they will fight and die; but we can't

imagine, as Professor Cooke says, a man dying for a " theorctn of
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Pytliagoras." And there never would have been a martyr to religious

beliefs if these verities could have been reached by deduction—in a word,

could have been demonstrated.

EVOLUTION AND MAN.

Let us even concede to science all that is claimed. Let us admit, for

the sake of argument, her hypothesis of evolution, and put to her the old

question of the psalmist, ''What is man?" Man, she tells us, is an

integral part and product of the system of orderly forces we call Nature.

As the blossom on the apple tree in June is a product of the tree, so

man is a product of the cosmos. Science is very bold. The universe is

infinite in space, she says, and is bound together l\v a single law, the law

of gravitation. It is also infinite in time, and is bound together by a

single law, the law of continuity, the law of evolution. And through the

vast geologic ages Nature was the gestatory mother of man, wlio, after

long embryonic development, came to birth and independent life on the

planet. This is a bold generalization ; uo one claims that it is proved;

yet holding a theistic philosophy of nature it does not appear to be an

irreligious generalization. But if one asks science whether man is an

ingenious mechanism, which, like a watch, will soon run down, or like

the perfume of a flower will dissipate into thin air, she is not ready with

an answer. In her investigations she has confronted mysteries, and in

reaching her conclusions as to evolution she has leaped unbridged chasms.

She talks oiforce^ or aiergrj, but she does not know what it is, nor whence

it comes. She speaks of a laic of evolution, but is puzzled to account for

the plan, order, and ridaptatious of nature without a superintending mind.

She assumes ^>r/w>r(?<V/Z atoms, but cannot tell whence they came nor how
they secured their infinite potency. And when she would pass from mat-

ter to mind, from movements in brain-cells to consciousness, she leaps, as

Professor Tyndall has said, "into a vacuum." Genuine science is not

arrogant, for she has discovered that as the area of light increases the

horizon of darkness also increases.

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF BELIEF.

Now, why does science believe in evolution and in gravitation and in

the undulatory theory of light? For the simple reason that these bold

theories harmonize the facts and phenomena of nature. They are not be-

lieved because they have been demonstrated, but because they furnish the

best explanation of observed phenomena. AVhy do men believe in the

immortality of the soul? Because the theory of immortality hannonize>

with the nature of man and acts upon his faculties like sunlight upon

plants. Why do men believe in God? Because the theory of a pcr^oual

Will is the best explanation of the marvels of the universe. If there be

difficulty in the conception of an eternal personal Being, yet to man's in-

telligence it is '• the way of least resistance," and furnishes less diUlcidty

than any other ever conceived. Lucretius suggested a " fortuitous con-
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course of atoms" as the orig-in of the order of nature, but such a cou-

course is as mysterious as the tliiug explained. Rufus Choate said, ^' As

well drop the alphabet and hope to pick up tlie H'uui:' Darwiu suggests

a " struggle for life;"' which, if he be granted the euergj- that maintains

the struggle, might sulSce for the destruction of nature, but cauuut ex-

plain its evolution to nobler forms.

PEKSON.AX WILL A SELF-DIRECTING FORCE.

But there arc some things aflirmed by consciousness. Man has knowl-

edge of relations between personal will and orderly force. lie knows

that there is self-directing power in his will. He constructs a calculating

machine, and sends a ten thousand ton steamship across the Atlantic in six

days. IMan also is a maker, and constructs little worlds of his own. The

author of the Book of Job asked, " Canst thou senM lightnings, that they

may go, and say unto thee, Here we are?" Yes; that is just what he

has done. The lightnings obey him and execute his will beneath the .'lea

and around the world. He has absolute knowledge, tlierefore. of mind as

a power for securing on a small scale such phenomena of order and adap-

tation as he beholds on an infinite scale in nature, and for this reason he

believes that within the universe and above it is an Infinite Mind whom

he calls God.

MAPI's >-ATURE AND HISTORY.

Let us inquire for some of the facts in the nature and history of man,

in order to apply to those facts the scientific principle which we have been

considering. That religious theory which makes the l)est cxplanatiou ef

all the facts must be presumed to be the true theory.

The most essential and ineradicable characteristic of man is the morol

sense.' Every language has the phrase "I ought." Infinite in its mani-

festations, but irrepressible and eternal, is conscience. And in close alli-

ance with this moral sense is the religious sentiment. Religion is the

great historic force. It makes and unmakes the geographies and histor:i-s

of nations. Find the Arab in the desert at noon, and he is at prayer in the

shadow of his camel. So the Red man, the Esquimo, the Negro in the

jun-les of Africa. When James A. Garfield lay dying by the Atlantic

Ocean, struck down by the assassin's bullet, the greatest republic of

history was on its knees. Religion has built up every civilization of

history. Sail up the Nile, and the only ruins one finds are monuments of

religion. Religion founded the New World. Religion is the power be-

hind the throu^e in the politics of to-day. Assail the religion of any

nation, and within twenty-four liours it will explode like dyuumile. But

there are other .strange qualities in man—friendship, love of kindred, hope,

the sentiment called honor, affection: those must be accounted tor and

harmonized in anv scientific theory of man's nature. One sees a mother

bendin.^ over her' sick child; for weeks and months and years she has

tcrdc.rhim with unutterable tenderness and devotion, never too weary,

never impatient. Heaven has no finer spectacle. One beholds a martyr
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in the flames. A single word of compromise, aud he may escape. But
that word will not be spoken, and he falls at the .'^take, burned to u cinder.

On a cross outside Jeru&ilem One hangs who calls himself " the Son of

man," and in the anguish of mortal pain he prays, " Father, forgive them,

for they know not what they do." Surely there is something divine and
godlike in maul " How noble in reason! How infinite in faculty! lu

form and moving how express and admirable! In action how like an

angel ! In apprehension how like a god ! The beauty of the world ! The
paragon of animals !

"

The problem before men of srieutific thought is this: "What generaliza-

tion forms the bt.'st explanation of all the phenomena in the nature of

man ? What theory as to his nature and "destiny fits most completely

into all the facts and forms the best working hypothesis for human so-

ciety? There are three answers to this inquiry. One is the answer of the

old Roman, the materialism of Lucretius, "A fortuitous concourse of

atoms." Death is an eternal sleep. A second answer is not an answer,

but an evasion. Agnosticism says, '*I don't know." One is tempted to

call this cowardice. It is not science, nor is it after the habit of scien-

tific thought. The other answer is that of Christianity: " One Lord, one

faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who is above all, and

through all, and in you all. . . . Till we all come in the unity of the faith,

and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the

measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ."

For nineteen centuries the Christian theory has been under verification

in human society. Has it been found harmonious to the nature and the

needs of man? ''I criticise by creation," said Michael Angelo, as he

carved the matchless IMoscs and set St. Peter's on the brow of Italy.

Christianity points to her work in the world, and repeats the proud words

of the great Italian, '-I criticise by creation." Her principles have been

tested by the individual man, in the homes of men, by great organizations

called Churches, and by the nations of Christendom, and the result that

has been reached is, that as light is suited to the eye and bread to the

needs of hunger, so her teachings arc suited to the nature and the needs

of man. The rules of arithmetic are not more perfectly adapted to man's

intellect than the teachings of Christianity are adajjted to his moral and

spiritual nature. It must be that a system which is so obviously a part

of nature must have the same authenticity as the rest of nature. Natu-

ral religiou leads through theism to Jesus Christ.

sT'E.THE MAINTENANCE OF PEPvSONAL KELIGIOUS EXPERIEN*

Among the farewell words of Paul to Timothy was the appropriate in-

junction, "Take heed unto thyself." The refereuce, apparently, is not

to the maintenance of doctrinal integrity on the part of Timothy, how-

ever neces.sary creed belief was in those foundation times; nor to any

eager struggle for ecclesiastical 'position in the apostolic Church, witii a
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hope of further prefennent; r.or even to the distribuuon of ^^-
-J^ ;^-

pe formauce of good deeds throughout the provmccs of Asia Minor.

Exe"" a her .varrauts the interpretation that Paul had reference in his

fniunct on to the personal religious experienee of his protege, and mdi-

S the neces.it V of its unchanging continuance. " See," says the coni-

^ ntator "that the life of God remains and the work of God prospers in

Thine own soul.'' Timothy .-as a responsible personality, he --as unde

allable law. Antecedent to his apostolic work had been his personal

rS on of guilt and his voluntary act of saving faith in the Lord Je.us

ChH ^rcompanving his apostolic service was the necessi y o a d.ti-

nUe and nninteiup-ted^experience. By what he was, no less than by what

he did was he to be judged in the great assize.

The les onis a perpetinl one for tl.e Church. Human life moves in a

cirde ho experience of Timothy is the experienee of the ages In tne

Chr t'ian life, especially in the case of the religious devotee and worker

Se tend ncv is ever toward officialism. The frequent handling of sacr d

h n "mak^s them common to the user. Pharisaism was the natural ou -

ctppbrof this tendency in the days of the Master; sacerdotahsm w:. its

mb diment in the dark centuries; the amazing fornialisniopnes hood

.nd of laitv was its result in the eighteenth century reformation, v. hci. the

vies the ^eslevs woke a slumbering world to the sense of s.n and

'

Ihe wavof salvation. And ceremoniousness is to some degree a char-

acterise of the modern Church. Associated with the ardent enthu.u.s

nth Christian bodv will still be found the religious formalist fanulia

"ith he abstract doctrines of Christianity, speaking all the shibbohnh. o

u i, ln-«v.s this present emiAasis. It is better tl.an Die eiidou-

Tnu ti r t is'the ,,rin.e e,m,™ent. It is ti.e only pa..por. io

rheteave,rs. Fortu„„te is tbe believer ,vl,o, like Ttnto.br, n,a,„tn,u> ,t»

^'T'lmitiK.Slcein ;e,igioas .l.ings is eo.sert.d at ^.es,c^o

„t muu" eriliee The same unalterable l.rineiple is involved m Clin--

l: ing Uat is lottnd in the pursni. ot a,,v earthly caHiag to Us ulu

ma"c re^vards In everv case of commercial success, of profoSMOnal sUll

To , r id triumpb it is required that the whole man devote h.msdf to

Se p oseeution of his chosen ,v„rk. Ilalt-heartedness no or wms, .^,^

:l,t^ . "n umilUonairc upon the exchange. Men must pay the

°a'.; il' an ,:ialive possession. I.i1<e a ,p,ieit.vvh,ged bird the assurance
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that fills the V)elicvcr*s soul, unless sacredly guarded, -will elude the pos-

sessor and fly away.

The whole trend of Christian biography shows the constant struggU'

through which the eminent leaders in the holy faith have always main-

tained their hold on religious things. While it is true in a glorious sense

tliat the Lord keeps the believer, it is equally the fact, which should not

be lost sight of, that the disciple is himself an indispensable factor in liis

own keeping. The divine Lord himself—united to the Father as none of

his followers, in the nature of the case, may be—showed the necessity of

prayer, and has left in the gospels the story of his night vigils. The
apostle kept under his body—a conscious and voluntary endeavor—lest,

tliongh he had preached to others, he might become a castaway. All

Christian living follows after this pattern. Nan-ow is the heavenly road.

Formalism and even apostasy are easy. The traveler must ever watch Ids

footsteps till he reaches the gate of the heavenly city.

11. Personal religious experience is the basis of the most successful

Christian work. Other motives for religious toil, it is true, have mightily

influenced men. In the mistaken identification of religious with temporal

interests Charlemagne and his contemporaries sought the extension of tlie

divine kingdom through the sword; constrained by which overmastering

force the nominal adherents to Christianity multiplied rapidly throughout

continental Euro})e. That the sword has thus proved a mighty ally in the

outward advance of Christianity history abundantly testifies; that it is the

mightiest force in evangelism none will contend; that it will in the future

play any controlling ])art in the near bringing of the Messianic triumph is

only an idle dream. The kingdom of the Master is not of this world.

"All them that take the sword shall perish with the sword."

Again, in the ardent purpose of denominational increase, sectarian zeal-

ots have prosecuted the work of evangelization in many of the lands of the

earth, and not always with indifferent success—a goodly number of prose-

lytes, stable denominational edifices, and all the adjuncts of a churchly

organization being the enduring results. Sectarian prosperity of this sort

is one of the evident lessons of ecclesiastical history.

But mightier as a conquering force in the field of Christian toil than the

implements of carnal warfare or sectarian ?eal is the sense of personal

alliance with the heavenly world, whose maintenance is here urged. The

apostles in the post-Pentecostal days become witnesses of that which they

had "seen and heard." The immortal leaders of the first centuries of

church history spoke a similar story; and out of the abundance of the

heart the voice; of jubilant, tumultuous, resistless Christian testimony re-

sounded along all the shores of the Eastern world. To jnention also the

names of Xavier, Fcneioii, Luther, Fletcher, Rutherford, ]\Iadamc Guyou.

and the innumerable company of later saints is to recall their shining ex-

perience. They knew wlicreof they spoke.

The basis of the great AVesloyan revival, wliich will always hnve a fas-

cination for the cccksiastical student, was also a personal realization of

the deep things of the Spirit. Its beginnings we.'-e on tlie English shores;
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tlie American coasts were soon compassed by a company of self-sacrificing,

simple-lived, joyous men, who witnessed to a wondering age what tlie

Lord "had done for their souls." They spoke only what they knew.

They declared what the heavenly voices had whi.spered to their hearts

among the trees of the forest. They told of the Isaiah-like visions which

the Iloly One sent them in the niglit watches. They sang a new song—

the song of conscious sah-ation, which ravished the ear of a weary world

and brought an uncounted multitude to the feet of the Iledeemer.

The present Salvation Array movement, whatever its grotesqucucss and

its defects as a working system, progresses also on this same principle.

I A personal knowledge of forgiveness, a personal participation in the joys

of salvation, a personal reliance upon the Holy Spirit, gives emphasis

to the spoken words of the witnesses in this recent religious uprising.

The philosophy of all true gospel labor and progress is embodied in

such examples.

What wc have felt and seen,

"Witli contidenee wc tell

;

And publish to the sons of men

The .signs infallible.

III. Personal experience may be cultivated by an appeal to the helpful

aid of Christian literature. It goes without the saying that other lines of

assistance must not be neglected, like the stated worship of the Church

and private devotions. But, additional to this help, the warning, com-

fort, and incentive contained in the literature of Christianity are incalcu-

lable.

The Holy Scripture leads the list. Early in his experience Wesley de-

clared himself to be homo vnius Uh-i. The maxim is for all his successors

;

its illustration in any denomination to the very last member of her minis-

try and laity would make the most magnificent and irresistible Church of

human history. The frequent and painstaking reading of the word, for

purposes of pei-sonal benefit, helps to make great saints.

Devotional volumes deserve an important place in this enumeration.

To the student of Methodist history and the lover of her doctrines Tay-

lor's Holy Livir.rf and Dijinff c^nd Kcmins's Imitation of Christ, for senti-

mental reasons will always seem precious. It was over their suggestive

pages that the Oxford student bent in search of practical righteousness,

and from them he indirectly derived that saintliness which will shine for-

ever in Christian story. An open copy of the same Imitation of Christ was

found by the bedside of the dead George Eliot, and maybe had spoken

words of consolation to the departing soul. Mrs. Prentiss's Stq>puit,

Ilcarenicard has been a benison to the generation. The devotional works

of Frances Ridley Havcrgal arc not less usefid. The many handbooks

of Scripture passages and of quotations from the hj-mnologies of tln^

Church are aids to^n-ace. In short, this whole department of sacred lit-

erature is replete with helps to exalted Christian living.

Sacred biography must also be instanced. The claim is undoubtedly
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true that " the great Icssou of biography is to show what man can be and
do at his best," and tliat "a noble life put fairly on record acts like an

inspiration to others." The direction of Dean Stanley on the use of Chris-

tian biography is therefore wise: "Study the lives, study the thoughts
and hymns and prayers, study the deathbeds of good men. They arc

the salt, not only of the world, but of the Church." Nor is the study of

the early Christian biography ever unreasonable or uninstrnctive. The
words of Henry ilartyu, on his voyage to India, express the benefit in this

pursuit for all Christian students: "1 love to converse, as it were, with

those holy bishops and martjTs with whom I hope, through grace, to

spend a happy eternity. . . . Tlie example of tlie Christian saints in the

early ages has been a source of sweet reflection to me. . . . The holv love

and devout meditations of Augustine and Ambrose I delight to think of.

... No uninspired sentence ever affected me so much as that of the his-

torian, that to believe, to suffer, and to love was the primitive taste."

The whole department of Christian literature, whether of ancient or

modern authorship, is thus a valuable storehouse whither the inquiring

Cluistian may turn for help. Tvightly to use the voluminous literature of

the Cliurch is to grow in the graces of the Spirit.

IV. Personal religious experience is the concrete illustration of the pre-

cepts of the Gospel. It is doctrine in practical operation; it is creed in-

carnated in flesh and blood; it is theory vitalized in the daily living of tlu'

sons of Adam. In comparison with the other proofs for the genuineness of

the Christian faith it can never suffer. "We must not underrate the value

of apologetics as a department of evidence; this is sovereign in its spliere.

Historic theology has its place and its recognized worth; the registration

of the past is always vital. Systematic theology is an invaluable depart-

ment of gospel proof; Augustine, Calvin, Edwards, "Watson, and Hodge
were giants who did an incalculable service for the Church in their mas-

terly doctrinal definitions. It would be an inestimable mistake to set

aside one of these divisions of study in the theological schools of the dny;

to withdraw the literature of any of these departments from the libraries:

or to lay less insistence in the pul])it ujton any one of them as indices to

tlie true faith. The supreme religion of human history in its blessings to

the race bears the supreme attestations of its truth.

The greatest emphasis, however, in the estimate of the busy and surfacc-

tliinking world, falls upon the personal living of believers. Limited in

their opportunities for the investigation of the formulated arguments for

Christianity, circumscribed by intellectual restrictions in the investigntioa

of abstract doctrinal statements, and averse in many instances to such an

employment of. their time, the argument from an exemplary Christian

bearing is available, intelligible, compelling. Such disciples among the

Corinthians were denominated " living witnesses." "Wlierever in the ages

they testify, men feel themselves in the presence of the supreme argument

for Christianity, and confess the Gospel true. To maintain which in Sil-

ence on a critical age, as well as for the subjective reasons involved, tlic

licart of the believer must be kept constantly attuned to sacred things.
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

Thf kftrospective impulse us a cliavactcristic of human hying has its

strik n.^Iuustration in the Cohunbian celebration which for the counn?

ve
t"iU oc" pv the world's attention. In the case of this conimemorution

Se e^ "ca l^d the foresight of a great discoverer, in his ^os.^o.^o^

aHn nown sea-, the hardships undergone by himself and Ins felosv-

rjntrbut no; softened in their severities by the lapse of centuries

Z^t to thl Pleasures of a holidav excursion •, and his gift of a new con-

t rntto htmS r-tereon the greatest exploits of modern history are

be". Accomplished. The personal achievements of the great d,scoverer

in th°c mlent instance overshadow his personal cpiabties, and justify his

wor d-wide fame. But the Columbian commemoration, both on the Span-

rshltron the American shores, is, as before remarked, a concrete illus-

tration of the retrospective quality in the human constitution. Humanity

r^mhlent as well as anticipatory ; it turns to the past as to some great

^otographic ^^^^:-^t^. :::.sts^::stk •;

Zri::!7^:^, ^-e^:; saddemng, pleasures of senti^t

e :::e^: The dim^rent manifestations of this --^;:^-^—
readilv suggest themselves to present consideration. To its existence aiicl

Chrkhu light has come, there is an hTesis.iWe ,mp.ess,veness m tl^^»

yea, loic hac..ara to the da,s of .loses for the -P-^= -• ^
j

-w^ „nf1pr tlie chanced conditions of living, of the nI^t pa.^o^L^

:;!; T e ^'iversi:, aL, f,aason,e observa.ee of the Ch.is,™as f.t..^

then gifts 01^,010, 1
.

(„rtlier iliscovered the operation of the

„o less .h»n - •"
f '^^'f°:;,^':tt or, are as a eonse.uence held in

sonll life ? Obedient to its impulse the most careworn and busy ha^e
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the disposition to notice the recurring anniversaries of birth, to ";itln;r

up the mementoes of the departed, and to preserve among thiir s;icii-d

treasures some faded flower that in days of youth and beauty came as a

lover's keepsake into their eager hands. Naught else was it than this

impulse, as far back as the centuries of Genesis, that led the aijed Jocob

to recall Avith tender interest the field of Machpelah, and to say iu plahi-

tive retrospect, "There I buried Leah."

Of the value of this retrospective impulse as an ingredient in the

strange composition of human nature none can make question. While

its undue exercise may tend to the apotheosis of the unworthy dead,

to a cynical de])reciation of the present, and in general to a spirit of

melancholy, in its healthful gratification it is, nevertheless, a legitimate

component of lumian nature. The interests of religion, as we have seeu,

are thereby conserverl, and the connection, always important and vital

between the Church of the past and of the present, is maintained. Scieu-

.tific knowledge, it is not necessary to say, is fostered by its operation,

the geologic and archa:-ological collections gathered in the great muse-

ums of the world being the outcome of its exercise. And in personal

life, most surely of all. the realization of this instinct, if not unduly grati-

fied, tends to well-being and satisfaction. The past thus become^s a factor

in the doings of the present. If, on the one hand, through the workings

of the imaginative quality the painter adorn his canvas, the poet write his

sonnets, or the inventor and the discoverer realize their conquest, under

the operation of memory the heart is touched to tenderness and the s])irit

kept in the vigorous exercise of those elevating sentiments without which

man would become a brute.

The two coxven'tions lately held in the interests of international

harmony amid the natural grandeurs of Berne, in Switzerland, merit the

approbation of the Christian world. The presence of three hundred dele-

gates in the Fourth Universal Peace Congress, as the representatives of

some fifty separate peace societies existing in eleven independent States,

was a significant fact ; while the deliberations of the body for five days,

under the presidency of the distinguished M. Louis Ruchonnet, M'ere too

momentous iu their scope and ability to be lightly treated. The hun-

dred delegates likewise iu attendance at the Interparliamentary Poaci-

Conference included men of such high standing as Dr. Baumbach, Vice-

President of the German Reichstag; Z^Ir. Schenk, Vice-President of the

Swiss Federal Council; Dr. Iloi-st, Presideiit of the Odelsthing; and

M. UUmann, President of the Norwegian Storthing—their rank and their

active membership in the parliaments of twelve independent European

States proving the equal importance of this second convention at Berne.

It would be gratifying to notice the impressive personality of ninny "'

the delegates in attendance, and to consider iu detail their important

discussions with the conclusions reached. Yet it is suthcient for the pur-

pose to observe that arbitration was the keynote of the sessions, and that
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the trend of the discussions M'as strougly in the line of world-wide peace.

Undoubtedly the sentiment for international harmony is gathering force.

AVhethcr tlie belief in the advantages of peace be based upon such a

consideration as the material prosperity of a nation uninterrupted by the

alarms of war, or whether the teachings of Christianity as to the intrinsic

worth of concord are working their increased results, the horrors of war

are growing to be a matter of ever-keener realization. The sword 1)C-

lonfs to the barbaric times; the man-of-war is an instrument of fiendish

destruction; military science is a dire necessity; the arts of peace are

among the noblest activities in which humanity can engage. "With this

growing sense of the worth of peace, both from the material and from

the sentimental standpoint, it will follow that any system of arbitration

to be widely elYcctive must be in the highest sense international. In

other words, the interest and the active participation of all the great

powers of the world must be enlisted. Among the projjositions deferred

by the- Interparliamentary Peace Conference are included those of a gen-

eral court of arbitration, au international European conference for the

maintenance of peaceful relations, and the neutralizing of isthmuses,

straits, and submarine cables. It is clear that the adoption of such radi-

cal measures as these would leave fewer loopholes for the exercise of war.

The increased interest taken in these peace conferences from year to year,

even though they are without binding force on the governments repre-

sented, are yet prophetic of the end. As students of signs and prognos-

tications we must hail these gatherings as the harbingers of a universal

concord between the nations of the globe.

Shall the saloon prosecute its shameful trafnc without let or hinder-

ance on the grounds of the Worid's Columbian Exposition? The consent

of the highest legislative body of the land, the Congress of the United

States, that liquor maybe sold witliin the official iuclosure, would seem

on the surface a final and aflirmative answer to the question asked. Fur-

ther agitation of the subject would consequently appear both ill-advised

and ureless. But inasmuch as in matters of ethics the Christian commu-

nity, with its sensitive conscience, is a higher tribunal of judgment than

even the august Congress of the nation, a reversal of the decision of the

lower court' would sc^em still possible. On the eve of periiai)s the greatest

industrial exhibition which the worid has ever witnessed, it is to be re-

gretted if final action has been taken on this unspeakably vital question

of public morals. The most gigantic curse on the race, since the ships of

Columbus touched the American shores, has been the liquor tratfic. Not

a sinrrlc commendable feature marks its continued presence in the Xew

AVoricl. Throughout the formative American period and since our national

establishment, like the Gorgon of the fable it has left its trail of evil wher-

ever it has gone. Financitd, social, spiritual, and eternal ruin have foUuwed

its introduction. As an institution it is absolutely without justification; as

au abiding curse on our present civilization its evils have been told and
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retold uutil the tongue has grown weary of tlic talc. The sale of intoxi-

cants should, as a consequence, be held under a strict rein during the visit

•within the coming year of so many millions of foreign tourists to the

American shores. Would that it were possible to close the saloon alto-

gether during this gala period! The roalizatioa of such a dream, Ions-

cherished by social leaders, would be the most magnificent spectacle in the

way of practical reform on which the sun has shone since humanity fell.

But since, by the flexible laws of State and nation, this great desideratum

is unfortunately impossible, the restriction of the sale of liquors within

the most rigid limitation prescribed, by the law is both a national prisi-

lege and obligation. The preservation of the social order demands the

step. "With the influx of so great a multitude of foreigners unaccustomed

to American habits, and the massing together of no smaller multitudes of

native A-isitors from the widely separated ]jortions of the Union, the undue

excitement of the passions will be a menace to the public peace. It is

the sad experience of the centuries that the tendencies to anger, lust,

theft, and murder are nourished by the presence of strong drink iu a com-

munity. For the protection of personal property and the preservation of

invaluable human life all safeguards in the maiuteuance of temperance

must be thrown around the persons of visitors at the great Exposition.

No municipal authorities ever had a heavier responsibility laid upon their

shoulders than have the otticials at Chicago ; and to treat this obligation

in any mercenary or flippant spirit is to make light of a sacred trust.

The interests of the Cliristian Church as well call in the present instance

for the restriction of the liquor traffic within the narrowest possible lim-

its. The Church at the best will apparently see a year of unusual test.

The tendency will insensibly be to the relaxation of personal religion-

practices and the declination of vital piety. The young Avill be i)articu-

larly sensitive to the drift toward religious lassitude, and will be unusually

influenced by the attractions to worldliness that are to be abroad. All the

moral and Christian forces of the land need to be on the alert to maintain

the high standard of manhood that has been lifted up as the ideal. An

unequaled opportunity is given to the American people, as a leader among

the Christian nations of the world, to teach the visiting multitudes from

the Orient the invaluable lesson of continence and sobriety. The call for

the reconsideration of congrt^ssional action, which is already heard, should

be taken up by every lover of virtue and order, especially since tlie liquor-

dealers of Chicago, emboldened by their present success, are daring to

re-agitate the question of Sunday opening. The call for a general })roteit

against the decision of our national body is one in which government,

morality, and religion are interested. Secular organizations, reformatory

societies, and the great Christian denominations of the land are entitled

to a further hearing. The sovereign voice of the American people should

be heard in protest against the sale of a single drop of intoxicants oa

grounds devoted to the exhibit of the material and artistic prosperity of

the globe; and should be heard in protest so insistent that its denial by

the members of the national Congress should be their condemnation.
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THE ARENA.

DR. McCABE OX THE DIVINE PRESCIENCE.

It is easy to see Avhy Culvinists sliould deuy God's foreknowledge of

contingent events, but why any Arminian should resort to such a device

passes the comprehension of many sound thinkers. So far as the present

writer can see tliis notion arises largely from want of accurate discrimina-

tion in the use of terras. The words certainty and necesaity, which have

no natural similarity of meaning, are treated as practically synonymous;

the same is true of the auxiliaries will and must. I cannot conceive how

my being certain of a future any more than of a present event necessitates

its occurrence. So far as the present is concerned its occurrence might

cause my certainty of it, but my certainty or uncertainty does not affect

its occurrence ; indeed, I might be utterly uncertain of it and it might

still exist. So my certainty of it does not involve any necessity of its

being; I am certain of the actuality, not of the necessity; nor does tlie

former imply the latter. This error is not likely t(j arise by direct state-

ment, but in the obscurations of an argument more or less drawn out.

Dr. McCabe does not make use of these terms in this obviously con-

fused way, yet the false notion appears to underlie his whole argument.

Another error of a similar character he does coumiit, which vitiates a large

part of his reasoning. This is in the wrong application of the terms cer-

tainty and uncertainty. Certainty is in no proper sense a quality of events

;

it is a state of mind. Hence the expressions, "If (an event) cannot be

certain to come to pass, it is uncertain in its nature. If it is uncertain to

come to pass, that uncertainty must attach to the nature of the event."

" If its uncertainty is objective it must be subjectively uncertain." These

and other such statements are utterly negatory. There is no certainty or

uncertainty of any event unless there is some mind to be cert^iin or uncer-

tain. The condition is purely subjective. I do not think the divine mind

is uncertain of anything, past, present, or to come. There arc particular

events that will actually take place in the future. They will be actuali-

ties just as truly as if God ordained them. If we could have a universe

such as ours is without any God there would be such future actualities;

they would not depend upon any certainty of them, since there would be

no mind to be certain of them. Just as little do future events now de-

pend upon a certainty that many of us believe to exist. Let me illus-

trate by a commonplace instance. Once, when a boy, I was sent to select

from ailock a lamb to be slaughtered. There were twenty or thirty in the

flock. It was a matter of iudilTerence which lamb was taken. As a mat-

ter of fact, I took the one which I could first conveniently lay hands on.

Any one of a dozen others would have done as well. Now, let us rule out

all prescience of minds, both human and divine. It nevertheless remain',

that at any previous point of time beforehand the selection of that par-

ticular lamb and not another would actually take i)lace. It was con-
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tingeiit, it was imnccessitated, and yet it was about to actually occur

just as really as though it had been ordained from the foundation of

the world. So of thousands of other individucd future events. They will

actually take place, and the previous certainty or uncertainty of them has

not the slightest effect. This because certainty attaches to mind and not

to events.

Dr. ilcCabe denies that the Bible teaches the divine prescience. It is

true that the Bible does not give very definite instruction in metaphysics.

I do not wish to be irreverent, but while I really think that God foreknew

that Dr. :>rcCabe would teach the world that this prescience was a false

doctrine, he did not think it worth while to refute it so long beforehand.

Why should he ? Only a limited number will believe it anyway, and it

will not do them much harm. It may be true that the Bible nowhere

states this doctrine in scientific form, but if there is any doctrine that

everywhere in the divine book, from Genesis to Revelation, imi)resses it-

self upon the human mind as a characteristic of the Deity it is that he

foreknows whatever is to come to pass. It does not seem to me that any

person would ever get a contrary impression who had not some theory to

support by it. A large part of the Bible is occupied with a representation

from the mouth of God of future contingent events.

The assumption that God must know as men know is characteristic of those

who maintain the doctrine of the divine nescience of contingent events.

Thisis avowedly Dr. McCalje's assumption. lie even undertakes to defend

it. He does it by asserting the similarity between the divine and the hiuuan

mind. But there may be similarities, and at the same time vast differ-

ences. Even men differ widely as to their mental structure. The intui-

tions of some are much greater than those of others. Some have very lit-

tle reasoning power but wonderfully accurate action of what Hamilton

calls the regulative faculty—the power to know without reasoning—and

transcending the perceptive faculties. If this be so, is it unreasonable to

presume that the divine mind may have this power in an infinite degree ?

The mistake appears to be in thinking that God must know scientifically

or logically. Tliis, it seems to me, belongs to the limitations of our

nature, and therefore docs not pertain to the nature of God. If he conde-

scends to reason with us it is out of regard to our weakness, not because

of his own need. It certainly does not follow because man is made in

the image of God that therefore he is like God jn every respect, only made

in miniature.

But the strangest argument made by the doctor is contained in the fullo'v-

ing quotations: "If God is now creating immortal souls every moment

whom he knows and has known from all eternity will go forward to endlcs.s

misery and a terrific existence, how can he be infinitely good? how can the

moral universe repose in his infinite goodness?" "Prescience and pre-

destination alike logically necessitate revolting imperfections in tlic moral

character of God." It is hardly possible that the writer could have real-

ized, or even thought of, the logical imjilication of these statcmcnt.s. Is

it not a fact, accordiup- to Dr, McCabeVs own belief, that God has been for
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a.es "creating immortal souls every moment," a large proportion of

thJm heL. .:.., reason to Mie.e, even though .e adm.t for the momen

lekck of prescience, "will go forward to endless misery and a ternfic

ex stente V? If in the case of his absolute knowledge that th.s woulu be

h act there .vould be "revolting imperfections in the moral character

o' God," bow is it .hen he practically knows tbis and yet permUs .t to

^oon? It can hardly be said that he does not choose to kno ^
.

He

fan hardly choose to be more ignorant than men are, and certamly every

ordinary Lan knows, for all practical purposes, that what has been

'n the past under similar conditions will continue to be .n the future

: ^^1 be s^all help to the divine moral character to say that wha wouh.

be unjust under conditions of absolute certainty would not be s un^

nust under conditions of very great probability. If a supermtendent of

ome entevp ise should cau'se^ single tin.ber to be placed across a deep,

XcS, and should compel his workmen, without any extreme ne^

ceSv topass over this slender bridge, and if, after severa scores had

7^^Viel to pass over, it were found that half of them had fallen mto

the chasm and been killed, and if he still continued to compe h.s n.en to

t^ke th isl, would the execrations of the public be much less because

h^should urge that though he had reason to believe that most of the men

t ould eri.h it was not possible for him to absolutely foreknow it ?
If

The ase b as Dr. McCabe states it, and if it would be extremely execra-

In the Iniio^htv to permit matters to proceed on the assumption of

c t rnty i musl st^iU be very execrable on the assumption of high prob-

litvlVisalwavs unfortunate when a good and true man predicate.

t^..VZ Ai^ighty in the contingency of - -^ t™!^^
favorite theory.

Auhurndale, Mass.
..

.

OUR TDIE LIMIT.

"'wir.bouW our ,>:«.ors, .vl.o croa.efl tho Church, bo subject to co„ai-

'- »'--ri":,r t:i; cor::: :^^^^ ^z
n.ay cultivate the same field, and enjoy in some degree the pmil.^c
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carrying foruTird the work they have begun, why not we? Ours is tlie

only one of the large Churches that thus discriminates ugainst the pastor-

ate, and thus subjects our ministry to a constant temptation to engage in

'' clerical politics.'' While in other Churches the pulpit is the pinnacle of

influence our leading pastors eagerly seek to become agents and secreta-

ries, or anything else that allows them a possible home and work. This

is not the fault of the men, than whom none are more consecrated, but of

the unnatural and arbitrary system. It is equally noticeable that those who
have a General Conference office are not eager to return to the pastorate,

though they may favor the time limit for their brethren. Thus we have

seen it to be the case that strong men of other denominations have been

permitted to till a single field until a single congi-egation and local church

comes to give more annually for benevolences tiian any two Conferences

of our entire ^Methodism. And we cling to this law, though by it we
have lost many of the most useful of our ministers and the most influen-

tial of our laymen. Almost in proportion as men, either in the pulpit or

pews, become refined, educated, and well disciplined do they appreciate

the permanent, and become averse to frequent and needless changes.

The next General Conference will jjrobably complete the work we began.

Chicago, lU. J. M. Caldwell.

LIFE AND THE RESURRECTION.

WoKDS are concealers of wisdom. Vagueness, or incompleteness, or

misunderstood expression, awakens false, not true, thought. Different

meanings attached to the same word are frequently confounded, the un-

consciously executed pun resulting in error. The word "life" expresses

many ideas, two of which are generally confounded—that of a certain

power and the thing possessing that power. In physical science the two

words "magnet'' and "magnetism" express two ideas related in this

way. Magnetism is a power capable of producing certain results under

certain conditions. The thing, magnet, is the possessor of this power.

So a man has a life which possesses and manifests the power-life. The

general force is the same for all beings which live, but each has a sepa-

rate life disconnected from all others.

What is a magnet ? A piece of metal possessing the j^ower of mag-

netism. What is a life? An existence that possesses the life-power.

What is the life-power? In the 7iVi'/<?;/r—-May-June number of 1891—
is an attempted answer, but not a deiinition. Out of that article may be

condensed : Life is a dominant, wisdom-guided, conservating, organiz-

ing, growing reproducer of itself. But two of these elements arc in

universal life, the others being present (so far as man now knows) only

in physical manifestation of this power. Those two are its couservatkm

and growth. The conservatism implies resistance. The living spirit

has this, whether subordinate or supreme. And only the supreme has

full life, for the suj^rcme only acknowledges no resistless force outside

itself. This is the only element taken by the scientist when he makes
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life mere liarmony \\-ith environmeut. The power of growth is not

merely increase in size or maturity of being; it is the bringing of out-

side elements into the self, to become constituent parts thereof. It is

the overcoming of the environment and making it tributary to the king,

life. According to a theory of the heathen world, the god of the Bud-

dhist is but a still, pulseless, waiting space, before the circling motion

becrins, bringing into existence the universe, or after the universe disap-

pears in the'^eadng of the motion. These, caring for self and overcoming

externalities, are ahmys present where there is life—physical, spiritual,

human, angelic, divine.

A force is lost if it has nothing to work through. Steam is relatively

powerless if it have not the engine. A life is the instrument of life-force.

The plant has a physical life which uses for itself the atoms which make

the plant. A tree branch is cut off. It is severed from the old life. Put

it in the trround, it may become a tree having a life of its own. Graft it,

it become^s part of auother life. It is the old tree while dominated by the

life of the old tree. It is another tree, though having almost the identi-

cal atoms throughout, when dominated by the life of the tree to which it

is grafted. It is au independent tree, though tlie same matter, when

dominated by its own life. The identity of the dominating lif<^ controls

or makes the identity of the being dominated. This is undoubtedly true

in the phvsical realm, and is probably true in the spiritual. Analogical

reason says so, and that must be accepted until we have full knowledge

of the spirit and its laws.

Man has a physical life and a spiritual life.. He is incomplete without

both. At physical death the physical life ceases to dominate the atoms it

is theu controlling, and which are, consequently, at that time its body.

Alan is incomplete until the body is restored to him-that is, until his

physical life is again controlling, dominating, correlated aUm^. These

^toms may be few or many, the same that have been previously so

dominated or others, assuming the same organic relations as the body

previously worn, or be combined differently; but if they be dominated

by that man's life they are his body.

"So also is the resurrection of the dead." Where they have l>cen

waitincr does not matter, or whether they luxve been waiting at all. The

promise is a body-changed in structure and attribute, spiritualized, im-

mortalived, olorified, but dominated by the same life, therefore tl.e same

body used in this probationary experience. Our faith is not vain, our

preaching is not foolishness. Christ rose from the dead-so shall he raise

us to everlasting power at his side. Amen.

Ho<inia,n, ir..A. Eunkst Vkknon Clavpooi..
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THG ITINERANTS' CLUB.

nOMILETIC—MATERIALS FOR SERMOXIZIXG.

It is conceded by writers ou honviletics tliat tiiere is a form and
method in the presentation of truth wherein the sermon diilcrs froni all

other modes of public address. Exactly in what that difference consists

is not so easily explained, but it is felt by all who take pains to reflect

upon the subject.

No lecturci", lawyer, or orator would think of studying a treatise on

homiletics in order to the attainment of the best method of presenting

thought in liis peculiar field. Ou the other hand, the preacher would not

be satisfied without special study of the method of the great masters in

the pulpit, both of ancient and of modern times. There are, of course, excep-

tional cases when men of special genius succeed without such aid. These,

however, need not be considered here. As there are peculiarities in modes

of preparation belonging to the pulpit, so also there are special kinds of

material which must be employed.

In a previous number of the Ikiiew it was insisted that the minister's chief

study should be the Bible. It was thus indicated that both for the cul-

ture of the spiritual life and for the pulpit the Bible must be first and

supreme in the study of the itinerant. "Whatever other book is overlooked

the Bible must not be passed by. Its supremacy must be unquestioned.

lu what way, however, is the Bible the source of material for the pulpit?

It is the best source of topics. This has been frequently noted, but can-

not be too strongly insisted on. There are no topics so new as those

which arise directly from the study of the word of God. This is men-

tioned here first because in these days there is nothing which the people

desire more constantly than freshness. The young preacher is conscious

of this and looks around for subjects to interest his peofjle. The danger

is that he will search for them in the literary, scientific, or political world.

Freshness, he thinks, must be best secured by employing the tojiics of ilie

day. In newspaper oflices there is a great demand for what are some-

times denominated " timely topics."

Timeliness, however, in the pulpit is a very different thing from timeli-

ness in a newspaper office. As the aims are different so will the subjects

of interest be different. The newspaper touches the affairs of daily life,

so does the pulpit; the newspaper has to do with the changing modes and

thoughts of men, so has the pulpit; the newspaper is for the instruction

of its readers in all matters political, literary, and religious; the pulpit is

also for instruction, but on different lines. The pulpit, however, by virtue

of its divine calling, goes beyond this, while in another sense it is more rc-

etricted. It goes beyond in that it has to do with the inner soul-life and

also Avith n)en in tiieir relations to the eternal world. It is more restricted

in that it has to do with mutters literary, scientific, or political only inci-

dentally and as subsidiary to its main purpose. "\Vc repeat, therefore, that
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freshness in tlie pulpit is a very different tiling from freshness in any other

department of public speaking. It includes freshness of topics and fresh-

ness of tliought, but it is freshness in the conception and experience of

spiritual truth.

Spiritual truth is so many-sided, so kaleidoscopic, that it can never be

presented fully by one individual and from one point of view. The works

of the most spiritual writers and thinkers show this. The field, both of

feeling and of expression, is apparently boundless. Tiiis is very encour-

aging both to the preacher and to the hearer.

To secure this kind of freshness is one of the most important duties of

the preacher, and can be best accomplished by a careful study of the

word. When one in prayer and meditation opens his soul to receive

spiritual impressions—when tlio sunshine of heaven pours down its

brightest beams in his heart—then the eyes of his understanding are en-

lightened, and he is able " to know what is the hope of his calling, and

what the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the saints, and what tlie

exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who believe."

In this condition of deep religious feeling and of spiritual enlighten-

ment the word of God presents itself under new and richer aspects than

it had ever presented itself before. The historical portions of the Old

Testament glow with suggestive truths. The propiietic scriptures become

rich in their imagery and invaluable in their predictive quality. The
gospels are warm with the presence and the marvelous personality of the

living Christ. The epistles take on new meaning and force. In these

moments of rapt experience the Giver of the AVord becomes its Interpreter.

And this process is never exhausted. No matter how often he reads the

book, the freshness always reappears, and the more frequently it is exam-

ined the richer the discoveries are.

Tliis is a much wiser course than to search for the subjects which have

been discussed by others. Xo thought or view of any subject can exercise

the power over one's intellectual and moral movements that will be done

by that which is freshly discovered by himself. As a means of freshness

wc urge tlie continued and prayerful study of the Holy Scriptures. There

are other advantages which cannot be considered at this time.

EXPOSITORY—"THE LAW OF THE SPIRIT."

Ttns phrase, "the law of the Spirit," found in Rom. viii, 3, is a part of

a passage of sur])assing preciousness to all who are the children of God.

It is the contrast, or, rather, antithesis, to the thought of the last chapter,

whicli closes with that almost despairing cry and that wonderfully precious

answer," O wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me from the body

of this death? 1 thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord" (Rom. vii,

24, 25).

In the first verse, the Revised Version, in harmony with authoritative

manuscript testimony, omits all the latter part of the verso, so that the

verse contains simply the great pro])(;sition of evangelical Christen-
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dom, "There is no condemnation to tliem that are in Christ Jesus."

Then follows immediately the statement of the reason why there is uu

condemnation to such as are in Christ Jesus, namely, "For the law of the

Spirit of life in Christ Jesus made me free from the law of sin and of

death." The Revised Version inserts no punctuation mark in this verse.

Yet a careful analysis of subject and predicate will show important rela-

tions between them. Is the subject "the law of the Spirit," or is it " the

law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus ? " Very different meanings will

appear as one or the other of these subjects is accepted.

Let us begin by placing a comma after Spirit and after JesiH. Two
things will result. First, that which the apostle asserts made him free

is " the law of the Spirit." This will at once raise the inquiry, What is

meant by "the law of the Spirit?" Is its meaning to be gathered front

the context, or is it explained by tlie next clatise, " life in Christ Jesus? "

That the latter interpretation is possible is apparent. "We have merely to

regard this clause as an appositive clause, and the way is clear. We then

have the proposition that the " law of the Spirit," namely," life in Christ

Jesus," " made me free from the law of sin and of death."

We thus confront the difficulty growing out of the peculiar tise of the

word "law," which needs investigation. The ordinary meaning of law,

namely, a rule or regulating principle, is a safe one, only we need to be

careful to avoid confusion growing out of its varied applications.

The law in its technical sense as employed in the Scriptures means the

law of God as revealed on Siuai, or in the Jewish ritual, or in the heart

of the Gentile world—that is, the law of right, either ceremonial or moral.

And yet even in the-previous chapter, where the emphasis is emphatically

on the moral demands of tlic law, the apostle without notice employs it

of any rule of action. " I lind then the law, that, to mc who would do

good, evil is present" (Rom. vii, 21). The apostle here affirms that lie

finds this to be a general principle, namely, the presence of evil when one

would do good.

The moaning of "law," in the passage before us, is also not the moral

law of God, or tlie regulating i)rinciple, or the power by which sin and

death are to be overcome. The great purpose of the divine administra-

tion is the overthrow of the two great powers hostile to men—sin and

death. They are so closely identified in Scripture nomenclature that for

the present purjiose they maybe regarded as one. The destruction of sin

in the human heart and life—that is, the freedom from its power— is to

be secured by the law of the Spirit, which the apostle detines to be life

in Christ Jesus.

The propriety of this use of tl)c word "law" will also be apparent if

we notice that the same word appears in the last clause, "law of .^in and

death." What is that which the " life in Christ Jesus " antagouizcs, and

from which it frees the believer ? It is sin and death—that is, this life

destroys sin and its consequences, and not merely the law, the transgres-

sion of which produces sin and death. Ileuce this clause correlates very

suitably with the former ones.
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We thus reach a conclusion rich in its applications as well as in harmony

with the general tread of the Scriptures elsewhere. Christ is our deliv-

erer, and we overcome by our union with him. "The Spirit itself heareth

witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God."

This " life in Clirist Jesus," which is the law of the Spirit, makes in-

deed free from " the law of sin and of death." This is the blessed privilege

to which the Gospel invites all people.

A TLMELY STUDY—THE GENERAL CONFEREXCE.

{ConchrJed.)

In the previous discussion of the above subject, as contained iu the

September-October number of the Jui-ietr, were noticed some advantages

possessed by a member of experience in the General Conference over one

who sits for the first time iu this great body. Alike in knowledge of

parliamentary practice, in the ability to bring forward business before the

house, and in the management of the proposed measures in the midst of

vigorous debate, the experienced member was shown to be at the greatest

ad^vantage over tlie new legislator. The study of this aspect of the case

will raise the question, ""^Tiat proportion of the members of each G<ji\-

eral Conference should be new men, and how far is the continuance of

competent men essential to the prosperity and progress of the Church?''

A wise division of new and of experienced men will, on reflection, appear

to be the wiser ])lan.

By the study of the General Conference, also, the young preacher may

learn much of methods of procedure and of Church and parliamentary law.

We doubt if any body of men is more devoted to the forms of parliamen-

tary -practice than the General Conference of the :\[ethodist Episcopal

Church. Its rules are formulated with great care. The bishop? are

acknowledged authorities on parliamentary law. On the floor there are

always men both in the ministry ahd in the laity who have made this

subject a specialty. The watchfuluess of ' the body is great. Tiie fre-

quency with which " questions of privilege" and '• points of order" are

raised'is marvelous. In the view of many this devotion to strict parlia-

mentary forms, when it is scarcely necessary, is overdone. Xeverthele>, the

study is a very interesting and profitable one, is very helpful to the minis-

ter, and the records of the Advocates aff"ord ample material. This study

must also include what has been actually achieved by and for the C'nurch

at this gathering of its representatives. In order to do this well, the >tu-

dcnt should take his Discipline and go consecutively over the changes that

have been made. He will find that the omission or the insertion of a

word or phrase has materially changed the meaning of a iJaragr.r.)]!.

Then new sections will be found, of which he will not be aware until ho

proceeds to a careful investigation.

It is often erroneously said that a General Conference has done n.-tliing

or but little, when in 'reality it has accomplished a great deal. It has

often .accomplished much by what it has failed to do. It has checked or
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destroyed views u-'luch were eitlier premature or .absurd. The multitude

of amendments, revisions, and additions which are proposed by individu-

als during a t|u:idrenniura might almost be called legion, "for they are

many." These demand, and ought to have, candid consideration. The

gold must be jjrescrved and the dross rejected. The doing of this de-

mauds much care and labor. Even what was not adopted deserves con-

sideration, for what may not be considered wise at this time may grow

by consideration and be adopted in the not distant future. A body of

legislators may do more by checking unwise procedure than by its adop-

tion of something new.

There is, however, a rnore important aspect of tlie study of the General

Conft-rence than any which has been tlius far indicated. The work of the

body is before the Church for study and for action. It is not enough to

study what has been accomplished; the philosophy of its action also needs

consideration. It must be borne in mind that the reports present a very

insufficient view of the work of the body. They represent that part of it

which came before the General Conference for-aati-un, but they do- not

represent the amount of labor performed, nor the processes of argument

by which the formulated conclusions were reached. The real work of the

Conference is done in the various committees and subcommittees. Indeed,

the action of the subcommittee is often carried through the standing

committee and the General Conference without modification. In these

cases the subcommittee has done the work for the General Conference.

But the philosophy of its action can only be understood by a study of

the general tone of thought pervading the Church. The unofficial, as

well as the official, organs have increased so widely during the past dec-

ade that no considerable portion of the Church can now be thought, to

lack its pecidiar exponent. The present is an age in which both the

Christian and secular press is playing a most important part. The place

occupied by the platform a generatiou ago is now almost entirely taken

by the newspaper and the periodical. Deliberative assemblies are calkd

together more for the purpose of maturing opinion already formed than

of initiating legislation de novo. One of the most important measures

brought before the recent Conference in Omaha—that dealing with the

Constitution—was remanded back to the open forym of the Church for a

quadreunium of discussion, because the body felt that however wisely it

might act due regard should be accorded the right of its constituents to

a thorough understanding and free discussion of it upon its merits. The

disposition of the Conference to favor only such legislation, upon consti-

tutional questions, as has been previously brought before the entire

Church, appears to be growing; a fact which emphasizes the value of the

sort of study we are now considering.

But the limits of this department only allow the suggestion of consid-

erations which the thoughtful young preacher may more fully investigate

at his leisure. At no time is such a study more likely to be pursued,

and at no time can it be prosecutetl as advantageously as now, while the

records and memory of the General Conference are still fresh.
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FOREIGN RESUME.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

RUDOLF STECK, PROFESSOR OP THEOLOGY IN BERNE.

Profe^^or Steck deserves mention, not so mucli as tlie contiuuator of

.he theories of F. C. Baur as for the fact that he has carried those theones

out to their fullest extent. The Tubingenites held that the epistle to he

Romans, the t.-o Corinthian epistles, and that to the Galatums, ..th the

Revelation of John, are genuine. It seemed that, ^vlale the other ^ew Tes-

tament books must be rejected as spurious, these Tv-ere necessary to the sup-

port of the doctrine that tl>cre .v'as a profound dispute between the pre-

Lmed Pauline and Petrine parties. The other Xew Testament documcn s

^vere regarded as more or less weak attempts at a reconciliation Bu

Stcck saw that cither the Tubingen theory must be carried to the extent of

denying all the letters attributed to Paul or else that we must accep he

genuineness of several which the Tubingenites doubted. He accepted the

former alternative, and thus became at once the opponent of the Tubingeri-

ite representatives and of the Conservatives. His principles arc m part the

same as those of the Conservatives, since they also claim tha i the genu-

ineness of these four is granted the genuineness of the others follow s. But

he denies the genuineness of the four, and hence is consistent in denymg

the c^enuineness of all. To his mind the Acts of the Apostles is far moie

prol^blv a correct representative of Paul than is Galatxans. necanno

believe "that such a deeided type of Paulini.m was developed even m 1 aul

in the time of the apostles. Galatians could only liave been ^vntten late
,

when the antithesis between Paulinism and Petrinism became more decKl-

edly marked. Nor can it be possible, ^^^ thinks that the same person

^rote all four of the hitherto accepted epistles of Paul. And this con-

clusion, based upon supposed differences of style, spirit, and doctrine is

supporied by the' alleged literary dependence of Galat.ans upon tue ot^h

three epistles. According to Steck, neither the apostles nor J--. -
>;

anything which has been handed down to us; but everything
-^^f'^f^^

to them was written during the first half of the second century. ITehoUU

fast however, to the historical personality of Jesus and of Paul. In thi.

particular, at' least, he shows a sober sense. Tlie answer to Steck s posi-

tions is the answer to the Tubingenites generally. The assumption of a

serious dispute between the followers of Peter and of Paul - erroneous

and is historically disproved. Steck rides over every probability n he

assumption that Paul wrote nothing whidi has been handed down to us.

LUDWIG PAUL. PROFESSOR AND DOCTOR OF THEOLOGY.

PEKiiArs it would be better from one standpoint to call Dr. Paul a fol-

lower, rather than a leader, of thought. For that he is a fol ower o Baur

is clear, althouah he claims to reach the same results by a different wa^

Had not Baur reached certain conclusions Paul would never have reached
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them. At most he has only surveyed a new route to a position -vN-hich

possesses great attractions for a certain class of theological travelers.

Yet, because he is a teacher of theology, and his published writings liave

a tolerably ^vide reading, lie must be regarded as a leader of thought to

the masses. Dr. Paul believes that our synoptic gospels were comj)osed

within a few years of each other, and all about A. D. 130-150. They
were not known to Justin Martyr, although they may have been in exist-

ence when he wrote his Apologies and Trypho. This he thinks doubtful,

however, since Justiu was the greatest Christian scholar of his time, and

would have known and used these synoptic gospels laad they been in

existence. That he did not have our synoptics before him Avhen he wrote

Paul regards as certain, since the quotations from the so-called Mtmoirs

do not correspond to any of our present synoptics; whereas his quotations

from the Old Testament are always exactly given from the Septuagint.

In order to account for what he does find in Justin, Paul is obliged to

assume the existence at that period of three other synoptics upon Avhich

our present ones are based. So that he admits acquaintance with written

gospels on the part of Justin. Xow we submit that such an assumption

is wholly needless. In the first place, Justin might more likely have had

a copy of the Septuagint in his possession than a copy of the synoptics,

since at this time the former was widely and the latter but little dissem-

inated. In Iiis early studies of Christianity he might have had access to

copies of the synoptics without having them at hand when he wrote.

This would make it necessary to quote' them, if at all, from memory.

Again, he wrote in the period of oral Christian tradition, when the words

of Jesus were quoted not so much from written records as from those who
had heard them from the apostles. This woukl still further account for

the variations from the synoptics. Tliere is nothing in the writings of

Justin which forbids the supposition that he quoted, so far as he quoted

at all, from our present synoptics, although from memory. Dr. Paul is

himself an advocate of the theory that Justin had at least three synoptics

before him.

DH. H. EICKHOFF, HEAD MASTER OF THE ROYAL CATHE-
DRAL SCHOOL OP SCHLESWIG.

ALTnouGii the pedagogical duties of Dr. Eickhoft call his mind in

another direction he finds time to busy himself with current questions in

theology. Like Dr. Paul (see above) he has distinguished himself by his

researches in the Xew Testament canon ; but unlike him takes a rather con-

servative position. He docs not confine himself to the synoptics and tiie

writings of Justiu !Martyr, but takes his point of view about the year 200

A. D. ; for his authority, Clement of Alexandria; and for his subject, the

whole Xew Testament canon. The recent investigations of Zahn, and the

disinite between himself and Harnack, noticed in the J^eview some month.-

ago, iiave given to studies in the canon a new impetus. "We must confine

ourselves to a very small portion of the positions taken by Eickhoil. He

holds, for instance, that Clement acknowledged the canouicity of only our
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present four gospels, ulthough he knew and quoted npocryphal gospels. He

takes Harnack to task for asserting that Clement placed the Gospel Accord-

ing to the Egyptians and the Gospel According to the Hebrews on a level

with our four'gospels. He shows, for example, that Cleraeut, in support of a

certain positio°u, quotes from Plato and the Gospel According to the He-

brews, so that if it could be proved that he places tliis gosi)el on a level with

our four the same could be proved with regard to his estimate of Plato. In

fact, he employed both merely to prove an alleged philosophical tenet, not

a Christian doctrine. In another place he quotes from the Gospel Accord-

ing to the Egyptians, but not to adopt the teachings there found. His

enemies quoted" the same passage against him, and he merely undertook to

show that they had misunderstood the meaning of the words they had

employed. .For argument's sake only did he admit the authority of their

quotation, and then showed that they failed correctly to interpret it. Ou

the other hand, when he quotes from the four canonical gospels he cm-

ploys their words as the final authority, and in each case as a "Thus saith

the'Lord." EickhofT, of course, admits that Clement cited as authorita-

tive books which were subse(]uently excluded from the canon. He also

admits that he allowed inspiration to several books not now in our canon.

But he does not on this account draw the conclusion that these extra-

canonical books are worthy of our acceptance. In fact, each age and

each Church now, as then, fixes the books which it regards as of divine

authority, the principal ones being common to all the principal Churches.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

PAUL'S LETTER TO THE PHILIPPIANS, BY H. VON SODEN.

It is interesting, in the midst of so many polemical works, to turn to one

written by a German in a more practical strain. Though not professedly

critical in purpose, this book is based upon the results of the most rig-

idly critical investigation. The style is such as a pastor might employ in

commenting in order upon a book of the Bible to an intelligent audience

from the pulpit or in the prayer meeting. As fur as possible, Von Sodcn

brings out the actual historical surroundings of the writer and original

readers of the epistle, in order that each of them may find its proper set-

ting. Scattered through are edifying refiections, and the whole is per-

meated with great fullness and richness of thought. The work is not only

pleasing as an illustration of what a critical student can do by way of

employing the Scriptufes for religious edification (and Von Sodeu is both

a theological professor and a pastor), but also as an exhibition of the use

to which a negative critic can put Scripture—for Yon Soden is an ex-

tremely negative thinker. He here allows the Pauline authorship of

the epistle, placing the date of its composition about A. D. C3, and

naming Timothy as the amanuensis. He attributes to Paul and to the

Philippian readers a genuine, divinely wrought religious experience. He

finds in Paul's language in this epistle the most self-denying purpose to
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siuk himself out of sight and to follow Avholly after Christ. Ue sees in

Paul's perfect committal of himself to the cause of Christ the source of his
sublime courage; and iu fact most of the book could be read by the most
ardent lover of devotional literature with immense pleasure and prorlt.

One of the most interesting sections is on chapter i, 12-18, where he
thinks that the reason why Paul's imprisonment would advance tlie

Gospel's cause was that it had now become known that he was iu chains
only for the Gospel's sake, and not for any real disturbance of the peace,
as charged. He thinks that they who preached the Gospel out of
good-will did it because Paul had made a favorable impression upon
them, and rather to get Paul set free than because they adhered to th.j

Gospel itself. On the other hand, those who preached it out of strife are

those who hated Paul as a Jew and desired to see him suffer. These spake
much concerning Christ in order to stir up the question and excite the
minds of the people against him. But iu Paul he observes not the slight-

est evidence of bitterness toward even these his enemies.

GENUIlvrE LETTER OP PAUL TO TIMOTHY, BY PHOFESSOR
LUDWIG LEMME, OP HEIDELBERG.

Fko.m the days of Schleiermacher until now the learned theological
world has been agitated concerning the genuineness of the Pastoral Epis-
tles. Some (the few) have accepted all as genuine; some accept one or

two out of the tlu-ec, although tliere is no uniformity in this respect;

while others, as Iloltzmann, reject all. Still another class of investii^^a-

tors, while rejecting, tliese epistles in their present form, admit that cer-

tain portions are Pauline. The greatest divergence e.\ists as to the evi-

dence of genuineness ; and the literature of the subject is a labyrinthiau
maze through which it is well-nigh impossible to thread one's way.
There are some staple arguments upon which the opponents of the gen-
uineness rely, as, the difficulty of discovering a period in the kuov/n
life of Paul when he could have written these epistles ; the difference be-
tween the doctrinal position of his acknowledged epistles and of these;
the fact that in his genuine letters he writes direct to tiie congregation,
while in these he writes to others about the congregation ; the fact that

in the others he is concerned about the religious life of the congregation,
while here the burden of his thought is congregational organization, e!c.

There is in none, nor iu all, of these arguments any unanswerable proof
that the letters in question are not genuine. But they, toa:ether with other
evidence, are sufhcientto convince Lemme that 1 Timothy is not genuine.
and that the same is true of some iiortions of 2 Timothy. To his minu
the genuine letter of Paul to Timothy is found iu STim. i, 1-ii, 10;

iv, G-22. The reader of critical theology is not unfamiliar with tlic

methods by which it is proposed to distinguish between the genuine au'i

the spurious iu the same document. But the capriciousness of the judg-
ments thus formed cannot escape notice. Each critic is blind to liis own
caprices, which, however, are apparent to every other critic. Lomme
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thinks he finds in the treatment of Paul's imprisonment in 2 Timothy a

proof that the historical basis of the epistle is genuine, -while the treat-

ment of the same alleged facts in Ephesians he thinks bears all the marks

of invention. But such a view ])resupposes that an author must always

write of the same fact in the same spirit. Besides, all such criticisms are

too likely to be colored with the critic's own subjectivity to have any

great weitdit. "VYe incline to the view of those critics who either accept

ivs a whole or reject as a whole the Pastoral Epistles, believing that to

distinguish between the l)0ok3 or parts of books is impossible. The gen-

uineness of these epistles remains untouched.

THE IK-CAKKTATION OF THE SON OF GOD, BY AUGUST WILHELM.
DIECKHOFI", DOCTOB AND PEOFESSOB OF THEOLOGY.

This is another of the many works which have been called forth in an-

swer to the positions taken by the late Albrecht Ritschl. It must be said

that most of such answers misrepresent, not willfully, but because they

misunderstand Ritschl. That great theologian has so often been called a

neo-rationalist that most people have taken the truth of the epithet for

granted. But in fact Ritschl's principles were not rationalistic, although

many of his positions were those of the Rationalists. The whole purpose

of Ritschl was to give to the doctrines of the Bible such a form as would

commend them to the human reason and yet not rob them of their essen-

tially religious contents. We do not maintain that he succeeded in this

imdertaking. In fact, he seems to have failed in many particulars. But

his attacks were not directed against the doctrines themselves ; rather were

they aimed at what he believed were excrescences which had grovy-n up

about the scriptural teachings, and wliich lie thoiight are now read into

the Bible rather than found therein. Of course, in his statement of doc-

trines he therefore fell short of the orthodo.T faith, and hence subjected

liimself to the ire of the confessional party. In regard to the divinity

of Christ, Dicckhoff and the rest of us believe far more than Ritschl. But

Dieckhoff afhrras that to Ritschl our Lord was only a man. Ritschl, ou

the other hand, claims that lie attributes to Christ everything which can

really be known of God, and hence as truly attributes divinity to Christ

as to God. He not only denies that \o him Christ is not a mere man, but

affirms that he worships Christ as God. Now, the point we make against

Dicckhoff in his attack upon Ritschl is, not tiiat Ritschl is right, but that

Dicckhoff is wrong in drawing conclusions from Ritschl's premises nr.d

tlicn attributing these conclusions to Ritschl. The Baptists exclude all

from comnuinion wlio have not been regularly immcnsed. But to attribute

to that body the conclusion tliat since the unimmersed must be excluded

from communion they will also be excluded from the kingdom of grace and
'

glory is to go too far. .\ man may liold two belief-.; which seem to the

listener iucon-istent, v.-hile to their pro])agator they may appear perfectly

consistent. At any rate, that v.-ould be high orthodo.xy which would claim

to have exactly the correct belief concerning the incarnation.

04 FIFTH SKUIKS, VOL. VIII.
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OjSTE phase op the STBUGGLE "WITH KOMAinSM.
The struggle of Protestantism uitli Romanism 1ms l)eeu reduced in the

minds of most Protestant thinkers of the present day to a question of the

origin of the dogmas and ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church. If

these are simply the unfolding of the teachings of Jesus and the aj)ostles.

tlien it is necessary to believe in the right of the papal hierarchy and

institutions. The point is one which can only bo settled by historical

evidence. The dispute, so far as it is based upon early literary remains, is

pretty ^vell understood. That phase of it which is connected with the

monuments, and particularly the catacombs, has not yet been studied by

Protestant scholars as it deserves. In fact, Protestant historians, in the

study of the records of the Church, labor under the constant disadvantage

of being permitted only bysulTerance to have access to the archives. This

is as true of the monumental witnesses to church history as of the docu-

mentary. Tlie Protestant investigator is therefore largely dependent upon

such facts as papal authors see lit to publish to the world. Tliat Chri.s-

tian arfha?ology is not as much cultivated, therefore, among Protestants

as could l)e wished is easily explicable. But the historical problems con-

nected with the development of the Church cannot be settled without an

appear to all accessible historical data, and hence the constantly growing

interest in the study of Christian archa;ology among Protestant scholars.

The need of such an interest will be made more plain by an exhibition of

the principles upon which Romanist investigators proceed; for instance,

Liell admits that the monumental evidence ought to i)o examined accord-

ing to a purely scientiGc method, but afllrms that the results should not

be so stated as to appear out of harmony with the dogmas of the Church.

lie also declares that a dogma is wliat God has revealed and what has at

all times been taught and believed. Since the Council of Ephesus declared

Mary to be the mother of God that must always have been the Cliristian

view. The absence of evidence is not proof of the absence of the belief.

The fallacy of such an argument can deceive no unbiased mind. But

the special point of our effort is to illustrate how dogmas so defined and

defended must be left untouched by any investigation of the monuments.

Bcissel, speaking of antique mythological scenes portrayed in the Chris-

tian arcliajological remains, says: " We believe, with all Catholics, that

there has ever been in the Church a strong hierarchy which opposed and

refused to tolerate actual abuses and idolatrous improprieties, and that

most believers have heeded the same. Wherever, therefore, heathen pic-

tures appear frequently, and under the eyes of the ecclesiastical authorities,

there wc say they had lost their idolatrous character, or they would not

have been tolerated." As a matter of fact, Roman Catholic treatises on

Christian antiquities all find the dogmas and the ceremonies of the Church,

clearly portrayed there. In order to this they are obliged to resort to the

allegorical method of interpretation. For example, Ilcnscr finds in the

representation of the fir.^t human pair upon the monuments the following

doctrines: 1. Adam, type of Christ; Eve, type of the Church. 2. Eve,

type of the Virgin Llary. 3. A challenge to obey the divine law, so
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that we may not, like Adam and Eve, be unclothed—that is, without the'

grace of God. In some casL-s Eve, though v.ithout clothing, is otherwise

adorned in an artificial way. This was intended to remind Christian

women that vanity and personal adornment are consequences of oi'iginal

sin, and hence to be shunned. With such a method of interpretation the

investigator can make the pictures mean what he will. But it is vain to'

speak of such a method as scientific, or to expect any valuable results

therefrom. From the first the witnesses arc suborned ; and that there

may be no mistake about it, that method of interpretation is employed by

which the testimony can be tortured to suit the purposes of the advo-

cate. The Protestant method is the true scientific method. It inquires

for the influences which led to tlie construction of the monuments as

they are. It lets the witnesses speak for themselves. It does not torture

the testimony to support a theory, a dogma, or a ceremony. It explains

the phencmicna according to the then age or the ages preceding, not in

accordance with those succeeding. If there be an absence of testimony

on a given point it will draw no conclusions on that point, but wait for

more light. This method will prevail at last, and when it docs another

prop will be taken from under the papal system, ^yhich is destined to fall.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

THE GERMAN EVANGELICAL CHURCH AID SOCIETy.

The fourth annual meeting of this society, under the direct patronage

of the Empress Augusta Victoria, met >Lay 19 in the Elizabethan Hall of

the royal palace in Berlin. The yearly report was read by Professor Dr.

Weiss, showing that the number of auxiliaries had largely increased.

The local societies had raised 107,000 marks during the year. This sum,

together with gifts from the emperor and empress and others and inter-

est, made up the sum of 140,000 marks for the year. For the Berlin City

Mission SO, 000 marks were allowed, and for city missions in the provinces

19,000 marks. Contributions were also given in aid of the TJougli House

for Lay Deacons in Hamburg, for the spiritual care of the sailors in Stettin,

and for pastoral assistance in various exccssivel}' large parishes.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.

About three hundred and fifty delegates participated in the meeting of

this important congress in Stuttgart from May 18 to 20. The English

views on this subject being well known, we give only those portions which

pertain to continental nations. Dr. Gmelin, of Stuttgart, spoke on the

significance of Sunday rc-t for the bodily, spiritual, imd social needs of

mankind; the Bev. Dr. Ehui on the necessity of Sunday observance for'

the individual, the family, and the national life; and Pastor Weber on

the duty of the Church on the Sunday question. . It was agreed, in re-

sponse to an address by Pastor DalboH, of Copenhagen, that places for
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the sale of spirituous liquors should be legally closed on Sunday, Court
Preacher Stocker spoke on the duty of the civil and parish authorities in

the matter of Sunday observance, and recommended all officials to set a

proper example. The next meeting of the congress will be held in Chi-

cago during the Columbian Exposition. The congress requested the

directors of this exposition to close the gates on Sunday. The progress

on the Continent along this line in recent years is phenomenal. The re-

cent labor laws, which have just gone into effect in Germany, are the out-

growth of the rising sentiment there. It is a shame, however, that the

much-hated Social Democrats had to lead the way, and that the Church
slowly followed. Now that she is awake, it is to be hoped that the Chiuxh
will lead the van.

THE EGCLESIASIICO-POLinCAIi SITUATIOISr IN FEAWCE.

Upon a recent public occasion President Carnot received the bishops of

Verdun and Nancy. The Bishop of Verdun declared that he and his

clergy openly and loyally accepted the form of government which the na-

tion had adopted, and cherished the hope that the recent difficulties would
all soon disappear and unity and peace return. Bishop Turinace, of

Nancy, expressed himself less decidedly. He said that he and the clergy

of his province shared the patriotic sentiments of the French people, and
longed for the union of the nation in righteousness and peace. They
v.'ould fulfill their duty toward the government, but they were determined

to be equally true to their religious obligations. To these principles they

would remain faithful in order to maintain at once obedience to conscience

and serve their Fatherland. Carnot replied that he approved the patri-

otic sentiments of the bishops. Nothing was so necessary to France and

her welfare as the unity of her people and their unconditional subjection

to the law of the land. The dispute is unfortunately one v.hich has two

sides. Perhaps in its fear of the Church the government has infringed

upon the rights of that organization.

SIGNS OF PROMISE OUT OP THE ORIENT.

In Talas, in the neighborhood of Ca;sarea, a Bible Society, composed of

Protestants and Greek and Armenian Christians, has recently been formed.

Each member pledges himself to contribute at least one cent per week for

the purpose of furnishing the word of God to the " people that sit in dark-

ness" in the Lord's land. Fifty-two cents per year is a considerable sum
for people whose highest income is not more than twenty cents per day.

Relatively it is far more than the majority of American Christijins give

for the same cause. But one of the most interesting facts connected with

the new organization is the union of three such varying faiths in oue great

work. Perhaps if any one of these forms of faith was in power instead

of the Turks there would not be so great a willingness to lay aside difTer-

cuces. Christianity reaps, at least, this one advantage from being in sub-

jection to a non-Christian authority.
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EDITORIAL EEVIEWS.

spmrr of the reviews and magazines.

Readeks of the English reviews aud higher class magazines cannot

lielp noting tliat they are just now quite freely discussing the political

and social condition of our country. The democratic tendencies so dis-

tinctly visible in the political life of Great Britain are without doubt the

cliief cause of these discussions. Both Radicals and Conservatives are

eager to find support for their respective theories in the working and re-

sults of our democratic form of government. The former seek for evi-

dence in our national condition and prospects to justify their efforts t-o

substitute democracy for monarchy; the latter would faiu find in the evils

which dominate our political and municipal life strong reasons for hold-

ing on to the limited monarchy of which they are proud. In our Septem-

ber-October number we outlined a paper on our democracy found in the

radical and rationalistic Westminster Magazine. We now sketch the

points made by a writer in the more conservative Edinburgh Bcciew for

July, who treats of "Crime aud Criminal Law in the United States.''

In the absence of any pjublicatiou wliich sets forth the judicial statistics

of the United States this writer is compelled to gather his materials from

the reports of those States which publish their criminal statistics, from

the newspapers, and from the observation of such English writers as the

late Mr. Freeman, the historian, aud of ilr. Bryce. With these giiidcs, and

with the census of 1890 in his hands, he discovers that "great as has been in

many respects the progress of the republic, she has degenerated as a law-

abiding couimunity;" that "crime in the United States is on the increase,

aud that as a whole it has become of a worse descri]>tion." Taking the

prison statistics of Massachusetts, as officially reported, he finds even in

that quiet State that since 1838 its population has trebled, while its prison

population has increased sevenfold. He then treats of the prevalence

of lynching; of mob law; of individual revenge; of the low character

of criminal justice ; of the imperfection of our criminal law, and its lack

of uniformity; of the discrepancies of ymnishments; of the facilities for

setting aside the verdicts of juries; of the selection of judges by popular

vot«; of the police as the creatures of municipal- politicians; and of our

prison systems as partly responsible for the increase of crime.

Commenting on this increase of crime in our country, he claims that it

ought "to put an end to the wild talk about the progress of the world be-

ing increased by the spread of democratic government.'" But seeing, as he

alleges, a better administration of justice in the democratic communities

of Canada and Australia, he concedes that democracy is not necessarily

favorable to the increase of crime, aud attributes its increase in the United

States to that prevailing indilTerence to the public weal which is mainly
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responsible for the corruptions of our political and municipal life, llie

nation, being feverishly bent on the acquisition of wealth or pleasure, has
fallen, he thinks, into habits of lawlessness which, if not speedily broken
up, will subject our democratic system to still greater inefficiency and to

more serious perils. This writer appears to be on the whole friendly to

us, but by overlooking, perhaps unwittingly, the vast conservative and re-

formatory forces actively working in all parts of our immense territory

lie has made his portrait of us unfairly one-sided. Bad enough we may
be, but not nearly so bad as he makes us appear. Nevertheless, his article

may be profitably read by patriotic citizens, by reformers, and by Christian

ministers. To use an Arab phrase, it bids us " orient ourselves." Besides
the article just outlined, this issue of the EJinl/urgh Review has an adverse
critique of "Wellhausen on the History of Israel," which every student of

the so-called " higher criticism" will find exceptionally valuable reading.

Christian Tliouglit for August opens with a strong philosopliical paper
by Professor E. J. Hamilton, entitled " Perceptionalism a System of Phi-
losophy." The professor expounds the doctrines of this philosophy, and
opposes i,ts principles to those of the sensatioualism, materialism, idealism,

and pantheism of the age with marked ability. "The Influence of the

Bible on Modern Jurisprudence," by Hon. W. H. Arnoux, and " The Mis-

takes of Moses," by Rev. II. L. Hastings, are both valuable and timely

articles, in that they bring into clear light a measure of wisdom in the

Pentateuch so superior to that of all other ancient writings that to deny
the inspiration of Moses, as skeptics do, is " to create a greate]- miracle

than they deny." "Metaphysical Assumptions," by Professor Shriver,

contains a conclusive argument against the agnostic who, while decrying
religious beliefs becau.se they are grounded on assumptions, is no less de-

pendent on metaphysical assumptions for his negations tlian is the Chris-

tian theist for his belief. He thus shows that the agnostic "is hoist on
Ms own petard."

In the July issue of the Ca«fl6?ia?i J!/t:«/dO(7«f. (Quarterly \!G\is,yQ: 1. "Amo.s,

the Herdmau Prophet of Tckoah-, " 2. "A Study in Sotcriology ;

"

3. " Points of Comparison of Methodist Theology with the Theology of

other Churches;" 4. "The Destiny of the Human Race." Of these

papers we note the first as giving a lucid statement of those apostasies in

the kingdoms of Judah and Israel which were the grounds of the national

judgments which Amos was divinely directed to foretell, a clear analysis

of his proi)hecies, a somewhat critical commentary upon the style of Ins

writing, and a vivid portrayal of his cliaracter. The second paper ably

defends the fact and discusses the doctrine or theory of the atonement,

rightly claiming that no theory ol it can stand which does not recognize

the absolute unity of God and the complete harmony of his perfections.

The third paper proves that the peculiarities of Methodism rest on the

rock of Scripture; that its Z;/<7 was known to the primitive Church, to

the reformers, and is now the proper heritage of the Churches, Its
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maintenunce is the condition of the world's conversion. Tlic fourlh

paper, though ably written, is fancifully speculative. It predicts tlie evo-

lution of a new race, with a new langutige, new habits of life, and with a

character made perfect through the power of Christianity. On tlic Ameri-

can continent it is to form one nation^tlie Americanadian

!

The Yale Rcvlewior September has: 1. "Immigration;" 3. "Petrarch

and the Beginning of ^Modern Science;" 3. "An Inquiry Concerning our

Foreign Relations;" 4. "The Confederate 'Foreign Loan;" 5. "Prussian

Ministers and Imperial Kule; " 6. " Chinese and Mediaeval Guilds." The

first of these papers claims that this country is no longer in need of immi-

grants to settle its lands ; and that the character of those now coming is as a

whole such as to make their cominga source of danger to the body politic.

It proposes a tax of $100 on all immigrants, said tax to be refunded to

those who return home within three years and to those who at the end

of tbat term prove themselves capable of self-support. In the third

paper Professor "Woolscy writes lucidly of the Behring Sea, the Barrundia,

and the Itata questions, concerning which our government has contended

for theories of international policy which the professor thinks to bo ques-

tionable. The fifth article very clearly explains the working of the dual

government in Germany ; the sixth traces the origin and describes the

peculiar features of Chinese guilds.

The Ncm World for September treats of, 1. "The Essence of Christian-

ity;" 2. "Ecclesiastical Impedimenta;" 3. "New Testament Criticism

and Keligious Belief;" 4. "Thomas Paine;" 5. "Social Betterment;"

6. "The Hole of the History of Religionsin Modern Religious Education; "

7. "•A Poet of His Century; " 8. "Divine Love and Intelligence." In the

first of these papers Professor O. Pfleiderer elaborately discusses his theory

that the essence of Christianity consists in Christ's teaching and typical

representation of the most exalted ideal of men—"the universal human

sonship of God." This "ethico-religious ideal of humanity Christ typi-

cally represented for us by the original power of genius in his own person."

Saving faith, it says, " consists in the adoption of this ideal as the C(m-

viction of the heart and the principle of the life." This paper implicitly

rejects the true divinity of Christ and his atoning death. It also implies

Universalism, in that it finds the "final cause of the world" in the "divine

sonship of all men." As a literary production it is most excellent; in its

theological teaching it is anti-scriptural and misleading. In the third

paper Orollo Cone, discussing the proper limitation of scriptural criticism,

makes concessions to rationalistic methods which logically lead to the

conclusion that the dogma of the infallibility of the New Testament is un-

tenable. Most assuredly Islx. Cone stands outside the line of tliat literary

criticism of the Bible which is consistent with hearty belief in its divine

origin. The fourth paper is a review of Mr. Conway's recent lAfc of Thomas

Paine. This reviewer is evidently in sympathy with Mr. Conway's unsuc-

cessful endeavor to defend a man who, though he rendered some valuable
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service to the infant cause of American liberty, was yet a bitter eueniy to

tlie religion of the Bible, and, as Mr. Theodore Roosevelt contemptuous-
ly designates him in his life of Gouverneur Moms, "a filthy little atheist."

Tiiis reviewer asserts of Paiue's assault on tlie Bible that ''in its general
terms its force is conceded by all the higher criticism of the time " an
jissertion which, being just, ought to strengthen the hostility of Christian

thinkers to "higher criticism." In the sixth paper Jean R^ville argues
forcibly in favor of giving the "science of religious " a place among uni-

versity studies. The seventh" paper is an appreciative criticism of the

poetry of George Francis Savage Armstrong, whose works it describes as

profound, brilliant, and characterized by philosophic thought and dra-

matic individualization. The eighth paper is a brilliant essay showing the

groundlessness of Mr. Spencer's contention that God is simply a mysteri-

ous and infinite energy. It is also a conclusive defense of the conception

of God as an infinite personality, by whose infinite intelligence, power,

will, and love the universe was created and is directed.

The Andover Ueriew for September has: 1. " Do the Literary Postulates

of Hexateuch Criticism have any Parallels in the Other Books of the Old

Testament?" 2. " The Naval Chaplaincy ;
" .3. "Henri Frederic Amiel: "

4. " Old Roman Labor Guilds;" 5. "The Bible in the College." The
first of these papers finds evidences that most of the biblical books were

compilations, but it does not show that their being compilations dis-

proves their inspiration. The second ])aper gives a very intelligent ac-

count of the duties, privileges, and drawbacks of naval chaplaincies. The
third is a sympathetic and critical review of Amiel's profoundly thought-

ful and elegantly written Journal Intime. The fourth paper shows, on

the authority of Livy and otiier classic writers, that our modern labor

unions anil strikes liad their types in the old Roman guilds from the times

of Ntnna Pompilius to the latter days of the emperors. The fifth paper

contends strongly and sensibly that the Bible ought to have an honorable

place in tlie course of instruction of every college. Its leading editorial,

on " The Divinity of Clirist," is a most admirably written and profoundly

thoughtful paper.

Thk Catholic World for September opens with an article on "Home
Rule." A statement concerning the "Catholic School System of Great

Britain " names the sums given to Catliolic schools which are under State

supervision in secular studies, under the law which grants State aid to the

voluntary schools of all denominations. After this we find " Reminis-

cences of Edgar P. Wadhams, first Bishop of Ogdensburg," which sketches

the history of a pervert from Protestantism who was a])parently a good

but mistaken gentleman, whose Iligli Church notions beguiled him into

the folly of taking orders in the papal Church. A ]>aper on "The Expul-

sion of the Jews from Spain in the PMfteenth Century" vainly aims to

conceal the responsibility of Catholicism for that horribly cruel persecu-

tion. " The Conversion of the American People" indicates a purpose in
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Romanist leaders to awakeu a spirit of propagandism in their followers.

It audaciously affirms that "there is practically little true knowledge of

tlie supernatural life outside of the Catholic Church! " It contains a form

of " prayer for the conversion of imbelievers," the salient point in which

is that poor, spiritually ignorant Protestants may believe what ?—not

Christ, but " the teachings of Thy Church !
" Unfortunately for the papal

Church, but happily for the world, Americans believe that many of those

" teachings " are contrary to the teaching of Christ, and for that reason

they are praying for the conversion of Catholics to the true faith. They

are encouraged to continue in this prayer by the stupendous fact of Prot-

estantism, which is God's response to the prayer of anti-Catholic Christians.

The Catholic World is a highly intellectual magazine very ably conducted.

Ik the JS'ineteenth Century for August eiglit distinguished gentlemen

give replies to the question, "Why I Voted for Gladstone ?" The main

reason given by these respondents is their belief in Gladstone's ability to

secure Home Rule for dissatisfied Ireland. Subordinate to this is their

belief that British interests are safer in the hands of the Liberal party,

of which he is the acknowledged leader, than when Conservative states-

men hold the political helm. In its second paper Sir Robert G. C. Ham-
ilton, Governor of Tasmania, defends the "credit of Australia " against

parties in England who had propagated opinions unfavorable to its iinan-

cial prosperity. Ilis paper claims that although Australia's indebtedness

is heavy its resources are solid and ample, and English capitalists need

not doubt the safety of their investments in its railway and other securi-

ties, lie closes with an expression of his belief in the federation of Ei)g-

land's colonies as a thing near at hand. Its fifth paper, entitled " Recent

Science," by Prince Kropotkin, has value for students of chemistry, evo-

lution, and bacteriology. The "missing links" which Darwin sought

but failed to find are being discovered, it clauiTs, especially in North and

South America and Australia. And geology is in sight of supposed evi-

dences of the connection, in bygone periods, between the continents sep-

arated by the great oceans. It also describes researches in bacteriology

which suggest that the time is not distant when men will have learned so

much of the nature of microbes as "to combat wiili success those micro-

scopic bacteria whicli are the enemies of the human race." Its eighth

paper, on "Art Studentship of the Early Italian Painters," by Jean Paul

Richter, is suggestive both to amateur and professional artists, because it

treats of the teacliing methods of the men whose work has given them

high rank on the rolls of fame. The ninth jiapcr, entitled " The French

Empress and the German "War," basing its statements on the authority of

ft book having for its title An Englishman in Paris, shows tliat Euge-

nie's evil genius, and not Kapoleon's personal ambition or judgment,

moved him to begin the war with Germany which led to his dethrone-

ment. The foolisli Eugenie paid, and is still paying, a fearful price for

her folly. The thirteenth paper, named "The Verdict of England," by

Edward Dicey, is a scorching indictment of '^h: Gladstone's political con-
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sistency and of his Home Rule policy. Its writer represents the growin<,'

number of Englishmen whose estimate of " the grand old man " is far

below that of his pronounced admirers. Mr. Dicey claims that England
"has gone dead against his policy," as shown by Salisbury's English ma-

jority of seventy-two in the late election. The Irish vote elected him.

Mr. Dicey doubts whether his majority will hold together, a'nd hopes,

therefore, that the Nationalists of Great Britain and Ireland will jirevail.

As a partisan view of British politics this paper is worth reading.

The FortnUjhthj lleview for August has eleven articles, of which we
note one by Sir Charles Tupper on " The Question of Preferential Tariffs."

Sir Charles is ''High Commissioner for Canada." He advocates a tariff

policy by which England should admit the products of Canada to her ports

at lower tariffs than she imposes on her imports from other nations, lie

predicts that she will shortly do so. Another of its papers is a spir-

ited essay on " Shelley," whose worth, both as poet and man, was so

variously estimated that while one party cried, " Shelley is a great man,"
another said, "Shelley is an inspired imbecile." A third party almost

blasphemously exclaimed, "Shelley is a modern Christ," to which a

fourth set responded, " Shelley is a wretch." The sentiment of many, after

hearing of his sad death, was expressed in the amiable exclamation, *' Poor,

dear Shelley !
" This essayist, after a running comment on Shelley's

career and poetical qualities, estimates his character more highl}' than his

conduct justifies, yet fails to find evidence of intellectual greatness in his

writings, which, he says, are *' not lasting contributions to our exiguous

store of deathless achievement." We note further a very interesting arti-

cle on !Mr. Balfour's work in the west of Ireland by a gentleman who
made a tour over the " congested districts," observing which he was con-

vinced that Mr. Balfour's methods had been of great service to their in-

habitants. A svmposium by six men of mark on the " Political Outlook"

indicates that ^Ir. Gladstone's home rule measure will not succeed in the

new Parliament, and that there is much public apprehension lest his

foreign polics' should prove disastrous to the empire. On the whole this

is a very interesting number of the Fortnlglitly licvieio.

The Contemp&rari/ Bc'view for September has: 1. "An American Vii-"'

of Home Rule and Federation-," 2. "The Growth of Industrial Peace;"

3. "Professor Huxley as a Theologian;" 4. "Canine Moods and Plan-

ners;" 5. " Edward YI, Spoiler of Schools;" 6. " Talent and Genius on

the Stage;" 7. " Flora Sacra ; " 8. " Evolution not Revolution in Modern

Warfare;" 9. "The Last Decade of the Last Century;" 10. "The
Strategic Value of Egypt." In the first of these papers Mr. Albert Shaw

argues that the best solution of the Irish question if> in the federation of

Gri'at Britain and her colonies into an empire, in which an imperial

Parliament would be the central power, with Ireland and the colonics

ii'lf-governed at home, but equally represented in the great Parliament.
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Mr. Sliaw'3 opinion commends itself to many, if not to most, thouglitful

Americans. The second paper describes tlie raarked success of certain

methods of " arbitration and conciliation" in the great industries of Eng-
land as preventives of strikes. It merits the attention of the owners
and managers of American iudui.trial and railway incorporations and part-

nerships. * The third article is a sharp criticism of Huxley's method of

dealing with theological questions in his K'isays on Controverted Questions,

by Dr. Sanday, in which Huxley's dogmatism, diHusiveness, shallowness,

inconclusivt'ness, and fallacious recisouings are lucidly set forth. The
sixth paper sheds the light of historic truth on the tradition which made
Edward VI the royal benefactor and patron saint of "Christ Hospital"

iu Loudon, and of nnmerous, other grammar schools in England. True
history shows that Edward, like Henry VHI, "plundered the monasteries

with two hands and founded schools with one hand." Both monarchs
took much from the monks and priests and spent little in endowing
schools. The paper is interesting to students of the history of Old Eng-
land's grammar scho(;ls. The tenth paper makes it evident that Egypt is

of such strategic vr.lue to England that she must retain it at all hazards

or lose her hold ou India, and her j)restige as one of the leading powers

in Europe.

Our Day for September bristles with sharply pointed ethical truths.

In one paper it shows that the workingmau might become his own
capitalist if corporations in every State were placed under the supervision

of " Comptrollers of Commerce." In another Joseph Cook writes forcibly

-against " RumscUing at the "World's Fair;" and under "Questions to

Specialists" Anthony Comstock writes words that ought to bring blushes

of regret to the clieeks of Mr. Da Costa, Dr. Rainsford, and other cen-

sors of Dr. C II. Parkhurst's brave battle against vice ia Kew York.

The Americaji Antiq-'arian for September contains a feast of fat things

to delight tlic taste of any student of prehistoric men and things on our

continent. "NYo note "Village Life and the llound-builders' Cultus," and
''Norse Ilemains in America," as of especial interest. The Wesleyan

Methodht MagazbiG. for September has a choice list of interesting papers,

among which we note " The Quantocks and the Lake Poets," the " Rei)ort

of the Second Ecumenical ]\Icthodist Conference," in which Mr. Bunting's

paper on Evolution is caustically reviewed, and a highly appreciative sketch

of Dr. Rigg, the president of the Wesleyan Conference for 1803. The
. Century Magazine for September oilers a rich variety of papers suited to

all classes of readers. Among its illustrated articles we note " The Grand
Falls of Labrador," " Pioneer Pack-horses in Alaska," and "Architec-

ture at the World's Columbian Exposition," In its "Topics for the Time "

it deservedly scathes those unprincipled politicians who, in defiance

of law, comjK^l caniivaigu contributions from government employes.

The Gospel in all Lamh for September is largely iilled with interesting

papers on the people of Japan and Corea, iucludiug statements of mission-

ary work among them. Dr. Leonard has a jutlicious article iu it ou the
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proper relation of individual churches to the management of foreign mis-

sion^. The Chautauquan for September has an illustrated article which
sketches the career of Columbus; a lively description of a trip from the

Golden Gate to the twin cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis; ten thought-
ful papers on "The Women's Council Table;" and sensible discussions of

many other topics of interest to all good Chautauquans and {o all who
love good reading. The Mmionary lieview of tJic Wm-ld for September
treats largely of missions in Japan and Corea. It has an encouraging
jiaper on "Foreign Missions One Hundred Years Ago," sheds lii^ht on

"The Missionary Crisis in the Turkish Empire," and is on the whole an
inspiration to missionary zeal. Uarper's Is'exn Monthly for September is

uncommonly rich both in the number and quality of its illustrations. Of
its articles, "Literary Paris," by 'Six. Child, "Chapman," by .James R.

Lowell, and "The Aryan Mark, a Xew England Town Meeting," are

worthy of special note. LijipincoWs for September has "The Dooms-
woman," by Gertrude Atherton, for its completed novel, and a fine variety

of minor papers. The McthodM Magazine (Canada) for September has

finely illustrated and M'ell-written papers on "India: its Temples, Pal-

aces, and Peoples," on "The Land of the Pharaohs," and ou "ISTorway."

Especially valuable to lovers of missions is an article by Rev, J. S. Ross,

entitled "The First Hundred Years of Modern Missions." The Ilorni-

letic Eccieio for September has a long list of excellent articles, of which
we note, " The Study of tiie Bible as a Classic," by Professor R. G. Moul-
ton; "An Historical Study of Hell," by Dr. W. McLane; and "The Im-
mortality of Mysticism," by Dr. E. Judson; and " Preaching and Teach-

ing." These articles aie in its "Review Section." In its "Sermon
Section" Professor M. R. Vincent has a discourse ou "The Debt of

Power;" Dr. A. Maclarcn one ou "The Faithful Heart and the Pre^^cnt

God;" and Dr. Storrs a strong one on " Streugth out of "^^eakness."

This is an excellent number of a very ably conducted review. The
Treasury of lieUgious Thouglit has among other good things a sermon ou

"Great Opportunities with Corresponding Difficulties," by Dr. Bomber-
gcr, and one ou "The Power of Quiet Forces," by Rev. J. M. La Bach.

All its departments are ably filled. The New Jerusalem Magatine for

August and September di:>cu^scs from its denominational viewpoints,

"The Problem of the Four Gospels," "The Religious Aspect of Evolu-

tion," "The Place of "Woman in the Church," "The Supernatural Element
in the Scrijjtures," etc. The Westminster licview for August treats of:

1. "Ireland Under Gnxttan's Parliament;" 2. " Some Aspects of Senti-

ment;" 3. " The Modern Protective System;" 4. "Glimpses of Tom
Moore;" 5. "Education in Germany;" G. "The Ethics of Field Sports;"

7. " Mr. Froude and his Critics;" 8. "Unfettered Banking." The tirst

of these papers claims a higher character and better political effects for

Grattiui's Parliament than English historiansgcnerally admit. The third,

after describing the working of protection and free trade principles in

modern commercial nations, confidently predicta the epeedy descent of

the former iuto the limbo of discarded errors I
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BOOKS: CRITIQUSS AND NOTICES.

THE RAIs^GE OF READIXG.

It is DO longer permitted tlie reader to survey only a narrow field of

literature. The time has gone by of which Wliittier wrote in "Snow

Round," when "scarce a score" of volumes should make up the library

of a household. The age demands an extensive knowledge of books; the

public libraries put every new volume within the reach of the poorest

;

the limitation of twenty-four hours is the only bound that should restrain

the reader. Great thinkers are, as a rule, great studeuts of books.

" Napoleon's range of reading," it is said, " was very extensive. It in-

rhided Ilomcr, Virgil, Tasso; novels of all countries; histories of all

times; mathematics, legislation, and theology." Though an exceptional

m:iu, the book was to him a necessity. In such an illustrious example is

found a justification of acquaintance with every department of literature.

Xo knowlcilge can come amiss. Every worthy book lias its price. From

the more recent volumes issued the reader may safely select the following

for his perusal: Tie Central Teaching of Jesus Christ, by T. D. Bernard;

The Principles of Ethics, by B. P. Bowne; Mexico in Tramition, by

William Butler.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

The Central Teaching of Jesus Christ. A Study and Exposition of the Five Chap-

ters of the Gospel 'according to St. John, xiii to xvii iuchi?ive. By Tho.mas

Dehaxy Bernard, M.A., Canon and Chancellor of AVells; Author of The Prog-

ress of Doctrine in the New Tesiamenl, Bampton Lectures, 1864. 12mo, pp. 416.

New York: Macmillan & Co. Price, cloth, $J.50.

The title of this volume seems on the first thought a challenge of the

truth. Ail teachings of the Lord must be held in their nature to be " cen-

tral." To confine the attention to the gospel of St. John, whether it be his

opening words to Nathanael, his discourse to the woman of Samaria, or

his adcfrcss to the disciples by the Sea of Galilee after his resurrection, all

his words arc most important. Not a single .syllable, in short, ever

fell from his lips that in a sense was not "central." Yet it is the fact

that the continuous discourse of Jesus, in the night before his passion,

was "a ministry to believers," which led :Mr. Bernard to assume the posi-

tion of the present volume. His position may be best stated Ijy a (piot.i-

tiou from his own Introduction: " Such is thcteuch.ing which wc p;-cparc

to attend when we approach this division of the written word—fire

chapters, which have been called 'a Gospel within (lie Gospel,' a sacred

inclosure, an interior sanctuary, where the Lord is alone with his friends;

the manifestation to the world finished; the redemption of the world to

follow. Wc enter nudc-r a cloud of divine sadness; wc find ourselves un-

der the brightest illuminations of truth and love. Instructions, consola-
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tions, promises, revelations, form the legacy which the departing Saviour

leaves to liis Church. Tlie section of the gospel thus marked off by its

historical setting, and by the nature of its contents, holds not only a dis-

tinct but a central place in the teaching of Christ. It has this central

character, first, as intervening between the nurrativei of the manifestation

of Christ to the world and that of his passion and resurrection; secondly,

as closing the teacliing of Christ in the flesh and foreshowing his teach-

ing in the Spirit." Assuming this to be the relative position of these

chapters of St. John to the -ivholc record of the gospel, Jlr. Bernard pro-

ceeds to notice in xletail the separate incidents, the discourses, and the

high priestly prayer occurring in Christ's last interview v^ith his disci-

ples before his passion. Whoever is familiar -with The Progress of Doc-

trine, which has given Mr. Bernard a recognized place among the theolog-

ical teachers of the times, •uill discover in the present instance a similar

sweep of thought, clearness of perception, and charm of statement. The
book, which covers a field of treatment not often traversed, is by no means

an ordinary volume.

The Evolution of Chrisiianiiy. By Lyman Abbott. ]2mo, pp. 253. Boston and
New York: Houghton, Mifflin'& Co. Price, $1.25.

The writer of this book attempts to state " the historic faith of Christian-

ity" not "in words which the Holy Ghost teaclieth," but "in tlie terms of

an evolutionary philosophy." But his definition of evolution leaves one in

doubt as to v.hcther it is, as Spencer defines it, a "change from an indefi-

nite and incoherent homogeneity to a definite and coherent heterogeneity

through continuous Uitlereutiations and integrations," or whether it is only

a development or progressive advancement of living things subsequently

fo their origination by the creative act of God. His failure to clearly

recognize'this important distinction involves his reader in that confusion

which is the consequent of incoherent thinking. Hence, although the

volume is smart, even to brilliancy at times, it is neither profound in

thought nor accurate in statement. It abounds in half truths which are

as poisoned arrows, conveying the virus of error through apparently harm-

less propositions. Thus, for example, it defines revelation, not as Jesus

explained it wlien he said, "The Father commandcth what I eliould speak

. . . Even as the Father hath said unto me so I speak," but as " an un-

veiling!" That is, lie explains this luminous word, "not as something

external to man " as the Father's words were until Christ put them into

human speech, but as " giving men a capacity to perceive and receive truth

before incomprehensible." But how capacity to see spiritual truth can

be gained except by its presentation from a source external to it this book

fails to explain. This intermingling of obscurely stated error with a par-

tial truth is characteristic of Ihe volume. In this it illustrates the evil

of attempting to state Chri:^tian faith in the terms of such a materialistic

philorsophy as Spencer sliows evolution to be, or indeed of any other

philosophy. The first corruption of Christian doctrine originated in

similar attempts by ancient crrorists to state it in the terms, and therefore
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in the light of their systems. Hence Ave prefer to study revelation in

the words spoken by Christ and inspired by the Holy Ghost. It can

thereby be more easily comprehended, better understood, and more surely

(ransl.ited into the experiences of the heart and the conduct of life than

when viewed through tlie mists of the philosophy of this sprightly but

unorthodox and unsatisfactory book.

An Jntroduction fo Oie Sfw-hj of (he Acts of (he Apostles. By J. ^[. SrrFLER, D.D.,

Profo-sor of Now Tt'Stamcnt JCxegesis in Crozer Tlieologioul S-.-ininary. 12ino,

2S7 pp. New York : Fleming H. Revell Co. -si. 25.

This is not a commentary. It does not place the words of St. Luke

under an exegetical microscope. Rather, it weighs his thoughts and scans

the purpose which guided him in the preparation of his "Acts." It is,

in its author's intention at least' " an exposition of Luke's history which

may be read with profit without consulting Ftrictly exegetical commen-

taries.'' Its keynote is fovind in the words with which Luke begins his

narrative, to wit :
" The former treatise have I made of all that Jesus be-

gan to do and to teach." Placing emphasis on the word ieyaTi in this

citation, our author claims fitly enough tliat Luke ])urposed to trace the

further activity of Christ from the point at which his gospel leaves it.

Hence he views Luke's book as being in reality a record of the acts of

Christ. The disciple named it the "Acts of the Apostles" because the

enthroned Christ used those good men to can-y out his will and to illustrate

his spirit. In reality, it shows Avhat Jesus cnntlnucd to do and to teach.

Guided by this concept, Dr. Stifler reviews, analyzes, expounds, eluci-

dates, ;nid illustrates Luke's invaluable history of the foundation and early

growth of the Christian Church. lie enters fully into Luke's spirit,

firmly grasps his facts, and places them in such historic and biographical

lights that, to many minds, the "Acts" will henceforth read like a new

book. It is certainly a very attractive volume, which one cannot atten-

tively read without beuelit to both head and heart.

The Church of To-morrcno. Addresses delivered in tlio United States and
Caniida duriiio; the autumn of 1S91. By W. J. Dawsox. 12mo, 20S pp. Np^n'

York : Hunt it P^aton. CiucinDati: Cranston & Curts. $1.

The addresses in this volume discu.'^s many of the questions which oc-

cupy the thoiight and stir the passions of the passing age. Catholicity,

Doubt, the Socialism of Jesu.s, the Democratic Christ, and National Kight-

cousne.'^s, arc among its topics. In treating them ^Ir. Dawson shows that

he has a deep insight into the meaning of great principles, an.d a clear

perception of their coir.j)reheusion and sweep. lie is n broad-minded

writer—thoughtful, and therefore suggesti\e of thought. There is a

literary quality in his style which is both strong and beautiful. He
writes as a man having deep sympathy with lunnanity in its struggles

to escape from the ills which burden its comlitions. rerlia[)s some will

think him too broad in his charity for fliosc who sustain systems based on
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fundamental errors; but v.-hen viewed as a wliole Lis book, \ve think, will

command the approval of all liberal-minded Christian thinkers. Its widi;

circulation and considerate study will assuredly promote the progress c f

truth, and stimulate the growth of reformatory movements.

The Christian Life. A Popular Treatise on Christian Etliics. Bj C. F. Paultts. D. D.,

Professor of Systematic TlieoloEry at German Wallace College, Berca, Ohio. Traii;---

lated from the German by F. W. Schneider, A.M., Professorof Matliematics iiud

English at German "Wa'llnce College, Berea, Oliio. Cincinnati : Cranston .t

Curls. Kevv York ; Hunt & Eaton. 12mo, pp. 415. Price, §l.oO.

This lucidly thoughtful volume will be welcomed by earnest Christian

thinkers because its teachings are strong antidotes to that active selfism

which seeks with unwearied zeal to persuade men that they may be

greedy of gain, unjust toward others, and participants in worldly pleas-

ures without ceasing to be disciples of the Christ. Its author demon-

strates that the Christian life is essentially ethical. Its keynote is tliat

"Christian ethics embraces the moral life in its connection with the re-

demption of Christ Jesus, . . . that the purpose of Christian ethics is the pres-

entation of the Christian life." It finds the data of ethics in the moral law

made known by the voice of conscience, by the government of the world,

and by tiie revealed will of God. In these the norm of the moral is found.

What is contained in the divine law thus revealed "is good and right bc-

Muse God wills it." But not ^^ only because it is the expression of his

will," as the author puts it, but because, as Cousin more clearly states it,

" God, being wholly just and good, can will nothing but what is good and

just " in itself. Dr. Paulus divides his work into two parts : 1. "The Nat-

ural Life;" 3. " The Christian Life." In the first he treats of " The moral

endowment of men; " " [Man in the sinful state;" "Death of the natural

man." In the second part we have the Christian life in its beginning,

progress, and consummation. Social ethics, or the molding of society by

the Christian life, is then set forth as that life works in the family, in so-

ciety, in the state, and in the church. In this comprehensive treatment

of the varied application of ethical principles the book is radical without

being extreme. On difficult questions of conscience it is vigorous yet dis-

crimin;itive, "Where it touches theological points it is not harshly dogmatic

but strictly scriptural. Its views of Christian experience are in liarnmny

with those of [Methodism and of the New Testament. In its discussions

of the freedom of the will it is philosophical and lucid. Taken as a whole,

without indorsing all its opinions, Ave commend it to both clerical and lay

readers as an intellectually suggestive and morally instructive volume.

The Fourth Gospel Evidences External and Internal of its Johanucan Author-

ship. Essays by E/.ra Abbot, Andrew P. Pe-^body, and Bishop Ligutfoot.

8vo, pp. 171. New York: Charles Scribncr's Sons. Price, si. 50.

Saint John's gospel, the authenticity of which was universally accepted

by tlie primitive Church, has been and still is bitterly attacked by

critics of the Tubingen school for the obvious reason that their myth-
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ical theory of the origin of the gospels cannot bo harmonized with
John, who testifies to what he actually saw and heard. But since the

specious reasoning of that rationalistic school has disturbed the faith of

many, this schohirly defense of The Fourth Gosj^el is timely and valuable.

It contains three essays, the first of which proves that in the last quarter of

the second century St. Joiin's gospel was generally received as genuine

among Christians; that Justin Martyr included it in the apostolical

memoirs of Christ to which he ap[)ealcd; that it was used by the Gnostic

sects; and that the attestation appended to the book itself testifies to its

genuineness. The thoroughness with which these points aw; arijiied in this

essay is eminently satisfactory. In the second essay Dr. Peabody brings

into view some very marked tokens of John's authorship found in the

contents of the book. Among these arc the absence of the author's

name; abundant evidence that it was written by a native of Judea; by a

Hebrew then living remote from Palestine; by a resident of Ephesus near

the close of the first Christian century; by one familiar with the events

recorded; and by an old man: all of which tradition atfnms to be true of

John. Dr. Peabody also effectively answers objections to John's autlior-

shij) based on the character of Christ's discour.ses therein recorded, and to

the seven miracles he describes, which, say skeptical writers, were "im-
possible events." Bishop Lightfoot, in the third essay, while following a

line of thought somewhat similar to that of Dr. Peabody, gives particular

attention to Baur's contention that the fourth gospel was not written until

after John's death. He also shov.-s from its contents, and especially from

its coincidences, that it could not have been a forgery, as is claimed by

critics of the Tubingen school. Taking these admirable essays as a whole,

they conclusively sustain both the authenticity and genuineness of tlws

gosjiel, which, because of its verisimilitude to the spirit, the thought, and

the language of the Christ, is even more precious to spiritual Christians

than the synoptical gospels.

The Sermon Bilk. Psalm LXXVII to Song of Solomon. 8vo, pp. 476. Price,

cloth, $1 50.

r/te Sermon Bible. Isaiah to Malachi. 12mo, pp. 511. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Sermon Bible. St. Luke I to SI. Jolin III. 12mo, pp. 414. Price, cloth.

$1.50.

The Sermon Bible. John IV to Acts VI. 12mo, pp. 395. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Sermon Bil'lc. Acts VII to 1 Corinthians XVL 12mo, pp. 394. Price, cloth,

$1.50.

\Ve have already expressed our judgment that this kind of literature is

only valuable to the minister as it stimulates rather than supplies thought.

One inclined to make use of other men's ideas will find condensed material

on nearly every page of these books, which might be expanded into rich

and copious expositions; but it is preliminary study that is the hardest,

the most original, and the most compensative, and no self-respecting stu-

dent will permit another even to aid him in this work. The comments
licrc given are the results of intelligent research, and, viewed without

any regard ns to the use that might be made of them, they are nourishing
05—FIFTH SEUIKS, VOL. VIII.
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to the soul, slrcngtliening to the faith, and the source of much enlightf-n-

ment in the Scriptures. Christian hi\men will especially be profited by '\

perusal of these volumes. A. C. Armstrong & Son are the publishers.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, A^ND GENERAL Ln^ERATURE.

The Prindjplps of Ethics. By Border P. Bowne. Professor of Philosophy in Bos-
ton University. Svo, pp. 309. New York : Harper & Brotlicrs.

Christianity is the most ethical of all religions. It has no code of eth-

ics, but it teaches fundamental principles which tend to produce a perfect

ethical life in the individual and in society. Its Founder was the ideal

etliical man. Its elementaiy and working principle, which is faith, takes

its Founder's etliical character into its life and works toward its repro-

duction in its subject. The love which is its working principle is" condi-

tioned on its ethical fruitfuliicss, and tlie spiritual bond which binds the

disciple to his Master breaks when burdened by the weight of an unethical

life. "What need, then, it may be asked, of ethical writings other than

Holy Scripture ? If all men were followers of Christ, or disposed to

become such, tlie teacliing of the Lord Jesus might meet the world's need

of ethical culiglitenment; but his teacliing is too generally ignored or op-

posed. False systems of religion and philosophy, which tend to obscure

man's moral concepts, are current, and the complex conditions of modern
civilization give rise to manifold perplexing ethical piroblems and pro-

voke subtle questionings; consequently exposition of the science and of

the philoso])hy of ethics is a pressing need of society.

This admirable volume is a response to this need in that it treats not of

the science but of the philosophy of ethics. It contains, not a mere catc-

goi-y of human duties, but a discussion of the principles which determine

the right or wrong of human actions—which show why the former are ob-

ligatory and the latter to be condemned. Mr. Bowne, as he states, avcuds

the mistake of writers " whose ethical theory has been a product of the

closet rather than of moral life." They deduced a moral life from a

theory; he deduces a theory from the concrete life. In the introduc-

tion to liis volume Professor Bownc shows that the moral life of men
began, not by the perception of ethical principles, but by forming rules

of conduct. Then, after critically describing the various directions which

may be taken by students in search of principles which explain con-

crete duties, he, while claiming that the question of the origin of moral

ideas is irrelevant to the aim of hii book, yet notes that English moralists

have generally confused the question of originality with that of validity,

thereby producing misunderstanding, confusion of thought, and waste of

effort. "A system of ethics," he well says, "like a system of mathemat-

ics, has not to inquire into the origin of ideas with which it works, but

only into its meaning and implications. In both cases the ideas arc valid,

if at all, not by virtue of a peculiar genesis, but because of the evidence

with which they appeal to the mind as it now is." Proceeding to explain
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the complexity aud discord of ethical literature he describes the various

schools of ethics, namely, 1. "The virtue and the Iiap{)iness school,"

which he rejects, because "it looks to pleasure of some kind as the only

rational end of action, and takes account of virtue only as a means to

happiness." 2. " The egoistic aud benevolent schools." He justly con-

demns the former because it is wholly selfish. To the latter lie objects

because, while revolting against the selfish school, " it has sometimes gone

to the absurd length of allowing self-interest no rights whatever.'"

3. The intuitive school, in which "the mind is supposed to see intu-

itively that certain acts, or principles, or motives, are right." To this it is

objected "that there is no agreement whether the intuition attaches to the

act, the principle, or the motive. The only thing sure is that there is an

intuition of something somewhere." Empiricism in this school denies

original insight to the mind, and accepts consequences as the test of right

and wrong, 4. Withiu this school some are found who suppose tlie mo-

rality of an act attaches to the motive or intention of the doer; others

claim that it attaches solely to the consequences, and is independent of

the doer. To this the objection is that " neither view funiishes a working

theory of ethics, aud each leads to its special one-sidedness." 5. The

system of ethical truth is noted which claims that freedom has no signifi-

cance for ethics. To this the objection is that its aftlrraations and de-

nials, while true in a special sense, are made and understood in a general

one. The result is barren logomachy. 6. Other distinctions arising

from metaphysical speculations, from the study of ethical theory in con-

nection Avith religion, and especially from systems which accept the dogma

of necessity, are ne.xt treated. " But," says ourjudicious author, " in this

strife and confusion of all theory the practical life, with its implicit moral

principles, remains. This is the raw material of all theory, and by its ade-

quacy to express this life every theory must finally bo judged. , . . The

aim in the following discussion is not to build up a completed ethical

system, but by a critical study to enable the reader to discern the outlines

of ethical truth and the princii)les which underlie conduct." Having

thus given to the reader the keynote of ]S[r. Bowne's able volume, we add

a brief outline of its topics. Its first chapter treats of "Moral Ideas and

their Order." " The Good " is tlie topic of the second chapter. "The

Need of a Sul)jective Standard " is pointed out in the third. Under " Sub-

jective Ethics " the author treats of "the idea of moral obligation and

of the failure of attempts to define or deduce it." " Development in

Morals," "Moral Responsibility," "Ethics and Religion," " Ethics of the

Individual, the Eamily, and of Society," are luminously treated in the re-

maining chapters of this really profound work, which is a truly valuable

contribution to philosophical and ethical literature. Acute discrimination,

lucidity of statement, logical precision and force in argument, strength

and terseness of style, depth of insight, breadth and comprehensiveness of

view, aud qualified boldness in the expression of opinion are its charac-

teristics. It is, moreover, a timely contribution to the needs of this age

of skeptical activity and moral looseness, because of the light it sheds on
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ethical problems and the tendency of its teacliing to strengthen the

moral tone of the Christian Church. Its ethical suggest ivcness commends
it to ministers and reformers as eminently worthy of a place in their

libraries.

LUerary Landmarh-^ of London. Eip;hth edition, revised and enlarged; with
portraits. By Laukkxce TIutton', Autlior of Curiosities of the Amtrican Stage,

etc. 12mo, pp. 367. New York: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.75.

London is perhaps the greatest literary center of modem times. That so

many of the world's distinguished dramatists, historians, novelists, poets,

essayists, and other literati, have made it their residence, gives it a higher

rank than even its commercial prominence. To trace the leading charac-

teristics and to record the residences of these literary celebrities, for the

use of visitors in London, has been the purpose in (he preparation of the

present work. While less pretentious than a series of biographical pa-

pers, it is, on the other hand, more voluminous and valuable than the

ordinary guidebook. Its matter is attractive; its popularity is seen in

the fact that it now reaches its eighth edition.

First Steps in Philosophy (Phijsical and Ethical). By "Wiluaii Mackintire Sal-

ter, Author o? Ethical Rtligion. ]2mo, pp. 155. Chicago: Cliarles H. Korr &
Co. Price, clotli, $1.

The elementary imnciples of every science are all-important. Without

their careful detinition no line of study can be satisfactorily begun or reach

those ultimate conclusions which their advocates desire. ]\rr. Salter has

felt that this is especially the case in the department of philosophy, Avhcrc

abstrusities are involved, and where cvciy word has a technical and un-

usual meaning. His handbook is iu reality an examination of the two

fundamental conceptions, Matter and Duty. In the consideration of the

first of these he has given that notice to the difficulties connected witli

idealism which the gravity of the case demands. In the discussion of the

second conception the incompleteness of intuitionism and utilitarianism

is shown. The book is tentative, and to be taken with reservation.

Select Poems of William Wordsworth. Edited, with Notes, by William J. Rolfe,

Litt.D., Formerly llead-Muster of the High School, Cambridge, Mnss. With

Engravings. IGnio, pp. 258. New York: Harper & Brothers. Prico, cloth,

56 cents.

Full appreciation of a poet implies something more than the mere reading

of what he has written. Wc must know the circumstances that inspired

a particular poem, the peculiar mental habit of the poet, and the reason

for the use of singular and epigrammatic forms of speech, if we would

entirely comprehend the mnjesty, the rhythm, and tlic lofty literary

drapery of the writer. In part this small book supplies this want, aiding

the reader to a just understanding of some of the beautiful thoughts of

William Wordsworth. For wc have here such poems, with explanatory

notes and comment^, as make a book of rare worth to those wlio would

fairly estimate a rare soul bent on expression in poetic forms of thought.
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

Mexico in Transition from the Poxoer of Political Romanism to Civil and Religious

Libertj. By TVilliaji Butler, D.D. 8vo, pp. 325. New York: Hunt &

Eaton. Ciiicinuati: Cranston &, Curts. Price, doth, $2.00.

Through much tribulation has Mexico come to her present degree of sta-

bility and promise. While it is probably true that the elemental period oi

every modern nation has been crowded \vith privations, particularly has

the development of this American people been a long and bloody tragedy.

History contains no more heart-rending chapter in its many-paged record,

and it is a chapter which has not always been fully understood or re-

garded. It is partly to rectify such misconceptions in the Mexican historj'

that Dr. Butler has prepared his present volume. A wide traveler, a »Hs-

criminating observer of national customs, and a veteran missionary who

has learned in the darkness of heathenism to discern the signs of gospel

progress—au indifferent story of IMexican development would not be

satisfactory from his hand. The fortification of his historic statements by

reference to documentary evidence—a method which has cost the author

no small labor—gives a tone of certainty to his work. The interests

of accuracy are thus served in the correction of existing errors, an illus-

tration of this correction being the refutation of the charge of traitor-

ship against Colonel Lopez which so long prevailed. The attractive

nature of Dr. Butler's description is also its recommendation. Whoever

lias read the Land of the Veda, and has been thrilled by its surpassing

tragedies, will feel the fascination of the present story. As a master of

vivid English Dr. Butjer has drawn tlie picture of the I^Iexicau struggles

with a graphic pen. His volume has therefore a charm for all readers.

While it does not particulaily discuss the topography of Mexico, its nat-

ural resources, or its commercial promise, it is nevertheless a work in

which the social economist, as well as the reformer, is concerned. In

tracing the progress of the missions of the Jilcthodist Episcopal Church

in jVIexico, it has also a denominational value which the Church should

not be slow to recognize. As the latest publication of one of her most

honored missionaries its optimistic spirit is refreshing, and Mexico, by its

showing, seems truly "in transition" from heathen darkness to Christian

enlightenment.

The Story of the Life of IFarhay of Uganda. Told for Boys. By Ms Pister. 1 2ino,

pp.338. New York: A. CJ. Armstrong 4 Son. Price, cloth, ^l.iU.

According to the map Uganda is a province lying northwest of Vic-

toria Nyanza; according to the reports of travelers it is rich in natural

resources and capable of sustaining a large population. Of this prov-

ince and people Mtesa was king—proud, defiant, but teachable, and ani-

mated with a progressive spirit. Through the instrumentality of Stanley

the kini^ adopted some customs and ideas of civiliy-ition, besides accept-

ing in form some of the doctrines of Christianity. However, tlie province

needed the presence of a missionary force to keep it in sympathy witli
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English notions of govcrnmout and brotherhood, and in 1878 Sir.

Mackay, leaving liis Scottish surroundings, arrived in Uganda, intending
to devote his life to the service of the heathen. The book is a recital o^f

his experiences and observations, together with revelations of the actual
working of heathenism. He saw it in its most abhorrent realistic features,
and describes in a vivid style the pathetic yearnings of his soul for the
relief of the people. It does not seem that superstition is the worst ele-
ment of heathenism: but cruelty, abominations corrupt and dogradincr, the
slave-trade existing among themselves and destroying the bonds of hu-
manity and the sense of symjiathy—these and other customs or wrongs,
too deeply seated in the very character of the people to be at once coun-
teracted, cry aloud for some agency of deliverance from their awful
thralldom. Mr. ISfackay alone was an insufficient force. He died at

his post leaving Uganda unredeemed, but his spirit of cousecration was
as beautiful as his services were beneficent. The reading of this volume,
prepared with loving care by his devoted sister, will enrich the mind
of youthful readers, and perhaps inspire some of them to sacrilices fortiie

Master by the model life it portrays.

Charles Haddon Spurgeon, Preacher, Author, Philanthropist. With Anecdotal Ro-
niiiiisceuces. By G. Holden Pike, Author of The Eomance of the Streets, etc.
l2mo, pp. 397. New York; Funk & Wagnalls Company. Price, cloth, $1.

Charles .}{. Spurgeon: Ms Faith and Worhi. By 11. L. Waylaxd. 12mo, pp.
317. Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society. Price, clotli, $1.25.

From the Pulpit to the Falm-Bninch. A Memorial of C. H. Spurcreon. Sr^qiicl to
the Sketch of his Life, entitled From the ir^her's Desk to the Talernadc Fuljnt.
Five Memorial Sermons by Rev. A. T. Pierson, D.D. ; Descriptive Accounts of
Mr. Spurgeon's Long Illness and Partial Rpcovery ; His Last Month at Men-
tone, inchidingr Verbatim Reports of the Lnst Two Addresses Given hj Him,
and the Last Two Articles he wrote; with the OtYicial Report of tho Services
in Connection with His Funeral. 12mo, pp. 281. Xew York : A. C. Armstronjr
& Son. Price, clotii, $1.25.

The life of no modern Christian worker now called to his reward is

richer in biographic materials tiiau Mr. Spurgeou's. Great in his life and
ministry by every standard of measurement, men will long find an incen-

tive to Christian faith and work in his written story. Among the nu-
merous biographical volumes already issued, having the great preacher for

their basis, are included the three above enumerated. Eacli has its ex-

cellencies. The first, by Mr. Pike, tells the general story of his life in

an interesting way. Tlie second, by Dr. Wayland, has its value in the

fact that its author as a Baptist interprets the life work of [Mr. Spurgeon
from the standpoint of his own denomination. The third volume gathers

up the closing experiences in the departure of ]\Ir. Spurgeon, and therein

is readable and important.

John We.sley. By Rev. James J. Ellis. 12rao, pp. 22S. New York: Fleming
H. Rcvell Company. Price, cloth, $1.

John "We-sley still lives in the numerous biographies his name is evok-

ing, and in the more potent influence of his memory in the religious in-
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stitutions of mankind. The present volume is not new in its fu.ts or

h d tailsof his long career; but it differs frour many in the modern.zmg

proce s to which it has been subjected. The author wntes .n an every-

Ty t le, giving to his pages a freshness that ahnost amounts to a charu.

aadfpiqufncytlatrelievesthereaderof weariness. The common phrases

of ^Yetley's day are plentifully used, somewhat compromising ihe dignuy

> le b ograp'hy, though it is confessed they would scarcely i>e no .ced

t a larger volume. AYe have ordy to add that he who reads this book

"ill have presented to him an exalted idea of the character of Wesley and

some knowledge of the great work he achieved.

By II. R.

York • G. P. Putmau's lions. Price, cloth, i^l.&u.

ar/il^ifete Isuio, pp. 404. New York: Fleming H. Kevcll Com-

pany. Price, cloth, $1.50.

\. . c „ -R,. Tvwi<? F Ptfakns D.n., Late Professor in Baii-or

*SoSg*SeSlV S^'r1=l:p^CS. NOW Yor.: Ho„„..„,., Mimiu

& Co. Price, cloth, §1.2o.

Bioc^raphy is more than the study of the individual life. In its phil-

osmhrc sense it involves a notice of the relation which cont.mporan s

bear o one another and to their successors-, and in its pursuit o ultimate

: n equences it must arrive, by the very contrast between -dividuals of

HlTerent centuries, at the value of the life which is under investigatum

nenc" it is that Uie biographical stories of the three men mentioned

above borrow force from the very contrast.

S r Philin Sidnev lui< gained an enduring place as a true type of that

En" ilva'ry which flourished in the days of Elizabeth. Mr. Bourne

has plecuted his pleasant biographic task with ardor and ye with

dlcHminatlon. Under his portrayal Sir Philip loses nothing o the re-

nZ wh ch time has long since awarded hhn. As GrevUle wrote: He

r rue model of worth; a man fit for conquest plantation, re orma-

oii, or what action soever is the greatest and hardest among men

his chief ends being not friends, ^vife, children, and himself, but above a

^nt the honor o1 his Maker and the service of his iu.nce and country.

The^-olume belongs in the series of the Jla-oes of the Mtums

Jo n Kenneth Mackenzie belonged to the present genera ion, o wh ch

chiv ry of the Elizabethan age has become tr.iditional. ^^^ ^--^^^
^f^

- .. uving th. --^-;- :^5^;i:
;
-d^a^^^^

to the worK oi a muunjcn .i.^^-- .-, - ' ,

Hbor in China, and tl.en was sudde.dy called^ to Ins reward.

oration is impressive and his story an inspiration.
, ,, of

The name of Henry Boynton Smith is familiar in the d.par ment

mod rn American theology. He was no ordinary man His sturd-es. <
f

Tt^ his large natural endowment, his richness of spirit, and his u.eful-
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ncss as a theological professor, literary writer, and student, are ably set

forth in the present biography. The book has its place in the series of

Amerkan Religious Leaders.

London. By "Walter Dhsant, Author of AU Soris a7id Cmiditions of Men Fifty

Years Ago, etc. Willi Illustrations. 12mo, pp. 509. New York: Harper -t

Brothers. Price, cloth, ornamental, %Z,

The knowledge of London is fundamental to the understanding of Er.i:-

lish history. For so many centuries has the great metropolis been an

integral part of the public life and a commanding factor in the national

growth, that her records must necessarily be mastered and appreciated by

the true student of history.. Since tlie investigation of metropolitan life

is also a study of fashions, architectural growth, social customs, and other

general forces of civilization, tlic inquiry assumes a concrete form which

is both easy and engaging. Mr. Besant's volume proceeds upon this

order, its purpose being defined by the author himself in the admirable

words: " It has been my endeavor to present pictures of the City of Lon-

don—instantaneous photographs, showing the streets, the buildiug-s,

and the citizens at work and at play. Above all, tlie citizens: with their

daily life in the streets, in the shops, in the churches, and in the houses;

the merchant in the quays and on 'Change; the shopkeeper of Chcapside;

tlie priests and the monks and the friars; the shouting of those who sell;

the laughter and singing of those who feast and drink ; the ringing of the

bells; the dragging of the criminal to the pillory; the riding of the lord

mayor and aldermen; the river, with its boats and barges; the cheerful

sound of pipe and tabor; tlie stage, with its tumblers and its roi>e-dancei-s;

the 'prentices, with their clubs; the evening dance in the streets. I want

my pictures to shew all these things." OI)odient to this impulse Mr.

Besanf shows himself a skillful portrayer of the composite London life.

His pictures have a vivid quality. From the fifth and sixth centuries to

the days of George II he continues his survey, making use of the Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle, of Riley's Extract.i from the City Records, and of other

reliable sources of information. The volume deserves higli commenda-

tion, lu matter it is valuable, in illustrations and mechanical preparation

it is most attractive to the eye.

The Boy Traveleis in Central Euroj)e. Adventures of Two Yoiitlis in a Journey

through Fi~anee, Switzerland, and Austriii, with E.xcursions among tlio Alps of

Switzerland and the Tyrol. By Thomas W. Knox, Autlior of Tin Boy Trav-

elers in the Far Eafit, cl^:. Illusti-ated. 8vo, pp. 532. XewYcrk: Harper &

Brotliers. Price, cloth, $3.

The two boy trawlers of the present story are untiring and enthusiastic

tourists. Already we have noticed their visits to various countries of tlic

globe, and have remarked upon their interesting experiences. In their

present tour tlirough Central Europe they show a no less eager scrutiny

of national customs and a no less intelligent power to reach correct con-

clusions than on fonncr pilgrimages througli European lands. France,

Switzerland, and Hungary are now the countries visited by these youthful
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students. A generous use of illustrations occurs in the volume and makes

it a -worthy &Ci\nc\ to its predecessors. Mr. Knox has chosen a delightful

way in which to teach his young readers national liistory and customs.

The present book should whet the desire of his boy patron.s to visit in per-

son the strange lands of the continent.

MISCELLiVKEOUS.

Slorie-s About Jesiis, Our Lord and Saviour : His Wonder/id Words and Workx.

With 339 Pictorial Illustaitions. By Rev. C. R. Blackall and Mrs. Emij.y C.

Blackall. Quarto, pp. 211. Philadelphia : Benjamin GriffiUi. Price, cloth,

$2 15.

The construction of a life of Christ for the young is not an easy under-

taking. Many of the requirements for such an ideal volume seem, how-

ever, to combine in the present case. For its many authorities consulted,

looking toward accuracy of statements; itssimplicity of language, without

adherence to the monosyllabic method; and its frequency of illustrations,

as emphatic object-lessons for youthful readers, it merits approving words.

Americanisms and Briticisms. With other Essays on Other Isms. By Bka.n'deb

Matthews, with Portrait. 16mo, pp. 190. Price, cloth, ornamental, ^l.

From the Books of Laurence Ilatton. Willi Portrait. ICrao. pp. 1S2. Price,

cloth, ornamental, $1.

Concerning All of Us. By Thomas Wentworth Higginson. With Portrait.

16mo, pp. 210. Price, cloth, ornamental, $1.

From the Easy Chair. By George William Cuktis. With Portrait. 16mo, pp.

231. Price, cloth, $1.

As We Were Saying. By Charles DruLEY Warxeu. With Portrait, and Tlkis-

trations by Harry Whitney, McVic^^ar, and others. 16mo, pp. 201. Price,

cloth, ornamental, $1.25.

Criticism and Fiction. By William Dean IIowells. With Portrait. 16mc.

Price, cloUi, ornamental, $1.

These handy volumes belong to the scries of American Essayists, pub-

lished by Harper ifc Brothers. As to authorship the miscclhincous papers

licre found are beyond criticism; in their attractiveness of print they are

altogether satisfactory.

Tributes to Shala^-j^eare. Collected and Arranged by Mary R. Silsuy. IGmo,

pp. 24G. New York: Harper k Brotliers. Price, cloih, 5il.25.

This book is constructed on an unusual basis. What many of the

world's lesser poets think of the great English poet is worth the know-

ing. Many of these judgments are here gathered by Mrs. Silsbj\ She has

done the reading world a service in their compilation.

Columhwi. An Epic Poem giving an accurnto history of the Great Discovery in

Rhymed Heroic Verse. By Samuel Jeefer.sov, P.R..\.S., F.C.S., Autiior o[

The Epic of the Invinriblc Armada. 12mo, pp. 2o0. Chicago: S. C. Grigg.s &

Company. Price, cloth, ornamentul, $1.25.

An opportune poem, told in good vcrsilication, and interesting to all

who prefer to read in meter the story of the great discovery.
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H}/dc : The Religion of Athens, 570.
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L>'arneil: The Church and the World, 431.

I
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Guriis: Modem Ghosts, 813.
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Dante Aligliieri, The Divine Comedy of:
Norton, 670.
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De La San.<i-ia!-ie : Manual of the Science of
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DeMontnifjnc: Education of Children, 175.

Departed Gods, etc.- Fradcnhurgh, S:y^.
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Discovery of America, etc. : Fi^l:c, 073.

Dix, Life and Letters of Dorothea Lynde:
Tiffann, 313.

Doctrine in the New Testament, Progress of:

Bernard, 337.

Dods: The Gospel of St. John, 101.

Doherty: Illustrative Notes, 174.

Dougla-s : Financial History of Massachusetts,
679.

Driver: Introduction to Literature of Old
Testament, 330.

Driver: Samson and Shylock. 512.

Dii Bose : Soteriology of the New TesUment,

Eade-n : The English Constitution, 674.
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Esarhaddon, Unpublished Inscripiions of:
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Ethics, An Introduction to: Miaran. 500.

Ethics, The Principles of : Binmc, V.H.

Evidence of Christian E.Kperience : Stearns,
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Evolution of Christianity, The : Abbott, 990.

Evolution of Life : Mitchell, 510.

Evolution of Love: Miller, S-'VJ.

Ezra and Nehcmiah : liawlinson, 330.

Fabbri: Lvrlcs, 070.

Fact and Fiction in Holy Writ: McCartii, 009.

Faith, Hope, Love, and Duty: ^Visc, :3:3J.
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Wharton, ¥40.
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Future Retribution: Kiwj, 101.

i Galahad of Nowadays, A : Banks, 170.

Garrison, William Lloyd: Grimkr, ijOS.

General Conference, Origin and Development,
etc. : Nccky, 84-L

Genera! Epistles of St. James and St. Jude

:

Plummer, m7.
Genesis I. and Modern Science : Warring, S41.

Genesis of Genesis : Moore, 407.

Gcnung : Epic of the Inner Life, 1C3.

Ghosts, Modern: Cuitis,'^-i.

Gideon and the Jiidcres: Lanrj, 499.

Gilead Guards: .Sfnft, 170.

Gilman: Conduct as a Fine Art, 33$.

God, Behef in : Scliurmnn, S3:i.

Gods. Departed: Frndenlnmjh, 333.

God, The Being of, as Unity and Trinity:
Steenstra, 000.

Goodfcllow: Una and Leo, 176.

Good Thincs of Life, 170.

Gospel According to irt. Luke: Burton, 839.
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Gospel of St. John: Dods, 161.

Gospel, The Fourth : Abbott, Pealx>dy,
Liohifoot, 993.

Great Discourse of Jesus the ChrLst, 838.

Greek Philosophv, A Study of: Mitchell, 843.

Grirnke: 'SVilliani Lloyd Garrison, .5i."'3.
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Har-Moad ; or. Mountain of the Asi^embly

:
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Harrison: Problems of Christianity a:!d

Skepticism, ."iSS.
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Hawlni: .Methodist Episcopacy Valid, etc,
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Highest Critics fs. the Higher Critics: Mun-
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Historical Christianitv, Gospel Criticism and :

Cone, 001.

Historical Evidences of the New Testament,
162.

Historical Evidences of the Old Testament,
103.

History of Christianity : Rishell, 100.

Hilchcocl: : Unhappy Lives of Men of Genius,
8tS.

Holdina: The Colonel's Charge, 176.

Holy AVnt, lact and Fiction in: McCarty,
O'iO.

Holy Writ. Pronaos to: Wise, 157.

HDmcric Di'tionarv : iiTccj;, 673.

Homilies. B.jston, :n-J.

]li>rton: The P.ook of Proverb.s, 835.

Howells: trificisni and Fictk.n, nm.
How to Mark Your Bible : Mcmies, 690.
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Ideals of Beauty : HumiJltrc]/, .344.
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Immortalitv, Natural History of: Rcynoldi),
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Indika: Hurst, W>.
Inner Life, Tlie Ei)ie of the : Gcmnw, 1C.3.

Introduction to Literature of Old Testament
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Driver, 320.

Introduction to the Old Testament : Wright,
IG.").

Introduction to the Study of the Acts of the
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Israel : A Prince with God : Meyer, 840.
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Jackson : Life and Letters of General Thomas
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Jesus Chri.st, Ttie Central Teaching of : Bcr-
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Jesus Christ the Proof of Christianity:
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Jesus the Christ, The Great Discourse of, P3S.
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